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GEOGEAPHICAL
AND

HISTOPtlCAL PATHOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

LEPROSY.

§ I. Leprosy in Ancient and MEDiiGVAL Times.

The word '^

leprosy/' with its colloquial equivalents^

among the various nationalities of antiquity and the middle

ages_, was used during those periods in a collective sense,
in the same way as the word ^'

plague
" was used ; just as

the latter included the most various diseases that occurred

in epidemics and ran an acute course, so, under leprosy
were embraced a number of chronic morbid pi'ocesses, which
had this much in common, that their most conspicuous

symptoms were affections of the skin. And just as we are

nowadays hardly able, with any certainty, to resolve into its

elements the "plague
"

of antiquity and the middle ages, as

described for us in the contemporary writings, and to decide

1
Elephantiasis (of Lhe Greeks), Lepra (of the Arabians), Morphrea (of the

physicians of mediajval Christendom), Maalzey (the oldest German name).
Of later designations in various countries, which are still current in part,
I mention the following : Ladrerie (France), Aussatz (Germany), Melaatscheid

(the Netherlands), Gafedad (Spain, where there is also the provincial name of

Rosa Asturiensis), Gafeira (Portugal), Likthra (Iceland), Spedalskhed (Norway),

Spetelska (Sweden), Kushta (India), Ngerengere (New Zealand), Morfea (Mexico),
Mai rouge de Cayenne, Kakohe and Boasi (Surinam).

VOL. II. 1



2 GEOGRAPniCAL AND niSTORICAL PATHOLOGY.

in each particular case whether it is really with bubo-plague
that we have to do, or some other epidemic disease^ aud, if

so, what other ; wo have a similar difficulty in extracting

from the notices and sketches of
"
leprosy

" that have come

down to us from ancient and media)val times any safe con-

clusion as to what is implied in each case under that very

comprehensive term. This much, at least, we may infer

from them, that venereal, scrofulous, and other skin troubles

due to constitutional illness, had a place beside leprosy

proper, as well as lupus, scabies, eczema, psoriasis, and other

local cutaneous diseases. Keeping, then, that point of

criticism in view, the history of leprosy in antiquity and the

middle ages may bo represented somewhat as follows.
^

The earliest accounts, that are at all reliable, of the occur-

rence of the disease on extra-European soil date from the

time of the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, the

w'anderings in the Desert and the establishment of their

power in Palestine. The inference that leprosy had been

endemic in Egypt from the remotest times, would appear to

be all the more warranted, inasmuch as all subsequent
chroniclers speak of Egypt as the home of the disease, or,

at any rate, as its headquarters.^ An antiquity hardly
inferior to this appears to belong to the leprosy of India and

perhaps also to that of China ; and, if we may discover no

indication of it in the statements by Herodotus ^ and Pau-

sanias* as to the Xcvkij of Persia in the sixth and fifth cen-

turies B.C., yet, in Japan, according to the unanimous accounts

of the chroniclers, it must have appeared as early as the

thirteenth century B.C. (between 1234 and 1250).'
' For the liistory of leprosy, see tlie following: Raymond, 'Histoire de

I'Elcpliantiasis,' &c., Lausanne, 1767; Hensler,
' Vora abeudlandischen Aussatze

im Mittelalter,' Hamb., 1790 (1794) ; Danielssen et Boeck, 'Traite de la spedal-

slihed,' Paris, 1848 ; Muuro,
' Edin. Med. .louru.,' Sept., Nov., 1876, and March,

1877; Hilser,
' Lehrb. dcr Geschiehtc der Med. u. cpid. Krankheiten,' 3rd. ed.,

Jena, 1876-82, iii, 70.
^ Sec the remarks, in the sequel, on the history of leprosy as given by the

Greek and Roman writers. Brugsch ('Histoire d'Egypt,' Leipzig, 1875, p. 42)
has found, in the papyrus discovered by him, that "leprosy" is mentioned as

early as the reign of Husapti, the 5th King of Egypt, having been prevalent,

therefore, 2400 years before the Christian era.

*
\<jTof)iwv,\, 38, ed. Stein, Berl., 1856, i, 115.

< Btot 7rapaX\?;\o(, ed. Reiske, v, 490.
5 Schmid,

' New York Med. Rec.,' 1869, July, p. 194.
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In several passages of tlio Bible/ mention is made, under
tlie name "

Saraat/^ of a disease whicli was pre-eminently
a skin disease, as appears from the minute account of the

symptoms in Lev. xiii. In this passage it comes out in the

clearest manner that the word '^ saraat '^
is used to describe

morbid states of the skin of various kinds, inasmuch as

those affected with it were designated
"
clean "

or " un-
clean

"
according to the type of the disease and the pheno-

mena accompanying it. But that the word was used in a

quite general sense is still more obvious from the fact that,
in other passages/

'' saraat in the garment
''

is spoken of,

and "
saraat in the walls of the house. '^ The word "

saraat ^'

means originally
" stroke

^^

[Sclilag, Ger.), and in the passive
sense also,

"
stricken/^ or "

felled
"

(in Arabic the word for

epilepsy or the "
falling sickness

" comes from the same root
'' saraa '-"^to throw to the ground). In its application in the

passages above quoted, it corresponds clearly, therefore, to

the German term Ausschlag, and the rendering of "sfiraat^^ by
Aussatz is justified only in the sense in which the latter name
was given in former times to all kinds of "

deposits
^'

[Nieder-

schldge), spots, and the like on the skin, the word Aussatz,
in the sense of an eruption, surviving in the vernacular

speech even to the present day in many parts of Lower

Germany. That leprosy, in our sense of the word, is con-

tained in this "
saraat,^^ along with other diseases, is highly

probable ;
but there can be even less doubt that the term

comprehends many other skin diseases, such as psoriasis,

scabies, and eczema, and perhaps also syphilitic affections.^

Reliable information as to the antiquity of leprosy in

^ Lev. xiii. Numb, xii, lo, IL Kiugs, v, II. Chrou. xxvi, 19.
^ Lev. xiii, 47, and xiv, 39.
3
Finaly ('Arch, fiir Dermatol.,' 1870, ii, 125) is of opinion that the passage in

Leviticus where the tlescription of " saraat
"

occurs, is wrongly interpreted, inas-

much as tlie word "
basar," which is used to signify the part of the body affected

with "
saraat," is rendered by

" skin
"
or " flesh," whereas it is employed there in a

derivative sense, being a euphemism for " membrum virile." Whatever is said,

accordingly, of the disease, has reference solely to "
penis," and "

saraat
"

is no
other than "

syphilis." Seligmann, tlie historian of medicine, and a thorough
master of the Semitic tongues, remarks on this conjecture (' Jahresber. liber die

Fortschritte in der Medicin,' 1870, i, 169): "Whether the dermatologists take

Finaly for a Hebraist, or the Hebraists look on him as a dermatologist, we have
had no more remarkable piece of medico-biblical exegesis than this."
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India is g-ivcn in Wiso's '

Comrncntary/^ AA'herc tlic linea-

ments of the disease, altliousrh obscured Lv other skin

diseases, arc still clearly recognisable. These commentaries

are ])ascd npon the writings of Chsiraka and Susruta ;

so that we can trace leprosy in India back to the

seventh century B.C. Indications of the disease, which

has been known in India from time immemorial under the

generic name of
"
kushta/' had been given previously by

Atreya, in whose Rig Veda Sanita of the fourteenth or

fifteenth century B.C., there is mention made of it.^ In China

it was probably endemic, as Hobson^ thinks, among the

original inhabitants of the country ;
but more definite infor-

mation is wanting, and the case adduced by him, of a disciple

of Confucius who became afi^ccted with "
leprosy

"
(lae) is

untrustworthy, inasmuch as the term "
lac," as Hobson

himself tells us, is used in Southern China, Avhcre true

leprosy is most widely prevalent, in a quite general sense

for scab. It is a noteworthy fact that the above-mentioned

regions of the globe form one of the headquarters of leprosy
at the present day.

At what time, in what regions, and under what circum-

stances the disease appeared first on the soil of Europe,
cannot be made out wdth certainty from the scanty references

to it that wo meet with in the Greek winters of the pre-
Christian era ; and with all the less certainty for the

reason that most of these accounts are already vitiated by
the error of confounding leprosy with elephantiasis

—a laxity

of thought and speech which has obtained in all subsequent
times down almost to our own day.

In the writings of the Hippocratic
^
collection, there is mention of

the " Plianician disease" side by side with a malignant form of Xivkti

(afterwards a term in general use for certain forms of leprosy), and

obviously in connexion with the latter. According to Galen's expla-

nation,* this term corresponds to "
elephantiasis ;

" but we are unfortu-

nately again left in doubt whether by
"
elephantiasis

" we are to under-

stand leprosy, or elephantiasis in our sense of the word, inasmuch as

1 '

Commentury on the Hindu System of Medicine,' Lend., i860, p. 238.
- Munro, ' Ed. Med. Jouru.,' 1876, Sept., p. 248.
' • Transact, of the China Branch of the Roy. Asiatic Soc,,' 1852, iii, p. 17.
^ 'Prorrhetikon,' lih. ii (at the end of the book), cd. Littrc ix, 74.
^ Erotiani,

' Galoni et Ilerodoti Glossaria in llippocrateni,' ex rccensione

Stephani, Lips., 1 780.
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Galeu, in another passage/ uses tlie same woi'dto denote pachydermia.
It is equally uncertain what is meant by the "

satyria
" mentioned by

Aristotle ;- Rufus (vide infra) states that this word had been already
used to designate leprosy, and Galen ^

expresses the same opinion^

again using, however, the ambiguous term "
elephantiasis." Even if

we discover leprosy in both of the diseases here spoken of, it would

still remain a question whether the statements about them relate to

Greece or to Egypt and Phojnicia
;
and the same doubt arises regai'ding

the remark with which Rufus ^
prefaces his own bi'ief biit unambiguous

description of leprosy, that the disease, although it is a great and

dangerous one and of frequent occurrence (jusya kuI ^^aXsTror voatjfia kcu

ttoWoIq yevofitrov), had been described hitherto only by Strato the

Erisistratean (probably Strato of Lampsacus in the third century B.C.) ;

for here also it is an oj)en question whether this account of Strato, as

well as the notice of the disease given by Rufus of Alexandria, does not

relate rather to Egypt than to Greece.

Among the clirouiclers both of the earlier and the later

times of the Empire^ there is complete agreement that the

endemic leprosy of Egypt was not known to the older Grreek

physicians [i.e. to physicians practising* in Greece)^ that the

disease did not show itself in the Roman Empire until the

last century b.c.j and that it was a still longer time before

it attained a general diffusion therein or among the neigh-

bouring nationalities.

According to Lucretius,*

Est eleplias morbus, qui propter flumiua Nill

Gignitur Aegypto iu medio, neque praeterea usquam.

Celsus, to whose trustworthiness no objection can be taken, says of

it :^
"
Ignotus paene in Italia ... is morbus est, quem 'tKifavriaa-iv

Gra3ci vocant." Plutarch '' makes the physician Artemidorus, a con-

temporary of Pompey, say that leprosy first became known in the

Roman Empire in the time of Asclepiades (or in the last century B.c.j.

Cajlius Aurelianus ^ indicates Themison, the founder of the methodical

school and the contemporary of Pliny, as the first Roman physician to

describe the disease ; and even in Galen^ we find the remark :

" In

^ *
Introductio, cap. xiii, ed. Kiihn, xiv, 757, and, iu the same sense, in

*
Definitiones,' § 296 e. c. xix, 428.
^ * De generatione animal.,' lib. iv, cap. iii, 0pp. ed. Casauboni, Genev., 1605, i,

-852.
3 ' De causis morbor.,' cap. vii, e. c. vii, 29, and ' Lib. de tumoribus praeter

uaturam,' cap. xiv, e. c. vii, 727-28.
•*

Oribasius,
'
Collect, med.,' xiv, cap. 28, ed. Daremberg, iv, 63.

^ ' De rerum natura,' vi, 1 1 14.
" Lib. iii, cap. 25.

^ In 'Symposiou,' vii, qu. ix, Opp. ed. Reiske, viii, 905.
s 'Morb. Cbrou.,' lib. iv, cap. i, ed. Amstelod., 1755, 493.
^ ' Lib. ii, De metbod. med. ad Glaucouem,' cap. xiii, e. c. xi, 142.
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Alexandria plurimi elophantiasi .... laborant. In Germania
vero et Mysia raiissiiiie aflVctns is j^rassari visus est. Et apud lacti-

potas Scythas nunquam fere appaivt."

The period wlieu leprosy l)cgau to be more widely diffused

and more frcf|iient in J*]uropo may be inferred witli a good
deal of probability from the date of the making of laws and

regulations by the authorities towards preventing and counter-

acting the disease, which was generally considered to be a

catching one ; these consisted in part of laws regulating the

marriage of leprous persons, and in part were directed to

their segregation and reception into institutions for their

care or cure [leproseria, ladrcria, mcselleria).

Tbere exist legislative enactments on the marrying of lepers and on

their segregation, made by Rotbar, King of tbe Lombards in tbe seventh

century,' by Pipin (757) and Charlemagne (789) for tbe empire of tbe

Franks in tbe eigbtb century,^ and for England in tbe year 950.^ Tbe
earliest account of tlio founding of leper-bouses comes from tbe Frankisb

kingdom in tbe eigbtb and ninth centuries,' from Ireland (Inuisl'allen),

in tbe year 869,^ from Spain (Malaga in 1007,'"' and Valencia in 1067),''

Italy and England (Cbatbam, Northampton, London, and other places)^
in tbe eleventh century, Sicily (Palermo),' Scotland (Aldnestun, 1170),

and tbe Netherlands (Ghent, 1 147)'" in tbe twelfth century, and from

Norway (Bergen, 1266)*' and Switzerland (Ziirich)'- in the thirteenth

century.

There is no doubt that the founding of the first houses

for the reception of lepers did not take place until a period
when the disease had already become spread to a considcr-

'

Lindcnbrog, 'Codex lej^um autiquar.,' 1613, p. C09.
-
Lobincau,

' Histoirc de Bretague,' Paris, i 707, i, 204.
3 Wharton,

'

Anglia sacra,' ii, Praef. 32.
* Virchow

(' Archiv,' xviii (18G0), pp. 138, 273, xix, p. 43, xx, pp. 166, 459),

has published a very detailed and thorough investigation on the leper-houses in

the Prankish kingdom and in tJermany.
«

Belcher,
' Dubl. Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1868, Aug., p. 38.

* Martinez y Montes,
'

Topogr. med. de la ciudad dc Malaga,' Malaga, 1852,

p. 504.
^
Morejon,

'
Ilist. bibliogr. de la nied. Espanola,' i, 354.

^ For the history of leper-houses in Britain, see the admirable papers of

Simpson, in the '
P^din. ^led. and Surg. Journ.,' 1841, Oct., p. 301, 1842, Jan.,

p. 121, April, p. 394.
'

Profcta, 'La Sperimcntalc,' 1875, Sept., p. 294.
'" See the excellent account of the history of leprosy in the Netherlands by

Israels, in ' Nederl. Tijdsehr. voor Geneesk.,' 1857, i, i(n.
"

Bidenkap,
' Norsk. Mag. for Lacgevidensk,' i860, xiv, 550.

'*
Mcyer-Ahrens,

' Swciz. Ztschr. fiir Natur- imd Ileilkunde,' 1841, vi, 302.
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able extent, Tlic majority of sucli houses appear to have

been established between the eleventh and the thirteenth

centuries ; and they were founded in such numbers that^ by
the beginning of the thirteenth century, there appear to have

been 2000 of them in France alone, and 19,000 in the whole

of Christendom.^ It would be a mistake, in my view, to

infer from the multiplication of leper-houses, that there was

a corresponding increase in the number of cases, or to take

the number of the former as a measure of the extent to

which leprosy was prevalent, or to conclude, as many have

done, that the coincidence of the Crusades with that increased

diffusion of the disease implies any intimate connexion

between the two things, or that the rise in the number of

cases was chiefly due to importation of leprosy into Europe
from the East. In judging of all these matters, we must

not leave out of sight the fact, already adverted to more

than once, that the notion of
"
leprosy

" was a very compre-
hensive one in the middle ages, not only among the laity but

also among physicians, that syphilis was included therein as

well as leprosy and a variety of chronic skin diseases, and

that the diagnosis with a view to segregation of "
lepers,'^ or

to their admission into leper-houses, was not made by the

practitioners of medicine but mostly by the laity. One can

readily understand that many a soldier from Europe, who set

out for the East in good health, became leprous in a country
where want and hardships and a free kind of life all afforded

opportunities for his acquiring the malady. But here again
we shall have to take "

leprosy
''

in its comprehensive sense ;

and, if the crusaders returning from the East brought back

with them some disease which they communicated to people
in Europe, it is much more reasonable to think of syphilis

than of leprosy, inasmuch as the communicability of leprosy

has not been proved hitherto by a single unambiguous fact.

One thing of especial importance in the judging of these

questions is that^ when physicians came to be better acquainted

1

Raymond, 1. c, p. 106. Mezeray ('Histoire de France,' ii, 168) says of

France in the 12th century: "II y avait ni ville ni bourgade, que ne fust

obligee de batir un bopital pour les (lepreux) retirer ;

"
and, for Italy, Mura-

tori's statement
(' Antiq. Ital. med. aevi,' iii, 53) is to the same effect :

" Vix

ulla erat civitas, quae nou aliquem locum leprosis destinatum haberet."
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with the distinctive characters of syphilis at the time of its

wide diffusion in Europe in the cud of the fifteenth and

beginning of the sixteenth century, the number of the

leprous diminished considerably within a very short period ;

that fact is explained, not by any such sudden extinction of

the disease, nor, as some have concluded, by the transfor-

mation of leprosy into syphilis, but according to the more
natural assumption that a correct diagnosis of each disease

had taught men to restrict the number of leprosy cases within

proper limits.

^V^lien a revision was undertaken in France and Italy, at the beginning
of the sixteenth century, of the overcrowded lazar-houses, the fact came
out that in many of them by far the most of the inmates, and in some
of them the whole, were suffering from various chronic skin eruptions,
and that only a minority were suffering from true leprosy. Fracastoro,'

for example, writing of Italy (Vei'ona), says :

" Et certe semper apud
nos visus raro fuit is morbiis, quamquam per civitates domxis, quae hos-

pitalia vocantur, et suppellectiles sumptibus publicis paratac structaeque
videantur Elephantiacis suscipiendis. Verum quos ego hactenus vidi :

nemo quidem aut pauci e suspectis Elephantiaci mihi visi sunt, sed

leprosi [i.e. affected with scaly exanthems] solum, aut impetigLne

quadam fere detenti."
^

Still, we must recognise the fact that leprosy was preva-
lent in Europe as an endemic disease during the middle

ages, that it gradually lost its importance as such from the

sixteenth century onwards, and that there now remain to it

in Europe only a few disease-centres, and these for the most

part small, in Avhich it still preserves its old endemic

character.

This extinction of leprosy as an endemic took place, sometimes

eai'lier, sometimes later in the various coimtries of Europe. In Italy
a considerable remission of the disease was already noticeable towai'ds

the end of the fifteenth century ; thus Beniveni^ says, when speaking of

a case of leprosy observed by him in a foreigner :

'* Morbus qui in

Italia
"—he lived in Florence—"

pene nunquam visus a medicis vix

diagnoscitur." During the sixteenth century leprosy disappeared
almost entirely fi-om that country, remaining confined to a few districts

to be mentioned in the sequel."* In the same period falls the general
1 ' De uiorbis contagiosis,' lib. ii, cap. xiii, Opp. Venet., 1584, p. 946.
* See also Hensler, p. 232, and Simpsou, 1. c, 1842, Jan., p. 148.
^ ' De abditis morbor. causis,' cap. 98, iu Dodouaeus,

' Med. observ. rara

exeuipla,' Lugd. Uatav., 1585, p. 241. Sec also tbe above-quoted passage from

Fracastoro.
* De Ucnzi,' Storiadelhi med. in Italia,' Napol., 1845, iii, 587.
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decline of tlie disease in Spain/ where a few centres of it have main-

tained tliemselves down to the present time. In France also its sub-

sidence began then, although it was observed at various places in con-

siderable ditfusion in the seventeenth and even down to the end of the

eighteenth century. Thus, Simonin - states that leprosy was still

common in Lorraine in the beginning of the seventeenth century ;

Briende,^ writing in 1787, says that it was still endemic in Upper
Auvergne, especially in the district of Mont d'Or as far as the confines

of Limousin, being known by the name of" mal s. main ;" and Rochard'

points out that thei'e were many lepers yet living at that time (1789)
on the island of Belle-Isle-en-mer, which had served as a refuge for .

leprous persons driven from the mainland, and that he had himself

seen several at Rosaliere. The extinction of leprosy falls at a some-

what later period in Switzerland, where numerous leper-houses were

founded as late as the fifteenth century ; later also in the countries of

Northern Europe—in the Netherlands towards the middle of the seven-

teenth century,^ in Germany, where the disease, according to many
observers, continued to be somewhat widely prevalent in the sixteenth

century, in Denmark^ and in England and Scotland, from which last

we have a notice of numerous cases of leprosy in Kingcase in the

year 1 693.'' From the Shetland Isles, we have the following by Edmond-
stone :*

" The session records mention that a day of public thanks-

giving was observed in the ministry in the year 1742, when this disease

[leprosy] was almost extinguished ;" but he had himself seen several

cases there at the beginning of the present century. On the Faroe
Islands leprosy has completely disappeared since the middle of the

eighteenth century.^

For tlie history of leprosy in the countries of Nearer Asia

our information goes no farther back than the ninth and tenth

centuries of the Christian era^ the period from which date

the writings of the so-called Arabian physicians Ehazes^^*^

Janus DamascenuSj^^ Ali Abbas/^ Avicenna^^ and others, all

^
Morejou, 1. c.

^ ' Kecherch. topogr. et mcd. sur Nancy,' 1854, p. 306.
^ ' Histoire de la Soc. de ined. de Paris,' 1787, v, uium., p. 311.
* 'Jouru. gen. de med.,' 1789, Ixxx, 3655 Cabiol (' Eee. de mem. de med.

milit.,' 1848,11, serie vi, p. 51) makes the conjecture that the intractable skin

diseases which are still met with on the island are the survivals of leprosy.
^

Israels, 1. c.

^ Danielssen et Boeck, 1. c, p. 136.
7 Simpson, 1. c, 1841, Oct., p. 328.
^ ' Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1810, Jan., p. 162.

9 Manitus,
' Bihl. for Laeger,' 1824, i, 15.

'" ' Liber ad Almansorem,' v, cap. 32-35, 0pp. Basil, 1544, p. 127.
" '

Practica,' tract v, cap. 3, 5, 14, Lugd., 1525, pp. 48, 49, 51.
'2 '

Disp. theor.,' i, cap. 74, viii, cap. 15, 16, 18;
'

Pract.,' iv, cap. 3.
^^ '

Canon.,' lib. iv, Feu. iii, tract, iii, cap. i, 2, 3, Fen. vii, tract, i, cap. 5.
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of whom give definite information of tlie provalcnco of the

disease in Mesopotamia, Syria, and Persia. There is no

medical liistory from those regions for tlic later mediaDval

period ;
hnt for the last three centuries the accounts of

travellers, who had informed themselves as to the state of

health and sickness there, are unanimous in declaring

leprosy to be still endemic at many points. In the Western

Hemisphere, according to the uniform statements of authori-

ties in Guiana^ and the West Indies," leprosy was unknown
until the arrival of the negro. For Bahia the earliest

account of its occurrence goes no farther back than 1755.

Also in Parana and Uruguay^ it is said to have become more

widely spread in recent times, and in these countries also the

outbreak of the disease is traced to the introduction of the

negro race.^ The older observers considered it proved that

the disease had been conveyed by contagion from the negroes
to the natives of those countries ; v. Leent, however, points
out that these observations are plainly based upon a con-

founding of leprosy with syphilis, and that the conveyance
of true leprosy from the one race to the other can only have

taken place by way of intermarriage and inheritance. For

Surinam the first information as to leprosy dates from 1728 ;

iu 1763 the number of lepers had increased so much that a

leper-house had to be founded, and in 1812 they were

counted at 500.

§ 2. Present Distribution of Leprosy.

The more recent history of leprosy, and its geographical
distribution at the present time, tend to confirm the data, very

'

Schilling, 'Diss, de lepra,' Traj, ad IMi., 1769; Bajon,
' NacLricbteu zur

Geschiclite von Cayenne,' from the French, Erfurt, 1780, iii, 24; Campet,
' Traite prat, dcs maladies graves des pays chauds,' Par., 1802, p. 290 ; Bancroft,

'Natural History of Guiana,' p. 385 ; v. Leent, 'Arch, de nied. nav.,' 18S0, Nov.,

!'• 405-
*
Peyssonel,

' Philos. Trans.,' 1, part i, p. 38 ; Hillary,
• Obscrv. on the Changes

of the Air, and the concom. Epid. Dis. in Barbadoes,' 2ntl ed., Lond., 1766 (Ger-
man transl., Leipzig, 1776, p. 3S5).

3
Wucherer, iu ' Virch. Arch.,' 1S61, xxii, 345.

•
Brunei, 'Observ. topogr. ot mcd. . . . faitcs dans la Eio dc la Plata,' Par.,

1842, p. 46.
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defective and in part untrustworthy, wliicli wo possess as to

the history of the disease in antiquity, the middle ages, and

the modern j^eriod, and which point to Africa and Asia as

its earliest and chief seats.

This holds good, first of all, for Egypt, where the medical

accounts of the present and preceding centuries,^ as well as the

reports of all scientific travellers, represent the disease to be

widely diffused as an endemic, equally throughout the whole

basin of the Nile and on the shores of the Mediterranean and
the Red Sea. To the same effect are the statements of all

observers on the Avidc prevalence that leprosy has attained

in Abyssinia,^ both on the coast and in the plains and hill

districts. Accounts to the same effect come from the coast

territory of East Africa,
—from Zanzibar^ and MozamhiquG,^

from Madagascar^ (both plains and mountains) and the

adjoining small island of St. Marie,
^—from Mauritius^ where

150 patients had been admitted in 1874 into the leper-house
near Port Louis,^ from Reunion^ and from 8t. Helena}^

Among the North African coast states, Tripoli and Tunis

are said to enjoy an immunity from lejjrosy, but the infor-

' See Prosper Alpinus,
' Medicina iEgyptioruiu,' Lugd. Batav., 1719, p. 56;

Liirrey, 'Memoiresde Chirurgie Militaire, et Campagnes,' Paris, 1812-17, vol. i
;

Pruner,
' Kraukbeiten des Orients,' p. 164; Griesiuger, iu ' Vircb. Arcb.,' v

(1S53), p. 2361 Vauvray, 'Arcb. de med. iiav.,' 1873, Sept., p. r6i (relating to

Port Said).
- Combes et Tamisier, 'Voyage en Abyssinie,' Paris, 1839,11.280; Aubert-

Kocbe,
' Annal. d'byg.,' 1846, xxsv, 5 ; Pruner, 1. c.j Courbon,

' Observ. topogr.

et med.,' &c.. Par., 1861, p. t,t,
•

Blanc,
' Gaz. liebd. dc med.,' 1874, Fcuill, p. 330

(met witb leprosy west of Lake Tana).
' Semanne,

' Essai d'une topogr. med. de File de Zanzibar,' Par., 1864, p. 36 ;

Lostalot-Bacboue,
' Etude sur la constitution pbys. et med. de I'ile de Zanzibar,'

Par., 1876, p. 48.
*
Roquette,

' Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1868, Mar., p. 161.

^
Davidson, 'Edin. Med. Journ.,' 1863, Mar., p. 832 ; Borcbgrevink, 'Norsk.

Magaz. for Laegevidensk,' 1872, iii, Eaek. ii, p. 246.
''

Borius,
' Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1870, Aoiit, p. 81 ; be estimates tbe number of

lepers on tbe island at 20 to 30, or 4 to 6 per rooo inbabitants.

'' Kinnis,
' Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1824, Oct., p. 286 ; Lebontc,

' Edin.

Med. Journ.,' 1877, Sept., p. 224.
*^ 'Statist. Sanitiitsbericbt der kaiserl. dentscben Marine,' 1874-5, p. 104.
^ Couzier,

' Journ. gen. do med.,' vii, p. 406 ; Allan,
'

Montbly Journ. of Med.,'

1841, Aug., p. 565; Pellissier,
' Consider, siir I'etiologie des maladies les plus

communes a la Eeuuion,' Paris, 1881, p. 49.
^" McRitcbie, 'Transact, of tbe Calcutta Med, Soc.,' 1836, viii, App. xxix.
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raatioii^ is of a scarcely trustworthy kind. lu Ahjicrs, at any

rate, the iliseuso is widely diliusecl (especially among the

Kabyles);" and thn sanio is true for Murocco^ the Canary

hltinda,^ and Madeira} lu the Jizores it is said to be less

frequently met with."

According to Learcd, there is in the vicinity of the city of Morocco

a leper colony consisting of 200 persons, who are, however, in free

communication with the whole neighhourhood. In the Canary Islands

the first leper-house was founded in 1542, hut the disease had prohahly
existed there at an earlier date. The statement of Meudl that leprosy
had decreased there in recent times in consequence of the improved

wellheiug of the people, is not in agreement with the results (given

hy Friedel) of the official census taken in 1788, 1831, 1S57, ^^^ i860,

which make the numher of lepers then living to he respectively 195,

346, 500, and 600, so that we must suppose either the disease to have

increased or the enumeration in later times to have been more carefully
carried out. In Madeira the existing leper-house near Funchal, was

founded in 1658 ;
within the last thirty or forty years the disease has

become rarer, most of the lepers being met with in a few districts on

the west side of the island.

A very extensive region of leprosy is formed by the West
Coast of Africa from Senegambia down to Cape Lopez. In

Sencijamhia the disease is prevalent equally on the coast and
in the more elevated regions of the interior/ it is the same
in Sierra Leone, where there were 103 lepers counted in

i860 among the 40,000 natives residing within the English

colony.^ From the same region we have further accounts

' '

lleport ou Leprosy by tlie Coll. of Pbys.,' Loud., 1867, p. 53.
-
EuuUouiu,

' Gaz. uicd. de Paris,' 18.38, p. 771; IJirthcnuui,
' MeJecine et

hygiene des Arabes,' Par., 1855 ; Guicon,
' Gaz. dcs bopit.,' 1S52, No. 27, p. 4275

Bertiaiid,
'

liec. de mem. de mod. milit.,' 1867, Mars, p. 199 (who remarks tbat

tbe disease known as "
lepre des Kabyles" is not leprosy but sypbilis).

^
Jackson, 'Account of tbe Empire of Morocco,' Lond, 1814; Leared,

'
Brit.

Med. Jouru.,' 1873, April, p. 404.
•'

Friedel, in ' Virchow's Arcbiv,' xxii (i86i), p. 340; BoUe, ib., p. 3O7;
Mendl,

' Wien. med. Woebenscbr.,' 1866, No. 35, p. 557.
* Heineken,

' Ediu. Med. and Surg. Jouru.,' 1826, July, p. 15; Kiunis, ib.,

1842, July, ]).
I ; Kiimpfer,

'

Ilamb. Zeitscbr. fur Med.,' x.vxiv, p. 161 ; Meudl, 1. c.

*
Bullar,

' Boston Med. and Siiry. Journ.,' 1840, xxvi, p. 135.
' Tbevenot, -Traite des maladies au Senegal,' A;c, Paris, 1840, 249;

Cbassiauul,
' Arcb. de med. uav.,' 1865, Mai, 515 ; Borius,

' Considerations med.
sur le poste de Dagana,' Monip., 1864, and ' Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1882, Mai, 375.

s
Winterliottom,/ Ace of the native Africans of Sierra Lcoue,' II, 1 13 ;

'

Report
ou Leprosy,' 52.
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for the Gold Goast^ for the Benin Districts {Lagos),
^
for the

Niger^ country, and for tlio Gaboon {Cameroon Districts).^ It

may be inferred from the stateijicnt of Danicll'' that leprosy
occurs in these countries not merely on the coast, but as an

endemic also in the interior ; according to him leprous per-
sons are not unfrequently found among the slaves brought
from the Soudan to the West Coast. On the Loango Coast

(from Cape Lopez southwards) we come upon a territory free

from leprosy f but the very defective medical information

from these parts does not enable us to decide how far this

immunity pertains to the most southern districts of the West

Coast, to Angola, and the region of the Congo. It is certain

that leprosy is endemic to a very considerable extent at the

Gape^ the fruitful districts on the east side forming an

exception (Kretzschmar) ; Natal^ also is said to be free from

the disease.

At the Cape there were in 1858 two leper asylums, or places of deten-

tion for lepers, the one being
" Hemel-en-Aarde "

(heaven and earth), a

solitary place shut in by the mountains, distant a few days' journey
from Cape Town and the coast

; the other, Robben Island in Table Bay,

thirty miles from the Herrnhut colony of Gnadenthal. According to

the missionary Merensky,^ an endemic centre of leprosy has sprung up
since 1850 among the Zulus who had migrated into Natal.

Besides Africa, the continent of Asia with the archipelagos

adjoining it forms one of the headquarters of leprosy at the

present day. This applies mostly to India and the eastern

parts of Asia. Ou the other hand, in the countries of

^
Clarke, 'Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' i860, i, 106; Moriarty, 'Med.

Times ami Gaz.,' 1866, Dec., 663.
2 ' Statist. Rep. of the Health of the Navy for 1864.'
3

Oldfield, 'London Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1835, Nov., 403; McRitchie,

'Monthly Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1852, May.
^

Ballay,
'

L'Ogooue, Afrique equatoriale occidentale,' Paris, 1 880, 40.
*

Daniell,
' Sketches of the med. topogr. ... of th& Gulf of Guinea,' Lond.,

1849, 56.
^
Ealkenstein, in ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1877, Ixxi, 421.

^
Berncastle, 'Lancet,' 1851, Sept., 257; Kretzschmar,

' Siidafrikanische

Skizzen.,' Leipz., 1853 ; Black,
' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1853, April, 257 ;

Scherzer,
' Ztschr. der Wiener Aerzte,' 1858, Nr. 11 ;

Ref. in 'Lancet,' 1876,

July, 32 J Fritsch, in ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1865, xxxiii, 160 and ' Arch, fiir Anat.

und Physiol.,' 1866, 733.
^ '

Report on Leprosy,' xi.

« In ' Virchow's Archiv,' Ixxxix (1882), p. 18;.
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Nearer Asia, so far as wo can jiiJgo of tlieir conditions of

health from the available data, the disease has the character

of a true endemic only within a few limited areas. Thus we
have accounts of its occurrence at a few points on the

southern coast of Arahla (particularly Muscat^), and in the

heart of the country ;" further, in the mountainous districts

of Persia^ and Syria,^ in Cyprus,^ and in some parts of

Tarlicstan (especially Samarcand, Miankal, and Hissai-"). In

Asia Minor'^ in recent times, only isolated cases have been

observed—at Smyrna, in the neighbourhood of Sinope, and at

other points on the shore of the Black Sea ; in the Broussa

disti'ict the disease appears to have become quite extinct,

and it is said also that it no longer occurs in Trebizond.

In Syria leprosy is oftencst met with in the valleys of the Lebanon
and Auti-Lelianoii, mostly in small villages and seldom in the larger

towns. The great number of lepers in Jerusalem, where there are

several leper-houses, may be explained by their resorting thither from

the country around. At Hebron, Nazareth, Safet, and Nablous, only
occasional cases occur, just as at Beyrout, Jaffa, and other places on

the coast, where leprosy is almost iiuknown. In Cyprus the disease is

mostly found in the districts of Morfu, Lapetlnis, and Cythraea, situated

on a damp level; the leper-house at Nikosia contained thirty-five

patients in 1867. In Persia it is confined as an endemic to a few dis-

tricts of the hill country of Irak Ajemi, in the provinces of Azerbijan
and Khuzistan, particularly the localities of Chamse, Kaswin, Sendjan,
and Karadagh. It does not occur at all on the shores of the Caspian.
The Persian lepers live together, outcast from society, in a most miser-

able state, in small and wretched colonies situated at some distance

from the towns or villa<xes.'a^

' Lockwood,
' Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1S46, Jan., 82 ; Moore, ' Assoc. Mod.

Jourii.,' 1856, Nov., 996.
*

Pal^ravi',
'

Journey through Arahia,' Loud., 1865, ii, 3.
3
Polak,

' Wien. mod. Wocli.,' 1855, Nr. 17,
' Wochenbl. der Ztschr. dcr Wiener

Acrzte,' 1S57, Nr. 47, 753, and iu ' Vh'chow's Arch.,' 1863, xxvii, 1 75 ; llantzsche,

ib. ;

'

Keport on Leprosy,' 71.
•' Pruner, 1. c. ; Tohler,

'

Peitr. znr. med. Topogr. von Jerusalem,' Berl., 1855,

47; Robertson,
' Edinb. ]\Ied. and Surg. Journ.,' 1843, April, 246,

'

Report on

Leprosy,' xi, 54-56;
'
IJrit. Med. Journ.,' 1868, Sept., 341, and 'Wien. med.

Woch.,' 1875, Nr. 13, 14; Langerhans, in ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1870, 1, 453;
Wortabet,

'
lirit. and For. i\Ied.-Chir. Review,' 1873, July, 173, and ' Med. Times

and Ga/..,' 1880, Oct., 445.
' '

Report on Leprosy,' 55.
«
Burnes, 'Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1835, vii, 460.

'
Rigler, 'Die Tiirkci und deren Pewohuer,' ii, 102; 'Report on Leprosy,'

xiii, Co.
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From none of the extra-European regions that are most
afflicted with leprosy, do we obtain so complete information on
the distribution of the disease and on its endemic extent

Avithin the several divisions of the country, as from India or

that part of India which is under British rule. The exceed-

ingly numerous accounts to hand/ which apply in part also

to the Protected States and to the allied or Independent
Native States, as well as to the French possession of Pondi-

cherry, go to prove this much at the outset, that no part of

that vast empire (including Ceylon), from Peshawur to

Point-de-Galle, and from the Assam mountains to the Indus,
is altogether free from leprosy; that there are, however,

very considerable differences in the amount of it in various

parts of the country, and that, in British India proper, there

are three regions where the disease reaches a maximum—the

hill country of Kumaon, the Province of Burdwan (Lower
Bengal), and those parts of the Deccan and the Konkan that

belong to the Bombay Presidency. According to the

census of 1872, there were in the three Presidencies 99,073

lepers in a population of about 183 millions, or 5*4 per
10,000 inhabitants

;
of these 71,287 belonged to the Bengal

Presidency with 136 millions (5*2 in 10,000), 13,944 to the

Madras Presidency with 31 millions (4*4 in 10,000), and

13,842 to the Bombay Presidency with 16 millions (8*5 in

10,000). An analysis of these aggregates, carried out for the

several provinces in each presidency, gives the following-
totals and the proportions per 10,000 inhabitants.

1 The following are general references : Robinson,
'

Med.-Chirurg. Transact.,'

1819, X, part i, 27, 'Report on Leprosy,' xv—xix, 100—213; Lewis and Cun-

uingbam, 'Leprosy in India,' Calcutta, 1877. Per Bengal, see : Macnamara,
'LeprosjV Calcutta, 1866; Evans, 'Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1829,
iv, 245 (Tirhoot); Breton, ib., 1826, ii, 245 (Chota Nagpore); Sbortt,

' lud.

Annals of Med. Sc.,' 1858, July, 506 : Richards, ib., 1873, July, 303 (Orissa)j
Lewis and Cunningham, 1. c, 14 (Kumaon),

'

Report of the Governm. Charitable

Dispens. established in Bengal and N. W. Provinces,' Calcutta, 1843, passim ;

Planck, 'Report on Leprosy in the N. W. Provinces,' Calcutta, 1876 (N. W.
Provinces). Per Madras, see: Van Someren, 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1874,

April, 371 (District of Madras); Aubceuf, 'Contributions a I'etude de I'hyg. et

des maladies dans I'lnde,' Par., 1862,63 (Pondicherry) ; Day,
' Madras Quart.

Journ. of Med. Sc.,' i860, Oct., 286 (Cochin). For Bombay Pres., see: Vandyke
Carter, 'Lancet,' 1S72, Aug., 198, and ' Med.-Chir. Transact.,' 1873, Ivi, 267
(general); Morehead, 'Clinical Researches,' ii, 664; Waring, 'Ind. Annals of

Med. Sc.,' 1856, April, 506 (City of Bombay) ; Gibson,
' Transact, of the Bombay

Med. and Phys. Soc.,' 1838, i, 66 (Gujerat); Don, ib., 1840, iil, 4 (Siud).
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Table of iJtc numhcr of Lrj)crs in the various rruvtuccs of

India, ivith the 'proportion per 10,000 Inhabitants.

Bengal—
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siderablo lepor-centrcs in these are on tlie plateau of Mysore

(especially the district of Bangalore)/ in the coast districts

of Kattiwar/ in the State of Malwa/ in Kashmir and Ladak,*
and in the State of Nepaul^ adjoining the severely affected

Himalayan district of Kumaon.
We have no very particular facts as to the number of

lepers in Ceylon ; but, from the accounts to hand/ we may
conclude that the disease is common there also, chiefly on

the southern and western coasts (provinces of Colombo,

Galle, Matura, and Ballepittingo), less so in the interior and

mountainous districts. From 1802 to 1862, 272 lepers had

been admitted into the leper-house on the north bank of the

Kalany some twenty miles above Colombo; during 1862

there were from 50 to 60 patients in it.

In Loivcr India we find a very considerable area of leprosy ;

we have accounts of its endemic occurrence from British

Burmali^ from the peninsula oi Malacca (Penang, Singapore/
Prince of Wales^s Island), from Siani^ and from Gochin

China }^ In British Buruiah, according to the latest census/^
the number of lepers was as follows :

Aracan, 125 in 484,362 inliabitants, or 3"8 i^er 10,000

Pegu, 2072 in 1,662,658 „ or I2"4 ,, „

Tenasserim 946 in 600,727 „ or 157 „ ,,

In the East Indian Archipelago, the most important leper-

centres are on the west coast of Java, and in the mountainous

-districts, the disease being rare on its south and east coasts /"

' '

Report on Leprosy,' 188 ; van Somercn, L c.

-
Vandyke Carter, 'Modern Indian Leprosy,' Bombay, 1876.

'> '

Report,' 1. c.

•*

Moorcroft,
'
Travels.'

^ '

Report,' 191.
•>

Pridhain,
' Histor. and Statistical Account of Ceylon,' &c., Lond., 1849;

Puacom,
' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1840, Jan., 136; Kinnis, ib., 1842,

July 6, October, 265 j

'

Report on Leprosy,' 90.
^ Dawson,

' Philad. Med. Examiner,' 1852, May; Richards, 1. c.

** ' Official Papers on the Med., Statist, and Topogr. of Malacca,' &c., Penang,

1830 ; Dick,
' Brit. Army Reports' for 1873, .xv, 329 ;

'

Report on Leprosy,' 197,
'>

Friedel, in ' Virchow's Arcb.,' 1863, xxvi, 183.
"^'

Sarrouille, 'Trois ans en Cocbinchinc,' Pur., 1S75, 17; Beaufils, 'Arch, de

med. nav.,' 1882, April, 279.
'1

According to Lewis and Cunningham, 1. c, 9.
'-

Lesson,
'

Voyage med.,' 98; in ' Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Gcneesk.,' 1858,1!,

23; 'Arch, do mod. nav.,' 1868, Sept., 165, 1869, Jan., 90.

VOL. II. 2

"2 '-
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other centres arc in the Andamans and Nlcohars,^ in the

elevated inhiud re<i^ious of Sumatra (especially Paya-

Couibo)," on the west coast of Borneo (particularly among
tlie Dvaks),' in Celebes (Province of Mcuahasse)/* in Flvrcsi

and iu the interior of Timor,' in Banda and some other

islands of the Moluccas,^ and in the Philqrpines.'^ On the

other hand, it is seen rarely on BanJca (chiefly among the

Chinese working in the mincs),*^ on Amboina^ in tlie

Lauipoug territories of Sumatra,^^ or in tlie Government of

Macassar ( Celebes) .^
^

In the Chinese Empire,^" the southern and eastern coast

distripts, as far up as the mouth of the Yang-tsze-Kiang*,
have heen the headquarters of tho disease from time

immemorial. It is met with more rarely in the interior,

and mostly toAvards the north of the empire. The provinces
most afflicted by it are Quang-Tung (Canton), Tu-Kiang,
and Che-Kiang, between the latitudes of 22° and 3i°N. In

Pekin it is seldom seen.

The number of lepers living in the Province of Canton is estimated

at 10.000 ; in the villages roimd the city, there is i leper to every 1000

or 2000 of the population ;
and there is hardly a district in the whole

province without them, although it is the coast districts that are mostly
affected. In the neighbourhood of the City of Canton there are two

leper villages, the one harbouring 700 to 800 and the other 1000; but

most of their inhabitants are nothiug more than the descendants of

lepers.

In Japan
^^

leprosy is prevalent in widest diffusion, from

the coasts far into the interior ; only the Loo-Clioo Islands,

according to a credible report, enjoy an immunity. Here,
1 Hodder,

' Brit. Army Reports' for 1875, xvii, 261.
* In 'Arch, de nied. nav.,' 1867, Oct., 24S,
^

lb., and 1872, Jan., 22. • lb.

' ' Archiv de mod. nav.,' 1867, Oct.
"
Hcymann,

' Krankh. der Tropenliinder, 204,
' Arch, de nied. nav.,' 11. cc.

^ Taulier, ib., 1877, Dec., 411.
«

lb., 1873, Feb., lo.^
" V. Ilattcm,

' Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk.,' 1858, ii, 538.
'" L. c.

" In 'Arch, de mod. nav.,' 1871, April, 24S.
'- SceLoekhart, 'Mod.-Chir. Itev.,' 1S42, July, 150,

'

:^IonUily Journ. of Med.

Sc.,' 1846, March, 164; Wilson,
' Med. Notes on China,' Lond., 1846; Hobson,

1. c.,
'

Report on Lcjjrosy,' 72-79; Shearer, 'Edinb. Med. Jouru.,' 1872, J:in..

596 ; Wong in Leudesdorf's '

Nachrichten,' ix, 22.
'^ Schmid, 'New York Med. Eccord,' 1869, July, 193; Wcruich,

'

Gcogr.-iucd.

Studicn,' Berlin, 1878, zoo.
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as in all otlicr countries^ there are some points much more

severely aifected than others, such as the Bay of Nagasaki,
the Bay of Yeddo, Miako, and Oruma. Wernich found
almost the whole population leprous in a considerable village
between Yeddo and Yokohama. Of the occurrence of the
disease in Siberia, I have no information ; in Kamtscliatha it

is said to be very often met with, but the statement^ is not

quite trustworthy, as there seems to have been some con-

founding of it with syphilis.

On the Continent of Australia, leprosy has been found
hitherto only in occasional cases among the Chinese immi-

grants, and principally in the gold districts of Victoria (in

the vicinity of Ballaarat, Castlcmaine, and Beechworth) .^

It is quite unknown in South Australia, AVestern Australia,
and Tasmania. On the other hand, it is widely prevalent

among the natives of New Zealand, being known by the name
of

"
Ngerengere.-'^ According to information dating from

1 854,^ the disease had decreased very much in recent times—
whether in proportion only to the frightful depopulation of

the native territory or absolutely, is not stated—and it is now
met with almost exclusively in the interior.

How far Brunet's statement is justified, that leprosy occurs

on all the islands of Oceania,'^ I am unable to decide in

the absence of relevant information as to points of detail.

In the Society Islands^ (Tahiti), the disease is known under
the name of "

Oovi,'^ but it is rare. The Tlawaiian

Islands (Honolulu), are the only group from which we have
accounts of leprosy spreading widely within quite recent

times
; but this intelligence, also, is wanting in trust-

worthiness.

In the small tract on le^jrosy by Macnamara (Calcutta, 1S66), already

quoted, a statement is given of a physician Hillebrand, practising at

Honolulu, according to which leprosy was imported into the island in

1840 by Chinese, and rapidly attained so enormous a diffusion that, at

J '

Inosemzoff, 'Med. Ztg. Russl./ 1844, Nr. 6.

- '

Report on Leprosy,' xiv, 80-82.
5 Thomson,

'
Brit, and For. Med.-Chir. Rev.,' iS;^, April.

'' ' La race Polynesienne,' Par., 1876, 44.
5
Hercouet, 'Etude sur Ics maladies dis Europeens aux iles Taliiti,' Par.

1880, 71.
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the time of writing (1865), S'S per 1000 of the whole population were

iiiroctocl with it. The same story has bo»'n told subsequently by Knee-

laud,' and alter him by Emerson," who places the date of the importa-

tion, however, in i S.^^^ ;
he adds that there were 684 persons—Roma-

nowski^ gives 806—living in the leper colony on Molokai. Milroy^ has

thrown doubts—and, it seems to me, with good reason—on the state-

ment of Hilkbrand ;
and the matter in question is rendered still

more doubtful by the remark of Enders,'' that many so-called cases of

leprosy in Honolulu are to be counted as syphilis.

On the soil of Europe, leprosy occurs cndemically at tlie

present day only in small and, for the most part, closely cir-

cumscribed areas. It is still prevalent to a considerable extent

in the Iberian Tcninsula. In Spain, as far as I am able to

judge from the very scanty, and in part somewhat antiquated^

data before me,^ the headquarters of leprosy are the Provinces

of Catalonia, Andalusia, Galicia, Asturia, and Granada, being
coast territories ;

in Portugal, the Provinces of Beira, Estre-

madura^ and Algai've. There are not many facts as to the

number of lepers in the two kingdoms. In 1851, the official

returns for Spain gave 284 lepers as living in nine provinces.

In 1877 a new enumeration of the lepers was undertaken,
which has proved, in the result, to be very imperfect ; thus

in Valencia, only 116 are returned, while it could be shown

that many leprous persons there had kept themselves con-

cealed
;

in Malaga, also, as Martinez y Montes states, the

number of lepers is much greater than has come to official

cognisance. In the Province of Alicante a new leper-house
has been opened lately

—a proof that the disease is still

somewhat prevalent thei'e. For Portugal, the number of

lepers was given in 1821 at 800; in his report dating from

1838, Baptiste assigns the mountainous district of Lafoes

(Prov. Beira), as the headquarters of the disease, the number
of lepers in 477 communes being 3000 (Avhich d'Almeida

says should read 300).^
' ' Boston Med. and Surg. Jonrn.,' 1873, March, 2jj.
* ' Brit. Med. Journ.,' 18S0, Sept., 401.

. ^ 'Arch, de mod. uav.,' 1881, Oct., 314.
• ' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1875, July, 66.
° 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1876, Dec., 731.
"

See, for ii\nim : Scares,
'
Jorii. da Soc. das sc. mcd. do Lisboa,' vi, i ;

Borrow, 'Five Years in Spain.' Gor. Transl., Bresl., 1S44, ii, 183; Webster,
'Mod.-Chir. Transact.,' i86o, xliii, 27; Virdiow,

'

Arch.,' 1881, l.xxxiv, 417.
- For Portugal: Bajitisto,

'
Jorii. da Soc. das sc. mcd. de Lisboa,' 1S38, May;
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Two small centres of leprosy, on wliicli a good deal of

light lias been thrown recently^ are met with in Italy, the

one on the Gulf of Genoa [Biviera di Foncnta), the other on

the Adriatic in the ncii'-hbourhood of the small town of

Comacchio situated in the marshes of Ferrara. Quite lately

attention has been directed to a somewhat more considerable

endemic in Sicily, which has been increasing within the last

thirty or forty years. As regards Gomacchio, where the

disease is said to have appeared first in 1806/ the number
of lepers in the town amounted in 1845 o^^y to about a

dozen ;^ occasional cases from Comacchio were observed in

Bologna as late as 1868/ but the endemic in that quarter

appears to be now extinct. The small endemic on the

Geoncse Riviera is clearly a survival of the great leprosy
centre that once extended from Chiavari (on the Riviera di

Levante), along the Italian and French coasts as far as the

mouths of the Rhone, being represented in Provence down
to the end of last century by the somewhat frequent cases

in Mai'tigues, Vitrolles, and a few localities in the neighbour-
hood of Marseilles and of Toulon/ and on the Riviera di

Levante as late as the first ten years of the present century,

by the persistence of the disease in Chiavari, Yarezza, and

other places. At all these points, as well as in the villages

of Pigna, Castel Franco, La Turbie, and others belonging
to the quondam Duchy of Nice, leprosy has died out entirely

during recent years, and it is now confined to a few valleys

opening towards the coast. An enumeration made in 1843

puts the number of lepers in the whole district at 100.^ In

1858 the Italian Government fitted up a monastery on the

highest point of San Remo as a leper-house, into which forty

d'Almeida, ib., Aug.; Scares, 1. c. ; Kessler, in ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1865,'xxxii,

257; Vircliovv, 1. c. J Peacock, 'Lancet,' 1870, Dec, 773.
^
Parola,

'

Saggio di cliniatol. e di geogr. uosoL dell' Italia,' Torino, 1881, 502.
^
Medici,

' Annal. uuiv. di med.,' 1836, Sept. ; Verga, 'Sulla lebbra,' Milano,

1846.
3

Sgarzi,
' Gaz. med. Lombard,' 1868, Nr. ii.

* Vidal,
' Hist, de la See. de med. de Paris,' 1779, i, Mem., 161 ; Valentin,

'Bull, de 1 ecole de med. de Paris, 1807, 48 ; Fodere,
' Journ. complem. du dic-

tioun. des sc. med.,' 18 19, iv, 35 Tuchs, 'Diss, de lepra Arabum,' Wirceb.,

1831.
*
Trompeo, 'Giorn. delle sc. med. di Torino,' 1843, Gennajo ; Bocck et

Danielssen, 1. c, 185.
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patients wcro reccivccl;^ on visiting it in 1877, I found only six

or seven lepers, and tlio doctor in clmrge informed nic that no

new cases liad presented themselves for two years, so that

we nuiy look for a cumpleto extinction of the endemic there

also. Tlie first beginnings of tlic recently developed endemic

of leprosy in SIcilij" go back to tlie end of the seventeenth

century, when the disease showed itself in the village of

Avola (I'rov. Syracuse), whicli had been cpiite free from it

up to that time ; fifty years later, it appeared at Bucchei-i,

Floridia, Solarino, and Naso (Prov. Messina) ; towards the

end of tlie eighteenth century (1780 and 1790) at Trapaui
and on the adjoining island of Faviguana ;

in the early years

of this century at Cefalu (Prov. Palermo) and Lipari (Prov.

Messina), in 1830 at Monte San Giuliano and at Mirto (Prov.

Trapani), in 1854 at Carini (Prov. Palermo) ; while, finally,

from i860 to 1870, occasional cases have occurred at Petralia,

Girgenti, Polizzi, and Sciacca.

Of 1 14 cases ohsei-ved lately, and all well authenticated, 75 came from

Avola, 10 from Floridia, 9 from Trapani, S each from Palermo, Solarino,

and Naso, 7 cacli from Castellamare, Bnccberi and Lipari, 6 each from.

Cefalu and Monte San Giuliano, 5 from Favignana, 3 from Mirto, and i

each from Carini, Petralia, Polizzi, Girgenti, and Sciacca ; so that

while there were 2 lepers to every 9000 inhabitants of the coast, there

were 5 to the same number of residents inland.

Only a few general references to the endemic occurrence

of leprosy in the Balkan Peninsula are to hand from recent

times. According to these, there are still existing small

centres of the disease on the coast of the Ejalet of Salonica

(Thessaly and Macedonia) ;
in Constantinople cases occur

very seldom, and the leper-house in the Scutari subui'b

is mostly used for leprous patients coming from Asia Minor.

In Monastir, Janina, and many other places, leprosj^ is now

quite unknown.^

An enumeration of lepers in Greece'' in 1851 puts them at

350,^ but there are unfortunately no precise facts as to their

1
Thaoii,

' Nice medical,' 1876, Nr. 3 ; Kubuor,
'

Vicrtelj. fiir Pcrmatologie,'

1876, iii, 3.
'

Profcta, 'Lo Spciiinentale,' 1875, Sept., 294; rorrari,
' La lebLra in Sicilia,'

Catania, 1S7S.
3 '

llcport on Leprosy,' xiii, 68.

i
Rigkr, L c, ii, 114.

^
Ibitl.
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distribution in various parts of the country. More recent

information^ indicates that tlie endemic centres of the disease

occur mostly in tlie eastern districts, particularly in a few

villages in tlie neiglibourliood of Parnassus. On the Ionian

Islands leprosy would appear to be now rare (eighteen lepers

were counted in Corfu in 1862) ;" on tbe other hand, the

disease is prevalent as an endemic to a greater or less extent

on many Islands of the JEgcan, such as Samos, Rhodes'^

(with the small islands around it), where there were some

300 lepers living in 1862, Gliios^ and Mytilene, where there

is a village forming a completely isolated leper colony,

although many lepers travel the island as beggars in the fine

weather.^ But the chief seat of leprosy in this region is

Crete; an enumeration made there in 1833 of persons noto-

riously leprous gave a total of 628, of whom 522 were in the

jDrovince of Candia, 64 in Retino, and 42 in Canea ; but

many more cases, who had only lately become leprous, or who
had been hidden by their relatives, remained uncounted ;

and

we shall not go far wrong in following Smart,'^ and placing
the number of lepers living on the island, among a popula-
tion of 250,000, at 900, giving a ratio of 3"6 in the 1000.

This enormous prevalence of leprosy in Crete has lately been

confirmed by Brunelli.^

In Roumania? and in Hungary^^ as well as at many other

parts of Europe, occasional cases of leprosy occur ;
but in

those countries the disease has long since ceased to be endemic.

In the region of Southern Russia also,
—which had been much

afflicted with leprosy even as late as the first quarter of this

century,
—

extending from the Crimea, along the Sea of Azov

and the Caucasian Frontier as far as the Ural Steppe,'^^ the

'

Deliigalla,
' Gaz. hebd. de med.,' i860, 108; Cigulla,

' Annal. nniv. di med./

1865, Geunajo 3 ; Ornstein,
' Journ. des connaiss. med.-chir.,' 1866, 367.

^
'Eeport ou Leprosy,' xiii, 65.

^
Meugozzi,

' Gaz. med. d'Orient/ 1861, April.
* '

Report,' xii, 58.
"
Pasqua,

'
liull. gun. de tlierap.,' 1880, 15, Dec, 507.

•'

Bargigli,
' TUnion med.,' 1878, Nr. 49, 633.

' 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1853, Oct., 444.
-'' 'Annali univ. di med.,' 1866, Dec, 461, 1867, Gennajo 3.

9
Scheiber,

'

Viertelj. fiir Dermatol.,' 1875, i, 363.
'" Scliwimmer,

' Pester med.-cbir. Presse,' 1880.

" See Martins,
' Abliandl. iiber die krimmischc Krankbeit,' &c., Freib.,
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disease appears to have decreased materially of late.^ The
same applies to the Baliic Provinces in recent times.^

lu a fishing village at the mouth of the Danube, inhabited by Rus-

sians and Greeks, a small centre of leprosy has developed within the

last twenty years,
— it is said in consequence of importation.^ In the

Caucasus the disease still occurs in a few Cossack villages (" stanitzas
"

or fortified stations) ; Popotf
' refers to a leper-house opened siuce i S50

in a Cossack village in the Government of Stavropol, and Liebau'' found

another in a " stanitza
" on the Terek, in which, however, there were

only three patients.

In Sweden, where many cases of leprosy were met with at

the end of last century and beginning of this/ in the dis-

tricts of Angermanlandj Medelpad, Helsingland, Upland, and

Bohus, a considerable decrease of the disease has been

observed of recent years, as will appear from the following
statistics •?

Table of Lejper
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From tliis it appears that during the past twenty years

there has existed only a small endemic centre in Gefle-

borglan; of the 86 cases living there in 1879, 17 belonged to

Ljudal^ 18 to G-erfso, 15 to Dolsbo, and 7 to Alfta, the re-

mainder occurring singly here and there.

One of the most considerable leprosy-regions of Europe
is the west coast of Norway, from Stavanger up to Tromsoe,

most of the cases belonging to the departments of Sundre

and Nordre Berghus, which have been the headquarters of

the disease in Norway from the first.^

Since 1856, a careful reckoning of the numbers of lepers

in Norway has been made every year, from which the satis-

factory conclusion is drawn that the number of cases has

decreased nearly by one half in nineteen years, having fallen

steadily from 1859. The figures are as follows :

Tahle of the number of Lepers in Norway from 1856 to 1874.

1856 .
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at the same tiiue that the decrease lias been nearly uuiform

all over.

Gomparatlvc Tabic of Leimisy hi Norway in 1S5G mul in 1870.
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Tlie considerable decrease of cases Letwoen 1S38 and

1848 is explained by tlie fact that many of tliem were swept
of£ by tlie severe epidemic of measles iu 1847. Between

1854 and 1859, the number rose again materially; but in

1869, as the above table shows, the projiortion of lepers in

10,000 inhabitants was only 23*3, as against 67*3 from 1768
to 1838. The disease has always been most common on the

south coast.

The Western Ueviisiyliere, as wo have already seen, was

invaded by leprosy fii'st in the seventeenth century, in con-

nexion, it has been thought, with the importation of negroes.
North America, however, has remained free from it, if we

except the somewhat wide diffusion of the disease in Mexico,

the occurrence of it among Chinese immigTants in Cali-

fornia^ and two smaller foci, the one in. Louisiana" and the

other in New BrunsivicJc. (The statement that leprosy occurs

in Greenland rests upon errors of diagnosis, as more recent

inquiry has shown.^) In Louisiana the disease has been

endemic for a long time ; in New Brunswick it is strictly

confined to a few Fi*ench settlements in the counties of

Gloucester and Northumberland, between Chaleur Bay and

the Miramachi, being properly endemic only in the village

of Tracadie. The disease did not show itself there until

1815, and it is highly probable that it was imported by
French emigres {" Acadians ") from the coast of Normandy,
and has been propagated among them by inheritance. The
British Government had their attention first drawn to its

occurrence in 1844, and they caused a leper-house to be

founded on Sheldrake Island, into which thirty-two patients

(out of a population of 4000 iu the infected districts) were

admitted during the five years down to 1849, The leper-

house was afterwards transferred to Tracadie, and sixty-

four new cases were admitted down to 1863, at Avhicli

date there were twenty-one lepers in it, the re-st having
died."^ Later information^ tells us nothing more than that

1
PifEard, 'New York Med. Record,' 1881, March, .-,05.

2 Schmidt, 'New York Archives of Med.,' 1881, Dec.

3
Lange, 'Bemaerkii. om Groulauds sygdomsforhold.,' Kjobcnli., 1S64, 25.

* See Skene, 'Loud. Med. Gaz.,' 1844, June, 353; Boyle, ib., Aug., 6oij ; Alex-

ander,
'

L'Acadie,' Lond., 1849, ^^> 226,
'

Report on Leprosy,' viii, 1-6, 203-207.
s Welch, 'Lancet,' 1874, Dec, 795 ; Adams, ib., 852.
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the disease still continues; its extent not being men-

tioned.

In Mexico leprosy occurs in general diffusion, mostly indeed

among the native Indians, both on the coast and at the

more elevated if not eveu the very highest points.^ From

Central America we have only a few facts about the disease ;

in Nicaratjna it is said to be almost unknown/ and there is

no mention of it in the accounts of sickness from Guatemala,

llondurafi, and the Mosquito Shore ;^ only in Coata llica is it

spoken of as occurring often,
—in the valleys of Cartago and

San Jose at elevations of 3000 to 5000 feet, the number of

lepers being estimated at from 50 to 100.*

More uniformly diffused, and in some places more frequent,

is leprosy in the West Indies, particularly in Cuba," Jamaica^

(where there wei'C in 1861 some 800 lepers in a population
of 440,000, and of these 41 in Kingston with 27,000 inhabit-

ants), St. Bartholomew,'^ St. Kitts^ (47 lepers in a population
of 24,000 in 1 861), Nevis,^ Antigna^^ (22 persons in a leper-

house, the popvilation being 36,400), Guadcloupe,^^ St. Vin-

cent^^ Barhadoes,^^ Tritiidad^'^ (50 inmates of the leper-house
in 1 86 1, population 83,000), and the Bahamas.^^ On the

'

Blacquierc, 'Joiirii. dcs counaiss. lued.,' 1838, Nov.; Simpson (quotin;^

Cheync),
'
lidiub. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1842, April, 410 j Newton, 'Med.

Topogr. of the City of Mexico,' New York, 1848 ; Luvio e Alvarcdo,
'

Opusculo

sobre el nial dc San Lazaro,' Mexico, 1852 ; Joiirdanct,
' Le Mexiqiio, &c.,' Par.,

1864,413; lleincuiauu, in ' Vircliow's Arch.,' 1S67, xxxix, 607.
2 Bernhard,

' Deutsche Klin.,' 1854, Nr. 8.

3 Young ('Narrative of a Residence on the Mosquito Shore,' Lond., 1847,

p. 26) speaks of "leprous" spots which had been seen in natives of the Mosquito

Shore; perhaps the reference is here to the skin aflection known as the " Pintas
"

(vide ivfra), which is endemic among the Mexican Indians and has often been

confused with leprosy.
* Schwalbe,

' Arch, der Heilkdc,' 1865, Heft. 6.

* 'Notes on Cuba,' Bost., 1844.
^
'Report on Leprosy,' ix, 9; Fiddos,

' Ediub. IMcd. Jonrii.,' 1857, June;

Report in
'
Pliilad. ]\Ied, and Surg. Reporter,' 1868, Jan., 21.

7 Lauren,
' Svensk. Liik. Siillsk.,' Ildl. ii, 177; Goes, 'Ilygiea,' 1868, xxx, 460.

8
'Report,' 16. » lb. '«

lb., 19.
" Rufz,

' Bull, de I'Acad. dc mcd.,' 1S59, xxiv, 1051.
"

lb., and '

Report,' 24.
'3 Rufz, 1. c,

'

Report,' 26.

^* '

Report,' 38 ;

'

Report of the ]\Iedieal Superintendent [Espinct] of the

Leper Asylum (of Trinidad) for the year 1874.'
•5 '

Report,' 7 ; Sweeting,
' Med. Times and Gaz.,' i860, Sept., 208.
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other hand, the disease is but rarely seen on Porto Rlco,^ the

Virgin Islands,^ Dominica,^ Martin ujuc,'^ Sta. Lucia,
^
Gre-

nada,^ and Tohago -^ rarely also on the Bennudas.^

I am unable, in the absence of medical information, to

say whether leprosy is still as prevalent as it was described

to be (in a report^ dated 1823) in Cohmhia—in the districts of

Cartag-eua, Socorro, Pamplona, Bogota, Tunja, and Canasara.

For Venezuela also I have no recent information. There are,

however, trustworthy accounts^" of its endemic occurreuce in

Ecuador (less on the coast or in the upper basin of the

MaraGon, than in the elevated regions), and at various parts

of Ouiana, which agree with the reports ou the disease in

those countries during the last century.

For Cayenne^^ and Surinam'- tliere are no definite data as to the

number of cases. In British Guiana'^ in i S64 tlicre were counted (exclu-

sive of 131 patients in the lei^er-house at the village of Mahaica, and of

60 patients under treatment in a private hospital), 33S lepers, who were

distributed throughout the various districts of the colony as follows :

Berbice 136 lepers in 24,119 population, or 5'6 per 1000.

Demerara 85 „ 62,195 „ 1*3 „

Essequibo 53 ,, 27,959 „ i'9 „

Georgetown 64 „ 29,174 „ 2-2 „

Taking the total population as 148,000, the number of lepers (529) in

British Guiana in that year gives a proportion of ^-6 per 1000.

The headquarters of leprosy in South America is Brazil}^

With the exception of the provinces of Marauhao and Rio

1 Thomas de Cordoba, 'Mem. gcogr. de la Isla de Puerto-Rico,' Sanmiltau,

1831.
2 '

Report,' 15.
3

iij.^ 21. •» Rufz, 1. c.

»
Levacher, 'Guide med. des Antilles,' Par., 1840, 263,

'

Report,' 22.

6
lb., 34.

'
lb., 36.

3
lb., viii, 6.

8
Restropo,

' Memoria . . . . al primero Cougr. costit. de Columbia,' &c.,

Bogota, 1823.
'" Ecbeverria, 'BuU.de I'Acad. de med.,' i85i,xvi,Nr. 17,

' Gaz.med.de Paris,'

185 1, 329 (from bis experience in tbe leper-bouse of Quito); Duplouy,
' Arcb.

de med. miv.,' 1864, Oct., 283; Gait,
' Amcr. Journ. of Med. So.,' 1872, Oct.,

395 ; Gayraud et Daumcc,
'

Montpellier med.,' 1878, Aug., 97, Dec, 491.
11

Noyer, 'Revue med.,' 1834, May, 235.
1- Hasselaar,

'

Beschiijv. dcr iu de Kolon. Suriname voorkom. Elepbantiasis

en Lepra,' Amsterd., 1835, 225 v. Leeut, 'Arcb. de med. iiav.,' 1880, Nov., 405.
'3 Hancock, 'Lond. Med. Gaz.,' 1837, Oct., 'Report on Leprosy,' x, 42-48, 213-

15; Milroy, 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1S73, May, 575; Hillis, 'Lancet,' 1879,

Oct., 589.
^* See Slgaud,

' Du cUmat et des nialad. du Bresll,' Par., 1S44, 157, 16.;,
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Grande, wlierc the disease is comparatively rare, the whole

country is afflicted witli it to a frightful extent, more espe-

cially the inland provinces of Matto Grosso and Minas

Geraes and the coast province of San Paulo. According to

Tschudi there are villages on the frontier between Minas

and San Paulo, in which almost every family is
"
morfetico."

In his report for 1840 to the Provincial Estates of San Paulo,

the president says :^
" C'est un spectacle digne de compassion,

sur la route do Kio do Janeiro a Saint-Paul, de recontrcr,

echelonnes, taut de niallieurcux iufectes do la lopre. A
chaque villc, on trouve uue cabane aux environs qui sert de

refuge a ces presents de la societe."

In the leper-house at Bahia (besides which there ai'e two large hos-

pitals for lepers at Rio de Janeiro and Pei'nambuco), 1029 patients were

admitted from 1787 to 1842. These figures do not give even an

approximate measure of the frequency of the disease, inasmuch as it is

diffused mostly among the poor, who endure their lot with indifference

and do not seek a refuge in the leper-houses.

From the southern provinces of Brazil, this area of leprosy
extends over Paraguay and the northern parts of the Argen-
tine Republic, particularly throughout the provinces of Entre

Rios and Salta, stretching across the continent as far

as the eastern fi'ontier of Bolivia." The disease does not

appear to occur at all on the west coast of South America ;

tliis fact is explicitly stated by the authorities for Bolivia,

and there is no mention of leprosy in the numerous accounts

of the state of health in Chili and Peru.

Sporadic cases.—To conclude this geographical and his-

torical survey of leprosy, it remains to add that accounts

are continually being published of the occurrence of isolated

383; Rendu, * Etude topogr. ct med. sur leBresil,' Piir., 1848, 122, Kef. in
' Gaz.

med. de Paris,' 1848, 625; Dundas, 'Sketches of Brazil,' Lond., 1852, 359;

Tsclnuli,
' Wien. med. Wochensclir.,' 1858, Nr. 31, 1866, Nr. 40; Plagge,

' Monatsbl. fiir nicd. Statist.,' 1857, Nr. 10, 71 j Wuchercr, in
' Virchow's Arch.,'

i86i,x.\ii, 345.
' Quoted by Higaud, I.e., 164.
-
Eruntl,

' Observ. topogr. et med. faitcs dans le Kio-do-hi-Phvta,' Par., 1842,

46; Lalleniant, in
' Virchow's Arch.,' 1861, xxii, 341 ; Mantegazza,

' Lettere sulla

America meridiouale,' IMilano, 1860-63, i, 100, 141, ii, 20S j Jlasterraan, in

' Dobell'.s Reports,' 1870, 382; Coui, 'Contrihncion al cstndio de la lepra

anestesica,' Bucuos Ajtcs, 1878 (see Virchow-llirsch's '

J.ihrcsbericht,' 1878, i.
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'cases in many countries, sucli as England, Germany, France,
and Italy, where the endemic disease has been long- extinct.

The origiu of these cases is not referred to endemic centres,
but they are taken as having without doubt developed

autochthonously in the midst of regions otherwise exempt
from the disease. Many of these accounts appear certainly
to be open to a good deal of suspicion, inasuiuch as the dia-

gnosis is anything but sure ; others, however, admit of no
doubt as to the nature of the disease, and these are just the

cases which have an especial interest for the etiological

inquiry, being well adapted, if due attention be given to

them, to preclude oncsidedncss in estimating the morbific

causes.

§ 3. The Etiology much obscdeed by Naeeow Hypotheses.

" The investigation of the causes of diseases,'^ says Sir

James Simpson, in his classical
'

Antiquarian Notes on Lep-

rosy,'^ "has, probably more than any other department of medi-

cine, been marked by belief without evidence, and assertion

without facts. The history of the opinions which have at

different times been so freely offered and adopted with

regard to the production of leprosy, and the numerous expla-
nations which have been proposed with respect to the causes

of its almost epidemic prevalence in Europe in the middle

ages, and its nearly complete suspension in the same region
of the world at the j^resent da}-, might easily, if time and

space permitted, be made to form a chapter highly illus-

trative of the above general remark.'^ These words of Simp-
son describe the fortunes of the etiological doctrine of lep-

rosy in all ages down to the j^resent day, with that fitness

and eshaustiveness of expression which an impartial testing
of the facts always makes it possible to use ; and we may say
without any reservation that superficiality or inacuracy in

observing facts, and onesidedness or bias in judging of

them, have nowhere obtruded themselves so much to swell

the doctrine of morbific causes with empty hypotheses as in

the etiology of leprosy,
1 'Edln. Med. and Surg. Jouru.,' 1842, April, p. 407.
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§ 4. Influence of Climate.

In seeking to make good tliis assertion, we come first to

a criticism of the views tliat have "been held as to the influ-

ence of climate on the genesis of the disease. Either these

views have liad regard only to the prevalence of the disease in

lower latitudes, laying especial stress on tropical climate ;

or, taking due account of the fact that leprosy occurs both

in the tropics and in tlio extreme north (Norway and Ice-

land) they have found the material factor in the etiology to

be extremes of temperature tiudi frequent and rajnd transition s

of temperature along ivitli liigh degrees of atmospheric mois-

ture} How little justice there is in this will ap])ear from a

glance at the pi-escnt map of leprosj'-, which shows that it is

indigenous in all latitudes, equally the tropical and polar,

and the temperate (Ionian and ^gean Islands, Iberian

Peninsula, River Plate States, Japan, the Cape, and New
Zealand). But the history, also, of the disease in past cen-

turies tells no loss against that view, a history of far-reaching,
if not quite universal, diffusion over Europe from the twelfth

to the sixteenth century, and of the malady appearing and

spreading, as well as gradually becoming extinct, altogether

independently of climatic conditions or states of the weather.

As bearing on this point, and on the question of the

etiological factors of leprosy in general, it is especially

noteworthy that the disease is not found to be uniformly
diffused over wide stretches of country at those points of

the globe where it is now prevalent ; but tliat its visitation

falls upon single districts or even single villages within these

limits, while neighbouring districts or villages, subject to

the same, or approximately the same, conditions of climate,
are either exempt altogether or only slightly touched by it.

Lastly, there is the consideration that the greatest incidence

of the disease within the tropics does not by any means

correspond to the more or less pronounced tropical climate

of the affected locality.

Out of 174 ijarislies in tbe district of Lafocs (Portugal), which Las

leprosy endcujic iu it, there are many quite free from tbe disease, the

1

Brassac, 'Arch, do mcd. iiav./ 1S66, March, p. 189.
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sicknoss being conlinocl, on the whole, to tlic eastern parts of the

valley; yet there is no differcnec, as d'Alnicida expressly states,

between the weather-conditions of the sevei'al pai'islies. Lej)rosy in

Crete, as Smart informs ns, has its head-qnarters on the higb land of

the interior, badly situated as regards climate, while it is rare in the

coast towns enjoying a mild climate; on the other hand, in Ceylon, it

is most widely diffased in the southei'n coast districts, while the inha-

bitants of the interioi", and particularly of the hills, are almost entirely

exempt from it. On the cast coast of Sweden, leprosy is extinct all but
a small remnant

; on the Norwegian west coast, however, an important
centre of the disease still persists ; while a comparison of the conditions
of climate at the two points reveals no sucli material differences as

would serve to explain the extinction of the endemic at the one and its

continuance at the other. In the Bombaj' Presidency, says Carter,

leprosy is severest at two points, wliich prove to be most widely different

as regards climate—along the stretcli of coast of the Southern Konkan
(with a sick-rate of i in 430 inhabitants), and on the table-land of the

Deccan (with a sick-rate of i in 550) ; and he adds :'
" The disease is

found under all climatic conditions, whether of soil, vegetation, tempe-
rature or rain-fall; its intensity has no ascertained relation to tlie sub-

varieties of climate in VA'^estern India, and if it have to geographical

conditions, this is only because they are connected with, racial distri-

bution."

It sliould not be forgotten that nnfavorablo conditions of

climate^ high degrees of atmospheric moisture, frequent and
extreme fluctuations of temperature, and the like, predispose
the human organism to the specific sickness by their dis-

turbing effects on the well-being ; and herein, perhaps,
tlioro may lie one cause of the relative frequency of leprosy
in the tropics.

'

But in its genesis the disease is altogether

independent of this factor in the etiology ; its proper cause

is to be sought rather in conditions which exert a
sjjecijic

effect, which are bound up with the locality or the manner
of life, and very materially also with the racial characters of

the inhabitants of the tropics, inasmuch as they make them-

selves felt there in a much greater degree than in higher
latitudes.

Hansen- claims to find, in the fact that erythema nodosum, whicb
some observers regard as a form of rheumatic sickness {?), is sometimes

the precursor of leprosy, a reason for believing that the intiuonce of chill

is an important element in the production of the disease. The associa-

tion herein implied I cannot regard as a perfectly good analogy; and

1 *Mo(l.-Chir. Trans.,' 1. c, p. 270.
- ' Norsk. Mag.,' ]. c, p. ,^.

YOI.. II. 3
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Hansen himself admits that "
it is hardly fail- to assign the causation

of the disease solely to intluences uf climate."

§ 5. Question op a Stecial Relation to the Sea Coast,

Tlie origin and endemic prevalence of leprosy c:imiot be

brought into direct causal relation with definite conditions of

soil any more than it can with climatic influences. The

opinion held by many early observers, Avhich was in currency
uutil not so very long ago and was shared at one time by

myself, that the disease mostly occurs on the sea coast and

along the banks of rivers, and tlutt we may make an infer-

ence therefrom as to the pathogenetic influence of a damp
soil, can no longer be maintained, at least in its full extent,

now that we have got more accurate information of the

range of the disease within the modern period and at the

present day, and that information, too, not only for the soil

of Europe, but also for many other parts of the globe. It

cannot, certainly, be denied that the greater part of the more

considerable leprosy-ai'oas still existing in Europe, do possess
the character of soil above referred to ;

in Norway, in Spain
and Portugal, and on the Ligurian and Adriatic littoral, we
find leprosy confined practically to the coast ; and the same
is true for many centres of the malady in India, China,

Ceylon, Egypt, Brazil, and the AVest Indies. Hut to set

against such facts bearing out the rule, there are many more

which do not accord with it ;
and the latter are so numerous

that we come to doubt in the end what is rule and what is

exception. Or rather—and this seems to nie to be the

correct standpoint from which to judge of the facts—we
come to abandon the rule altogether, and admit that no

definite factor of the pathogenesis can l)e found in states of

the soil taken by themselves, that is to say, in anything
therein that is physically discernible—the high or low eleva-

tion, the situation on the coast or in the interior, the damp-
ness or dryness, the porosity or impermeability, and the

like.

In speaking of the distribution of the disease in Sicily,

Profeta^ has the following:
—"That wliich a considerable

' L. c, p. 29;.
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•number of writers have taken to be a condition for the deve-

lopment of leprosy, namely, residence on the sea-coast, does
not find confirmation in Sicily. In fact, while there are only
2 lepers to 9000 inhabitants o£ the coast, the proportion is

nbout 5 among- the population living- at a greater or less

distance from the sea." On Madeira, leprosy occurs at

elevations from 2000 to 3000 feet (Heinecken). In xihys-

sinia, the disease is just as prevalent on the plains and in

the hill-country (particularly the mountainous district of

Samen), as on the coast (Pruner, Aubert-Roche, Blanc).
In Madaga.'^cnr, it is met with as commonly among the hills as

on the flat country (Davidson). Of the distribution of the

disease among the Hottentots in Caj^c Colony, we read } ''It

is common at the Capo, principally among the Hottentots
and half-castes .... The Hottentots usually reside

away from the sea, in open valleys, high and dry, not liable

to malaria." In Syria, leprosy is rare on the coast, and

properly endemic only iu the mountainous districts or on the

plains (Pruner, Wortabet). In India, the head-quarters of

the disease are the mountainous tract of Kumaon with an
elevation of 5000 feet and upwards (Lewis and Cunning-
ham) ;

in the hill-country belonging to the Bombay
Presidency, leprosy occurs at a height of 2000 feet, upon
pci'fectly dry and scantily watered soil (Carter), and, under
the same circumstances, on the plateau of Mysore (Van
Someren). In Sumatra, the disease is found as an endemis.

mostly in elevated parts of the interior, notably in the

beautiful park-like country of Paya-Combo.^ In Japan, the

area of leprosy extends from the coast far into the interior

(Wernich). In Mexico, the table-land is afflicted no less than
the coast (Jourdanet). In Costa Rica, it occurs nowhere but
in the mountain valleys of Cartago and San Jose, at eleva-

tions of from 3000 to 5000 feet (Schwalbe). Of leprosy iu

Barhadoes, Carrington says :^
"

It shows itself iu all parts of

the island, in towns, rural districts, on the sea coast and

inland, in low damp situations and on dry hills." In
Colombia and Ecuador, it is endemic only on elevated parts of

1
Ebdcn, in '

Report on Leprosy,' pp. 49-50.
- 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Oct., p. 248.
^ '

Report on Leprosy,' p. 30.
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tlio interior, while the const regions, particularly those of

Ecuador, are exempt. In Bra::U, it is found to a friufhtful

extent in the interior (especially in the province of Minas),

and miich more widely diifuscd than on the coast (Tschudi).

I think that, in adducing these facts, to which many
more of a like significance from the most various parts of

the world might have been added, I have said enough to-

justify the opinion that I have already expressed. The

evidence should at the same time serve to show how cntii-ely

groundless is the opinion, Avhich has been already contro-

verted by Carter, Espinet (for Trinidad), and Durand-Fardel

(for China),^ that leprosy can be brought into some causal

connexion with tnalarions influences.

§ G. Influence of Fish as the Staple Food.

The opinion that the true cause of the disease is to be-

looked for in the immoderate use of fish, as food, or of salt fish,.

or of fish that has become putrid or lias undergone some morhid

chamjc, is obviously connected with the foregoing assump-
tion of the sea coasts being the chief seats of endemic

leprosy. This view, which is foreshadowed in Galen," and.

in the Arabian and other physicians of the middle ages

(Gordon), as well as in the medical chroniclers of later

centuries,"' has found its stauuchcst representative most

recently in Hutchinson.'^

"All localities," says that author,
"
-whirli cither are now, or ever

were, noted as the homes of leprosy, have this in common, that they
are either on the sea-shore, or on the banks of marine estuaries. The
most probable conjecture is that it is caused by some pecuHar diet

ccmmon to marine localities
; that it is duo to fish eaten in some

IDcculiar state, may be plausibly suspected. The fact that it is met
with in such widely distant parts, renders it imjn-obable that it is duo
to any particular variety of fish. . . . The sum of our conjectures, then,

appears to amount to this : that leprosy is far too specific and peculiar
in its symptoms to allow of our supposing it due to the influence of

general poverty ;
that the ciises in which Europeans are attacked, all

' 'G:iz. iiied. dc Paris/ 1877, Xo. .^3, p. 493.
'-' J'iJe supra, yi. o.

3 Thus, Hcburtk-n
(' Loud. Med. Transact.,' 17C8, i, 23) states that llic use of

salted or putrid fish was the cause of the jirevaleuce of leprosy in Madeira.
•• Not liaviiifi; the original before me, 1 quote tlie passa^-e from Liveing^

'

Klepliantiasis Uraccoruui or True Leprosy,' Loiid., 187.,, p. Si.
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indicate tlie power of endemic- influences; tliat, of endemic influences,

food is tlie one wliicli lias the most of probability as to its being the true

cause ; and, lastly, as the disease is only met with near the sea, we

may plausibly guess that it is in some way connected with the fish diet."

lu a subsequent paj^er/ in wliicli lie adduces observations

from Norway, Russia, and India in support o£ this view, lie

remarks that leprosy has obviously spread along the shores

of the Pacific in company with the Chinese immigration :

" wherever they go the disease appears, and the explanation

seems to be that, Avherevcr they go, they carry their habits

with them, and especially that they establish themselves

everywhere as cooks ; they are skilful cooks, and they can

make use of many things which no one else would look at ;

decomposing fish and potted fish are amongst the delicacies

in which they deal."
*

Numerous other writers have quite recently adopted the

same opinion, on the ground of observations made in Spain

and Portugal," Sweden,^ Norway, Iceland,^ the Steppes of

Southern Kussia,"^ Corfu, Crete, Ceylon,'' Japan,'^ Abyssinia,^

New Brunswick,'-' Gniana,^° and the West Indies.
^^

They

support their opinion by various arguments : either that, in

the localities in question, fish, and more particularly salt or

putrid fish, is almost the only food of the people ;
or that

the disease has died out when the practice of subsisting on

fish had been given up (as on the Bohuslan coast of Sweden) ;

or, finally, that tha fishes themselves had been subject to

a specific malady, resembling leprosy, so that the eating

of fish so tainted had set uja the disease in man. It will

be seen at once how one-sided and untenable this theory

is, when we consider that leprosy is endemic in many

places where there can be no question of a fish diet at all, and

still less of the exclusive use of that kind of food ; that the

disease in many regions is limited as an endemic to particular

localities, the population of villages in the immediate neigh-

bourhood being quite exempt ;
that leprosy has disappeared

1 ' Med. Press and Circular,' 1880, August 1 1.

-
Grasset, IJaptiste, Peacock. ^ Huss.

•» Mackenzie, Schleisner.
^
Oldekop.

^ '

Kcport on Leprosy.'
7 Schmid. ^ Blauc. ' Skene.

1"
Bergeron, Milroy, in 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1873, May, 575.

11 '

Ileport on Leprosy.'
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I'roiii many })liiccs uot merely ii« an cudomic but altogctliorj

altliougli IK) material cliange has takeu place in the kind of

sustenance of the inhabitants which would account for its

ili>:i])pearance ;
and that the alleged communicable leprous

disease of hshcs lias turned out to bo a
jjci lectly harmless

parasite iij)nii (hem, being found in many localities where no

leprosy occurs..

With reference to the opinion that the use of decomposed
iish, or of the greasy flesh of sea birds, is the true cause of the

leprosy that is prevalent on the Norwegian coast, Daniel ssen

says :^
" The coast population, who suiVer mostly from ihe

disease, are in the habit of eating the fish in its fresh state

or well salted ;
in preparing the seagulls, which are by no

means a general article of food thei-e, most of the fat is

taken away with the skin. ]\Iany persons fall into leprosy

there whose diet is only exceptionally iisli or the flesh of

sea-fowl, their every day food consisting rather of meat and

cereals.^' As to the ^'

lo])rosy of fishes,'^ Messrs. Boeck and

Danielssen remark :"
'' Careful inquiries have shown that

these suspected
' tubercles

'
arc formed of a vegetable

parasite, Avhicb is found in some species of soles even at

places where there is not a trace of leprosy ; the people ai'e

afraid to eat the fish disfigured in that manner, and throw

them away. The parasite has not the very slightest con-

nexion with leprosy.^' Of this particular etiological factor

tlie opinion of Profeta, based on his observations in Sicily,

is :

" Residence on the coast, with a seafaring life, or the

prosecution of fishing and the use of salted or putrid fish, arc

regarded by a good many writers as the conditions likely

to genei'atc leprosy ;
but this opinion is not borne out by

the facts as regards Sicily." By far the larger number of

authorities in India are opposed to the notion that the disease

stands in any definite relation to a fish diet.^ Thus, Richards

points out that in Balasore (Orissa), leprosy is less common
than in Burdwan, Bancoora, and other districts adjoining,

although Ihe use of fish as food is nnich more universal in

the fii-st -named than in the others; Macnamara '^

says that,

^ 'Norsk. IMapf.,' 1.S51, v, 14;.
"

'

TruiLc,' p. .^1.

^ Sec '
Hrlt. iSIed. Jouiii.,' 1S80, April, 527.

' ' Vircliow's Arcl).,' 1861, xxii, 312.
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,of all the cases of leprosy whicli lie saw in India^ there was

not one for which this causal clement had to be taken into

account. Startin^ mentions that the inhabitants of Eawal-

Piudi (Puujaub), and of the Naga Hills (Assam), eat no fish,

and yet suffer from leprosy ; whereas in Araccan, where that

article of diet plays a prominent part, the disease is rare.

In Rutnagherry, one of the chief seats of leprosy, it is much

more prevalent, as Carter points out,^ in the interior, where

no fish is eaten, than on the coast. It is remarked by Kirk-

patrick
^

that, in Bangalore (Mysore), leprosy is anything
but rare among the Brahmins, although they are strict

vegetarians, their partaking of flesh or fish being visited by
immediate expulsion from the caste. Observations to the

same effect come from various parts of the leprosy regions

of China (such as Hankow), where, according to Shearer's

experience,* the use of fish food has no significance whatso-

ever for the genesis of the disease, and where leprosy, as

Reid ^
tells us, is often met with among the poverty-stricken

population of the interior who live mostly on rice, millet,

or other vegetable food prepared with a little oil, and who

eat flesh only now and then, and fish more rarely still. In

Hankow, on the other hand, and other centres of trafiic,

where fish is an article of diet the whole year round, the

disease is rare.
" Fish eating,'' Reid adds,

"
is essentially

in Central China the privilege of the well-to-do, while

leprosy is usually found among the poor vegetable-feeders."

The Japanese physicians also, as we learn from Wernich, have

declared against any connexion between living on fish and

the development of the disease. When Skene refers the

occurrence of leprosy among the Acadians of New Brunswick

to their kind of food, Welch makes the reply that the

English and Indian inhabitants of that region have just the

same kind of diet as the former, and yet remain free from

the disease.

Moreover, it is not a fish diet only that has been blamed

for causing leprosy, but also other articles of food, such as

1 'Laucet/ 1880, Oct., 692.
3

lb., 1880, Dec, 922.
3

lb., 1880, Nov., p. 878.

2
lb., 1872, Aug., 199.

•
'Lancet,' 1871, Di;c., p. 801.
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decomposed ricv
'

or mn'rw^' Uul-, most of :ill, ;i spocilic

importance^ for tlie dcvelopmuiit oi" tho tli-scasc has 1)clmi

ascribi'd lo the innnoderatr nsr. of pork, particularly iu

Brazil, wliere Caiulido' wuuld i\})laiu its prevalence in

tlie provinces of San Paulo and Minas Ijy the fact tliat

swine's Hesli foi-ms one of tlic chief articles of the people's

food. On the other hand, we have the recent statement of

Lucio and Alvaredo'* from Afexico :

" There are many lepers

who have never eaten pcjrk, others who have partaken of it

rarely, and still others who have lived on it to an excessive

extent ;
but among" all these the disease liiis occurred with

equal intensity. We conclude from this that the use of that

article of diet has no influence whatsoever cither upon the

production of the disease or npon the sevei'ity of its typo."

§. 7. Influence op Insanitai;y CoxDrrioNS.

But although there is no reason, so far, to look for the

real cause of leprosy in dietetic influences, still, the predis-

position of individuals to take leprosy appears to be very

considerably heightened by deficient, unsuitahJe, or had food,

either in itself or along with other defects of ivcll-heing, such as

inadequate shelter from the weather, filth, and the like. There

is almost complete unanimity on this point among- observers at

the most diverse points of the globe. The opinion is further

confirmed by the fact that the disease has been at all times

especially prevalent among the necessitous classes, and much
more occasional Avithin those strata of society which are well

found in the needs and comforts of life. Wo cannot, there-

fore, summarily dismiss the conjecture that the extinction of

the disease at many places, or the considerable remission in

its amount, has been a result of progressive improvement iu

hygienic conditions in the course of years, })articularly of

improved cultiv^ation of the soil, and of a greater acreage ;

^ In India (llrett,
'

Essay on some of the principal Surgical Diseases of India,'

Calcutta, 1840, p. i6;{).
' In Brazil (Sigaud, p. 382).
^ 'Revista mod. llnniin,' 1842, p. 501. Tschudi also mentions that this opinion

is widely hold in Urazil (' Wien. mod. Wocli.,' 1S58, 1. c).
* L. c, p. 29.
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for tlie more abuudaufc harvests, bririg-ing a bettor kind

o£ sustcnaucej and more of it, liavo been a gain wliich

caunot bo too liig'bly estiriiatcd iu this respect. But tlioso

are etiological factors wliicli one must not over-valuo. On tlio

one hand, cases of leprosy have been not so very rare, both

of late and in past times, among individuals of the well-to-

do class, removed from the harmful iuHuences in question ;

and, on the other iuiud, the malady has disappeared from

many localities which used to be much alllicted by it,

although the most wretched hygienic conditions are found

iu them still; wliih^, hnally, it should not be forgotten that,

within the regions where leprosy is or has been endemic,

there are particular villages, or even considerable tracts o£

country, quite exempt from the disease, although these

nowise differ, in the manner of life of their inhabitants, from

the parts of the country that are subject to the leprous

infliction.

It is impossible to decide liow far we can trust the statements^ tliat

liave come dowu to us IVoiu the Middle Ages, as to leprosy occurring in

crowned heads, princes, prelates, and other personages
—whether, in many

of these cases, it is not rather a question of syphilis. But there can

be no doubt that the classes of the people in better circumstances fur-

nished no inconsiderable contingent of the leprous in former times, and

that they continue to do so in those countries where there are still

intense centres of leprosy, such as Sicily," Madeira and the Canaries,^

the North-West Provinces of India,^ Tirhoot,-^ Orissa," Malacca,'' and

Madagascar ."^ The very narrow limitation of many of the leprosy-

centres has already been dwelt upon more than once in the sketch of the

historical and geographical circumstances. Vidal,'-" in his account,

dating from last century, of leprosy in the vicinity of Martiguez (Pro-

vence), points out that the disease was confined to a few villages and

to perfectly definite groups of families ; and precisely to the same efi'ect

are the statements of Valentin,'" on its distribution in Pigna, Oastel

Franco, and other places on the Ligurian coast. Referring to the small

focus of leprosy in Comaccio, Verga" says that the disease no longer

-occurs even at a short distance from the town in the directions of

^ See Simpsou, 1. e., 1842, Ap., p. 394; Eoock and Danielsscu, I. c, p. 97,
2 Profeta. ^ BoUe. ^

Planck,
'

Pepoit.'
•' Macnamara.

'"' Richards. ^ Official papers.
^

Borcligrevinck.
'J 'Hist, de la soc. de nied. de Paris,' 1779, i. Mom., 188.

•0 'Bull, do rocolo do mod. de Paris,' iSoS, 45; also Fodere,
' Jouru. coiuplein.

du diet, des sc. mod.,' 1819, iv, 3.

11 ' Sulla lebbra,' Milano, 1846.
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Kavcuua and Fuili. Similar observations Lave been made in the district

ol'Suudfjurd (Amt Bergen),' in the affected jiarts of Gi'eece," iu Crete?

at various i^hiees in India,' at Haukow,* iu Jai;)an,'^ and elsewhere ;

and it has not been p(jssible to find a reason for this in any difference

between the atfeeted and the exempted villages as regards the habits of

living.

§. 8. TUE DoCTlilNE 01' A SPECIFIC INFECTIVE ViRUS.

All these facts are opposed^ as we have acikl, to the

opiuion, adopted by various iucpiirers^ tliut the sum total oi:

hygienic defects, and these in and by tliemselues, furuish the

pro})er cause of the disease
;

or that leprosy rauges itself

aloDgside of scurvy aud the other constitutional anomalits

of nutrition J Rather do the facts go to prove that this

etiological factor has the siguificauce merely of a predis-

posing cause, even if it be a potent oue ; that, for the pro-
duction of tlie disease, we must have a definite aud specific

noxious agent, a peculiar infective substance, which had been

more or less widely diffused through Europe in former times,

but is now active only at certain points in this part of the

world, although it still makes itself felt over a great range
of territory outside Europe. Many observers have arrived

at this opinion by a process of exclusion, being convinced

that the production of the disease is not to be explained as an

ellect of atmospheric, dietetic, or other unhygienic influences,

and that an ignotam quid must accordingly be invoked.^

Others, again, go a stejJ farther, and develop the doctrine of

the " virus of leprosy/' and of its infectious character. Thus,
it was said by Schilling in the last century i'**

"
Neque tamen

'

Bidciilviip, 1. c, 1858, xii, 4O6.
'
Dukigalhi, Ornsteiii. ^ Urunelli.

^ Carter, 'Med. -CLir. Traiis.ict.,' 1. c.
^ Shearer. "^ Wcrnicli.

^
See, for instance, Yinkliuijzen, p. iio; Hjort, I.e., 1872, :i, 115.

* This is the view of Eoeck and Danielssen, 1. c, 407-9 (Norway) ; Welhavou,
' Svensk. Liik. Siillsk. Handl.' ill, 188 (Sweden); Dundas, 369 (IJiazil); Ivaeuiiifer,

161 (Madeira); iJargijjli, 1. e. (Mytileue) ; Wachsmuth, 1. c. i^Livouia); Profota

^Sicily); and Davidson (Madagascar).
" If poverty in diet, or personal wants,

likh, and wretchedness in their deepest degrees, could generate the malady," says

Simpson (I.e., April, 409), "there are certainly still numerous spots in Conti-

nental Europe, and even in our own laud, where, unfortunately, all these elements

of disease are in our own day in full and active operation, without any such

specific result following; the alleged causes are present without the alleged

effects."

'> ' Diss, de lepra,' Traj. ad lihen., 17^)9.
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ncgaverim^ pocuHarem esse materiam et quasi virus quodclara,

sine quo vera lepra nou producatur.'^ In later times, the

same opinion has been expressed by Holmseu, Lockmann,
and Hansen. To the last mentioned observer"- the priority

belongs of successfully demonstrating that there are organic
elements in the morbid products, which are "

perhaps
"

(as

he cautiously puts it) the proper virus of leprosy.

He fouud uniformly, in the cells of the leprous nodules,
" small rod-

like bodies
" which had the perfect type of bacilli ; and, iu the older

morbid products, brownish cells of a larger size, which contained

zoogla3a-masses and aggregates of bacilli. Examination of the blood

yielded no results at first ;
but when the device was adoj^ted of keeping

the preparation a few days in a moist chamber, there were found

jointed filaments, which he was constrained to regard as likewise

specific formations, inasmuch as they could not be made out in prepara-
tions of blood treated the same way, taken from healthy persons or

from pei"sons with syphilis.

These observations have been subsequently confirmed by
Carter," although with many modifications in points of detail,,

and more recently by Neisser,^ Cornil/ and Kobner.^

Neisser found the bacilli not only in the leprous prodvicts, but also in

the skin, in the mucous membrane of the mouth, gums and larynx, in

the liver, spleen, and lymphatic glands, and in the interstitial prolonga-
tions of the peripheral nerves of the cornea, of cartilage, and of the

testis. He satisfied himself, also, of a formation of spores proceeding
from the break-up of the bacilli ; and of the growth of the latter into

filaments. Alterations in the blood at large Hansen and Neisser could

in no case discover
;
and the latter is accordingly obliged to conclude

that the difi'usion of the spores within the body takes place by way of

the lymphatic system. In blood taken from leprous nodules KiJbner

found bacilli
;
but he is not sure that they may not have got into the

preparation owing to pressure exerted on the tissue.

In Neisser's opinion, the results of his inquiries have con-

clusively proved that in leprosy we have to do with a specific

^ '

Uudersogelser, &c.,' Christian., 1874, 75, and in ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1880,.

Ixxix, 32.
- ' Transact, of the Pathol. Soc. of London,' 1876, xxxvii, 297.
3 ' Bresl. arztl. Zeitsclir.,' 1879, -^^' 20, 21, and in 'Virchow's Arcli.,' 1881,

Ixxxiv, 514.
• 'Bull, de I'Acad. de med.,' 1881, Nr. 43, p. 1308; 'Unioii med.,' 1881,.

Nr. 134, 178, 179;
' Annul, de Dermatologie,' 1S81, ii, 653 (along with Suchard).

^ In 'Virchow's Arcli.,' 1882, Bd. 88, 282.
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Jdnd of haderium, wliicli can bo broii.y'lit into causal relation

with every uianifestatiou ul" tlie disease
; along with relapsing

fever and anthrax, he says^ lc})rosy is entitled to a place as

one of the best authenticated bacterial diseases.

§ 9. Question op Contagiousness.

Tf the infectious nature of leprosy is rendered hiyhly pro-
bable—I will not say pi'oved

—
by the facts above adduced,

I am nevertheless unable to share the opinion of those who
have drawn conclusions therefrom, and particularly from

the parasitic character of the disease, as to its contagiousness,
and have thereby sought to rehabilitate with the credit

of the very latest times a notion that had been almost

entirely abandoned ;iiid condemned. During the '^liddlc

Ages, there was hardly any doubt among physicians and

the laity as to the contagiousness of leprosy ; and it was

that conviction which really gave occasion to the founding
of leper-houses and

'

to the isolation of the leprous. ^Vc

shall, perhaps, not err if we attribute this assumption of a

leprous contagium to au error in diagnosis, to the confound-

ing of it w'ith syphilis, the nature of which latter remained

quite unknown to the mediajval practitioners. Pointing to

this, at least, is the fact that as early as the iGtli century,
when men had learned to distinguish the one disease from

the other, doubts about the contagiousness of leprosy became

current. The adherents of the doctrine that leprosy was

catching became fewer and fewer as the disentanglement

jDroceeded and unprejudiced observation gained ground ; and,

iu the end, the belief was held only as a tradition within

-ever-narrowing circles.
"

JJeiicf without evidence," as

Simpson says,' "and assertion without facts," preserved this

dogma in existence
; or, as ]jrunelli \cvy aptly says :

''

L'opiuione era contagiosa, e uon la malattia." In more

recent times, the number of those who believed in it had

dwindled to a minimum
; only among the public did

"
opinione

"
still play a considerable part, finding among the

profession only a very few who were so cautious as not to

' h. c, p. 412.
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deny the possibility of leprosy l)ciuo- coininuuicablo througli

contagion. Thus it happened that Landre's coming forwai'd

as a contagionist/ although it made a considerable stir, Avas

without result, the more so that he did not rely u])on obser-

vations of his own, l)nt took as the text of his declamations

tlie extremely unreliable accounts which his father had

brought from Surinam. The doctrine of the contagiousness
of leprosy has been lately revived by Hansen," Avho supports
his opinion, in the lii'st instance, by a series of cases where

persons, previously in good healtli, took leprosy after coming
into communication with lepers (which, of course, proves

nothing, as all the cases occurred within endemic foci of the

disease). But he was doubtless materially strengthened in

his conviction by the discovery of bacteria in the leprous

products ;
and this surmise is borne out by the fact that

Carter, who was still anti-contagionist in 1873, became con-

verted to a belief in contagiousness in the following year,
after he had witnessed Hansen's researches and become per-
suaded of the trustworthiness of that discovery. In like

manner it is only an a priori proof of the conveyance of

leprosy by contagion which Ncisser adduces when he states,

on the ground of the finding of bacteria and of the hypothesis
therefrom deduced, that the malady is

"
contagious in its

specific products," and,
"
contagious not only directly, but

also indirecflij by articles which serve to carry the bacilli of

leprosy or their spores."
That the contagiousness of leprosy is not proved by these

arguments, nor even made probable, goes without saying ;

while, against the notion, there are all those facts, positive

and negative, from the history of the disease, about which

the observer who rests • on ''his' own experience" does not

concern himself. In judging of the question before us, I

would not lay any emphasis on the want of success attending'

the experiments of Danielssen,'^ Hansen, and Kobner to

inoculate the disease upon rabbits (of Kobner also upon rats,

mice, guinea-pigs, pigeons, fishes, and monkeys), inasmuch

as experiments of that kind can only have a correct signifi-

* ' Dc h\ contagion seulc cause tie la propagation de la lepre,' Par., 1869.
- L. c, p. 5,:;.

^ ' Noi>k. M;ig. for Laegevidensk.,' 1S71, i, n)-,.
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c.ince wlicii llicy arc iikuIc
\\\)<i\\

animals whoso suscc])libili(y

to ilie morbid poison wc arc oflierwisc assured of. I attach

equally llitlo vahie to the IVloiiious oxperiniout by which

Hargigli attempted (also williont success) to inoculate the

ichorous matter fi-nin a le|ii'(ius uleor upon cliildren six: to

ei<^"ht years old,' inasmuch as it is not proved that the bacilli

of le]U'Osy do occur in the ]ius derived from leprous persons.

P'inally, the statement of l)a\idsou, froin Madagascar, that
"

le]u-osy is contagious only by inoculation and not by simple

contact," amounts to nothing, as he has omitted to say on

wliom tlie iiioeulation is made, and how it is mad(\

Equally indecisive, in my opinion, arc the data, of those

observers who refer the outbreak of the disease in the

AVestern Hemisphere ((Juiana, lirazil, Sec.) to the negro

iin])ortation. Not only is the information by no means

guaranteed ; but, even admitting it to be trustworthy, the

fact might be explained in other ways than the spi-ead of the

disease through contagion ; besides that all the more recent

observers in those countries deny most emphatically that

lepi'osy is contagious at all. Lastly, if negroes had intro-

duced leprosy into South America and the AVest Indies, it

wonld be diflienlt to nnderstand why Central America, and

most of all the United States, where there has been truly no

lack of negro importation, have remained exempt from the

disease.

More recently Macnaniai*a lias given a similar history of importation
of the malady by the Chinese to Honolulu in 1S48, Avbich bad been told

to him by Hillcbrnnd, a practitioner of that place; but this maybe said

to Lave turned out a fable, as Milroy, Boeck, and others Lad already

hinted, inasumcli as Emerson, a later authority, refers the same
all'air to the year iS,-,6, adding that more than 1000 of the natives of the

island had subsequi'utly become alFected witli leprosy.'- The statement

of a French missionary, Etiennc Brosse, author of a tract
'• La lepra est

contagieusc," which has been quoted by PifFard,^ reads aluiost comically ;

' As tills statement may souiul somewhat incredible I £?ivo the author's owu
words :

" Afin de fixer 111011 opinion [on tlicnon-contiit^ionsiiess of leprosy], j'fiitre-

pris d'inoculer la matiurc saiiieuse d'uu ulcere de U'prcux sur dos cnfiuits de 6 i\ 8

;iiis dc cette classe. Je no pus obtenir que deux fois pculenicut (!) rautorisatiou de

pratiquer cettc operatiou. Ccpendeiit ces deux operations ayaut etc negatives,

ma conviction etait faitc."

- '
Brit. Med. .loiirn.,' 1880, Sept., 401.

» 'Now York Med. Record,' 1S81, March, 305.
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the Chinese, he says, have brought leprosy to California, and there

can be no doubt that they will give the disease to the inhabitants of

the State :

" There is not the shadow of a doubt but that it will pass

from them to the other inhabitants of the country. Thus fiir it has

been confined to the Chinese, but it certainly will not be restricted to

them." We still await the fulfilment of this prophecy.

Lastly, oven those cases wlicre Europeans have acquired

tlie disease after coming into close connexion witli leprous

.patients, cannot be regarded as giving proof of the con-

tagiousness of leprosy, for the reason that they might verj
well have fallen ill apart from this intercourse, it being

always in such cases a matter of acquiring the disease within

the endemic seats of leprosy. My conviction is that there is

not a single fact which tells decisively and indisputably for

the conveyance of the disease by contagion. On the other

hand the facts are very materially against the notion, inas-

much as they entirely fail to accord with our whole experi-

ence of the mode of diffusion of the true contagious diseases.

These facts I tabulate as follows :

(i) The extremely narrow limitation of leprosy in certain

centres, often very small, while there is free communication

between their inhabitants and the neighbouring population,

and where the sanitary conditions are such as would especially

favour the conveyance of the disease sooner or later. This

applies to the malady as it is distributed over the steppes of

Southern Russia, in the Caucasus, in the northern districts of

Persia, and in New Brunswick, referring to which last

Jeffries says •}
" I do not know where non-contagiousness of

leprosy is better proved than among those descendants of one

French family that brought the disease to New Brunswick."

(2) The observation made not unfrequently of the malady

being confined, at certain places with a mixed population, to

particular races or nationalities, notwithstanding unrestricted

social intercourse throughout the community. Thus, in the

East Indian Archipelago, the Arabs enjoy a striking immu-

nity, while the Malays, the Javanese, and the mixed races

are heavily afflicted." To show how much truth there is in

the opinion stated above, that leprosy had been impoi'ted

into Honololu with the Chinese, we may take a fact of the

1
'Lancet,' 1875, Mavcli, p. 358.

2 'Arch, de nied. nav.,' 1867, Oct., p. 248.
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same class, vonclied for by several medical oflicials in ilcl-

bourne : viz. tluiL there lias not been a sinijle case observed

of leprosy communicated by the Chinese living there, uotwith-

staudincr that llicir intercourse with all other sections oC the

community is perfectly free.^

Yinkhnijzen- quotes from an official rejiort by Ublig, who had seen

much uf Icpvosy in Svn-inum and afterwards in Batavin, the intorcstini^

fact that the Indian races do nut sullcr from ilic disease either at the

one place or the other, although they mix with the negroes in the most

intimate way.
" Since I have been resident," says Uhlig in bis report,

" at the settlement of Batavia, near which there arc ,r;oo Indians living.

I have seen some of the latter coming here every day, or leprous

persons going to them ; they eat and drink together out of the same

vessels, they house together, they Avear each other's clothes, and what
is more remarkable, they smoke the same pipe or the same cigar, pass-

ing it from one mouth to anotlier, and no one declining to take it.

This relationship has subsisted as long as the settlement itself, that is

to say, for upwards of forty years, and yet no Indian has been infected

with leprosy."

(3) The fact that, in iiinumcrablo cases, the acquiring of

leprosy by one member of a family has led to no other out-

breaks of it in that family, and that, too, under insanitary
conditions which must have been quite jieculiarly favorable

to its conveyance ;
while it has been so rare for both parents

to take it, that the circumstance, when it has occurred, may
be referred, not to conveyance of the morbid ])<)isonfrom one

to the other, but to infection of both from a common source,

or to an endemic influence in general operation.

I select the following from a vciy large number of observations bear--

ing on this point. AVortabet^ mentions a case that came under his

notice at Beyrout fSyria) in which a Icjirous woman lived for many
years with her hiisband and children, doing all the household work

(cooking, washing, and the like) so long as she was abh:-, and yet the

husband and children continued in good health, Brunelli' adduces the

fact that in Crete thei'c were as many as 127 persons living among the

lepers from year to year, without one of the number takiug leprosy.

Bidenkap^ informs us that, in 1S57 in the Siaidfjord district, lepi'osy

existed in 148 families, in 132 of which only one parent was affected,

both being leprous in the remaining 16. Manget," who is a believer in

the contagiousness of leprosy, adduces a few cases which seem to him

' 'Australian ^Icd. .Toarn.,' 1S74, March. - L. c. S. 129.
^ ' Med; Times and Gaz.,' 1880, Oct., 445.

* '

Kcport on Leprosy." 64.
^ 'Norsk. Mag.,' 1858, xii, 477.

"^

'Kcport on Leprosy.' 45.
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to tell that way; but he is constrained to add: "I liave known
instances [in Guiana] wliere black women Lave cohabited for years
with their husbands while labouring under confirmed and ulcerative

leprosy, and have children by them, without manifesting the slightest

trace of the disease." According to Planck's^ information for the

North-West Provinces of India, there were among S55 leprous

marriages, 831 in which the leprosy was on one side only; among the

remaining 24, with leprosy on both sides, there were only 1 1 in which

the possibility of the disease having been conveyed could not be

excluded ; but the small probability of disease-communication in the

latter cases will appear from the fact that, where leprous men had

married two or three wives, not one of these had ever become infected.

There arc accounts to the same effect by Bolle for the Canaries, Benson'^

for New Brunswick, Saturnin^ for Trinidad, and Ebden* for the Cape.

(4) Tliere lias never been a case known, in which the

physicians or nurses of a leper-house have caught the

disease, although they mix Avith the patients without

restraint, dress their sores, and sometimes even wound them-

selves in so doing.

Thus, Browne^ writes from Barbadoes :

" None of those in attend-

ance, during the last nine years, upon the inmates of the lazaretto have

contracted the disease ;
and I, after receiving a wound from a knife

moistened with the fluids of an inmate, have escaped, although the

Avound was followed by great constitutional irritation and loss of the

finfrer." To the same effect is the statement of Saturnin® for Trinidad :

" Ulcers with ichorous discharge are dressed sevei'al times a day by the

surgery man, who has been employed for twelve years at the leper

asylum. The washerwoman, who has been there for sixteen years, and

handles the clothes of the lepers, and the medical superintendent,

delivering women in laboui", amijutating limbs, and performing other

surgical operations, have escaped." Powell,'' wi'iting from Mauritius,

says :

" I know two instances where medical men have wounded them-

selves in dissection [of lepers], but without any bad results ;" and we

have similar information from the leper-houses of Madras, Calcutta, and

Cawnporo.** Hende^ says that during the nine years when he had

medical charge of the Nagpore prison, there was not a single case of

conveyance of leprosy from the sick to the healthy, although the inter-

• course between them had been perfectly free. In the Java hospitals,

where lepers are admitted along with other patients, there has never

been a case of the communication of leprosy observed.^" Drs. Lucio and

1
'Report on Leprosy in the Nortb-West Provinces,' 1876, and '

Brit. Med.

..Journ.,' 1880, April, 527.
2
'Report on Leprosy,' 1867, 4.

^
lb., 39.

^
lb., 50.

6
lb., 32.

6
lb., 35.

7
lb., 86. 8

lb., xliv, xlv. « lb.

10 In 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1868, Sept., 165.

VOL. II. 4
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Morado make tlie following statement on the alleged contagiousness of

leprosy, from their experiences in Mexican leper-houses :'

"
Si efectivamente fucra contagioso, inoculable, los empleados del

hospital lo habrian contraido algnna vcz, vivieudo como vivere continua-

mente en los salas, durmiendo alguuos dentro dc estas, y cstando la

mayor pai'te del dia en contacto immediato con los infermos. Por otra

parte, los lazarinos que han copulado con mugeres sanas, y al reves,

jamas han trasmitido el mal per uu contacto tan immediato como esto.

Eu las autopsias, repctidas voces, los que las han practicado se hau

picado las manos, han seguido poniendo la herida quo resulta del

piquete en contacto con los liquidos del cadaver sin haber tenido jamas
accidente alguuo."

This exemption of doctors, medical assistants, nurses, and (others in

leper-houses is confirmed by the reports of a number of other observers,—Kubner- for San Remo, Sweeting for the Bahamas, Lewis and Cun-

ningham^ for Kumaon, and Pasr^ua for Chios.

(5) No cases have come to light hitherto, in which the

disease has spread from the lopcr-houscs to residents outside.

Bargigli mentions that, although the Icftrous poor in Mytilene leave

the leper-houses and wander about the island as beggars, no conveyance
of the disease by them has been made out. Boeck'' says that patients
received into the leper-hospital of Bergen have had uni-estricted inter-

course with the town, but that, so far as he knows, not a single case has

occurred of the disease having been communicated by them to the

to\vn's-people ; he remarks at the same time that none of the attendants

who have been employed in that hospital had become affected with

leprosy.

(6) Lastly, among the numerous cases of leprosy in

Europeans, who had acquired the disease in leprous districts

(having been affected with it either at the time of their

return to Europe or having developed it subsequent!}^), not

one has ever been the occasion of the disease .spreading in

the immediate neighbourhood.
To these arguments—unanswerable, as I think,

—for the

non-contagiousness of leprosy,^ I will add the result of the

collective inquiry on the matter before us which the College

^ L. c, 29.
' '

Vierteljahrschr. fiir Dermatol./ iS;6, iii, 12.

3 L. c, 71.
'' Quoted by Carter,

'

Report on Li'jjiosy in Norway,' 1874, 49.
5
Yinkhuijzen, who lias come to tlie same conclusion, ends his elaborate inquiry

on the point (p. 151) with these words: " Alles resnmerende ontkennen wij dns

gehcel de bcsiucttelijklicid der uielaatschhcid ondcr wclku oiustandiyhedcu 00k,

zoo wij vermeencn, op dcgelijlce gvonden eu ware fcitcu ous steuende."
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of Physicians of London addressed to a large number
of practitioners in all parts of the world where leprosy is

prevalent.
" The all but unanimous conviction of the most experienced

observers in different parts of the world/' runs the report/
"

is quite opposed to the belief that leprosy is contagious or

communicable by proximity or contact with the diseased.

The evidence derived from the experience of the attendants in

leper-asylums is especially conclusive upon this point. The few

instances that have been reported in a contrary sense either

rest on imperfect observation^ or they are recorded with so

little attention to the necessary details as not to affect the

above conclusion.
''

Many other observers of recent date have arrived at the

same opinion : among them are E.igler^ (Turkey), Smart

(Crete), Peacock (Poi'tugal), Milroy^ and Uhlig^ (Guiana),

Schmid and Wernich (Japan), Labonte (Mauritius), Profeta

(Sicily), Echeverria (Quito), London (Jerusalem), Auboeuf

(India), Durand-Fardel (China), and Hercouet (Tahiti).

§ 10. The Influence of Heeedity.

There is only one kind of conveyance of leprosy which
cannot be questioned, I mean that which takes place hy way
of inheritance. There is almost complete unanimity on this

point among the observers of all times ;^ there are merely
certain shades of difference between them, as to how hio-h

this pathogenetic factor is to be rated for the spreading of
the disease, and whether the disease is inherited as such,
or whether it is only a predisposition thereto that we are
concerned with, a morbid diathesis which inclines the

' *
Report on Leprosy,' 1867, Ixix.

^ " As regards contagiousness," he says ('Zeitsclir. tier Wiener Aerzto,' 1S47,
Jiihrg. iii, Bd. ii, 275),

" I can give my word that there is not a truce of it to be
found here."

2 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1873, May, p. 575.
* L. c. (quoted hy Vinkhuijzen, p. 129).
5 The Arabians, as well as the mediaeval physicians of the West, held very

pronounced opinions about it.
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inclividnal to full into tlio sickness, or makes him specifically

susceptible to the morbid poison. The discussion of the

latter (juestion comes witliiu the limits of our inquiry only
in so far as it requires us to adduce evidence that leprosy

may also develop altogether independently of this inherited

disposition ;
whereof more in the sequel. But in answer-

ing the first of the two questions, which it is clear we
can only do by moans of statistics, wo are met by two

serious difficulties. One of these is that many of the best

series of observations have been collected in parts of the

Avorld whoi'e it is especially difficult to get reliable informa-

tion as to the state of health in the family of the leper. The

other difficulty is that by far the larger number of cases

belong to the endemic seats of leprosy ; so that there are many
cases with the doubt attaching peculiarly to them whether

the persistence of the disease in the family is really due

to heredity, or whether it should not rather to be sot down to

the fact that each case individually, and quite independently
of the hereditary factor, had developed itself out of endemic

influences. And in fact, that kind of scepticism as to the

propagation of leprosy by hereditary conveyance has been

expressed by some of the Norwegian physicians, especially by
Hjort and Hansen, who were subsequently joined in 1874 by
Carter—although he wrote, in 1873,

^' I am of opinion that

heredity is the common cause of the complaint
"^—and

more recently by Neissei", although ho does not specially

state the grounds of his belief. Hjort, directing his polemic

chiefly against Lochman, who had declared hereditary or

contagious conveyance to be the only mode of origin of the

disease, remarks' that the data as to the diffusion of the

disease by inheritance had at any rate been much over-

valued, and that, if we are to attach as much importance to

that factor as many were inclined to do, it would be impos-
sible to explain the somewhat rapid extinction of the disease

in the Faroe Islands, in Bohusliin (Sweden), and in other

places. That criticism seems to me to be perfectly

justified ; but it does not suffice to set aside altogether the

large mass of positive facts which tell in favour of heredity,
' 'Mcd..Clur. Transact.,' Ivi, 276.
- 'Norsk. Mug./ iS'/2, ii, 122.
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and it only serves to prove how far wo still are from a per-

fect iusiglit into the patliogenesis of leprosy.

Hanson confined himself^ at tlie outset/ to the statement

that the heredity of leprosy, although there was much in its

favour, could not always be proved, and that the question

was to be treated as still an open one
;
but he afterwards"

denied "
hereditary

"
conveyance altogether :

"
Only those diseases," he says in so many words,

" wliich depend on

defects of development, whicli are occasioned, therefore, or called forth

by a non-specific cause, may be designated 'hereditary diseases.'

Contrasting with them, are those diseases which have a specific morbid

cause underlying them, and ai-e usually characterised, be they conta-

gious or non-contagious, by perfectly definite and typical disorders of

the normal functions of the body. If the disease be a contagious one,

it may communicate itself by its virus to the fcetus in the womb, but

then it is not hereditary ;
if it be non-contagious, it cannot be conveyed

to the fostus in any way whatsoever."

It is clear that we have to do here first of all with a

conflict of words. There is no "
hereditary

"
syphilis, says

Hansen, but that which is usually so called is an infection

of the foetus in utero—which comes to the same thing

as a mental concept. But Dr. Hansen forgets that there

is such a thing as a congenital morbid diathesis, in which

there can be no question of infection, a disposition towards

a definite kind of sickness, residing in the organisation of

the individual and determined by inheritance^—such as

scrofula or gout. His definition of
"
hereditary

"
is, therefore,

too narrow, and his definition of " intra-uterine infection
"

too wide. I am inclined to think that if Dr. Hansen had

admitted among his general pathological concepts the idea

of
'^

conveyance
''

of the disease instead of
"
contagion

" of

the same, he would very soon have found himself occupying
the same standpoint as those whom he controverts.

The best ground on whicli to try this question is obviously

afforded hj the small, closely circumscribed, and therefore

easily surveyed leprosy-spots, with a fixed population subject

1 'Nord. med. Ark.,' 1870, ii, 21.

^ '

Uudcrsogelser, &c.,' 1874, p. 20.

3 The heredity of leprosy is understood in this sense also hy Bideukap (' Norsk.

Mag.,' i860, xiv, 843, by Holmboe (ib., 1865, xix, 153), and by Boeck ('Nord^
med. Ark.,' 1871, iii, i).
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to no clianGrcs, where the state of health in the several fami-

lies may l)o learned with the least possible trouble and

followed with certainty tlirouyh a long series of generations.

Areas of observation of that kind existed at the beginning of

the century at various points on the coast of Provence, espe-

cially around Martigues/ in Comacchio, and in several of

the coast districts of Sweden ;" and we still meet with them

on the Ligurian coast, in Sicily,^ in certain provinces of

Spain and Portugal, in Southern Ilussia^ and the Caucasus/
in Greece, among the Dutch population of the Cape," in the

northern districts of Persia, on some of the islands of the

East Indian Archipelago (especially Ternate)'^ and in New
Brunswick.^ For all tliese places we do in fact find, in the

authorities quoted, classical proofs that the disease clings to

particular families as a consequence of continuous inheritance

from generation to generation, and that the extension and

multiplication of these small centres of disease is due to inter-

marriages among members of leprous families and of families

which had been hitherto healthy. An interesting contribu-

tion to the subject is supplied by the observations of

Holmboe and of Bocck (11. cc.) on the outbreak of leprosy

among Norwegian emigrants to the United States, who had

settled in localities (of Illinois and Minnesota) quite free from

the endemic. In i8 cases of this kind in Minnesota,

reported on by Bocck, the disease had begun to develop in

9 before they left Norway, and of those 9, 5 belonged to

families in which there wci'e other lej^ers (all in the collateral

line) still living ;
the other 9 cases did not develop until

some considerable time (two-and-a-half to fourteen years)

after their removal to America, and in all of them but one

there was proof forthcoming of leprosy among their relatives

in Norway. The natural supposition is that we have here to

do, either with an inherited disease lying latent for many
years, or with a congenital morbid diathesis. But there

are other similar accounts of leprosy spreading by means

'

Vidal, Valentin, Fodere, 11. cc.

' Profeta. » IIuss. « Plachof. * Licbau.
''

Schwarz,
'
Zeitschr. dcr Wioii. Aer/.tc,' 1S58, Nr. 40.

'' In '
Arcli. dc mod. n:iv.,' 1.S70, Mars, i ;6.

8
Skene, Welch.
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of lieredit}^^ from all the great leprous regions ; althougli,
as we have seeu, the opinions differ as to the extent to

which this factor influences the production of the disease,

the statistics collected to elucidate the point having an un-

equal value.

The heredity of leprosy was ascertained in Bergen by Boeck and
Danielssen' for 185 out of 213 cases, by Holmsen in the sanitary district

of Midt-Nordland for 55 out of 93 cases, by Bidenkap- in the Sondfjord
district for 393 out of 538, by Brunelli in Crete for 76 out of 122, by
Profeta in Sicily for some three-fourths of a total of 114, by Fiddes in

Jamaica for 184 out of 213, by Hillis in British Guiana for 31 out of

188, by Schwalbe in Costa Rica for 12 out of 15, by Planck in the North-

West Provinces for 20 per cent., by Richards in Orissa for 53*4 per
cent., by Day in Cochin for some 40 per cent., and by Lewis and

Cunningham in Kumaon for 35 per cent, of the sick. Among 17

leprous families who were Uving, according to the last-named

observers,^ in the Kumaon Leper Hospit.al, and in 4 of which both

parents were leprous, there were 68 children born, and of these 27 were

already the subjects of lepi'osy at the time the report was written.

Thus the opinion of Simpson* holds good to the present

day :

" Few facts in the history of tubercular leprosy seem to

he more universally admitted hy all writers on the disease, both

ancient and modern, than the transmission of the ^redisj^osition

of it from j^ctTents to offsj^ringJ"

§ II. Special Liability of the Negeo and othee Races.

This predisposition to fall into leprosy, accruing from

heredity, may be applied to explain, in part at least, the vary-

ing amount of the sickness met with in different races and

nationalities, although doubtless the manner of life is also not

without its influence. All observers agree that, in countries

with a mixed population, such as the West Indies, British,

French, and Dutch Guiana, the Bahamas, Zanzibar, the

Mauritius, India, Ceylon, and the Argentine States, the

disease is commonest among the negroes and those of mixed

blood (mulattoes, sambos, mestizzos), and rarest, if not

absolutely rare, among the Europeans. At the Cape,

1 '

Traite,' p. 334.
^ ' Norsk. Mag.,' xiv, 1. c.

3 L. c, p. 61. ^ L. c, p. 404.
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similar differences arc found between tlie Jlottcnt(jt.s and tlie

white residents,^ and, in China, between the Chinese and the

Europeans." In Algiers it is mostly the Kabyles that suffer,

the Arabs very much less f and, in Cix'tc'^ and the East

Indies," the Arabs enjoy a certain immunity from leprosy.
The same immunity is very notable among the Indian race in

Surinam and in Java, in contrast to the severe incidence of

the disease upon the negro population and the Malays.*"

The differences in the frc((ucncy of the disease among the

Jewish population in various parts of the world are very
remarkable ; while they come next to the negroes in their

great liability to leprosy in the West Indies (Jamaica,^ St.

Vincent)^ and in Surinam,^ they are but rarely subject to it

in Syria (notably Damascus^^ and Jerusalem) ,^^ in Chios^" and

Crete,^^ at Bombay,^^ Aden,^^ and other places. That this is

not to be explained altogether, as Hasselaar seems to say
for Surinam, by unfavorable conditions of living, may be

inferred from tlie statement of Bowerbank, w^ho points to the

enormous frequency of leprosy among the Jewish population
of Jamaica, and adds : ''The well-to-do and the poor Jews
suffer equally."

§ 12. Acquired by Europeans who had resided in Leprous

Localities Abroad.

However highly we may rate the element of heredity in

the history of leprosy, there cannot be the slightest donbt

that, in innumerable cases, the disease had developed, and

still develops, independently, that is to say, solely under the

influence of the proj^cr patJiogcnctic factor and quite apartfrom

specific congenital predisposition. Irrespective of those well-

authenticated cases of the spontaneous development of

^
Black, Kretzschmar, Ebdeu, in '

Report on Leprosy,' 1867, xxx.
-

Woiijj.
^
Guyon, Bertnmd. * Brunelli.

* In 'Arch, de mod. nav.,' 1868, Supt., 165.
"
Compare the account of Uhlig, quoted from Viukhuijzcn on p. 48.

'
Fiddos, \. c, Bowerbank, in

'

Kcport,' xxix.
"

Sprott, ib. 8
Hasselaar, 22. '" 'Report on Leprosy,' xxx.

" London, Langerhans.
'-

Pasqua.
'^ Brunelli.

"
Carter,

'

Report,' xxx ; Waring.
•* Steinhauser,

'

Report,' xxx.
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leprosy among tlie indigenous inhabitants of its endemic

seats, tlie most telling evidence is furnished by the cases

of individuals who have acquired the disease after spending
some time at a centime of leprosy, having been burn of

healthy parents who had cither resided all their lives in

parts of Europe that are free from leprosy, or had migrated
from those to tropical countries where leprosy is prevalent.
The literature is full of such cases

•,^
and it furnishes us,

moreover, with a few cases which give evidence of a spon-
taneous origin of the disease even in regions where leprosy
as an endemic had been extinct for centuries." These latter

cases remain just as much a puzzle in their genesis as was
the historic sickness itself in its extinction ; we are here at

the limits of our knowledge, and there is not a single locll-

grounded hypothesis to show us the way beyond.

' See Gogueliu,
' Eull. de la Faculte do mod. do Paris,' 1810, 91; Larrcy,

'

Deukwiirdigkeiten,' i, 170; Alibert,
' Jouni. coniplem. du diet, des Sc. med.,'

1818, i, 159; Lee, 'New England Jourii. of Med.,' 1818, vii, 41 ; Bictt (from
'Gaz. ined. de Paris'),

' Lond. Med. Gaz.,' 1829, Sept., 481, 513; Thovenot,
'Traite,' 249; Kinnis,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1844, Jan., 54; Boeck et

Danielssen,
'

Traite,' 3.39 ; Wilson, 'Lancet,' 1S56; 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1866,

Oct., 456, 1870, July 8 J Derazey,
' De la lopre des anciennes,' Strasb., 1866;

Huet, 'Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk., 1868, i, 113; LigneroUes, 'Gaz. des

hopit.,' 1867, Nr. 128; Rees and Moxon,
'

Guy's Hosp. Rep.,' 1868, xiii, 189,

1869, xiv, 248 ; Arnott, 'Transact, of the Patliol. Soc.,' 1869, xix, 35 ; Piffard,
'New York Med. Gaz.,' 1869, iv, i ; Soltmann, 'Zur lepra nervosa,' Diss. Berl.,

1869; Squire,
' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1870, March, 296, and ' Transact, of the

Patbol. Soc.,' 1871, xxi, 403 ; Benson, 'Dubl. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1872, April,

290; Thoma, in ' Virebow's Arcb.,' 1873, Ivii, 455; Espinet, 'Rapport,' 1874;
'Lancet,' 1875, Feb., 199, March, 339; Soutbcy, 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1875,
March, 299; Startin, 'Lancet,' 1880, Oct., 692. Hercouet

(1. c.) saw four cases

of the disease in Tahiti in Europeans who had lived several years there.
^
Berudt, in Kausch's 'Memorabilien,' iii, 210; Wilson,

'

Lancet,' 1856; Buscb,
' Annal. des Berl. Cbarite-Krankenb.,' 1858, viii Heft, 2, 9; Nourse, 'Med. Times
and Gaz.,' 1865, Sept., 251 ; Steudencr,

'
Beitr. zur Pathol, der Lepra mutilans,'

Erlangen, 1867 J Gaskoin, 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1873, Dec, 655, and ' Med. Times
and Gaz.,' 1878, Jan., 86, May, 475 ; Langhuns, in ' Virebow's Arch.,' 1875; Ixiv,

175 ; Donor,
' New York Med. Record,' 1875, Nov., 20 ; Vidal,

'
Gaz.. des bopit.,'

1875. 691 ; Koebler, 'Berl. klin. Wocb,' ig??, Nr. 46; Breuer,
'

Vierteljabrscbr.
fiir Dermatol.,' 1880, vii, 529, &c.

*
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§. 13 The An.'estttetic and Toberculau Varieties.

As regards tho relative frequency of iJic two forms of

leprosy
—the anrcsthcMc and the tubercular—at the several

alTcctccl points of the globe, we arc unable to judge with

certainty from the data before us whether there arc any

very great differences. The an;icsthetic form is in general
more frequent than the tubercular

;
it is very often the form

in Avhich the disease begins, tubercles appearing in the sub-

sequent course and so producing the mixed form, while the

inverse order is less frequent. If we take the statistics from

a few leper-houses, giving the patients suffering from one

form or the other, that relation would appear to be the

general rule.



CHAPTER II.

SYPHILIS.

§ 14. Antiquity op all the forms op Venereal Disease.

The history of venereal diseases, particularly of sypliilis,

has so often been made the subject of exhaustive inquiries,
and the historical data bearing more or less directly on the

occurrence of these maladies in former centuries have been so

carefully collected, sifted, and critically elucidated in the

writings of various investigators,^ that I think I may decline

to assume once more the whole armour of historical contro-

versy. I shall content myself, accordingly, with putting

together, in the following resume, the conclusions which the

facts, as at present ascertained, warra,nt concerning the

histonj of the venereal diseases in ancient and mediecval times,

and concerning tlte eiiidemic outhrealc of sypldlis at the end of
the fifteenth century, referring the reader to the works quoted
below, and particularly to latest comj)rehcnsive and thorough

handling of the subject by Haser.

(i) Undoubted evidence of diseases of the genitals duo to

lewd or impure sexual gratification comes down to us from

1 The principal authorities are : Astruc,
' De morbis venereis libri vi,' Paris,

1 736 (and other editions) ; Ilenslcr,
' Geschichte der Lustseuche, die zu Eude

des 15 Jahrhunderts aiisbrach,' Bd. i (the only vol. published), Altona, 1783

(1794); Thiene,
' Sulla storia dei niali venerei,' Venez., J823 ; Huber,

' Eeraer-

kungen liber die Geschichte der venerisclien Krankheiten,' Stuttg., 1825 ; Rosen-

baum,
'
Geschichte der Lustseuche im Alterthume,' Halle, 1839 ; Simon,

' Kritische

Geschichte des Ursprungcs, der Pathologic uud Pchandlung der Syphilis u. s. w.,'

TL. i, ii, Abth. i, H;imb., 1857, 5^ } Friedberg, 'Die Lchre von den venerischcu

Krankheiten iu dem Alterthume uud Mittclalter u. s. w.,' Berlin, 1865 ; Giintz,
' Beitr. zur Geschichte der Medicin : iiber Alter und Ursprung der Syphilis,'

Leipz., 186S; Miiller, 'Die venerisclien Krankheiten ira Altcrthum u. s. w.,'

Erlangen, 1873; Haser, 'Lehrbuch der Geschiclite der Medicin,' 3 Aufl., Jena,

18/6-82, iii, 213-325.
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every period of the world's history, even from Inblical and

mythical times.
^

(2) It is more especially the venereal catarrh of the

urethra {clap), and its consequences, whose occurrence may
bo followed with certainty into the remotest periods of

antiquity."

(3) iNIinute descriptions of ulcerous conditions of the

male or female sexual organs are found not only in the

ancient and mediaeval compcndiums of medicine and in

pi'cscriptiou-books, but also in the erotic and satyric poets of

Greece and Rome, as well as in many chroniclers of the

Middle Ages ;
and these sores, when we bear in mind the

frequency with which they occurred and the indications

sometimes given as to their origin, cannot be regarded as

other than venereal affections, that is to say, as chancres, or

])rimar]) syphilitic ulcers?

(4) There can be equally little doubt that constitutional

syphilitic affections also occurred in antiquity and in the

Middle Ages ; although, for reasons to be mentioned in the

sequel, the evidence relating to them is not so obvious as it

is for the venereal diseases previously mentioned. In the

descriptions given by the Greek and Roman physicians, of

excrescences on the sexual organs and about the anus, which

they designate by such names as Qvf.101, (pvfuiTa, /coi'SuAfu/toro,

tubercula, pustulfe, ov fici, it is not difficult to recognise, among
other morl)id forms, theflattened or syphilitic condylomata; and
in the writings of the Middle Ages, whether medical treatises

or lay chronicles, there is no lack of passages Avhich afford

us perfectly unambiguous evidence of the occurrence of

constitutional sypldlitic dificase.

There are several things to explain the extreme scantiness

of the knowledge of the venereal diseases in general which

the ancient and media3val practitioners of medicine possessed.

Throughout the whole of antiquity, and even at the time when
loose living had reached its highest development, a certain

inversion of the moral sense restrained the public from

confiding to medical practitioners those cases of disease which

affected the parts of the body that they called a'lBoia 01*

pudenda ; to discover and expose these to the eyes of
^

Hiiser, 1. c, 218, 226. -
lb., 219, 227.

^
lb., 220, 228.
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another person was regarded as disgraceful. The feeling was

one that prevailed much more among the female sex than

among men, and it is well known that the same feeling was
the real hindrance to a knowledge of gyna)cological and obste-

trical subjects. It appears, moreover, that this aversion to a

consultation with a medical practitioner in diseases of the sexual

organs was not only a feeling that existed on the side of the

compromised patients ; the doctors themselves, both in ancient

and medieeval times, avoided them, preferring not to be occu-

pied with so "ungenteel" maladies.

Another circumstance, connected with the former, which
stood in the way of a correct understanding of the diseases

in question, was the defective state of the etiological inquiry ;

only the most oblique glance at the source and origin of

these affections was tolerated—for obvious reasons. It

seems to me to be quite certain that the Greek and Eoman

practitioners of medicine, as well as the contemporary public,
knew of the connexion between sexual promiscuousness and
the outbreak of these diseases, for there are many indications

of this in the writings of the erotic and satyric poets of

antiquity. But here again the reserve about such "
secret

things" prevented further inquiry into the question; and
the solution of it was all the less practicable for another

reason, namely, that the idea of a fixed contagion was not

acquired until a later date. All these matters were regarded
suh rosa, and there was an unwillingness to call them by
their I'ight names. It is not until the writings of the

mediaeval physicians and chroniclers, that the source of these

lesions of the sexual parts, together with the constitutional

effects, begins to be quite plainly indicated. One of the most

interesting references of that kind occurs in a manuscript of

the thirteenth century by the Paris physician Gerard de

Berry,^ who observes, in his chapter
'' de ulceribus et

apostematibus virgae :"
"
virga patitur a coitu cum mulieri-

bus immundis de spermata corrupto vel ex humore venenoso

in collo raatricis recepto; nam virga inficitur et aliquando
alterat totum corinis.^'" It is obvious that this "

alteratio

totius corporis
" means a constitutional malady associated

^ Quoted by Llttr^, in '

Janus,' 1846, i, 593.
* See also Haser, 1. c, p. 233.
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with a preceding local iufectioii of the virga. But uiifoi'tu-

iiatoly the uutliov leaves us in uncertainty as to what the
'' alteratio

" consisted in
;
and it is precisely that want of a

correct and full understanding and description of the special

phenomena arising out of constitutional diseases Avhich has

retarded the progress of incpiiries into the ancient and

medieval history of constitutional rualadies in general and

of syphilis in pai'ticular.

The ancients were, at the outset, entirely without the

notion of chronic constitutional sickness; their concepts of

disease went altogether in the direction of a local patho-

logy ;
and after the physicians of that period Logan to have

some knowledge of one disease of that kind, when they made

acquaintance with leprosy, they still set down (like the

media)val practitioners after them) all the varieties of local

and general morbid process as an " outcome "
(Aussatz),

dwelling especially upon the process localised in the skin

and mucous membranes. They had no single precise

concept, no definite and comprehensive gi-asp of the group
of symptoms distinctive of the disease ; and, just as

"
plague

"

was their idea of severe epidemic sickness running an acute

course, so they took leprosy as the representative of various

chronic diseases. That syphilis played a leading part

among the latter, we may infer from the opinion, widely
diffused and passing unchallenged among medieeval

practitioners, as to the origin of lepra
" ex coitu cum foeda

muliere.^^ Thus Michael Scotus says :^
" Si vero mulier

fluxum patiatur, ot vir earn cognoscat, facile sibi virga

vitiatur, ut patet in adolescentulis, qui hoc ignorantes

vitiantur quandoque virga, quandoque lepra." Gordon" says

of the etiology of leprosy :

" Et provenit etiam ex nimia

confibulatione cum leprosis, et ex coitu cum leprosa ct qui

jacet cum muliere, cum qua jacuit leprosus ;" and the same

language is used by Gaddesden, Gilbertus Anglicus, Vitalis

de Furno and others. This confounding of leprosy Avitli

syphilis has been the source, in my view, of the opinion which

I have already mentioned (p. 7) as being held by contem-

porary writers, that 'Mepra
" became widely diffused at the

' ' Dc procrcatioiie hoiniuis phlsionomia,' cap. C.

- ' Lilluiu uicdicinui'/ I'ars i, cap. 22, ed. Lugd., i5;4, 95.
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time of the Crusades aud iu consequence of tliem ; the same

explanation applies to the doctrine held by several of those

who witnessed the epidemic outbreak of sjpLilis towards the

end of the fifteenth century
—a doctrine rigidly maintained

down to recent times—that the disease at that time began
to develop out of leprosy, and that it is to be regarded as

an "
offshoot of lepra.

'^ Thus Manardus^ records the

following opinion^ which he thought a very credible one, of

the outbreak of the malady in Spain and of its extension to

Italy:
"
Coepisse hunc morbum (sc. Gallicum) per id tempus

dicunt, quo Carolus, Francorum rex, expeditionem Italicam

parabat : coepisse autem in Valentia Hispaniae Taraconensis

insigni civitate a nobili quodam scorto, cujus noctem elephan-
tiosus quidam ex equestri ordine miles, quinqnaginta aureis

emit : et cum ad mulieris concubitum frequens juventus

accurreret, intra paucos dies supra quadringentos infectos :

e quorum numero nonnnlli Carolum Italiam petentem sequnti,

praeter alia cjuae adhuc vigent imjDortata- mala et hoc

addiderunt."

§ 15. The Geeat Epidemic of Syphilis in the end of the

Fifteenth Century.

If these facts, then, justify us in concluding that the

venereal diseases, and particularly syphilis, had not only
occurred during antiquity and the Middle Ages, but were

even by no means uncommon, the fact that sypliilis broke out

in tJie form of a wide-spread and malignant ejjidemic toiuards

the end of the fftecnth century is still a very remarkable

episode in its history. It is the strangeness of this outbreak

that explains the enormous interest which the occurrence

excited at the time, an interest which must have been all the

greater that both the profession and the public found in it

a form of sickness that was almost unknown to them. From
that event we have to date the lively interest through which

the attention of practitioners in all subsequent times down
to the present has been enlisted, and elaborate inquiries
into the causes of the outbreak have been set on foot.

1 '

Epistol. med.,' lib. vii, Epist. ii, Basil, 1549, p. 137.
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When and liow this cpiJemic of syphilis began eaunot bo

made out with certainty. This much only ap])ears to be

ascertained, that its first a})peavance was in the south-west of

Europe, and that it spread thence with great rajiidity and

with a wide sweep over the Continent and the iusuhir king-
doms.^ So far as Ave may conclude from data before us.

Franco was the starting point of the sickness
; at least it is

from that country that avo have the first more or less trust-

worthy accounts of it for the period Ijctween 1488 and 1492."

At the same time, or a little later (1493), it appeared in

Spain, and in Italy in 1494.'' It spread over Germany and

Switzerland in 1495 and 1496 ;
in llie Netherlands,* as well

as in Denmark and England," its outbi'eak was in 1496, and

in Scotland'' in 1497. Our earliest information of the disease

in Bohemia and Russia dates from 1499.

The extent of the disease in the various countries, or the

number of persons attacked by it, is very variously stated.'^

The duration of the epidemic can be estimated with equally
little certainty ; at some places the disease appears to have

become extinct as early as the beginning of the sixteenth

century, at others not until after the first twenty years of

the same ;
and doubtless circumstances of locality and of

social life were not without influence upon the duration of

tlie sickness, as Avell as ujjon its intensity and severity. But
it may at all events be inferred from the medical writings
of the third and fourth decades of the sixteenth century, that

syptilis had everywhere lost its epidemic character by that

time, and w'as occurring in its milder forms ;
so that it finally

* See Iliiser, iii, 252.
^ It is ii noteworthy fact that the oldest designation of the disease, widely

current in suhscquont times and still met with in many countries outside Europe,
is

" morhus gallicus." For the various other names hy which the malady has been

known, sec Hiiser, iii, 250. The term "syphilis" first occurs in the poem of

Fracastori ; it is derived, he tells us, from the name of a king's son, the shepherd

Syphilus, who had hlasphcmcd against the sun and was punished with the

iuUiction of this disease.

' The most recent information on the subject is given by Corradi, in the

'Glorualo delle malatt. vcncr.,' 187 1, vi, 65, 145.
*
Fokker,

'
iS'edcrl. Tijdschr. voor (leneesk.,' 1861, v, 451.

* Mansa,
' Journ. for Med. og Chir.,' 1833, Mar., p. 278.

''

Simpson, 'Transact, of the Ei)idcmiol. Soc.,' 1862, i, 144.
' Sahellicus (quoted iu the '

Aphrodisiacus,' of Luisinus, Append, cd. Gruner,

Jena, 1789, p. 116) puts it at one twentieth of the population.
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assumed tlie type Avliicli it liad probably borne in antiquity

and tlie Middle Ages, the type iu wliicli it is found to occur

at the present day.

§ 1 6. The Ciiaracteks of Syphilis in the Great Epidemic.

The descriptions left by contemporary writers^ of the tijlie

of sypliiUs at the time of its epidemic prevalence, lead us to

suppose that, while in very many cases ulcers on the genitals

were the starting-point of the disease, yet the infection took

place not unfrequontly in other ways. We ali'eady find

indications, also, of congenital syphilis in infants at birth.

Montesam'us- observes; "Plurimos enim vidimus, qnibus inpartibus

piidendis nullum crat nocumentum." Cataueus^ says :

"
Quinta causa

est longa moixi et assidua dormitia cum infocta vel cum infecto sine

coitu : vidimus enim quam pluries genetricos, filios suos tali modo
iufectos tractantes et eis ministrantes, post aliquod tempus infectionem

liausisse. Hoc etiam modo vidimus pluries infantulos lactantes, tali

modo infectos, plures nutrices infecisse." In like manner Torella'' :

" Si aliud membvum [in contrast to the genital organs] pustulum

tangeret virulentum, aut sordidum, illud primo inficeretur, ut videtur

in pueris lactantibus, in quibus prima affectio apparet in ore aut in

facie et hoc accidit propter mammas infectas, aut faciem aut os matricis

seu alicujus alterius .... et saepius vidi infantem infectum. hoc modo
multas nutrices infecisse."

Among the local manifestations observed in the farther

course of the disease were condylomata, and scaly or tuber-

cular exanthems, which often induced very considerable

destructive ulceration
;
next to these, affections of the mucous

membrane of the mouth and throat, which were also fol-

lowed often by great loss of tissue extending even to the

nose. Further, there is mention. made of lesions of the skull

and of the bones of the extremities, attended by unusually
acute pains occurring especially in the night and robbing the

patient of sleep ; and, lastly, of affections of the eye, even

leading to blindness. A few observers state, alsa, that the

disease was sometimes diverted from the outer parts to the

organs within
;
but it does not appear from the descriptions

what was the nature of these visceral lesions. As to the

^ Sec tlic detaileil iicconnt in the first edition of this work, i, p. 337 ; als^o

Hiiscr, iii, 259.
' Quoted by Luisinus, p. 115 E. '

lb., p. 141 B. ''

lb., 504 B.

VOL. II. 5
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duration and issue of tlie disease, it lias to be said farther,

that it lasted from several months to several years, and that

one or more recurrences made it chronic. A perfect euro

appears to have Loon rarely effected
;

in most cases the

disease led to death, eitlier suddenly in consequence of severe

complications supervening (sncli as hiemorrhago), or under

the symptoms of general cachexia due to gradual exliaustion.

§ 17, Venereal Dlsease in Former Times in other parts

OP the AVorld.

The information relating to the older liistory of the venereal

diseases, and 2^art{cidarhj of syphilis, in extra-Euroj)ean coun-

tries is but slight. In the Ayur-Veda of Siisruta there are

sevei'al statements which make it at least very pVobable that

venereal disease had occurred in India from the very earliest

times.^ Of the great antiquity of these diseases, particularly

syphilis, in China, there can be hardly any doubt, according
to the results of a thorougli investigation into the subject
made by Thin ;" it is possible to trace the occurrence of the

disease in that country as far back as the sixth century B.C.

(time of Confucius), and we meet with a specific name for

venereal sores in writings which date from the time of the

Tang dynasty (618 to 906 a.d.). Dudgeon^ also traces the

antiquity of syphilis in China back to the time of Confucius,
aud says that the disease at that time was prevalent in the

Kingdom of Tci (now the province of Shan-Tung), whence it

liad spread southwards.*

From an interesting notice quite recently published by
Scheube^ we learn that a detailed account of syphilis in its

various forms is contained In a recently-discovered Japanese
'
Fricdberg gives tlie passages, taking them from Hessler's translation as

ri'vi-i'il by tlic wull-kiiown Sanscrit Fcliolar Professor Weber. Wise's handling of

the history of syphilis in Iiulia (in his ' Hindn System of Medicine,' p. 375) is

quite untrustworthy, as Friedberg justly pronounces it to be.

^ ' Edin. Mod. Jourii.,' 1868, July, p. 47.
=> 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1872, July, p. 56.

* See also Moracbe, 'Aunal. d'hyg.,' 1870, xxxiii, 25. The account by Dabry
•La medecine chez Jes Chinols,' Par., 1863), of the occurrence of syphilis in

China in the time of the Hoang-Ti dynasty {i.e. 2600 B.C.), is, like the rest of

his book, unworthy of any credit.

* • Vircliow's Archiv,' xci (1883), p. 448.
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medical work belonging to the ninth century, and that the

authors of the treatise had been well acquainted with the

link of connexion between these various local affections,

recognising and correctly appreciating the constitutional

character of the disease.

As to the earliest occurrence of syphilis in the East

Indian A^-chipelago, I know only of the notice by
Yirchow, according to which the disease Avas introduced

into the Moluccas and Philippines by the Portuguese in the

beginning of the sixteenth century (1522?). I shall after-

wards have to speak of certain places in this archipelago
which hav^e remained exempt from syphilis down to the most
recent dates, as well as of the history of the disease in

Oceania, Australia, and New Zealand, and in the western and
southern divisions of the African continent.

One of the most interesting points which I have to men-
tion in connexion with the question before us is the fact that

syphilis did not occur in the Western Hemisphere until after

the arrival of the Europeans, and as a consequence of import-
ation of the disease. Dr. John Hunter,^ speaking of the

occurrence of syphilis in the West Indies, says :

" Of the

i'ew things peculiar to this disease in the West Indies, it is

perhaps the most singular that it should, at the present day,
be much less frequent in a country supposed to have pro-
duced it, than in any part of Europe. This will not be con-

sidered as a proof that the venereal disease had its origin in

the West Indies."

Clark" and Cordoba^ have subsequently expressed the

same opinion, the latter remarking that the disease had been
introduced into Porto Rico proljably by the Spaniards. All

the recent authorities in Brazil agree with Martius^ that

those Indian tribes of the interior who have kept out of

contact with European immigrants, enjoy an immunity from

syphilis. The same observation has been made in Para-

f)tiay,^ on the pampas of Pcru^ in the Sacramento Valley, and
^ 'Observ. on the Diseases of the Army iu Jauiaica/ 2nd ed,. Lend., 1796.
* 'Madras Quart. Med. Journ.,' i, 1839, Oct., p. 385.
^ 'Menior. geogr de la Isla dc Puerto-Rico,' Sanmiltan, 183 1.

* ' Das Naturell, die Krank. . . . der Urbewolmer Brasilieus,' Muiiclieii,i\ 8;;.
= Masterman, in ' Dobell's Reports,' 1870, 382.
*

Gait,
' Amer. Journ, of Med. So.,' 1874, Aug., 396.
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among' the IiiJian trihos in thu interior of Northern Ciiliior-

nia, whither the Spanish coh)ni.st.s had never penetrated.^
Facts sneli as these arc summed up Ly 'lullieii, in his

incjuiry into the g'eogra})liical distrihntion of syphilis^ in the

following' words :"
—"Un fait indiscutable, c'est f(ue la syphilis

est anjourd'hui encore a peu prcs inconmie cliez les pcuplades,

qui n'ont que peu de rapports avec les Eurdpeens, ct que daus

touto I'etendne des Ameriques, c'est an developperaent de la

verole qu'il faut, toutes choses egales d'ailleurs, mesurer les

jn'Ogres do la civilisation, Bien loin d'y avoir pris naissaucc,

il est done anjourd'hui prouve que la syphilis est pour

I'Amerique nne maladic d'importation."
From the facts above stated, we may, in my opinion, con-

clude : tlud fJic venereal diseases liad occurred in Europe,

and, so fur as ire Inww, also in various parts of Asia, from
the earliest times; that sy2yhilis overran a large part of Europe
towards the end of the fftcenth centnrjj in epideniic-liJie diffu-

sion, when it attracted the fjcneral attention of the pnfession

for the first time and was first recoi/nised hy its peculiar

features; that after the extinction of that epidemic, lohich

lasted ahout tJiirtt/ years, tJic disease fell ayain to its former
level; that it ivas imported from Europe to other j^arts of the

globe as a consequence of commerce between countries ; but that

even at the present day there arc some pilaces, remote from th^

general strea.m of traffic, luhich it has not reached (as we have

already indicated and shall show at greater length iu the

sequel) .

But however romarkaLle that epidemic explosion of

syphilis iu the fifteenth century will always seem, it is by
no means an isolated occurrence in the history of spreading
sickness in general. I'lvcn iu the after history of syphilis

itself, Ave meet with a series of epidemic outbreaks, as avo

shall see presently, which, although they were coulined to

much narroAver territories, present striking analogies Avitli that

event
;
and the inquiry into the circumstances under which

these developed, and not uufrequeutly attained a vitality of

many years, seems to offer the means of reaching more

accurate conclusions as to the causes which AA'ere at work to

produce that great pestilential outburst of the disease.
'

Keeney, 'U. S.'Army Statist. Report from 1855-60,' Wasliiugton, i860, 241.
' 'Arcli. cle iiii-'d. luiv.,' 1S78, An^'., 150.
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.^
1 8. Present Distribution op Syphilis.

The cjco(jrapliical area of the venereal diseases at the present

day, aud particularly of syphilis^ extends over the greater

part of the habitable globe. In the prevalence and intensity

of the disease, however^ we notice considerable differences at

variovis points ; differences which can bo shown to depend iu

a definite way upon certain exterior conditions, above all upon
the degree of culture and civilisation, and upon the rational

foresight and concern of the population in things medical.

Thus it happens that where these hygienic matters are either

altogether or even in part in a backward state, syphilis is

prevalent in its worst forms aud has more or less the

character of an endemic disease.

On European soil, the amount of syphilis is very nearly

uniform in (?cr» I a?zy, DcnmarJi, Austria, Switzerland, France,

Northern and Central Italy, Greece, Spain and Portugal.

But, within these countries, there are local conditions, such

as the luxurious life of great cities, the great development
of industry, active commercial intercourse, and position on

the seacoast, which make the differences iu the amount of

the disease not inconsiderable at the various points. In more

extensive diffusion syphilis occurs in Sweden and Norway, in

Great Britain (to judge by its frequency among the military),

in Southern Italy, in Sicily and in Turlcey." It reaches its

^ Iu what follows, I use the term "
syphilis

"
in the sense of the unity doctrine :

that is to say, I include therein both the so-called soft chancres, aud the consti-

tutional syphilitic disease. Apart from the fact that, in nearly all the data

before us relating to the diffusion of syphilis in various parts of the world, we

fail to find any separation between those two forms of disease (the distinction

drawn being rather between the primary and the secondary syphilitic affections) I

am myself of opinion that the dualist standpoint in the doctrine of syphilis is

fuudameutally wrong. There is undoubted evidence of the development of con-

stitutional syphilis out of so-called soft chancres (see Kobner,
' Klin. Mittheil.

aus der Dermatologie,' Erlang., 1864, p. 70, and the recent highly interesting

paper of Riegcr 6n cases from the clinic of Prof. v. Einecker, in the ' Viertel-

jahrschr. fiir Dermatologie,' i88i, viii, 189). We have also the pathological

•curiosity which Professor RoUet has brought to light in his
" chancre mixte,"

and the doctrine lately developed by Tarnowski (' Vierteljahrscbr. fiir Dermato-

logie,' 1S77, iV' 9) of t^e "
pseudo-indurated chancre ;" and these may be said to

be bridges which the dualists have been constrained to build iu order to rescue

themselves from the dilemma that their doctrine has lauded them iu.

^
Roser, 'Ueber eiuige Krank. des Orients,' Augsb., 1837, 67; Rigler, 'Die
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greatest extent in many parts of Russia, such as the Baltic-

Provinces/ the Ukraine/ the Cfovernmentsof Viatka/ Samara,*
ami Astrakhan/ and the Kirt^hiz Steppe/ as well as in

Finland,^ and iu lioamania. In Muntenecjro^ on the other

hand, syphilis is rarely met with; while the Faroe Islands

and Iceland enjoy an almost perfect immunity.
An approximate measure of the amount of the disease iu

the several countries oi Europe may be got from the statistical

returns of syphilis among the soldiery.

Table of Syphilis in the various European Armies per looo men.

Country.
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TliG wide prevalence of syphilis in Southern Italy and

Sicily^ in contrast to the Northern and Central Provinces ot"

that peninsula,^ had been remarked by earlier observers^ and

attention has lately been called to it by Celli^ and Sormani.^

From the statistics given by the latter, relating- to the pre-

valence of syphilis in the Italian army from 1874 to 187G,

it follows that, while it averaged fifty-six per 1000 among
the troops in the northern and central military divisions,

it rose to eighty-eight in the southern division, and to seventy-

eight in Sicily. The earlier accounts by Blaustein* and by
Barasch^ of the enormous diffusion of syphilis in Roumania,
have lately been confirmed by the reports of Leconte^ and of

Champouillon,^ the latter adding that a largo part of the

population, both old and young, urban and rural, are the sub-

jects of the malady.
The Faroe Islands first received syphilis, according to

Panum,^ by importation, in 1844; in the two years following,

twenty cases came under observation, but in later reports

nothing more is said of it. Into Iceland also, as Schleisner^

tells us, it has been imported twice (1756 and 1824). But

the disease subsequently died out entirely ; and although
Schleisner gave the' closest attention to the subject, he was

not able to find a single case of primary or secondary

syphilis on the island, notwithstanding the somewhat active

sea-traffic maintained with it by means of Danish, French

and Dutch vessels. These observations were afterwards

entirely confirmed by Finsen.^*^

Among the regions of At^la most severely affected by

syphilis, India, China and Jajjan^^ having been the earliest

^
Jansen,

' Briefe iibei- Italien u. s. w.' From the Dutch, Diisseld, 179.3,1,

297; Ziermann,
' Ueber die vorherrschenden Krankh. Sicilians,' llaiinov., 184;

Charloii,
* Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1852, Nr. 5.

2 'II Morgagni,' 1868, 800.

3 L. c, 104, 225.
•* '

Allgem. Ztg. fiir Chirurg.,' 1842, Nr. 49.
* • Wieu. med. Woch.,' 1855, Nr. 49.
6 'Consider, sur la pathol. dcs proviuccs du Bas-Danube,' Montp., 1869.
' 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1868, xix, 177.
8 'Bibl. for Laeger,' 1847, i, 316.
9 'Island undersogt, &c.,' Kjobenh., 1849, 2-

'0 '

Jagttagelser, &c.,' Kjobenh., 1874, 64.
11

Cheval,
' Relation med, d'une campague au Japon,' Montp., 1868 32 ; New-
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Ijead-quarter.s of the disease, coiitiuuc to hold the foremost

place down to the present time. Next to them, tliere are

very intense foci of syphilis in Lower India, especially Cochin,

China and /,'/o.s', where the disease is also said to have been

j)revalent in priiiiieval limes ;' fnrthcr, in Kuvitschatka and

Siberia, on many islands of the East Indies, on the coast

districts and alonjif the ^-reat caravan roads of Arahia? and

Persia^ on the littoral of Syria'^ and on the table-land of

Armenia.''

The autJKirities ai*o unanimous in asserting the general
diffusion and the frequency of syphilis in India.'' An
approximate measure of the amount of this malady is fur-

nished by the sick-rate of the British troops, of Avhom there

were treated annually for syphilis (on the average of twenty

years, 1860—79)'^ iio per 1000 in the Presidency of Bengal,

ton,
' Urit. Med. Journ.,' iSfiQ, June, 521; SL'hmid, 'New York Med. Record,'

1S69, Sept., 314; Potocuik,
' Arch, de nieiL uuv.,' 1S75, Oct., 237; ]\Iani^ct, ib.,

1.S77, i\Iay, 373; Godet,
' ^tudc sur I'liygioue an Japon,' Pai-., 1880,46. In

Japan, syphilis has been known from time imiuemorial by the name of "the

lire of lewdness."
' Kichand,

' Arch, de nied. nav.,' 1864, Ajiril, 34S ; lieaulils, ib., 18S2, April,

280; Thil,
'

Eciuarques sur lea princip. lualad. a la Cochiuchine,' Par., 1866, 34.
' Pruncr,

' Ivrankh. des Orients,' 179; Palgrave, 'Narrative of a year's

journey tlu-ouj^h Central and Kastcru Arabia,' Loud., 1S65.
^ Moore, 'Assoc. Med. Journ.,' 1856, Nov., 996.
•

Post,
* New York Med. Record,' 1869, June, 149; Harret,

' Arch, de nied.

nav.,' 1878, August, 88. According to Robertson
(' Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ.,'

1843, April, ]). 247) it would not .appear to have existed in the mountainous jiarts

of the country until recent times when it was introduced by the troops of Ibrahim

I'acha.

*
Wagner,

' Reise nach dem Arrarat,' Stuttg., 1848.
*>

Macpherson ('Loud. Med. Gaz.,' 1841, June, 546) and Voigt (' Bibl. for

Laeger,' 1834, April, 358), for Lower Bengal; Curran (' Dubl. Journ. of Med. Sc.,'

1871, Aug., 101), for the southern slope of the Himalaya; Leslie ('Transact, of

the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1833, vi, 62) and McCosh ('India Journ. of Med. Sc.,'

1835, "» 43)» foi" Assam ; Shortt
('
Madras Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1866, April,

26;), for the District of Madras; Huillet ('Arch, de med. nav.,' 1868, Fevr., 87)
and Auboeuf (' Contributions a I'etude do I'hyg. et des maladies dans I'lnde,' Par.,

1882, 72), for Pondicherry; Shanks ('Madras Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1839, '»

i, 248, 20, 1841, iii, 13, 31), for Bellary, Secunderabad, and various other places

in the Presidency of Madras; MetJrigor (ib., 1842, iv, 159), for Bangalore; D.ay

(ib., 1861, April, 326), for Cochin; McKay (ib., 1861, July, 29), for the Nilgherry
Hills; Kinnis (' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1851, April, 302), for Balgaum,
Poona, and other jilaees in the Presidency of Bombay ; (Jibson (' Transact, of the

Bombay Med. S(K'.,' iii, 68), for Gujerat.
' Estimated according to the ' British Army Reports.'
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1 17 in that of Madras^ and 104 in that of Bombay. In Gcijlun,

the proportion is eighty-seven per 1000. Agreeing herewith

are the reports of French^ sui'geons as to the frequent occur-

rence of the disease in Cochin China; in the hospital of

Saigon, as Harmand~ tells us, there are always sonic seventy
or eighty venereal cases to be found among tlio 300 patients.

Moreover, according to Thorel/ syphilis is carried far into the

interior of Laos by Chinese and Burmese caravans, and the

only persons who escape it are the Anamese living in isolated

settlements in the forests or in mountainous regions difficult

of access. In Kamtschatlca, syphilis is truly endemic,^ espe-

cially among the Koriaks and Tchoukchi ; among the 300

persons forming the population of Petropaulovski, Maurin^

counted no fewer tliau thirty cases of inveterate syphilis.

Eeferring to the diffusion of the disease in China, Morache^

says :

''
S'il etait besoin encore de demontrer I'antiquito de

la verole, de repousser une fois de plus la doctrine un peu

orgueilleuse de I'origine americaine, on pourrait en trouver

des preuves dans son existence parmi les populations du nord

de la Chine et surtout an milieu des tribus nomades de la

Mongolie: la -syphilis regno dans tonte I'etendue de la Chine."

These statements are confirmed by the accounts of the

prevalence of syphilis in Chinese ports,'^ as well as by the

information of Dudgeon^ for Pekin and of Watson^ for Fung
Thian (Southern Manchooria).

The range and frequency of syphilis in the Islands of the

Malay Archipelago, as well as in Australia and in the Islands

'
Ricbaud, Thil, II. cc. ; Girard la Barceric,

' Consider, med. sur la Cochinchine,'

Montpell., 1868,46; Gimelle,
' Union med.,' 1869, Nr. 23; Sourrouille,

' Tvois

ans en Cochinchine,' Par., 1S74, 17.
- '

Aper^u pathol. sur hi Cochinchine,' VersailL, 1S74, 47.
^ 'Notes medicales, &c.,' Par., 1870.
^
Bogorodsky,

' Med. Zeitung Russl.,' 1854, 10.

* 'Arch, de med. uav.,' 1877, aoul, 90.
• * Annah d'hyg.,' 1870, xxxiii, 25.
'' Wilson,

' Med. Notes on China,' Lond., 1846, 26 ; Rocliefort,
'
x\.rch. de mod.

nav.,' 1873, April, 281 ; Kerr,
' Edinb. Med. Journ.,^ 1863, Aug., 189; Armand,

'Gaz.med.de Paris,' 1861, 262, Feuill. from Canton; Ref. in 'Arch. gen. de

mod.,' 1866, Sept., 166, for Amoy; Cbeval, 1. c, 79, and Henderson, 'Edinb. Med.

Journ.,' 1876, Nov., 405, for Shanghai; Rose, 'Pacific Med. Journ.,' 1862, Oct.,

for Foo-chow.
8 ' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1. c,

' 'Ediub. Med. Journ.,' 1869, Nov., 442.
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nf the Tanfic, can be shown to depend upon tlie more or loss

active traffic with otlier countries, and upon the efficiency

of the police surveillance of prostitution in the Dutch and

British possessions ;
so that a comparison of the amount of

the sickness at the various points of this region brings out

very consideraljle differences. In the Malay ArcJiipelago it

is most severe on the large and much frequented islands

of -lavM, Sumatra, and the like ; its widest diffusion is

along the coasts/ although here again thei'e has been au

im])()rtation of it into the mountainous districts of the interior

and a Avide extension of its area.~ Of the smaller island

groups, those affected by the disease most are said to be the

Riouw-Lingga Archipelago,'^ and the Andaman Islands'' which

have been used by the English (since the Sepoy Mutiny of

1858) as a convict settlement. In the Moluccas," where

syphilis down to 1840 was no less widely prevalent than it

was malignant, the state of matter is now materially better,

thanks to the efforts of the Dutch Government to keep

prostitution under control; this applies more particularly to

Amboina,'' and less so to Tornatc.^ The islands that suffer

least are the small and isolated ones, almost out of the course

of general traffic, such as the Nicobars,^ Banka,^ Billiton,^° the

Banda^^ group and Timor.^^

Syphilis is said to have been impoi'ted into Polynesia,

particularly the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands and Tahiti

(Society Islands), by the crews of Captain Cook^s ships and

to have committed frif^htful ravages. As regards the

Hawaiian group, it had Ijcen already stated by Lockwood'^
' Heymann,

' Kraukheitcn in <lcu Tropenlandcrn,' Wiiiv.b., tS;-;, 187.
'
V. Lecnt,

' Arch, ile med. nav.,' 1867, Oct., 246, 1874, Nov., 273.
3 Overbeek de Meijer, 'Nedorl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk.,' 1859, i''> 347; ^•

Lecnt, 1. c, 1873, Juno, 412.
*
Erauder,

'
Ediiib. Med. Journ.,' 1880, Nov., 394.

*
Lesson,

'

Voyage mod. autour du mondc/ Paris, 1829, 100.

" V. Lecnt, 1. e., 1869, Sept., 178.
7

lb., 1870, March, 177.
"

Stecn-Billo,
' Rcise der Corvette Galatea um die "Welt.' From the Danish,

Leipz., 1852, i, 244.
'•• V. Lecnt, 1. c., 1873, Feb., 103.
'«

lb., 86.

"
lb., 1870, .Ian., 14.

«
lb., 1870, Sei)t., 15.

13 'Amor. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 184C, Jan., 91 .
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and Gulick^ that the disease has become a good deal rarer

of late^ being confined mostly to the shipping places ; and

although the most recent authorities" complain of its groat

frequency in Tahiti^ yet we should take their statements, as

Brunet^ does for the whole of Polynesia, as applying less to

the natives than to the foreigners who come under hospital
treatment. In other island-groups such as Fiji/ Tonga/
and Samoa/ the disease is rare, or moderately diffused / and
the same applies to New Galedonia where there had been no

syphilis until the arrival of Europeans.^ It applies also to

the Aiistralian Continent and Tasmania ; during the years
1821— 1831 it happened to Scott'' to see only six cases of

syphilis (imported) at Hobart Town, and it would appear
from later information^'^ that the disease occurs there only to

a moderate extent. In Neto Zealand, where syphilis is

said to have been imported also by Cook's men (according
to another account^^ not until the beginning of this century)
and to have become widely diffused,^" it now exists within

moderate limits.-^^

The position of syphilis on the continent of Africa and in

the islands adjoinhuj it claims a peculiar share of interest in

our inquiry. The disease has its chief distribution-area on
the coast territories, to many of which it can be shown to

have been imported from Europe ; in the more inland districts
1 'New York Jouni. of Med.,' 1855, March.
^
Vaiivray,

' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1865, Dec, 527; Chassaniol et Guyot, ib.,

1878, Jan., 71 ; Hercouet,
• Etude sur les maladies desEuropeens aux iles Tahiti,'

Par., 1880, 74.
3 'La race Polynesienue, &c.,' Paris, 1876, 37.
^
Messer, 'Arch, de med. uav.,' 1876, Nov., 321.

^
Wilkes,

' Narrative of a Voyage, &c.,' iii, 32.
« Ib.

^ The statements made by several observers, that syphilis is common iu these

and other island-groups of Polynesia, have their origin in a confounding of the
disease with chronic cxauthems (the so-called Tonga-disease).

s De Rochas, 'Topogr. mod. de la Nouvelle-Caledonie,' Par., i860, 21 ; Char-

lopin, 'Notes rec. en Caledonie, &c.,' Montpell., 1868, 22.
'J 'Transact, of the Prov. Med. Soc.,' 1835, "'» App. xii.

1"
Dempster, 'Calcutta Med. Transact.,' 1835, vii, 359; Hall,

'

Transact, of the

Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1865, ii, 84.
'' 'Revue des Deux-Mondes,' 1879, 793.
1= Power, 'Sketches in New Zealand,' Lond., 1849, M^*; Thomson,

'
P,rit. and

For. Med.-Chir. Rev.,' 1854, Oct.
" Tuke, 'Edinb. Med. Journ.,' 1863, Sept., 227.
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it is met witli to a less exteut, uiul in some places it is a

niodevu or even quite recent intruder
; while Central Africa,

if nut altogetlicr free fi-oui it, is subject to syphilis only to a

"Comparatively slight dey-ree. These differences in the amount

of the sickness arc explained, as we shall see, not merely by
the fact of ud importation having taken place hitherto into

certain ])arts of the continent, but also by other circum-

stances, whifli tlo not a})pear, however, to consist in the

cthnolo£>'ical characters of the various nations.

One of the worst regions of syphilis in Africa is met witli

on the jy^-vf Coast, and in the E(i!<t African Islands of Mauri-

tius^ and lieunion," but particularly in Mada<jascar, Mozam-

hi<2He and Zanzibar, Avhero the number of the sypliilitic is

estimated at five-sixths of the whole native popuhition,"* and

from whence the disease has penetrated into the interior as

far as the shores of Lake Tanganyika.'* Of the enormous

diffusion of syphilis in Madagascar, not only on the coast

but also in many mountainous localities," we have detailed

information from Davidson'' and Borchgrevink.^
"
Syphilis," says the latter,

"
liar paa en forfaerdelitj Maade gjeiiuem-

tracnt^t dot liele Folk. Frii Hofet o<^ til don asloste Hytte lindos

Sytilis, og det ikke spavsomt, men rijeliyt. Der vil ueppe fiudes iiogen

Familie, boor der ikke er sorgelige Spor af deus Virksomlied. Henved

Halv'parteii af dc under Behandling komne Syge ere i en eller andeu
Form Syfilispatienter."

In Madagascar, as well as on the adjoining islands of

St. Marie and Mnyotte, to which the disease is said to have

been imported lirst in 1854,^ a remarkable phenomenon,
vouched for bv Borius''' and Dauvin,'" has to be noted : viz.

that the disease among* the indigenous inhabitants is almost

exclusively confined to the Hovas, who are the dominant

^ From the ' British Army Moil, lu'ports,' 1S59-66, it appears tliat the rueau

iiiniual admissions for syphilis amounted to 122 cases per 1000 troops.
-
Lesson,

'

Voyat^'e,' 144; Collas,
' Arch, de nied. uav.,' 18C6, Nov., 405.

•'

Lostalot-Bacliouc, 'Zanzibar,' Par., iSjO, 51.
''

Destrieux,
' Aunal. dc la Soc. de mod. de-Gand., iSSo, ;S.

•'

Vinson,
' Gaz. hebd. de med.,' 1S66, Xr. 49, I'Vuill.

« ' Ediu. IMcd. Journ.,' 1 86.^, I^Iarcli, 8.? i .

' 'Norsk Mag. for Laegvidonsk.,' 1872, iii, Ser. ii, 242.
''

Daulle, 'Observ. mod. dans retablissenioiit liaiu;. de Madagascar,' Pur., 1S57.
'> 'Arch, de nn'd. nav.,' 1870, Aug., loi).

*" ' Sur la syphilis a Reunion, &c.,' Moutpell., 1S7;,, ij.
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class of the population, and closely allied to the Malay race,

while the Malagasys, who have the characters of the negro race

in a marked degree^ cujoy an almost complete immunit}".

"Witli reference to the occnrreRce of syphilis on the island of St.

Marie, inhabited by the latter race, Borius observes :

"
Malgre la jn-os-

titution habituelle et generale des femmes, les accidents syphilitiqncs

primitifs s'observent fort rarement, les antres affections veneriennes

paraissent pen freqnentes." And Dauvin speaks still more decidedly

as follows : "Les indigenes de Sainte-Marie malgre leurs rapports con-

tinuels avec les ctrangers, tant Envopeens que Creoles des iles voisines.

Maurice et Reunion, oii la sj'philis est tres repandue, ne presentont

que tres exceptionellement les traces de I'infectiou .... Cette

espece d'immnnite me frappa d'autant plus, qu'a nne lieue a peine de-

Sainte-Marie, separee par un chenal etroit et facilement navigable, la

grande ile nialgache [Madagascar] est ravage par la syphilis. Mnis \\\.

encore la race noire est a peine atteinte, tandis que la caste de Hovas,.

d'origine malaise, semble lui offrir nn theati-e tout prepare, oil elle

deroute les diverses phases de son action."

Among the European settlers in the coast-regions of Gafe

Colony, syphilis is found to a considerable extent ; and here

again we observe the protective influence of certain circum-

stances of nationality against the development of the disease.

Among the Hottentots syphilis is comparatively rare,^ and it

is still rarer with the Bechuana tribes farther towards the inte-

rior, notwithstanding that the disease has often been imported

among them by the colonists ;" while we learn from Living-

stone that the negro races of unmixed blood, whose seats are

in the central regions of Sonthern Africa towards the Kala-

hari Desert, are absolutely exempt from syphilis.

" A certain loathsome disease," he says,^
" which decimates the

North-American Indians and thi'eatens extirpation to the South Sea

islanders, dies out in the interior of Africa without the aid of medicine.

And the Bangwalcatse, who lirought it from the west coast, lost it

when they came into their own laud soiith-west of Kolobeng. It seems

incapable of permanence in any form in persons of pure African blood

anywhere in the centre of the country. In persons of mixed blood it is

otlierwise ;
and the virulence of the secondary symptoms seems to be

in all the cases that came to my care in exact proportion to the greater

or less amount of European blood in the patient. Among the Coronnas

and Griquas of mixed breed it produces the same ravages as in Europe;

*
Scherzer,

' Zietsclir. dov Wien. Aerzte,' 1858, 166; Schwarz, ib., 630.
*

FiitscL, 'Arch, fiir Auut. uud Physiol.,' 1867, 764.
3 '

Travel?,' Loncl., 1857, p. 128.
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among half-blood Pcji-tuguese it is equally frightful in its inroads on
the system ; but in the pure Negro of the central parts it is quite

incapable of permanence."

In AJii/fisinia, where the disease is said to have been

imported hy the Portuguese as early as the fifteenth century,
it is now so universally prevalent throufrh almost the whole

of the country (but in the northern highlands and in the

kingdom of Schoa, it is said, only since the heglnning of the

present century) that the number of those affected is estimated

nt nine-tenths of the population.^ At the date of Rigler's
information (1852), it would appear not to have penetrated
into the country of the G alias. There is but one opinion

among the authorities as to the enormous diffusion of syphilis
in E(jypt~ and Nubia p and the malady is prevalent to an

equal extent, or in true endemic proportions, throughout the

whole littoral of Novtheni and Western Africa
—in Tunisj

Alijlcrs, Morocco,^ Senegamhia and the Guinea Coast.

As to Tunis, Ferrini^ says :

"
Syphilis in this country is

the most widely spread of all contagious maladies, the most

serious and the most terrible ;" and in like manner Rebatel

and Tirant*' say of it there :

"
It reigns as sovereign in this

coimtry ;
those who do not have it ai'e the rarest exceptions."

Ahjiers forms one of the most frightful seats of syphilis,

particularly, as Furnari'' tells us, since the French occupa-
tion -^ it penetrates as far as the Sahara,'' and reaches the

maximum of intensity in the districts of Kabylia.^*^ Some
'
AuLert-Roclie, 'Aiinal d'hyg:.,' xxx, 5; Riglcr, 123; Courboii, 'Observ.

topogr., &c.,' riiris, 1861, 35 ; IJlaiic, 'Meil. Times and Gaz.,' 1868, Jan., 82, and
" Gaz. lieLd.,' 1874, 350, Fiuill.

^
I'ruucr, 179; Griesiiigcr,

'
Avcli. fiir pliys. Ileilkde,' 1853, xii, S^l > Auelli,

' Annal. univ. di Med.,' 1871, Sept. ; Vauvraj-,
' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1873, Sept.,

161 ; Nicoll, 'Annal. d'lijfr.,' 1878, Sept., 210.

•'

Veit,
' Wiirtt. lucd. Corrspdzbl.,' 1839, ix, 107.

* Ref. in 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1877, July, 96; Derugis, 'Voyage dans

I'interieur du Maroc,' Paris, 1878, 94.
'-

'Sacrgio, &e.,' Milano, i860, 118.

•"'

'Lyon medical,' 1874, Nr. 13, ii, 249.
"

'Voyage med. dans I'Afrique septentrionalc,' Paris, 1845.
8 See Rertherand,

' Med. ct hyg. des Arabcs,' Paris, 1855; Armand,
' Med. et

hyg. despays chands, &c.,' Pari.s, 1853, 415; Daga, 'Arch. gen. de med.,' 1864,

Sept. ; Bertrand,
' Mem. de med. milit.,' 1867, Mars, 199 ; Soyard,

'
Consider, sur

qnelques-uncs de.s affections ... en Altreric,' Montp., 1868, 44.
''

Creissel, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1873, Juill., 337.
'" With reference to the disease known there under the name of "

lepre kabyle,"
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evidence of tlie frequency of syphilis among tlie Eui'opeans
in Senegamhia is furnished by the statistics of sickness in

the French hospitals at St, Louis and Goree; from the obser-

vations of twenty years (1853
—

1872) the mean annual

admissions for venereal disease were 121 per 1000 men.^

Among the natives, the disease is still more prevalent, being
described by Hebert/ from observation of it in Dagana, as

the "
veritable scourge of the country/' According to

Berger's^ facts, there occurred from ist January, 1862, to

31st July, 1865, in a battalion of Senegalese troops 812

strong, 5i:j5 cases of venereal disease, mostly syphilis, giving
a mean annual sick-rate of 206 per 1000. As to the Guinea

Coast, it is stated in an old account by Daniell^ (for the

Benin and Biafra Coasts) that "
syphilis is perhaps the most

frequent and fatal of those maladies to which the male
inhabitants are liable, and predominates more among them
than among the females ;" and more recent observers write

to the same effect of the enormous amount of the disease on
the Gold Coast^ and the Cameroon Coast/' The statement
of Bailey is worthy of note, that in the Gaboon country

syphilis is more rarely met with the farther one travels from
the coast into the interior. Lastly, that syphilis is no stranger
to the Soudan follows from the statements of Pruner as to

the importation of the disease into Kordofan by Turkish

troops, as well as from the accounts of its occurrence in Darfur,'^

see AniouUl, ib., 1862, vili; Bazille, 'Gaz. nied. de I'Algerie,' 1868, 40 ; Challan,
ib., 117; Claudot, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1877, ^^y> 271.

'
Beranger-Ferand,

' Traite des malad. des Europeens au Senegal,' Paris, 1878,

ii, 254.
- ' Une annee med. :\ Dagana,' Paris, 1880,40. See also Borius, 'Consider.

med. sur le poste de Dagana,' Montpell., 1864; Chassaniol, 'Arch, de med. nav.,'

1865, May, 518; Thaly, ib., 1867, Sept., 185; Gauthier, 'Des endemies au

Senegal,' Paris, 1865, 18.

^ 'Consider, liyg. sur le bataillon de Tirailleurs Senegalais, 1862-65,' Mont-

pell., 1868, 59.
•> ' Sketches of the med. topogr. of the Gulf of Guinea,' Loud., 1849, 4.1. 96,

114, 138.
5
Clarke,

' Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' i860, i, 112; Moriarty,
'

Med.
Times and Gaz.,' 1866, Dec., 663 ; Michel,

' Notes med. rec. a la Coted'or,' Paris,'

^873.
6 Griffon du Bellay,

' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1864, Jan., 77 ; Abelin,
< Etude med.

sur le Gahun,' Paris, 1872, 31 ; Ballay,
'

L'Ogooue,' Paris, 1880, 39.
'
Ebn-Omar-el-Junsy,

'

Voyage au Darfur,' Paris, 1845.
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and Iroiu tlic information ol Quintiiis/ accordiniJ' to

whom it has hccn imported fpiito recently from the AVest

Coast into Segu-Sicorro (in 13'' 32 N., 8° 26 AV.). It is

impossible, in the absence of further reliable data, to saj'

how far sy[)hilis extends tlirough the Soudan generally.
In the W'rsferii IT<mlsj)hrrf, syphilis appeared first, as we

have already remarked, in tlie sixteenth century, in conse-

quence of importation from Europe ;
its diffusion there has

followed the track of immigration and colonisation from east

to west, so that, as .J allien aptly says," the development of

syphilis in America affords a mcasnrc, ceteris paribus, of the

progress of civilisation in the several parts of that continent.

To some regions, which had remained a long time remote from

trafhc, the disease has penetrated only in cpiite recent times ;

while still others continue exempt to the present day.

In the extreme northern parts of North America, we come

first to two regions which, like Iceland, enjoy an almost

absolute immunity. One of these is GrcenlanJ, where, in

spite of prostitution flourishing to the ntmost, and the busy
traflic with Danish trading ships and British and American

whalers, the disease is altogether unknown,^ The other is

the island of Miquclon (in J"'or1uno I'ay, Newfoundland),
where sypliilis was introduced by the first immigrants, but

took no permanent hold.^ In striking contrast hereto, is

the great diffusion of the disease in the north-west of the

continent, in Alaslca,'' British CoJiimhin^ and Vauco7n-cr\'>

Island," whore the native population are frightfully afflicted

with the malady. Among the Eskimos inhabiting the

Aleutian Islands, syphilis is said to have become considerably

less common of late ;
on the other hand, in Vancouver's

Island, to liave become more general- and very malignant in

consequence of the complete neglect of sanitary police regu-

lations. In Canada, where syphilis was imported from the

' ' Extrait d'un voyage iLins le Soudiin,' Paris, 1869, .^q.

^ 'Arch. (Ic nuul. Jiav.,' 1S78, Aoiit, p. 150.
'

liango,
' Ijcinaerkn. om Gronlands Syirdomsforliolil,' Kjubeiili., iSfi^, _^o.

••

(iras, 'Qnolqnes inots sur Miquclon,' Moutpcll., 1867, 39.
*

IJlasehkc,
'

Topogr. mod. povtus Novi-Aichangelceiisis,' Petropol., 1842,66;
Pif. ill

' Aifli. dc iiu'd. nav.,' 1864, Dec, 475.
"

.Siinjisou,
' Nanalive of a Jouiiii'y round the World.'

'"

M:iuriii, 'Avcli. dc n;cd. uav.,' 1M77, Aug'., 9.^
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south at the beginning- of last centmy, afterwards spreading

destructively among the Indians/ and pel-sisting down to the

present in the form of severe endemics at various •

places

('^Maladie de la Bay de St. Paul/' and the '^ Ottawa

disease"), it is now as prevalent as in the civilised states of

Europe ; and the same is true of the United States, where

syphilis extends equally to the remnants of the Indian popu-
lation wherever these have come into close communication

with the European settlers.

Hunter," who was in his youth can-ied off by a tribe of Indians living
in the west, and who spent several years among them, says: "The
venereal disease was entirely unknown among them [the Indian tribes]
until they contracted it from the whites. . . . Those who go among
the populous white settlements on the Missoui-i and Mississippi, where
the disease prevails in its most inveterate forms among the traders and
boatmen who navigate the river to New Orleans, frequently return to

their families and tribes infected with it."

In California, it has become very common since the

opening of the gold-fields, and it makes frightful havoc also

among the Indians^
;

it was introduced by the Spaniards
from Mexico, but it remained confined to the Indians of the

south, the tribes .living' to the northward, Avhom the Mexicans

did not reach, continuing down to the present day to enjoy
an exemption from the disease.'* The state of mattei's is found

to be the same among the Indian tribes occupying the

Colorado plains, and the banks of the Missouri and the Red
River

; only those of them who have come in contact with

Europeans or Mexicans suffer from sy^Dhilis.'' . In Texas also

thb records show that, at the time when the territory was

taken possession of by the United States, syphilis was found

only among those Indian tribes who had ti'atlicked with the

Mexicans.^

Mexico, tlieu, would appear to be the focus whence the

'

Swcdiaucr,
' Pract. Obscrv. on Venereal Complaints,' Edinb., 1788, 172;

Strattou,
' Edinb. Med. and 8urg. Jouru.,' 1849, April, 276.

- ' AniLT. Med. Recorder,' 1822, Julj', 412.
•* Praslow,

'

Calif'oniien,' Gutting., 1857, 5^ J Lantoin,
'

xircli. de med. nav.,'

1872, mars, 179.
•*

Keeney, in ' U. S. Army Statist. Report,' 1S55-60, Washington, i860, 241.
^ Holl'mann,

' Philad. Med. and Surg. Reporter,' 1879, Feb., 160.

• HusRon, in ' U. S. Army Statist. Report,' 1839-54, Pliiladelpbia, 1856, 377 ;

;^u ilt, ib., 385.

VOL. It. 6
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infection of the indigenous inli;ibitauts of adjoining parts of

Nortli America had chiefly proceeded ; and that country,
in fact, takes a foremost phice among the most intense centres

of syphih's in the Western Hemisphere. The disease is

prevalent tlicre not only to an unusual extent, but also of a

peculiar malignancy ; whereof the surgeons of the French

army had abundant opportunities of assuring themselves

during the occupation of the country by Fi'cnch troops.^

Syphilis is widely spread, also, in Central America—
NicaraguaJ^ Costa Fica,^ Guatemala^ and San Salvador"—
where it is again those Indian tribes that have kept out

of contact with the immigrant population which remain

free from it. It is widely spread in some of the Antillcf,

such as Hayti^ and Barbadoes •/ while in the larger number
of them (Jamaica, St. Bartholomew,'* Martinique^ and others)

it occurs only to a moderate extent. It is in SontJi America

that the disease reaches the maximum of diffusion and of

intensity ;
and hei'e too, the Indian population have kept free

from it (some of them being still exempt) only for so long
and in so far as they have had no intercourse with the

immigrants from Europe.
^'^

Of the frightful extent to which syphilis prevails in Brazil

there are reports and complaints of the same tenour from all

parts of that great territory .^^ Thus, from Bahia we learn :^^

' Newton, 'Med. topogr. of the City of Mexico,' New York, 1848; Porter,
* Amer. Jonrn. of Med. Sc.,' 1853, Jan., 40; Jourdanet,

' Le Mcxirjue, &c.,' Par.,

1864, 412; Douille,
'

^Montpcllicr medical,' 1872, uout, ii<); Hclucmauu, in
' Virchow's Arch.,' 1867, xxxix, 613, 1873, Iviii, 177.

-
lieriihard, 'Deutsche Kliu.,' 1854, Nr. 11.

=>

Schwalbe,
' Arch. fiir. Idin. Med.,' 1875, xv, 342.

* Pernoulli,
' 8chweiz. Zeitschr. fiir Med.,' 1864, iii, 100.

^ Guzmaun, ' Essai d'une topogr. med. de la renublique du Salvador,' Paris,.

>869, 121.

R
Blaca.s,

' De la syphilis observec a St. Domiusuc,' Monlpcll., 1853.
' Jackson,

' Boston Med. and Surg.,' 18O7, July, 447.
s
Goes,

'

Hygiea,' 1868, 460.
* Rufz, 'Arch, dc mod. nav.,' 1869, Nov., 351.
'"

Compare the accounts by Varnliagen (' llaiub. Mag. fiir Heilkde,' 1822, iv,

367), and Martins ('Krank. der Urbewohner Brasiliens,' Miinch., p. 85), for

Brazil, by Masterman for Paraguay, by Poppig for Chili, and by Gait for Peru.
" Reiidu,

'
fltnde topogr. et nied. sur le Bresil," Paris, 1S48, 78; Sigaud, 1. c,

117; sec also Key, 'Arch, de lued. nav.,' 1877, Jau-j 28.

"
llcf., ib., 1869, mars, 340.
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*' La syphilis est tellement commune claus toutes les families,

qu'on ne clierche iiullement a la dissimuler, at on parle aussi

volontiers du gallico dont est atteint un parent ou un ami,

que s'il s'agissait d'un rlieumatisme ou d'une attaque de

goutte."
In Pernambuco, according to Beringer/ there are in every

1000 deaths^ lo from syphilis. The accounts from Paraguati
and the Argentine States'^ are similiar,

" Patients with

syphilis/' saysTschudi, '^are found to a frightful extent all over

the Argentine Confederation. Everywhere^ even at the most

remote posts, we find persons with the most horrible disfigure-

ments of the face. In Cordova there are some dozens of

them begging in the streets. Dr. Oster assured me that one

would not be far out in taking every third person in Cordova

for syphilitic." But we meet with the disease in Chili/'

Bolivia,^ and Peru, as extensively as in the eastern states of

South America. It sounds almost incredible to read in the

account by Fournier/ that of gi2 deaths in the hospital of

La Caridad at Valparaiso from May, 1 871; to March, 1872, 52

were from syphilis (15 males and 37 females) ; and yet we

shall be quite disposed to credit this statement on learning,

as we do from Savatier,^ that of 972 patients admitted into

that hospital in a year (1877-78), 485 were syphilitic. In

Peru, where the disease is equally common,^ it was quite

unknown before the Spanish conquest of the country

(Tschudi) ; and even down to the present day it has not

penetrated, according to Galt,^ into the pampas of Sacra-

.mento in the basin of the Ucayali.

^ ' Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1879, mars, 222.
*
Brunei,

' Observ. topogr. et med. faites dans Ic Rio de la Plata,' Paris, 1842,

45; Tschudi,
' Wien. med. Wocbenscbr.,' 1858, Nr. 45; Mantegazza,

'

Lettere

med. sulla America mcridionale,' Milano, i860—63, i, 305, ii, 208 ; Mastermau,
in ' Dobell's Reports,' 1870, 382.

2
Poppig, in Clarub' '

Bciti-. zur Heilkde.,' 1834, i, 529; Lafargue, 'Bull, de

I'Acad. de med.,' i85i,xvii, 1895 Accounts in 'Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1864, juli

22, aout, 108 ; Boyd,
' Edinb. Med. Journ.,' 1876, Aug., 116.

^
Bach,

'
Zeitschr. fiir vergl. Erdkuiide,' iii, 543.

* ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1874, Sept., 147.
^

lb., 1880, Jan., 14.
''

Tschudi,
* Oester. med. Wochcnscbr.,' 1846, 474; Lesson, 'Voyage,' 27;

Accounts in 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1864, Sept., 181, 189, Oct., 274.
® 'Amer. Journ. of Med. So.,' 1847, April, 400,
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§ 19. Has spread ovek thk Globe through the Conveyance
OF A V'lRU.S.

A g-hiuco ;iL this oulliiio of tlu- lii.story and yoograpliy of

syphilis sliows us that the disease liad been originally

iudigeuous at a few points, aud has gradually become diffused

over almost the whole globe. From Avhat points it issued,

or what was /76" iKilivc luih'ilat, wo can form no inoro definite

opinion than we can of the origin of the plague, the small-

pox, typhus, and, indeed, of every othor infective disease.

This nmch, only, we may conclude with some probability from

the data l^efore us, that the disease existed in Europe aud in

Eastern Asia from the earliest times, that in the course of

centuries it spread iu ever-widening circles by nieans of the

commerce between countries, that there were largo territories,

such as the whole of the Noav World, the centre of Africa,

Australia and (Oceania Avhich it did nt)t reach until com-

paratively modern times, or even quite recently, and that eveu

at the present day there are regions exempt from syphilis

where the population keeps itself free from comnmnication

with the infected country around. There can bo no question
that a

.sj^iecijlc infective substance underlies syphilis (which
substance we may take to be an organic body from its power
of reproduction), that the disease never develops autochthon-

ously now, but occurs always in consequence of the convey-
ance of the morbid poison, and that this transmission may
take place either by Avay of contagion, in the strict sense of

the word, or by way of iiiluM-itance. Accordingly, witli regard
to the pathogenesis, the only questions that can arise are

whether external influences such as climate, soil, aud hygienic

conditions, may j)erhaps determine the frequency ami

severity of type of the disease, or whether certain racial or

national peculiarities may not sometimes afford a protection

against it (relative or absolute) or at other times increase the

predisposition of iiulividuals (o it.

There b;is Uiiturally been no luck of inquiiy into the uatnre of the

apocific poison of syphilis. Salisbury' was the lirst wlio professed to

iiud it iu a liiaineutous fungus {Cnjptos syphilitica), which developed

' ' Amor. Jouni. of ]\Ieib So.,' 1SO8, J:ui. 17.
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from spores ; it took root in the connective tissne, extending its destruc-

tiveness to the tissues around, and, Avlien the disease became consti-

tutional, it could be detected also in the blood. Shortly afterwards

Hallier' annoimced that he had discovered the parasite of syphilis in n.

micrococcus, which, when it was cultivated, grew into a fungus named
by him Coniothccium syphUilicmn. A few years later Lostorfer" came
forward with his discovery of "

syphilis corpuscles
"

in the blood, l)ut

these were soon given up as illusory.^ Then came the announcement

by Cutler'' that he had obsei-ved peculiar changes in cases of syphilis,
the white corpuscles being

"
enlarged and distended by inter-

cellular vegetations, the spores of which were copper-coloured," while

the blood-serum contained "mycelial filaments" also copper-coloured.

This discoveiy has obtained but scanty recognition at the hands of the

commission appointed by the American Medical Association to inquire
into it. The same year (1S7S) Klebs'^ published the results of his

microscopic study of syphilitic subjects, and of his experiments to infect

animals ; according to these there are rod-like moving bodies (Helico-

monades) discoverable in syphilitic tissue, which, when cultivated,

become spiral-shaped masses, and, if given to monkeys, produce the

chai-acteristics of syphilitic disease. This result was confirmed in

essential points by Bermann ;" while Pisarewski" found in the chancrous
indurations a finely granular zooglcea-like mass packed into the

spaces of the tissue, and consisting of email round particles, out of

which he conjectures that the rods seen by Klebs (bi;t not seen by
himself) might develop.

§ 20. Severity of Type not specially affected by Climate.

Whetlier the prevalence of syphilis is at all influenced by
circumstances of climate, appears more than doubtful when
we keep in mind the fact that it is almost equally common
in all latitudes^ and that many parts of the cold zone in both

hemispheres are as nmch affected by it as temperate or

sub-trojjical or tropical regions ; and although many coun-

tries of the temperate zone, especially in Europe, appear to

1 *

Bayr. iii-ztl. lutcUigenzbl.,' 1868, 233.
* ' Wien. med. Presse,' 1872, Nr. 4, and * Med. Jalnl). der Wien. Aerzte,'

1872, 96.
^ See also Wedl, Neumann, and others, in 'Wien. allg-em. med. Ztg.,' 1872

Nr. 7, 8, and Kobucr, hi 'Berl. klin. Woclienschr.,' 1872, 209.
'^ 'Transact, of the Anier. Med. Assoc.,' 1878, xxix, 165.
* '

Prager med. Wochenschr.,' 1878, Nr. 41.
G «The Fungus of Syphilis,' New York, 1880.
'

' Centralblatt fiir Chirurgie,' i88o, Nr. 32.
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]io more fiivorably situated in this respect, the reason of

tliat is to be sought, not in tlic climate Init in the hygienic
circumstances. I am equally unaLlo to persuade myself that

the climate lias any inlluenco <m Ihe severity, or on the

greater or less malignity of the type of syplilUs. There are,

indeed, a series of data tending to show that syphilis has a

milder type in warm or tropical climates, that it is not only

slighter in its symptoms but also more quickly got over.

M'hese observations come from Italy,^ Greece," Turkey,^ the

littoral of Syria (contrasting with the mountainous region),*

Persia," the coast of Abyssinia," the interior of Egypt,^

Tunis,^ the West Indies,^ the littoral of Mexico,^" and Peru."

i^ut the data in question rest in part upon errors ;
and further,

it is by no means made out that this comparatively mild

course of the disease is actually dependent on conditions of

climate
; while, lastly, wo have the well-established fact that

maiiy of the most intense centres of syphilis are met with

actually in lower latitudes, and that in these it is not the

Europeans only, as often asserted, but also the natives who
suffer from the disease in its severest forms.

All the moi'e recent authorities for Italy'- state that syphilis mns a

much more severe course in the southern provinces (and Sicily), than
in the northern. Speaking of Portugal, Robertson'^ and Wallace'*

are agreed that the disease among the English ti'oops was of no better

type than in England. The malignancy of syphilis in Egypt and Nubia
is vouched for by Griesinger,'' Veit, Brocchi, and others, contrasting
with the account above mentioned, by Rebatel and Tirant, of the mild

typo of the disease in Tunis—an opinion derived, as they themselves

admit, from only a few cases, and going directly against the experience
of practiticjuers in Algiers. Ferrini"' gives it as not only the most wide-

spread, but also the most dangerous and frightful of the diseases preva-

'

Menis, 'Topof^r. statist.-mcd. delLi provincia di Brescia,' 1837, 1, j68.
'^

Roser,
' Krauk. dcs Orients,' Augsb., 1837, 67 ; Olympios,

'

Bayr. mcd. Cor-

lespondenzblatt,' 1840, Nr. 12.

^
Oppenheim,

' Yolkslirankb. in dcr Tiirkei,' Ilamb., 1833, 79.
^

Itobertson, I.e. ; Yates,
' Lond. Med. Gaz.,' i844, Feb., 567.

'
Polak,

' Wochenbl. zur Zcitschr. der Wien. Aerztc,' 1856, Ni\ 29.
"
Aubert-Roebe, 1. c. ''

Pruiier, 1. e. ^
Rebatel, 1. c.

' Rufz, 1. c, for Martinique.
'"

Jourdanct, Ileinemann, 11. cc.

"
Tscliudi, 1. c. '*

Supra, p, 71.
" 'Lond. Med. Report,' 1818, June, 459.
''' ' Edinb. Mod. and Surg. Journ.,' 1829, Jan., 79.
>5 L. €.,517.

"'
Supra, p. 78.
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lent iu tliat country. All autliorities (Slianks, McGrigor, Kinnis,

Aubceuf, and otliers) are agreed as to tlie malignant character of

syphilis in India and tlie Malay Arcliipelago. Heymann says:'
" Cases of syphilis are found in exceedingly large numbers all over

the islands of the East Indian Archipelago While the extensive

distribution of syphilitic disease cannot easily escape notice, its inten-

sity attracts our attention in a still greater degree. Most of these

affections are very obstinate and difficult to cure." Pop's account^ is

the same ; and, in a subsequent paper,^ in which syphilis is spoken of

as being prevalent in the East Indies *' d'une manicre terrible," he says :

" The climate of the tropics does not appear to be very favorable to the

treatment of constitutional syphilis." In like manner, Laure'* con-

cludes that a tropical climate has a particularly injurious influence on

the type of syphilis in Cochin China and China. Among the French

military surgeons in Algiers, there is only one opinion as to the

malignancy of syphilis there. Thaly says of the type of the disease in

Upper Senegambia :

" The sequclsc are very serious in this country ;"

and there are similar accounts from the Guinea Coast, from Brazil and

other countries. Further, we may here once more recall the fact that,

excepting in the Chinese ports where the Europeans suffer most from

the severe forms of syphilis, the disease in all the tropical or sub-

tropical countries mentioned above is just as malignant and as difficult

to cure in natives as in foreigners, and, in some localities such as

Algiers,* is even of a niore malignant type in the former.

§ 21. Alleged unfavorable Influence op Altitude.

It appears to me to be questionable wliether the severity

of sypliilis on tbe table-lauds of Armenia, Abyssinia and

Mexico, contrasting with its alleged milder type on the plains,

is due to the elevation, or, in other words, to the influence of

altitude ou the health of the inhabitants, as Jullien^ and Rey'

suppose ; whether also, as Eey conjectures, we are here con-

cerned with that "anemie des altitudes" which Jourdanet

has observed on the Mexican plateau, and with a debility of

the organism thereby caused. At all events I have no know-

ledge of any such " auiaemia of altitude
" on the plateaux of

Armenia and Abyssinia.

1 L. c, 187.
2 'Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk.,' 1859, iii, 25.

3 ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Oct., 246.
4 'Hist. med. dela maiine fran9aise, &c.' Paris, 1864, 67, 143.

*
Supra, p. 78.

6 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1878, aout, 155.

' * Annal. de Dermatol.,' 1880, ii, Ser. i, 686.
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§ 22. Immunity fkom SYriiiMs in certain Countries and

AMONG CERTAIN RaCES.

Highly rcmarkablp, agriln, is the compcarative immniiit}'

from sypliilis wliicli the inhabitants^ or certain sections of tlic

inhabitants^ appear to enjoy in some parts of the workl,

uotwitlistanding the open intercourse witli other countries

and the abundant opportunities for infection. So far as we
know at present, this peculiar state of things, which lias

been adverted to already in describing the geographical
distribution of syphilis, may be observed in Iceland^ in the

island of Miquclou (Newfoundland), in Greenland, in the

central regions of South Africa, and among the black popula-
tion of IMadagascar and the adjoining islands.

Syphilis can be shown to have been imported twice into

Iceland, in 1756 and 1S24, and to have infected the inhabit-

ants to the extent of 22 cases in all.
" When we consider,'^

says Finsen,^
'' that Iceland is visited every year l)y hun-

dreds of ships, partly Danish trading vessels, partly French

and English whalers, which give rise to communication with

the inhabitants in the most various ways, it must seem a piece
of great good fortune that the natives have not been infected

more often ;'' during the nine years which ho (Finsen) prac-
tised on the island, he saw only 5 cases of syphilis, and these

in strangers. As regards ]\riquelon, Gras says :

"
Syphilis

came into the island with its first settlers but it has not

taken root. I have not found a sinerle trace of its having
been actually developed ; and, although I have found evidence

of secondary and tertiary lesions among the older generation,
I have never seen anything in infants which Avould justify

me in believing that the malady had been transmitted by

heredity." The following is Lange's literal statement

for Greenland :

"
It is remarkable that there is absolutely no

syphilis here
; about the fact itself there is not the slightest

doubt, and the strangeness of it will perhaps seem less when
we remember that the same is true of Iceland. The circum-

stance is explicable simply and solely on the ground that

Greenlanders, like Icelanders, have an immunity from syphilis;
• L. c.
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for tlicro is no Lack of opportunities for infection. Green-

land is visited every year by vessels from Denmai'k, at whose

departure from the mother country there arc certainly pre-
cautious taken to prevent the importation of contagious
diseases

;
but hardly a year passes^ especially in the northern

parts of the country, without several settlements having" to

provide quarters, for a longer or shorter period, to consider-

able numbers of men shipwrecked from British and American
whalers ; and besides these there are other occasional

visitors. Now, considering that prostitution is carried on,
both onboard ship and on shore, with an absence of restraint

Avhich baffles all belief, it certainly cannot be said that the

Greenlanders have not had am^^le opportunities, during

nearly a century and a half, of becoming infected with

syphilis,"
I have already quoted at length the observation of Living-

stone on the immunity from syphilis which is enjoyed by the

negroes of the southern regions of Central Africa. To this

Fritsch adds the remark :

"
Syphilis is rare, and it occurs

in Bechuana Land only in very scattered cases, mostly impor-
tations from Cape Colony ; still there are materials with

which to controvert Livingstone's assertion that the disease-

docs not hold with pure Ethiopian blood." I have already
called attention to the accounts by Borius and Dauvin as to the

relative immunity from syphilis of the Malagasys (negroes)
in Madagascar, Mayotte and St. Marie, in contrast Avith the

frequent and serious cases of it among the Hovas (of Malay
race) who live in the same localities. Referring to the inter-

course of the Malagasys of St. Marie with Madagascar, Dau-
vin says :

'' Les communications entre ces deux points sent

journalieres, la facilite des moeurs, le libertinage, la debauche-

sont pour ainsi dire a. I'ordre du jour dans ces pays encore a

moitiu sauvages, et le Betanimene (Malgache de Sainte-

Marie), apres un sejour de deux on trois mois an milieu de

ce foyer de contamination, pendant lequel il a obei a ses

appetits generiques assez developpes, revieut a sa terre natale,

en appareuce indemne comme il en etait parti," Lastly, I

shall recall the fact that the Europeans at Chinese ports
suffer much more severely from s^'philis than the natives.

It is obvious that it is not with ]:iccnrKirlt{es of race as-
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dotorniiiiiug' a relative ijninuiiity from sypliilis that we have

to do in all these cases. Tlio iiiliaLitauts of leelaud belong
to the Seaudinavian stock, Avhich pays a not incousidcrable

tribute to syphilis in Norway, (Sweden and Denmark. The

natives o|' (Irecnland dilTer in no respect from other Eskimo
Ifilics on I 111' western sid(! of North America, who have had

frightl'id visitations of syphilis. In contrast to the negro

population of which wo have been speaking, the negroes on

the Hast and West Coasts of Africa suffer from syphilis at

least as often and as sevci'cly as otlier nationalities. If there

be no mistake in the facts, then we are confronted with a

riddle which our knowledge of the conditions of living among
these peoples does not enable us to solve.

It has been often allegcil tjiat syphilitic infection is of a

particularly severe character and follows a very pi'otracted

course, when it is the sequel of sexual intercourse between

persons of different nationalities ; but, whether that be so, we
have not facts enough to generalize upon. On the other

hand it is a truth borne out by all observations hitherto,

that syphilis finds its widest diffusion and its worst types,
cxteris parihus, in tbose countries or among those peoples
which are visited by the disease for the first time ;

and that

circumstance, as we shall see in the sequel, is explained on

the ground of neglected hygiene.

§ 23. Influence of Police Surveillance.

At all times, and at every point in its area of distribution,

syphilis lias been the more widely spread and the more severe,

the more indifferent has been the attention to puhlic and

2yrivate hygiene, the more prostihition has been allowed to go

uncontrolled, or the more recklessly the population have given
themselves up to

" Venus vulgivaga
" and have borne the

effects of syphilitic infection with indifference. It is this that

explains the frightful ravages which the disease has wrought,
and is even still working, among peoples in the lowest stages of

civilisation ; this explains also the wide diifusion and the malig-

nancy of syphilis in every country where there is no regular

surveillance of prostitution by the State,
—in Algiers, Egypt,
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China, Japan, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, and Chili ; and it explains

further, the increased prevalence of the disease in times of

war or in circumstances where the concentration of largo
masses of people for a considerable period makes surveillance

difficult. It is under the latter circumstances, and particu-

larly in regions with a poor and uneducated population

wanting the services of a medical profession, that syphilis
has not unfrequently broken out and become prevalent in

epidemic and endemic form.

Instances of the effect of the movement of troops in war upon the

diffusion of syphilis are given by the following writers : by Metzger,'
of the general sj)read of the disease in East Prussia in consequence of

the invasion by Russian troops ; by Boiilgakoff,- of its increase in the

Government of Tcbernigov since the concentration of large bodies of

troops there ; by Rigler (1. c), of the increased prevalence of syphilis in

Asia Minor since the fourth decade of this century in consequence of

military operations ; by Olympios (1. c), of its general diffusion in

Greece since the war of liberation; by Lorenz,' of the remarkable
increase of it in Chur at the time of the French occupation in the

beginning of the century ;
and by Ochwadt,'' of the enormous accession

of it among the Prussian troops during the Danish campaign of 1864,

when the average rose from 29 per 1000 in time of peace to 164 per
1000. How much can be done to diminish syphilis by a strict surveil-

lance of prostitution is shown by the decrease of the disease in the

armies of several European states subsequent to the introduction of a

more strict control over syphilitic cases occurring among the troops.

Thus, in the British armif within the United Kingdom, the proportion

per 1000 men from i860 to 1863 {i.e. before the passing of the Con-

tagious Diseases Act) was 265; from 1864 to 1869 it was 207; from

1870 to 1879 it was 124. In the French army'' from 1865 to 1869 it was
106, and 85 from 1872 to 1873 ; in the Italian armyJ 120 from 1864 to

1865, and 66 from 1 8 74 to 1876.

* 'Verm, med, Schriffcen,' KOnigsb., 1788, i, 81.

- 'Bull, des Sc. med.,' 1S24, xxiii, 206.

=• ' Jaliresber. der uaturfoi-sch. Gesellsch. Graubiiudeiis,' Chur., 1868-69, 66.
"* '

Kriegschirurg. Erfahrungeu u. s. w.,' Berl., 1865.
^ 'Army Statistical Report for the year 1879,' Lond., 1881, 11.

*
Granier, 'Lyon med.,' 1880, Nr. 18, 5.

' Sormani, 1. c, 226.
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§ 2.\. Rkmaukable Epidemics and Endemics of Syphilis.

The liistory of syphilis abounds iu other proofs of the

decided iiilhieiico of the social factor upon the anioiyit aiid

character of the disease. I shall limit myself here to stating'

the facts rehitin<,^ to the })reviously mentioned outbreaks

of syphilis in tlie character of an epidemic or endemic; these

phenomenal occurrences arc, from every point of view,

most interesting, and they are most important for under-

standing that great period in the history of syphilis which

falls in the end of Iho iift(>enth {'(>ntnrv and boo'inning of

the sixteenth.

The first observation belonging to this group comes from

Scotland in the middle of the seventeenth century ; at the

time of Cromwell's invasion of the south-western districts of

that country, a disease appeared, under the name of Slhhens

(or Sivvens), which was afterwards (1694) carried by troops

to the Highlands.^ Its greatest prevalence was about the

middle of the eighteenth century iu the south-western

counties of Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, AN^igton, Galloway,
and Ayr; as late as 1825-40, there were sixty cases of it,

from Highland districts, admitted into the Glasgow Infir-

mary, but since that time, tlie name of the malady has dis-

appeared from Scottish medical writings. Descriptions of

the sibbens tend to show that we have to do hero with

severe forms of syphilis, with frambocsia-like exanthems, and

probably also with syphilis complicated with other diseases,

especially of the skin (scab). It appears that the malady
was endemic mostly among the poor, filthy, and neglected
inhabitants of certain districts, and that it was spread not

only by sexual intercourse, but also by contagion in other

ways (wearing clothes in common, sleeping in the same bed,

eating and drinking out of the same dish), as wi-ll as by

heredity.
^ Sec : Freer,

' Diss, tie sypliirule, nee nou de morbo Sivvans dlcto,' Eilinh.,

1707; Blair, '^Misecll. Observ. in the rractieo of Pliysik,' Lonil., 171S; Hill,

'Cases of Surgery,' EJinb., 1772; Gilchrist,
' Edinb. Med. Essays aud

Obs.,' new scr., iii ; Swediaur,
' Von der Lustseuchc,' from tbe French,

1799, ii, 247 ; Craigic,
' Elements of tbe Praet. of Pbysik,' Edinb., 1836, i, 68 1 ;

Faye, 'Norsk. Ma;;, for Lacgevid.,' 1842, v, 2; Skca,
'

^lontbly Journ. of Med.,'

1844, iv, 615; Wills, ib., 282.
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Next; in time after tlio sibbeus^ comes the outbreak of

endemic syphilis in Norway and Sweden,^ which Avas known
as Radesyge, or the " bad disorder." The earliest traces of

this endemic in Norway may be followed back to 1720; by
the middle of the century it had spread more widely, reach-

ing its acme in the last quarter when it was so prevalent,

mostly along the coast of the Bergen and Christiansand

depai'tments, that special hospitals had to be provided for the

reception of the numerous patients. Within the last twenty
years, the radesygo has lost its endemic chai-acter in that

locality. In Sweden the disease first showed itself in 1762,
when the Swedish troops came back from the Seven Years'

war; so that a connexion between the outbreak and that

event may be ti'aced. A second importation of syphilis falls

in 1790, at the tiuie of the Swedish troops returning from the

war in Finland. Dui'iug the present century, there has been
a considerable decrease of this malady in Sweden

;
it is still

met with oftencst in Bohuslan, especially in the districts of

Tjoru, Orust and Lahne, but it has long since lost its

endemic character. In the radesyge, as in the sibbens, we
have to do with severe forms of syphilis, or that disease

complicated with scabies, lupus, and other things ; aud here

again it is a malady confined mostly to the poverty-stricken
inhabitants of neglected districts, and spreading by the same
kinds of contagion as in the former case, as well as by
heredity. From being* much confused with spedalskhed

(leprosy), it was a long time before radesyge was correctly
understood ; Hebra succeeded in showing that tlie various

^ See the following :
' Afhandl. om Radesygcu,' Kjobcnli., 1793 (Gerniau cd.

by Maiigur, Altoiui, 1797) ; Maiigor,
'

Uiiderretning oiu Kadesygfons KjeiulL'tegn,'

ib., 1793; Pi'efferkoni,
' Uebec die uorwegischo IJadesyge,' Altuim, 1797;

Bocckcr, 'Ediub. Med. and Surg-. Journ.,' 1S09, Oct., 420; Vouglit,
'

Obsurv. in

exantheniii arcticnm vulgo Radesyge dictum.,' Gryph., 181 1;
'

Saniniaiidi-Mg at"

beiattelscr om vcneriska sjiikdomar, &c.,' Stockh., 181^; Cedoi-sclijuld,
'

Inlcd-

iiiiig till en iiilrmarc kiiniiedom om de sa kallade ur.irtade veneriska siukdomarne,

&€.,' Stockti., i8t4j IloUt, 'Morbus qu^m Radesyge vocant, &c.,' Cbristiauia,

1817; Hedlund, 'Sveuska Liik. SiiUsk. Handl.,' 181S, v, 176; Ilunefcld,
' Die

llddesyge, &c.,' Leipz., 1828; Charlton,
' Ediub. Med. aud Surg. .Journ.,' 1837,

July, loi ; Iljaltelin,
'
Diss, de radesyge,' Kiel, 1839; Hjort,

' Norsk Mag. for

Laegovideusk.,' 1840, i, 1; Kjerulf,
'

Hygica,' 1847, xii, 173; Roeck, 'I.^'orsk

Mag. for Laegovideusk,' 1852, And. I!., vi, 203; liebra, 'Zeitschr. dcr Wit'u.

Aerzte,' 1853, i, 61, 1855, i, 121 ; Huss,
' Om Sverges endom. sjukdom.,' Stockh.,

1852, 10, ;;^, 43 ; Rrocli,
' Le Royaume dc Norvege, &c.,' Christiania, 1S76, 54.
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forms of disease dcsci'ibfd mider tliai naiiio wvve secondary
or tertiary sypliilis, or congenital syphilis, and tliat liijous and

common ulcers of the skiu had been included in the general

conception of it.

Another relation of the same family is the so-called

Jutland .fi/2>hiJoi(l,
the origin of which is traceable to importa-

tion of syphilis by Russian sailors, or more probably by
troops from Sweden or Norway, in the middle of last

century.^ It appears to have been confined as an endemic

mostly to the northern part of Jutland, where there Avcro

still many cases to be seen during the present centmy (1837-

1842). The attention of the Danish Government was first

called to it in 181 7, and the report drawn up by v. Deurs

supplying the needed information, which tends to show that

this syphiloid is in all respects of the same type as the sibbens,
the radesyge, and the syphilis-endemics next mentioned.

Completely analogous to these endemics is the Dltli-

marsian or Iluhtein disease." The origin of it is traced to

the circumstance of a largo number of stranger navvies,

especially from East Friesland, flocking into the Siider-

Ditmarschen for the work of embanking the CroAvn-Prince

dyke ; and if they did not introduce the disease, they

certainly were the chief occasion of its spreading. By the

year 1789, the malady was so prevalent in the marshes and
the Gheest that, in some villages, the whole population was
affected ; towards the end of the ccntur}-, it showed itself in

other parts of HoLstein as well, so that, in 1801, the atten-

tion of the Government was drawn to it. In 1806 its

diffusion was almost universal, reaching at last to Kiel on

the east coast ; it was not until 1840 that any considerable

decrease of this so-called "
syphiloid

"
Avas n'markcd, but at

the present day it appears to have quite died out as an

endemic.
^ See V. Deurs,

' Jorn. for Med. og Cliir.,' 18.^5, June; Otto, 'Transact, of

the Prov. Med. Assoc.,' 1839, vii, 2 it; Uldall,
'

Blbl. for Laeg-cr,' 1842,3.^7;

Ditzel, ib., 1845, ii, 270.
*
Brandis,

' BiW. for Lacgcr,' 1813, i, i; Spicrinsr, in ' llufeland's Journ.,'

1821, liii, Heft i, 64; Hiibener,
' De morbi Dithiuarsici natura ac indole,' Kiel,

1821; Diihr.scn, in
'
Pfafl:"'s Mittheihuigen,' 1832, Jahrir. i, Ileft 3 u. 4, i,aud

' Ncue Mitth.,' 1835, Ji»l>rg. i, Heft 4, 69; Micliaelis, in ' Hanib. Zeitsclir. fiir

Med.,' 1842, xxi, 433; F^.^ncke,
'
^Nforbus ditbmarsicus,' Kiel, iSjS; tJcuters,

' Dcr morbus Ditluuarsicus;,' Kiel, i8;8.
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The syiohiloids of Lithuania and CourJand make anotlier

addition to tlie history of these syphilitic endemics. In the

Lithuanian division of East Prussia^ syphilis became epidemic
in 1757, after the invasion of Ilussian troops during the

Seven Years' war ; and it retained its hold as an endemic
there down to the first twenty years "of this century^ when
the strict enforcement of police sanitary regulations put an
end to it.^ In Courland the epidemic is said to have
broken out in 1800 after the landing of Kussian troops on
the Dondanga coast. I have no precise information as to

the spread of the disease and its duration as an endemic,"

except that Adelmann/ under date 1844, speaks of the

general prevalence of very malignant syphilis among the

country population around Dorpat.
Wo come next to certain syphilis-endemics of the same

kind on the shores of the Mediterranean,—in Italian and
Austrian territory. One of these, known by the name of

Falcadina, was prevalent in the Venetian province of

Belluno from the year 1790.^ The disease is said to have
shown itself first in the village of Falcade, and to have been

imported from the Tyrol or from Fiume ; it spread quickly

through the mountainous district of Agordo as far as the

Tyrolese frontier, but it was not until 1810 that it attracted

the notice of the authorities, and about 1830 the endemic

was stamped out by means of police sanitary regulations.
Another sickness of this kind, . widely known under the

name of Sherljevo had been observed since the end of last

century on the Croatian and Dalmatian coast and for some
distance inland.^

^
Theden,

'

Erfahrungcn aus der Wundarzcneikunst, &c.,' Berl., 1782,111,9;

Metzger, 1. c. ; Albers, 'Prcuss. med. Vereins Ztg.,' 1836, Nr. 22, 23; Sclinulir,

ib., 1837, Nr. 50, 51, 1839, ^^i'- 17. 18, 1841, Nr. 2, 3.

•
Tilling,

' Ueber Syphilis und Syphiloid,' Mitau, 1833; Bolschvving,
' Ueber

Syphilis und Aussatz,' Dorpat, 1839.
^ 'Med. Ztg. Russl.,' 1844, Nr. 43.
4 See Zecchlnelli, 'Annal. xiniv. di med.,' 1820, Marzo, 335; Valeuzasca, lb.,

1824, Sept., and 'Delia Falcadina,' Venez., 1840 j Marcolini, 'Memor. med.-chir.

di Mllano, 1839, 18; Faccn,
' Gaz. Med. Lombard,' 1849, 183; Sigmmid,

' Zeitschr. der Wiener Aerzte,' 1855, i, 87.
5 Boue,

' Essai sur la maladie de Scherljevo,' Paris, 1814; Cambicri, 'Annal.

univ. di med.,' 1819, Oct., 5, Dee., 273; Jennicker,
' Oest. med. Jahrb.,' 1819-20,

V, Heft 3, 104, Heft 4, 43; Lorenzutti,
' Del male di Scerlievo,' Padua, 1830
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AccortliiiL;- t<i rt'port^ iln' disease (syphilis) was IntroJucetl

by sailors or soldiers iuto the village of Draga near Fiiiuic;

iho first to take it is said to have been a loose Avonian named

Margaretta (whenee the iiaiiic (hat it got of Marij'u-itlz-^a)

who gave it to others, and so laid the* beginning of an

endemic. From this village it spread along the coast as far

iis Novi, travelling at the same time inland to Carniola, so

that a large district of conntry -was infected within a few

mouths. Notwithstanding most energetic efforts of the

Giovernment to combat the sickness by police sanitary

regulations, they did not succeed in getting the mastery of

it until 1855; and even at the pi'eseut day syphilis still plays

a proiiiincnt part in those I'Cgions. Belonging- to this same

endemic Avas the disease known l)y the name of Mala di

Urcuo which was prevalent at the beginning of the century
in the commune of Breno near Eagusa.^

Whereas, in the endemics just mentioned, wo have to do not

only with syphilis, but with a complex of diseases of various

kinds characterised \>y ulcerations of the skin (scabies,

lupus, cancer, scrofula), among which certainly I lie leading

part was always played by syphilis ;
we meet, on the other

hand, Avith pure endemic syphilis in Servia (under the name
of Freuya), in Wallachia, Moldavia, Bulgaria, and adjoining

regions (under the name of Bdnln), and in Greece, where it

is known as Sjnrokolon. All these were connected in their

oriLrin with the events of warfare."

In Servia, syphilis began to assume an endonic character

in iSio, in those districts of the country which were occupied
that year l)y the combined llusso- Servian and the Turkish

troo})S ;
from them it spi-ead (»ver the adjoining mountainous

region on the right bank of the ,Morawa, and to a less extent

over the plains.

It was not until 1844 that accurate information about the

disease Avas obtained, and it remained for Sigmund to give

(Tiiesli', 1844); Sporcr,
' Ocst nu'd. Jalii-h.,' 1831, Xoviste Fulgc, ii, 211 ;

Michiilielics, 'Das ]\lale di Scerlievo,' Xiinib., iS.^.?; Mouloii,
' Xouv. observ. sur

la iiatuic . . . ilu Schcrliovo/ Milan, 18,^4 (1S40) ; Sigimiiul, 1. c, 9,5, 142.
'

Id., I.e., .J
1.

-
CoiiccriiiiiL; I'rciigii and UTala, sec Sii^nnind, 1. c, .";.;, 91. Concerning

Spirokoion, Olyuipios, 1. c. ; Wili'.ncr, in
'
.Sclnniilt's Jalnb. liii- Med.,' 1841, x.\.x,

J05 ; I'allis,
' Anna), univ. di nicd.,' 1S4:, April.
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a complete elucidation of its sypliilitic nature. Tlio Boala is

of somewhat later date
;

or in other words, syphilis in the

corresponding region began to bo endemic after the Russo-

Turkish war of 1828-29. The endemic syphilis of Greece,
known as Spirolcolon, has the same relations ;

it took its

origin in the war-years of 1820-25, appeai'ing first in a few

eastern districts of Livadia, Boiotia, Locris, and Pliocis, and

spreading subsequently over other parts of the country.
Another of these syphilis endemics arose out of the events

of 18 15 in the commune of Chavan7w (Arrond. Lure, Dcp.
Haute- Saone) ; the disease was brought by Austrian troops,
and it infected the district from end to end within twenty-

oight months.^ Another instance of the endemic occurrence

of the malady is in a few localities of the Circle of Bidschow

(Bohemia),^ where "
it has taken deep root, setting at nought

year after year all endeavours to eradicate the insidious

plague.^' Still another case is the epidemic and endemic

prevalence of syphilis in the commune of Capistrello (pro-

vince of Abruzzo ulterioro II), of which wc have an account

by Selli.'

The beginning of tbe last-mentioned endemic dates from 1859, in

wliicli year a woman of the village took to nurse a strange cliild suffer-

ing from congenital syphilis, and became infected by it. Not knowing
tbe nature of tbe malady, and giving no beed to it in ber family inter-

/30urse, sbe soon gave tbe disease to those about ber ; from these it was

conveyed to others in tbe village, and so extensively did it spread that

after a lapse of eigbt years (down to Octobei*, 1867, when tbe attention

of tbe autborities was first drawn to it), during wbicb we bear

uotbing eitber of diagnosis or treatment, more than three bundred

persons—men and women, children and tbe aged—were infected with

syphilis out of some 3000 who formed tbe population of tbe locality.

The development of all these endemics, in which it is with

syphilis that we have to do mainly and sometimes exclusively,
had taken place pi'incipally under the influence of that genetic
factor which we started to inquire into in the previous

section, namely, a defective hygiene loth public and ^iri-

vate. In all such foci of sickness, the headquarters of

' Flamand,
' Jorun. complem. du dictionn. dcs sc. nied.,' 1819, v, 134.

^
Stroinz,

' Oest. med. Jahrb.,' 1831, Nst. F., ii, 336.
^ '

Auual. du dermatol. et de la syphiligr.,' 1869, i, 158.

VOL. II. 7
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the disease h;id Lcen those districts or villiigcs wliich lay

remote from the great lines ot" traffic, whicli were irdia])itod

by a poor and unintelligent population, indillerent to their

manner of life, wanting tlie comforts of a higher civilisation,

and most of all wanting medical supervision and care or

possessing only such kind of it as did not suffice for the

correct understanding and treatment of the malady. On
this point all discriminating observers of the events are

agreed ;^ and if any further proof bo needed of the decisive

importance of that factor in the etiology, we find it in tlio

circumstance that, from the monu'nt the nature of the malady
was rightly understood and suitable regulations against it

applied with sufficient tlioroughucss, the disease began to

lose its endemic character.

It is further noteworthy that the development of the sick-

ness in many of these endemic centres was started, or at

least materially helped, by the concentration of troops, the

contingencies of campaigning and things of a like kind

tending to aggravate the hardness of living. Again, the

spread of the disease occurred not only through sexual pro-

miscuousness, as usual, but very often by other cliannels of

contagion as well, and, above all, in places where the

endemic had lasted many years and had deeply infected the

population, by way of inheritance. Lastly, the disease

develojjcd unusually often into its most malignant forms, in

consequence of the want of rational medical treatment.

§ 25. TUE OlilGIN OF THE GeEAT FiFTEENTH-CeNTUKY

Epidemic.

The mode of origin and the character of these endemics of

syphilis appear to me to furnish the key to an understanding
of that remarkable episode of the disease in the fifteenth

century, an episode which entirely resembles them as regards
its type and differs from them only as regards extent. Syphilis

had undoubtedly existed in Europe previous to that outbreak,

although we cannot now make out the extent of its diffusion.

But just at that period there happened a series of events of a

' See especially Sigmund, 1. c. p. 14^.
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most unfortunate kind for tlie social condition of Europe, which,

led to an increase of the disease both in its area and in its

intensity and stamped it with the character of an epidemic.
For several years in succession, inclement seasons and floods

over large parts of Italy, France, and Germany had brought
with them bad harvests, and famine affecting a great part of

Europe ; and these effects were felt to the most frightful
extent in those very years of 1491-95. Severe pestilences,

especially plague and typhus, had overrun the south and
west of Europe in disastrous epidemics. The corruption of

morals had at the same time reached a height which even

contemporary writers tell us was without parallel in ancient

times. To all these troubles there was added the turmoil of

war, which spared no country in Europe, and not only con-

tributed materially to the profound derangement of the

social order, but also gave syphilis its chief opportunity of

spreading. It was especially Charles YIII's army of merce-
naries returning from Italy relaxed by licentiousness, broken

up into lawless bands and overrunning Franco, Switzer-

land, the Netherlands, and Germany, which carried with

them, as we are expressly told by many medical writers and
chroniclers of the time, the g-erms of syphilis over the whole

country wherever an adventurous life led them.^ But the

disease must have acquired a still wider range and a greater

malignancy than those circumstances gave it, for the reason

that practitioners were as yet unacquainted with its nature,
their attention being first called to its distinctive characters

by the general diffusion which it then reached. So much
was this the case that, like typhus, which was likewise spread-

ing universally at the time, it was regarded by them as a

malady
" of new origin,^' and was confronted at first with

no better weapons than the wise saws extracted from Galen
and Avicenna. Just as in the smaller syphilis-endemics of

which we have been speaking, so in the severe fifteenth-

century epidemic it was the class of low debauchees, the

loafers and sots, and those sections of the people hardest

pressed by poverty and misery, that supplied most of the

^ It is probably to this that the disease owes the colloquial names " morbus

gallicus,"
" mala Frantzos," and the like, which were then in general use and

arc so still in many parts of the East.
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victims ; and if personages in higli places of the State and

the CliurcU did not escape, that will not surprise us when wo
remember that their class had not held aloof from the moral

corruptions of the time. Again, as in the more recent

endemics, the sickness was sooner or later combated by

thorough-going sanitary measures, by an improved hygiene,

by the instruction and enlightenment of the people, and by
better professional knowledge ;

so that at length the victory

was gained over the great syphilis-plague of the fifteenth

century through the correct recognition of it by the doctors

and through the enlightenment of the public. This was the

conclusion long ago stated by Benedictus in no obscure

words •}
'' Cur autcm tempore isto non rcperiautur, dicerct

quis, gallicautes cum tarn saevis accidentibus, sicut appa-
ruerunt ante aliquot anuos, et in morbi hujus principiis :

ratio est in promptu, quia homines nunc sibi melius cavent

ab infectis, vel quia medici docti melius cognoscunt nunc

causam morbi, et melius apjilicant remedia quam tempore
auteacto."

I shall speak of the relation of syj^hilis to the so-called

Fra'iuhcesia {Plan, Yaws, ^-c.) and to Button-Scurvy ,
in treat-

ing of those diseases in the chapter immediately following.

* Quoted by Luisinus, 172,0. This excellent work of Benedictus, a German

physician who practised in Poland, dates probably from the second decade of the

16th century.



CHAPTER III.

YAWS (PIAN), BUTTON SCUEVY, AND VERRUGA PERUVIANA.

§ 26. Nosological Characters op Yaws.

Under such, names as Yaws, Plan, and tlio like,^ and more

particularly under the name of
" Framhoesia " introduced by

Sauvages," there is understood a peculiar disease of the skin

running a chronic course, which was known to the practi-

tioners of former centuries, although it is only in quite recent

publications that its nature and geographical distribution have

been determined with any degree of precision.

Slcetch of the clinical history.
—As in the acute exanthemata, there is

a premonitory stage, sometimes faintly indicated (Nielen, Rodschied,

Mason)^ but particularly well-marked in children, which declares itself

in feverishness, broken sleep, general weakness, pains in the limbs, loss

of appetite, sometimes even more intense gastric symptoms (Ferrier,

Charlouis), and in the dark races, especially the negro, in a peculiar

discoloration of the skin, which becomes dull and lustreless at the spots

1 The words " Yaws " and "
Pian," as Mason tells us (see Sauvages, as quoted

below), are the colloquial names used in the West Indies for strawberries by the

West African negroes and by the natives, the name having been applied to the

disease owing to the resemblance of the growths on the skin to that fruit. It is

this that led Sauvages to call the malady Framboesia (from framboise, a rasp-

berry). The following are some of its other colloquial names : Jiuba or Soba in

the West Indies, in Brazil, in Timor, and on the Mozambique coast ; Fatta in

the West Indies ; Oattoo at several points on the AYest Coast of Africa ; Framosi

on the Calabar coast ; Telia on the Congo coast ; Momba in Angola ; Pateh at

various phiccs in the Dutch East Indies ; Amboina pocks (Boutou d'Amboine) in

the Moluccas; Bohento in Ternate; Tonga, Dthoke and Coco in the Fiji Islands

and New Caledonia ; Lupani and Tono in the Samoa Group ; and Parangi in

Ceylon. In order to put an end to the confusion introduced into medical termi-

nology by the ambiguity of the word "
Framboesia," Charlouis proposes to call

the disease in question
"
polypapilloma tropicum."

2 '

Nosologia methodica,' CI. x, § 25, Lips., 1797, v, 205.
3 The references to authorities on yaws quoted in the sequel are given in

alphabetical order at the end of the section.
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where the oxantbnu arLi;i-\viLrJ.s breaks out, and Ljuks as if dusted with

flour, IVum the furfuraceous scalinj,' of the epidermis (Paulet, Lcvacher,

Thomson, Bajun, Mihoy (' Report '), Kynsey). These phenomena
remit after lastiuj,' from eli,'ht l<> fi»uiLeen days (K-'iui^'cr, Charlouisl, and

tlie exanthom thni comes out iu tlie form of small douse nodules, vary-

ing in size from a lentil down to a pin's-head ; they increase rapidly in

gize, and, when they are fully ripe, they form resistant nodes from the

RJ/e of a small nut down to that of a pea. The period of development
of the exantlicm lasts two or three weeks, seldom a whole month

(Nielen) ; and, in the course of it, the epidermis covering the nodule

gets macerated and finally detached from the summit, whereupon a

Ktrawberry-like or raspberry-like tumour comes into view, having a

granulating surface and secreting a thin, yellowish, ill-smelling mois-

ture which dries into a crust. The disease has now reached its height,

if the case is to be a mild and simple one ;
the nodules, which are

painful only under consideral>le pressure, as wlien their seat is the sole

of the foot or the palm of the hand, remain indolent and unchanged for

months. The secretion continues to be formed on the surface, and, if

the crust be removed, it soon forms afresh ;
if the secretion adheres to

the tumour, it gradually acquinss a conical shape like the crust of rupia

(Charhjuis). The skin-tissues surrounding the nodule undergij a con-

current alteration ;
it is only rarely, and under particular circumstances

to be afterwards mentioned, tliat an ichorous disintegration of the tumour

sets in, with considerable destruction of the soft parts adjoining, and

even of the bones. The swelling and tenderness of the lymphatic

glands which occur at the time when the exanthem begins to develop

(v. Leent, Charlouis), now disappear; and, apart from an occasional

troublesome itching in the aliected cutaneous spots (v. Leent, Koniger)
the patient feels quite well. The secretion on the free surface of the

tumours gradually ceases, the nodules become dry and shrivelled, and

ultimately fall 'off, leaving Ix'hind on the skin a red spot which dis-

appears completely after a lunger or shorter period. The principal

seats of the exanthem are the palms of the hands and soles of the feet,

the forehead, the corners of the mouth, the lips, the armpits, the neck,

the prepuce, the scrotum, and around the anus; but other parts of

the integument do not always escape, such as the scalp, the chin, the

external auditory meatus, and the skin of the chest and belly ; while

not unfrequently nodules occur also on the mucous membranes—in the

nose, inside the cheeks, on the gums, and in the vulva. In many cases

there are only a few nodules formed, but iu others it appears that the

exanthem is more widely diffused over the body, the nodules being
sometimes so close together that several become confluent and make a

tumour the size of a small apple. The disease lasts from a few months
to a year or more; its course is made especially proti-acted by the

not unfretjuent recurrences ;
and in sucli eases there will be an oppor-

tunity of observing the exanthem in the several stages of its develop-
ment at one and the same time (Rodschied, Mason, Thomson). The
issue of the disease, in these uncomplicated cases where there are
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no special injurious circumstances, is always towards cure. On the

other hand, it has a less favorable type in feeble children, in whom
the extensive si^reading of the (ixanthem—as exanthems usually do

spread in children—is very apt to be followed by exhaustion. The

type is less favorable, also, in those cases in which suppuration of the

nodules, with ulceration of the soft parts and even carious destruction

of bone, has been brought about by external irritation, for example,
when the nodules are on the sole of the foot

; and, again, in patients who
are suffering at the same time from some other dyscrasia, such as

scrofula or syphilis, or where there has been unsuitable treatment,

particularly the application of caiistics or the abuse of courses of mer-

cury (Koniger, Kynsey). It is doubtful whether the internal oi'gans

(lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys) are affected by the disease, as is believed

in some quarters (v. Leent) ; the occurrence of these visceral lesions

and the fatal result of them, may be always referred to other diseased

states, either existing coincideutly with yaws, or appearing inter-

currently.

Morbid anatoin]/.
—According to the anatomical examinations of the

affected tissue made by Paulet, Ferrier, Charlouis, and Pontoppidan, it

appears that in yaws we have to do with a chronic dermatitis proceeding
from the papillary layer and extending deeper into the corium in the suc-

cessive stages of the malady. Charlouis has found, at the beginning of

the skin-affection, dilatation and tortuosity of the surface vessels, and

afterwards of the deeper, together with escape of colourless blood-

corpuscles and extensive accumulations of these in the tissues ; and he

is convinced that the progressive enlargement of the papillae of the skin

and the changes in the deeper parts associated therewith, have kept pace
with the changes in the vascular system. He has found, also, that,

as the disease progresses, the hair-follicles, as well as the sebaceous and

sweat-glands and the muscles of the skin, are implicated in sympathy.
After repeated microscopic examinations of the morbid tissues, he is

unable to arrive at the actual cause of these j^athological changes.

Pontoppidan found, on cutting out a nodule and examining it under

the microscope, after it had been hardened in alcohol, that the crust

consisted of a conglomerate of dried-up epidermis and pus-corpuscles,
beneath which was a stratum of granulation-cells (as in granulomatous

growths), the papillary stratum being entire although somewhat

flattened, the rete mucosum, on the other hand, wasted and occupied by
round cells, while the corium was fi'ee from adventitious elements. He
could never discover fungi, such as Trichophyton or Microsporon,
either in the slough or in the layers beneath.

In the opinion of nearly all observers, yaws is a

peculiar and specific infectious morhid i:)rocess, a disease sui

generis, which has noticing ivhatevcr in common with syphilis.

The view of the syphilitic nature of yaws, which was started

hy several of the earlier observers and has found adherents
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more recently in Rollet, Orenet, Copland, and Roqueto, rest;?

upon errors oi diagnosis. Against it there are not only the

typical characteristics of the disease as above sketched, which

perfectly distinguish yaws from syphilitic diseases of the skin,

but more especially the fact that yaws has none of the pro-

perties of a constitutional disease, that it has markedly the

character of a local malady, that it always ends in complete

recovery without medical treatment, and that the use of

mercury in yaws has been found to be absolutely injurious.
It is further to be observed that both diseases have several

times been found together in the same person, each running
its course with the phenomena peculiar to it (Lcvacher, Pau-

Ict, Chai'louis) ; and lastly, there is the fact that yaws is

especially common among children of from one to ten years
of age.

§ 27. History and Geography op Taws.

The earliest historical notice of yaws^ occurs in the narra-

tive of travel by Oviedo,^ who came to know the disease in Ilis-

paniola (St. Domingo) and who speaks of it under the Spanish
name of

"
Bubas," afterwards in use in Brazil. Next in order

of time come medical accounts of the disease from Brazil by
Piso and from the East Indies by Bontius, as well as from
the West Indies by Labat, who travelled there about the same
date (17th century). In later times, the malady was recg-
nised both by medical practitioners and travellers in the

tropical parts of Africa and in some of the island-groups of

Oceania ;
and with these extensions the limits of its (jcixjra-

phical distrihutio)i were laid down practically as they exist at

the present day.

' The disease described by tbe Arabian ]ihysiciuns (Aviccniia, in '

Canon,' lib.

iv. Fen. vii, Tract, iii, cap. i, and All Abbas,
'

Tbcoric.,' lib. viii, eaji. 18), under
tbe name " Safat

"
or "

Sabafat," niiglit be inferred to be sypliilis rather than

yaws. Equally ambiguous and uncertain arc all those other notices l)y lucdiitval

physicians, in which Sprcn^'el (' I5citrii<,'e zur Geschicbte der ISIediciu,' iii, 61)
would find yaws described and proof allbrded of its connexion with syphilis.

- '
Ilist. general y natural de las Indias,' lib. ii, cap. 13-14. It is a not unlikely

guess that Oviedo's opinion of the American origin of syphilis partly arose out
of confounding the latter disease with tbe " Bubas."
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That part of Africa which lies within the tropics forms

one of the chief seats of yaws, the principal region, so far as

we can judge from the data ])efore us, being the West Coast

from Senegavibia down to ilie Goast of Angola,^ together with

the adjoining western parts of the Soudan," from which wo
have more particular accounts of the prevalence of the malady
in Timbuctoo and Bornou. On the northern and north-eastern

coast-territories of Africa, as well as in the iViVe valleij,^ yaws
would appear to bo of rare occurrence ; on the other hand, we

again meet with it somewhat frequently in Madagascar and the

Comoros,^ and in Mozambique.^ Its second more considerable

region of diffusion is found in several islands and island-groups
of tliei?a.s'^7H(?/cs, chiefly theil/oZuccfts," but also Java^ Sumatra^
and Celebes (Macassar).^ Next in order comes the endemic

of it in Ceylon^^ and in several of the island-groups of

Oceania, particularly New Caledonia^^ Fiji}" and Samoaf^ Oq
the other hand, it appears to be very rare on the mainland of

Hindostan and of Further India. In the exceedingly copious

medico-topographical literature of these countries I have

found one notice of yaws by Huillet, relating to its rather

common occurrence among the Hindoo population of Pondi-

cherry. Charlouis mentions tliat he had seen two cases of

yaws in European children, and all the other notices of it

from India likewise relate to merely occasional cases. From
Further India, there is not a single reference to this disease

' See the accounts by Mason, Boyle, Bryson, Ritchie and Nielen.
^ See Peyrilhe, Guyon (' Gaz. de Paris,' 1. c.) and Duncan.
^
Guyon ('Mem. de nied. milit.,' 1. c), Baudouin and Fiu-nari have observed a

few cases among the Arab population of Algiers. Pruner states that yaws does^

not occur at all in the basin of the White Nile as far up as 5° N.; he had seen

a few cases, however, among natives of Egypt, of Abyssinia, and of the Arabian

coast.

^ Grenet.
'"

Roquete, Bourel-Ronciere.
^ Bontius, Hcymann, v. Leent

(1. c, 1870).
' Heymann, Waitz, v. Leent (1. c, 1867), Charlouis.

8 V. Leent (1. c, 1867).
3 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1871, April, 248.
>"

Milroy (' Med. Times,' 1876, and 'Lancet,' 1877, 11. cc), Kynsey.
1' De Rochas, 1. c, 20.

1' Bennett (who gives the disease as endemic also in the Tonga, Society, and

Navigator Islands), Fox, de Rochas.
'3 Bennett, Turner, Koniger.
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known to nic. The thii-d oC the more considcruLlo scats of

the nuiliidy is the West Indies ; we have accounts of it from

St. Vtnningo,^ Jamaica," Barhadoes^ Martinique, Guade-

loiqye,* Sta. Lncia,^ and notably Dominica /^ also from Guiana;''

and lastly from Brazil^ where the disease is found to be

equally common in all the provinces of its vast territory.

From Central America there is only one reference'* to it,

<lescribing its somewhat frequent occurrence in Punta Arenas

{Costa Jiica).

§ 28. Native Habitats op Yaws.

The opinion held by nearly all the earlier observers, and

•maintained at the present day by Gama Lobo^" and v. Leent,^^

that the original habitat of yaics is to be sought for in

Wcster)i Africa, and that the disease had been carried thence

by the importation of negroes into those regions of the ti'opics

where it is now endemic, has been overthrown ])y the obser-

vations that have been made in the West Indies, in Brazil,

in the East Indies and in the islands of the Pacific. Oviedo^s

«,ccount of its occurrence in Hispaniola belongs to the time

when the island was first colonised Ijy the Spaniards, and

when there could bo no question of negro importation ;
and

for that reason Copland's opinion that the disease is of African

origin and had been introduced into the West Indies has been

pronounced l)y Milroy to be " a radical error." Bontius saw
it in the East Indies as early as the beginning of the 17th

<^entury, and he does not say a single word about importation
from outside ;

it is precisely the African population there, as

Charlouis tells us, that enjoy a striking immunity from yaws,
'

I'ouppe-Desportes, Pontoppidau.
^
Ludford, Hunter, Sloane, Thomson. ''

Hillary.
* Labat, Savaresy, Ferrier, I'auk't. * Levacbcr.
*

Ki'L-Uiu, Milroy (' Report '), Nicholls, Howcrbank.
'

Kunseiniiller, Schilling, Nielcn, Hillc, Pop, v. Lccnt
(1. 0., 1S80), for Suri-

nam ; Rodschicd, for Rio Essequibo (Rrit. Guiana), Bajon ; Campet, Nissaeus,

•Segond, Dumontiar, for Cayenne.
^

Corneiro, Sigaud, Rendu, Bourel-Ronciere.
^ 'Arch, de med. iiav.,' 1864, Nov., »74.
'"

According to Rourel-Ronciere.
" 'Arch, de mud. nav.,' 1880, 1. c.
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and it is prevalent at certain places in the soutli-westcrn

islands where Africans have never come. In Brazil also, it

was already endemic at the beginning of the 17th century, as

appears from the account by Piso ;
and Sigaud, who is one of

those opposed to the doctrine of importation and in favour of

the indigenous nature of the disease in Brazil, makes mention of

a manuscript preserved in the Royal Library at E,io de Janeiro,

and dating from the year 1587, which ti'eats of the yaws in

that country. Least of all, as Koniger says, can there be any

question of the disease having been imported into the Samoa

Group, which were till lately cut off from all intercourse with

other countries ; and the less so that the natives of these

islands speak of yaws as a malady prevalent among them

from time immemorial. If we reflect, further, that many
regions of the tropics, such as India and Further India, have

been little if at all visited by yaws, notwithstanding an exten-

sive negro immigration, we shall be justified in concluding
that the native habitat of the disease is as wide as the area

of its diffusion.

§ 29. Yaws a Disease of the Tropics.

The limits of this area, however, are very closely drawn,

as will appear from the above sketch ; and, so far as relates

to a strictly endemic prevalence of yaws, its territory is

exclusively within tropical latitudes. The disease is there-

fore an exquisitely tropical one, or, in other words, it is

dependent for its origin and continuance upon troincal

climate. This is so strikingly the case that, while every pro-

vince of Brazil is a seat of the malady, it is quite unknown

in the Argentine Republic, notably in Monte Video and

Buenos Ayres (with a temperature like that of Portugal),

notwithstanding the large negro population. We cannot

decide, on the basis of any facts known to us, in what way
this influence of climate tells upon the production of the

disease ; it would seem, at any rate, to be an indirect one,

for we shall see that there are considerable differences in the

amount of the malady among the various races exposed to
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tlio samo climatic inthu>nces, and that many regions arc quite

free from yaws notwitlistauding their tropical climate.

§ 30. Yaws not accounted for by Defective Hygiene.

Indirect, also, must be the influence on the production of

the disease exerted by an injurious lnjgicnr,
—

by deficient food,

damp and filthy dwellings, and the like. The opinions

expressed by Levacher, Bryson, Dumontier and others, that

)-aws is purely the consequence of these disadvantages in tho

manner of life of tho inhabitants, and particulai-ly of that

part of tho inhabitants most exposed to them, namely, the

negroes, is open to the objection that this race is as much

subject to these disadvantages in many regions of tho tropics

which are quite exempt from yaws, as in tho actual habitats

of the disease ;
and we may take it to bo a radical error of

Chassaniol to suppose that the whites would suffer to the

samo extent as tho negroes if they were subject to the same

influences of climate and hygiene.

§ 31. Contagiousness op Yaws—Inherited and Kacial

PKEDISrOSITION.

There can be no doubt that yaws has underlying it a spe-

cific cause, a morbid 2^oison. There is, indeed, indisputable

proof of this in its exquisite contagiousness. On that point all

authorities without exception are agreed, and tho evidence of

it is not only in the clinical observation that those who avoid

contact remain exempt from the disease, but also in the

results of various attempts to convey the disease of purpose,

by inoculating the morbid poison.^ There are other points

which the available data do not enable us as yet to decide :

wliether, as most of the authorities assume, the virus keeps
itself alive solely by continuous reproduction within the bodies

of the sick and by successive transmissions, somewhat in the

manner of the syphilitic or smallpox poisons, or whether,

• Sec Mason, Mllroy (' Itejioi-t '). 15ouiel-Ronciero, \\ 55, v. Lceut, 'Arch, ile

med. nav.,' iSSo, 1. c, iiiul pavMcularly Charlouis, p. 460.
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.under certain circumstances, it may not really originate ; and
what is tlic nature of the virus—whether it is a jxirastitc body
that we have to do with, as v. Leent^ conjectures and as the

power of reproduction of the poison would seem to show.

The disease is also taken to be parasitic by Pontoppidan, but

he has not succeeded, as we have already seen, in discovering

any fungous elements in the affected parts.
The opinions are divergent as to hereditary transmission of

the disease (congenitally, at all events, it seems never to have

occurred, as there is not a single case of that kind given in

the whole literature) ; Nielen, Paulet, Legoud, Rendu and v.

Leent^ consider it as proved, while Thomson, Charlouis and

Kynsey hold it to be at least doubtful, and Raukine, Mason
and Gama Lobo deny it altogether.

On another point we find observers again almost absolutely

unanimous, namely, that the susceptibility to the disease

differs much among the various races. If no race enjoys an

absolute immunity from yaws, still the coloured races, and
above all the negi'oes, supply the largest contingent of cases,

mulattoes and other half-tints, with Creoles, being moi*e rarely

affected, and rarest of all the whites . The reason for the

exemption of the latter may be in part that they avoid con-

tagion as much as possible ; but that is by no means a com-

plete explanation of the fact, as even Mason, the chief

exponent of this argument, would admit. " I can recall

several white men," says Ferriei',^ ''who have never taken

this disease notwithstanding the intimacy of their relations

with uegresses or mulatto women infected by it ;" and that

observation carries all the more weight, when we consider

that all observers are especially emphatic about the unusual

intensity of its contagiousness among the coloured races.^

§ 32. One Attack usually gives Pkotection but not

invariably.

Wherever yaws has been observed bitherto, it is especially

during childhood (from the 3rd to the I2tli year) that it has
' L, c, 1870 and 1880. ^ lb. ^ L. c, p. 54.
' Pruuer tliiiiks that the greater development of the papillary processes of the

skin in the coloured races may be ajipUed to explain their predisposition to yaws.
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occurred. But tlio often expressed opinion that having sur-

vived the disease in youth abrogates the predisposition to it

for the rest of life, does not liold good absokitely at all events.

Bajon and Th(jnison had already stated that this removal of

susceptibility to subscfiuent attacks was much the same as in

smallpox : that is to say, it was the rule but there were

exceptions. Fcrrier also speaks of the same person taking
it more than once, and Charlouis^ says :

" I can confidently

vouch for the fact that frambccsia may attack the same person
more than once ; and the truth of that may bo proved not

only by inquiring into the history of cases, but also by inocu-

lation."
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, Button Scurvy of Ireland.

§ 33. Characters of Buiton Scurvy.

A disease of Ireland, very like yaws and known by ilio

colloquial name of button- scurvy, formed tlic subject of a

number of papers between 1823 and 185 1, by Autenrietli,^

by Wallace" (wlio liad named it
"
morula/' owing to the like-

ness of the excrescences on the skin to mulberries), and by

Corrigan,^ Osbrey,-^ Faye/ Patterson/ AVade/ and Kelly .^

Clinical characters.—Having been usually preceded for a longer or

shorter period by an intense itching of the skin, coming on particularly

ut night, the disease is ushered in by an outbreak of small round spots,

wbicli gradually raise themselves above the skin and grow into tumours

in size from a pea to a nut. The colour of these tumours is at first dark

red but becomes paler, the epidermis over them becoming at the same

time thinner and thinner, and finally disajipearing altogether; a granu-

lating surface now protrudes and secretes a serous fiuid, wbich becomes

a dry crust on the summit of the tumour, and is quickly reproduced if it

be taken off. The excrescence is elastic to the feel, and somewhat

l)ainful on pressure; the skin around it shows no kind of morbid alter-

ation. The number of such nodules in the same person varies from one to

fifty, or even more. The favourite seats of the exanthem are the palms
of the hands, and the inner side of the thighs and arms ; more rarely

•the hairy scalp, and sometimes even the scrotum and perinanim, where

it might bo very easily mistaken for condylomata. When the tumours

have lasted some time they begin to shrivel, the scabs fall off, and

disclose a red spot, which shortly assumes the normal colour of the

skin. Only in the event of suppurative disintegration of the tumours,

which seems to be on the whule rare, is there a cicatrix formed in the

skin.

The duration of the malady is usually many months, and it appears

to depend as much upon the long persistence of individual nodules as

upon recurrences. It is only the exhaustion following a very copiously

developed exanthem or one of long persistence that makes button

I •

Untcrsuchungcii iiber die Volkskraukheiteu iu Giossbritanicu u. s. w.,'

Tiibuig., 182.1, 132.
' ' Mod.-Cliir. Transact.,' 1827, xiii, 469.
3 ' Lond. Mei!. luid Surg. Jouni.,' 18.15, -'"b'-

* ' Dubl. .louru. of Med. Sc.,' 1842, July.
5 ' Norsk. Ma^'. for Laegevidcnsk.,' 1842, v, 16.

6 ' Dubl. Med. Press,' 1844, Feb.

1
lb., March. « '

Lancet,' 1851, Sjpt.
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sciTrvy dangerous to tlic liealtli or life ;
in tlie gi-eat majority of case.?

the general well-being appears to have been in no wise affected, and

symptoms of constitutional disturbance were never obsei-vcd. Con-

cerning the anatomical structure of the tumours Wade, Corrigan, and

Kelly agree in saying that they should be considered as hypertrophic

growths of the papilhe of the corium.

The history of this disease is sliroiided in impenetrable

obscurity. When and where it first showed itself in Ireland

is not known ; this much only is certain, that it has been

more rarely seen in recent times than foi^mcrly, and it must

now be quite extinct if we are to judge from the silence of

Irish practitioners about it at the present day. All the

authorities above mentioned agree that the disease is

certainly not of the nature of syphilis, as was formerly

supposed,^ that it has just as little in common with scurvy,^

but that there is discoverable in its typo a striking likeness

to yaws.^
Button scurvy has been observed mostly in the Southern

counties of Ireland, and as a true endemic only in the

interior among the country people. There are no doubts

among the observers as to its contagiousness, whether by
direct means or indirect, more particularly by conveyance of

the tumour-secretions by means of articles of clothing. A
fact stated by Wallace is worth noting in this connexion,

that the majority of the patients treated by him were such as

obtained their livelihood by dealing in old clothes, by laundiy

work, and the like. Kelly observed the disease most frequently
in shepherds who had either been employed among sheep
affected with the scab or had had to do with their w^ool

;
and

he concluded that button scurvy was a communicated animal

disease. Assuming that this observation and the conclusion

' Tlie disease was at one time erroneously mixed up with sibbens, the endemic

syphilis of Scotland.
-
Osbrey says that it is usual in Ireland to speak of clu'onic skin-diseases as

" scorbutic aflections."

3 In consideration of the authorities above quoted, including physicians like

Wallace, Corrigan, and Faye, I do not feel jastitied in taking tlie whole story of

tliis disease for a piece of fancy, or as resting on errors of diagnosis. While one

must admit that the statements about it are remarkable and puzzling to a

degree, yet tbey arc not more remarkable or more puzzling than those abont the

verruga-disease referred to in the next sections, the existence of which, with all

its peculiarities, cannot longer be rationally doubted or called in question.

VOL. II. 8
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drawn from it arc correct, the tliscase of sheep must at all

events have been a peculiar one, inasmuch as the scab exists

notoriously all over the world, and the conveyance of the

scab-mite to man is known to produce quite other effects than

those that have been descril)ed for button scurvy.

77, c Peruvian Warf {Vcri'urja Peruviana).

§ 34. lIlSTOEY AND ClIAKACTKRS OF VERRUGA.

In the history of the conquest of Peru, published in 1543

by Zarate, Chancellor of Lima, there occurs a passage which

may be translated literally as follows :^
" Tin's country, situ-

ated between the tropic and the equator, is very unhealthy ;

the men here suffer from a wai-t or small tumour like a boil,

very malignant and chmgorous, which appears on the face or

other parts of the body, and is more destructive than the small-

pox and almost as disastrous as the plague itself." Farther on

the chronicler states that the Portuguese soldiers were affected

by boils or warts of a very malignant kind, and that notasingle

person in the army escaped them. Another historian cf Peru,

who narrates the campaign of Pizarro's small army, tells us

that of the 700 men composing that force, more than one

fourth died of hasmorrhagcs following gangrenous ulcers of

the skin. Nothing had been heard in subsequent years of

any disease in Peru to which these notices might apply,
until Archibald Smith" in 1842, and after him Tschudi,^

Oriosola,* and Salazar,^ followed in recent years by Dounon,*"'

Fournier,^ Bourse,^ and Tupper,^ published accounts of a very
' Quoted by Dounon, I. c.

* ' Edinb. ^led. auJ Surg. .Tourn.,' 1842, July, 67.
^ ' Arch, fiir iibysiol. Ileilkdo.,' 1845, iv, ,^78, and

' Oostcrr. mod. "Wocbenscbr.,'

1846, 505.
4 ' Gac. med. di Lima,' 1858, April ;

'
l\Icd. Times and Gaz.,' 1858, Sept., 280.

* ' Gac. med. di Lima,' iSdo. (Founded on liis tbesis of 1858.)
^ 'Etude sur la verruga, maladie endi'miqiu? dans les Andes Pcruviennes,'

Par., 1871. (Given also in ' Arcli. dc mod. nav.,* 1871, Oct., 255.)
' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1874, St'pt., 156.
^

lb., 1876, May, 3-;3.

" ' Ueber die Verruca peruviana/ Inaug.-Diss., Berlin, 1877. (Of some interest

for the morbid anatomy only.)
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peculiar disease o£ tlie skin^ occurring endemically within a

very limited district of Peru, wliicli was known by tlie name
of "

tlie wart '^

(verruga). Between tkis and the severe cases

of sickness among the Portuguese troops in the sixteenth

century some connexion, they thought, might exist
; although

it was a noteworthy fact that the verruga is noAV met with in

only a few places on the western slopes of the Peruvian

Andes, being quite unknown in the rest of the country or

found only in an occasional imported case.

CJinical characters.—The outbreak of the disease is preceded for several

weeks ^^y ;i feverish condition, dm'ing which the patient complains of

genenil weakness, want of appetite, headache, giddiness, a cramp-like

feeling of contraction in the gullet (very characteristic), and particu-

larly of exceedingly acute pains in the muscles, bones, and joints.

When the exanthem begins to appear all these troubles remit consider-

ably, and vanish altogether during its further development. The
exanthem comes out in the form ef elevated reddish spots as large as a

lentil or a pea, which grow to tumours of cylindrical or hemispherical
or conical shape the size of a raspberry or filbert up to that of a pigeon's

egg ; the colour becomes more reddish-blue, the consistence being soft

at first (or always if the growth be rapid), but more elastic afterwards

(or from the first if the development be slow), and the surface tender.

As the tumour increases in extent the epidermis becomes thinnei", the

surface of the nodule appears to be cleft like a wart, and blood in larger

or smaller quantity begins to pour from the fissures and cracks, some-

times without any provocation, but more often in consequence of some

pressure or other mechanical irritation, such as lying on an uncomfort-

able bed. These bleedings are often diificult to stop, and they are some-

times so copious that ana3mia quickly eusues. Thenumber of the tumours

is, like their size, very various : sometimes there is only one to be found

on the patient, which may be an ordinary sized wart ; in other cases

the patient's body is covered with hundreds of excrescences of various

sizes. The exanthem is found most often and most abundantly on the

extremities, next to them on the face, on the hairy scalp, and on the

neck, more rarely on the sole of the foot or palm of the hand, and rarest

of all on the skin of the trunk, where Tschudi did not see it once

among the fifty cases observed by him. In many cases warts occur also

en the mucous membranes,—on the conjunctiva, in the mouth, nose,

pharynx, and larynx, and in the vagina ;
in these situations they give

rise to bleeding likewise, and if we may infer from haemorrhages occur-

ring by the mouth and anus in the course of the disease, the mucous
membrane of the stomach and intestine would appear to be also a seat

of the tumoTirs. Whether the morbid product develops in parenchy-
matoiTS organs as well (liver, kidneys) or, as Tschudi alleges, in the

feones, is very doubtful ; post-mortem examinations have been made
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hitherto in only a ftnv cases of iloath from verruga, and the informatii^n

from these is, at all events, not conclusive, the anatomical changes
that have been found in the solid viscera seeming to point rather to

complications with other diseases such as malarial sickness, dysenter}',

and pneumonia.
The duration of the disease, or of the tuuu>urs in their developing

stage, amounts to several months (two to three on an average), unless

death had ensued prematurely either from the disease itself or from

some intercurrent malady at its commenceuicnt or at its height. Tlie

issue of the local proceiss may be a gradual drying and shrivelling of

the tumour until it falls off from the skin (this is particularly the case

with small warts) ;
or it may be purulent disintegration beginning at

the base and leading to an ulceration of the affected area of skin, which

heals slowly and leaves behind it a deep red spot, often lasting for a

long time. The process is the same in the warts of mucous membranes,
which differ from those of the skiu only in being more flattened,

—in

such places as the conjunctiva and surface of the tongue where they
are continually exposed to pressure. The disease is seldom got rid of

altogether, a complete cure occurnng only where the cxanthem is scanty
and the bleeding slight; fm* the most part there remains over some
condition of weakness, due to the anaemia following profuse bleedings-,

or there are nervous troubles, or dropsy, or the like, the patient never

quite recovering under such circumstances. Very profuse haemorrhage
which cannot be checked may cause death suddenly, or death may
sometimes occur at the commencement of the disease with typhoid

symptoms, as Tschudi would appear to have observed. Under the

usual circumstances (of which more in the sequel) the moi-tality from

verruga is from 6 to lo per cent, of the sick.

Morbid anatomy.
—The excrescences, on anatomical examination, are

found to be cavernous vascular tumours (with overgrowth and distension

of the capillaries and veins), whose wide-meshed reticulum contains

at first a small amount of embryonic connective tissue and afterwards

an abundance of fibrillar tissue. This growth of connective tissue-

pi'occeds cither from the papillary layer of the cerium or from its deeper

layers. The retrogi-ession, or drying and shrinking, of the tumour is

preceded by obliteration of the vessels, and the detachment of it which

sometimes occurs through suppuration may Tie referred to the same
cause. Of the state of the internal organs in fatal cases of venniga wo-

have only two notices : one by Salazar of a ease that ended fatally from

dysentery, the other l)y Tuppcr of two cases, in one of which death

ensued fnun pneumonia and in the other from smallpox. But there is

no conclusion to be drawn fi-om these observations as to any morbid
visceral changes belonging to verruga itself.
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§ 35. Endemic Cikcumstances of Verruga.

Verruga occurs exclusively, so far as is known liitlicrto,

among tlie Peruvian Andes, in a few valleys between the

latitudes of 9° and 16° S., and at elevations of from 700 to

2500 metres (2500 to 8000 feet). Its lieadquarters are stated

to be Santa Ulaya (pro v. Huariclii), Matucana and a few

otlier villages in the province of Cocachacra, the valleys
at the foot of the Cerro de Pasco, inhabited by miners,
several valleys in the province of Chiquiang and the

mountainous districts to the south of Lima. Beyond these

limits only imported cases are observed, notably on the

littoral of Pern; Tschudi had never seen it in the Sierra or

on the eastern slope of the Andes, and it is equally unknown
in Chili, Bolivia and New Granada. Under certain circum-

stances, chiefly, it would seem, in consequence of some

considerable concourse of strangers at its endemic centres,

the disease sometimes acquires a sort of epidemic cJtaracter.

Thus, it is stated by Bourse that an epidemic of that kind

developed among the navvies employed in building the so-

called Trans-Andean Railway passing right through the

verruga-region, as well as among the English engineei'S who
directed the work

;
the epidemic was declining at the time

of his arrival at Callao (beginning of 1874), having lasted

for eight months and caused a very considerable mortality

among the foreigners.

All the localities affected by the disease have the same

natural features. They are deep-cleft narrow valleys, whose

sides are formed of bare rock (granite and diorite),and their

bottom of clay covered with luxuriant vegetation and traversed

hy a mountain stream Avhicli may fall in cascades or flow

smoothly. The disease occurs in these valleys just for so far

as they continue to bo narrow and gorge-like ; wherever the

valley widens, it may be not more than a few kilometres from

the verruga-centre, there is not a trace of the disease to be

found. ^

Owing to the conformation of these valleys, the
' T.scliudi mentions tliat it may happen to troops marcliing through that

region to be quartered, some of them in Santa Uhiya, and others iu the village of

San Pedro Mama, only a league (three miles) away ; among the former the

disease has often broken out to a disastrous extent, whereas those in the latter

village have remained quite exempt.
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day tcinperaturu in llitiu is high (maximuiu oi' 95 to 103*^

Fahr.) notwithstanding their elevation, whereas the niglits

arc cold, so much so that a diurnal range of 25° to 35° Fahr.

is not unfre(iuently observed. In contrast to the rainless

coast of Peru, there is here a rainy season (August to

November), although the rainfall is certainly not very copious ;

the dry season lasts from January to June, and in the

transition months (Decemljer and July), violent storms

blow from the Sierra. The population of the verruga- valleys

belong mostly to the Ando-J*eruvian race; they are vei-y

sparsely scattered, misei-able in circumstances and degenerate
in body. Their food consists oH fruits, salted flesh, rice, a few

esculent roots, and eggs ; their drink is spring-water turbid

from the admixture of mineral matters, which is fetched iu

earthen vessels and allowed to stand until the suspendeii
substances subside.

§ 36. Verruga a Disease due to a Si'Eciric Cause.

It is obvious that the proper cause of the vemujcv-disease
is not to be looked for in any one of these conditions, nor iu

all of them taken together. But it has been at the same time

impossible hitherto to discover any other factor which might
be brought even remotely into relation with the pathogenesis-
The disease is undoubtedly specific, although it has nothing
more in common with syphilis, leprosy, yaws and other chronic

infective diseases than the locus ajfedus (Dounon, Fournier,

Bourse). TJmt wo have to deal with some noxious agent

acting generally and producing acute elfccts, may be inferred

from the fact that the disease has been observed in animals

also (dogs, cats, mules, poultry), and that a very short resi-

dence of strangers in one of the disease-centres is sufficient

to start the malady. One of the cases given by Dounon is

that of a missionary who fell ill of verruga after a thirty

days' stay at Matucana ; it has been alleged that it suffices

to acquire the disease merely to travel through the alfected

districts, without delaying in them ; but this Dounon pro-
nounces to be a fable.
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§ 37. Etiology of Verruga.

In verruga, as in many similar cases, it lias been supposed
tliat the cause of the disease might be found in certain inju-

rious properties of the drinlcing water; it is not so much the

water of the mountain streams as of small springs issuing from

the rocks, which has been thought to be capable of inducing
the disease. This is the general belief among the natives,

and it has found a supporter in Tsclmdi, who adduces in its

favour the circumstance that if travellers abstain from drink-

ing the water of these suspected springs,
—the "

aguas de

verrugas,"
—

they escape the disease altogether^ while a single

draught of it is said to suffice for the production of the

malady. All the more recent observers are decidedly

opposed to that view. Apart from the fact that nothing,
either physical or chemical, is discoverable in the suspected
water which could possibly be blamed for causing the disease,

we have the observation of Dounon that ho himself, and his

whole following, drank of the water from these springs despite
the urgent warnings of the natives, without taking any harm ;

whereas, on his questioning those suffering from verruga,

they admitted that they had fallen victims to the disease

notwithstanding their avoidance of the spring-water.

It is not denied on the part of anyone that something spe-

cificallij detrimental underlies the verruga ; but the source

and nature of this injurious influence are enveloped in com-

plete obscurity. Dounon has found nothing in the dejecta
of the sick or in the contents of the tumours, which would

indicate a 'parasitic origin of the disease ; he believes that it

is an affair of a miasma, like the malarial miasm, and that

is also the opinion of Bourse. The spread of verruga hy con-

tagion is absolutely denied by the natives, and also by Smith.

Dounon declines to give a decided opinion on the question,

and Bourse thinks that contagiousness is at least doubtful ;

there is, farther, no unanimity among the observers, as to

whether the predisposition of an individual to infection is

abrogated by having had the disease once. On the other

hand, all authorities agree that, although no race enjoys an

immunity, the whites suffer much more frequently and much
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more severely than tlie Imlians aud negroes. No white

foreigner, says Bourse, who has lived some time in a focus

o£ verruga keeps free from the disease; thus, the whole of

tlu' eugineers who were superiutcudiug the Iniilding of the

Trans-Andeau Railway took verruga, aud at the time of that

authdr's visit to the locality half of them had died of it
;

of

forty sailors who had deserted from a British ship and had

gone to woi'k on the railway, thirty died of verruga in the

course of seven or eight mouths. While the mortality from

it among the dark races amounts to about G per cent., it rises

among the whites to 12—IG per cent., and, when it is pre-
valent as an epidemic, to 40 per cent. When the cxanthem

occurs in the internal organs the issue is nearly always fatal

(94 per cent.).



CHAPTER IV.

ENDEMIC GOITRE AND CRETINISM.

§ 38. Historical IlEfeeences.

Ill the medical writiug-s of antiquity, there are mauy iudi-

catioiis, iu the statcmeuts made about tumours occurriug in

the neck, which may be taken as referring to goitre ; but

there is not a word said of its endemic prevalence. Their

silence is in part explained by the fact that the Greek and

Roman physicians could have had few opportunities of glean-

ing experience in the localities where centres of goitre existed ;

but it is accounted for doubtless in part also by the slight

interest that they took in the study of epidemic and endemic

diseases in general. It may be safely inferred, however, from

the statements of Pliny/ Vitruvius/ Juvenal/ and Ulpiau,*
that there were already endemics of goitre in the Alps in

their times. The first half of the mediaeval period furnishes

no medical account of endemic goitre ; a few references to it

are to be found iu some of the Lives of the Saints (the

disease being regarded in those days as a punislimcnt from

God)'' and it is from that period that we have the stories of

^ '

Hist, natural.,' lib. ix, cap. 37, § 68, ed. Franzius, iv, 409 :

" Gtittur liomiui

tautum et suibus iutumescit, aquarum quae potantur plerumque vitio."

•^ ' De architcctura,' cd. Scliiifidcr, i, 220: " Guttur honiiiii intumescit praB-

sertim apud .Equicolas et MuduUos Alpiuos
"

(prol)ably tlic iuliabitauts of the

Maurievme).
^ '

Satyr.,' 13 :

"
Quis tumidura guttur miratur in Alpibus."

*
'Fragmenta:'

" Tumido gutture praicipue laboraut Alpium incola; propter

aquarum qualitatcin, quibus utuutur."
^ Hinkmar, iu bis account of the life of St. Remi (lib. vlii), states that wheu a

laniine threatened in the country around Uheinis {5th cent.), the saint caused

wiieat to be ground for distribution among the poor; but the Kelts, being pos-

sessed of the devil, burned the mills, whereupon the saint pronounced this

anathema upon them :
" Omnes qui hoc egerunt, et qui do eorum germiue uati
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curing- tlio goitre by touchiug with tlio King's liund.^

]3eloiiging to tlio end of the i3tli century is the account

Ly Marco Vij\o of its prevalence in Yarkaud and other

regions of the Central Asian phiteau. Then, in the 14II1 and

15th ceuturiec, come the first medical references to ende-

mic goitre, by Arnoldus Yillanovanus" for the ])rovince of

Lucca, and by Valescus do Tharanta'^ for the Comte de Foix.

Next we have the account of the disease in the Duchy of

Salzburg by Paracelsus,* who was the first to treat the sub-

ject with thorouglmess on the basis of his own observations ;

he sketched the conditions for the endemic occmTeuce of

goitre in brief but forcible lines, indicating the relation of

goitre to cretinism, aud sui)plying- the first trustworthy
information of anv kind about cretinism itself. A suiuewhat

more copious, but still hardly sufficient wealth of materials

for the study of the history of endemic goitre and cretinism

is provided by the medical writers and the chroniclers

of the 1 0th, 17th, and i8th centuries. Among these were

Miinster" for the Vallais, Styria and the Pyrenees ; Agricola''

for Salzburg, Tyrol and the Val Tullina; Lauge' for

Salzburg, Tyrol, Styria aud the Vallais ; Stumpf^ and

sunt, fiunt viri licrniosi ct fceraiiiae jjutturosa." A similar Ic^icnd is given by
Hubert, in tliu Life of !St. Guclubi; tbe Hishoj) Emebert (jtli cent.) delivei'ed an

anatbema, it is said, upon tlie wicked pei-sons wlio bad despoiled tbe tomb of tbat

saint, tlie curse being tbat tlieir oll'spriny sbould all be cripples (elaudieati) and

tbe women goitrous. Hubert, wbo was Hisbop of Liege at tbe beginning of

the 8th ccntur}', adds :
" Et permanent hodie mulctati."

' See du Laurens,
' De mirab. strum, sanandi vi solis Gallia: regibus divinitus

toncessa,' Par., 1609.
'^ '

lireviar/ lib. ii, cap. iv, 0pp. Basil., 158-;, 1 190 : "Nascitur in gula quan-

doquc passio, qua; boliuui dicitur .... liuut nempe in quibusdam regionibus

forte ex natura aeris vel aquarum in quibus quasi omnes muliercs vel viri sunt

strumosi, sieut est quicJam regio quie est in eomitatu eivitatis Lue;e, quie dicitur

Caripbiana."
3 '

riiilonium,' lib. vii, cap. 3.', Lugd., 1490, fol. 338:
" Jlutium est morbus

proprius ali(|uibus rcgionibus sieut est Savartc in eomitatu Euxi ; et boc est

ratione regiminis, aut ratioue aquarum frigidarum quas bibunt et est morbus

bercditarius."
•• 'De gencrationc stultorum,' 0pp. 8trasb., 1616, ii, 74; and ' \'ou ofleuen

Schiiden,' cap. xix, e. c. iii, 587.
* '

Cosmograpbia univ.,' Basil., 1550, v, 1.

<* ' De re metallica,' Basil., 1^)57, 542.
7 '

Ejiistol. nied.,' Basil., 1554, i, 43.
8 'Cbrouik,' Zur., 1586, 588.
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CarapelP for tlie Rhino valley above the Lake of Constance,

Leo Africauus" for the Atlas, Ortelius'^ for Styria, Siinmler'^

for the Yallais, Eustachius Eudius" for Tyrol, Felix Plater'^

(one of the best writers on cretinism dui'ing that period) for

the Vallais and Cariuthia, Foreest^ for the Val Tellina, De la

Vega^ for Peru, Gaye'"^ for (ruatemala, H6fer^° for Styria,

Tollius^^ for Schemnitz (Hungary) and Styria, Iloffmann^" for

the Harz and for Kronstadt in Transylvania, Mittermayer^'^

for the Pinzgau (Tyrol) and the E.iescugebirge, Keyssler^* for

Savoy, Haller^^ for Aigle (Rhone valley) and the Bernese

Oberlaud, Bourrit^^' for Aosta, Saussure^'^ for Savoy and the

Vallais, Lentin^** for the Harz, Marsdeu^® for Sumatra, and

Lange"" for Kronstadt (Transylvania).

Towards the end of the i8th century there appeared the

first important work on the subject, that of Malacarne^^

based on his observations in the valley of Aosta ; and there-

with the scientific inquiry may be said to have begun. All

that we know of the earlier history of endemic goitre and

cretinism reduces itself to this : that a few centres of the ende-

mic were known to exist, the same that continue, as we shall

find, to be seats of the malady to the present day ;
and that

^
Gubler,

'
Beitr. zur med. Topogr. v. Clmr.,' Tiibing., 1824, 9.

' ' De toMus AfriccG descriptione,' Lugd. Bat., 1632, Pars ii, 420.
' ' Tlieatrum orbis terraruin,' Antw., ^570, 92.
* ' Valesiie et Alpium descriptio,' Ludg. Bat., 1633, lib. i, 19.
* ' De virtutibus et vitiis cordis,' Venet., 1587.
^ 'Prax. med.,' lib. i, cap. 3, Basil., 1C25, 80.

' • Observ. et curat, med.,' lib. x, 242.
8 ' Commentarios reales . . . del origin de los Yncas, &c.,' quoted iu Barton.

9 '

Reisebesclireibung nacb Neu Spauien.' From the Frencb. Leipz., 1693,.

2.38.

10 « Hercules medicus,' 1655,43.
" '

Epistol. iterinar.,' Amstel., 1700, 237, 238.
'^ 'De morbis endemiis,' Hal., 1705, in 0pp., Gcnev., 1748, 203.
'3 'Diss, de strumis ac scrofulis Biisgensiuni,' Erford., 1723.
^^ ' Neueste Reisen durch Deutschland, &c.,' Ilaunov., 1751, 240, 291.
15 *

Opusc. academ.'
1^

'Description des glacieres, &c.' Germ, tr.-insl., Zilricb, 1786, 210.

'7 '

Voyage dans les Alpes,' Neucbat., 1779-96, i, 421, ii, 389, iii, 25,89, iv, 452.
IS '

Memorabilia, &c.,' Gott., 1779, 127.
J9 •

History of the Island of Sumatra,' Loud., 1 783.
^ In Ivichter,

' Chir. Bibl.,' 1785, viii, 500.
-' ' Sui gozzi e sulla stupidlta, &c.,' Tor., 1789, and ' Lettre sur I'etat des

Cretins,' Tur., 1 789. Reprinted iu Frank's ' Delectus opuscl. med.,' vi.
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<3udcmic goitre is proved to have occurred as early as tlie

pre-Clu'istian era. JJut as regards cretinism ])revious to tlie

iGtli ceutury, tlio history is enveloped iu complete obscurity.

§ 39. GeOGKAPUICAL DjSTRIliUTION.

The ijioiinipliical (lislributiou of cmlcmlc r/oilrf; and crvthi-

ism at the present day extends over nearly the whole of the

habitable globe ;
buL goitre, or goitre with cretinism, occurs

everywhere in more or less narrowly circumscribed spots, and

in very marked association with definite conditions of locality.

On European soil, the head-cpiarters are the western and

southern slopes of the Alps of Italy, Switzerland and France,
the eastern continuations of the chain in Austrian territory,

the Pyrenees, the Vosges and the Jura.

Itali/.
—The endemic prevalence and relative frequency of

goitre in Itali/ is shown in a serviceable if ncjt absolutely ex-

haustive manner iu the following table, which I have compiled
from the recruiting-lists published by Sorraaui,^ showing the

men pronounced unfit for service on account of this disease

from 1863 to 1S76.

The number of persons liable to military service, examined during
those thirteen years, amounted to 2,000,000, and of these 42,863, or

20'9 per 1000, were declared to be unlit on account of goitre. The table

shows the proportion exempted for goitre in the respective provinces

per 1000 conscripts.

Tabic of Exemptions from Military Service on account of Goitre in the

various Provinces of Italy.

TtirilDry.
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Territorv.

Lombardia

Picmonte*

Liguria'-

Yeneto-'

Emilia

Umbria .

Mavclie .

Toscana

Roma
Abbmizi o Moliso

Cam pallia

Province.

Como
Croinona
Milaiio .

Pavia
Mantua .

Cmieo
Torino .

Novava .

Alessandria .

Genova .

Porto Maurizio

Bolhmo .

Udine
Vicenza .

Modena .

Reggio Em. .

Bologna
Parma .

Per cent.

Perugia

Massa e Carrara

8o-8

592
48-4
26-2

6-9

ri9-4

109-8

78-1

219
21'2

30-S

3-0
2r/9

17-8

77-6

38-1

20-3

5' 2

140
9"4
6-6

4-2
io"6

187
I'2

2-7

1S7
06
1-9

29

'

Saggio di topogr. med. della prov. ili Brescia,' Brcsc, 1837,1,134; Gulslain,

• Lettrc mod. sur I'ltalie,' Gand, 1840, 1 1 ; Comolli,
' Gaz. mod. Lombard.,' 1848,

^04; Paleari,
' Annal. univ.,' 185 1, Oct. ; Strambio,

' Gaz. mcd. Lombard.,' 1856,

Nr. 22 ; Demortain,
' Gaz. bcbd. de mcd.,' 1859, 683 ; Taccbiui,

' Observ. intorno

al cretinismo, &c.,' Pavia, 1859; Lombroso,
' Ricercbe sul cretinismo in Lom-

bardia,' Milano, 1859; Castiglioui, '11 cretinismo iiello Valtellino,' Mib, 1860;

Lussana, 'Studi di cretinismo in Lombardia,' Mil., i860;
' Rclazlone della com-

niissione per lo studio del cretinismo in Lombardia,' Mil., 1864.

' See : Foderc,
' Essai sur lo goitre ct Ic crctinisme,' Turin, 1 792, Germ. transL

Berb, 1796, 72; Ferraris,
' Giorn. dcllc sc. mcd. di Torino,' 1838, 1840, ii, 370,

vii, 385; Garbiglictti, ib., 1845, Giugno; Dubiiii, 'Gaz. med. di Milano, 1845,

Nr. 33, 1847, '^^- 4^ > Maffoni,
* Atti dell' Accad. med.-cbir. di Torino,' 1846, ii,

^s,^; 'Rapport de la commission crec pour etudicr le cretinisrac,' Turin, 1848;

Grange,
'

Compt. rend.,' 1850,11, 58; Guista,
' Gaz. med. delle Stati Sardi,' 1851,

Nr. 12; Dallcra,
' Giorn. dell' Accad. med.-cbir. di Torino,' 1851, xi

; Biffi,
' Sul

cretinismo nella valle d'Aosta,' 1861.

- Lombroso,
' Ricercbe sixl cretinismo endemico in alcuni puutl dclla Liguria,'

Mil., 1865.
3 Faccn,

' Gaz. mcd. Lombard,' 1S51, Nr. 19, 1869, Nr. 21.
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Territory.
|

Province.
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same regions of Itahj. The number of those liable to the

conscription who have been pronounced unfit for service on

account of cretinism (and idiocy) amounts to icy per looo

in Aosta, 5*9 in Sondrio, 5*4 in Brescia, and 4*5 in Cliiari ;

nnd it is again the above-mentioned Alpine valleys of Pied-

mont, Lombardy and Venotia that have the largest number
of cases. We also meet with centres of goitre and cretinism,

of moderate extent, on the noi-thern slopes of the Apennine
in Piedmont, Liguria and the yEmilia, as well as in a few

localities of Umbria and the Abruzzi,i and at some points in

the Terra di Lavoro." In the rest of Central and Southern

Italy, the two diseases, and especially cretinism, are far from

reaching the importance that they have in the three former

regions. In Sicily and Sardinia they do not occur

ondemically at all, so far as I can judge from the information

before me.

According to the retui'ns (very incomplete) collected by the Sardinian

Commission in 1S45-46, of the diffusion of cretinism in the quondam
Kingdom of Sai-dinia, the number of cretins per 1000 of the population
reached the enormous figure of 27*9 in the disti'iet of Aosta, 2'2 per
1000 in Cuneo, 2*5 in Ivrea (Turin), and 2'i in Saluzzo. For Lombardy,
the number of cretins in 1859 was estimated by Lombroso at 5000, or

17 per 1000 inhabitants, the provinces of Brescia, Sondrio (Yal Tellina),

Como and Cremona being most severely affected.

France.—Directly connected with the severe centres of

goitre and cretinism in Piedmont is the endemic prevalence of

both diseases in the Alpine Departments of France. I take

the following data on the distrihution of goitre and cretinism in

France from the official report of the Commission of Inquiry
drawn up by Baillarger.^

The total number of goitrous persons in France above the age of 20,

amounted to 370,403 ; tbe number of cretins and idiots to aboiit 120,000.

Taking the pox)ulation of the country to be 36,000,000, the proportion
of goitre per 1000 was io"4, and of cretinism and idiocy 3-3. The

following table shows the proportion of the goitrous per 1000 inhabi-

tants in the several departments.

^
Guislairi, 1. c.

- de Renzl, 'Topogr. e stat. mccl. dclla citta di Napoli, Ac'^ap., 1845 ; Costa,

'Esculapio,' 1840, i, Nr. 6.

3 '

Rapport de la commission d'cnquete sur le goitre ct le crotinismo en France,'

Paris, 1873.
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Jahic of Goitre in the several Bcparlmcnts of France jier looo inhabitants.
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Of the relative amount of cretinism in tlie several French

•departments, these returns afford a less certain measure,
inasmuch as the data include both cretinism and idiocy.

The head quarters, however, of that malady are the depart-
ments of Hautes-Alpes and Savoie, with 22 and 16 per 1000

respectively; next to them, as regards frequency of the dis-

ease (from 4 to 6 per 1000) come the Basses-Alpes, Hautes-

Pyrenees, Haute- Savoie, Isere, Ardccho, Drome, Alpes-Mari-

times, Arricge, and llaute-Garonne
;
and there ai-e further a

few minor centres of cretinism in Aveyron, Lot, Haute-Loire,

Vosges, Puy-de-D6me, Pyrenees Orientales, Oise, Aisne,

Meurthe, and Uaute-Marue.

Comparing the amount of goitre and of cretinism in the

several departments, it will be seen that the frequency of

goitre is by no means a measure of the frequency of cretinism
;

it is only in the departments of Savoy and the High Alps,
which are among the worst centres of goitre, that we find at

the same time the worst centres of cretinism ; whereas in the

Jura, which takes one of the highest places for goitre, cretinism

is met with to a very slight extent (2'5 per 1000, including

idiots).^

In the department of >Saroy the head -quarters of cretinism

(and goitre) are the valleys of the Maurieune and Tarentaise,

with 22*7 and i4"5 cretins per 1000 inhabitants respectively.^

In the Hautes-Pijr^nees, both diseases are most widely spread
in the valleys of Luchon, Bigorre and Lavedan.^ The pre-
valence of goitre is very remarkable in the hilly country of

the Aisne, especially in the communes of Fouconcourt and

Suzy, while the amount of cretinism is at the same time very
small.'* In the department of the Rhone, both diseases are

prevalent, particularly in the mountainous parts (St. Laurent

and Beaujeu); in the arrondissements of Lyon and Villefranche

the number of goitrous persons (in 185 1) was i"5 and 2*4

^
Momiier, 'Annul, du Java,' 1853; Moretiu,

'

Etiulogie du goitre,' Par.,

1854.
"
'Rapport de la comniissiou Sardaignc,' 124; Grange,

' Gaz. med. de Paris,'

1848, S20.

* See: Bouliuiere,
'
Itiucr. descripfc. des Haiitcs-Pyrenees franr.,' Par., 1825,

ii, 197; Marihant,
' Obsei v. . . a I'etude dcs causes du cretinisme,' Par., 1S42 ;

Garrigoii,
' Bull, de I'acad. de med.,' 1868, xx.viii, 715.

*
Maliue,

' Gaz. des hopit.,' 1852,546.

VOL. II. 9.
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per loooinliabitants, and of cretins 0*4 and i*o per rooo.^ In

tlio Pny-de-D(ime it is the soutliern valleys of tlie Upper
Auvergnc that form tlio chief seats of goitre and cretinism ;" in

the Oise, it is particularly the Nyonnais (ari'ond. Compiegne)
that suffers from endemic goitre f for the Haute-Mame there

arc definite accounts of goitre only for Bussieres ;* the Nievre

has goitre endemic but is free from cretinism
•J'

in the Seine-

inferieure, goitre occurs only in the arruudissement of Rouen,

being confined to twenty-five villages on the banks of the

Seine between Pont d'Arche and Duel air, and in only one

family among them Avere cretins found.*'

Like France, Sjpain has goitre and cretinism widely pre-
valent and in considerable frequency, among the valleys of

the southern slope of the Pyrenees. The worst localities are

the valley of the Aran, and the valleys from Cardous to

Iiibeira, corresponding to the department of Haute-Garonne
on the other side ; next to these come Lladore and Ladrons
and the valleys of Paillas, d'Estaon, Cinca and Essera. There
are also considerable endemic spots of goitre and cretinism

in the valleys of the Cautabrian mountains (Asturias and

Galicia) ,
in the valleys of the Sierra Morena and Sierra Nevada

(New Castile and Estremadura), and in the frontier district

between Estremadura and the Portugese province of Alemtejo,
in which latter both diseases are likewise indigenous.'^

Cretinism in Sivitzerland.—The following data will serve

to show the distribution of cretinism in Switzerland.^ In

' Marmy et Quesnois,
'

Topogr. ct statist. mcJ. du Depart, du Ehone, &c.,'

Lyon, 1866, 10.^.
^
Brieude,

' Hist, de la soc. dc nied. de Paris,' v, Mem., 31.^; iliral-Jeudj',
• Journ. hebd. de mod.,' 18.51, May ; Saint-Lager, 1. c, 49.

3
Guilbert, '£tude sur Ics eaux potables . . . du Nyonnais, &c.,' Par., 1857.

*
Lacordairc,

' Prec. anal, du trav. de la Soc. dc med. de Dijon,' 1842, 12S.

*
Gaudin,

' Du goitre endcuiiquc,' Moutp., 1869.
*

A'ingtriuier,
' Du goitre cndemique dans Ic depart, dc la Seine-infer., &c.*

Eouen, 1854.
' See Thiery,

' Observ. de pliys. et dc med. de I'Espagne,' Par., 1791, ii,

117; Saint-Lager, 'Etudes sur les causes du cictinisme, &c.,' Par., 1867, 371.
8 For goitre and cretinism in Switzerland, see : Ackermann,

' Ueber die Cretinen

u. s. w.,' Gotlia, 1790; Troxlpr,
' Der Cretinismusund seine Formen, &c.,' Ziiricb,

1S36; Demme, ' Ueber endemischen Cretinisnnis,' Bern, 1840; ^royer-Abrens,

in ' Haser's Arcb. fiir die gcs. Med.,' 1S45, vii, 357, and in
' Koscb's Zeitscbr.

liber den Cretiuismus,' 1852, iii, i; Gosse,
' De I'etiologie du goitre ct du

crelinismc,' Geneve, 1853.
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1868 an enumeration gave 3431 cretins in a population of

about 2,000^000, or ry per 1000 -^ of these one-seventh

occurred in the Vallais. Tlic condition is not more than

sporadic or moderately common in the cantons of St. Gall,"

Unterwaldcii (excepting a small spot of cretinism in the

commune of Hergiswyl at the foot of Mount Pilatus), Scltaf-

liausen, Zurich (excepting the district of Meilen and therein

particularly Oetweil and tStiiifa), Thimjau, Freihuvfj (69 cretins

and idiots in 1878 in a pojralation of some iio^ooo, the

district of Broye having 18, Glane 16, and Greyerz 14)^^ and

Geneva. The following is a list of the cantons with endemic

cretinism, showing the proportion of cretins per 1000 in-

habitants :

Uri .
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Principal seats of cretinism in Appenzell are the communes
of Grubj Rehtobel, Route, Walzenhausen and Heideu

;
in

Glarus, the Linthtlial, Sernfthal and Krauchthal (especially

the localities of Kngi, Matt, Elm, and Betschwaud) ;
iu

Basel the commune of Kleinhiiningen^ ; in Vaud the Rhone

valley (especially about Aigle and in Boisnoir), the upland

valleys of the districts of Chateau d'Oex and Ormonds (Sepay,
Rossinicre and Rougemont), and the valley of Broye (districts

of Mondon and Payerne).' In the Canton of Aaryau, the

disease is most prevalent in Aarau and Lenzburg in the

Aarthal, and near the confluence of the Reuss and Limmath

(iVlteuburg, Windisch, Reuss, Gebensdorf and Vogelsang).^
In the Canton of Lucerne, mostly in the districts of Zursee,

Willisau and Entlebuch (notably iu Romoos). The cretins

in the Canton of Ticino in 1855 were distributed as follows :

5 I iu the district of Bellinzona, 33 in Riviera, 30 in Lugano,
and 49 in the remaining districts.

At every place in Switzerland where endemic cretinism is

met with, there is also a considerable amount of endemic (joitre;

but goitre is endemic at many places in Switzerland besides

these, notably in the Prlittigau and Puschlav (Grisons), in the

parts of St. Gall bordering the lakes, in the Canton of

Scliaffhausen, and in Geneva.*

The centres of disease in the Grisons and in Lombardy
join on to an endemic area of goitre and cretinism iu the

Alpine pjrovinces of Austria.^ In the Tyrol^ we meet with

both diseases chiefly in the Innthal and in the Vintschgau ; in

the Duchy of Sahhurg,'' at a few points in the Salzachthal

Zt^.,' 1854, Xr. 7, and 'Arch, der deutscli. Gescllsch. fiir Psycliiatiio,' 1859,

i, 13-
'

Erlenmeyer,
'

Arch.,' 1. c. Ou the Baselh.ud, with about 4000 inhabitants,

there are 28 cretins; in Basel town, with 24,000 inhabitants, 64 cretins, of whom

24 are in Kleinliiiningen alone (with 465 inhabitants). In tlie Canton of Basel

cretinism is also on the decrease.
'^

Lebert, 'Arch, fiir physiol. Heilkde.,' 1848, vii, 516; Account in '

Schweiz.

Zeitsehr. fiir Med.,' 1852, 365.
2
Zschokke,

' Annal. der Staatsarzneikde.,' v, 537; Michaelis,
' Skizze der

Vorbreitung des Cretinisnius im Aargau,' Aarau, 1843.
*
Coindet,

' Annal. de Chimie ct de jihys.,' xv, 49.

.' Skoda,
' Kefcrat iiber dfii Inhalt der Berichte, welche iiber den Cretinism;.s

in der oster. Monarchie eingelangt sind,' Wieu, 1861.
'' See (iauticri and Mitterniayer, II. cc.

^
Michaelis iu Blumenbach's ' Med. Bibl.,' 1789, iii, 640; Wenzel,

' Uebcr deii
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near Salzburg^ at Hallein and Golling and as fai' up as

Werfen, thence laterally to Radstadt and along the Salzach

towards St. Joliaun/ then in the Pongau valley (on the

southern slopes of the Tannen-Gebirge)^ in Lungau and in the

Pinzgan-Thal (at Niedersill, Mittersill and particularly at

Brambcrg). The goitrous districts iu Gross-Arlthal and the

Gastein valley are free from cretinism. In Tipper Austria~

the chief seats of both maladies are the banks of the Danube
and the Traun : in the Danube valley, the villages of

Engelhartszell, Strudin, St. Nikola, Steyeregg, Sarmingstein ;

in the Traun circuit, the shores of the lake, the low grounds
of the Enns and Traun (Steyer, Losenstein, Garto, Enns), and

the marshy Kremsthal. In Loiver Austria^ also, goitre and

cretinism occur mostly in the valley of the Danube (villages

of Gross-Pochlarn, Seisenstein, Krumm-Nussbaum, Worth
and Grading), and, next to it, in the valley of the Leitha,

particularly in the district of Sebenstein. Both diseases are

prevalent very considerably in Styria and Carinthia, in the

latter to such an extent that about 9 per 1000 of the popu-
lation are cretins, the province being unable to send a full

contingent of troops proportionate to its population.^ In

Styria,^ the cretins are 7 per 1000, the worst seats of the

malady being the circle of Judenburg (especially the Ennsthal

and Peltenthal) with 21 '3 per 1000, and the circle of Bruck

(especially the districts of Pernegg and Marzzuschlag) with

i5"4 per 1000, while the circles of Marburg, Gratz and Cilli

are less severely affected, the two latter having respectively

Cretinismus,' Wien, 1S02 ; Sfcreinz, in ' Oest. med. Jahrbb.,' 1829, Nste. F., i, 45 ;

Kuoiz, ib., 86, 146; Kirchner, ib., 1835, ix, 395; Hofer,
' Wiirttemb. med. Cor-

respoudenzbl.,' 1838, viii, 161 ; Mafi'ei,
' Der Cretinismus in den norischen Alpen,'

Erlung., 1844; Klebs,
' Studien iiber die Verbreitung des Cretinismus in Oestor-

reich, u. s. w./ Prag., 1877.
1 In St. .Tohauu and two adjoining villages, with a total of 1557 inhabitants,

there are 91 cretins, or 58*4 per 1000 of the population.
^
Gugger,

' Oester. med. Jahrbb.,' Nst. F., 1839, xix, 85 ; Ozlberger, ib., 1840,

xxiv, 265; Schaussberger,
' Oester. med. Wochenschr.,' 1842, 1091.

^
Schaussberger, 1. c. ; Knolz,

' Oester. med. Jahrbb.,' 1846, iv, 228,
'' Fradeneck,

'
Zeitschr. der Wien. Aerzte,' 1844,!, 440.

^ V. Ve.st,
'

Salzb. med.-chir. Ztg.,' 1831, Nr. 46, ii, 337; Waser, 'Oest. med.

Jahrbb.,' 1836, Nste. F., xi, 349; Welglein, ib., 1842, i, 278; Pilz, ib., 1848, i,

357, iii, 80, and 'Oest. med. Woehenschr.,' 1846, 293; Tengler,
* Wien. med.

Wochenschr.,' 1857, Nr. 11; Kostl, 'Der endemische Cretinismus, u. s. \v.,

Wieu, 1855.
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2*9 and 2*0 per 1000. The valley of the Dravc is absolutely
free from gditrcaiul crotinisiii, and that is true also of the

Duchy of Carniola.^ Again, the diseases do not occur endenii-

cally in tlie Alpine region of the South Slavonic provinces of

Austria (Croatia and Dalniatia), or, in other words, on the

eastern spurs of the Carnic and Julian Alps," small centres

of goitre being found at only two villages in the frontier

district of Warasdin.^

A second centre of goitre (here and there also of cretinism),

but far inferior in extent to those of the Alpine countries,

is met Avith in the slojys and vaUct/s' of the Garpnfhians, as, for

instance, in a few mountainous districts of Wallachia and

Moldavia,^ where cretinism, however, is for the most part

merely sporadic. The diseases are endemic in Tnin.'^ylvania

in the circles of lEermannstadt, Kronstadt^ and Bistritz

(district of Kodna"), as well as at a foAV localities in the

Military Frontier (Banat), such as Orsowa, where goitre alone

occurs, and in the mountainous parts of Buhoioina^ where

cretinism is endemic at only one village in the southern

divison of the country. For 11angary,^ we have accounts of

endemic goitre from the administrative department of

Grosswardein (valleys of the Ktiros and Temes) ; from the

counties of Marmaros, Heves (around Erlau, Bodony and

other places), Zips, Gomor, Honth (Schemnitz), Bars (Krem-

nitz), and Neutra (Altgebirg, Herrengrund, Utmannsdorf) on

the right bank of the Dannbe
; from the counties of Pesth,

Raab and Wieselburg ; from the mountainous districts of

Western Hungary, the eastern spurs of the Norican Alps, the

Bakonyan Forest, the county of Fiscnbnrg, and the valleys

' Fradencck, 1. c.

* Lamb!,
'

Zeitschr. dcr Wien. Acrzto,' 1853, ii, 58.
^

Miiller,
' Oest. mod. Jalirbh.,' 184.^, iv, 343.

'' Dobrourawow, ia ' Ilcckcr's Aiiiial. dcr f;;cs. Ileilkdc.,' 1835, xxsi, 341 ;

Barascb, 'Wien. iiicd. Wochensclir.,' 1S54, Nr. 52; Chauipouillon, 'Mem. dc

med. mint.,' iS68, ^Muis, 191.
^
Me^r,

' Wocliciibl. dor Zuitsclir. dcr Wien. Aerztc,* 1861, Nr. 46, 370.
''

jVIiillcr, 'Otsl. iiii'd. Jabrbb.,' 1S43, iv, 344.
"> Mayer, 'Diss, do strumis, &c.,' Ilannov., 1817; Ilanipeis, 'Oest. med.

Jabrbb.,' 1846, iil, 109.
8

Zipser,
'

Ma<^. fiir Pbarmacie,' 1826, Feb., 179 ; Lant/,
' Oost. med. Jabrbb.,'

1846, ii, 3S4; (Jlatter, in ' W^ocbcnbl. zur Zeitschr. der Gcscllscb. der Wiener

Aerzte,' 1870, Nr. 38; Saint-La<.jer,
'

Ktudes,' ,-,'ji).
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of tlie Danube and Drave within the county of Baranya.

Throughout Hungary, cretinism appears to be mostly sporadic.

The endemic occurrence of goitre in Galizia, on the northern

slope of the Carpathians, is reported by Rohrer,^ for the

circle of Wadowice (in the Mittelgcbii'g, from Zywiec and

Slemin through Makow and Jordanow to the villages south

of Myslovice). Kazubowsky" adds to this the statement that

the focus of disease has its commencement as far off as

Drognila ; that the malady is more fi'equently met with the

farther one penetrates into the mountains, as at Myslonice,

Stroza, Pcim, Kaszina, and Lubuia, decreasing as an endemic

towards the central Carpathian chain and disappearing

altogether around Neumarkt ; and that, in all these

localities, cretinism is indigenous along with goitre.

On the plateau of Southern Germany there existed in the

earlier half of this century, a considerable centre of cretinism

in Lower and Middle Franconia (Bavaria),^ bounded by the

Spessart, the Rhongebirg, the Steigerwald and the Hassberg ;

but, in recent times, it has diminished materially, being now
limited in Central Franconia to Iphofen, a village where it

was always most intense, and to the villages of Einersheim,

Etzelheim and Hellmitzheim, and, in Lower Franconia, to a

few villages around Windsheim and Uffenheim, and to the

districts of Kitzingen and Gerolzhofen. Of goitre, there are

still considerable centres in Upper Bavaria, in the side valleys

of the Inn (near Rosenheim), of the Alz (at Trostberg), of

the Salzach (at Burghausen and Titmoning), the Traun,

Vilz, Isar, Lech, Iller and Wertach ; but there is no definite

information as to the extent of these endemics.

In Wurtembcrg, goitre and cretinism have attained a much,

wider diffusion than in Bavaria, although here also there has

been a material diminution (of cretinism) in recent years.

' 'Oest. med. Jahrbb..' 1845, iii, 353.
=*

lb., 1843. iii. 248, 376.
^ See Sensburg, 'Der Cretinismus im Untermain- und Kezatkreise, &c.,'

Wiirzb., 1825; Eoseuthal,
' Ueber den Cretinismus, u. s. w.,' Munch., 1839 ;

Hoffmann,
'

Einiges iiber den Cretinismus, &c.,' Wiirzb., 1841 ; Stabl, 'Ver-

handl. der Leopold. Akad.,' xxi, p. i, 329 ; Vogt,
' Wiirz. phys.-med. Verhandl,,'

1856, vi, 431, 1858, is, Sitzungsber. viii ; Vircbow,
' Gesammelte Abhandl.,'

Erankf. a/M., 1856, 891; Majer,
'

Btiyr. tlrztl. Intelligenzbl.,' i860, Nr. 2,46;

Rudel, ib., 1882, Nr. i ff.
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According to tlio special .iccouuts before me from tlint IviiiL^-

dom/ wliicli do i.dt certainly go fartluT liack tlinii the middle

of the present century, tlie number of cretins in the ciiclos of

the Jaxt, Neckar and ]31ack Forest, amounted to 3'S ])ev

1000 of the population; in the circle of the l);iiiubo, again,

cretinism occurs oidy in the village of Langenargcn, situated

on an absolute level by the Lake of Constance, while goitre

exists to a slight extent in a few valleys of that circle (at

Blaubeureu and in the valley of the Ach)." The centres of

cretinism in the Jaxt circle join on to the abovo-mcntiont'd

endemic in Lower Franconin, and include an iiii])(irt:Lnt one

in the Tauberthal (IMergeutheim), as well as considerable

spots at Gerabronn, Crailsheim and Ellwangcn in the Jaxtthal,.

at Schorndorf in the lower Eemsthal, and at (I'^liringen,

Kiinzelsau, Gaildorf and Hall, Avhich arc respectively in the

Koththal, Kocherthal and lUihlerthal. In the districts

belonging to the Swabian Alp (Aalen, Neresheim and lleiden-

heim) the disease occurs only to a limited extent in a few

valleys. Goitre is everywhere more or less prevalent where

cretinism is, and to such a degree in the department of

Hall that, out of looo conscripts, 154 were discharged as

unfit for service on account of goitre. In the circle of the

Neckar, goitre and cretinism have their head-quarters in the

Remsthal and at Waibliugen in the AVieslaufthal opening
into it; next in order come the various valleys within the

communes of Vaihingen, llaulbronn, Brackenhuim, Marbach,.

Backnang and Weinsborg, together with the valley of the

Enz
; whereas in the valley of the Neckar itself, where goitre

is endemic and, in some places, very common, cretinism is.

for the most part found only in sporadic cases, biit in occa-

sional villages to a more considerable extent. In the cii'clc

of the Black Forest, goitre and cretinism occur mostly in the

1 Sec Ricdle, 'Beitr. zur nicd. Statistik Wuittembcri,'s,' Tiib., 1S34;

Plieninger,
'

liesdireibung voij Slu(i;:;:ut, Ac.,' Stiittg., 1834, 115; ]\Ifiiiminger,
*

Beschruibung des Ktinigreicbs Wiirltcuiberg,' ix ; Keriior,
'

Wiirttcinbirg.

med. Corrcspondenzbl.,' 1839, ix, 202 ; llofer, ib., 275; Diiir., ib., 1840, x, 25 ;

EiJsch,
'

Uiitersucbungcn iiber dcii Crctinismus in Wiirtteiuberg,' Erb.mg., 1844;.

Faber,
'

Wiirttemberg. mod. Correspoudenzbl.,' 1858, 220 iV. ; Ludwii,'. ib.,

1868, 159.
^
Erlcumayer,

' rreuss. mod. Ycreins-Ztg.,' 1854, Nr. 7,52; Yoctscb,
' Wurt-

temberg. uied. Corrcspoudou/.bl.,' iSOO, Nr. 22, 327.
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communes of liottwcil, Oberudorf, Snlz and Froudenstadt ;

next to thcso^ in the Nagoldtlial and its side valleys^ move

rarely and at more circumscribed spots in tlio valleys of tlio

Neckar and Ammer (in Horb, E,ottenburg-, Tiibingcn, and

Herrenberg). At the highest points of the Black Forest,

neither of the diseases occurs at all. In Sigmaringen, they
are both found endemic in a side valley of the Neckar, on th&

northern slope of the Alp.^
The extent of cretinism in Baden is known to us very

imperfectly ; certainly there is no reliance to be placed upon
the statement" that there were only 490 cretins in 1849 (in

See-krois 54, in Mittelrhein-kreis 24, in Oberrhein-kreis 129,
and in Unterrhein-kreis 223) ;

for 260 cretins were counted'^'

in the comnuine of Neustadt alone (See-kreis), and in Ncu-
denau on the Jaxt (Unterrhein-kreis) they amount to 20 per
1000 of the population.'* The more particular accounts relate

to endemic cretinism in Paradies (suburb of Constance),

Hornberg, Lorrach and Siickingen (Oberrhein-kreis), to the

commune of Offenburg (Elgerswegen on the Kiuzig, and

Ebersweiher), and to the village of CEschelbronn on the right
bank of the Fnz (Mittelrhein-kreis) ; further, to Wiesloch,,

Mosbach, Neckargemlind, Noudonau, the village of Jlosenberg
in the commune of Adelsheim (Unterrhein-kreis), Hammer-
eisenbach (commune Neustadt, See-kreis), and to a few valley s-

of the Black Forest.

Weber's^ results, collected from the Baden recruiting-lists,

from 1 849 to 1855, afford us a moderately safe means of esti-

mating the amount of goitre in that country. According to

these, the number of persons declared to be unfit for service

because of goitre was, for the whole country, 39 per 1000 of

those examined. The cases grouped themselves, according
to locality, as follows :

I. From communes situated altogether iu tlie pliiiu . i/'i per 1000..

II. From communes on the plateau .... 3r4 „

III. From communes in hilly districts .... 30"8 „

'

Heyfekler, in Schmidt's ' Jahrb. der Med.,' 1837, xvi, 90.
-
Eik'nuieyer, 1. c, and ' Arcli. der deutsch. Gescllsch. fur Psychiatr.,' 1S59,.

i, 14.
^ Kosskuecht,

' Mittheil. des bad. iirztl. Vcreins,' 1854, 25.
* Guerdau, 'Annal. der Stuatsarzneikdc,' xi, 599.
* 'Mittheil. dcs bad. iirztl. Yereins,' 1857, 27.
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IV. From comiuuncs on tlie plain, but sarrouiulcd by
more or less lulty luuuuluius

V. Fi'om the lower moimtiiin communes
VI. From the liii^b mouutaiu coiinmuK.'s

The largest number of goitrous cases (from r;
to lo per cent, of the

men inspected) came from t]i<3 fullowlng coiniuunes:

440
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of Metz. According to tlic official returns publisliecl ])y

Baillargor/ in every looo conscripts there were discharged
as unfit for service by reason of goitre or cretinism, as

follows :

Depart. Haut-Rliin, 33 per 1000 for goitre, 27 for ci'etinism.

Bas-Rhin, lO'S ,, „ 2*7 „

Moselle, 30-5 „ „ 3-8 „

In the Palatinate there are minor centres of goitre and

cretinism at Rlieinzabern (14 cretins among a population of

2130)^ at the village of Glanmiihlenbacli in the Glantlial, at

Hagenbach (13 cretins in a population of 1269) and Ncuburg

(18 cretins among 1700 inhabitants), both of these in the

Canton of Kaudel, and at Edigheim (8 cretins among 600

inhabitants).^ Cretinism and goitre are found somewhat

frequently at other parts of the country besides these, parti-

cularly Landau,^ but not in the form of a true endemic

malady.
In the Grand Duchy of Hesse there are a few centres of

both diseases in the valley of the Neckar, in the valleys

of the Odenwald and in Vogelsberg ; according to the official

returns made in 1854, there were 151 cretins and idiots in

the whole country, of whom 14 belonged to the province of

Rhenish Hesse, 25 to Upper Hesse, and 112 to Starenburg.

These data, however, are quite unreliable. Far from trust-

worthy, also, is the enumeration of cretins made the same

year in RhenisJi Prussia. The subsequent inquiries of Erlen-

meyer^have shown, as a general result—that goitre is extremely
rare in the departments of Cologne and Aix-la-Chapellc ;

rather more common in the department of Diisseldorf, but

still merely sporadic ; properly endemic in the department of

Treves (where there is even a small spot of cretinism at the

village of Eusshiitte in the circle of Saarbrlicken) ;
while the

department of Coblenz; forms the head-quarters of both dis-

eases. In that department, goitre is mostly indigenous in

the circles of Zell, Kochem, St. Gear, Mayen, Ahrweiler,

^ Vide s«/>r«, p. 128.
2
Erlennieyer, 'Arch.,' 20; Herberger, in

' Wiirz. pliys.-med. Verhandl., 1852,

ii, 270 ; Hermann,
'
Bliittcr fur gericlitl. Med.,' 1882, 128.

s
Pauli, 'Med. Statist, dor Stadt Landau,' Land., 1831, 176.

• * Arcliiv ftir Psychiatrie,' 1858,!, 97.
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NcuAviccl mill (\>])]cw/., .'ill cf tlicm riparlnn. Tlio luunbcr

of cretins (estimated by Erlonineyer ;it loooi'or tliu whole of

E-licnisli Prussia) ainouuts in the department of Coblenz to

iG8 (under twenty years) ; of these 104 occur in the circle of

Coblenz itself, chieHy at the villacfc of !Metternich (munici-

pality of Basscnhoini), and on the Rhine island of Nicdorworth

(municipality dl' \';ilK'ndar), where there are 56 cretins in a

population of about 800.

\\ hen we come to Central and Northern Germany, cretin-

ism disappears iilmost entirely as an endemic malady. Of

endemic <^oitro there arc considerable centres in the depart-
ment of ]Vu'.'<Jiailf'ii—in certain valleys of the Rhine, Main,

Lahn, Dille, and Aar, as well as on the slopes of the Tauuus

and the AVesterwald.^ In the rccruitintx returns from the

quondam Arch-Duchy of Nassau for the years 1831-40, the

number of those pronounced unfit from the respective districts

was as follows per 1000 examined :

Braubacli
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a number of upland villages in tlie Eisenach country to Muns-

bacli (Gotha)j Sonueberg-, and Grilfentlial, to Hildburgliausen

and other places in Saxe-Meningon, to llulila, and to many-
localities in tlie valley of tlio Saal^ and from Rudolstadt to

Jena and as far down as Dornbcrg.^
A quite isolated little spot of goitre and cretinism is met

witli at the village of Anraff situated in a deep-cleft valley

of the principality of Waldcclc." But in the Ilarz^ goitre

reaches a considerable diffusionj although the cretinism that

used to exist there appears to have now quite disappeared.*

Also in the high valleys of the Erzgchirge, both on the north-

ern or Saxon side (Annaberg, Schweizerberg, Schneeberg,
and the foot-hills in Tarant^ the Muldethal, and around Frei-

berg)/ and on the southern or Bohemian side
; as well as in

the valleys of the Sudctic Mountains,'^ equally among their

northern or Silesian spurs and their southern or Bohemian.^

In all these regions last mentioned, cretinism occurs only

sporadically. The plain of North Germany and of the Nether-

lands is quite free from endemics both of cretinism and of

goitre.
^ Sec Wittieli, in '

Baldinger's N. Map:.,' 1785, vii, 114; Lodcr,
' Obsevv.

quiied. circa strumani,' Jen., 1796; II off,
' Dor Thuringer Wuld '

; Tliieme,
' Dcr CretinismuB,' Weimar, 1842; Sclnvalbe,

'

Correspondenzbl. des Tiiiiringer

iii-ztl. Vereins,' 1880, Nr. 5.

*
Robrig,

' Die med.-geogr. Vci-biiltiiissc iiu Fiirstentbum Waldeck,' Gott.,

1857,6.
^ Micbaelis, Lcntin, 11. cc. ; Eaumgarten,

' Ilannov. Annul, fiir die ges.

Heilkde.,' 1837, ii, 90.
*
Ipbofen bad pi'cviously called attention to tbis. ITow nincb foundation tbei-e

may be for Blum's statement ('
Hannov. nied. Correspondenzbl.,' 185.^, No. 20,

p. 153) as to tbe occurrence of cretinism in tbe mining town of Lautentbal, I am
unable to say. Heise's account (ib., 1850, No. 17) of a centre of cretinism

existing in tlic district of Hoya (department of Hanovei') is clearly based upon
ail error of diagnosis.

5
Ipbofen, Tbiemc, 11. cc. ; Neubof,

' Dresdn. Zeitsclir. fiir Heilkde,' 1827, v,

^^() ; Petrcnz, in ' Clarus and Radius' wijcbentl. Beitr. zur Klinik,' 1833, i, 227 ;

Trautzscb, ib., 1834, iii, 346; Mcyci*, 'Med. Topogr. von Dresden,' Stollb., 1840,

256.
^

Lorinser,
' Preuss. mcd. Vcreins-Ztg.,' 1833, Nr. 12; Hancke, in 'Hufel.

Journ.,' 1838, Ixxxvi, Heft 5, 77; Preuss, 'Die klimatiscbeu Verbiiltnisse des

Warmbruuner Thales u. s. w.,' Brcsl., 1843.
7 For tlie distribution of goitre in tlie mountainous districts of Boliemia see:

Strcinz,
' Oest. mcd. Jalirbb.,' 1832, Nst. F., ii, 197, ^^(\ 343, 1834, vii, \() ;

Cartellicri, ib , 1843, ii, 354; Klebs,
'

Allgeui. Wieu. mcd. Ztg.,' 1876, Nr.

32-34-
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In Bchjiani g;oitro is found endemically in a few of tlie

southern districts (Condi'oz, les Fagnes, TArdonne, la Fam-
cnne, Luxemburg) ;

it is rare in tlio coast districts and in

localities on a sandy formation, Avitli the exception of a few

villages in the southern division of East Flanders
; while in

the district of the "
polders/' it docs not occur at all. Of

cretinism not more than 74 cases have been enumerated in

Belgium.^
The amount of goitre in England is comparatively largc^

and it seems that there is more of it in the southern and
midland counties than in the northern and mountainous dis-

tricts. In the south, one of the larger centres is found

among the chalk-hills of Sussex^ (in and around Horsham),
and Hampshire,^ and in the more elevated parts of Surrey,'*'

particularly Haslemere. In the western counties, goitre is

endemic at several places in Monmouth,^ in the Forest of

Dean {Gloucester)/' at Worcester, Stourport, and other places
in Worccsicrslilre/ in one district of Cheshire,^ and in many
parts of Wales? In the Eastern Counties, there is a con-

siderable centre of goitre in Norfolk}^ It is endemic at

Hidgemont in Bedfordshire^^ and near Beaconsfield in Bucls}^

In the Midlands, it is endemic in IVarwichshire, in the coal-

districts of Noits^^ stretching towards Derbyshire, above all

in Berhyshire^^ itself (where the condition is so common as to

be known colloquially in England by the name of "
Derby-

shire neck ") and in the hilly parts of Stfifforclshire?^

1

Mcyunc, 'Topogr. mcd. de la Belgique,' JBrux., 1865, 317.
-

Inglis, 'Trent, on English Uroncliopclc, &c.,' Loud., 1838; Manson,
llescarclics on the Effeets of Iodine, &c.,' Loud., 1825.
3

Inglis, Austin,
' Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ.,' 1822, xlviii, 29S.

'' Austin. *
Ilolbrook,

' Lond. Med. Ilepository,' 1817, viii, 288.
•"'

Currie,
'

Glasgow Mcd. Journ.,' 1871, Feh., 153.
' Watson,

' IVov. ISIed. Transact.,' ii, 194; Addison, ib., iv, 13S.
8 Moffat,

'
I?rit. Med. .lotn-n.,' 1870, Sept., 340.

5
lleid,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1S36, July, 47,
"

Kecve, ib., 1809, Jan., 31.
1' Blower,

' Brit. Med. Journ.,' 18157, Nov., 924.
'^

Kuniscy,
' Prov. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1S44, June. "

Inglis, Manson.
"

Prosser,
' Account of Brouchocele,' &.C., London, 1 769. Lettsom,

' .Mom. of

tlic Mcd. Soc. of London,' 1792, iii, 489; Manson, Liglis, &c., 'Lond. Mel.

and Phys. Journ.,' 1825, liii, 49; Wood, 'Mem. of the Philos. Sec. of Man-

chester,' 18 1 9, viii.

'* Garner, 'Nat. History of the County of Stafford/ Lond., 1844.
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Lastly^ from tlie northern counties, we liave information of

endemics of goitre at Bolton, [Padihara, Cliurch, and Accring-

ton] in Lancashire,^ in Yorhshire" (especially frcqnent), in

some parts of Dnrluivi^ and of ^Vestmorla1ld,'*' in the lead-

mine district of Alston Moor (^Cnmhcrland) ,^ and in the

western division of Northumherland,

In Scotland,^ goitre is much loss frequent than iu

England. The interior of Perthshire'^ and the cast coast of

Fife^ are given as its chief seats, and there are also centres

of it in the southern counties^—in the east of Wigtousliire
and Kii'kudbrightshirc, in Dumfriesshire and Roxburghshire,
in the west of Berwickshire, in the northern districts of the

counties of Selkirk, Peebles, and Lanark, and adjoining parts
of Ayr, and in the Isle of Arran.^^ The northern counties of

Scotland appear to be quite free from it. From Ireland wo
have no special information about goitre ; but, according to

Low,^^ the disease occurs endemically in a few localities.

Cretinism is very rare in Great Britain, the endemic

centre of it in the village of Chiselborough (near Petherton

in the south of Somerset) of which avo have an account by
Norris^^ as late as 1847, being now quite extinct, according to

Fagge^s information.-"^ According to Blackie, cretinism (as

w^ell as goitre) is still found on the east coast of Fife and on

the east side of Arran, and there is an earlier notice of its

occurrence in the latter locality by Reid.

Norivay^'^ and Denmarh are quite free from endemic goitre

and cretinism. In Siveden^^ also, apart from minor centres

1
Black,

' Transact, of tlio Prov. Med. Assoc.,' 1837, v, 125.
2

Inglis, Low, 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1878, June, 29, 18S2, Jan., 43.
^

Inglis.
'' Watson, Bayers,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Jonrn.,' 1824, Oct., 325.
*
Savage, 'Lancet,' 1872, Julj', 20.

fi Account in 'Med.-Cliir. Review,' 1825, vi, 243; Reid, 1. c.

"! Marshall,
' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Jonrn.,' 1832, Oct., 3^3.

s Blackie,
' Cretins and Cretinism,' Edinb., 1855, 49.

9
Mitchell,

' Brit. Mcd.-Chir. Rev.,' 1862.

'« Blackie, Reid. " 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1882, Jan., 43.
1-^ 'Med. Times,' 1S48, Jan., 257.
IS ' Med.-Chir. Transact.,' 1871, liv, 155.
'*

Broch, 'Le rovanme de Norvege, &c.,' Christ., 1876, 55.
1^

Huss, 'Om Sverges endem. sjukd.,' Stockli., 1852, 21; Berg,
' Bidr. till

Sveriges ined. Topogr. cch Statistik.,' Stockh., 1853, 47.
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in a few mountainous districts of Westra.inlandsliiii,^ tlio

occurrence of goitre is limited to the district of Faluli and a

f<3w neighbouring villngcs of Stora Kopparbergsliin (Dalarne).

In 1867 the -wliulo number of goitrous persons in Sweden
•was reckoned at 628, of whom 579 belonged to that one

district ;^ in the town of Faluli itself, persons with goitres in

18G5 were nearly 7 per cent, of the inhabitants.^

In liussia-in-Eurojye goitre occurs endemically in only a

few departments.'^ A minor centre oF the disease exists on

the shores of Lake Ladoga, Ixitli on the western side around

AViborg and Willmanstrand, and on the eastern side in the

valley of the Ojat, especially in two villages on the left bank
of the stream (circle of iS'ovaladoga, government of Olonetz)
where cretinism also is somewhat common.^ Goitre occurs,

besides, at a village in the Government of Vladimir, in and
around the town of Nishni-Udinsk on the llda/' to a more
considerable extent on the slope of the Ural in the Govern-

ment of I'crni—in the circles of 'J'scherdiin (banks of the

VVischora), in AV'erchoturje (also riparian), Jekaterinburg,

Kungur and Krasso-Ufimssk/ and at various places in the

main chain of the Caucasus.^ In Siberia goitre and creti-

nism are met with in much wider diffusion, especially in the

Government of Irkutsk'^ in the valleys of the Lena and its

tributaries (in this Government it was estimated that there

Averc in 1870, 34,000 goitrous persons and 161 cretins in a

population of about 366,000, the proportion o£ the goitrous
in some villages being from 12 to 25 per cent.) ;^'^ also in the

'

'Svcrigcs SundhetsKoIl.,' Efriitlolsc, 185S, 10.

2
lb., 1867,31.

^
Hiillin,

' Nord. med. Arkiv,' 1S70, ii, 53.
• See Baer,

'
Zfitsclir. dv.v Wiener Aerzte,' iSfio, 170 (also in '

Melaugcs
Liologiques,' ii), and ref. in

' Journ. de la Sue. de Statist.,' 1876, Jan.
* Frank, 'Behandl. der Krankheiten, &c.,' iJerl., 1S35, iv, 57 ; Oldokop,

' Med.

Ztg. Rnssl.,' 1858, Nr. 8.

'' ' Bericht iiber den Volks-Gcsundlicits/ustand ini russ. Keiclic fiir das .lalir

jS^f.,' 236.

Mieine, 'Med. Ztg. IJussl.,' 1S57, 2^4; Bcrkowski, ih., 1859, Nr. i;

Petuchof, ib., 164.
^

V. Suidlitz, in ' Virchow's Areli.,' 1S81, 15d. 86, iGS.
'•*

Gniclin,
' Bcise durcli Sibirien,' ii, 282 ; JMUianii,

'
Ilcise mn die Erde,' ii,

207; Krulisc,
'

J)orpater Jaliresber,' 1833, i, 529; Heine.
'"

lief, in ' Jmirn. de Statist.,' 1. c.
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Government of Tomsk on tlio slopes of the Altai range/ and

in the Chinese frontier districts beyond Lake Baikal in the

circle of Ncrtchinsk (on Baer's authority).

On the Continent of Asia, the headquarters of goitre and

cretinism are the northern and southern slopes of the Hima-

laya. In the western regions of Asia, the two diseases occur

endemically only here and there in Asia Minor, particularly

around Bolat, in the valley of the Kutschuk-Mender, in the

neighboui'hood of Aidin, in Marsovan, in the upper valley of

the Euphrates (north-east from Arabkir), and in Egin."

Syria/ Arabia/ the table-land of Persia^ and Bokhara^ are

quite free from endemic goitre and cretinism. The zone of

severe goitre and cretinism in Central Asia begins in the

upper basin of the Indus in the Vale of Kashmir (Balti or

Lesser Thibet and Ladak)^ and extends through the moun-

tainous parts of the Puniaub/ and the provinces of Garwhal

and Kumaon^ to Nepaul^^ and Bhootan.^^ Of the prevalence
of the two diseases in the valleys and plateaus of the Hima-

laya, we have more particular information only for the

southern slope ; although the accounts from Ladak,

Nepaulj and Thibet, as well as the occasional references by
travellers to the occurrence of goitre in the Mongolian dis-

tricts of Thian-chan (Mountains of Heaven), leave no room

1

Uspensky, 'Med. Ztg. Riissl.,' 1859, '64.
-

Rigler,
' Die Tiirkei unci deren Bevvohner, &c.,' Wien, 1852, ii, 246 ; account

in ' Journ. of the Roy. Asiatic Soc.,' vi, 204.
3 Robertson,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Jouru.,' 1843, April, 247 ; Tobler,
' Eeitr.

znr med. Topogr. von Jerusalem,' Eerl., 1855, 56.
•*

Pruner,
' Krank. des Orients,' 323.

^
Polak, 'Wien. med. Wocbenschr.,' 1853, Nr. 14.

*
Bnrnes,

' Calcutt. Med. Transact.,' 1835, ^'"j 4^^'
7 Mir-Izzet-UUah,

' Journ. of the Roy. Asiat. Soc.,' vii, 289, 303 ; Thornton,
'

Gazetteer, &c.,' Lond., 1844 ; Frazer,
' Journal of a Tour to the Himalaya, &c.,'

.349-
*
Wilson,

' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1874, Dec, 692 ,- Milroy,
' Transact, of the

Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1865, ii, 157 (relating to the district of Simla).
"
Bramley, 'Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc./ 1834, vi, 18 r; Bell, ib„

457; M'Clelland,
* Some inquiries in the Province of Kumaon, &c.,' Calcutta,

1835, and ' Sketch of the Med. Topogr. . . of Bengal and the N.W. Provinces,'

Lond., 1859, 63.
'"

Bramley, Campbell,
' Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1835, ^ii, 1 ;

Brown,
' Ind. Annals of Med. Sc.,' 1859, ^'<^^-> 176.

"
Saunders,

'
Philos, Transact.' for the year 1789, Ixxix, 93; Grny, 'Lancet,'

1877, June, 937.
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to doubt that the area of the disease extends also over the

northern slopes of the Himalaya proper, and over its side-

ranges to the north. There is equally little doubt that

cretinism is more or less common at many points of this

goiti'e-area, beiu^ intensely endemic at a few places.^ The
endemic iufliiencos which determine the occurrence of both

diseases on the slopes of the Himalaya make themselves felt

in a very marked degree beyond it, in the partly undulating
and partly flat and swampy plain known under the name of

Tcrai, which covers a breadth of sixty miles from the foot of

the range, extending between it and the Ganges and

Brahmapootra ;
this region corresponds to a zone of very

intense goitre stretching from Assam, through Rungpeor,

Dinajepore, Purneah, Tirhoot,~ !Mallye,^ the plain of Patna*

and Bettiah, along the northern frontier of Oudli^ through

Gorackpore,^ Buraech, and Pileabit to Hurdwar and the

borders of Rohilkund.' In this region also, cretinism is

endemic at occasional points.®

Fayrer estimates the nnmher of goitrous persons in tlie Terai at lo

per cent, of the population. In the district of Tirboot, Macnamara
treated 23,000 goitres in three years, and Cunningham treated 20,000

to 25,000 in Goraekpore during the cold season of 1854-55 (Milroy,

Mouat).

There is a third region of goitre in Hindostan on the

plateau of Ramagar, Chota Nagpore, Sirgooja, and Sumbul-

poor, formi'ng the boundary between Bengal and Gondwana
and sti'etching away towards Orissa. In the mountainous

districts adjoiniug Orissa, we meet with cretinism as well as

goitre^. In the medical accounts from the Deccnn, from the

Nilgliirl Hills, from the Eastern and Western Ghats, and from

»
M'Clellaud, Wilson.

^
Evans, 'Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1832, iv, 246; Milroy, I.e.

=>

Tytler,
' Calcutta Tr.,' iv, 375.

* '

Report of the Dispensaries in the Bengal and North-Western Provinces

&c.,' Calcutta, 1843, a. v. 0.
*
Grcciihow,

'
liid. Annals of Med. Sc.,' 1859, J"ly> 435-

^ Mouat, ib., 1857, April, 436.
"
M'Clulland,

'

Sketch,' 112; Fayrer,
'

Lancet,' 1874, Oct., 580, 617.
^
Evans, M'Clellaud, Fayrer.

^
Breton, 'Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,* 1830, ii, 245; 'Indian Annals

of Jled. Sc.,' 1858, July, 508.
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the Bomhay and Madras Presidencies generally, there is not

a word said of the occurrence of goitre and cretinism. On
the other hand, we have information of endemic goitre in the

Galle district of Ceylon,^ and of both goitre and cretinism in

the mountainous parts of Burmah and Cochin China," and on

the central tahlo-lands of Java and Sumatra'^ (districts of

Lcpoetic and Toclang-Bawaug, and particularly the Aboeng
country). In China the two diseases appear to be endemic

chiefly in the northern provinces ; in Staunton's ' Account

of Lord Macartney's Embassy to China '* we find mention

made of the great frequency of both maladies in Tartary ;

Morache^ speaks of them as occurring in Pekin and in the

adjoining valleys ; and Dudgoon° states that goitre is

very often met with in Northern China, both on the plains

and in the mountains.

Whether goitre and cretinism be endemic in Australasia

I am unable to decide for certain ; the only statements with

which I am acquainted are those by Polack'^and Thomson,^
who agree that goitre is quite unknown in New Zealand,

and of Bennet^ to the effect that it occurs sporadically in

Tahiti. The absolute silence of all other observers in these

regions should warrant us in concluding that endemic centres

of goitre are nowhere found there.

Little being known of the disease-conditions generally in

the central parts of Africa, there is accordingly little known
of the occurrence of goitre and cretinism in particular ; but

what little we do know is not without interest for the etio-

^
Bennet, 'Ceylon and its Capabilities,' LoikL, 1843 ; Pridharu, 'Historical . . .

Account of Ceylon, &c.,' Lond., 1849.
'
Thorel, 'Notes med. du voyage d'exploration du Mekong et du Cocliiucliinc,'

Par., 1870, 171 ; Beaufils,
' Arch, de med. uav.,' 1882, April, 291.

3 Marsden,
'

History of Sumatra, &c.,' Lend., 1783,42; Hcymauu,
' Krank-

heiten der Tropenlander, &c.,' Wiirzb., 1852, 178; Account in 'Arcli. de med.

nav.,' 1867, Oct., 250; ib., 1877, Feb., 81 ; v. d. Burg,
' De Geneesbecr iuNcdel.-

Indie,' Batav., 1882, i, 81.

* ' Account of Lord Macartney's Embassy to China,' Ger. Trans. Berl., 1 799,

ii, 171.
3 ' Annal d'hyg.,' 1870, Jan., 55.
" '

Glasgow Med. Journ.,' 1877, July, 331.
'
'Manners of the New Zealanders,' Loud., 1840, ii, 98.

3 'Brit, and For. Med.-Chir. Review,' 1854.
3 'Lend. Mecl. Gaz.,' 1832, ix, 629.
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logical inquiry. Like the coast regions of all other parts of

the world, those of the African continent, and the river-basins

adjoining them, are entirely free from endemic goitre and
cretinism

;
these include Lower l^'ji/pt,^ the Ahys.^inian.

Basin,' the East and West CoastJ^ and the littoral of AUjiers^
On the other hand, goitre is endemic on the AhysKinian

Plateau,^ in a few localities in Sennciar,^ on the slopes and in

the valleys of the Atlas [e.g. in Kabylia),^ in the mountainous

parts of Morocco,^ and, to a very considerable extent in the

Basin of the Niger.

The earlier accounts, by Mungo Pai*k and Caille,^ of goitre
on the slopes of the Cong mountains and in the upper basin of

the Niger (Bambera and Bambook in the Kankan country)
have been supplemented by the latel}' published information

of Quintin,^^ whose own observations relate specially to

Segu-Sicorro, while he adds the general statement that goitre
is widely endemic in the valleys of the Greater Soudan.

From the islands lying off the African coast we have intelli-

gence of minor centres of goitre in the mountainous interior

of Madagascar^^ and in the Azores ;^~ on Madeira the disease

is very rare.'"^ Whether cretinism also is indigenous in those

parts, or what its extent may be, does not appear from the

accounts ; the French authors are quite silent on the point,,

while Quiutin explicitly states that he had not seen a single
case of it in the Soudan. It is only in the notice about

goitre in Madagascar that there is any mention made of

cretinism.

' Pmincr, 1. c, 323.
'
Courbon,

' Observ. topogr. . . . sur lo littoral dc la mcr rouge, &c.,' Pai*.,

1861, 35.
^

Daniell,
' Sketch of the Med. Topogr. of the Gulf of Guinea,' Lond., 1S4Q, 1 14

*
Guyon, 'Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1845, 690; Bcrtberaud, 'Mcdeciuc et byg. des

Arabes,' Par., 1855, 409, and others.

^
Blanc, 'Gaz. hebdcm. de med.,' 1874, 349.

^
IJroccbi,

' Giorn. d'osserv. ... in Egitto, &c.,' Rassauo, 1843, v, 59;.
7 Baudouin, 'Gaz. nu'd. de Paris,' 1838, 771; Bertherand,

' 5Iem. dc nu'd.

millt., lii, 115 ; Finot, ib., hi, 36; Challan,
' Gaz. uicd. de TAlgerie,' 1S68, 117.

* Li'O Africanns, 1. c.

" ' Journ. (run voyage a Tombouktou,' Par., 1830.
^^ '

E.xtrait d'lin voyage dans le Soudan,' Par., 1S69, 46.
^'

Bhinienbacli,
' De generis hum. varietatc nativa,' Gott., 1795, 261.

'*
Bullar, 'A Winter in the Azores, &c.,' Lond., 1841, ii, 331,

'•*

Ikinechcn, 'Lend. I\Ied. Beposit.,' 1824, xxii, 15.
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Our informatiou on the endemic occurrence of goiti'e in

North America} belongs for the most part to the early years
of this century and is very fi-agmentary. Proceeding from

north to south, we first meet with considerable centres of

goiti'e in Hudson's Bay Territory^ (below 52° N.), on the

banks of the Saskatchewan^ and at the head-waters of the

Elk and Peace rivers, where Richardson found many cases of

goitre among the children of the native Indians. We come

upon it next in Lower Canada, on the banks of the Lorenzo,

between St. John and Montreal, and, in Michigan State, in

the Detroit district on Lake St. Clair. From New England
there are accounts of the occurrence of endemic goitre in

Vermont''' (Counties of Bennington and Chittenden, especially

at some points on the Connecticut River), and in New Hamp-
shire,'^ where the disease has been mostly found also on the

banks of the Connecticut. In New York State there exist

(or did exist)
^
centres of goitre in Oneida County and on

the banks of the Mohawk and Genesee ;
in Pennsylvania

they occur in Alleghany and Susquehanna" Counties, and

on the banks of the Fi-ench Creek, Sandusky, Monongahela,

Big Beaver, and Muskingum, Other notices of endemic

goitre relate to the mountainous parts of Maryland, to

Virginia (particulai-ly to Morgautown, the principal place in

- the coal-bearing county of Monongalia, and to the banks of

the Monongahela), to the town of Vincennes {Indiana) on the

Wabash, to the mountainous districts of Nortli and South

Carolina, to the northern counties of AlahamcJ where there

is a good deal of it, and to the district of De Soto [Louisiana^) ,

1 See Barton,
' Abliandl. iibcr den Kropf. ... in verschiedenen Theilen von

Nord-Amcrika, u. s. w.' From the Eugl., Ciott., 1802, and Gibson,
'
Pliilad.

.Journ. of Med. and Pliys. Sc.,' 1820, i, 47.
"

llicbardsou, in Franklin's 'Narrative of a Journey, &c.,' Lond., 1828, 116;

Simpson, 'Narrative of a Journey round tbe World,' Lond., 1847.
3 Mease,

' Observations on Goitre;' Dorr, 'New York Med. Repos.,' 1806, x,

141 ; Brown, ' Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1S47, July, iii.

* Mease.
*
Denny (' Philad. Journ. of Med. and Pliys. Sc.,' 1825, N. S., i, 47) says that

in the town of Pittsburg, which used to have a bad reputation for goitre, no

new cases have occurred since 1806.
8 Later information is given by Smith, in the ' Transact, cf the Pennsyvl.

State Med. Soc.,' 1858.
7
Taylor, 'Transact, of the Alabama State Med. Soc.,' 1854.

^
Gibbs, in Fenuer's ' South. Med. Reports,' ii, 190.
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particularly the banks of the Bayou Pierre. Cretinism Joes

not appear to bo at all common except at a few points in all

this region ; at any rate it is stated by Barton^ that cases of

it arc rarely met with in the United States. Brown speaks
of its occurrence in the valleys of Vermont ; in Kneeland's"

account of tho health of Mansachusetts (for Avhicli State I have

been able to learn nothing of the occurrence of goitre), it is

stated that tlicre are at least 1200 idiots and cretins in a

population of about ono million. Praslow" also has observed

somewhat frequent cases of cretinism among a tribe of

Indians living near Cape Mendocino, in California, as well as

among the Spaniards in tho mountainous jjarts of Southern

California.

It is in the upper basin of tho Rio Grande del Norte (New
Mexico) that tho great zone of goitre and cretinism begins ;

a zone which extends with increasing intensity along the

Cordillera through Mexico, Central America, and South

America as far as Chili, and forms a region of the disease

worthy to be named besides those of the Alps and the

Himalaya. The occurrence of endemic goitre in the moun-
tainous parts of Mexico had already been pointed out by

Gage,'' later accounts" confirming the fact and placing tlie

head-quarters of the disease in the territory of Colima on

the western slope of the Cordillera, and in tho mountain-

districts of Tobasco and Chiappas. From Chiappas the

endemic is continued direct into Guatemala,^ in tho "
tierra

templada
^'

of which there are whole villages afflicted with

goitre, and thence onwards through 8aii Salvador^ Nicar-

agua,^ and Costa Eica.^

In the countries hitherto mentioned cretinism does not

appear to occur ; for San Salvador its occurrence is positively

1 L. c, 122.

' ' Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 185 1, April, 349.
3 'Der Staat Californicn, &c.,' Gutt., 1857, 64.
'' 'New Survey of the West Indies,' Loud., 1699, 2,36.

^
Heller,

' Wiener Sitzungsber.,' 1848, Nr. 3, 122; Matthicu do Fossey,
' Le

Mexique, &c.,' Par., 1857, 581.
*
Gage, Hcrnoulli,

' Scliwoiz. uiud. Ztscbr.,' 1864, iii, 100.

' Dunlop, 'Travels in Central America,' Lond., 18475 Guzman, 'Essai de

topogr. mud. do la republique du Salvador,' Par., 1S69, 124.
8

Eernliard,
' Deutsche Klin.,' 1854, Nr. 8.

' Schwalbc,
' Arcb. fur kliu. Med.,' 1875, xv, 344.
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denied by Guzman. On the other hand, we meet with a very-

considerable endemic of it in Neio Granada, which is also the

chief seat of goitre. According to data before us^ both

diseases occur there throughout almost the whole valley of the

Eio Magdalena, from Neyva in the " tierra fria
" downwards

through Santa Fe de Bogota, Maraquita, Honda, and other

districts as far as the plain of Pinto, at the confluence of the

Cauca and Magdalena. Neither in the lower basin of the

latter river nor in the parallel valley of the Cauca, nor in the

mountainous province of Antioquia between the two, do goitre

and cretinism occur
;
but we again come upon them in endemic

form in the basins of the Meta and Apure.
The enormous prevalence of goitre in some of those

districts may be judged of from the fact that Foote found

hardly a single person in Maraquita who was not the subject

of it more or less. It is remarkable that it did not happen
to this observer to find a single case of cretinism ; whereas

there can be no doubt, from the statements of Humboldt and

Eoulin, and from an earlier account by Caldas," that this

disease also is endemic in the Magdalena valley.

In Venezuela, goitre occurs on the plain between Caracas

and Valencia,^ and in the mountain range which stretches

from Barquicimeto, by Truxillo, Merida and La Grita, as

far as Pamplona and the frontier of New Granada.^ The

basin of the Orinoco is said by Humboldt to be free from

goitre, and there is no mention either of it or of cretinism

in the numerous medical reports that come to us from

Guiana.^

From New Granada the zone of goitre is continued along

1 Brandin,
' De la influencia de los differentes climas del univcrso sorbe el

hombro, &c./ Lima, 1826 (on the distribution of goitre and cretinism in South

America generally) ; Restrepo,
' Memoria que el Secretario de Estada . . . pre-

sento al primei'o congreso coustitucional de Colombia, &c.,' Bogota, 1823 ; Hum-

boldt, 'Journal de pbysiol.,' 1824, iv, 109; Houliu,
' llevue med.,' 1825, iv, 138;

Boussingault, 'Annal. de chimie et de phys.,' xlviii, 41 ; Foote,
' Amer. Journ.

of Med. Sc.,' 1852, Jan., 278.
^ 'Semenario del nuevo Reyno de Granada/ 1S16, 14S.
' St. liager, 430 (following Dubreui!).
* Roulin.
* Hille (iu 'Casper's Wocbenscbr. der Ileilkuude,' 1836, No. 36) says that it

did not happen to him to see a single case of goitre during a residence of many

years in Surinam.
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tlie Cordilk'i-a throuL;li Quito, Ciienca and Loxa (in Eciuidor),^

and thence onwards by Caxamai-ca, Huamacuclio, Iluanuco,

and Pascit in the valley of the Ilnalaga, or in other words,

through the central valleys oiPcru^ and particularly the sierra*

valleys of the provinces of Lil)ortad and Ayacucho. Cretin-

ism, as Archibald Smith explicitly states, is not indigenous

there, and Tschudi makes no mention of it. In Bolivia the

chief seats of endemic goitre are the provinces of Yungas
and Ayopaya. From Chili'^ we have information of its

endemic prevalence around San Felipe, Santiago, and other

places. But it is on the eastern slope of the Cordillera, in

the States of the Argentine Repuhlic,'^ that goitre finds its

widest diffusion—in the provinces of Salta, Jujuy, Tncuraana,

Los Lueles, La Rioja (particularly the Famatina valley), and

Mendoza, in a few districts of the provinces of Cordova and

San Luis, and at many places in the States of Corrientes

and Entre Rois. As regards the coexistence of cretinism

with it, I find only one notice by Mantegazza, who mentions

it along with goitre in the province of Salta. Wo enter on

a farther extension of this great area of goitre in the river-

basins of the mountainous parts of Paraguay,^ and in the

goitre-region of Brazil'' which includes a great part of that

country, more especially the southern and central provinces
of Rio Grande, Santa Catarina, San Paulo, Goyaz (both the

western and eastern slopes of the Sierra Geral, in Natividad

1 Humboldt.
*
Smith,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1842, July, 66 j Tscliudi,
' Oest.

mcd. Wocbensclir.,' 1846, 698.
^

Gilliss, in
' U. S. Nnviil Astroii. Expedition to the Southern Ilcniisphcrc, &c.,'

Washingt., 1855; Guczenec, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1864, juill, 22; Duplouy, ib.,

aout, 108; Guyon,
' Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1862, 345.

•• Smith, 1. c.; Brunei,
' Observ. topogr. et med. faitcs dans le Pio de la Phita,'

Par., 1842, 47; Guyon, i.e. (on goitre in Mcndoza) ; ]\Iantegazza,' Letterc med.

sulla America meridionale,' Milano, 1863,11, 208, 227; Lcmos, 'Pevista med.-

quir. de Buenos Ayres,' 1877, abstract in
'

.Tahresbericht iibcr Jlidiiin,' 1878,

i. .336.
*
Mantegazza; Masterman, in

'
I )obell's Reports,' 1870, i, 3S2.

'
Sigaud, 'Du climat et dcs malad. du Brrsil,' Par., 1844, 162; Gardner.

'Travels in the Interior of Brazil,' Loud., 1864; Rendu,
' fitudes topogr. et

med. sur le Bresil,' Par., 1848, 101; St. Hilalre, 'Voyage aux sources du Rio

Negro,' Par., 1848, ii, 72; Castclnau,
'

Exjicdition dans Ics parties centrales de

I'Amerique du Sud,' Par., 1850 ; Tschudi,
' Wien. med. Wochenschr.,' 1858, 423;

Schwarz,
' Zeitschr. der Wien. Aerztc,' 1858, Nr. 37, 580.
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Concei^ao, Arrayas, Villa-Boa, and the upper basin of the

Parahyba), and Miuas Geraes (districts of Barbacena, Ouro-

PretOj Sabara and others). In other words, it extends over

the whole country, excepting- the coast territory and the

alluvial plains. According' to the express statements of

Rendu, St. Hilaire, Castlenau and Tschudi, cretinism does

not occur endomically anywhere in Brazil
;

and it is so

rare in its sporadic form that Dr. Faivre (as reported by
Eendu) who lived for a long time in the central pro-
vinces (the head-quarters of goitre), and had travelled

thi'ough them many times, had never seen but one case of

cretinism.

Of the occurrence of goitre and cretinism in the West
Indies I can find no trustworthy information.

§ 40. Instances of Decrease or Increase in Recent

Times.

The outline-sketch above given of the geographical distri-

bution of goitre and cretinism applies, generally speaking,

only to more recent times. A comparison of it with the

state of matters in former periods, in so far as the history

enables us to follow it, brings out fluctuations in the amount

of one or both diseases, either in the way of dimmution

or even entire disci'piiearance of the endemic, or in the way of

more decided iirominence or increase.

Thus it had been observed by Fodere^ for Piedmont as

early as the beginning of this century, that " the number of

the goitrous and of the absolutely cretinous has diminished

within a few years, a fact which travellers who had visited

these valleys twenty years ago^ and may now revisit them,
can easily convince themselves of.^' This holds good to a

still greater extent for more recent times, as ajDpears from

the report of the Sardinian Commission and the statements

of Dubiui. Some fifty years ago a decrease of cretinism

was observed in many parts of Switzerland"—in Lucerne, St.

' L. c, 1 89.
^
Mnyer-Alireus, in ' Eoscb's Zcitschr.,' iii, 7, 15.
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Gall, Scliallluxuseu and the Vallais ; and more rccoDtly we
have accounts to the same effect from Cliur^ and Basol.^ In

the Pyrenees, as Boulinicrc remarks, tliere has been a diminu-

tion ol" tlic endemic goitre and cretinism within the present

century ; and the same is asserted for tlio department of

Puy-de-Dome by Aguilhon,^ and by Anzouy for certain valleys

of the Meurtlie and the Vosges.

According to Durand,"* goitre has gradually disappeared
from tlio valleys of Larboust and d^Ouoil, where there Avcre

still many cases in 1820. Simouiu and Allaire arc agi'ced

as to the decrease of goitre in recent times in Lorraine ;
in

a few communes of the Canton Briey (near Metz), where

goitre used to be endemic, it has disappeared since 1789/
In the Department of Bas-llhiu also, according to Tourdes,
a considerable diminution in the endemic goitre and cretinism

has been observed. In liheims, where goitre was formerly

very common, the disease occurs now only in isolated cases,

and the same holds good for Luzarches in the Department
of Seine-et-Oise.^ The number of cretins in Middle Fran-

coniahas declined considerably of late ; whereas, in i860 they
numbered 47 at Iphofcn, the chief seat of the endemic, in

1880 the number had fallen to 12.^ On the other hand, in

Lower Franconia (especially around (jlemiind), a slight

increase of the endemic has been noted.'' From the statis-

tics of Ecisch^" it follows that, within the last thirty years,
cretinism has declined considerably in several parts of Wiir-

tomberg (Weiusberg, Hcrrenberg, Gerabronn, Waiblingen,

and, more recently, in Schorndorf),^^ while there has been a

small increase in certain communes of the administrative

districts of Oberndorf, Horb, Kottenburg and Tettnang. In

Thuringia, a few villages of the valley of the Ilm wherein

' Lorenz.
-
Erlcinncyer,

'

Ai-chlv,' 13.
•• ' Gaz. lucd. de Paris/ iiS5i, i,;5.

•> ' Union uied.,' 185 1, Nr. 32.
^ Pascal,

'

Coiiipt. iciul.,' 1842, ii, 225.
''

]\IauiiiciiL',
'

J/Iiislitiit,' 1S50, Xr. S70, 282.
''

llaliu,
'

Coinjit. iLiiil.,' iXdij, l.vix, Xr. lO.

^
Majer, lliedul, 11. cc.

»
Vogt,

' Wurzb. Vcrliaiidl.,' 1. c.

'" L. c, 130.
"
PaUr, 1. c.
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goitre and cretinism used to be endemic, liave become quite
free from both diseases recently/ and in Sclimalkalden

cretinism has been considerably less common of late." This

is true also of the Harz, where it can hardly be said now
that cretinism is endemic. In Chiselbrough (Somerset) the

endemic of cretinism, of which we have accounts as late as

1847, is now quite extinct (see p. 142). The Government of

Perm has experienced a decrease in the number of goitrous

persons within the last twenty or thirty years ; on the other

hand, the endemic of that disease on the banks of the Lena,
as well as in the Government of Irkutsk generally,
has sprung up since the Russians took possession of the

country.
As early as the beginning of this century, Barton tells us,

a decrease of goitre had been observed in certain parts of

the United States
;
and this statement is confirmed by Denny,

who says that, in Pittsburg at the time of the first French

settlement, goitre was unknown, that it became common in

the years followiug*, so much so that in 1798 there were 150
citrous in a population of 1500, that it remained at this

iietg'ht until 1806, when it began to decline gradually.

Wotherspoon^ also states that goitre used to be very frequent
around Kent in Maine, but has become a good deal less com-
mon since the first thirty years of the century.

All the observers who have written of goitre in Granada^

agree in saying that the endemic, which was originally in the
"
tierra templada," had spread towards the plateau about the

end of last century or the beginning of the present, that it

has penetrated as far as the '' tierra fria," and has made such

enormous strides in some places where it was formerly quite
unknown [e.g. Maraquita in the upper basin of the Magdalena),
that only a small part of the whole population escape it.

According to Gai'dner's statements, the disease has assumed
an endemic character in the district of Natividad (Goyaz,

Brazil) since the first thirty years of this century ;
and Sigaud

in like manner says of the southern provinces of Brazil :

'

Hof., 1. c, i, 22.

^ KircLoff.
3 'Statist. Reports of the U. S. Army,' Plillaa., 1856, 28.

*
Restrepo, Humboldt, Rouliu.
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" Le goitre ciiilcniiquc tlaiis les provinces de Saint-Paul, do

Saintc Catherine et de Kio-Grande-du-Sud s'enracinc chaque

jour davantage ... II y a vingt aus ([uo cette maladic etait

a peine connuc dans le Rio-Grande-du-Sud : aujourd'lmi on

I'observc dans les villes de Rio-Pardo, de Coclieira, etc.''

In Salta (Argentine Ivepublic) tlio ap[)earanco of goitre,

according to Lemos, dates irom tlie arrival of the first

Spanish settlers).

§ 41. I'^l'IDKMIC OUTIJKEAKS.

One of the most interesting phenomena of the kind

is the breaking out of goitre in tlie form of an epidemic, ov, in

other words, the more or less abrupt occurreucc of cases of

goitre within a relatively short space among a section of

the population who had been hitherto exempt from the

disease. By far the larger number of cases of that kind

have occurred in France, and, it Avould appear, within the

present century (only one of the French accounts dating from

last century). At all events the occurrence has been only

rarely noted outside France
;
but in all cases whatsoever the

special external conditions under which the sickness has

developed en masse are the same.

The first account^ from France of a so-called epidemic of-

goitre (the only one from last centur}') belongs to the years

17S3
—

17S9, and relates to Nancy. In a regiment whicli

had been quartered for five years at Caen and was moved to

Nancy in 17^3, 38 men became goitrous in the winter of

1783-84, in the following year 205, in the next thereafter

(1786)425, then 257 in 1787, after that 132 in 1788, and finally

43 in 1789; being a total of iioo men out of 4 battalions.

At the same time, not a case of goitre occurred among the

troops that had been garrisoned in the town for some time

previously (excepting a few cases in a cavalry regiment), uor

among the civil population of tlie town. Further, in this as

in almost all the other c'})idc'niics among the military, the

^ 1 have taken some paius to make as complete a collection as possible of the

facts about these so-called ejiideinics of goitre, but the following sketch docs not

by uiiy means claim to be absolutely exhaustive.
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disease was strictly confined to tlie common soldiers, tlie

officers, sergeants, and corporals remaining" exempt.^ From.

Lorraine we have oidy one account, relating to Pfalzburg.
where goitre broke out in 1820-21, being confined to the

garrison as before." Next we have Rullier's account^ (and

Percy's) of an epidemic outbreak of goitre in a boarding-house
near Paris ;

under similar circumstances the disease Avas

prevalent in 1815 in the college at Strasburg, to such an

extent that more than one-third of the pupils suffered from

it.* At Colmar in the autumn of 1859, log men of the

cuirassiers became affected with goitre ;^ there was a recur-

rence in the spring of 1861, again among the cavalry solely ;

while in 1863 there were cases first among the infantry and

afterwards in the cavalry.
"^ At Neu-Breisach there were

five epidemics of goitre from 1847 ^^ 1871 -^ 23 cases in 1847,

27 cases in 1853, 24 cases in 1858, several cases in 1861,,

and finally an outbreak in 1870 in which the number of those

affected in a single infantry regiment of 1002 men reached

the enormons figure of 647. From Belfort we have intelli-

gence of epidemics in the years 1876-79 ;
in the first of

those years cases occurred only among the pupils of the

Lycee, in the following year in the garrison as well and to a

very considerable extent, in the next two years occasional

cases, and in the last year (1879) also in a boarding-house
for women.*^ In Autun, also, goitre has been epidemic-

several times among the pupils attending the schools.^ In

the garrison of Besancon, 10 men became affected with goitre

in 1840, and 77 more from 1842 to 1853 ;
in the summer of

1863 the malady broke out among the troops more widely .^^

^
Valentin, in Simonin's 'Rcclierch. topogr.,' 411.

2 Cheron,
' Mem. de nied. milit.,' 1822, xii, 79.

3 ' Diet, des scieuc. med.' (en 60 voll.), xviii, 549.
'
Fodere,

' Journ. compk'ni. des sc. med./ 1829.
*
Hansen,

' Mem. de med. milit.,' 1S64, Jan.
«
Gouget, ib., 1863, Sept., 180.

7 See: Cbambe,
' Gaz. med. de Strasb.,' 1864, Nr. 11 ; Lanel,

' Mem. de med.

milit.,' 1859, J"^y> 2 ; Tellier, ib., i860, July 5 ; Miiller, ih., 1871, March, 244.
^
Viry et Ricliaud,

' Gaz. bebd. de med.,' 1881, 457, 480.
" Guyton,

' Journ. des conn, med.-chir.,' 1852, 386.
^" Gerard, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1853, xii, 241, 1854, xiii, 152; Artigue, ib.^

xiii, T ; Saillard, 'Essai sur le goitre epidemiquc,' Par., 1865.
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At St. Etienne it bocame epidemic in 1864 among the

soldiers' children ;^ in 1873 an epidemic spi'ang up araong

the ti'oops, affecting 280 out of a total strength of 1400;'

and 38 additional cases occurred the next year.^

These epidemics have been observed, especially often at

Clermont-Ferrand and at Brian^on. At the former place in

1822, 50 of the seminary pupils became affected within a few

days ;* in the garrison many cases occurred year after year
from 1843 to 1846 (as well as mumps in the latter year), and

again in 1848 and 1850-52 ;
in 1S60 there was a consider-

able epidemic there, and in the garrison of the adjoining
toAvn of Riora at the same time ; and this happened again in

1862 and in 1880.^ The number of cases in each year

ranged from 40 to 80. From Brianpon we have accounts of

goitre being epidemic in the garrison in 1812, 1819, 1826

{134 cases), 1841, 1842-50, 1857-60 (cases especially nume-

rous in the latter part of this period), and in 1863.^ In

1863, the malady was prevalent at one and the same time in

the garrisons of Montdauphin and Embrun.' The last

French epidemic that I have to mention was in the garrison
of Annecy (Thonon) in 1866, when 60 cases occurred among
582 men.^

Out of France the epidemic occurrence of the malady
after this fashion appears to have been observed very rarely.

For the year 1820 there is an account from Silberberg

(Silesia) of an outbreak en masse in a battalion lately arrived,

so that onl}^ 70 out of 380 men escaped having the dis-

'
Brisson, •Mem. de med. milit.,' 1864, Oct.

^
Micliaud,

' Gaz. mi'd. de Paris,' 1874, 17, 67.
3 Utz,

' Mem. de med. milit.,' 1876, May, 209.
•*

Nivet,
' Document-; sur Ics epidemics qui out regne dans I'arrondissemeut de

Clermont-Ferrand de 1849— 1864,' Par., 1865.
' See: Nivet, 1. c., and 'Revue med.-cliir.,' 1852, Dec; Fleury, 'Gaz. med. de

Paris,' 1861, 510; Morelle, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1862, Dec; Halbron, ib.,

1864, Feb.; Thibaud, 'Du goitre epidemique,' Par., 1867; Chouet,
' Mem. de

med. milit.,' 1881, July, 35.^.

^ Haberkoru,
' Essai sur le goitre epidem. considere dans I'armee,' Strasb.;

1864 ; Chevalier,
' Mem. de med. milit.,' 1830, xxix, 323 ; Gerard, 1. c, Collin, ib.,

1853, xii, 261 and 1861, July, i ; Lariviere, ib., 1859, July» 7 '> Pastoret, ib., i,

Kozan, ib., 1863, x, 343.
' Rozan, 1. c. ; Hedoin, ib., 1864, June.
8 Worbe, ib., 1867, Feb., 104, Oct., 273, Nov., 369.
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ease.^ It was epidemic among the pupils of tlie Pauline

Charity at Stuttgart in 1824 and 1833, 16 children out of

39 being affected in the former year, and 39 out of 47 in the

latter." In the Russian campaign against Turkestan in

1877, there were 245 cases of goitre among the 2753 troops

who captured and held the town of Kokaun_, and it became

necessary to alter the location of the garrison.^ Sigaud*

gives an account of the sudden appearance of goitre among
Brazilian recruits in Rio-Urubu (Goyaz) ; so severe was this

outbreak that the recruits took to flight in terror and

hastened to their homes in the province of Para.

All these so-called epidemics of goitre have the following

peculiarities in common :
—

(i) Excepting the cases at Nancy
and Paris, they occurred exclusively in regions where goitre

was endemic ; (2) the malady was always limited to detached

premises (particularly barracks, and, next to them, semi-

naries or boarding-houses), while no notable increase of

goitre showed itself among the population of the place out-

side these institutions/ (3) in the epidemics among the

military, it has very often happened that only one barrack,

or one section of the troops, has been affected, all the rest

remaining exempt ;
and (4) the malady has affected mostly

those of the troops who had just come to the particular gar-

rison, chiefly the younger soldiers, almost exclusively the

common soldiers, rarely the sergeants or corporals, very rarely

and indeed quite exceptionally the officers.

1 Hancke, in 'Ilufcland's Journ. der Heilkcle,' 183S, May, Bd. 86, Heft 5, 77.
" '

Rcuss,
' Wiirttemb. mod. Correspondzbl.,' 1836, vi, 168.

3 V. Seidlitz, in
' Virchow's Arch.,' Bd. 86, 168.

5 The single exception to this is the small epidemic o£ 1833, in the Pauline

Charity at Stuttgart, when several cases of goitre were observed simultane-

ously outside the institution, but in the same part of the town in which the latter

was situated.
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§ 42. Independent op Climate, Season, or Weather.

Of all the diseases that are mot with in wide diffusion

over the globe none appear to bo, in their endemic occur-

rence, so independent of (leof/raphical position or of cVunatic

influences as goitre and cretinism ;
while none, at the same

time, are more intimately bound up with conditions of the

soil. Both diseases occur with equal frequency in all

latitudes, from the equator (Soudan, South America) to the

arctic zone (Hudson's Bay Territory), in regions with a mean

annual temperature of 85° Fahr. and u]isvards (Abyssinia,

and other negi-o countries), and with one of 38° Fahr. and

T)clow it (Faluh in Sweden, Fort Kent in Maine, Irkutsk) ;

and if many observers^ have laid special stress on high

degrees of atmospheric moisture as an essential condition of

endemic goitre and cretinism, it has also to be taken into

account that there are other regions counting among the

chief seats of these maladies, such as Ladak, the province of

Mendoza in the Argentine Republic, the Brazilian provinces
of Minas Geraes and Goyaz, and Peru, where the atmosphere
is an absolutely dry one.

In discussing tbe question of the dependence of goitre upon condi-

tions of climate, on the basis of Lis experiences in tbe Andes of New
Granada, Humboldt says :

" Goitre is prevalent not only in tbe lower

and tbe upper basins of tbe Rio Magdalcna {i.e. from Neyvato tbe con-

fluence of tbe Magdalena and Cauca), but also upon tbe mountain-

ridges of Bogota, 6000 feet above tbe bed of tbe river. Tbe first of

tbose tbree regions is a dense forest, wbile tbe second and tbird consist

of ground tbat is almost entirely baiTen ; tbe first and tbe tbird are both

alike moist, and tbe second is dry ; and wbereas tbe second and tbird

are swept by tbe strongest winds, tbe atmospbere in tbe first is stag-

nant. Over tbe wbole valley of tbe Magdalena tbe tbermometer stands

at 22° to 23° 0. (71° to 73° Fabr.) tbrougbout tbe year, wbile, on the

plateau, it ranges between 4° and 17° C. (39° and ^i^Talir.) ;
so tbat tbe

climate of tbe one region is distinguished by its high and steady tern-

* Ackermann, p. 83, for Switzorlaml ; AVenzel, p. o.^. for tl'C Salzbnrc: Alps;

Iloscb, 'Untersiu'hiingcn,' p. 218, for Wiirtenihcrr; ; Vogt, for Lower Fi-aiiconia ;

Mursden, for Sumatra, and others. Fodeie, wlio at one time entertained this

belief (in
'

Traite,' Germ. Transl., pp. 44, 140), suhsecinently held it to be

erroneous. "At the present day," he says,
"
havini: hid a larger exjierience, T

no longer venture to assert that liuniidity is the only cause of cretinism and

goitre" (' Traite dc med. legale ')•
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peratiiro, and of tlie otlier by its low tcmperatiive and great variations.

It is precisely in the upper valley of the river (above Honda), where

droughts and high winds prevail, that we find goitre to be much more
common than on the banks of the river somewhat below Honda, where
the inhabitants are continually subject to a damp and stagnant atmo-

sphere." Resti'epo had already written to the same effect concerning
the seats of the disease in the Andes of South America. Subsequent
experiences there led Boussingault and Foote to the same result, as the

observations of Grange and Maffei in the Alps had done for them,
"

II n'est pas necessaire," says Saint-Lager,'
"
d'aller jusqu'en Nou-

velle-Grenade pour trouver dos exemples analogues : quiconque a par-
couru les Alpcs ct les Pyrenees, a vu des vallees voisines I'une de

I'autre, ayant meme direction, memes altitudes, moine temperature et

humidite, et presentant d'etonnants contrastes sous le rapport de la

sante de leurs habitants." " With such facts as these," says Bramley,-

referring to his observations in the Himalaya, "the reader will readily

perceive the utter futility of the opinion that any one state of climate

can be assigned as the universal cause of the disease . . . for the facts

I have stated show, that it appears under all states and conditions of

the atmosphere and every variety of climate."

A few obscrverSj relying" on their own observations^ liavo

laid special stress on the influence of season or weather on

the development of the so-called epidemics of goitre ;

they have pointed out that these epidemics had occurred, or

at least reached their height, uniformly in the summer

season, and they have accordingly applied to such cases the

name of "
goitre cstival."^ But this is a view that also

lacks confirmation when we come to sum up the various

experiences ; many epidemics of goitre have appeared and
run their course at other seasons as well, and in fact it is

impossible to show even a preponderance of the malady just
at the time of high temperature.

Of 24 epidemics of goitre in France, for which I find the period of

occurrence given with some accuracy, the respective seasons were as

follows :

5 in winter 6 in summer
I ,, winter and spring 3 „ summer and autumn

7 „ spring I „ autumn
I „ spring and summer

The epidemic of goitre in 1877 among the Russian troops at Kokaun

happened in the month of February. The epidemic of 1820 in Silber-

' '

Etudes,' p. 138.
- L. c, p. 224.

^
xivet,

* Gaz. des hopit.,' 1852.

VOL. II. 11
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berg originated in spring ;
on tlie setting in of fine wcatbcr, tlie numbor

cf cases increased very slowly, but in the cold and wet autumn follow-

ing, it rose so considerably that lOO new cases came under observation

between the 17th and 20th November, and in December there were

only 70 men, in a battalion 380 strong, who had escaped the disease.

§ 43. Influence op Locality.

All the more marked aud unambiguous is the connexion

that may be traced between endemic goitre and cx'etinism and

the locality, or, in other words, between them and the noil

or what the soil carries and contains. However widely the

two diseases (and goitre in particular) are spread over the

globe, and however large the tracts of country overrun by
them, it is always and everywhere only a foAv spots, often

narrowly circumscribed, which form the scat of the endemic ;

outside these, even in the most immediate neighbourhood, the

immunity is complete. The report of the Sardinian Commis-

sion brings out in the clearest terms this mode of incidence

for the localities of Piedmont which are affected by goitre

and cretinism ; and equally so the statements of Rosch for

Wiirtemberg and of Maffei for Salzburg. The latter have

been recently substantiated by Klebs, who points out that the

disease cannot be dependent on atmospheric influences (sun-

light, air, and the like), inasmuch as it is always limited to

particular spots, the surrounding country remaining completely
free from it. In the Hungarian countries of Pesth, Raab

and Wieselburg, goitre and cretinism are found, according to

Glatter, in the districts on the right bank of the Danube ;

only an occasional case occurs on the left bank, while the

more remote regions of even the right bank are free from

both diseases. In the neighbourhood of Passau, there are

only sporadic cases of goitre aud cretinism, while in the

Austrian village of Engelhardszcll eighteen miles off, the

cases amount to 10 per cent, of the population.^ In Middle

and Lower Franconia cretinism is met with at scattered points

only.^ In the quondam Duchy of Nassau it is only the town

of Herborn and a few villages in the lofty Westerwald that

form the endemic seats of goitre ;
in all other parts of the

' Friedrich, 'Bayr. arztl, Intclligcnzbl.,' 1S55, Nr. 28,352.
^
Majer, 1. c.
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countiy the disease is a rare plienomenon.^ In the small

section of the arrondissement of Rouen which is affected by
endemic goitre, there are 49 villages situated close together,
and of these only 25 are subject to the disease, the remaining
24 being completely free from it.^ In Bedfordshire, goitre
is endemic in a single village, Ridgemont, while all the

country round is exempt.^
Incontrovertible proof of the influence of locality upon the

production of goitre is furnished by the fact that healthy

persons coming into goitrous spots from non-goitrous places
not unfrequcntly contract the disease after a longer or shorter

stay, aud sometimes after a very short stay ; secondly, by
the fact that a change of locality has been found to be the

most certain means of overcoming the disease or preventing
its farther development ; and thirdly, that in regions where

goitre is endemic, the animals also are affected by it, especially
the domestic animals such as dogs, cats, goats, sheep, pigs,
horses and mules.* As regards the first point, I may call

attention to the fact already mentioned that, when goitre has

broken out as an epidemic among the military, the troops to

suffer have been chiefly those that have come into a goitrous

locality from a non-goitrous. There are, besides, other

references to persons previously healthy falling ill with it

under the same circumstances, such as those by Erlenmeyer^
for the Rhine country, Glatter for Hungary, and Wilson
for the Punjaub. Observations as to the good effect

of a change of locality on the course of the disease

have been published by Guyon^ from Santiago (Chili),
Mondoza (Argentine Republic), and Switzerland, by Wother-

spoon from Fort Kent, and by Greenhow from Oudh7 Von
1 V. Franque, 1. c, 621, 623, 625, 627.

*
Vingtriuier, 1. c.

Blower, 1. c.

* This fact was known to Pllnj^ who says (1. c.) :
" Guttur homini tantum et

snibus intumescit, aquarum quae potantur pleurumque vitio." Instances of

the occurrence of goitre in animals are reported from all goitrous localities : by
Kcyssler, Fodere and Saint-Lager (Piedmont), Baillarger (especially in mules)
and Anzouy (Pyrenees), Moretin (Jura), Saint Lager (Lyonnais), Guerdan (Baden),
Rosch (Wijrtemberg), Mittermayer (Pinzgau), Gmelin (Lena Valley, Irkutsk),

Bramley, Greenhow, McClelland, Campbell and Fayrer (India), Barton and

Wotherspoon (United States).
6 '

Archiv,' 1. c. "^ ' Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1862, p. 345.
' L. c, 441 :

" That change of locality is beneficial or the contrary to goitrous
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Seidlitz informs us that when the number of cases among the^

Russian troops in Kokaun (Turkestan) reached such a height
as to cause anxiety, the best results followed tlie removal of

the whole military contingent to the neighl)ouring town of

Margelan.

§ 44. Influence op Altitude and Configuration.

The question now arises, Wliat arc those conditions of soil,

common to all centres of goitre and cretinism, which can be

brought into direct or indirect relation with the pathogenesis ?

A glance at the area of distribution of both diseases shows

that their endemic occurrence is not by any means dependent
as a universal rule upon a certain elevation and configuratioji

of the ground ; although it is true that they are mostly endemic

in mountainous districts (most of all in high mountain ranges
such as the Alps, the Himalaya and the Cordillera), while-

they are rare on table-lands, extremely rare on low levels,

and never found hitherto on coast margins.^

Saussiirc," on the strength of his observations in the Swiss

and Savoy Alps, was of opinion that the two diseases find their

upper limit at a height of 1000 metres (3300 feet) ; Avhile-

Demme and Maffci'^ thought that they could make out

a corresponding inferior limit at about 300 metres (1000 feet) ;

so that, on cither side of that zone, goitre and cretinism

would occur only sporadically. But these fixed limits have-

a purely local value ; for the general distribution of the-

disease, they cannot be applied at all. That the downward
limit (reckoning to the sea-level) is a vanishing one,

may be concluded from the prevalence of goitre in the

northern plain of France (Departments of the Aisne and Oise),

in various parts of England (Norfolk, Somerset and other

tumours, appears to be a proof that they depend, to some extent at least, on local

causes. In England, in America, in Switzerland, and in India, it has been remarked

that goitres decrease, and even disappear sometimes, on the patient's changing
his residence."

^ See Hutchinson,
' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1855, Oct. This circumstance is

most noticeable in those countries where goitre is widely prevalent in the phiins

situated at the foot of mountain slope?, although it leaves the proper coast-

region entirely free, as in Brazil (Rendu).
2 L. c, 11,487.

'
li. c, p. 147.
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'Counties), autl along the great lakes of North America

(Michigan, Lower Canada) ; while the limit upwards which

Saussure has fixed depends, as the Sardinian Commission^ liave

pointed out and Malfei's data for the Salzburg Alps con-

firmed, upon the fact that the greater part of the cultivated

land and the larger number of human habitations do not

Teach beyond the altitude named. As a matter of fact both

diseases are found at still higher elevations : in the Hautes

Alpes at 2060 metres or 6750 foot (St. Verau), in Savoy at

1566 metres (Albiez-le-Vieux, where there are go goitrous or

cretinous persons in a population of 1000), in the Pyrenees
at 13 16 (Bareges), in Val Tellina at 1300 (according to

Strambio), in Sondrio at 1700 (Livigno), even in Baden at

1000 (Hammereiscnbach), in the Himalaya at 2000 (in Ladak
and Nepaul up to 4000), and in the Cordillera of New
Granada at from 3000 to 4000 metres (10,000 to 13,000

feet) .

Goitre and cretinism, accordingly, cannot be shown to be

dependent for their endemic prevalence upon elevation of the

ground. And there is just as little truth in the other doctrine

founded by Saussure,^ and formerly in somewhat general cur-

rency, according to which deeply cleft valleys, receiving little

sunshine or wind, and with a damp air or marshy soil, form by
far the greatest if not the only seats of endemic goitre and

cretinism. The goitrous and cretinous districts of the Pied-

montese and Lombard Alps extend far into the plain of Upper
Italy; in Switzerland we find both diseases on the lowground of

Malters (Lucerne) which, as Troxler says,^ is neither narrower

nor deeper than hundreds of other localities where there is

no goitre or cretinism, and, again, in the wide and exposed

valley of the Aar; while the occurrence of cretinism at

I L. c, p. 173.
* L. c, ii, 390, 480. Saussure's contention is tbat, wliei'eas the inhabitants of

tlie upper part of a valley appeared to be perfectly healthy, he began to find

the first traces of cretinism when he came to hamlets in deeper situations, the

number of cases rising proportionately as he descended towards the bottom of the

valley. Beyond the point where the valley began to open on to the level, the

malady became rarer, and on the plain itself, as well as in the open and wind-

swept valleys, it vanished altogether ; although the conditions of living, as he

adds, were exactly the same for the whole population of the valley.
3
L.c.p. 43.
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Langenargen on the Lake of Constance furnishes us with a

classical instance of the disease having its seat in an open

plain. In the Lyonnais goiti'O occurs equally on the plain

and in the valleys, in Alsace and the i'alatinate it is prevalent
on the level expanse of the Rhine valley, in Lower and Middle

Franconia we find it (along with cretinism) not in valleys

but on the slopes of the Steigerwald, in Thuringia it is in

mountainous and in level districts equally (according to Rehm
and Kirchhoff), in Upper and Lower Austria on the great plain

of the Danube, in Salzburg on the low grounds of the Enns and

Traun, and in Styria on the broad plain of the Mur (the

Eichfeld).^ One of the most important goitrous regions of

India, as we have seen, is the plain of the Terai joining on

to the slopes of the Himalaya. In Northern China, the

endemic of goitre is by no means confined to the moun-

tainous regions, but extends over the level country as well ;"

and the same is true of the western parts of the Soudan."*

On the western slope of the Cordillera of Mexico, the focus

of disease goes as far down as the bottom of the basin j* and

in like manner, goitre extends from the eastern slopes of

these mountains far into the plains of the southern provinces
of Brazil and into tliose of the Argentine llepublic.

§ 45. Relation to the Geology and Mineealogy op

THE Locality.

A special interest attaches to the question wdiether any
connexion can be made out between the endemic occurrence

1 Kiistl, who lays most stress for the pathogenesis iipou the valleys being shut

in, finds examples of this in the valley of the Mur. Between Predlitz and

Murau, where the valley is 400 to 500 paces wide, there is one cretin to about fif-

teen inhabitants ; from Murau to Hchleifling, where the valley becomes four times

as wide, cretinism becomes three times less common ; from Schleifling onwards,

as it narrows again, the malady almost doubles ; and as the valley widens

somewhat from Unzmarl: to Judenburg, the disease once more becomes less

frequent. So far so good. IJut now the valley opens out from Judenburg down

to the level of Eichfcld, where one would expect cretinism to vanish j but here,

we are told, the conditions favorable to cretinism are so strongly developed that

the number of cases at certain spots is from 5 to 10 per cent, of the whole

population.
2
Dudgeon, 1. c. :

" It is found also on the plains and in our large cities."

*
Quintin, 1. c.

'' Matthieu de Possey.
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of goitre and cretinism and tlie geological or mineralogical

character of the soil. This is a question which has been

discussed with more or less of keenness by nearly all the

more recent observers,, although as yet they have come to no

conclusion that is at all satisfactory. The difficulty attend-

ing the solution of the problem lies essentially in the fact

that there is a want of exhaustive and thorough information

as to the conditions of soil in the individual circumscribed

localities which are the seats of goitre and cretinism ;
as

well as in the fact that, in forming our opinion, we should

require to know not merely the upper layer of soil but also

the character of the bottom, which is often very different from

the surface ; and, further, in the fact which has been quite

rightly dwelt upon by Schwalbe,^ that some localities contain

minerals either in the form of ore-deposits or of lodes, or to

the extent of a mere impregnation, and that these impart to

the soil a geological character which may escape observation

for a long time. While paying the fullest tribute to the

thoroughness of the inquiries directed upon this question by

McClelland,^ Billiet,^ Grange,* Saint Lager, G-arrigou,^ and

others, we can hardly regard the results that they have

arrived at as conclusive ; fur, apart from the discrepancies

among themselves, they cannot always be brought into

harmony with the conclusions of observers in other parts of

the world; and as the latter have often been superficial in their

determination of the geological conditions, we are without

the means of deciding critically wherein the contradictions

and discrepancies lie, and how they are to be reconciled. I

think it well to introduce the following table with that

remark, so that the reader may have a correct appreciation

of the trustworthiness of the conclusions drawn from it.

1 *

Correspondbl. des Thuring. arztl. Vereins.'

2 ' Sketch of the Medical Topography, or Climate and Soils of Bengal and the

N. W. Provinces,' Lond., 1859.
3 'Annal. med.-psychol.,' 1854, April, 1855, Jan.

4 'Gaz.med.de Paris,' 1848, 820, 1849, 972, 1850, 554, 1851, 103; 'Arch,

gen. demed.,' 1850, Jan., 108, Oct., 243.
= ' Bull, de I'Acad. de med.,' 1868, xxxiii, 915 ;

' Gaz. hehd. de med.,* 1874,

270, 284.
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Tahultir Survey of Endemic Goitre and Cretinism as occurring

oil the several Geological Formations}

GeolojriLMl Formation.

Oldest and Eruptive
Roeks (Gueiss,
Mica-Slate and

Clay-Slate, Granite,

Syenite)

A star (*) before the iiaiiio of a locality denotes both

goitro anil cri'tinisin as endeuiie ; places not so

designated have goitre only.

Silurian and
Devonian (transi-

tion, Grey-wacke

Coal

Permian

Variegated
Sandstone

rt J

Limestone

Keuper

*Piedniont (valley of Aost.a, Tarcntaise, Upper
Savoy)—*Val Tellina (valley of the Adda)-
*N'orican Alps (Upper and Lower Austria,

Styria)
—*S\vitzei'land (Bernese Oberland,

Valhiis, Grisons)—*Transylvania (circle

of Kronstadt)—*Sud.etic Mountains—*Erz

gebirge (Annaberi:^ and other places)
—*Harz

(Lautenthal)—*Baden (Neustadt)—Nassau—
Sweden (Faluh)— Finland—Alabama—New^
Granada (Pamplona, Socorro).

*Norican Alps (Salzburg, Tyrol, Styria)-

*Pyrenees—Vosges—Sudetic Mountains—
Harz (Lerbach. (Jhiusthal)—Siberia (basin of

the Lena)—*Hinialaya (Kumaon, Sic.)
—Hud-

son's Bay Territory (shores of the Elk and
Peace Rivers)—New Granada (on the moun-
tain ridge between Villata and Muzu)—Brazil

(Prov. of Goyaz, especially the western slopes
of the Sierra Geral).

England (Derby, Nottingham, Yorkshire, Cum-
berland)— Silesia—Pennsylvania (Pittsburg,

*Val Tellina (valley ot the Lire)—*Maritinie

Alps—Lyonnals (Rhone)—Hesse (especially

valley of Neckar)—Thuringia—New Gra-
nada (castei'n slopes of the Cordillera).

*Norican Alps (Styria, Tyrol)
—*Black Forest

(eastern division)—*Ijow^er Franconia (slopes
of the Spessart, valley of the Main)—*Tliur

ingia (Schmalkalden, &c.)
—India (plain of

Hindostan (Terai) on the slope of the Hima
laya)

—New Granada (valleys of Suarez,

Chicamocha, Surata, See.)
—Peru— Chili.

*Wurteniburg (region between Rottweil and

Mergentheim) — *Sigmaringen (in a side

valley of the Neckar)—*Baden (Neudenau, in

the .Taxtthal)
—Hesse—*Lower Franconia

(Erlabrunn, vallry of the Main)—Thuringia—New Granada (province of Socorro).
*Savoy (valley of the Isere)

—*Hautes-Alpes—
*Basses-Alpes—*Wurtemberg (chief seat of

the disease in the circle of the Neckar and

Jaxt)
—*Lower Franconia (western slope of

the Steigerwald, Sulzheim, Geroldshufen,

etc.).

1 Tills table, it need hardly be said, makes no cliiini to comj)leteness ;
I have,

fertile most 2)art limited it to the larger centres of disease.
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Geological Formation.

1-0

Lias

Jura

Chalk .

Tertiary .

Sedimentary .

Volcanic (trap)

L

L

A star (*) before the name of a locality denotes both

goitre and cretinism as endemic; places not so

designated have goitre only.

^Piedmont fvalleys of tlie Stvira, Varaita, &c.)—Switzerland (Aigle, Oi'monds, and other

places in the Canton Vand) —France (various
localities)

—Yorkshire (at a few places).
*Norican Alps — *Savoy — *I)auphine —
*Hautes-Alpes—Department ofthe Meurthe
(Oolite formation)

—Yorkshire (Upper and
Middle Oolite).

Seine-Inferieure—England (Norfolk, Bucking-
hamshire, Hampshire).

*Switzerland (Bern, on the nagelfluh, several

localities in the Canton St. Gall)—*Franee
(Dauphine, Basses -Alpes, &c.)

— Lower
Austria— Baden—*'Wurtemburg (Langen-
argen).

Italy (plain of the Po in Lomhardy)—France
(Bresse)

—*Plainof the Rhine (Alsace, Pala-

tinate)—Hungary (banks of the Danube and
Drave, in the County of Baranya)—Argentine
Republic (eastern basin).

*Piedmont (a few places in Asti and Acqui)—
*France (Upper Auvergne)—India (Cbota,

Nagpore, &c., probably on basalt)
—Java—

Mexico (Colima)
—Azores.

Altliougli this survey is far from an exhaustive one, it

serves to furnish evidence of several facts. The first of

these, already pointed out by Boussingault, by the Sardinian

Commission, by Lebert, Grange, Niepce, and others, is that

no geological formation pi-ecludes the occurrence of goitre
and cretinism. The second is that the two diseases occur

much more frequently (although not exclusively, as Eschricht^

thinks) on the older formations (including the Trias) than on

the newer. The third is that they occur only on those sedi-

mentary formations which are composed of the detritus of

older rocks, as, for example, in the j)lains of the Rhine and

of Lombardy, and in the valleys of the Arve and Doria.^
" Dans la province de Savoye-Propre," says the Sardinian

Commission with reference to the last-mentioned fact,^
"

le

cretinisme endemique se rencontre seulement sur la rive

1 • Verhandl. der Wiirzb. pliys.-med. Gesellsch.,' 1854, iv, 141.
' See Saint-Lager,

'

Etudes,' 443.
^ P. 67.
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gauclie do Fls^ro, qui fait suite aux MillicrcSj de la province
do Haute- Savoye. Lcs cretins cessent aussitot, qu'on
arrive sur les terrains de calcaire cretace ou jurassiquc. Mon-

seigncur Billiet, ai'clievcquo do Cliatnljcry, daus les rcu-

seignenieuts par lui fournis a la commissiou, assura (pie

parmi les 140 paroisses situees dans ce dernier terrain^ 7

seulement pi-esentent des traces do cretinisme
; encore ces

communes so trouvent-elles sur un terrain tortiaire forme de

detritus des Alpes et sur une molasso argileuse."

Garbiglietti and Ferraris make similar statements for other

parts of Piedmont. Rosch, after sketching the distribution

of goitre and cretinism in Wiirtemberg on the variegated

sandstone, niuschelkalk, and keupor, goes on to say :

" Between the keuper and the Jurassic limestone_, forming
the main chain of the mountain, there is a narrow zone of

Liassic limestone and Liassic slate at the foot of the Alp, also

running from south-west to north-east. On that, as well as

on the whole Jurassic formation, goitre and cretinism are

nowhere endemic,^'
—a fact which had been pointed out before

by Kiedle as regards goitre, when he proved from the

recruiting lists that, in 1000 conscripts examined, there were

130 to 155 goitrous among those from tho communes on

the Trias, but only 2 to 3 ])er 1000 from localities ou

the Alp,
After what has been pointed out already as to local

delimitations of the foci of disease, often within very uari-ow

bounds, and as to restriction to particular villages (the

adjoining localities being entirely exempt) and as to the immu-

nity of certain points in the midst of a large area of the disease

although the geological formation is everywhere absolutely the

same, it hardly needs more evidence to show that the geolog-
ical character of the formation in and hy itself can by no means

determine the occurrence of goitre and cretinism. It is

remarked by Boussingault that in the mountain ridges which

run along the coast of Venezuela, one encounters granite,

gneiss, mica-slate, talc or clay-slate, and that the same

formations enter into the soil of the ])lain of Caracas and the

valleys of the Aragua and Tuy, Kow, whereas goitre is very
rare throughout the whole province of Caracas, the malady
occurs in general diffusion in the provinces of Pamplona,
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Bucaramonga, Giron and others. Throughout a great part
of NcAV Granada we find syenite and porphyraceous green-
sand in such localities as Montuosa Baxa^ Cacota de Balesco,
and Laxas, where goitre is endemic

; whereas in the province
of Antioquia and over a large part of the upper valley of the

Cauca^ which belong to the same formation (oldest eruptive

rock), the disease does not occur. Boussingault found many
villages much affected by goitre (Villata, La Palma, Copes el

Pehon, Pacho, and others) on a belt of clay-slate running
northwards from Villata towards Muzo

; whereas, on a

second belt of the same formation in the Eastern Cordillera,,

forming the water-shed between the valley of the Magdalena
and that of the Cauca, not a single case of goitre is to bo
met with. There are the same discrepancies in the distribu-

tion of goitre in New Granada on the red sandstone, tho

bunt-sandstone, and other formations.

§ 46. Influence op Wet Soil.

If, then, there be some causal connexion between

the endemic occurrence of goitre and cretinism and the

nature of the soil, and that connexion do not depend on the

geological formation, then the determining factor must He

either in the i:)liysical characters of the soil or in its cltemical

constitution or mineralogical characters.

In regard to the former of these, many observers have

laid special stress upon the cojyious saturation or swamping
of the soil ; and it has been specially remarked by some^ that,

where goitre and cretinism occur upon the oldest eruptive
formations (the Primary rocks) or upon the older formations

generally, the explanation is partly in the fact that the kind

of cleavage of the ground peculiar to these formations leads

to the pi'oduction of deeply-cleft, winding, and therefore very

damp valleys, such as have been shown by experience to be

the chief seats of the disease. It Avill appear from what has

been said of the occurrence of the disease in wide and open

valleys and on plains, that this latter argument carries only a

certain amount of weight. But those other facts which would
^

Especially Garbiglietti,
' Giorn. delle sc. med. di Torino,' 1845, Giuguo.
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mako the distribution of tlio disease to depend upon damp-
ness of tlio ground in general have not the significance that

has Leon often ascribed to them, inasmuch as there are just

as many and just as trustworthy observations going to show

that goitre and cretinism are indigenous and fully developed
cvcu on the driest of soils.

In tlie Cordilleras of Now Granada Humboldt found tliat both dis-

eases were as ctimmon iu valleys with a dry soil as with a wet, and that

certain wooded districts characterised by heat and moisture, such as

the province of Antioquia, the banks of the Orinoco, Cassaquii-i, and

Rio Negro enjoyed complete immunity from the disease. Roulin

and Boussiugault have expi'esscd a siuiihir opinion, the former stating

emphatically' that among the Cordilleras goitre is prevalent iu districts

which lie quite exposed and count among the driest spots on the globe

(" qui sont les plus seches du moude"). Referring to the distribution

of goitre in North America, Barton- points out that the malady has its

seat principally iu damp valleys and on swampy river banks ; on the

other hand, Denny observes that Pittsburg, which is affected by
endemic goitre, stands upon a perfectly dry plateau, the vicinity of the

town being quite free from marsh. One of the most considerable centres

of goitre and cretinism in the Rhone valley is the district of Aigle,

notwithstanding that it is free from marsh, moderately dry, exposed to

the sun all the year, and well swept by winds.^ " In the Alpine

valleys," says Troxler,'' speaking generally,
" and in other valleys

where cretinism occurs, there are almost no proper marshes but

only occasional collections of water, producing no important con-

sequences ; on the other hand, in the marshiest of regions
cretinous lesions have not been discovered even by the most careful

observers." Wenzel,'" Streinz, Hofer, Ozlberger, and various others who
have discussed the question wdth reference to the diseases as they occur

in the Norican Alps, lay special stress upou the dampness of the soil in

the goitrous centres. Mallei also takes that factor to be not irrelevant,

adding, however :

"^ " but I know very well that even the sunicst, brightest,

and driest situation may not preclude the development of cretinism ;"

and in order to show how little a marshy soil can determine the occur-

rence of the disease, he points to the marshes aud moors of low coun-

tries, and to the shores of lakes and great rivers, which are quite exempt
from goitre and cretinism. Schaussberger, who treats of the endemic

goitre of Upper and Lower Austria, observes that while many villages,

such as Seissenheim, Krum-Nussbaum, aud Gross-Pochlaru are swarm-

ing with cretinous and goitrous persons, the#e are other villages in their

*
*G;i7,. nicd. do Paris,' 1S45, (")°-

*
1j.c.,i)1.

^ Lehert,
'

Arclilv,' 1. c.

* 'Sclnveiz. Arcliiv dcr Mod.,' 1817, llcft 3,49.
'^

L.c, p. 9O.
6 L. c.,11. 154.
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immediate neigliboiivliood and witli the same low and damp situation

•whicli are affected bnt little or not all, such as Aschach, Ottenslicim,

Tbbs, and particularly Marbacb, wbicli is only some ten minutes' distance
from Krum-Nussbaum, and is in all otlier respects similarly placed with
it. The same discrepancies come out on comparing the conditions of
soil in those localities of Wiirtemberg which are subject to goitre and
ci'etinism. While Kerner, Dilrr, Rampold,^ and others, emphasise the

dampness of the soil as an essential part of the causation, it is obsei'ved

by Rosch,- who agrees with them generally, that " the valleys of the

Alb, which are often very narrow and deep, especially the Donauthal
and the Brenzthal, are damp, full of mists and marshy in places, as, for

example, the fine stretch of the Donauthal from Miihlheim through
Tuttlingen to Sigmaringen, and yet goitre is veiy rare there and the

cretinous degeneration does not occur at all." Faber's opinion is to the

same effect.^ The centres of goitre and cretinism in Middle Franconia

(Iphofen, Einersheim, &c.,) lie high and exposed on a dry plain bounded

by the Steigerwald.* While special stress is laid by Tourdes,^ Herr-

mann/ and ohters on the marshy character of the Rhine valley as a

cause of its endemic goitre and cretinism, Miillcr
"
on the other hand

has shown by his observations that the valley of the Neckar in Hesse,
which is also a seat of goitre and cretinism, is distinguished by the
absolute dryness of its soil. Again, Lettsom would regard the wetness
of the soil in Derbyshire as helj)iug materially to produce the endemic
of goitre there ; while we have to note, on the other hand, from Rum-
sey's observations on goitre around Beaconsfield (Bucks), that the
town itself is free from the malady although its situation is more damp
than the adjoining valleys which are affected with goitre.

It cannot be denied tliat a wet or marshy soil is anything
but a matter of indifference to the well-being of the resi-

dents upon it^ or that the state of health does experience a

change for the better when that evil is overcome, or, in other

words, when the soil is dried by drainage, the making of

regular water-courses, and the like. And we are indeed

justified in associating with that hygienic progress the

decrease of goitre and cretinism which has been experienced
in the valleys of Savoy,^ in the Pyrenees,^ in the valley of

the Rhine in Alsace,^" in the Jaxtthal in Wiirtemberg,^^ and

^ '

Wiirttemberg. med. Correspondenzbl.,' 1835, v. ^59-
* L. c, 218. 3

L_c., 221.
^
Hoffmann, 'Einiges iiber den Cretinismus u. s. w.,' Wiirzb., 1841.

* L. c.,53.
« ' Blatter fiir gericbtl. Med.,' 1882, 147.
7 ' Bad. med. Annal.,' 1839, v. 89.
^
Fodere, p. 190 ;

'

Report of the Sardiu. Commission,' p.200 ; Dnbini, 1. c.

^
Boulinicre, 1. c.

^°
Tourdes, Herrmann, 11, cc. "

Kerner, 1. c.
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at other places where such improvements in the soil have been

carried out. But it is clear that we are here concernefl, not

with obviating a specific factor of disease, but with a general

elevation of the state of health of the residents and with their

increased power to resist morbific influences.

^ 47. Connexion with Limestone, and with Magnesia in

PARTICULAIi.

According to the oldest and most general view of the

origin of goitre, accepted by most observers down to those of

the present day, the cause of the disease is to be found in the

liabitual use of water rich in certain mineral constituents.

And, inasmuch as the presence of mineral substances in the

water depends on the ground from which it springs or

over which it flows, and as, by experience, the suspected
^'

goitre-springs
" are found to be particularly those with

carbonate of lime or gypsum dissolved in somewhat large

quantities, it was natural to conjecture that goitre and

cretinism must be associated as endemics with a limestone

soil—a conjecture which the accurate examination of soils at

an early period of the inquiry tended to strengthen.

Bousslngault was perhaps the first to call attention to tills significance

of a limestone soil—in the Cordilleras ofNew Granada. Then came Sens-

burg, Hoffmann, and Stahl, who pointed out the association of the two

diseases with gypsum, marl, and other limestone-bearing soils in Lower

Franconia. Riedle made out that goitre and cretinism in Wiirtemberg
were found mostly on the muscholkalk and keupor, and next in order

on the Jurassic limestone and molasse— a fact which was subsequently

confirmed by Rampold, by Heyfelder for a side-valley of the Neckar in

Sigmaringen, by Diirr for the circle of the Jaxt, and by Rosch for

the circfe of the Black Forest. Falck showed that in Hesse both

diseases occurred mostly on mnschelkalk, stratified limestone and

zechstein, whereas the localities with lias, oolite, basalt, and clay were

exempt from them ;
thus of 93 villages in which goitre and cretinism

were endemic, 84 were upon zechstein and mnschelkalk, 3 on primitive

rock, 3 on clay, 2 on molasse, and i on trap. The same results were

come to by Guerdan for Neudenau (Baden), both diseases being pre-

valent on mnschelkalk ;
and by IMalTc'i. in part at least, with reference

to the distribution of these maladies in the Norican Alps.

The first thorough inquiry into the circumstances in qucs-
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tion was instituted by McClelland in the province of

Kumaon on the slope of the Himalaya. His results were as

follows :

In 91 villages situated on granite and gneiss, hornblende slate and
mica slate, clay slate, green sandstone, granitino, and silicious sand-

stone, having an aggregate population of 5383, there were 29 goitrous

persons and no cretins; whereas in 35 villages on Alpine limestone {i.e.

Jurassic limestone and zechstein), having an aggregate population of
1 160, 390 cases of goitre were found and 34 of cretinism.

These results were afterwards confirmed by Thorel for

Mekong and Cochin China. " A mosure que les montagnes
de calcaire deviennent plus nombreuses/' he says,

"
les

cas de goitre sent egalement d'uno extreme frequence.
II suffit, pour quo le nonibre des goitreux augmente, qu'il

y ait pros des villes et des villages, des montagnes de

marbre."

In the meantime Billiet^ had been making inquiries in the

same manner as McClelland, into the relation between goitre
and cretinism and the various kinds of soil in the Diocese of

Chambery (Savoy) ;
and he satisfied himself that, of 169

villages, 127 were free from the diseases in question, while 42
formed endemic seats of the same. Further, he made out

that tlie cases were occasional on the alluvium of the Rhone
and on older diluvial formations, that the number of cases

rose on coming nearer to the argillaceous limestone soil which
runs from Montmelian to Cliamousset, and that the endemic
reached its height on the limestone, magnesia, and gypsum
of the valley of the Maurienne, where the cases amounted to

10 per cent, of the population. While the whole of the 127

villages on Jurassic and neocomian rock enjoy an absolute

immunity, the disease begins to appear in endemic form

on argillaceous limestone and slate, and most of all upon
soil which bears talc-slate, micaceous slate and gypsum.
That it is here the state of soil only that is the deter-

mining factor is inferred l)y Billiet from the fact that all the

valleys in the diocese, both those subject to the diseases and
those exempt from them, are absolutely alike in all other

1 L. c, 172.
* 'Mein. acad. de Savoye,' 1847; 'Annal, mcd.-psychol.,' 1854, April, 185

Jan.
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circumstances—as rof^-arJs tlio furm of tliu valleys, their

steepness, tlieir planting, tlieir exposure to the sun, tlieir

hydrology, and their buildings, and as regards the well-being

of their inhabitants.

While each of these two authorities had directed his

inquiries exclusively upon one small area, Grange^ extended

his investigations on the subject over a wide territory, study-

ing the problem in tlie Pyrenees, the Yosges, and in tho

Alps of Piedmont and Switzerland. Ho came to the con-

clusion (which Zambroni" had come to long before him) that

it was in no way an affair of the whole mass of limestone

rock, but exclusively of the magnesia in it, tho maximum
amount of the disease being found on a soil of dolomite or

magnesian limestone.

Grange's first observations were made in the valley of tlie Isere;

both tbere and in tbc diluvial pbiin of Grenoble, in the valleys of the

Vosges, Jnra, and Pyrenees al)Ounding in dolomite, on the molasse

(nageltlub) of Western Switzerland, in the departments of the Oise,

Aisne, and Somme, in a few districts of Danphine, and in the depart-
ments of Haut-Rhin and Bas-Rhin, it was the abundance of magnesia
in the soil that appeared to determine the occurrence of goitre and

cretinism. However various the elevation, the configuration and the

formations of these regions might be, one unvarying factor in them
all was the presence of magnesia in the rock, whether it occurred in the

form of magnesia-containing silicates (as particularly in gneiss and

granite and in hornblende-rocks) or in the form of dolomite ; and it was
the absence, or the somewhat scanty or infrequent occuiTence of mag-
nesia in the younger Jurassic rocks, in the chalk, and in the Tertiary
formations that explained the immunity of localities in whose soil thes3

predominated.

These conclusions of Grange on the relations of a parti-

cular quality of soil to endemic goitre and cretinism are in

agreement, not only with earlier observations as to the pre-

valence of both diseases on the Trias (muschelkalk, keuper,
and zechstein), and on the transition limestone of Lower and

]\Iiddlo Franconia, Wiirtemberg, Sigmaringcu, Baden, the

Norican Alps, and India ; but they have been confirmed also

1

'Compt. rend.,' 1848, ii, 358; 1849, *> ^9.^5 '^.So. i. .S'S, ii, 58;
' Annal. de

cliimie et dc phys.,' xxiv, 364;
' Arcb. geii. dc mcd.,' 1850, Jan., loS.

* In the paper brought out Ly Mongcz (' Kovuc mud.,' 1825, iv, 139), on the

occaBion of the discussion at the Acadeniie des Sciences upon the memoir drawn

up by Roulin relating to the distribution of goitre in New Granada.
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by many recent observations at tlie most diverse points within

the distribution-area of the two diseases—by Morel^ and
Aucelon for the Vosges, by Allaire and Richon for the vicinity

<d£ Diedenhoffen and Metz, by Gaudin for the department of

Niovre, by Anzouy and Garrigou for the Pyrenees, by
Virchow and Vogt for Lower Franconia, by Major and
lliidel for Middle Franconia, by Ruhrig for the village of

Aurach (Waldeck), by Gray for Bhootan, by Greenhow for

Oudh, and by Tschudi for Brazil (especially the province of

Minas Geraes from Ouro Preto upwards, with its
" itacolumit "

•or magnesian-quartz soil).

Lower Franconia, as Yircliow points out, belongs to the Tvlas, except-

ing its northern and western part ; the larger part of the Spessart rests

on variegated sandstone, the declivities of the valley of the Main yield

muschelkalk, and the Steigerwald, a range extending in all directions

throughout the Franconian Highlands, consists of keuper. Goitre and
cretinism in this region are endemic upon muschelkalk

; on the other

hand, both diseases are entirely absent from the interior of the Spessart
where the variegated sandstone is most abundant, beginning to

.show endemically at the edges of that formation, where muschelkalk

overlies the sandstone, as well as on a belt of it abounding in salt

springs. At the highest points of the Steigerwald, the upper members
of the keuper predominate (sandstone mixed with argilaceous strata);

at the foot of the range and in the plain, extensive layers of dolomite

are exposed, among which gypsum crops out. Thvis the area of disease

is here limited to localities where muschelkalk, dolomite or gypsum in

keuper-marl are found, or where strata of limestone and zechsteiu occur

side by side with variegated sandstone."

The theory developed by Grange and supported, as we
have seen, on many sides, has not been permitted to go un-

challenged. Thus it has been contested by Saint Lager,
whose very comprehensive study of the geological charac-

ters of soils over the whole globe (so far as they are known)
has led him to the opinion that goitre and cretinism are

indigenous only in regions with metal-yielding rock, that

their endemic occurrence depends essentially upon the pre-
sence of sulphuret of iron or of copper pyrites, and that

^ lu 'Coiigres sclent.,' Nancy, 1851;
' Annal. med.-psychol.,' 1854, avril;

' Traite des degenerations pliys., &c.,' Par., 1857;
' Arch. gen. de med./ 1864,

fevr., 173; 1865, juill, 5.
''

I may note that dolomltlc rock is predominant also lu the Western Soudan,
where Quintin has found goitre to be endemic.

VOL. II. 12
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their prevalence on soils containing niaf,niesia is explained

l)y the fact that that rock is especially liable to contain sul-

phuret of iron. This view has lately found support in the

inquiries of Lebour on the distribution of goitre in England.^
But against it the objection has been raised by Garrigou
that there is not a trace of endemic goitre in those very dis-

tricts of France wlicro sulphuret of iron occurs in largest

quantity
—in the canton of Ax (Dcpt. Arriegc) and in the

canton of Alais (Dopt. Card) ; while the disease is endemic

in many parts of the country where not a trace of sulphuret
of iron (or other metal) can be discovered in the soil.

There is still another circumstance that I must call atten-

tion to as being not without significance for the question
in hand : I mean the fact commented on by Thomson and

others that goitre is Avanting in New Zealand notwithstand-

ing that in the northern island, in which almost the whole

native population reside, large masses of magnesian limestone

lie exposed.
Thus the results of inquiries instituted to discover the con-

nexion between goitre and cretinism and the mineralogical
character of the soil, do not justify us in coming to a

definite conclusion. At the same time, the theory developed

by Grange is noteworthy in the highest degree. But it still

remains not altogether clear what is precisely the connexion

between quality of soil and the development of the disease ;

at all events the doctrine deduced from these facts of some

goitre-producing property in magnesian drinking-water is,

as we shall see, a highly unlikely one.

§ 48. Differences op Liability according to Race.

"With regard to the liability of various races and nation-

alities to goitre and cretinism, the statements of the several

authorities are very conflicting.

Thus GreenLow and Barton state that they Lad not scon a single case

of goitre among the white residents ; whereas, according to the experi-

ences of Wilson and Fayrer, the disease is equally common among all

races. For Nicaragua, the accounts of Bernhard and Guzman agree

1 'Med. Times nnd Gaz.,' 1881, Oct., 492.
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that goitre is most frequent among the Indians and more rarely met
with among those of mixed blood. In New Granada it would appear,
from Humboldt and Roiilin, that the disease seldom occurs among the

Indians, but, as Roulin adds, it is common among the negroes and the

whites. In like manner Smith found goitre most frequent in Peru

among the whites and the negroes, but rare among the mestizzos and
Indians ; while Tschudi found it in Brazil equally common in negroes,

mulattoes, and whites.

Whether these differences, such as they are, in the amount
of the disease in a mixed population, are attributable to

racial distinctions, appears very doubtful ; at all events, the

above facts, as well as the fact that goitre is endemic among
the Indians of North America (Barton), among the Malay

population of Sumatra, Java, and Ceylon, among the Mongols
in Ladak and China, and among the Arabs in Algiers and

Morocco, make it undoubted that no race or nationality

enjoys an immunity from goitre. But it is worthy of the

fullest attention that, although goitre is widely spread in the

Western Hemisphere, cretinism occurs much more rarely

there than it does in the Eastern, or than it does on the soil

of Europe in particular.

§ 49. Neglect op Hygiene a pkedisposing Cause.

Few diseases would seem to offer so favorable an oppor-

tunity for etiological research as goitre and cretinism. The

delimitation of the morbid areas, for the most part within

narrow bounds, might make it appear an easy matter to arrive

at a knowledge of the physical or chemical influences peculiar

to those particular localities as contrasted with others adjoin-

ing them,—influences such as could be broug4it into direct

relation with the production of the disease or could be desig-

nated as its proper cause. And, indeed, the first observers

thought that they had speedily and conclusively solved the

problem. But the farther the inquiry proceeded and the

larger became the number of places at which observations

were made, the more marked v/ere the differences of opinion
that showed themselves among the observers, and the greater

was the accumulation of diverse theories. An impartial
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estimate at the present day requires us to admit that the

cause of cmlcmic (joltn. cuul crctutism is still enveloped in

obscurity. I think I maybe excused from recounting all the

opinions that have passed current on this subject ; and in the

sequel I shall confine myself to a summary discussion of such

theories as continue to the present day to have some import-
ance assigned to them, ov have been recently the subject
of discussion.

The earliest observers were chiefly impressed with the

fact that the centres of goitre and cretinism were to be found

in dee])ly cleft, narrow, and damp valleys, little open to the

sun or little swept by the wind, and they concluded that the

essential cause of the disease was furnished Ity that kind of

valley-formation, and by the high degree of atmospheric

moisture, associated with high temperature and deficient sun-

light, dependent thereon. This view was first put forward

by Ackermann,^ Fodere," and the brothers Weuzel,' and it

found defenders subsequently, although in a less exclusive

fashion, in Berchtold-Beaupro (for Freiburg in Switzerland),

Guista (for the Val d'Aosta), Pilz (for the Ennsthal), and

othei's. AVhen speaking of the relations that might be traced

between these diseases and states of atmosphere and soil, I

showed the untenability of this doctrine (subsequently
abandoned by Fodero himself), although I did not question
the injurious influence on the health of the population of these

factors in general, or their importance as predisposing causes.

It is in the same sense, it seems to me, that we have to

judge of a second class of etiological factors, to which a

preponderant importance, especially for cretinism, has been

attached by certain observers, viz. the noxious effects due to

social misery, iyisnjjicient food, drunkenness, filth, overcroivded

and ill-ventilated dwelUngs, and neglect of body and mind.

The good results which have followed impi'oved conditions

of living among the inhabitants of particular places in Switzer-

land, Piedmont, Germany, and France (Vosges, Puy-de-D6me)
in limiting the extent and severity of cretinism, do not per-

mit us to doubt that there ai'C in social defects, just as in

the already mentioned atmospheric and telluric influences,

certain factors favorable to the production of the disease,

1 L. c, 83.
' L. c, 44, 140.

3 L. c., 95.
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the obviating" of wliicli is one of tlic most important and most

profitable of hygienic tasks.
^ But there arc certain facts which

make it clear that we are not therein concerned with a specific

cause of disease. These are :
—that many localities which are

quite exempt from goitre and cretinism present the same

social conditions among their inhabitants as the places afflicted

by those diseases, or even social conditions that are worse ;

that the populous centres of Europe^ Asia and America,
where all those noxious influences are in the aggregate

developed most, are precisely the places where goitre and

cretinism do not occur, or occur in sporadic cases only ;
that

in many of the tracts of country afflicted Avith these diseases,

the inhabitants are in the enjoyment of comparative comfort,

goitre and cretinism where they are endemic being by no

means exclusively the attributes of poverty and misery.

" Je ne crois pas necessaire," says Boixssingaulfc,
" de refuter I'opinion

qui attiibue le goitre a I'ivrognerie, a la malpropretc, a I'usage d'aliinens

grossiers ; sans doiite qne les aiiteurs d'une semblable opinion n'avaient

pas eu I'occasion de sojourner dans un pays oil le goitre est commun ;

autrement ils auraient pu observer cette maladie chez les individus les

plus sobres et dans la classe aisee de la socicte." To the same pui-port

is tbe statement of Saint-Lager -witli reference to tbe occurrence of

cretinism even amidst comfortable circumstances: "J'ai ete fort

surpris, apres avoir lu tout ce qu'on a ecrit au sujet de I'influence

qu'exercent sur la production du cretinisme la misere, la salete et la

mauvaise nourriture, de trouver en Suisse, en Savoie, en Daupbine et en

Piemont des cretins dans les villes et les villages les mieux batis, dans

les demeures les plus propres et cbez les particuliers les plus aises. II

est bien entendu, que je parle ici de I'aisance rcelle et non de laricbesse,

qui n'empecbe pas certains individus de vivre a la fa9on des miserables."

After quoting a large number of observations wbicb he had made on

this point, he goes on to say :

" La noblesse de Sion, de Sierre et

d'Aoste a eu des cretins : ne pouvant citer des noms, par egard pour les

families, je me borne a affirmer que j'ai vu des cretins au sein des

families jouissant de la plus grande aisance." It had been remarked

previously by Fodere that cretinism occurred "
equally in palaces and

I " La miseria non e direttaraente causa di cretinismo, ma ne e un elemento

favoritore, incubatore"— says Lombroso (1. c, p. 14); and Herrmann (1. c., 153)

sums up his experiences of the influence of an injurious hygiene in producing

the cretinism of the phiin of the Rhine in Hesse, with these words :

" I am
convinced that the social and domestic defects which have been mentioned are

to be taken merely as unfavorable or complicating phenomena and by no means

as causes operating independently for the production of cretinism."
" •

Etudes/ p. 173.
^ L. c, 72.
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in thatcbcd cabins;" and wc have the same kind of testimony
—in tlio

writings of Troxkv and Lcbert for Switzerland, of Hoffmann for Lower

Franconia, of Ri'idel for Middle Franconia, and of Hermann for tbe

Hessian plain of the Rhine,—tiiat the malady is indigenous in localities

where the fertility of the soil, the earning power of the inhabitants,

and the comforts of living compare favora)>ly with tbose of neighbour-

ing communes which are quite exempt from the disease. That goitre

is independent of these etiological factors is testified to not only by

Boussingault, but also by Grange, Tourdes (for Alsace), Vingtrinier

(for the department of the Seine inferieure), Berkowski (for Perm),
and others. The opinion also that the epidemic outbreaks of goitre
in French garrisons were specially connected with hygienic defects

(overcrowding and lilth in the barracks, unsuitable food, &c.)
—a view

adopted by several French military surgeons—has found no support in

the experiences of Gouget, Viry and Richard, Fleury and Saillart. In

order to dispose of this theory as absolutely untenable it is only neces-

sary to add that the disease has been observed to occur in animals.^

§ 50. Theory 01^ Ixcreased Vascular PjiESSURE within

THE Thyroid.

Another theory, whlcli applies especially to goitre, sets out

with the assumption that, in the development of that disease

we are concerned exclusively with a hyperxmia of the thyroid

gland, 'produced in a 'purely meclianical loay, and continuinrj

for a long period or recurring from time to time, and that the

occasion of it is furnished, sometimes by pressure in the

cervical vessels or in the thyroid directly (as a result of long-

continued extension or strain of the neck in certain attitudes

of body),and sometimes in respiratory and circulatory disorders,

which cause either a fluxion to and over-distension of the

highly vascular gland, or congestive hyperajmia in it as a

kind of safety-valve to the venous congestion of the intra-

cranial organs. The occasion of these circulatory and respi-

ratory disorders, according to the views of observers, may
be cither a chill (or the effect of cold air on the heated body,

especially on the neck, or of a draught of cold water under

the same circumstances), or it may bo severe bodily strain

such as climbing mountains, carrying heavy burdens (particu-

larly on the head), and violent exertions, especially if they
be put forth at great elevations or in a rarefied atmosphere.

' Vide supra, § 43.
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Halm points out^ that goitre wliicli was at one time of

general occurrence among the female population of Luzarches,

has disappeared almost entirely in recent times with the

decline of the lace-making industry. His explanation of the

fact is that the workwomen, who found employment at this

industry from their early youth, were obliged to sit at their

work with the neck thrown forwards, so that pressure was

exerted on the cervical vessels and on the thyroid. Brunet"

supports this opinion of the origin of goitre in general, on

the ground of his observations in the department of Cote

d'Or. On the other hand, Nivet, Halbron, Collin, Michaud,

Utz, Chouet, and other French military surgeons, explain the

epidemic outbreaks of goitre among the troops for the most

part according to the second of the two ways mentioned : that

is to say, as due to chills and strains of body, to which the

soldiers are exposed in the course of their military exercises,

Wilson's'^ experiences in the Punjaub led him to a similar

explanation of the cause of the goitre endemic there :

" Active occupation, necessarily so much more severe in

hilly districts, seems to influence the production of this

disease to a great extent, as is shown by its so frequent
occurrence in those who lead a laborious life, or pursue active

duties in a constrained position. . . . The effects of violent

exercise upon the circulation and blood-vessels generally are

well known, and it is only necessary, on this point, to refer

to the relation of the thyroid gland to the large vessels of

the heart, its remarkably large supply from them, and its

dense capillary structure and consequent ready liability to

enlargement from the dilatation of its vessels under the

conditions produced by violent and prolonged exercise.^'

This circumstance tells especially at the higher elevations,

and that is the explanation, Wilson adds, why the male sex,

being exposed to these bodily strains in a higher degree
than the female, are more often affected with goitre in

mountainous regions than the latter, who, in their turn, are

more often affected in the plains. Chabrand is of opinion that

even cretinism is referable to the same etiological factor—
1
'Compt. rend.,' 1869, Ixix, No. 16.

*•'

lb., 1869, Ixix, Nr. 18.

' 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1874, Dec, 693.
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" a des perturbations profondos et froqucntes de la respira-

tion et de la circulation," these being due to the injurious--

iulluences above mentioned, to "passage brusque etfreqncni-

ment renouvcle d'une temperature froide a une temperature

tres-eleve, et vice-versa, efforts, travail excessif, «^c/'
^

It cannot be contested a priori that a hyporajmic swel-

linof of the thyroid with dilatation of the vessels and other

changes of the organ (hypertrophy and the like) subse-

quently ensuing, or, in other words, the formation of a

goitre in the manner indicated, may take place and most

probably does take place as a matter of fact ; or, at least, that

a predisposing cause for the production of goitre is thereby

furnished. But an explanation, after any rational fashion, of

the endemic occurrence of that disease, and of cretinism

as well, cannot be found therein ; and even for the epidemic
outbreaks of goitre among soldiers particularly in French

garrisons, and in boarding-houses, seminaries, and the like,

the explanation does not seem to apply. All speculation as

to the causes of endemic goitre and cretinism must be

regarded as absolutely misdirected, which leaves out of sight

the fact that both diseases have the marked character of

local maladies and of local maladies confined within quite-

narrow circuits, and which seeks, in disregard of this fact,

to find the disease-factors in such influences as are, so to

speak, of a cosmopolitan kind. If this theory really pos-

sessed the general significance Avhich observers have ascribed

to it, then the diffusion of endemic goitre over the globe

must needs be infinitely wider than as a matter of fact it is ;

the epidemic occurrence of goitre
—and this is the pundMvi

saliens of the question
—would not be limited to those regions

where the malady is endemic for general reasons, but the same

phenomenon would necessarily present itself in other regions-

as well, especially if they be mountainous, where there arc

the same entirely commonplace influences at work, such as

catching chill, drinking cold water when the body is heated,

over-exertion, and the like.

Several of the French practitioners have fully admitted the truth of

this. Thus, Gouget, writing of the epidemic of goitre at Colmar in

1863, says that the troops previous to their arrival had gone through,

^ 'Du goitre et du crctinisme endt'miqucs,' Paris, 1864.
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severe military exercises and had remained quite Wealthy all tlie while, tlie

cases of goitre having occurred among them subsequently, or at a time

when they were performing light garrison duty and were well lodged
and fed. With reference to this theory, Viry and Richard state :

" Nous sommes conduits a reconnuitre, que la multiplicito des causes,

auxquelles on a tour a tour rapporte Tapparition du goitre epidcmique

masque en realite une grande incertitude touchant Tctiologie vraie de

cette maladic."

Tlioro need be no question, as wo have already remarked,,

tliat those factors which bring about enduring or frequently

recurring hypcra3iuias of the thyroid, may furnish a predis-

posing cause of goitre-formation ; and it is probably to this

that we must refer the ^predominance of the disease in goitrous

districts among tlie female ])oinilation, in whom experience
shows that the hypersemic swelling of the thyroid stands in

some connexion, which we cannot for the present defino

more closely, with physiological processes in the organs of

generation (menstruation, pregnancy, childbed).

The larger number of authorities, who make any mention at all of the

proportions of goitre in the male and female sex, confine themselves to

stating that the disease occurs "
preponderantly

"
or "almost exclu-

sively
"
among women (Inglis, Addison, Bayers, and others for various

parts of England, v. Franque for Nassau, Tourdes for Alsace, Mahue

for the department of the Aisne, Challan for Kabylia, Bennet for

Ceylon, Barton, Smith, Lane, and others for various parts of North

America, and Duplouy for Chili). Expressed in figures we find the

proportion given by Morel for Serecourt and by Manson for Nottingham
to be I man to 1 1 women, and by Hallin for Faluh to be i to 1 2'3.

The statistical data of the French Commission are not of much use,

inasmuch as they relate to departments as a whole ; according to them,

the proportion for the whole of France is i male to 2'5 females, i to 2

for the departments most severely affected (Savoy, Hautes-Alpes, &c.),.

and I to 3 for those more slightly affected. Whether we may conclude

from this that a higher prevalence in the male sex depends on the

endemic intensity, I do not attempt to decide.

For the incidence of cretinism these differences in the twa

sexes are not discoverable, or at least the figures are too

untrustworthy to warrant a definite conclusion. It seems as-

if the male sex were affected rather more.
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§ 51. IIOW FAR CAUSED I!Y THE DuINKINQ-WaTER.

lu the doctrine of the causes of disease, there is hardly

any idea that has taken so deep a root. Loth in the popular

belief and in the convictions of medical observers, as that goitre

and cretinism arc caused hy the use of drinlcing-water from

jjarticular sources. This opinion is founded on the following

experiences gathered from various parts of the globe : (1)

that at places where the diseases in question are endemic,

only those persons become the subjects of them who draw

their supply of drinking-water from some particular spring,

while those who get their water from other springs escape ;

(2) that goitre and cretinism have appeared as an endemic in

villages after the opening of new water-supplies, the endemic

reaching just as far as the water from such sources was

used ;
and (3) that the endemics of goitre and cretinism

have diminished in extent and finally died out after the

suspected water-supply had been abandoned (or closed) and

pains been taken to provide channels for another and innocu-

ous drinking water.

The belief in the power of certain wells—"
goitre wells

"

or "goitre springs''
—to bring on goitre (and cretinism),

goes as far back as our first information about goitre itself.

This idea took more definite shape when the Ijclicf arose,

following in the wake of opinions expressed by Paracelsus

a,nd other practitionci\s and natural philosophers of the

1 6th century, that the pi'opcrty of goitre-wells to induce

the disease was to be explained through their contamination

by mineral matters ; and since that time a very large

number of observations have been brought together which

have afforded grounds for believing that the origin of the

disease is related in one or more of the above-mentioned

ways to particular wells or springs.

Thus lioussiugault writes from New Granada that a

medical practitioner of Socorro, a town where goitre occurs

in almost every house, obtained the supply of water for

himself and his household from a rain-water cistern, and

that every member of his numerous family kept free of the

' See the notes to the opening paragraphs of this chapter.
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malady. Boussingault knew of another family in the highly

goitrous town of Mariquita who had protected themselves

from the disease by avoiding all drinking-water that had

not been boiled. In St. Jean-de-Maurienne, according

to Mottard, those of the inhabitants escape goitre and

cretinism who avoid the suspected water from the well of

Bourieux and obtain their supply from a lai*ge rain-water

cistern that they have had erected. Moretin tolls us that,

some twenty years ago, a hamlet in the commune of Blegny

(near Salins in the Jura) used to be much afflicted with

goitre, but after the opening of a new spring the disease

decreased very considerably ;
and the same thing had been

observed in the village of Allevard (Dcpt. Isere) . Bergeret^

remarks that at Saxon in the Vallais, goitre and cretinism

had been very widely prevalent previous to 1835, but had

almost entirely disappeared since that date coincidently with

the giving up of the old water-supply and the opening of a

new well. Conversely, Chatin mentions the development of

an endemic of goitre in the villages of Fully and Saillon

(Vallais) subsequent to the opening of a new water-supply ;

and the same thing is recorded by Aguilhon for the canton

of Vertaizon (Puy-de-D6me). Coindet and other Geneva

practitioners have found that goitre had become strikingly

less there since the town has been provided with water from

the Ehone in pipes, and that the disease occurs only in those

individuals who use the well-water which everyone used at

one time, preferring it for its freshness. Germain ^

points

out that the villages of Saint- Michel, Mornoz and Aigle-

Pierre, near Salins in the Jura and situated on one side of

the town, are much affected with goitre, whereas, in the

communes of Pretin and Arsures on the other side of

the town, only sporadic cases occur, the two groups of

villages differing solely in respect that they get their drink-

ino--water from different sources. The same observer men-

tions the extinction of endemic goitre in the small town of

Nozeroy (Arrond. Poligny, Department Jura) on the opening
of a new well. Keid^ informs us that the English residents

1
'Compt. rend.,' 187.^, vol. 77, No. 13, p. 15.

=* '
Bullet, de I'Acad. de med.,' 1849, xv, 193.

3 Quoted by Saint-Lager,
'

Etudes,' p. 194.
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in Purneali protect tlicmselves from the generally prevnlent

goitre by avoiding the water of the Coonee brook which

flows past the town aud by sending for water to the Ganges,

three days' journey distant. In the report of the Frencli

Commission we find the following fact given :
—In the t<jwn

of Bozel (Tarentaise) there were counted in 1848 some 900

o-oitrous persons and 109 cretins in a population of 1472,

while the village of St. Bon standing 800 metres higher was

quite free from both diseases ;
but a water-pipe having been

carried from that village to Bozel and this water having

come into general use, the endemic decreased so remarkably

that in 1864 there were only 39 goitres and 58 cretins, and

no new cases wore occurring.

Observations of the same kind are given by Fradenek ^
for

Carinthia. There are some particularly striking statements

as to goitres induced in Frenchmen and Italians, who

purposely drank the water of
"
goitre wells,'' so as to

escape military service. Observations to that effect, said to

be well authenticated, are given by Saint-Lager- for Savoy ;

and Lombroso,^ speaking of Lombardy, says :

" A Cavecurta

vi ha la,
' fonte del gozzo,' ove sogliono andare i giovanni all'

epoca della coscrizione onde acquistare in quindici giorni

quel diffetto die li sottrae dal servizio."

Noteworthy as these and many other observations are,

there are not wanting others which serve to place in a some-

what questionable light the conclusions as to the patho-

genesis that have been drawn therefrom. As we have

already seen,"^ goitre and cretinism have appeared as a noAV

thing in some localities, just as they have disappeared from

others on improvement of the hygienic conditions, without

any obvious change whatsoever occurring in the drinking-

water. Again, it has been pointed out by many observers

that, of a number of villages all in one neighbourhood, some

are aflBicted with goitre and cretinism, while others, drawing

their water-supply from the same source as the former,

enjoy an absolute immunity from these diseases ;
this has

been observed by Eosch in Wiirtemberg, Riidel and others

in Middle Franconia, Schaussberger in Upper and Lower

Austria, ]\Ieyr in the circle of Kronstadt (Transylvania),
1 L. c, p. 456 S.

' r. 191.
' P. 16. *

Supra, pp. 153, 180.
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Maffei in the Salzburg Alps, Miral—Jeudy, in Clermont-

Ferrand (Puy-de-D6nie), Evans in Tirlioot, Bramley in

Nepaul, and Humboldt in New Granada. It has been

shown also by Gouget, Morelle, Fleury, Viry and Eichard,
Muller and Michaud, that the epidemic outbreaks of goitre

in French garrisons cannot be brought into any casual con-

nexion with the water, inasmuch as those of the troops who
were the victims of the epidemic obtained their drinking-water
from the same spring that supplied the unaffected barracks

as well as the civil population, none of the latter having had

any part whatsoever in any of these epidemics.
There are, indeed, explanations offered by way of resolv-

ing these contradictions in what I may call the drinking-
water theory, or by way of weakening the force of the

objections that have been brought against it. Saint-Lager
in particular has with much skill endeavoured to prove that,

in those cases where decrease or extinction of endemic

goitre and cretinism has been achieved through improved

hygienic conditions, there has probably been some change
at the same time in the particular substances contained in

the drinkiDg-water ; and that the unequal distribution of

the malady in the various places deriving their water-

supply from one source, is to be explained by the fact that

the same stream may contain different kinds of mineral

substances at various stages of its course, owing to washings
of the soil or other additions. However, this does not by

any means serve to reconcile the contradictions ;
and although

cue should hesitate, in view of the many positive facts, to

give up the drinking-water theory of the production of

goitre and cretinism as absolutely untenable, yet a certain

scepticism in this question is called for, all the more so

that no one has hitherto succeeded in detecting in the sus-

pected
"

goitre wells " or "
goitre springs

"
any one uniform

thing either of mineral or organic nature, common to them
all and occurring in them only.

It was formerly held by some observers, and it is still a

popular belief in certain mountainous parts of South America

(New Granada, Chili^ and Peru), that goitre is a conse-

quence of drinking snoiv-water or glacier-water, being caused,
1

Duplony refers to it as the belief still universally current in Santiago.
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as Boiissingaiilt^ ;iutl otlicrs^ have assumed, by the small

amount of atmospheric air iu the water.
^ This doctrine, already

overthrown by Fodere,* requires no further refutation when

we consider that the disease occurs at innumerable points of

the globe, where there cannot bo the remotest thought of

drinking-water of that kind, and that the use of distilled

water, even for a considerable period, has been shown to bo

quite unattended with harm.

The most popular of all these doctrines has been that

which makes the peculiar property of causing goitre and

cretinism to depend upon the ahundance of lime salts {carbo-

nate and sulphate of lime, hut particularhj of magnesia) in the

drinhing-UHiter. The fact that water rich iu lime and mag-
nesia is exceptionally often drunk in regions where goitre

and cretinism are endemic, will not be contested, inasmuch

as we have seen that those diseases occur, if not exclusively,

yet for the most part upon limestone and dolomite soil ; but

it is by no means proved that the partaking of water of that

kind is actually the cause of these diseases. On the other

hand, there are facts, both positive and negative, which tell

against any dependence of the pathogenesis on that factor.

Referring to the amount of lime in the drinking-water of

localities iuAV'iirtemberg, both those affected by goitre and cre-

tinism and those exempt from them, Eosch^ has the following :

''

Many of the streams, particularly in disti'icts and localities

where goitre and cretinism are endemic, contain as much

gypsum as cold water can dissolve or retain in solution.

Notwithstanding this, goitre and the cretinous degeneration
do not exist at every place where the water contains gypsum ;

for example, they do not occur, or they occur only to an

insignificant extent, at Gaildorf, Murrhardt, Botcnheim, and

other villages. At Tiibingen the constituents of the water

^ Tic became convinced afterwards tliat the tlicory was untenable.
^ Rendu, writing of Brazil, says that this opinion is still held by Dr. Faivrc.

3 Somewhat allied to this opinion is the doctrine given out by Kozan (' Mem.
de med. milit.,' i86s, x, 357)1 according to his experiences in IJrian^on, and

adopted by Lombard (' Etude sur le goitre et le crctinismo cndemiqucs,' Geneve,

1874), to the elVect that respiration in rarefied air, or in other words, a le.sxer

amount of oxygen in the air, is a cause of goitre. The raj)idity of the respira-

tions, as we know, is iu proportion to the amount of oxygen in the air.

• L. c. p. 26. ' L. c, p. 213.
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are almost the same in all the wells, and yet goitre and cre-

tinism occur only in tlie lower part of the town belonging to

the Ammerthal. On the other hand, goitre (along with

cretinism) is found at a number of places where the water
contains either no gypsum or the merest trace of it, as in the

Glatthal, the Nagoldthal, and on the Lake of Constance,

precisely as it is found where there is gypsum in the water."

The same conclusion has been come to by Maffei^ as regards
the condition of the drinking-water in the Salzburg Alps.
Klebs also, who formei'ly" laid particular stress on gypsum in

the drinking-water as a cause of goitre and cretinism, was

obliged afterwards^ to admit that the water in the Salzburg
centres of goitre and cretinism was almost free from mineral

constituents. Rossknecht observes that the water supply of

the very goitrous commune of Hammereisenbach in Baden
comes out of granite and is absolutely free from saline ingre-
dients ; and AVeber"^ points out that in Mannheim, where the

water is rich in lime, the goitrous are 0'77 per cent, whereas

in Heidelberg, where the amount of lime is very small, they
are 5' 72 per cent. In the valley of the Neckar in Hesse,,

where the two diseases are endemic, we learn from Miiller

that the water used for culinary purposes is chemically
almost pure, whereas in the side valleys which use the same

water, neither goitre nor cretinism is met with. According*
to Herberger, the drinking-water o£ Rheinzabern in the

Palatinate, where goitre and cretinism are endemic, contains

mere traces of lime and magnesia. In the village of Ridge-
mont in Bedfordshire, goitre is endemic although the water

is free from lime, whereas in localities adjoining' where the

water is rich in lime, the malady does not occur.^ Goitre is

endemic also at Bolton (Lancashire) notwithstanding the

absence of lime in the water.*" In Switzerland, as Amsler

shows, goitre is much commoner in localities where the water

is poor in lime than in those where the amount of lime is

great. The same fact had previously been demonstrated by
Zschokke in connexion with the distribution of the disease

among the villages in the valley of the Aar, and we have

^ L. c, p. i6o.

^ '
Ai-cli. fiir expei-. PailioL,' 1874, ii, 85.

^ '

Stiulien, &c.'

» L. c, p. 31.
'"

Blower, 1. e.
^
Bluck, 1. c.
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correspoiulincf oLscrvations on the goitro ami cretinism of

the Canton A'allais. In the Champagne, Avhero the -svatcv

drunk is much impregnated with lime, endemic goitre is un-

known^. The three wells in Chambery, which are considered

to be most under suspicion, contain only traces of sulphate
of lime and magnesia." At St. Jean, St. Sulpicc, St. Remy,
and other places in the Lower Maurienne, which are the

hcad-qunrters of the endemic of goitre and cretinism there,

the drinking-water is much purer, that is to say, freer from

mineral matters, than in the Upper Maurienne where neither

goitrous persons nor cretins exist.'^ How slight an influence

the abundance of lime in the water has upon the occurrence

of goitre in Italy is shown by Sormani,* in the fact that

Bologna, Florence, Leghorn, and Rome, where the water in

general use is hard, have goitre only as a rarity, and in the

other fact vouched for by Professor Taramelli, that in Yicenza

and the Abruzzi, being the provinces of Italy where lime most

abounds, the malady occurs only to the very smallest extent.

In many parts of North America, which are or have been

affected with goitre, such as Bennington, (Yerm.) Pittsburg,
and Fort Dayton, the drinking-water, as Barton informs us,

does not contain lime, whereas lime-salts predominate in the

watei- of many parts of Pennsylvania where the disease has

never been endemic.

As regards magnesia, none of it has been found by Niepce
in the drinking-water of Bourg d'Allevard, Sassenage and
other places near Grenoble, or in the water used in many of

the goitrous villages of the Hautes-Alpes and Basses-Alpes.
In the commune of Coise there are two wells, one of which

is looked upon as causing goitre and the other as curing it
;

analysis of the water in each of them gives the following
results :
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Chevalier lias sliown tliat tlie water in Aosta, Villard,

(Tarentaise) and Valnaveys is free from magnesia, whereas

tliat substance is contained in the water of the Graisivaudan

valley, which is free from cretinism. Maumene says^ that

at Rhcims, where goitre used to be endemic, there is not a

trace of magnesia to be found in the soil or in the well-water.

Dejean has examined the drinking-water from localities in

the Jura where goitre is endemic, and has found that the

amount of magnesia is least in the Canton Voiteur, which is

actually the most goiti'ous region in the department. :A-gree-

inor herewith is the observation of Moretin that mag^nesia is

found everywhere in the water of the Seille, equally at

^•oitrous localities and at those where the malady does not

occur, while there is no definite relationship discoverable

between the amount of magnesia in the water and the amount

of the disease at each place. In like manner Tourdes" found

magnesia in the drinking-water of a few goitrous and

cretinous villages of Lower Alsace, but the same constituent

showed itself also in the drinking-water of other places in

the department, where the maladies were either on the

decline or were quite unknown. In the town of Rodez (Dept.

Aveyron), Avhere neither goitre nor cretinism occurs, there is

five times as much magnesia in the water as at the goitrous

and cretinous spots in the valley of the Isere / also in

Noyon, where the water used is very rich in magnesia,
there is no endemic goitre.* Demortain has examined the

water at several goitrous spots in the plain of Lombardy,
and found it to be absolutely free from magnesia.^ In

Faluh, the single locality of Sweden where goiti'e is endemic,

a kind of drinking-water is used which has not its like in

the whole country for chemical purity.^ In the districts of

the Punjaub which are subject to goitre and cretinism, the

drinking-water has so little of mineral ingredients that it

may be described as absolutely pure.^ On the other hand

both diseases are unknown on the western littoral of Mexico

(Guaymas and Mazatlan), although the water used there

contains magnesia.^
' '

L'lustitut/ 1850, No. 870, p. 282. « L. c, p. 18.

•"* Blondeau, as quoted by Moi-etiu, p. 42.
*

Guilbert, 1. c.

^ '
Gfiz. hebd. de med.,' 1859, P- 7°9-

"
Derg., 1. c, p. 47.

7 Wilson, 1. c. s
Lucus, 1. c.

VOL. II. 13
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Allied to tho theories here discussed (and shown to be un-

tenable) which assert the origin of goitre and cretinism from

the use of drinking-water peculiarly rich in lime or magnesia,
there are certain other views, belonging to the same order,

which have been put foi'ward recently. Such is tho conjccturo
of Schwalbe^ that a deficiency of chlorides in the water, especially

of common salt, causes goitre and cretinism. This conjecture is

supported by the observation of Eulenberg^ that in the

villages of tho Coblenz circle where goitre is endemic the

water is strikingly poor in clilorides, while in the villages

exempt from the malady the chlorides in the water are abun-

dant ; it is supported also by Demortain's statement that

a notable absence of chlorides is found to exist in the

drinking-water of the goitrous districts of Lombardy, and by
the analysis of waters in some other centres of the malady.

Apart from the objection justly taken by Virchow,^ that it

is scarcely credible " that an active, nay even an irritative

process can be induced by the mere absence of a substance

rather than by some positive substance or combination,^' it is

further impossible to understand how any secret power to call

forth such effects can reside in the common salt of drinking-

water, present for the most part in merely minimal quan-

tities, when every day we introduce into the organism enor-

mous quantities of salt with all our food—such a power
as must be able, if we are to trust the accounts of the wilful

production of goiti'e by drinking the water of "goitre-wells,"
to produce its effects within the space of a fortnight.

Saint-Lager's conjecture, based upon his opinion that goitre

and cretinism occur only in those regions where there are

metals in the soil, is to the effect that the j)resence of metallic

siihstanccs in the drinking-water, farticularly sul].)hate of iron,

is the cause of the disease. In somewhat the same sense

McClelland had already propounded the question whether

perhaps the presence of copper in the soil might not impart

goitre-producing properties to the water. Low also has

recently called attention to the fact that the drinking water

in all the goitrous localities of Yorkshire is distinguished by
its large amount of iron and alum.

^ L. c, p. 31.
"

* Archiv fiir gemciuschaftl. Arbciten,' i860, iv, 347.
' '

Gescbwiilste,' iii, p. 59.
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Saint-Lager speaks with the reserve characteristic of an impartial

inquirer :

" Let us take care," he says at the end of his discussion,'
" not

to go too far; the sulphate of iron is for the present only an accused

party, until such time as culpability can be proved of it in a conclusive

manner." His experiments with sulphate of iron given to dogs have

miscarried through accidental causes. Still more dubious is McClel-

land's expression of opinion :

" The noxious principle in the waters of Alpine limestone," he says,^
"

is a subtle combination [of various minerals] derived perhaps from

the strata of the rock which are called by miners '

copper slate.'

They are so distinguished from the quantity of metals which they con-

tain, particularly the ores of copper. In describing the locality of the

springs, which supply those villages where the inhabitants sutfer most
from goitre, they may be said to be generally derived from the strata in

question, or, at least, from the lower beds of limestone near the junction
where it rests on clay slate. But whether there be any other strata,"

he adds,^
"
capable of yielding this peculiar contagion than those we

have described, and whether the water is the only medium by which it

is conveyed, are points which still remain to be determined."

The objections to the theory, as we have already seen,

(p. 178), are, on the one hand, that goitre is endemic in

localities where not a trace of iron pyrites can be detected

in the soil, while the malady does not occur in other regions

whose soil is unusually rich in that mineral ; and, on the

other hand, that the long-continued therapeutic use of salts

of iron, including sulphate of iron in mineral waters, has

never, so far as we know, been 'followed by the development
of goitre. It ought not to be difficult to verify the hypo-
thesis put forward by Saint-Lager by means of experiments
on such animals as are otherwise prone to goitre, and possibly

also by observations in medical practice.

I have to mention in conclusion the view of Maumene*

according to which fluorine gives rise to goitre. His con-

clusion was derived from the general diffusion of that element

in the soil of goitrous regions (especially in the Pyrenees
where he had travelled). To test it he experimented on a

cat, which he plied with fluoride of potassium for five months ;

towards the end of that period a swelling developed in the

neck, but the cat then made its escape, and when it was re-

' '
Etudes,' p. 454.

2 'Sketches of the Med. Topogr., &c., of Bengal,' Lend., 1859, P- 92-
3

lb., iro.

* '

Compt. rend.,' 18C6, fevr. 19 ('
ArcL. geu. de med.,' 1866, avril, 497).
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captured tlirce years after, tlic tumour, which was still there,

was found (Ui dissection by Pi'ofessor Gaillet of Rheinis to

have nothing to do with goitre. Saiut-Lager's experiments
on animals witli fluoric acid have resulted negatively.^

§ 52. Theory of Deficiency of Iodine in the Air and

Water,

A short-lived opinion was that advocated by Chatin ^

(before him by Prevost and Maffoni,^ and after him by Mar-

cliaud^ and Fourcoult)^ to the effect that the cause of goitre

and cretinism lay in the absence of iodine in the drinking-

water and in the air. Chatin pointed to his numerous

inquiries which showed that wherever the amount of iodine

was relatively large, as in the basins of the Seine, Yonno and

other rivers, the two diseases were unknown
;
that they both

became prominent with a smaller amount of iodine, as in the

Rhone valley ;
and that this inverse ratio obtained with even

greater force in the valley of the Isere, and most of .all in

the very intense goitrous and cretinous localities of Taren-

taise and Maurienne. Against this theory there is first of

all the fact, admitted by Chatin himself, that- in mountainous

regions the quantity of iodine is inversely as the height of the

place, while the greatest prevalence of goitre and cretinism

occurs at the more deeply situated spots, decreasing in pro-

portion as we ascend. The inquiries made by Dejean,

Germain, and Moretiu into the amount of iodine in the water

of various places in the Jura have resulted in showing that

it is nearly zei'O everywhere, whether in the villages with

endemic goitre or in those without it. Niepce has been able

to make out the presence of iodine sometimes in considerable

quantity, in the air, the watex', and the vegetation of the plain

of the Po, in several localities of the department of Saone-

Loire, in a few villages of the Yal d'Aosta, and in the valley
1

':etudcs,'p. 457.
'' '

Compt. reiiil.,' 1850-52;
•
G;iz. dcs liopit.,' 1852, Nr. 4 11";

'

Coiupt. rend.,'

3 ' Atti dcir aciid. uu'd.-chir. di Torino,' i84r>, ii, 453.
••

'Conipt. rend.,' 1850, ii, 4<J5.

'
lb., 1851, ii, 518.
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of tlic Iscrc, all of wliich arc subject to endemic goitre and in
.

part also to cretinism. Bebort^ found a not inconsiderable

amount of iodine in several springs in the valley of the Mauri-

enne^ corresponding to localities where goitre and cretinism

were very widely prevalent. Casaseca^ affirms that in Cuba
there is not a trace of iodine discoverable either in the air or in

the water, and yet that island, like most of the Antilles, is

quite free from goitre. Saint-Lager^ mentions a very noto-

rious "
goitre-well

"
at Bcaulieu in the department of the

Oise, which contains a large amount of iodine as well as of

iron ; and he adds the remark that the springs most impreg-
nated with iodine are those that come from a soil particu-

larly rich in vegetable detritus and peat, and that these are

just the springs most notorious for their goitre-producing

properties. The only other point that I shall advert to is

that the theory of Chatiu would not so much serve to

explain the- cause of goitre and cretinism, but rather serve,

if it be well-grounded, to show that the actual disease-

factor itself widely spread over the globe, is only prevented
from becoming potent because it is neutralised within the

human body by the iodine introduced (in the most minimal

quantities) -into the organism along with air and food. It

would then remain a question, and a very doubtful one,

whether iodine has a prophylactic power against goitre, as

well as a cui'ative.

§ 53. A Pair op Infective Diseases due to a Morbid

Poison.

The absence of results to all these inquiries about the

genesis of goitre and cretinism—inquiries wliich have extended

to every influence perceptible to the senses that could be

brought into the consideration of the question before us—
warrants, I will not say compels the conclusion that in those

diseases we have to do with a specific agent, a veritable mor-

bid poison, and that endemic goitre and cretinism have to be

rechoned among the infective diseases. This doctrine finds a

certain support in two things : on the one hand the fluctuations

'
Quoted by Vingtrinier, p. 28.

' '

Coinpt. rend.,' 1853, ii, 348.
3 l. p,^ p_ 240.
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in tlic aiiKHint of the sickness, wliich we have had frequently

occasion to notice, and for which there is no sufficient ex-

planation to be found in the states of the atmosphere or of

the soil or of hyj^iene ;
on the other hand, the epidemic

outhrcaks of goitre, for which tlic theory of infection, as

Saillard, Viry and Richard, Thiljaud and other French

military surgeons have recognised and said, is hitherto the

only one that affords an explanation, and an explanation
tliat accords most nearly with the facts of the case.

Humboldt w^as the first, so far as I know, to express
this opinion as to the nature and the cause of goitre and

cretinism, the hypothesis having subsequently received the

adhesion of Vest,^ Bramley,^ Troxler,^ Gugger,"^ Schauss-

berger,^ Virchow,'' Morctin,"^ Vingtrinior,^ Morel,^ Berkowski,^"

Koberlc,^^ the French Commission, Nivet,^" and myself (in

the first edition of this work). As to the nature of this goitrous

and cretinous virus, and its means of conveyance, it is im-

possible to form a well-grounded opinion. Its existence and

development would appear to depend upon certain definite

kinds of soil, such as a soil containing dolomite rock, and it

would appear to occur principally in water, perhaps .associated

also in some circumstances with plants or suspended in

the air. Whether its nature is organic or inorganic is a

question that evades our answci'ing. At all events it has

nothing in common with malaria, as Tourdes, Fayrer, Ance-

lon,^^ and others would seem to say, inasmuch as goitre and

cretinism are endemic, and endemic even to a very consider-

able extent, in places that enjoy the driest of situations and

^

'Salzburg, nied.-chir. Ztg.,' I.e., ami in Fradenok, 1. c.

^ ' Calcutta Transact.,' 1. c.
•

3 ' Uer Cretinismus, &c.,' 1836.
* ' Oest. ineil. Jalirb.,' 1839, Nste. Folgc, xix, 8-;.

•^ 'Ocst. med. Wochensclir.,' 1842, 1091.
^ 'Verhaiidl. der Wiirzb. Gcsellsch.,' 1852, ii, 268, .and

' Gesammelte Abhandl.,'

958, 968.
' L. c, 57.
" L. c, 18, 39.
" ' Annal. nicd.-psycbol.,' 1S54, Oct., and ' Arcb. pen. do med.,' 1864, 173.
1" L. c.

" ' Essai siir le cn'tniisnie,' Strasb., iHd,].
'- 'Gaz. liubd. do nicd.,' 1874, 55.

'Mb., 1857, 62.
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are most free from all marshy exhalations ; while on the other

hand, there are large malarious ti'acts of low country, espe-

cially along the course of great rivers, and not a few of them
in closest proximity to goitrous and cretinous spots, which
are perfectly free from both of these maladies. Klebs, who
had at one time^ characterised the doctrine of the infective

nature of. endemic goitre and cretinism as a '^
theory of

mystery
^'

is now of opinion^ that he has found the morbid

poison in the form of minute animal or vegetable structures,
called by him "

naviculaa
" from their shape ; these he has

detected in the well-water of several goitrous and cretinous

districts of Salzburg. Whether the "
naviculse

'^ do not

involve an even darker mystery must remain at least a ques-
tion. Riidel has been unable to find these "

naviculae
'^

in

suspected wells which he examined.

§ 54. Relation op Cketinism to Goitre of the Parents.

To conclude these inquiries I have still to justify an as-

sumption with which I set out, the assumption, namely, that

goitre and cretinism, being a j^air of disease-types closely related

in their pathology and etiology, are to be regarded as different

expressions of a single morbid process. This idea is fully
borne out not only in the territorial distribution of the two
diseases alongside each other, nor only in the fact that by
far the most of cretins (three-fourths of them at least) are

at the same tim& goitrous, but above all in the fact which I

now come to, that cretinism arises hereditarily or con-

genitally where the parents are goitrous. Nq doubt we find

large regions of goitre in which cretinism does not occur

or occurs only sporadically ; but, as Virchow very justly

remarks,
"
at every place where there is cretinism associated

with conditions of the locality, goitre also is endemic ;

and we cannot but trace both diseases to the same kind
of influence, goitre being regarded as the result of a feebler

working of the noxious power, and cretinism the issue of a

stronger working." Almost all observers, both old and new,
' ' Arch, fiir exper. Pathol.,' 1. c.

* ' Studieii liber die Verbreitung des Cretinismus/ 1877.
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includinf^ Fodere, Ipliofcn, Rosch, Marcliant, Tourdcs,

Morel, Nicpce, Bouchardat, and tlio French Commissiou have

adopted tins vicw.^ The opinion of Ackcrmann, Maffci, and

the Sardinian Commission, of Ferrus, Moretin, and Koberle,

that the endemic prevalence of the two diseases beside each

other is no more than an accidental coincidence, is one that

we are perfectly warranted in rejecting as baseless.'

The most decisive evidence in this question is the fact

that hy far the larger mimher of cretins are the ojfsprinc) of

goitrous parents,^ whether the latter had been at the same

time affected with cretinism or not.'*

The following figures are derived from inquiries into the inheritance

of cretinism made by the Sardinian Commission.' Of 4899 cretins, there

were 1631 in which neither parent suffered from goitre or cretinism,

the parents of the remaining 3268 having been affected as follows :
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there is no donbt that tlie proportion is even gi-eater, as the statistics.

of the following authoi-ities tend to show :

Table showing the Goitrous Parentage of Cretins.

Total miniber
of crcliiis.
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there may be a conveyance of the endemic morLiJ poison to

the offspring from healthy parents is shown by tlie observa-

tion tliat in cretinous regions cliiklren become crctinons by
no means unfrequently when the parents are subject to neither

goitre nor cretinism. The most interesting of these cases

are those in Avhich healthy parents have migrated from

localities free from goitre and cretinism into cretinous centres,

cretinism appearing among the offspring born to them there

although they themselves had not become goitrous. A case of

that kind is recorded by Vircliow^ on the information of Dr.

Schierlinger of Eeichenhall :

'^ an official transferred thither

whose previous children had been healthy, had ' Fexe ' born

to him during his residence in Reichcnhall, while the children

born after he was ti'ansferred back were healthy as before."

Another case is given by Morel, that of a man travelling a

stud-horse, who came with his wife to Rozicres-aux- Salines,

one of the chief seats of cretinism in the department of

the Mcurtlie, and there had a cretinous child born to him,

although his former children had been healthy. On the

other hand the observation has never been made that goitrous

parents migrating from an endemic region of cretinism into

a healthy region, have there had cretinous children. lu

the majority of cases the first traces of the inherited disposi-

tion are observable in the child at the second or third year,

and perhaps never so late as the fourth year. But, that

cretinism may exist even at birth, follows from a case given

by Yirchow,^ and from the following statement of the Sar-

dinian Commission :^
" Le cretinisme ne se comporte pas

toujours comme les maladies hereditaires ; quclquefois en

effet ce n'est plus seulement la disposition au cretinisme, qui
se transmet des parents aux enfants, mais bien le vrai

cretinisme."

Cretinism having once appeai'ed in a family may propagate
itself through several generations, of which fact there are

numerous instances. There is very nearly unanimity among
observers that goitre is transmitted hy heredity ; and it can

hardly be doubted, also, according to the statements of

Rosch and others, that goitre is sometimes, although rarely
cou genital.

' L. c, ii, 267.
- L. c, p. 260. ^ L. c, p. 194.



CHAPTER V.

ERGOTISM.

§ 55. Historical Notices op Ergotism.

Under tlie name of "
saint's fire

"
{;lgnis sacer, ignis 8.

Antonii) the madiasval chroniclers have described a kind

of epidemic disease, observed mostly in France, which was
characterised by intense pain and gangrenous destruction of

the skin, the gangrene extending not unfrequently to the

other soft parts and to the bones, and thereby leading to

loss of the extremities. In many of the epidemics the mor-

tality was frightful. There is no longer any doubt, after the

inquiries by Read,^ by the Commission appointed by the

Medical Society of Paris^ (which consisted of Jussieu, Paulet,

Saillant, and Tessier), by Sprengel,^ and by Fuchs,* that n
all these epidemics of "

saint's fire
" we have to do with

Ergotismus gangra3nosus {Brandseuche) . The chroniclers of the

period had applied the term in a somewhat special sense,

whereas the practitioners of the Roman Empire, the Arabians

and the media)val practitioners had included under the

general notion of "
ignis sacer

" a variety of diseases,

(anthrax, malignant erysipelas, &c.), distinguished by intense

burning and ulcerous or gangrenous destruction of skin. We
may conjecture that ergotism was included under that head,
inasmuch as the statements of Pliny, Galen, and other

authors of antiquity lead us to infer that malignant diseases

due to the partaking of damaged or unwholesome grain had
been by no means rare.

^ 'Traite du seigle ergote/ Sfcrasb., 1771.
* 'Mem. de la soc. ro^-. de mod. de Paris,' Aiinee 1776, Paris, 1779, p. 260.
^
'Opuscula academica,' Lips., 1844, p. 89.

* In 'Hecker's wissenscliaftl. Annal. der Heilkunde,' 1834, xxviii, i.
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The following passage of Galen,' in which he draws attention to the

poisonous properties of moulds growing on corn, is especially deserving
of attention: •

"Edulia vero prava intelligo, turn quae ex natura talia sunt . . .

atque etiam quae bona sunt ex natura, sed ob putrcdineni quandani

praedictis aequale aut majus saepenumero vitium acooperunt, iit lior-

deum ac triticuiu ot aliae omnes frugos f'runientariae, purtim ob tem-

poris longitudinem ad putridam dispositionem deductae, partiin situ

quodam repletae, quia pravc repositae sunt, j)(irtim eo prima generatione
a ruhigine (in-' t/)i;o-i/3;;c)

vitiafae. Tales igitur cibos etiam nunc pleriqne
comedere coacti prae fame, alii fchrihna 2^^'iridU ac pcstilentibus mortui

sunt, alii pustiilis scabiosis et leprosis correpti."

We Lave no means of judging whether the cnnvnhivcform

of errjotism {KriehelkranJchcit, rajjhania) had occurred in

ancient and mediaeval times^ along with or independently of

the gangrenous form. Of that disease our first accounts

date from the sixteenth century, and it is noteworthy that

they come from countries which have been less frequently the

subject of gangrenous ergotism, and not from France where

the latter form of disease has been most prevalent from the

earliest times down to the most recent. In a few epidemics,

however, both forms of the malady have been observed

together. As a basis for my sketch of the geographical and

historical relations of the disease I prefix the following

chronological table of all the more considerable epidemics of

ergotism k

isolated cases are spoken to

nown to me, omitting those in wliieli merely

CJiroiioIor/icdl Table of Epidemics of Ergotism.

Year.

591
857

945
993-4

Country.

*France (Limoges) .

*Germany (Rhiuel.j.

Authority.

Gregor Tur., Hist. Franc, x, 30.
Aunal. Xaut. in Pertz, Monum., ii,

230.
*France (Paris) Frotluardi. Chrou., ib., iii, 389.
*France (Perigord; Radulpbi, Hist., ib., vii, 61, Bouquet,
Angouniois,
mousinj

Li. Collect.. X. 147, 318, 361, Mezeray,
Hist 11.

' ' Do diirerentiis febrium,' lib. i, cap. iv, ed. Kiilm, vii, 285.
* Where a star (*) is preti.\cd, the epidemic is crgotismus grangrajnosus ; the

absence of a star indicates raphauia or convulsive ergotism. A cipher (") indi-

cates that both forms occurred together.
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Year.

996
999
1039
1041-2

10S5

1089

1089

1092
1094-5

1099
1 109

mo
1 125

I 128-9

I I4O-I

II5I

II8O

9>

1205

1214-5
>>

1230
1236
1254

1256

134-7

1373
1460

i486

T565
1 The

Country.

*France (Lorraine) ,

*Spain (Leon) ,

*France
*.France

*France (Lorraine) ...

*France (Lorraine,

Dauphine)
")*NetberIands(Flan
) ders)
*France
*Netlierlands (Flan.

ders)
*France (Dauphine) . .

*France (Orleans,

Chartres,Daupliine
*England

*France

*Germany (Silesia) ...

*France (vei'y widely
spread)

*Netberlands (espe

cially Utrecht)

*Germany

*England
*France (Paris and

other places)
*France (very widely

spread)
*France (Lorraine) ...

*Spain
*France , «

*France ,

*Spain
*Majorca
*France (Poitou)
*France (Marseilles)

*Spain (Salamanca,
&c.)

*France (Bretagne) . . .

*Fr:ince

*Sicily (Trapani, Pa
lermo)

*Germany (very gene
ral)

Authority.

Calmet, Hist, de Lorraine, ii, Praef. xi.

Villalba, Epidemiol., i, 40.

Radulphi, Hist., 1. c.

Hugo, Chron. in Pertz, Monum., viii,

403 ; Bouquet, xi, 145.

Konigshofen, Chron., 302 ; Bouquet,
xii, 465.

Sigberti, Chron. in Pei'tz, vi, ^66;
Bouquet, xiii, 159, xiv, 141.

> Chron. van Ylaendern, i, 1 14, 567.

Bouquet, xii, 427, xiii, 260.

Chron., i, 118, 119.

Chron. Ursijerg., 177.

Bouquet, xii, 690, 708, xv, 148.

Short, On the Air, Weather, &c., loS

(untrustworthy).
Chron. Ursperg., 206.

Henschel, Med. in Schlesien, Bresl.,

1837, 38 (untrustworthy).
Bouquet, xii, 283, 780, xiii, 269, 328,

495, 582, xiv, 18, 234.
Chron. van Viand., i, 175.

Accord, to Ozanam (very untrust-

worthy).
Short, 1. c, 115.

Bouquet, xii, 558, xiii, 27, 501, 582,
xiv, 20.

lb., xiii, 275.

Villalba, i, 47.
Annal. ElnoneHs. in Pertz, Monum.,

V, 16.

I
Villalba, i, 53-57-

lb., 58.

Fuchs, 77, § 49.

Fodere, Le?. sur les epidemies, ii, 45.

Villalba, i, 62.

Chron. Briocense, in Fuchs, 78, § 53.
Mem. de la soc. de med., 270, 274.

lb., 274, and Renzi, Sul clavismo

cancr., Napoli, 1841.

Fabricius, Annal. urbis Misnione
and var. other chron.'

*Spain 'Villalba, i, 178 (untrustworthy).
disease is here retV-rred to under the n;ime of Scharbock (scurvy .
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Year.

1581

1587

1590
1592

1595-6

1600

1630

1648-9

1650

1660
J 664
1670

1672

1674

1675

1676
J)

1687

1693

1694

1699

1700

Country.

Germany (Liineburg)

Germany (Sudetic

Mountains)
*Spain
Germany (Silesia) . . .

Germany (Westi^lia-
lia, Rhine, Bruns-

\vick, Hanover, Hol-

stein,Saxony, Hesse,
Breisgau, &c.)

Holland (Gelders,

Friesland, &c.)

Germany (Upper
Hesse)

*France (Sologne) ...

Germany (Saxon
Voigtland)

Authority.

France (Guyenne,
•

Sologne, Gatinois,

Peranlt)
*Switzerland (Bern,

Zurich, Lucerne)
7 *France (Sologne.
5 &c.)
*France (Guyenne,

Sologne, &c.)

Germany(Westphalia)

*France (Montargis)

Switzerland (Bern,
Lucerne, Zurich)

*France (Gatinois) ...

Germany (West-
phalia, Voigtland)

*France
.*Switzerland

England
Germany (Hesse.

Westphalia,Cologne)
Germany (Black

Forest)
*France (Orleans.

Sologne)

Germany ( Harz)

Germany (^Thuringia)

Rousseus, Miscell. in Schrnck, Obs.
med. lib., vi, Fft. 1665, 830.

Schwenckfeld, Theriotroph. Silesiae.

Lignic, 1605, 334.
Villalba, i, 208 (after Fragoso).
Schwenckfeld, 1. c.

Bericht von der Krampfsucht.,Marb.,
1597, a Bra in Foresti, Observ. xx,

Lugd. Bat., 1595, 414 ; Wicr, Obs.

med., ii, § I
; 0pp. Amstelod., 1660,

946.
A Bra, 1. c.

Horst, 0pp. Norimb., 1660, ii, 422.

ThuUier, Joum. des S9av., 1676, iv,

79-

Leisner, Trakt. von der Krampfsucht.
Plauen,i676; Buddaeus, Cons. med.
von der Krampfsucht. Budiss.,

1717; Hoffmann, Med. rat. syst.,
t. ii, p. ii, cap. ix, § 15.

Thuillier, 1. c.

Lange, Descr. morbi ex esu clavor.

secal., &c., Luz., 1 7 1 7.

I
Thuillier, 1. c.

lb.

Heusinger, Rech. de pathol. com-

paree ii, 546 (after Diez).
Dodart, Philos. Transact., 1676, Nr.

130. 758.

Lange, 1. c, ad 1650.

Leisner, Hoffmann, 11. cc.

f Lange, 1. c.

Birch, Philos. Transact.

Act. med. Berol., ii, Ann. vi, 50.

Wepfer, Obs. de affect, capitis, obs.

120, Scaph., 1727, 556.
_

Heusinger, 1. c. (after Diez).

Brunner, Ephem. Acad. Leop. Dec,
iii, Ann. ii, Obs. 224.

Hoy or, ib., Ann. ix et x, Obs. 93.
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Year.

1702

1709

1710

1716-7

1722-3

1736-7

I 741

1745

1746-7

1747

1749
>J

1750

1754

1756-7

1764

Germany
Silesia)

(Hanover,

*France (Sologne,
Daiiphinc)

"Switzerland (Lucerne)
*France (Orleannais,

Danphine, Langiie-
doc)

*Italy (Cremona)
Russia (Baltic Pro-

vinces)

Germany (Silesia,

Saxony, Lausitz,

Sleswig, Jlolstein)

Switzerland (general)

Germany (Silesia,

Priegnitz, Pomer-

ania)
Ilussia (Moscow, Nov-

gorod)
Germany (Silesia,

Bohemia)
Germany (Branden-

burg, Westphalia,
and other places in

North Germany)

Sweden (Elfsborg) ..

Sweden (Lund)

Authority.

*France (Sologne, Ar-

tois, Flanders, Bor-

deaux)

*France (Bethune) ...

" France (Flanders) . . .

Germany (Potsdam)

Sweden (Smaland,
Blekinge)

Germany (Rhenish
provinces)

*rrance (Artois,

Arras, Douay)

Hoffmann, 1. c.
; Taube, Gesch. der

Kricbelkrankheit, &c., Gott., 1782,

31 ; Burghart, Med. Siles. Satyraj,

aii, 26.

Dodart, 1. c.

Lange, 1. c.

Noel, Hist, de I'Acad. des Sc, 1710^
80.

De Renzi, 1. c. (after Ginanni).
Ilmoni, Noi'd. Sjukd. Hist., iii, 15.

Bresl. Samml., 17 17, 87, 397, Act.
med. Berol., ii, Ann. vi, 50 ; Wedel,
Diss, de morbo spasm, epid., Jen.,

1717 ; Waldschmidt,Diss. de morbo
epid. convuls., Kil., 17 17.

Bresl. Samml., 17 17, 87.-

Vater, Diss, de morbo spasm, popul.,
Silesiae, Wittbg. ; 1223; Act. med.
Berolin, 1. c, 54.

Schober, in Bresl. Samml., 1723, 39.

Burghardt, Med. Siles. Satyr., i, 44,

iii, 26 ; Scrinci, ib., iv, 35.

Bergen, Diss, de morbo epid. spasm,
conv., Fcft., 1742; Briickmann,
Commerc. litter., Norimb., 1743,
hebd. 7 ; Hofmeyer, Von der Krie-
belkr. u. s. w., Berl., 1742 ; Leiden-

frost, Diss, de morbo convuls. epid.,

&c., Duisb., 1771.

Rosenblad, Act. med. Suec, i, Sect.

ii, 9.

Rosenstein, Diss, de morbo spasm.
convuls. epid., Lond., Goth., 1749.

Du Hamel. Hist, de I'Acad. des Sc,
1748, .528; Salerne, Mem. de I'Acad.

des Sc, ii, 155 ; Raulin, Observ.,

320.
Tissot, Gesamm. Schriften, v, 687.

Bouchet, Journ. de med., 1762, xvii,

327-
Cothenius, in Schreber, Samml. verm.

Schriften, i, 413.

Linne, Amoenitates acad., vi, 430.

Leidenfrost, 1. c, ad 17^1.

Tissot, 1. c, Rtad, 1. c, 82.
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5 in Spain, 4 in tLe Netherlands (Flanders), 4 in Germany (3 doubtful),

2 in England (both doubtful), and i in Italy. From the beginning of

the sixteenth century down to the year 1880, there have been 25

epidemics of ergotismus gangra^nosus chronicled, 18 of these belong-

ing to France, 3 to Switzerland, 2 to Spain, and i each to Italy and

Germany. Apart from the 5 doubtful epidemics, there ai'e thus 58 in

all, of which 40 have occurred in France, 7 in Spain, 4 in the Nether-

lands, 3 in Switzerland, and 2 each in Italy and Germany. As far as

the data enable us to decide, there have been thirteen more considerable

epidemics of gangrenous ergotism in France—in the years 993-4, 1094-

5, 1109, 1128-29, 1T51, 1214-15, 1650, 1670, 1709-10, 1747, 1770-71, 1813-

14, and 1854-55; in Switzerland there have been two (1650 and 1674),
and in Germany one (i486).

Of epidemics of ergotismus convulsivus {Kriebelkranlcheit) we have

accounts of 62 in all between the years 158 1 and 1879, of which 29 per-
tain to Germany, 11 to Russia, 10 to Sweden, 4 to Italy, 2 to Finland,
and I each to the Netherlands, England, Switzerland, Norway, Hun-

gary, and New York. Of these 62 epidemics, there have been only 8, so

far as we can gather, of any considerable extent, namely, 5 in Germany
(1595-96, 1716-17, 1741, 1770-71, and 1855-56), 2 in Finland (1840-44 and

1862-63), I in Switzerland (17 16- 17), and i in Russia (1804).

The chief coincidences have been the gangrenous epidemics in France

and Switzerland in 1650, the convulsive epidemics in Germany and

Switzerland in 17 16- 17, and the gangrenous epidemic of France with the

convulsive epidemic of Germany in 1770-71.

§ 57. GEOGRArHICAL DiSTEIBUTION OF BrGOTISM.

Not less noteworthy for the history of ergotism is its com-

paratively small area of distribution, not merely in respect
of the surface of the globe generally, but even within the

particular regions from which the accounts of it come to us.

From Nortli America, excepting a small epidemic of the con-

vulsive form limited to a few persons in one of the New
York city prisons, I have not been able to find any accounts

of ergotism, although I have searched carefully in the very

€opious medico-topographical and epidemiographical litera-

ture of the United States. Nor have I found any certain

indication of ergotism in the medical intelligence from

Central America, the West Indies, South America, Africa,,

Asia, Australia, and Oceania, The disease would thus appear
to be confined exclusively to Europe, and within that conti-
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ncnt to certaiu regions, and witliiu these again to certain

definite circles.

Among the European countries that have been subject to

ergotism, the first place has to be assigned, according to the

data, to France, Germany, Enssia, and Sweden ; from all

other parts of Europe, the accounts of epidemics of ergotism
are but few.

In France the disease (in the gangrenous form) has been

observed most frequently in the upper and lower basins of

the Loire (provinces of Orleannais, especially in the Solognc,

Touraiue, Poitou, Anjou, and Maine), and in the basin of the

Rhone (provinces of Lyonnais, Dauphine, Languedoc, and

Burgundy). Of forty-seven epidemics whose area is some-

what accurately given, i6 pertained to the first of these regions
and 13 to the second; next come 8 epidemics in the south-

west (Angoumois and Guyenne), 7 in the north (Lorraine,

Picardy, Artois, and Flanders), 2 in the Isle do France, and

I in Brittany. Of the 19 epidemics which have occurred in

more or less wide diffusion over France from the beofinnina:

of the seventeenth century to the present time, 9 belong to

the seventeenth century, 7 to the eighteenth, and only 3 (of

any importance) to the nineteenth. In Germany there has

been since the sixteenth century only one epidemic of tlie

gangrenous form, a small one in 1855-56 among railway
navvies near Briinn

;
but of Kriehelkrankheit there have been

57 epidemics, of which 11 date from the sixteenth century,
10 from the seventeenth, 21 from the eighteenth, and 15

from the nineteenth, the only instance of its general diffusion

in recent times having occurred in 1855-56. Of these 57

epidemics, 23 occurred in the north-east of Germany
(Prussia, Silesia, Brandenburg, Pomerania, Saxon}-, and

Thuringia), 22 in the north-west (Holstein, Schleswig,

Brunswick, Hanover, Westphalia, and Rhenish Prussia),

while there were only 8 in the south-west (Hesse, Nassau,
and Baden), and only 5 in Bohemia. From the central

regions of South German}' (Wiirteraberg, Bavaria, &c.) there

is not a single reference to ergotism known. In Itussla^

ergotism in the form of KricheJln-anlxhcit has been especially

frequent, having occurred at some places such as Novgorod

(according to Bardowski) in tlie character of an endemic.
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The epideiniogi"apliical accounts of it from that country for the

period between 1710 and 1879 are certainly not more than

twelve. It is stated, however, in a paper by Swiat-

lowski that Krichclkrankheit was prevalent from 1832 to

1864 in the governments of Vladimir, Volhynia, Grodno,

Jekaterinoslav, the Don Steppe, Kaluga, Kieff, Minsk,

Mohileff, Moscow, Novgorod, Petersburg, Simbirsk, Smo-

lensk, Tauria, Tver, Tomsk, Tula, Charkolf, Tschei^nigoff,

Jaroslav, and more especially in Viatka, Kasan, and Kos-

troma—so that hardly any part of this vast empire would

seem to have escaped. In Sweden the first occurrence of

KriehelJcranJiheit appears to have been in 1 745 ; from that

date down to 1867 there are ten epidemics of it mentioned

in the epidemiographical records of the country, which were

all confined to the south excepting the epidemic of 1844 in

JSTerike (Orebrolan) and that of 1851 in Kopparberg. In

Finland there were two very severe epidemics in 1840-44
and 1862-63 '}

^or Norway I find mention of only one small

epidemic in '1851.

Ergotism does not appear to have been observed during
the present century in any other countries of Europe, ex-

cepting Transylvania (in the south-eastern portion of which

there was a somewhat extensive epidemic of ergotismus con-

vulsivus in 1857), ^^d Belgium, where the disease occurred in

a few localities to a slight extent in 1845-46. In Switzerland

the gangrenous form of the disease occurred in the seven-

teenth century three times (1650, 1674, and 1676), and in
.

the eighteenth century twice in the convulsive form (1709
and 1 7 16), From England and the Netherlands we have no

information whatsoever as to ergotism during the last three

centuries. In Italy the disease had occurred in former

times, but only in occasional and very limited epidemics ;

Moscati says that it was almost unknown in Northern Italy,

and De Renzi^ observes that the only accounts of it in that

country relate to those epidemics which are mentioned by
him (and are given in the chronological table). In Spain
also it does not appear that the malady has recurred during
the last three centuries.

' ' Storia della mediciua in Itiilia,' Napol., 1848, v, 763.
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§ 58. Conditions favoracle to the growtu of Ergot
ON Kye.

Tliero is no doubt that errjotism is diie to the someivhat free
use of corn contaminated with the ergot-parasite, tliat is to say,
of articles of food prepared from the corn ; and it appears to

be equally certain, that although the same parasite grows

upon various other gx'aininaceous plants, yet it is only when
it occurs on rye, and perhaps also on the broinus-grass,^ that

it possesses the poisonous property. We find evidence of

this, apart from experiment, in the fact that the disease has

occurred most frequently, and to the extent of an epidemic,
under circumstances Avhich are known from experience to be

most favorable to the thriving of the corn-parasite, as, for

example, after a damp season, particularly in years where a

hot and dry summer has followed a very rainy spring, or

where the corn has grown in the shade, or in localities where

the bottom is sandy, culd^ or marshy, or where the grain is

ill-formed ; and we shall probably not err if we seek to find

the reason of the comparatively rare occurrence of ergotism
in recent times in the more careful cultivation of the soil, in

the improved food-supply due to better ways and means of

communication, and in the general cultivation of the potato.

The influence of the above-mentioned weather-conditions on the pro-
duction of the disease, or, in other words, on the morbific causation, has

been apparent in a very hirge number of epidemics. Facts j)ointing

that way were observed in Flanders in 1094-95, Franco and Switzerland

in 1650, 1674, and 1676, France in 17 10, Saxony and the Lausitz in

1 7 16, Pomerania, Silesia, and the Priegnitz in 1723, Silesia and

Bohemia in 1735-37, Brandenburg and Westphalia in 1741, Sweden
in 1745, 1754, 17^5, and 1785, Lille in 1749, North Germany in 1770-71,

the circles of Schweinitz and Luckau in 1831-32, Finland in 1S40-41,

Belgium in 1845-46, the north-west of Germany in 1855-56, and

Transylvania in 1S57. The significance of a marshy soil for these

occurrences comes out very definitely in the almost endemic prevalence
of the disease on the marshy banks of the Loire, particularly in the

Sologne and Blaisois. Another noteworthy fact, observed in 1 749 in

'

Heusinger makes out a particularly good case for this as regards the epidemic
of 1855-6 in Upi)er Hesse.

' Observations to tliat ellect were made in 1770 iu Sclileswig and Liiueburg,
iu 1840 in Finland, and in 1844 in Sweden
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the neighbourliood of Lille, is that the disease was much more widely

spread on the marshy ground to the south of the town than on the dry

srround on its northern side. The influence of the cultivation of the soil

on the occurrence of ergot is shown in the fact given by Riva/ that since

a principle of rotation was introduced into the rice fields of Northern

Italy, the fields being worked at one time under irrigation and another

time dry, the crop of rye grown on the fields that had been watered

abounds in ergot.

§ 59. Mostly a Disease op the Poorer Peasantry and op

Children in particular.

However sound may be tlie general conclusions arrived at

as to the origin of ergotism, there still remain some problems
in the history of this disease, the solution of which is for the

present not entirely satisfactory.

The first noteworthy thing is that ergotism has occurred

almost exclusively among the country population, so much so

that some practitioners have thought themselves justified in

calling the disease " morbus ruralis.'" Next we have a fact

ascertained in all epidemics of ergotism, that the disease has

been prevalent mostly if not exclusively among the poorer class

of people, and has attained its widest distribution when prices

have been high owing to failure of crops or to other cala-

mities, or when there has been actual famine." In the same

connexion we may take the fact sometimes observed, that

ergotism may confine itself exclusively to places exceptionally

ill off in hygienic respects
—to prisons, foundling hospitals,

orphanages, and the like. Instances have occurred at

Turin in 1789 and Milan in 1795, both times in orphanages

(Moscati), in the prison of Treves in 180 1-2, in a prison
at New York in 1825, in a children's institute at Brauns-

dorf (Saxony) in 1832, and in the prisons of St. Bernard,

Namur, and Grhent in 1845-46. Finally, it has happened
not unfrequently that the age of childhood has furnished

the largest contingent of the sick, as in Stolbcrg in 1794,

' ' Influenza delle rizaje,' Novara, 1847, P- .3.v

-
Examples of this are furnished^ by the epidemics of 1581 in Liineburg, 1695

in the Harz, 1741 and 17 70-1 in North Germany and in France, 1804-5 '^^ Sweden

and Poland, 1831-2 in the circle of Sclnveinitz, 1835 and following years in

Novgorod, 1848 in Nerike (Sweden), and 1854-5 iu several parts of France.
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in the circle of Luckau in 1831-32, Swodeu in 1754,

Beauropaire (Dauphiiie) in 18 16, Upper Hesse iu 1855-56,
and ill tlio epidemics already mentioned as occurring at

Turin, Milan, and Briiunsdorf in 1789, 1795, and 1832.

All these facts are to be explained, in my view, by the

intluenco which unfavorable hygiene and diet exert upon
the individual, inasmuch as they lower his power of resis-

tance to noxious things, and thereby increase his predis-

position to fall into sickness ;
and for the remarkably

frequent incidence of the disease in childhood a corresponding
reason may be found in the well-known liability of that

particular time of life to be affected by narcotic poisons.

But it is not so easy to explain how it is that poisoning by

ergot has led to gangrenous disease in some regions (France
and Sj'jain), and in other regions (Germany and llussia)

just as uniformly to convulsive ergotism {K/iehcIkranJcheit) ;

and why it has happened that only on the rarest occasions

the two forms of disease have occurred together. It is

highly improbable that this variation in the type of the

disease depends on the quantity of poison consumed ;
it is

much more reasonable to conjecture that wo have here to do

with a qualitative- difference in the toxic principle of the

ergot parasite, a difference which would appear to be essen-

tially bound up with tiie soil on which the epiphyte thrives.

I



CHAPTER VI.

PELLAGRA AND ALLIED DISEASES.

§ 60. Symptoms and Morbid Anatomy of Pellagra.

Under tlie uame of
"
pellagra/' corresponding to the

Spanish mal de la rosa or mal roxo, a peculiar disease has

come to knowledge, very distinctively characterised by a

scries of morbid conditions in the skin and the mucous mem-
brane of the digestive tract, and by symptoms referable to

the cerebro-spinal system. It showed itself first, about the

middle of last century in several parts of Spain and. Upper
Italy ; it came afterwards to Central Italy, and. since the

beginning of the present century it has broken out in some
of the south-western departments of Prance, and. more

recently iu Roumania and Corfu. A prominent place among
the endemic maladies of those regions has been accorded to

it, not only on account of its considerable diffusion at many
places therein, but also

b}'-
reason of its injurious influence

on the working power of the population.

Clinical history.
—The onset of the disease^ is usually denoted by a

sense of weakness and disinclination for the individual's ordinary
avocation. He complains at the same time of headache, giddiness,

singing in the ears, and an acute feeling of burning issuing from the

back, spreading over the extremities and locating itself particularly in

the hands and feet. The tongue is coated, the epigastric region, and
sometimes the lower part of the abdomen also, are tense and painful,

and the stools not unfrequently loose. These phenomena occur in most
cases iu the beginning of spring ;

and along with them thei'e breaks out,

on those parts of the body which are ordinarily bare and exposed to the

sun (the back of the hands, the face, also the feet in those who go bare-

^ The writings quoted in the sequel are given at the end of the chapter,

arranged alphabetically according to the authors' names.
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footed, and more rarely the back and chest), an exanthem of ii'regulai"

formation, bright red or dark red, and sometimes even livid, having the

type of erythema or erysipelas, and vanishing completely on pi'essure.

The skin looks to be somewhat swollen at the affected places, and the

patient complains of a feeling of tightness, uneasiness or burning,

which becomes particularly acute under the action of the sun's rays.

After lasting three or four months, that is to say, until July or August,
these symptoms decline, the skin remaining somewhat dark-coloured

and remarkably rough and dry for a certain time longer ; and therewith

the morbid process appears to have come to an end. Next spring,

however, the whole series of phenomena recurs, and now, or it may be

not until the third onset, the disease assumes a more sevei'e character.

The general feeling of weakness is now so great that the patient keeps
on his feet with difficulty, being unable, accordingly, to pursue his

occupation; . he loses weight, the pains in the head and back become

very acute, and drooping of the upper eyelid, dilatation of the pupil,

amblyopia, diplopia, and other disordei's of vision follow. (In 50

patients with pellagra, the ophthalmoscopic examination of the fundus

of the eye showed the condition to be normal in 10 only, in 2(j

there was cloudiness or greyish discoloration of the retina, in 23

there was atrophy of the arterial retinal vessels, in 2 there was

dilatation of the retinal veins, in 4 atrophy of the papilla, and in

3 redness of it.') The exanthem now spreads over larger areas and

looks darker coloured, the skin thickens and cracks, the tongue
becomes red and dry (the patient complaining of burning in the mouth

and pain on swallowing), the coated gums bleed readily, the diarrhaa

increases, and most of all the symptoms referable to the cerebro-spinal

atfection show a marked aggravation. Besides pains in the head and

back, tonic and clonic spasms occur in the upper and lower extremities,

being sometimes confined to one side; there is also delirium, or a

succession of typhoid symptoms under which the patient quickly

succumbs. In another and commoner class of cases, a mental disorder

gradually sets in, less frequently in the form of mania than of melan-

cholia, with a peculiar tendency to suicide, especially by drowning

(hydromania). Other noteworthy signs are : that the extensors get into

a state of paresis,* so that the limbs are in the position of semi-flexion

owing to the preponderance of the flexors, and remain fixed when an

attempt is made to move them; that the electro-muscular irritability of

the extensors is diminished ; and that there is aniusthesia or lowering of

the cutaneous sensiljility under the application of the induced current.

As the disease advances, it may sometimes be observed that the area of

cardiac dulness is diminished, the cardiac impulse feeble, and the

heart-sounds less audible. In severe cases the urine is often alkaline,

and the specific gravity reduced, it may be as low as 1005 ; but albumen

^ Lombroso (ii, 65), after the researches of Flaror, Manfiedi, and Forlanini.

* Accurate inquiries into these motor and sensory disorders were first made by
Lombroso ; tbty are given at p. 7 1 of the second of bis works quoted in the list

at the end of the chapter.
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is rarely present. The downward progress of the patient continues, the

extremities and the bladder become paralysed, mental power is lost even

to the degree of imbecility, and death—if it have not been .anticipated

by suicide—is ushered in by rapid wasting, colliquative and ill-smelling

sweats, profuse diarrhcea and dropsy. A favorable issue of the disease is

only to be looked for if there had been no more than one preceding attack,

or attacks of the slighter kind if more than one, and the patient then

placed under better conditions of living or withdrawn from the morbific

influences. When the malady has reached a more advanced stage of

development, the prognosis is very gloomy ; and even in the best cases

there will always be some disorders remaining behind, especially in

the sphere of the nervous system. The duration of the disease is

exceedingly variable ;
it may extend to ten or fifteen years or more, and

even when it has lasted as long as that, it may still be short of its full

development.
Morbid anatomy.

—The following are the most noteworthy points in

the morbid anatomy as compiled by Lombroso' from 66 necropsies
made by himself. In 29 cases the pia mater and arachnoid were

opaque and thickened (purulent deposit in 4, and ecchymoses under

the arachnoid in 5), in 24 cases thei'e was oedema of the brain, in 11

atrophy of the brain, especially the cerebral cortex, in 33 rottenness of

the heart-muscle and yellowish-brown discoloration, in 19 (out of

26 examined) the heart under weight, in 16 brown atrophy of the

liver, in 40 the spleen atrophied, in 21 fatty degeneration of the

kidneys, and in 31 cirrhotic atrophy of the same. There was also

that attenuation of the muscular coat of the intestine which all

previous observers had noted, with hypereemia of the mucous mem-
brane and ulceration of the rectum ;

in 18 (out of 42 where it was
looked for) there was fragility of the ribs, the other flat bones being
normal, and the individuals not in a state of marasmus nor aged,
and in 21 (out of 44 examined) the voluntary muscles were

atrophied. From the microscopic examination of the organs most

implicated, which was carried on with the assistance of Professor

Bizzozero, the following were the chief conclusions : of 33 hearts,

brown atrophy of the muscle in 27 (always with splitting of the fibres

or formation of lacuna3 in them), and fatty degeneration in 5 ; of

kidneys from 28 cases, fatty degeneration of the tubular epithelium
and sclerosis of connective tissue in 18; of 27 livers, fatty infiltration

of the acini in 12 ; in 10 brains, pigmentation or fatty degenera-
tion of the outer coat of the capillaries, and in 3 brains calcare^

ous deposit in the same ; deep pigmentation of the sympathetic

ganglion- cells in 8 cases out of 12. According to the post-
tnortetn examinations, the anatomical changes characteristic of the

morbid process may be referred to four classes : (1) hypersemias and

inflammatory processes leading to exudation, hypertrophy and the like,

as shown in the brain-membranes, the liver, the spleen, the kidneys

^ L. c, p. 117.
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and the lower part of the intestinal caiial ; (2) atrophy and marasmus

especially apt to occur in the heart, lunj^s, liver, spleen, intestine and

kidneys, these beiug the thoracic and abdominal organs supplied by the

vagus and sympathetic nerves ; (3) fatty degeneration ; and (4) pig-

mentary changes
—a special characteristic of the moi'bid process.

Lojubroso's' inference from clinical observations and the post-mortem
condition is tliat pellagra is prhiuiribj <( to.ric effect on the sijnipatlielic

nervous system, the structural and functional disorders being dependent
thereon. Dejerine, who has lately investigated the niorl>id changes in

the cutaneous nerves in pclhigra, regards the skin affection as also
'
d'origino trophique."

§ 6i. History and Pkesent Distribution.

SjJiiin.
—The earliest information about pellagra comes

from Spain. In that country, according to Casal/ it had

been observed as au endemic since 1 735 in the Asturian dis-

trict of Oviedo, comprising about a twentieth part of the

whole province, while it was quite unknown throughout all

other parts of Asturias, including Santillaua in the immediate

neighbourhood, as well as in the frontier districts of Galicia

and Leon. Concerning the later history of this disease in

Spain, the facts known to nie are very incomplete and not

altogether trustworthy ;
at all events the subsequent

. diffusion of the malady has been somewhat extensive, espe-

cially in the northern provinces of the country. At the

instigation of the Italian consul-general in Barcelona, the

Academy of ]\redicine of that city instituted in 1879 a minute

inquiry into the present condition of the disease in Spain, the

following being the conclusions^ (which may be accepted in

part only) : Asturias is to the present day one of the chief

centres of the mal de la rosa, the disease being located espe-

cially in the communes of Regueras, Llauera, Corbera, and

Careiio. It is met with also, to no inconsiderable extent, in

' L. c, p. 97.
^

Ciisal's treatise was first piiiitcil in 1762, altliougli its contents were known
before to Tliicry.who hud brouf^lit tlie description of tlic mal de la rosa under the

notice of the jirofession in France ('
Journul do nicd.,' 1755, ii, .^,?7).

^ This report is given in the official publication of the Italian Goveruiueut,
* La Pellagra,' Rouia, 1880, p. 387.
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LowerArragon and Burgos, as well as in tlie province of Guada-

lajara, where it is so prevalent in several of tlie fifty villages

between Colmenar di Oseja and Vasoueiia on the one side

and between Sadices and Brihuega on the other^ that the

number of the sick may amount to 2 per cent, of the popu-
lation. Information to the same effect comes from several

parts of the province of Cuenca, from the district on the

frontiers of Na,varra and Arragon (Sanguesa), from the Ebro

valley in the province of Zaragoza, from the level banks of

the Douro and Tormes in the province of Zamora, and from

Galicia. That the disease occurs in many other parts of

Spain is shown by the statistics of pellagrous persons
received into the hospital of Madrid; of these lo came from

the Madrid province, 5 from Toledo, 3 from Seville, 2

from Lugo, and one each from the provinces of Granada,

Orense, Oviedo, Ciudad Real, Guipuzona, Avila, Palencia,

Guadalajara, Valladolid, and Segovia. According to the same

report, there has been a considerable abatement of recent

years, if not in the number of patients, yet iu the severity of

type of the disease.

Italy.
—

Shortly after it began in Spain, pellagra made its

appearance in Italy
—in Lomhardy and Venetia. Even pre-

vious to 1 730, occasional cases had been seen^ in the vicinity

of Sesto Calende (on Lago Maggiore) ; but from that date the

cases became more numerous, the malady breaking out simul-

taneously in the districts of Milan,^ Brescia,^ Bergamo,* and

Lodi,^ and shortly after in country around Como,^ Cremona,'^

Mantua,^ and Pavia ;

°
so that towards the end of the century

its area extended over nearly the whole of Lombardy.^° In

Venetian territory, it showed itself first at Udine,^^ and we
have information of it a little later in date from the pro-
vinces of Belluno^" and Padua,^^ and then from Verona

;^"* so

that the Venetian kingdom was also affected by it over a

^
Terzaghi.

2
Frapolli, Zanetti, Gherardini, Albera, Strambio.

^
Balardini, Menis, Mottoni,

' Relazione.' *
Facheiis, Chiappa,

s Villa.
^
Comolli, Tassani, IL

'
Cerioli, Tassani, I, RoLolotti, Cappi.

"
Sacchi, Lombroso, I.

" Hildenbrand, Cambieri. '°
Jansen, Cerri, Balardiui.

1'
Pujati, Romano. '^ Odoardi, Zeccbinelli, Pertile.

''
Fanzago.

"
Agostini.
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wide area before the end of last century or tlic beginning of

the prcsciil.^ In ricdmont and Lujnria it is of more recent

oritrin ; our lirst information of its occurrence in them dates

from the last ten years of the eighteenth century, when
it was seen at Castollalforo" and in the territory of

Massa ;"^
since 1820-30, it has attained to general diffusion

ill tlieso regions, especially in the provinces of Ivrea,

Saluzzo, and Alessandria, but nowhere to the same extent as

in Yenetia and Lombardy.* Tlio Genoese littoral has con-

tinued free from it down to the present day.^ In Tuscany
it was known as early as 17S5, it showed itself afterwards in

1797-98 around Mugcllo, reappearing there to a greater

extent in 1 809, and in the Romagna Toscana f in more recent

years it has established endemic centres in the upper valley

of the Arno, in Volterrano, around Lucca and Pisa, and

among the hills near Florence.^ The same period at which

the disease was first seen in Tuscany furnishes us with the

earliest accounts of its occurrence in the JEmilia ; wo hear

of it at Reggio^ in 1782, in the vicinity of Bologna^ and in

the district of Parma'" at the beginning of the century, while

its appeai'ance in Forrara^^ and JModona^^ was somewhat later,

and its more considerable outbreak not until recent times.

The saine applies also to the development of the disease in

the ilfarc/;/;.s' (mostly in the province of Urbino-Pesaro) ,^' and

in Umhria ;^* but in these, as well as around Rome,^^ it has

never attained the same importance as in Northern Italy.

The southern provinces of Italy (the Abruzzi, Campania,

Apulia, Basilicata, and Calabria), as well as Sicily and

Sardinia, have hitherto enjoyed immunity from the

disease.

'

Soler, Faceu, Fcstler, Liherali.

2 De Rolandis, I.
^ Boerio.

*
Fontaua, Dc Ilolaiulis, II, Ferraris, Ramati, Garbiglietti, Maffoni, Girin,

Vacca, I.

s Morelli. •=

Vignoli.
"

(!liiarng-i, Cipriani, Vignoli, Morelli, IJartolozzi.

«
(Rosa.)

'
Calori, Farini, Paolini, Lconardi, Brnguoli.

"•
Giurrtsclii, Tliomasini. "

Ganibieri, Bennati.
'^

^Martinclli, ]\Iaragliauo, Vacca, II. '^
Girolami, Frigerio, Miclictti.

" Adrian!. '^ Furini.
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The following table gives the amount of pellagra in the

several divisions and provinces of Italy in 1879 :

Divisions and provinces.

LOMBARDT .

Pavia ....

Milau ....

Coiuo ....

Soudrio .

Bergamo .

Brescia .

Cremoua .

Mantua .

Venetia ..

Verona
Vicenza
Belluno
Udine ..

Treviso

Venice
Padua ..

Piedmont ....

Cuneo
Turin
Alessandria

Novara ....

LlGUEIA
Porto MauriziO
Genoa
Massa and Carrara.

/EMillA ...,

Piacenza .

Parma ....

Reggie ,

Modena
Ferrara ,

Bologna ,

Ravenna ,

Forli ...

Population.

Rovigo 214,322

Urban and
rural.

3,653,941

477,887

1,070,998

Si.^/»77

i'M3S
389,406
468,906

301,089

2,812,022

388,489

190,491

509-447
382,410
346,8-; I

386,762

3,077,200

65.^.90.^

1,021,630

728,941

672,726

1,056,669

130,000

75S>428

171,241

2,193,410

230>7i.'!

270,456
250-570
28i,59.>

228,931

455.190
229,866
246,121

Rural
alone.

1,284,670

172,758
322,320
161,964

57.274
15.^.418

187,278

116,728
1 12,930

977,346

125,722

146,788

66,090
189,054

152,186

77,878
143,024

76,604

1,147,808

277,886

.355,688

308,570
205,664

310,552

54.904

193,166
62,482

791.408

83.968
109,436

95.564
100,158

65,946

157,846
83.836

94»6S4

Number
of eases of

pellagra.

40,838
800

10,^80
618

39
7,122

14,989

5,235

1,655

29,386

2,391

3,400

1,400

4,000

4,902

2,696

8,207

2,840

1,692

34
1,042

403
213

148

27
121

18,728

4.326

5,013

920
1,500

3,650

2.574
145
600

Pro]if]rtion of cases of

pella^'ra per 1000
iuliabitauts.

Urban and
ruriil.

11-2

i'7

9-8
r2
0-3

i8-3

317
1 6' 7

5-5

10-5

6-2

8-1

7-4

7-9
12-8

7-8
21-2

133

0-6

0-05
I'O

06
0-3

0-14

o'oo4

o'o7

8-53

»8-75

18-53

3 '68

5 '33

'5 '43

5 "63

©•64

2'45

Rural
alone.

31-70

4"63

32-20

3-8 1

0-68

46-42

80-03

44-84

14*65

30-52

19-01

23*16
2i-i8

21-15

32-21

34-61

57-38

37*07

1-47

0-I3

2-93
I -3 1

I "03

0-47

0-14
I "93

23-66

51-51

45-80

9-62

14-97

55-34

16-30

1-72

6-33

^ I have taken the figures from the ofiicial publication
* La Pellagra in Italia,'

Roma, 1880. The calculation of the number of cases in proportion to the urban

and rural population has a special interest; for it sho\v.s us that pellagra is met

with almost exclusively in the latter class of the population, while, in contrast,

it is absent among the inhabitants of the towns.
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Divisions nnd provinces.

Population.

Urhnii aiul

rural.

Tttscant 2,048,537
LuCCn 202/'?!
Pisa

; 2So,4or>

Lppliovn I 120,000
Florence

j

796,447
Arezzo

| 239.03.^
Siena j 210,000

Grosseto 110,000

Makches and Umbria' 1,498,281.

I
Pcsaro 222,765

Knral
aloiiu.

Number
of cases of

pellagra.

Aiicona

Macorata
Ascoli Piceno

Perugia

Rome

271,397
244,646

209,476

550,000

849,125

091,694
100,660

90.3 1 2

9,908

228,494
1 18,042

95.248

49,030

619,534
91,688

88,092
> 03.7 74

85,798

250,182

581,939

4,382

2,500
22

560
1 ,300

2,155

1,000

300
22.;

40
.';9o

70

Proportion
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pellagrous persons in Lombardy in 1839 was 20,282 ; in 1856
it liad risen to 38,777, and in 1879 it had readied the figure
of 40,838. In Piedmont, an enumeration in 1847 showed the

number to be 987, while in 1879 it was 1692. In Venetia,

20,000 cases of pellagra Avere known between 1853 ^^^ i^S^,
whereas in 1879 the number was 29,386. As an instance of

the way in which this increase has affected, the several pro-

vinces, we may take the case of the province of Vicenza,
where there were only 1380 pellagrous subjects in 1853-55,
but 2974 in i860, and 3400 in 1879.

France.—Besides those of Spain and Italy, the endemic

seats^ of pellagra are a few districts in the south-west of

France, as well as Roumania and the island of Corfu. The
first intelligence of pellagra in France^ dates from 1829, in

which year Hameau published an account of cases observed by
himself since 18 18 around Teste-de-Buche and in the plain of

Arcachon^ as well as of the subsequent increase and general
diffusion of the malady in the coast-region of the Gironde.

His facts were afterwards confirmed by Gintrac
; but this

observer, as well as others,^ brought forward evidence at the

same time that the endemic focus of pellagra was by no

means confined to that part of Gascony which lies between the

left bank of the Garonne, its tributary the Ciron and the coast,

but that it coVered a large area in the department of Landes

as well, its extent being indeed greater in the latter than in

the former.* Smaller centres of pellagra, of more recent

origin, are met with in the departments of Hmdcs-Pyrenees

^ The statements as to the occurrence of pellagra in Hungary and the Banat,

in Egypt, and in Algiers, are based upon quite untrustworthy information.

Pruner's description (1. c, p. 179) of the cases which he saw in Egypt (a brownish

exauthem, paresis of the upper extremities, and muscular atrophy), does not by

any means correspond to pellagra ; and as regards De Bucherie's account (' De la

Pellagre, &c.,' Strasb., 1858), in which mention is made of the disease occurring
in Constantine, we have the testimony of both Armand (' Med. et hyg. des pays

chauds,' Paris, p. 428) and Bertherand (as quoted by Pietra Santa, in '
Journ.

d'liyg.,' 1880, Dec, p. 619) that pellagra has never been seen in Algiers, unless a

very doubtful case of Armand's be regarded as such.

^ Eoussel gives a complete history of the disease in France down to the year

1845.
^ Marohand, Hiard, Sorbets, Balhad^^•o, Bouchard, Lavielle, Lalesque.
* In the arrondisscment of Dax (Dept. Landes) the disease, according to

Lavielle, has decreased of late.

VOL. II. 15
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and Basses-ri/nnu'i-s,^ in llie valley of Vernet {rijrenecs

orip)if.),~ and in the plain uf Lauragais
—in tlic arrondisscnieuts

of Villofranclie {ITant-Garonnef and Castlenaudary {Aiidc)^.

At all these points, however, and especially at the last

named, llic atnonnt of the disease is very little. Observa-

tions on sporadic cases of pellag-ra come to us from some

other parts of France—from Parls,^ the departments of

Seinc-Olse^ Marne^ Allkr,^ Maine-Loire,^ lUe-et-Vilaine^^

and from Rouen }^ I shall specially recur to these when I

come to speak of the etiology of the disease.

Uonmania.— Caillat, who was the first to mention the

occurrence of the disease in Roumania, says that it had not

been seen there previous to 1846, a statement which v.

Theodori confirras, to this extent at least, that his father, who
acted as physician to the first hospital in Roumania, assigned
the outbreak of the malady to the year 1833, although
it was not until 1846 that the first pellagra patients were

admitted into the hospital. At the present day, the disease

is somewhat Avidely spread throughout that country, more in

Moldavia than in AVallachia,^" in which latter Felix saw the

first cases in 1859-61 at the village of Muscel in the district

of Campulungu. The attention of the profession was first

drawn to the occurrence of pellagra in Roumania by the

work of V. Theodori ; since then there have been numerous

writings on the disease in that count ry,^^ from which it

appears that its head-quarters are the districts of Ott

(Slatina), Ai'gcs (Pitesti), Dimbovitza, Prahova, Ruzen,
Ncamt/u (Piatra), Succava (Folticeni), and Dorohoi. We
learn from Felix that the disease since 1878 has declined in

some districts and increased in othei's ;
he estimates the

number of pellagrous persons in Roumania at 4500, or not

quite I per 1000 of the whole population.

Corfu.
—In Corfu, according to l^P^^^^o^i ^^^ fi^st cases of

pellagra were seen in 1839, but it is only since 1856 that

the disease has taken on the character of an endemic. At
'

I3;itailk', Nogu&, Laurens, IJulbiulorc. - Courtz. ^ Cales.
* Koussillio. '' Roussel (II), Villemin. " Gibert.

7
Laiidoiizy, CoUard. »

Bougiere.
''

l":ibre, Billod. '« Id.

" Loudet. '- See Champoiiillon, Scheiber, Kleiu, Felix.

"' A list of all the papers on jiellagru in Roumania (most of them in tlie

Roumanian language) is given by Felix (pp. 27
—

29).
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the date of tis writing (1867) it was prevalent in 27 out of

the 117 rural communes in the island, but only to a mode-

rate extent, the number of cases representing about 3*2 per
1000 of the population.

§ 62. A Recent Disease op the Peasantry, limited to a few

Regions.

There are two points in the history of pellagra which give
the inquiry into the origin of the malady a definite direction

from the outset. One is the fact that pellagra has appeared
within comparatively recent times as a disease hitherto un-

known
; the other is that it is limited to an exceedingly

narrow area. As regards the first point, we have not only
the unanimous opinion of those who observed and have

described the first outbreak of the malady in Spain, Italy,

France, Roumania, and Corfu ; but we have also the circum-

stance that in the earlier medical records of the countries

which subsequently became and continue to be affected with

pellagra
—

particularly in the medico-topograj)hical accounts

by Italian physicians of the seventeenth century who gave

special attention to prevailing diseases, and above all in the

classical work of Ramazzini on the diseases of the labouring
class—we do not find the slightest reference which could be

taken as bearing even remotely on pellagra.^ In respect to

the second point it is noteworthy that the localities where

the disease is endemic are situated within a zone extending
from 42° to 46° N., and that within these narrow limits of dis-

tribution, it is always and everywhere among the rural ^copu-

lation only that the endemic foci of the disease exist, the

cases of pellagra that come to notice among the residents in

towns being at no place or at no time more than sporadic.
" Su tutti i divei'si punti di lontanissime parti terraqnee," Lussana

and Frua," observe by way of summary,
"
nelle Asturie spagnuole, nelle

> Mottoni points out that iu the very carefully kept death-registers of the towns

of Chiari and Rudiano, which were among the most intense centres of pellagra

shortly after it broke out, there is not a single death entered during the sixty

years preceding that outbreak, in which the description of the cause of death

points even remotely to pellagra.
2

(II), 1. c., p. 67.
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Lande francesi, noil' Insiibria lorabarda, sul Veneto.nd Piemoute, nolla-

media Italia—le prime e consuete vittimc dolla pellagra si mostrarono

sempre gli abitatori delle camjiagne e piu propriamentc i coltivatore

dei cauipi." Frank' says:
" Tria solum niinicninnis pellagrae in

incolis nrbium exempla ;" and be calls attention to the remark of Cerri

that many of the cases of pellagra seen in towns are in country people
who have migrated thither with the disease already on them. Another

telling piece of evidence for the prevalence of the disease among the-

rural population is furnished by the statistical returns of sickness and

mortality." Of 1955 persons who died of pellagra in Lombardy from

1848 to 1859, the number of country people was 1853 (Lombroso) ; the

whole of the 150 pellagrous lunatics in the asylum at Modena were from,

the country ; among 14S insane patients with pellagra, Salerio found

only 9 who were not peasants, and even these were mostly born of

country parents ;
of 561 pellagra-lunatics treated by Yigna, 493 were

villagers.^ The proportion has been found to be the same in the more

recent outbreak of the disease in Corfu (according to Typaldos) and in

Roumania (according to Klein).

"Le petit nombre de cas de vraie Pellagre," says Felix with reference

to Roumania " observes dans quelques villes, s'explicjue par le fait, que
les habitants des quartiers excentriques de ces villes sont des agricul-

teurs qui vivent dans les memes conditions que les paysans."

These facts, tlicn, warrant us in concludiug as regards tlie

source and character of the actual and material disease-agent,.

that its origin is somewhat recent
;

that it must have dove-

loped from time to time in the several pellagrous regions out

of causes acting locally ; and, accordingly, that all those

noxious influences arising from general conditions of climatey

weather, and soil—influences which have been felt not only

at all times in the localities in question, but have been

equally active, and are still as active, at other points of the

globe that are exempt
—can be concerned in the production

of pellagra only in so far as tht development of the specific

cause of the disease is more or less dependent upon them.

This is a point to which I shall return.

1 L. c, p. 284.
' See the above-quoted statistics of pellagra for the Ituliau provinces subject;

to the malady, in which the proportions of sickness among the combined urban

and rural population and the rural aloue are given side by side.

' See Paiola,
'

Saggio di dimatologia e di gcographia uosologica dell' Italia,'

Toriuo, 1881, p. 754-5.
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§ 63. Not distinctively caused by Poor Living.

These are factors in the etiology whose influence is merely
an indirect one

;
and along with them I feel bound to include

the noxious effects of wretched living, particularly the much-
blamed inadequacy of the food to the severe labour, the

miserable dwellings, and the other things associated with

penury. I feel bound to consider those factors also as in-

direct ; although, as we shall sec, there is another way of

interpreting the fact (to which all observers bear witness),

that pellagra is associated almost exclusively with the poorest of
the rural population, as well as the other fact attested by many
that amelioration in the manner of living, and particularly

an improved diet, exerts a favorable influence upon the sick.

At all events the opinion held by many observers^ that

pellagra is the direct consequence of poverty, misery, and

deficient food, or that it is a " morbus miserise,^' must be

decidedly rejected as untenable.

The misery of living is as old as the human race, and it

is no greater in Northern or Central Italy, in the northern

provinces of Spain, or in the south-western departments of

France, than in many other parts of these countries, or than

in Russia, Ireland, Upper Silesia, and Galicia, which have

never been ajEflicted with pellagra. The outbreaks of the

disease in Spain, Franco, Roumania and Corfu were preceded

by no noticeable social change of any kind, such as would

have caused an increase in the difliculties of living within

the affected districts, and so given rise to the development of

the disease. Still loss can this be alleged of Northern Italy

where, about the middle of last century or at the very time

when pellagra was beginning to show itself, the social con-

dition of the agricultural community was exceedingly good,
while the populations of the States of the Church, who

escaped the disease, were groaning under all the stress of mis-

government. Objection had been already taken by Zecchinelli

* Meuis (I, 138), Mugna, Verga, Gemma, for Lombardy ; de Rolandis,

Maffoui, for Piedmont; Morelli, for Tuscany; Bennati, for Ferrara; Cazenave,

Courty (L c, 696), Marchand (' Docum.,' 214), Gintrac (II), Bouchard, Monribot

(1. c, 25), Laureus, for France ; Scbeiber, for Roumania.
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and other of the earliest observers of the disease to tlie notion

tliat want and misery were essential causes of pellagra, and the

same view was aftcnvards expressed by Frank^ and others. In

the year 1830, when the disease was widely diffused through
the provinces of Brescia, Cremona, and Bergamo, there were

only two pellagrous persons known in the Val Tellina,
" scbbone grande a non minore al certo cho altrove vi sia la

iniseria e il mal nutrimento nei contadiui
"

as Balardiui

adds
j'^

and in the year 1879 the official returns gave the

number of pellagra cases in the whole of Sondrio, a province
not specially favoured by nature, at thirty-nine only, while

in the other provinces of Lombardy the cases were reckoned

by thousands.

§ 64. Evidence that it is due to Damaged Maize.

The specific noxious thing on Avhich pellagra depends
must consist in some factor which is common property to the

affected districts only, and which did not begin to make
itself felt until the period from whence our first information

about pellagra comes. Starting from these perfectly reason-

able premisses, the earliest observers of the disease in Spain
and Italy, as well as those of a later date in France, adopted
the opinion that the production of the malady was directly

caused by the use of maize as food ; and at the present day
that is the doctrine, based on a large experience and on

many experiments, Avhich is held, if not Avithout dissent, yet

by the great majority of observers and investigatoi's, among
whom there are differences of opinion only in so far as

relate to the conditions under which a diet of maize becomes

a cause of the disease. I accept this theory in the sense of

those who take jjelhu/ra to he a toxic i^rocess, resembling ergo-

tism, and caused by a morbid co7idition of maize ; and in the

paragraphs that follow I have put together the arguments
which have been adduced, or which can bo adduced, for and

against that view.

(1) Pellagra is endemic only in countries where maize is

' L. c, p. 289.
^ '

Topogr. stiilist.-uicd. della provhicla di Soiuli-io/ iMiliiiio, i8.]4, p. 65.
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cultivated, and wlierc it constitutes a cliief article of diet for

the mass of the peasantry, particularly in the form of

porridge
—the polenta of the Italians, the cruchade of the

Gascons, and the mamaliga of the Roumanians. On the

other hand, in districts lying within the pellagra-areas or

directly adjoining them, in which maize, in the above form,
is used only exceptionally and does not constitute a material

part of the food of the people, the malady is observed rarely
or not at all. As regards the fii'st point in this contention,

there cannot be a single doubt entertained when we examine

the pellagra-area ; the second argument rests upon an exten-

sive experience gathered from the various places within that

area. Attention had already been drawn by Strambio to the

fact that in the districts of Lombardy which formed the

chief seats of the malady, most of the cases occurred in those

villages where polenta of maize constituted the food of the

inhabitants more or less exclusively. It was afterwards

pointed out by Balardini that in Brescia and Bergamo, the

head-quarters of the disease, polenta was consumed to so

great an extent that the local production of maize did not

suflBce for the demand, large quantities of the corn haviug to

be imported from adjoining provinces ; while in those dis-

tricts of the country where other cereals, more especially

rice, took the place of maize, the amount of pellagra was

very slight. It had been observed by Vallenzaska^ that, in

some parts of the severely affected Venetian province of

Belluno, where the potato had been introduced and had

replaced maize as an article of diet, pellagra had diminished

considerably. The statement was confirmed by Fertile, who
added more generally that the disease was most severe in the

lower parts of the province where the diet was almost exclu-

sively polenta, whereas in the upper parts, where the inhabi-

tants were better off and used other kinds of food as well, it

was much less common. To the same effect we read in the

official i-eport of 1879 :^

'' La causa d'una relativa immunita nel Cadore e nelP

Agordino viene spiegata del mode alquanto diverse d'alimen-

tazione di quegli alpigiani ai quali la richezza dei boschi

' 'Delia Fcilcadina,' Venez., 1842, p. 190.
' 'La pellagra/ p. 146.
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rende meno disgraziatia la vita, potendo essi, oltro della

polenta, cibarsi di patati-, d'orzo, fug-ioli e latticini in piu

larghc proporzioni dcgli altri villici della proviucia.^'

In the province of Novara (Piedmont), the cliief seat of

the disease is the district of Canavesc, where polenta is the

staple food ;
but in those parts of Piedmont (Biella, Varallo,

Pallanza, Domodossola,^) where the diet consists of polenta
made from sound maize, and of chestnuts, wheaten bread,

and potatoes as well, pellagra is either not seen at all, or it

occurs in sporadic cases only. The same holds good for tho

country round Genoa and for the Ligurian coast. From the

report of the Sardinian Pellagra Commission, which was far

from being committed to the maize theory, we l(;arn that

522 out of 626 pellagrous persons, or 83 per cent., lived on

polenta alone, the rest having used other articles of food as

weir. Vignoli states that the frequency of tho disease in

the various affected districts of Tuscany is directly pi'opor-

tiouate to the extent in which polenta has become the staple

food
;

it had been pi-eviously shown by Chiarugi that the

disease, on its first breaking out in Mugello and vicinity, had

attacked only those villages where tho people lived almost

exclusively on maize, sparing those where wheaten flour,

rye, or chestnuts entered into the diet. In like manner, for

Roumania, Felix observes that there is little or no pellagra

in those districts where the food is mainly other kinds of

cereals and fish. Lastly I shall mention the fact dwelt upon

by Chiappa, that pellagra is hardly known in great domains,

chateaus,and the like occupied by rich proprietors, or in towns,

where polenta is always more of a dainty than an article of diet.

(2) There is not a single fact to prove, or even to hint,

that pellagra had been seen in any jiart of Eui'ope before

the introduction of maize; nowhere in that continent did

pellagra show itself until maize became a staple food of the

people. Evidence of this is furnished on comparing the date

of the outbreak of pellagra with that of the introduction or

maize cultivation into Europe. The plant, which is a native

of the Western Hemisphere, is said to have been brought by
Columbus to Spain, but it was not until iil'h r the first quarter
of the sixteenth century that it was grown there to any

'

1''., 1'. 4/.
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extent. The date of the introduction of maize into Italy
falls about the middle of the sixteenth century ; although it

was not from Spain that it was brought but from Turkey
(hence the colloquial Italian name ''

grano turco "), into

which the plant had been introduced by the Spaniards shortly
before. It is, however, from the middle of. the seventeenth

century that we have to date the general cultivation of maize
in Italy, and it was not until the beginning of the present

century that it began in France. It was introduced into

Eoumania and recommended to the people for cultivation by
Niclaus Maurocordato in 1710.^

(3) A change in the diet, the interdicting of maize alto-

gether and the providing of other kinds of food instead of it,

has in many cases effected a complete cure where the malady
was in its early stage. It had been asserted by Casal that

the first thing wanted to overcome pellagra was to change
the food, and particularly to exclude maize from it

;
if

adopted at the beginning of the disease this was the best

means of getting rid of it. Cerri, at the instigation of the

authorities in Milan, submitted ten well-marked cases of

pellagra to a suitable diet of meat and bread (excluding

polenta), and in the course of a year he thereby effected a

perfect cure. Similar observations have been published by
Brierre de Boismont, Eoussel, and others.

§ 65. Not dependent on the Low Ndteitive Yalue of a

Maize Diet.

Against these arguments adduced in favour of the disease

being caused by living on maize, a number of objections
have been raised. More particularly it has been contended

that the maize-zone, corresponding to those regions of the

globe where maize is not merely cultivated, but also used as a

material part of the people^s food, extends very widely

throughout the. Eastern and Western Hemispheres, whereas

pellagra is confined to only a few comparatively small

districts of Europe ;
that even in these the disease did not

appear until many years after the growing of maize had

begun, the grain having been previously used by the people
^
Tbeodori, p- 54.
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as food witliout liarra
; and, lastly, that sporadic cases of

])tllagTa have been observed in various parts of Franco

where maize is not a general article oE food, and in parti-

cular had not entered into the habitual diet of the persons
alTected. Leaving the last of these arguments for future

discussion, a certain weight attaches to the first two only in

so far as they controvert the opinion held by many authori-

ties,^ that the essential cause of pellagra is an exclusive or

at least a ^preponderant diet of maize as such, hij reason of its

small nutritive value, and more 'particularly of the small

amount of nitrogen that it contains. This theory will be

seen to be quite untenable when we consider : (i) that,

although insufficient food may certainly induce chronic

inanition and marasmus, yet the perfectly well-marked

morbid state which is distinctive of pellagra is never deve-

loped under that influence ; (2) that those who fall ill of

pellagra not un frequently have the look of being Avell

nourished at the beginning of the malady, the wasting which

occurs in its subsequent course being the effect of organic
disease and particularly of the intestinal affection ;^ and (3)

that large bodies of people who live solely on rice or pota-
toes remain quite free from j^ellagra although these articles

of food are far behind maize in nutritive value, as the following

analysis shows :

Table of Comparative Nutritive Values.
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substance wliicli are not proper to its nature, but acquired

by it under particular conditions, that is to say, a question
of the grain having undergone a change through decomposi-
tion or disease. It had been conjectured by several of the

earliest observers of pellagra, by Casal, Frapolli, Gherandini,
and others, that the use of damaged maize [mats guasto)

was at the root of the disease ; and the attention of investi-

gators was afterwards directed to the natui-e of this decom-

position in the grain,
—to the circumstances under which it

took place, the kind of change which the corn underwent,
and the connexion between grain thus altered and the

pathogenesis. And if these inquiries have not yet led to a

final solution of the question, yet the experimental evidence

has shown with a high degree of probability, that certain

toxic substances, rejjresenting the iirojier cause of the malady,
are developed in the course of the decomposition of Indian corn,,

and possibly under tlie infiuence of epiphytes on tJie corn.

§ 66. Due to Maize Cultivated and Harvested under

Unfavorable Circumstances.

Maize requires, for its full flourishing, a climate approxi-

mating to that of tropical or sub-tropical regions, and a

strong loose soil, sand with loam being the best. The
farther any locality is from these climatic and geological

characters, the more imperfectly does the Indian corn ripen
and the more readily does it undergo decomposition, the

latter being particularly apt to occur when the grain is

gathered and stored while it is still in a damp state.

Roussel, Bataille, Michelacci, and others have pointed out

that pellagra is quite unknown in those latitudes where the

climate as a rule makes it possible for the crop to ripen to

the full, as in the countries where maize is indigenous, and
in others such as India and Nearer Asia

;
that the geo-

graphical distribution of this disease falls precisely within

those latitudes where the crop is less thriving from want of the

conditions above mentioned, the grain often failing to come to-

full maturity ; but tliat even there, with certain precautions
and careful management of the crop, it may be prevented
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from spoiling, aud that in this lies the explanation of the fact-

that many regions in temperate hxtitudcs, where maize is

grown and enters largely into the food of tlio people, are

liap]iily
free from pellagra.

This origin of pellagra, from consumption of maize which

had been cut before it was quite ripe, gathered before it was

dry, stored in its damp state, and couse([uently become

putrid, is the explanation that we meet with iu IJalardini,

Facen, Assandri, Triberti, Tassani, Liberali, Girin, Fertile,

Cambieri, the whole profession iu Roumania, and the larger

number of the more recent observers in general. It is re-

marked by Tassani that the districts in the province of Cre-

mona which suffer most from pellagra are those in which the

maize chiefly used is the so-called quarantin maize {zea mays

j>raccox), oi-, in other words, the smallest variety of the

plant. The late sowing, the lateness of the autumnal ripening

and the consequent immature harvesting, the gathering of the

corn in its Avet state in damp weather, the bad storage (bad

because this l»:ind of maize is destined for the food of the

poorer classes, and not for the market, like the large kind

of autumnal or August maize),
—all these things contribute in

a marked degree to its rapid decomposition. Scheiber, who

is himself an opponent of the maize theory of pellagra, calls

attention to the fact that the Wallack peasantry of Tran-

sylvania who are free from pellagra notwithstanding their

addiction to a diet of maize-polenta, had long ago learned

from their Saxon neighbours a better way of tilling their

fields and an improved husbandry of Ihoir crops of corn, so

that they allow the maize to ripen as much as possible and

then dry it on the ground and in barns
;
whereas the Wal-

lack peasantry of Roumania, who are subject to pellagra, do

not permit the corn to become ripe enough, and shoot it

into pits where it becomes musty or spoilt.^ Typaldos gives

the following interesting information relating to the outbreak

of pellagra in Corfu : The maize grown on the island usually

thrives remarkably well, and supplies a good kind of suste-

nance
; howevei', since about thirty years ago

—the account

dates from 1866, and I lie first :i])pearance of pellagra iu

1 Thcoeloii (1. c, p. 55) iiiul IVHx (1. c, p. 23) ooiifirni this statement, particu-

larly as regards the uuripe state iu wliich the maize is harvested in Kouiuania.
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Corfu from 1839
—

vino-planting has extended very much in

the island, almost displacing the cultivation of maize in some

districts. So tha.t large quantities of that grain have had to

be imported from neighbouring countries to make good the

deficiency, especially from Albania, Greece, Southern Italy,

and the Danubian Provinces. The maize from the former

group of countries is as good as that grown in Corfu, but

the Roumanian maize is very often damaged and mouldy,

partly in consequence of the long sea-transit ;
and Typaldos

has satisfied himself that it is precisely this Roumanian pro-

duct which constitutes the great bulk of the maize consumed

in Corfu, and that a large part of the grain comes into

market in a very damaged state.

§ 67. A Bad Maize Harvest is roLLOwED by an Increase

OP Pellagra.

Further support to this doctrine is given by the collected

experience as to the influences above mentioned of states of
the iveather and the soil upon the goodness or badness of the

maize crop and upon the amount of the sickness. In Italy

it has been often observed, and not unfrequently at various

points, that a remarkable increase occurs in the number of

those attacked by pellagra
—a sort of pellagra epidemic

—
whenever there has been a bad harvest in consequence of

unpropitious weather, when the maize corn has been mal-

formed, gathered half ripe owing to the peasantry being
short of food, and stored or used in its wet state. Earlier

authorities had already noticed these fluctuations in the

amount of the disease from year to year,-^ and a series of

observations has actually proved that those exacerbation-

periods of pellagra had a remarkably close correspondence
with the years noted for bad harvests and famine. Chiappa,

Hildenbrand, Menis, De Rolandis, and others adduce in this

connexion the experiences of 1755, 1801, 18 15- 17, 1822-23,

1829-30, and 1838. Tassani remarks that in 1830 those

I Among others Cerri (' Giornale/ 1. c), wbo observed a remarkable increase of

the malady in Somma (province of Milan) in 1S78, contrasting with its relatively

small amount in 1876 and 1877.
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villages in the Cremona district sulTercd from pellagra most

in which the corn turned out to be of particularly bad quality,

and tliat the same thing had been observed there in 1838 as

well as at more I'ecent periods. lu Piedmont, as Girin and

others inform us, pellagra is always most frcfpicnt in dear

years, when the peasant does not wait for the full ripening of

the maize, and an inferior kind of flour is made from the pre-

maturely harvested crop ;
and the experience is the same

from Ferrara in 1853-54, fi'oni Mantua^ in 1873 (after heavy

floods), and from the Modona" district in 1874, when the

peasantry were obliged to live on bad polenta after the total

failure of the crops the year before.

Besides being dependent on the weather, the thriving of

the maize crop depends on the above-mentioned conditions of
soil. Wo find accordingly that pellagra is particularly

common in localities with a poor soil of sand, marsh, or

clay, little ada})ted for growing maize, and upon which the

grain is all the more likely to go wrong ; of this we have

information by Hammer from Lombardy, by Girin from the

district of Canavese (Piedmont), and by Marchand from the

department of Laudes. Felix points out that in Roumania
the people suffer most in the mountainous districts, where

the maize ripens with greatest difficulty, and that the number
of oases is in proportion to the goodness or badness of the

yield of corn.

§. 68. The Pellagra-Poison : Experimental Evidence.

As the conviction steadily gains ground that it is not a

<liet of maize as such, but of damaged maize, that furnishes

the cause of pellagra, the question necessarily forces itself

upon us. What is the decomposition-change in the maize Avith

which the pathogenic effect is bound up, or what is it in

spoiled maize that constitutes the proper pellagra-iioison ?

The conjecture had already been thrown out by Sette that it

is an affair of a toxic parasitic mould, as in ergotism ;
and

that idea has been taken up and followed out by Balardini.

On musty maize the latter found a greenish-coloured mould,
' See Parola, 1. c, p. 753.

^
Martinelli, Maragliauo.
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to whicli he gave the name of " verderame ;" it was recog-

nised by Cesati as belonging to the genus Sporisorium and

named Sporisorium maidis. Toxic experiments which Balar-

dini made upon men and animals with maize so affected

gave results which seemed to justify that conjecture as to

the origin of pellagra. Fowls which were fed on such

maize became thin, lost their feathers, became affected in

their power of movement, and died with still other nervous

symptoms. In the human subject there occurred burning
in the throat, digestive troubles, and diarrhoea. Although

Kezzi, as reporter of the commission appointed by the

Istituto Lombardo to test the discovery of Balardini, gave an

unfavorable verdict, chiefly on the ground that the verderame

was very often found on maize in many other regions, such

as Southern Italy, whicli were quite free from pellagra ; yet

Balardini's theory was adopted by Roussel and Costallat,

while Tardieu^ gave a favorable opinion on it in name of the

Commission of Inquiry nominated by the French Minister of

Agriculture.
The question seemed thus to be settled, when Lombroso'^

made it the subject of exact investigation anew. He con-

firmed the result of Balardini's toxicological experiments
with decomposed maize, and indeed, in his experiments on

the human subject, the characteristic phenomena of pellagra
in the skin and nervous system came out more decidedly than

in those made by Balardini. In fowls he observed diarrhoea,

casting of their feathers, and death
;

in rats, wasting,
choreiform movements, contractures, and a fatal issue as in

fowls ;
in healthy men, after a prolonged course of a tincture

prepared from mais guasto, loss of appetite, vomiting, diar-

rhoea, desquamation of the cuticle, giddiness, dilatation of

the pupil and mal-nutrition.

But at the same time he proved that the view of Balar-

dini, according to which the verderame was the proper toxic

principle, must have been based on an error, inasmuch as

that fungus is generally speaking very rare ; so rare, indeed,
that he did not succeed in finding it upon maize in the

course of a journey through the whole of Lombardy, while

' His report is reprinted in Costallat's paper.
- In papers (II) and (III) under his name in the list at the end of the chapter.
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two of the foremost botanists in Italy who made a searcli for

it, discovered it on only a few grains of corn now and then.

It is probable, as Lombroso conjectures, that Balardini had

confounded the Sporisorinm with Penicillium glancuin, which

is certainly very common on musty maize, although Lombroso's

experiments with it prove it to be perfectly harmless.

In view of these facts, both positive and negative, Lom-
broso considered himself justified in concluding that the

toxic principle was not present in maize-corn in the form of

a parasitic mould, but that certain substances were deve-

loped in the parenchyma of the decomposing corn, which had

a specifically toxic action as above, and were the proper cause

of pellagra. Further inquiries made by him, in conjunction
with Dupre, Brugnatelli, and Erba,^ on these decomposition-

products formed in maize, have shown that the chief thing is

the occurrence of a fatty oil (maize-oil), and an extractive

substance (named by Lombroso "
pollagrozem

" and by Erba
" mai'zina ") which are never found in sound maize

;
that the

decomposition-products can be artificially produced in the

corn when it is exposed to fermentation ;
that these matters

are much more powerfully toxic when produced in the hot

season than when obtained in cold weather
;
and that their

effect upon the animal body is to induce a series of pheno-
mena which do not indeed bear the perfect impress of the

pellagrous group of symptoms, but are yet a decided expres-
sion of some severe cerebro-spinal affection, and reveal

many analogies with the phenomena observed in pellagra.

In forming a judgment on these admirable studies of

Lombroso, there are two things to be kept in mind : firstly

that the toxicological experiments were made on the lower

animals, which react to poisons in a different way from man,
and differently, too, in their own several classes; and

secondly, that they deal with acute poisoning, whereas

pellagra is a disease depending upon a chronic toxic effect.

There have naturally not been wanting objectors to the

discoveries of Lombroso and to his theory of the genesis of

pellagra
—among them Gemma, ]>ellini, Lussana (III and IV),

' Tliesc inquiries will be fouiul In Lombroso's papers (IV), (V), (VI), and

(VII).
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Ciotto, and Bonfigli ;^ Biffi also, the reporter of a Commission
of Inquiry appointed by the Institute Lombard©, has spoken

very doubtfully of theui. On the other hand, the experi-
mental results obtained by Tizzoni and the Roumanian

physiciaus (Felix) entirely agree with those of Lombroso.
But more especially Cortez, working at the instigation of

Husemann and in .association with him, has carried out a

•considerable number of very exactly planned experiments
with the toxic substances obtained from maize by Lombroso
and Erba, which confirm Lombroso's conclusions in almost

every point ;
so that there cannot be the slightest doubt as to

the trustworthiness of the latter. At the same time it must
remain an open question how far the formation of these toxic

substances in decomposed or fermenting maize is dependent
on the presence of the lower organisms which are always
found to coexist.

§ 69. AFriNiTiES TO Ergotism.

If, then, the question of the cause of pellagra has been
settled by the labours of Lombroso, not perhaps altogether

finally, but, in my opinion, very nearl}'- settled, the theory

expounded in the foregoing sections will receive additional

iind very material support from the shnilarity icMch pellagra
dhows to other analogous toxic diseases and 'particularly to

ergotism. Strambio, Jansen, Hildenbrand, and other of the

older observers, as well as Rayer among the recent, have

•called attention to that resemblance. Of special weight in

this regard is the declaration of Hebra •?
"
I have seen a

large number of cases of pellagra. The type of the disease

lias unquestionably the closest resemblance
. to other toxic

conditions induced by decomposed vegetable matters
; only

the effect is slower (but not the less profound on that

account), and the course more protracted. One is involun-

tarily reminded of ergotism.
''

' Ju an article (' Gaz. meJ. Lombard.,' 1880, No. 47) directed against Lussana

Jiud Giotto, Lombroso points out the want of judgment with which their toxico-

Jogical experiments liad been devised.
*

\i\ tlie
' Haudb. der spec, ruthol.' (edited by Virchow), III, i, 205, note 2.

VOL. II. 16
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§ 70. Objections to the Maize-Theory answeked.

Against this theory of the origin of peHagra from the cou-

sumption of decomposed maize, there have been two objec- J
tious raised whicli call for a brief discussion. The first of

these is, that maize is grown and used as a popular article

of food in many localities which are not better adapted for

its cultivation than the pellagrous districts themselves, and

yet the disease does not occur in them. The second objec-
tion is that in many parts of France, as we have seen

(p. 234), sporadic cases of pellagra have been observed, which

cannot be bronght even remotely into connexion with

poisoning by maize.

As regards the first point, special stress has been laid on

the fact that maize is largely cultivated and used as food in

Burgundy, in the ]jresse, and in Franche-Comte, while

pelhigra is quite unknown in these provinces. It has been

shown, however, by Roussel and Costallat that the newly

gathered maize in all these localities is thoroughly dried, or

rather scorched, befoi'e it is stored or put to use, and that any

decomposition of the corn is thereby prevented. The same

practice is observed, as I have had frequent opportunities of

satisfying myself, also in Southern Italy, where moreover,

polenta of maize figures to a much smaller extent than in

Northern Italy. Salas, in his interesting work on pellagra,

informs us that in Mexico, as well as in America general!}-,

the maize is shelled out directly after hai'vesting, and the

corn is then thoroughly dried in the sun. No doubt damaged
maize sometimes occurs even there, especially towards the

end of winter ;
but it is usually made into food for the

horses, or mixed in small quantities with sound maize by the-

poorer class of people, and in that case always subjected
before being cooked to certain processes which render it

harmless.

I'ticudo-'pellcujra.
—The second objection is substantially

met by the argument that most of the cases of so-called

*'
sporadic pellagra

"
clearly rest on errors of diagnosis.

Iloussel has called them "
unites factices," or arbitrarily made-

up groups of symptoms in wliieh nervous and psychical
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affections are included with disorders of the digestive organs
and with morbid appearances in the skin, and the name of
"
pellagra" given to them. Billod went so far as to assert

that it is a mental disorder that we have to do with mainly
in pellagra, and that when affections of the digestive organs
and of the skin are added thereto, we have "

pellagra
" com-

plete ; others such as Hardy ,^ have confounded pellagra
Avith alcoholism

;
so that Tardieu was perfectly justified in

declaring that there never had been such confusion of ideas

among French physicians as on the subject of pellagra.

Moreover, those authorities must admit, as regards the cases

of "
sporadic pellagra,'^ that there was never more than a

resemblance between them and the endemic disease
; and

Eoussel, accordingly, found it necessary to speak of them as
"
pseudo-pellagra." This is the judicial standpoint assumed

by nearly all the more recent observers, such as Chaussit,

Vernois, Pellizari, Brierre de Boismont (II), and various

others ; Dejeanne, who has made a very full collection of all

the observations relating to this matter, and subjected them

to a thorough scrutiny, says that " these are maladies differ-

ing widely among themselves, and all of them very different

from endemic pellagra not only in the etiology, but also in

the nature and concatenation of the symptoms."
It should not be denied, however, that sporadic cases

occur by no means exceptionally outside the foci of pellagra,

just as undoubted sporadic cases of lepi'osy have been seen

outside the leprous centres. The question had already been

put by Bouchut" in this connexion, whether other kinds

of grain as well, such as oats, may not under certain circum-

stances suffer changes like those of maize, and thereby give

rise to pellagra in localities where maize is not grown or not

used as food. To the like effect Husemann says :^
"^ There

is absolutely no reason why a similar toxic principle should

not develop in any other substance, which approximates to the

grains of Zea Mai's in chemical composition, although it may
not be actually derived from that plant. It is no remote

possibility that a process of decomposition may be set up in

the flour of other kinds of grain under the influence of dcfi-

1 ' Traite de pellagre,' Paris, 1866.

- ' Arch, gen. de med.,' 1867, Nov., p. 503.
^ L. c, p. 272.
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nite external conditions, leading to the formation of peculiar
matters whose gradual introduction into the organism
Avould produce phenomena either identical with those of

pellagi'a or presenting at least close analogies thereto." It is

remarkable, moreover, that sporadic cases of pellagra have

never occurred, or at least never been observed hitherto

out of France.

§ 71. Not Contagious; douijti;llly Herkditaiiy.

The view held by some of the first observei's of pellagra,

that the disease spreads by way of contagion, is opposed in

the most decided manner by all the later investigators both

on positive and on negative grounds. The almost absolute

immunity which the urban population enjoy from pellagra,

notwithstanding their active intercourse with the inhabitants

of the surrounding country, should be sufficient of itself to

decide the question in a negative sense.
^ While there is unani-

mity as to non-contagiousness, there is also a positive agree-
ment among the greater number^ of observers that pellagra is

transmitted by heredity, although the views diverge on the

point whether we have to do with inheriting the disease itself,

that is to say, Avith a congenital dyscrasia
—"

si uasce polla-

grosi," says the Piedmontese Commission—orwithau inherited

specific predisposition, such as scrofula is, or finally with a

state of congenital feebleness referable to the deteriorated

health of the parents, and serving to increase the suscepti-

bility of the individual to the specific influences by lowering
his general power of withstanding influences from without.

The occurrence of the disease among infants at the breast

might have been taken as favouring the first mentioned

kind of conveyance, were it not that we learn from several

authorities, such as Lussana and Frua, that even sucklings
are fed with polenta.

The great discrepancies among the data to hand do not permit us to

decide how much significance for the spread of the disease attaches to

this factor. The Piedmontese Commission found only 189 cases out of

927, or 20 per cent., clearly hereditary ; according to Lombroso, heredity
could be proved for only 74 in 472 cases or about 16 per cent. ;

Mara-

' See ' La pellagra,' pp. 344— 51.
- Fulix

(1. c, p. 1 7) denies the bcreditary transjuisslon of the disease.
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gliano found heredity pronounced in 26 out of i^o cases observed by
himself, or 22 per cent. On the other hand, an examination of Si,!;

pellagrous inmates of lunatic asylums showed that 415 of them, or

nearly 50 per cent., came of pellagrous parents. Boudin has ascertained
that in 657 married couples, with 740 pellagi-ous children, both husband
and wife were pellagrous in 15 per cent., the husband only in 24 per
cent., the wife only in 27 per cent., while in 18 per cent, both parents
were healthy, and had several pellagrous childi-en, and in 16 per cent,

the pai'ents were healthy with only one child pellagrous.

This question naturally cannot be decided for certain unless

we were to ascertain how many of the pellagra patients who
had been born of pellagrous parents, were withdrawn from
the pathogenic influences at birth, and developed the disease

although kept remote from them
; but I do not find any

figures of that kind in the reports to hand.
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Acrodyuia [iind dcK jiirds ct <h's inaiiis, crijilivine cpidciiiiquc) .

§ 72. Clinical Charactkiis. Htstoi;ical Outbreaks.

Under tlicso and oilier iianics tlie French physicians have

desci'ibed a disease whicli appeared in epidemic form in 1828

and 1829 at several places in France, being very widely dif-

fused in Paris. It shows so many striking analogies with

ergotism, and even more with pellagra, that it may find n

place in the meantime along with these toxic diseases,

although there is still much that is doubtful as to its essen-

tial nature and its causes.^

Symj)toms.
—The onset of the disease is usually marked by signs of

more or less intense irritation of the gastric and intestinal mucous

membrane, a feeling of weight in the stomach, sickness and vomiting,
and by loose or even dysenteric stools which continue in many cases

until near the end of the attack and serve to reduce the patient greatly.

With these symptoms, there are usually associated redness and puffiness

of the conjunctiva, and an a^dematous swelling of the face, which is lor

the most part very transitory. After a few days (five to twelve) formi-

cation comes on, and flying pains in the hands and feet like the pricking
of needles, often very acute, or intense burning in the soles of the feet;

hyperffisthesia exists over large areas of the skin, which increases with the

external heat and makes even the slightest pressure unbearable. After

these phenomena of morbidly increased sensibility have passed off, or

in some cases, from the very first, the patients sutler from aniesthesia,.

especially in the soles of the feet, like the amesthesia of tabes dorsalis.

Associated with the development of these nervous symptoms there is

usually an outbreak of an erythematous or erysipelas-like exanthem,
which spreads mostly over the hands and feet, but not unfrequently
over a large part of the extremities and even over some parts of the

trunk; the skin at these spots becomes gradually thickened and wrinkled,

^

Baylc, 'Revue nieil.,' 1828, iv, 445 ; Chardon, ib., 1830, iii, 51, 374; Cayol,

ib., ii, 48; Choiuel, ib., iii, 4S5 ; (luiast,
'
Arcli. gen. de nied.,' 1S28, xviii, 232,

1829, xix, 63, 357; Lougueville, ib., 1828, xviii, 310; Villeiieuve, ib., 122, 311 ;

Hcrvez,
' Journ. gen. de iiied.,' 1828, cv, 15; Fran(;ois, ib., 360 ; Moutault, ib.,

cvi, 170; Prus, ib., 385 ; Kuhn, ' Bullet, des. sc. med.,' 1828, xv, 252 ; Sedillot,
* Gaz. raed. de Paris,' 1833, 266; Andral,

' Gaz. des bopit.,' 1833, Septbr. ;

Clairat,
' Cousider. sur la malad. epideuiiijue, &c.,' Par., 1829 ; Miramond,

' Diss.

8ur I'liiToction epidem., &c.,' Par., 1829; Kue,
'
Es.-iai sur la maladie qui a reyiiu'

epideniiciueiiient, &c.,' Par., 1829; JJatier, 'Cliuique des hupit.,' 1S2S, 20,

Novbr.
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and at length discoloured to a dark brown or black in consequence of an
abundant deposit of pigment, the discoloration being greatest in the-

region of the nipples, over the lower part of the abdomen, on the neck
and in the folds of the axilla, elbow, groin and ham. In cases of a

severe type paroxysmal seizures of cramp, or evidences of paresis of the

extremities, will occur in the subsequent progress ;
the limbs ai'e kept

continually bent in a state of tonic spasm, or there is inability to grasp
and hold objects or to walk straight. If these nervous attacks should

have persisted for some time, the atfected limbs waste and there occurs

oedema of the thighs and legs, and sometimes even general anasarca-

The disease runs its course without fever; it lasts from a few weeks to

several months, relapses contributing materially to its long duration-

It was only rarely, in the case of old and enfeebled persons, that it ended

fatally, and then mostly in consequence of long-continued diarrhoea.

Recovery was always slow and there was always weakness present for

some time after, and a feeling of stiffness in the limbs tbat had been

affected. Post-mortem examination did not throw the faintest light on
the nature and seat of the disease; the most careful naked-eye exami-

nation of the spinal cord and nervous system in general was absolutely

fruitless;
"
I'acrodynie," said Andral, "est une de ces maladies que

I'anatomie pathologique ne pent eclairer en aucune maniere."

History.
—

Acrod3niia showed itself first in the winter of

1S27-28 at Paris^ where it was scattered over the whole city

in isolated cases, but was most abundant in the Quartier Hotel

de Ville and in the Rue Petits Augustins. Towards spi-ing-

the number of cases increased,
—so considerably, indeed, that

they numbered 40,000 by the end of summer. Meanwhile
news had come of its prevalence at Meaux, Troyes, St. Ger-

main-en-Laye, Noyon, and other towns in France. During
the autumn and winter following the cases again became

sporadic, but in the spring of 1829 the disease resumed its

epidemic character in Paris, and broke out simultaneously
at Coulommiers, Soisy-sous-Etiolles, Montmirail, and other

places, continuing to be prevalent until the appi'oach of

autu.mn and dying out entirely in the winter.

All observers were agreed that acrodyuia was a disease

quite unknown in France previous to its appearance there in

182S ; and, in so far as we have any published epidemio-

graphical information from former centuries or from the first

part of the present, or in so far as such is known to me, I must

not only confirm that opinion, but, in agreement with Andral

who spoke of acrodynia as ' une maladie incounue jusque la

dans le monde," I must say further that there are absolutely
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no priiir observations on tlie disease, be tliey descriptions or

mere iiidirations, in tlio literature of medicine generally.^

Subsequent to 1S30, accounts of sporadic cases of acrodynia
were pubbsbed from various parts of France,' which show,

however, very material deviations from the type of the

disease as deduced from the epidemic of 1828-30. It is only

the isolated cases seen by Barudel^ in 1859 among the troops

in Lyons that bear the perfect impress of acrodynia, and

]Kn'haps also the case observed by Rouchor* at Sotif

(Algiers) in a French soldier, who had, in addition to other

characteristic symptoms, the burning very well marked in the

soles of the feet and afterwards in the thighs. We may
also include with these the small epidemic which occurred in

1874 in a regiment at the camp of Satory near Versailles,

described by Bodros^ (who had fourteen cases under his own
notice in two months), although the gastric symptoms were

le^s marked, and the hypcra^sthesia, cramps, and dropsical

phenomena entirely wanting.
Of recent years epidemics of acrodynia have been observed

also in other parts of the world—in several Belgian prisons
in 1846, among the French troops at the seat of war in the

East in 1854 {Crimea and Constantinople), and among
Mexican and French (Algerian) soldiers in Mexico in 1866.

In Belgium the epidemic of the disease occurred in

December, 1845, ^^^^ ^^ '^^^ been preceded, according to

Vleminckx,'^ by sporadic cases during 1844 and 1845 in the

' Tlie account by Santo Nicoletti of ti (li>e;ise observed in a nnnibci- of soldiers

at Padiia in 1806, tbe same disease, according to tbis autbority, fnmi wliicli

S. Marino and Savigliano had suffered in 1762, and li.ul been described by
Ozanam ('Hist. med. des mahid. epidem.,' 18.^5, iv, 242) under tbe name of

"
l'i;diona]<;ie," docs not in any way point to acrodynia (see also Corradi,

' Anual.

<lelle epidemic occorse in Italia,' iv, 582). The same remark applies to

McGregor's account of a disease of tbe feet observed among tbe Englisb troops

in Spain in 1812 and 1813 (' Med.-Chir. Transact.,' 1815, vi, 381).
^ Uaimbert (' Kevue incd.-cbir.,' 1848, Mai); Cbeveriat

(' Gaz. des bopit.,'

18.50, 71), and I5eau (ib., 1862, 302), for I'aris ; Saucerotte (ib., 716) for Lune-

vilie; (Janiez (ib., 1878, 226), for Darney (Vosgcs).
' ' Mem. de med. milit.,' 1861, i, 367.

• ' Union med.,' 1866, Novbr., 409.
5 ' Mem. de med. milit./ 1875, Septbr. and Octbr., 428.
° 'Hull, de I'Acad. dc med. de lielgiiiue,' 1846, v, 410, on tbe information of

Tosquinct and Stanquez for Brussels, Chamberlain for Namur, and Mareska for

<lhent. See also tlie account by de Maeyer in the 'Anual. de la soc. de med.

d'Anvers,' 1846, p. 443.
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St. Bernard House of Correction at Brussels, wliicli institu-

tion, along' with the prisons of Ghent and Nuraur, formed

the chief seat of the epidemic. The type of disease, except
as regards the disorders of digestion which Avere the excep-
tion in this epidemic also, corresponded perfectly to the

description given by the French physicians ;
in one case

gaiigrcne of the lower extremities was observed, and in ano-

ther gangrene of the scrotum. In the prison at Brussels the

disease assumed a particularly severe form, thirty-three dying
out of the 288 persons attacked by it; it may be inferred,

however, from the narrative, that it was complicated with

typhoid in many cases. In the cases observed in the Army
of the East, estimated by Tholozan^ who reported upon them
at 500 to 600, the symptoms of intestinal disorder were less

marked than in the first French epidemic ; rarer also were

the conjunctivitis and the affection of the skin, while oedema,
which always preceded the nervous symptoms, was uniformly

present. The epidemic in Mexico, according to Laveran,^
was confined exclusively to a division of Mexicanyv-cmc-fiVcMrs
and to a battalion of Algerian tirailleurs, the disease

running its course with exactly the same symptoms as at

Paris in 1829.

§ 73. Affinities op Acrodynia with Ergotism and

Pellagra : the Food Suspected.

The French practitioners who witnessed the epidemic of

of 1828-29 were almost unanimous in recognising a similarity

between the phenoinena of acrodynia and those of ergotism and

pellagra ; and some of them, such as Ratier and Kuhn,

expressed their conviction that the disease was a toxic pro-

cess, just as in those two diseases. Neither did the Belgian

physicians overlook that correspondence in the symptomato-

logy, Stanquez declaring that the malady vividly recalled

raphania. It would appear that subsequent observers of

acrodynia had been impressed with the same view, for they

gave special attention, in their search after the cause, to the

' • Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1861, p. 647, seq.
* ' Mem. de med. milit.,' 1876, p. 119.
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quality (jf the fond siTveJ out to those wlio fell ill, ])artiru-

larly tlio flour and broad. Altliongli tlie inquiries directed

to that point led only to negative results both in the

first and in all subsecjuent epidemics ; yet the possibility is

not excluded of acrodynia being a ])oisouing by the food

similar to that which occurs in the toxic diseases already
mentioned. Stanqucz, after assuring us that the most

careful examination of the flour used in the House of Cor-

rection at Brussels did not reveal the slightest trace of

decomposition in it, goes on to remark :

" Ce qui est incon-

testable, c'est qu'il y a intoxication."^

It is a noteworthy fact, moreover, that the disease in the

epidemic of 1828-29 was prevalent almost exclusively among
the poorer classes, particularly in (jurrisons, Itot^jnceSy prisons,
and such like confined places, the inmates of which were

subject to a uniform diet, and in which the disease no sooner

appeared in one case than it spread to the whole, or nearly
the whole of them. Thus in the Caserne dc I'Oursine 300
men of a battalion wore seized with acrodynia at once

;
in

the Caserne de Faubourg du Temple not one soldier escaped
it

;
in the Marie Therese Hospice thirty-six out of the forty

inmates fell ill. In Belgium the epidemic was sti*ictly

limited to prisons, and in Brussels the interesting observa-

tion was made that all those convicts escaped who were at

work outside the House of Correction, that is to say, in the

open air. In the Crimean War and in Mexico, the malady
occuri-ed among certain divisions of the troops only, a cir-

cumstance Avhich would seem to make quite untenable

Laveran's notion that it was the hardships of the service

which properly caused the disease. There is, accordingly,
some obscurity still hanging over the cause of acrodynia, and
I shall not venture to say whether it may not be dispelled in

the end by the discovery of something toxically injurious in

the food.

^ Tlu' attempt made by some antlioritios to identify acnulynia with ilcngno is

(juite inistalicii. Also tlie opinion expressed by Lc Roy dc Mericourt (' Bull, de

I'Acad. de nied.,' 1805-6, xxxi, e,^) that the Paris epidemic of 182S-9 ^^'** ""

affair of /richinusis I take to be groundless; not merely the whole train of

symjitouis, b>it the mode of spreading in acrodynia, tells decidedly agaiiist that

view.
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Pelade or the Colombian Mai::e-Disease.

§ 74. Toxic Effects of Ergot of Maize on Men and

Animals.

Accordiug to Roulin,^ there occurs in Colombia, particularly
iu the provinces of Neyva and Mariquita, a disease of maize
caused by the ergot mould—mais peladero

—by reason of

which the corn acquires properties injurious to health. Iu

man, as a cousequence of using the diseased grain, the hair

comes out—an occurrence all the more remarkable that bald-

ness in those parts is rare even in old men—and sometimes
the teeth get loose and fall out

; but there are never the ner-

vous or gangrenous incidents peculiar to ergotism. Animals,
such as pigs and mules, suffer in the same way from eating

ergotised maize
; but in these there have been noticed also

paresis and wasting of the hind legs. Fowls fed on onais

peladew lay eggs without shells, the explanation of this,

in Rouliu's opinion, being that the egg is expelled by the

tetanic contraction of the oviduct before the calcareous

envelope has had time to get deposited round it. Pelade, he

says, never occurs in Peru or in Mexico
; and that statement

is confirmed, as regards the latter country, by Celle." There
have been no accounts of this disease from Colombia'^ more

recently.

In connexiou with the effects of the ergot-parasite of maize, Hesel-
bach's'' observation is worth noticing, that eleven cows cast their calves

after eating diseased maize—he speaks of JJstilago maidis, but it was

probably ergot of maize—and that abortion occurred in two pregnant
bitches to which he gave the diseased corn pulverised. Estachy^ also

has recently published observations on the power of ergot of maize to

bring on labour.

^ ' Journ. de chimie med.,' 1829, v, 608; 'Transact, med.,' 1830, i, 420.
^ '

Hygiene prat, des pays chauds,' Taris, 1848, p. 173.
3 Husemann having had his attention called to Iloulin's paper in the course of

his inquiries ou the effects of decomposed maize (' Arch, fiir experiment. Pathol.,'

1878, ix, 276), sent to Santa Fe de Bogota for information about pelade, but
he has luarned nothing hitherto.

• '

Magaziu der Thierheilkde.,' i860, p. 21 1.

' ' Bull. gen. de therap.,' 1877, •''ciii, 85.



CHAPTER All.

MILK SICKNESS AND TllK TUKMiJLES

(Sicfc STOiiAcn, Swamp Sickness, oe Milk Disease).

§ 75.
'^ TriE Tremblks/' an Enzootic Disease of Cattle

IN THE United States.

In somo prii'ts of tlie United States a disease occurs among
lierbivorous mammals, mostly among cattle and less fre-

quently among slieep, horses and deer, to wliicli the colloquial

name of
" the trembles " has been given in consequence of

the characteristic sym])tom of a kind of paralytic Aveakness

and spasm-like trembling in the movements of the body.^

Symptoms of "the trembles.''—It h;is been noticed in the more slij^'litly

affected animals that, besides refusing their food they had difficulty iu

moving, and were easily made to tremble, the trembling being con-

siderably aggravated when the animal's movements became more

vigoi'ous. At a more advanced stage of the malady, the weakness

reached such a degree that the animal could not keep on its feet, the

^ I subjoin an alpliiibetifal list of all the papers on this subjpct known to nic:—
Carson, ih., 1S80, Octbr., 290; Coleman, • PhlLnl. Jouni. of JMod. :ui(l Phys. Sc.,'

1822, Auf^., 322 ; Crooksliauk, ib., 1826, Aug., 252 ; Crooks,
'
I'liilad. IMod. and

Surgr. licporter,' 1873, July 22; Drake,
' Notices concernnig Cincinnati,' Cine,

1 8 10; Forry, 'The Climate of the U.S. andits Endcniiclnflucnces, &c.,' New York,

1842; Graff,
' Auier. Journ. of Med. Se.,' 1841, April, 351 (the leading authority) ;

Haines,
' I'hilad. Journ. of Med. and Pliys. Sc.,' 1822, Aug., 331 ; Ilaller, iu

'Transact, of the Illinois State IMcd. Soc.,' 1856; Lea,
' Phihul. Journ. of Med.

•uul Phys. Sc.,' 1821, May, 50; Leuis, 'Transylvania Journ. of Med.,' 1829,

May, 241; M'Call,
' Anicr. Med. PctMjrdor,' 1823, vi, 254; Jliulurn, 'Med.

Times and Gaz.,' 1S57, April, 420; JveC (1), in 'Transylv. Journ. of Med.,' 1829,

Febr., 145; Kef. (II), in 'Transact, of the Kentucky State Med. See.,' 1868;

Ref. (HI), in ' Pliilad. Med. and Surg. lJc])()rter,' 1870, July, 102; Seatou,
« Philad. Med. Examiner,' 1842, Nr. 10; Shelton,

'

Transylvania Journ. of Mod.,'

1836, April; Simpson, 'On Milk Sickness,' Lexington, 1839; Smith,
' Hostou

Med. aud Surg. Journ.,' 1868, Jan., 471; Sutton, in 'Transact, of the Araer.

Med. Assoc.,' 1858, xi ; Wright, 'Amer. Med. IJecordcr,' iS:S, Apr., 401;

Yandell,
'

Transylvania Journ. of Med.,' 1828, Aug., 309.
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whole body trembling violently, and tbe head tossing from side to side

continually ; sometimes the beast would be thrown down in a heap
by well-marked convulsions, never to rise again. The muscles are kept

rigid, those of the belly being contracted to the utmost; not unfre-

quently there is vomiting, the animal emits a peciiliarly fetid breath,

the eyes are dull and blood-shot, and death occurs, in most cases after a

few hours of illness, with symptoms of extreme dyspnoea. If an animal

severely affected attempts any violent exertion, such as running fast,

it collapses suddenly and expires in a few minutes. On examining
the carcasses of animals that had been killed,^ Graff found the cerebral

sinuses very much distended, the veins of the brain-membranes choked
with dark fluid blood, the pia mater clouded and covered with a more
or less copious purulent exudation, and the brain remarkably soft.

There were also traces of inflammation in the spinal membranes, the

cord itself being very vascular. The stomach and intestines were

extremely contracted, the mucous membrane of the stomach and small

gut injected ; lungs, liver, spleen and kidneys full of blood, the spleen
sometimes swollen to twice its volume, and, like the liver, remarkably

soft; the blood dark and perfectly fluid, without a trace of clot any-
where.

Geographical area.—This disease is mostly found in the

Prairie States of Nortli America {Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and

Missouri), and in tlie more western of the Central States

{Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia). Sporadically, it has

been seen also in Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina ;

but in North Carolina, vs^here it used to be prevalent espe-

cially along the course of the Yadkin, it has now completely

disappeared before the thorough tillage of the soil.

§ 76. H1STOEICA.L Notices op the Trembles.

The earliest information of the occurrence of the trembles

dates from the beginning of last century. The French mis-

sionary bishop Hennepin, who at that time penetrated along

the rivers far into the western parts of North America, makes

mention of the disease ; but, the first precise accounts of it

come down to us from the time when European colonization

began to reach the Western States, general attention having

' The examination related to carnivorous animals which Graff had poisoned

with the flesh of cows dead of the trembles. According to the brief notes given

by him and McCall similar changes would appear to have been found in the

cattle primarily diseased.
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been directed to the disease by the frightful devastation that

it made among the herds of the first settlers. To escape from

this plague among their cattle, whole communities broke np
before they had well acquired a firm footing in a locality ;

many fruitful tracts of country stood long unoccupied ou

account of it ; and although the malady has become con-

siderably less common in more recent times, it is still pre-

valent in a destructive form among the herds of cattle in

many regions, such as Monroe County, Eastern Tennessee,

(according to Carson). Not un frequently, it breaks out as au

epizootic, extending to many herds in some years and in

other years only to a few.

§ 77. Nature of the Localities where the Trilmbles

break out.

Although this disease of cattle is found at all seasons and

under every kind of weather, it is particularly common in

summer and autumn, more widely spread in hot and dry
weather than in damp, and most prevalent, accordingly, in

years of drought.^ Again, it has an unmistakable connexion

Avith certain localities, or with pasturages of a certain kind.

The experience of all affected districts goes to show that the

cattle do not take the disease unless Avhen they graze on

particular ground, usually within a small ai'ca, closely circum-

scribed and situated in a deep valley or in the hollow of a

meadow. They remain well so long as they are kept away
fi'om such spots ; the fencing of these places, accordingly,

gives perfect protection to the herd, and if the animals break

through the fence, the consequence is that new cases of the

disease occur among them. At many places it has been

remarked that the disease has occurred among the cattle of

>yOmo one farm only, all the other animals in the neighbour-
hood keeping perfectly free from it. Forry observes that

nowhere and at no time has the focus of disease been known
to enlarge its boundaries beyond the originally infected spot,
that these centres of the enzootic have often undergone con-

traction but never expansion, that the malady has never

' Crookshank, Lea, McCall, Colcuian, Minium^ Yaudell, Ilaller, Thompson (in

Hiiller), Simpson, Sheltoii, &c.
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l^rokeu out iu new districts, but only in tliose wliere it had

existed from the first. Usually, as we have said, these foci

of the disease are ver}- limited in area ; it is only exceptionally
that they extend over lai'ge tracts of country, as on prairies

like tliose of Indiana, where the enzootic occurs for nearly
a hundred miles continuously on a narrow strip along the

banks of the Wabash.

§ 78. Poou OB Fallow Land favokable to the Thembles.

It is impossible to decide, so far as inquiries have gone

hitherto, whether certain pecuUaritiefi of soil are to any
extent accountable for this clinging of the disease to par-

ticular points. The dampness or dryness of the ground
has no significance in this matter;^ it would appear to be

•of greater importance that the land should be arable or

cultivated. Grafl: observes that there is something peculiar

in the character of the enzootic districts in Edgar County,
Indiana ; that they lie rather higher than other ground in the

neighbourhood, being situate on ridges ; that their soil is in

general poor, and their growth of wood sparse and stunted,

such localities presenting now and then the appearance of a

heath; on the other hand, the disease never occurs in localities

where there is a luxuriant growth of grass. All observers"

agree that animals catch the complaint only in ranges of

woodland or on land that has not been tilled, that regular

tillage affords a sure protection against the malady, the

cattle on well-tended meadows never taking it, and that

allowing the soil to lapse into an uncultivated state is not

unfrequently followed by reappearance of the old noxious

property in the pasture.

§ 79. The Trembles probably due to a Toxic Substance

IN THE Pasture.

There can be no question that in this disease of cattle

we have to do with a toxic effect, and that the poison must

^
Coleman, Simpson, Yandell.

- Dixon (quoted by Lea), Colema-^, Lewis, Simpson.

VOL. II. 17
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be in the soil, or rather fhc produce of the. .soil. But no

certain proof has been given as yet of the nature of this

poison. The conjecture tlirown out by some observers that

it is poisoning hy miasma which underlies the disease, is quite

untenable; at least we should have to regard it as something
new in the history of miasmata if they can be kept within

bounds by a fence. There is equally little likelihood in the

notion^ that some mineral poison, such as cobalt, may exist

in the springs at which the cattle drink, having soaked out

from the soil, and that this is the true cause of the malady.

Against that assumption there is the fact that the symptoms
are not in the least like those of arsenical poisoning ; and

we have further to bear in mind that the water from the

presumably poisoned sources has often been drunk by men,

especially by the cattle tenders, without any injurious effects

ever following; while lastly there is a complete refutation

of it in the results of Graff's exact inquiries, according to

which no metallic substances are to be found in the suspected

springs beyond a small amount of iron and a trace of copper,
and certainly no trace of arsenic or salts of arsenic, which

metal he had also sought in vain for in the soil of the

diseased spots." The most likely and most rational theory
is that the disease is due to some vcijctahle poisoning ;

at all events, there is nothing opposed to this in any-

thing that we know of its distribution, its way of breaking
out and disappearing again under the circumstances above

mentioned, or of its symptoms. But the decisive proof of

this—the detection of the plant which contains the poisonous

principle
—is not yet forthcoming, despite the most careful

search.

Some oljservcrs^ arc inollncd to the opinion that it is an affair of

poisoning by one of tlio nnmerons toxic umbcUifcra; -svliich grow in such

enormous quantities in the uncultivated parts of the Western States ;

others'* believe that the malady is a consequence of eating a species of

Rhus {Bhus toxicodendron, the poison-oak). An opinion has kitely

1

Adopted by Slielton, Crooksbank, Scaton and Haller.

- All the more recent observers pronounce against this notion of tlic trembles

being caused by metallic poisoning.
^ Kef. 1 in the list above given.
*
Drake, Owou (iiuotcd by Sutton), and others.
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been expressed' that tlie poisoning is caused by a fungus belonging
to the class of Coniomycetes, which the animals consume with their

fodder.

§ 80. "Milk-Sickness '^
in Man corresponding to the

Trembles in Cattle.

In all those regions wliere tlie cattle-disease known as

''the trembles" is indigenous, a disease occurs in the human

subject which perfectly resembles that malady in its sym-
ptoms, or, in other words, it has the same character of being-
a toxic state induced by a powerful vegetable poison.

Symptovis of the "
viilh-siclcness."—The disease begins usually witli

pains in the head and limbs, a general feeling of weakness, disorders of

digestion, and a peculiar fcetor of the breath ; along with these sym-
ptoms there are anxiety, restlessness, great irritability, not unfrequently
some slight confusion of ideas and an eager condition, while the move-
ments are unsteady and tremulous, and the skin cold and wrinkled.

Then, after a shivering fit and a hot fit following it, the patient vomits a

soapy or greenish -yellow substance, not unfreqiiently bloody mucus, and,

in the worst cases, blood presenting the appearance of coffee-grounds ;

the vomiting is attended by a feeling of oppression or burning pain in the

region of the stomach, and of intense thirst and a desire to slake it by
cold water. At the same time the bowels are constipated, in most cases

completely, and the constipation is difficult to move. The pains in the

neck and limbs increase, the tongue becomes dry and red, and often

swollen to such an extent that it completely fills the mouth, being marked

by the impressions of the teeth and too large to be protruded by the

patient. The pulse, which was at first full, becomes small and quick, and
the urine is much diminished or quite suppressed. The trembling limbs

are cold and covered with clammy sweat, the patient passes into delirium

or coma, from which he does not eventually emerge, hiccup comes on, the

eyes become bloodshot, the pupils dilated, not unfrequently the motions

are involuntary and of a cadaveric foetor, the pulse becomes thready
and intermittent, and death closes the scene. When the issue is to be

favorable, of which the indication is copious evacuation of the bowels,

the urine gradually returns, the vomiting ceases, and the patient passes
into a convalescent state which often lasts for months. In many cases

the disease runs its course with moderately severe symptoms, such as

violent tremblings on the smallest physical exertion, and a remarkable

degree of stiffness in the joints, which lasts a long time.

Morhid anatomy.
— Graff succeeded only once in getting a. iiost-mortcni

examination in this disease. The case was that of a woman who died

1 Eef. III.

,
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on the fiiurtb day, severe metrorrhacria having come on; the gastric

and intestinal uuieous membrane was injected in phiccs, and the intestine

remarkably contracted in its lumen; there were typical signs of cerebral

meningitis, the brain was soft and very hyi)cra)mic, with much serum

in the ventricles; the liver also was hypera-mic. Blood which had been

drawn from a vein on the third day of tlie disease coagidatcd slowly,

the clot being small, soft and gelatinous, and the scrum stained rod,

apparently through extensive decomposition of the red corpuscles.'

This disease occurs, as we tavc seen, in tlio very same

regious where the above described disease of cattle is endemic,

and it was so common in the first years of the century that

several hundred persons died of it annually. From time to

time it assumes an epidemic character, in correspondence
with the epizootic, as in Falmouth," Kentucky in 1854 and

1856, and most recently in 1867 in Kenton,"" Ohio, when

there were fifty cases and seven deaths.

§ 81. Evidence op Poisoning by the Milk oe Meat.

The special interest of this disease for our inquiry lies in

the question of its relation to the disease in cattle. The

similarity of the symptoms as a whole in the two processes
warrants us in assuming- that they are connected in their causa-

tion, either in such wise that both of them proceed from one

and the same cause, or that the disease in the human subject

depends upon sickness in the animals, that is to say, upon a

transmission from the latter to the former. While each of

these theories has its supporters, by far the larger number
of observers incline to the view that the disease in man is

solely the consequence of using as food the milk {and the

products 'prciKired from it) or the flesh of the diseased animals;
and hence the name of "milk-sickness'^ by which the disease

is colloquially designated. Numerous observations by Lewis,

McCall, Yaudell, Crooks and others lend material support
to this doctrine ; not less in its favour is the fact that carni-

vorous mammals and birds, such as the dog, fox, wolf, buzzard,
' Graff explains that the anatomical condition was not perfectly ascertained

for the reason that be was obliged to make the examination by caadle light iu

tlio open air.

- yuttou. 3 Smith.
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and vulture, wliicli liad fed on the flesh of cattle dead of the

trembleSj succumb. Most decisive of all, however, we may
reckon the toxicological experiments which Graff made on

dogs and other animals with the milk and flesh of cows that

were killed by the disease ; assuming that no mistakes of a

gross kind have been committed, there can be hardly any
doubt that these experiments have established the fact of

transmission.

Graff's inquiries into the physical, chemical and toxic

properties of the flesh and tnilk of coios dead of the disease have

yielded the following results : In appearance and taste, the

flesh differs in no respects from healthy meat ; it goes jDutrid,

however, rather sooner. Pickling it, smoking it, or treating
it with various acids and alkalies did not destroy its virulent

pro23erties ; somewhat prolonged boiling with galls, and

subsequent careful sousing of the flesh, destroyed its toxic

character in so far that only slight symptoms of poisoning
ensued in the experiments on animals, after the administration

of large quantities of it. Further, the poison proved to be

completely insoluble in water. The milk, as well as butter

and cheese made from it, showed no differences in its physical

qualities (smell, taste and appearance) from that yielded by

healthy cows. The following experiment by Graff affords

an approximate measure of the time during which the

elimination of the absorbed poison may go on in the sick

animal : A cow slightly affected was brought into a shed,

where she was kept perfectly quiet and properly fed
;

for

eight days after her milk was still found to be poisonous,

but in another week she was well and the milk had lost its

virulent properties. The elimination of the poison ceased,

accordingly, from eight to fourteen days after the seizure,

and, in Graff's opinion, the restitutio ad integrum was not

gi'adual but sudden.

§ 83. Other Explanations op Milk- Sickness. Similar

Obsekvations at Malta.

Against this theory of the origin of the disease in man,
a number of objections have been raised, which may be
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summarisccl as follows : (i) j\lilk-siclcnoss occurs more fre-

quently in ndnlts <lian in cliiklrcnj althoii<^h llie consumption
of milk by the lattei- is the greater; (2) not everyone who

had drunk of the suspected milk or eaten of the suspected
flesh takes the disease ; (3) cases of so-called milk-sickness

h.ave occurred where no evidence of poisoning could be

adduced.

If these objections cannot bo smnimuily dismissed, yet
the trustworthiness of the observations from which they

proceed is not so perfectly assured that they can invalidate the

force of the facts already given. Still less can that evidence

be said to be weakened by the notion which refers the cause

of the disease to the iufliience of mularla—an influence

assumed as affecting men and animals alike.
^

This notion, be-

gotten of the malaria craze, rests upon the entirely erroneous

assumption that the disease occurs especially on damp or

marshy, that is to say, malarious soil ; and it takes so little

account of the symptoms and of all the experience collected

to prove the narrow limitation of the disease to particular

spots, that Yandell is perfectly right iji describing it as
'^

absolutely paradoxical."
A satisfactory solution of the whole question is only to

be got, naturally, l)y discovering the source of poisoning,
which has so persistently eluded every search hitherto. In

favour of the possibility of animals conveying the poison to

men, or in other words, of diseases being induced by the milk

of animals (cows and goats), there are collateral observations

relating to a series of cases of cholora-liko sickness, which

originated in all probability, if not certainly, in the same

way. The older observations of that kind are those of

Ollivicr," Bonorden^' and Chevalier.'' Of special interest is

Mackay's^ account of the occurrence of cholera-like cases

in Malta,, after the consumption of poisoned milk. These

cases would seem to form a slight pendant to the milk-sick-

ness of the United States. On board a ship of war in the

' Sutton (as reported by Harbour). Tlio suinc opinion was formerly expressed

by Lea, Tlioiupson (quoted by ILillcr), and Wriglit.
- ' Journ. <^cn. do mcd.,' 1827, ci, 255.
' '

Itust's Magazin fiir die Hcilkdo.,' 1828, xxvii, 19.3.

• ' Annal. d'liyg.,' 1846, xxxv, 138.
^ 'Ediub. Med. Jouiii.,' 1862, .Maicli, 825.
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quarantine harbour of Valotta, eleven officers took ill suddenly
with choleraic symptoms, and the one thing common to them

all Avas that they had partaken of milk which had been

brought on board; in following up the inquiry into the source

and quality of the suspected railk^ Mackay learned that it was

a fact well known in Malta that cows which fed on a certain

plant, called by the natives "tenaowta" became ill, and that

their milk, when consumed by men, had the unwholesome

effects above described. He was told by botanists that the

poisoning of the animals was induced by a species of the

Euphorbiacea).



CHAPTER YIII.

"ENDEMIC COLIC."

§ S3. Definition or the Subject.

Under sncli names as colic of Poitou, colic of Madrid,

Devonsliiro colic, colica intertropica, colica vcg'ctabilis,

coliquo scchc, and dry bellyaclie,
—names derived, from the

locality, from tlie supposed, cause or from the most promi-
nent symptom,

—several diseases have been described in the

course of the last hundred years as occurring- at various parts

of the globe endemically or epidemically ; they correspond

perfectly with lead-colic in the symptoms, although their

origin from lead-poisoning was long contested,, and is con-

tested for some of them at the present day. The interest in

the subject has become all the more lively from the fact that

a malady has established itself in the French navy since fifty

years ago, Avhich in its development presents the symptoms
of lead-colic, but in the opinion of many observers owes its

origin to other causes of a climatic or miasmatic nature.

The discussion of that question has recalled attention to the

alleged endemic j^revaleuce of the same form of disease in

the tropics ; and it has been attempted to show from these

tropical observations as well iliat there exists a Jcind of

disease the savie as or exactly similar to lead-colic, ivhose origin

depends on an etiological factor other than lead-poisoning .

Tn order to elucidate this subject, which is as interesting

historically as it is in the waj^ of practice, I have in the

first place put together in the sequel the facts ascertained as

to the epidemic or endemic occurrence of colics of that kind
;

secondly, I have discussed the question of the '" endemic

colic of the tropics ;" and finally, I have inquired into the-

subject of colic on board ship.
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§ 84. HiSTOKiCAL Outbreaks mostly teoved to be Lead- Colic.

The earliest reference^ to nn epidemic of what was after-

wards called '^colica vegetabilis" occurs in a sixteenth cen-

tury notice by (Etli83us," according to wliicli a severe form of

colic—well-marked lead-colic, from tlie description of it—
liad been prevalent in several parts of France, Burgundy^
Asturias^ and E-hajtia, the cause of it being ascribed to the

drinking of certain strong wines, especially such as had been

subjected to artificial treatment (^^ex artificiosa conditura

sulphuris.'")^ Then follows the first account of ''
colic of

Poitou "
{colica Fictonum) by Citesius,* wlio places tbe

beginning of the epidemic in the year 1572 ; later informa-

tion on this disease from tlie seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries puts it beyond all doubt that it was an affair of

poisoning by wine contaminated with lead, the same being-

the case with the colic mentioned by Bonte' as having been

prevalent in Normandy in the middle of last century.

Boutc distiiiguislied two forms of the disease, the one depending on

lead-poisoning iind the other "
colique vegetale." From the more recent

account by Yasse it appears that lead-colic is somewhat common in

Normandy where cider containing lead is drunk, the "
colique vege-

tale
" on the other hand consisting in an intense irritation of the

stomach due to perry, which has no toxic ingredients.

1 Tlie toxic properties of lend and tlie symptoms eusuiiig after poisoning by
that metal were known to the Greek and Roman physicians, as appears from the

statement in Dioscorides
('
De materia mod.,' v, cap. 103 ;

' De venenis,' cap. 22,

cd. Kiihn, i, 7O9, ii, 32); Celsns (lib. v, cap. 27, § 15) ; Galen (' De antidotis,' ii,.

cap. 7, ed. Kiihn, xiv, f44) ; Paulus Aegineta (lib. v, cap. 59, 62); Actius

(' Tctrabibl.,' iv, sernio i, cap. 45), and Actnarius (' Method, med.,' v, cap. 12)-.

In speaking of colic Paulus (lib. iii, cap. 43) mentions an epidemic of it that

had occurred in the first half of the seventh century, in many parts of the Roman

Empire, the symptoms of which m:iy perhaps be taken as pointing to lead-colic

(" plerisque in morbum comitialem, aliis ad artuuin resolutionem, servato sensu,

quibusdam ad ambo dehipsus contigit").
-' In Schenck's 'Observ. med.,' lib. iii, obs. 184, Frankf., 1600, p. 650.
2 It is undoubtedly to this disease, or to the one mentioned by Citesius, that

Riviere's account of "
colicai biliosce species qua) in paralysin degenerat," relates

—
evidently lead-colic from the description of it. Like all his contemporaries,,

he iiuds himself quite at a loss to explain the true cause of it.

^ ' De novo et populari apud Pictones dolore colico-bilioso,' 0pp., Par., 1639.
5 ' Journ. de med.,' 1761, xv, 399, 1762, xvi, 300; 1764, xx, 15.
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A (liscaso perfectly the same as tlio colic of Poiton was

observed at tlie time in some parts of the NctJtcrhnids,

and in DcvonsJu'rc. It was shown on carc^fiil inquiry that here

fif'-ain it was not dietetic snbstances of a vctifetable nature

that caused the disease, as had Leon supposed, but poisoning

by lead
;
which fact having been recognised and the miscliicf

removed, the disease came to an end.

It was proved Ly Troncliin^ that the poisoning in Holland was due to

the water-pipes having been lined wiili lead. In Devonshire, as

Hnxliaui" inforuis ns. the hlauie was laid on the immoderate drinking
of the eider lor which the county is famous; iintil at length Baker,'

Alcock,"' and others brought lorward proof that it was not the cider

itself which was at fault, but the contamination of it with lead from the

leaden vessels in which it was made.

At a more recent date the '^
colic of Madrid^' attracted

especial notice, owing to the writings on it by French

])hysicians, who, although not denying the identity of the

disease with lead-colic, were strongly opposed to the notion

that lead-poisoning was at the bottom of it.

It had been stated by Hernandez^ and afterwards by Luzuriaga,* the

latter having the Academy of Medicine in Madrid Avith him, that the

cases of colic resembling lead-colic were as a matter of fact colic due to

lead, Luzuriaga i^ointiug out that the poor in Madrid and many other

parts of Spain used badly glazed vessels in which to keep their food,

that the glazing, which contained lead, underwent decomposition, and

that the food was contaminated by the load thus set free. Larrey'

rejected this view as erroneous ;
he assumed iustead that the extreme

fluctuations of temperature common on the table-land of Castile wore

the true cause of the disease, a theory which was afterwards adopted by
Faure,'* although the latter was obliged to admit the perfect similarity

of the disease with lead-colic.

In this state of suspense the question remained until at

length Ilisern^ and Cuynat'^ produced exact evidence of the

^ * De colica Pictoimin,' CJeiicv., 1757.
* 'Observ. Mwl.-Phys.,' Lips., 1784, iii, 54.
•^

'Essay couccrniug tlio Cause of the Kiideniical Colic of Devonsliire,' lioiul.,

1767.
* 'The Endcmical Colic of Devonshire, &c.,' PI3 inoiali, 1769.
^ ' Trut. del dolor colico,' Madr., 1 7,^7.
''' ' Disort. sohro el colico de Ma(lri<l,' Madr., 1 ~i)C>.

^ ' Meuioires de Chiruri^ie, &c.,' vol. i, Paiis, it>i2.

* ' Des flevr. iutcrmitt.,' Paris, 18.^,^, p. 409.
^ ' RcvHC ined.,' 1840, Sept.. p. 361.

'" ' Mem. de I'Acad. des se. de Lyon,' 1843-4, P- 20.
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lead-poisoning whicli was underlying the disease, Cuynat at

the same time showing that tlie malady was by no moans
confined to Madi-id or New Castile, but was found in many
other parts of Spain,

—in Catalonia, Andalusia, and wherever

there were gross hygienic errors conducive to lead-poisoning,
such as conveying drinking water (charged with carbonic

acid) in leaden pipes, allowing lead to get into tlio wine, or

keeping articles preserved with vinegar, such as capers,
cucumbers and other pickles, in badly glazed vessels.

Moreover, as Hisern adds, there can be at least no question
of endemic colic in Madrid in recent times, inasmuch as it

happened to him in au extensive private and hospital

practice to see only seven or eight cases of this " Madrid
colic

"
in the space of nine years.

The '^

dry hellyache
"

or " hilkms colic
"

of United 8tates

jiractitioners has had the same fate as the ''

colique vege-

tale," that is to say, it has turned out to be lead-colic.

In a letter of Benjamin Franklin^ to Yauglian, dated Philadelphia,

July 31st, 17S6, he says : "The first thing I remember of this kind was
a general discourse in Boston when I was a boy, of a complaint from
North Carolina against New England rum, that it poisoned their

people, giving them the dry bellyache, with a loss of the use of their

limbs. The distilleries being examined on the occasion, it was found
that several of them used leaden still-heads and worms, and the

physicians wei-e of opinion that the mischief was occasioned by that use

of lead. The legislature of Massachusetts thereupon passed an act,

prohibiting, under severe penalties, the use of such still-heads and
worms thereafter."

The same was the case, no doubt, with the "bilious colic" that was

prevalent and grew into an epidemic at Woodsborougli in 1821;

Staley- says of it that it perfectly resembled lead-colic, but it was not
to be attributed to lead-poisoning because " there was only a small

quantity of lead in the mills employed to extract the juice of the sugar
canes;" the amount of lead accordingly in the rum could be but slight,
and the disease was rather of a malarious nature.

Of the remarkable epidemics of "
bilious colic

"
at New Orleans in

the summers of 1849 ^^<i i^aO ^6 have an interesting account bj'

Fenner,^ from which it appears that the case was one of wholesale

poisoning by soda-water containing lead ; perhaps also the drinking-

^ The letter is quoted in Hunter's ' Observations on the Disease of the Army
in Jamaica,' 2nd ed.. Lend., 1796, p. 211.

* 'Amer. Med. Recorder,' 1873, vi, 231.
3 ' Southern Med. Reports,' 1850, ii, 27, 247.
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water was contiiminatoil Ly the lead i)ipo.s wliicli conncfted tlie linusos

with the iron mains, and together represented a length of some 90.000

yards. More recently (1S65) there was an outbreak of the same kind of
" bilious colic

"
at a village in Orange County, N.Y. ;' an investigation

showed thiit the miller who supplied tin; village with Hour had filled >ip

the holes in his mill-stones with lead, the consequence being that

particles of the metal got into the flour and therewith into the bread.'

§ 85. Thk "Dry BKLLYAcnE" op the Tnoncs.

While almost everyone has given up the belief in a disease

of temperate latitudes idciitiral in all respects with lead-colic,

but in its origin dependent on other causes (such as the eating

of some vegetable, or food prepared from the same, or the

malarial influence) ;
the same belief has lasted much longer,

and is held by many practitioners even at the present day,

as regards the endemic occurrence in the tropics of a "coliquc

vcgetalo
^^

of that kind, or '^

colique seche ^'

(dry bellyache),

constituting in fact a specific tropical disease.

The earliest information of endemics of that kind comes

from the West Indies. The first to mention them,^ Smith* and

Hillary,'' do not touch the question of the origin of the disease;

while Moseley,*" who recognised the similarity of the disease

to lead-colic, did not admit lead-poisoning as the cause of it.

On the other hand, Clark,^ Hunter^ and Turner^ were quite

decided that "
dry bellyache

" was always the consequence
of poisoning by lead, particularly by lead-tainted new rum ;

' 'Account in the 'Medical News,' Philad., 1S66, p. 112.

' Lead colic occurred epidemically under the same cii'cumstance.'! in 1S5S and

1 86 1 at two villages in the iieiglibourliood of Chartres, according to the accounts

by Mannory and Salmon (' Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1862, p. 208, 1S65, pp. 270, 288.

302); the (piantity of lead used 1iy the miller in 1S61 amounted to 20 kilos (44 lbs.);

of some 400 persons who fell ill, about twenty died of the poisoning.
3
Sydenliani (' De colica,' in 0pp., Genev., 17.^6, i, 512) in speaking of colioa

Pictonum, remarks,
"
Apud insulas Caribum notissima est," although he says

nothing of the cause of the disease.

•* 'De colica apud incolas Caribenses cndemicM,' In'id., 1717.
^ ' Observations on the Changes of the Air, and the concomitant Epidemical

Diseases in Parbadoes,' 2ud cd., Lond., 1766.
" 'Treatise on Troj)ical Diseases,' Load., 1787.
''

' Treatise on the Yellow Fever,' Lend , 1797.
s L. c, i8.^ and ' Med. Transact.,' i 785, iii, 227.
9 'Lond. Med. Gaz.,' 1S32, xi, 78.
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they stated, moreover, in coufirmatiou of Chisliolin/ that

there could bo no thouglit of a true eudcmic prevalence of

this colic. lu like manner Dutroulau/ who had, like Brassac,^
denied in his earlier papers that lead-poisoning was the cause
of

"
colique secho,'^ returned subsequently to the view of

Corre,* who asserted, from his experiences in Martinique
(and at Vera Cruz), that severe cases of colica stercorals

were common thei'e, as they were everywhere, particularly in

the tropics (for reasons to be afterwards given), but that he
had never seen what is called "

colique scche '•" under other

circumstances than as a consequence of lead-poisoning ; that

term, accordingly, as an "
entite morbidc spocialc

"
should

be given up.
Next to the West Indies, Guiana used to bo specially

reputed as an important centre of endemic colique seche,
and Legend^ in particular, among more recent wi'iters, has

favoured that idea, rejecting altogether the notion of lead-

poisoning as the cause of the disease and explaining it as a

neurosis of the sijm'pathetic hroiight on hy chill. Long before

him Rodschied^ had expressed the opinion that the existence

of
"
dry bellyache

"
as an endemic was not to be thought of

;

colics of various kinds, he said, are without doubt somewhat
common in Guiana, but among these the so-called dry colic

played a comparatively small part, the disease known specially

by that name having nothing whatever to do with climatic

influences but depending on nothing else than poisoning by
lead, particularly the lead contained in wine and rum. This

explanation was afterwards accepted in every point by
Hille'^ in Surinam, Blair^ in British Guiana, and Lcfcvre^ in

Cayenne.
1 ' Manual of the Climate and Diseases of Tropical Countries, &c.,' Lond.,

1832, 93.
"^ ' Arcli. gen. de med.,' 1855, Decembre, and ' Traite dcs malad. des Europceus

dans les pajs chauds,' Par., 1861, 34.
'
'Consider, pathol. sur les pays chauds,' Montp., 1863.

* 'Notes rued. rec. a la Vera Cruz, &c.,' Par., 1869, 60.
' ' Gaz. des hopit.,' 1834, March, 25;

' Journ. hebdom. do med.,' 1835, ^i"- .!>

13; 'Essai sur la nevralgie du grand syrapathique,' Par., 1837, and ' Eevue
med.,' 1839, Mai, 239.

^
'Bemerkungen iiber das Klima . . . von Kio Essequcbo,' Frankf., 1796, 184.

'

Casper's
' Wochenschr. dcr lleilkde.,' 1842, Nr. 6.

* ' Account of the last Yellow Fever Epidemic,' Lond., 1852, 21.
'•^ Recherclies sur les causes de la colique seche,' Par., 1859, 96, 98.
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AccordinjT to an account by Cbapuis,' there was a remarkable increase

of the coli(jue srche in Cayenne during the years 1S5S— 60, as eom-

pared with the years immediately preceding : while the number of cases

treated for that disease in 1856 and 1857 was 82 and 67 respectively,

it rose in 1858 to 102 and in 1859 to 201. Of 31 patients treated fur

colique seche in the first (quarter of i860, there were 6 for whom h ad-

poisoning was proved ; for the remaining 25 no evidence was forthcoming,

although the possibility of the same cause having been in oiJeratiou in

these cases also was by no means excluded.

For other parts of trojncal South America we do not hear

a word about any disease cliaractcrised by the symptoms of

lead-colic which was not actually due to lead-poisoning.
The statements of Thevenot^ and Berville" as to the frequent
occurrence of coliquc secho in Senegamhia are contradicted

by the later accounts of Lefevre* and Villetto j^ inost of the

cases had been treated in the marine hospitals and belonged
therefore to man-of-war crews ; and in every case, as the

authorities last named tell us, lead-poisoning could be shown

to be the cause of the sickness. The same holds good,

according to Monnerot*' and Al>elin,^ for the disease as it

occurs on the Gaboon coast. Nothing is known of colique

seche in Algiers, Egypt, Abyssinia, on the East Coast of

Africa or in the adjacent islands ;
from time to time a case

of severe colic comes under observation in the marine

hospitals of Mauritius and Baunion, but these also can be

always traced to lead-poisoning.^ For India and the East

Indies it is the same case ;
nowhere in these countries is

there anything heard of an endemic disease resembling lead-

colic, the few cases of colique seche which are met with at

Poudicherry being almost exclusively on board French men-

of-war, and most of them, as lluillet'"' remarks, traceable to

poisoning by Icad.^*^ In the ports of Oocliiu China, as at all

* '
Giiz. hebd. de ined.,' 1S60, Nr. 36, 577.

^ 'Tnaite dcs malad. des Europecns duns les pays chaiuls,' rar., 1S40, 232.
•' 'Gaz. dcs h^pit.,' 1858, 147.

' L. c, 114.
^ 'Arch, de mod. luiv.,' 1S66, Fuvr., Si, Mars, 178.
•" 'Consider, sur Ics nialad. cudcui. oLs. a I'houital de Gabon,' Montp., ib08'

p. 36.
' 'fitudes sur Ic Gabon,' Paris, 1872, p. 29.
^
Lelevre, 1. c, p. 130.

5 'Arch, de med. uav.,' .lanv., iSCiS, y. 12,

1" Smith (' Ed. Med. .lourn.,' .luly, iSsf)), gives an account of an cpidi'iiiic i>f

"
colic of Poitou

"
wliich was so geueral among the garrison stationed at Ncvver.i
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the French naval stations in the tropics, cases of coliquo
seche have been seen occasionally ;

and here again they

belonged to the crows of men-of-wai', and were in every
instance traceable to lead-poisoning.^ From CJtina we have

infoi'mation to the same effect by Lagorde/ who exprescs
his astonishment that anyone should have spoken of colique
seche as occurring endcmically there

; during a two years'

stay in Chinese ports he had seen only one case (lead-poison-

ing) on board a French ship-of-war, while no case of the

disease among the foreign or native residents had come

under his notice. Lastly, we have to give the same account

of the colique seche in Taliiti, where poisoning by lead in

the wine could be proved for all the cases observed by
Gallerand -^ and in Neio Caledonia (Port-de-France) where

occasional cases are seen on board the French men-of-war,

they are always due to poisoning by lead."*

§ 86. Always caused by Lead.

It follows from all these facts above adduced that the

endemic or epidemic prevalence of "
colica vegetabilis

" or
"
colique seche/' in former centuries had always been an

affair of wide-spread lead-colic ;
that these occurrences have

become less frequent as a more correct view of the origin

of the malady has gained ground, and as the progress of

public sanitation has diminished the chances of the disease

breaking out ;
that there have no doubt been epidemics of

lead-colic from time to time, even within the most recent

period ; but that there can be no thought at all of the disease

EUia, in Ceylon, that in a force of 87 men there were 142 admissions including

the relapses. It came out on inquiry that the epidemic was due to poisoning by
lead in the sugar and in the arrack.

^ See Eichaud, 'Arch, de med. uav./ 1864, Mai, 351 ; Margaillan, 'Etude sur

I'etiologie saturnine de la colique scf;he,' Par., 1866; Gimellc, 'Union nied.,'

1869, Nr. 53, 694. Girard de la Barccrie (' Consider, uied. sur la Cochinchine,

&c.,' Montp., 1868, 42) did not see a single case of colique seche during a two

years' residence in Cochin China.
^ ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1864, Mars, 185.
3

lb., 1865, October, 286.

•i De llochas,
' Essai Kur la topogr do la Nouvelle Caledonic,' Par., i860,

18; account in 'Arch, de med. nav.,' jS66, Janv., 21.
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beiuQf cmlcjiiio or, more particularly, of there being an endemic

*^coli([n(; .scclie" of the tropics. Almost all the cases observed

in those latitudes, and described under that name, have

occurred in ports among the crews of French mcu-of-war
;
and

in by far the most of these, it has been shown to be an affair of

lead-poisouing. Thus the whole inquiry reduces itself prac-

tically to answering the question, What are the circumstances

of this inucli t(iJkfd-of
"

coli<pic scclLt:
"

of the French navy, or

the so-called "ship colic?"

^ 87. TUE ''
COLIQUE SeCHE" OF STEAMSHIPS OP THE FeENCH

Navy.

There have been occasional cases of lead colic occui'ring

for a long time past on board ships of every flag, both of

the mercantile marine and of the navy. If not in all of these,

yet ill most of them it has been possible to trace the cause

of the sickness to a fresh coat of lead paint on board, or to

beverages or preserves contaminated with lead
; sometimes

the source of the poisoning has eluded all inquiry, and the

disease, as Falck^ appositely says, had a "
cryptogenetic"

origin assigned to it, although its cause was neither mis-

understood nor denied.
«

Thus BueP speaks of the somewhat frequent occurrence formerly of a

disease perfectly resembling lead-colic among the engine-room staff of

the steamships plying between Panama and California, remarking that

the illness was probably brought on by lead in the drinking-water;
'' the

condensed water from the boilers," says the repoi't,
" was at one time

extensively used for drinking and culinary purposes, and a part of the

process was performed in load pipes." Lefevre^ communicates an in-

teresting account of an epidemic, with, the symptoms characteristic of

lead-poisoning, on boai'd an Italian merchant ship, in which the source

of the poisoning was most probably the lead contained in the glazing
of the utensils used for preparing the food. According to the account
of Pop,'' there was not a single case of colique seche from 1S53 to 1857
in the Dutch men-of-war on the East Indian Station, and only a few
cases in those stationed on the Surinam coast, and in adjoining West

' III Vircliow's '
Ilaiulb. der spec. Pathol.,' ii, Abth. i, iSi.

- ' Amor. Jouiii. of Mod. Sc.,' 1S56, A]>ril, ^^24.
' 'Ciaz. iiicd. di' l\uU,' 1861, 776, 78S, S02.
*

'>.'udoi-l. Tijdschr. vojr Gcucesk.,' iii, 24, 21J, 21 j.
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Indies; but in 1866 tlie disease became epidemic in a steamship of the
• fleet on tlie naval station at Suuiatra, and they did not succeed in making
out lead-poisuning to be the cause of the epidemic'

A remarkable contrast to this state of matters, as well as

to that in the navies of England, Germany, and the United

States, in which lead-poisoning, so far as we know, lias

never occurred on a large scale, is afforded by the French

naxy, in wliicli
"
colique seche " has played an important

part since tlie last forty-five years, or since the time wlien

steamships were introduced, liaving gone on increasing in

proportion as tliese have displaced sailing skips in tlie

fleet.

The disease first began to occur more frequently on board French

men-of-war, as we learn from the inquiries of Lefevre,- subsequent to

the year 1840; and it was found over the whole of the West African

station from St. Louis down to Cape St. Paul de Loando, on the

Indo-Chinese station (Madagascar, Reunion, and the Moluccas), and
on the South Sea station, its occurrence being somewhat later on
the West Indian station and on boai'd the ships on the coast of Cayenne
and in the River Plate,

It is admitted on all bands that the colique seche is

absolutely the same in its plienomena as lead colic ; but in

' Account iu 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Septtr., 169.
' 'Rech. sur les causes de la colique seche, &e.,' Par., 1859 ('^^ leading work).

The earlier accounts are those of Dutroulau, 'Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1851, 278 ;

'Arch. gen. denied.,' 1855, Decbr., 1856, Janv.; Fonssagi'ives, ib., 1852, Juni,

and ' De la nature et du traitement de la colique nerveuse, &c.,' Par., 1857 i

Marion, 'Nouv. Annal. niarit.,' 1852, Aug.; Letersec,
' Observ. sur la colique

nerveuse, &c.,' Moutp., 1855; Petit, 'Consider, liyg. et med. sur la col. seche,

&c.,' Par., 1855 ; lloehard,
' Union med.,' 1856, Nr. 4, 5 ; Desjardins,

' Gaz. des

hopit.,' 1856, Nr. 16; Lecoq., ib., Nr. 5; St. Pair, ib., 1857, 34° 5 Berville, ib.,

1858, 147; Peron,
'

Quelq. reflex, sur la colique seche,' Par., 1858 ; Touze,
' De

la colique seche des pays chauds,' Par., i8t,8 ; Chevallier, 'Annal. d'hyg.,' 1859,

xi, 95, 296. There are more recent accounts by Lefevre,
' Gaz. med. de Paris,'

1861, 39, and 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1864, Oct., 302, Nov., 385 ; Luzet,
' Sur les

causes et le traitem. de la c. s.,' Strasb., 1861 ; German,
' De la col. nerv. des

pays chauds,' Par., 1862; Benoit de la Grandiere,
' Relat. med. d'une traversee

de Cochinchine en France, &c.,' Par., 1862 ; Vidal, 'La colique seche a la Guyana

fran^., &c.,' Montp., 1863; Lagarde, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' r864. Mars, 185;

Mondot, 'Etude sur la c. s., &c.,' Montp., 1864; Richaud, 'Arch, de med. nav.,'

1864, Mai, 351 ; Villette, ib., 1866, Fevr., 81, Mars, 178; Follet,
' Etude sur la

c. s. vegetale, &c.,' Montp,, 1866; Morgaillau, 1. c; Dupre, 'De la c. s. des pays

chauds,' Par., 1866 ; Rorehard,
' De I'identite de la c. s. des pays chauds et de la

col. saturnine,' Par., 1866; Soboul,
' Consider, sur la c. s., &c.,' Montp., i868 ;

Roumieu, 'De la c. s. observee en Cochinchine, &c.,' Montp., 1869; Marnata,
' De la col. seche, &c.,' Par., 1880.

VOL. II. 18
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cases where tliero has been no oLvious occasion of lead-

poisoning on board tlic vessels, or where the inquiries that

were made have yielded no results, many observers have

decidedly refused to ndmit the saturnine character of the

disease, and have either adopted Segond's view of a

neurosis of the symjiathetic brought on by chill (Kochard,

Marion, Chabassn,^ Thil),' or they have pronounced for a

miasmatic origin of the malady (I)utroulau),'* or even for its

malarial nature (Fonssagrives, Vidal, Coste,'* Herve,^ Rou-

miou). There is still another school who Avould admit that

many cases of the sliip colic are indeed cases of lead colic,

but that there had been besides these a special kind of

coliquc secbe depending on some one of the causes above

mentioned. (Thil, Follet, German, Mondot.) This chaos of

contradictory and quite untenable opinion has been reduced

to order by Lefevre, Director of Naval Sanitary Board at

Brest
;
in his truly classical work, lie has adduced evidence

tliat the
"

coliqiie scclie
"

of the French navy is nothing more

than lead colic, and lie lias had the satisfaction of seeing not

only old adherents of the miasmic theory like Dutroulau" come

round to his side, but of gaining the unreserved adliesion of

the majority of the Frencli naval surgeons of recent years

{Villette, Bichaud, Benoit de la Grandiere, Corre, Mar-

gaillan, Borchard, Dupre, and others). The regulations
drawn up in consequence of this by the Ministry of Marine

for the steamsliips of the navy, warrant us in expecting that

the disease will become as rare in the French marine in

future years as it was previous to 1840. In the following

pages I have put together the facts which serve to explain
the exceptional frequency of lead colic in Ihc French navy,

particularly in tropical waters and among certain classes of

the ships' companies.
The chief stress has to be laid on the enormous amount

^ ' Union nu'tl.,' 1863, Nr. 126,5^17.
'•^ '

Reniurqiics sur k's principal us nialail. a la Cocliincliino,' Par., iSfifi, 29.
3 "

L'atniosjihcrc marine des tutos," he says (' Traite, 72), "soluble ctrc

Ic foyer d'oniergence de sa cause, qui frappe de prclercuce Ics equipages des

iiavires en mouillagc."
• '

Arc-li. de nied. nav.,' 1867, Octbr., 299.
'' ' Union mi'd.,' 1862, Nr. 43.
* In the 211(1 cd. of bis '

Traite,' Par., 18O8, 647.
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of lead tised in French men-of-war with steamfower, and upon
certain a2'>])lications of it xvhich afford quite special opportu-
nities for lead-poisoning . In tlie construction and equip-
ment of a Frencli war-steamer of ninety guns^ there are

used, according to official returns, no fewer tlian 13,000

kilogrammes of regulation load, partly in tlie form of pipes

(for conveying water), partly as receptacles, partly as plates
to protect tlie sliip's sides within, and partly as deck fasten-

ings, the superficial area of this mass of metal amounting to

upwards of 80 square metres (or about 100 square yards).

We have to add to that a large quantity of oxide of lead and

salts of lead for the making of putty and paint. But most

important of all we have the fact that, since 1840 or since

.the time when the malady began to be more prevalent, the

distilling apparatus supplied to the ships has been so ill

designed as to have the distilled water (which is known to

have a strong affinity for lead) conveyed away in leaden

pipes. Another ready source of poisoning has been dis-

covered in the so-called
"
charniers," or large wooden tanks

for holding drinking-water, provided round their edges
with mouth-pieces communicating with siphon-tubes, through
which the sailors and others of the ship's company imbibe

the water. These mouth-pieces are mostly made of glass ;

but on many of the ships the tubes themselves are made of

lead, and that construction, which is open to suspicion in any

case, becomes all the more dangerous from the fact that the

water, whenever the ship comes into tropical latitudes, is

acidulated to make it more refreshing. Lastly, it should

not be omitted that the enamel of the drinking cups and

cooking utensils on board French men-of-war usually con-

tains lead ; and after long use they may easily give rise to

poisoning. The following facts given by Lefevre in an

open letter^ addressed to Dutroulau will serve to show how
careless the French naval authorities have been in that

matter :

" Dans toutes nos possessions equatoriales I'industrie des

confiseurs, des patissiers, restaurateurs, marchands de vins

ou de comestibles, destillateurs et fabricants de sucre,

s'exerce en toute liberte, sans qu'on se preoccupe du choix

1 • Gaz. hebdomad, de med.,' i860, p. 438.
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des substauccs, qii'ils emploient, dii degro de purete dea

etamagcs et dc cclui dcs alliages des vases d'etaiii destines

a contenir ou a mcsurci' les boissons. . . Nous possedons
asscz de faits rccucillis en France, et particulirTcment en

Espagnc, prouvant I'alteration rapide de ccs vernis plombi-
feres sous I'action des liqueurs ot des aliments acidos, ponr
n'avoir aucun doutc sur la part qu'ils peuvent avoir dans la

production de ces coliques, qui paraissent endemiques dans

certains pays ou oUes no so developpcnt liabituellement,

comme vous I'avez observe aux Antilles, que sous la forme

sporadiquc."
The greater frequency of the disease on hoard ships cruising

in tropical punters cova-ptircd with those stationed in tempe-
rate latitudes is explained without the slightest difficulty by,
the circumstance that a higher temperature is very materi-

ally conducive to the development of lead-poisoning.

Tanquerel has shown that, of 12 17 cases of lead colic, 454
occurred in summer (June—August), 309 in spring (March—May), 251 in autumn (September—November), and 203 in

winter (December—February), giving a very considerable

preponderance in the warmer months. In complete agree-
ment with this is the fact that the maximum amount of the

disease in the above-named regions of the temperate zone

(France, England, Spain, and the United States) has always
fallen in summer ; perhaps also the fact that those employed
in kitchens and engine-rooms, and particularly firemen, have

been attacked with the colic unusually often, so much so

that ou board the American mail steamers it was known by
the name of " fireman's colic." There is another circum-

stance besides, which may serve to explain the prevalence of
colic in tliat pfcirticidar class of the sliip's company—I mean
their having to remain constantly in confined and badly
ventilated places, where the atmos2:)here is charged with

particles of lead.

§ 88. EeVIEW of O15.TECTIONS TO THE DoCTRlNE OF LeAD

Colic on board Steamships.

To all these proofs, adduced both a priori and a posteriori,

of the origin of '^

coli(pie scchc," the opponents of the
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doctrine answer by two arguments, wliicli require a few

words of notice. In the first place they say that the disease

does not occur at all on board the steamships of other

navies^ such as the English, American, and German, or only

rarely as in the Dutch navy. This is easily explained, in

my opinion, by the fact that the naval sanitary authorities

of those countries have carefully avoided everything in the

construction, equipment, and provisioning of their men-of-

war, which might give rise to lead-poisoning among the

crew ;^ whereas in the French navy there must have been

something wrong. And herein lies the great merit of

Lefcvre in showing what that "
something

"
was, by moans

of the exact inquiries already referred to. The second

objection is that in many cases of colique seche, it has not

been possible to make out any source of lead-poisoning ;

while, on the other hand, out of considerable numbers who
were all equally exposed to the suspected influence of lead,

some have become ill of colique seche and others have

escaped. These facts must be admitted ; but in weighing
the second argument we should keep in mind that predis-

posing causes play a considerable part in the etiology of

lead colic, as of almost every disease. Not to mention the

peculiar predisposition residing in the physiological circum-

stances of the individual and hardly capable of exact

definition, which confers a relative immunity from the action

of certain j)oisons or makes a peculiar liability to the same,
it has been shown by Tanquerel, Galtier," Chevalier,^ Levy,*
and others, that the abuse of spirituous liquors predisposes in

^ The distilling apparatus iii the French navy is mostly made of tin-plate,

which is well known to contain lead. From the experiences gathered in the

Prussian navy in this matter, I am able to give the following facts :
—A few years

ago the distilled water from a distilling apparatus which had been made at the

Dantzic dockyard out of tin as an experiment, was examined, and found to con-

tain a large amount of lead. After it had been in use for some time, the lead

disappeared from the water, and it was thereupon found that the interior of the

apparatus was coated with a greyish substance easily rubbed off, which was un-

doubtedly a deposit of lime, gypsum, &c., from the water itself. What had

happened was that the lead on the surface of the tin had been dissolved out by
the hot water, while the coating, although an uncertain protective, had enabled

the metal to withstand the action of the water subsequently.
2 ' Traite de Toxocologie,' Par., 1845, •> ^59-
^ 'Annal. d'hyg.,' 1852, Oct., xlviii, 331.
^ 'Traite d'hyg. publ.,' ed. ii. Par., 1S57, ii, 906.
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an especial Avay to lead-poisouiug- ; and herein wo must seek

to explain tlic fact that just as the officers and midshipmen
on hoard ship are mnch more rarely attacked than the

sailors, so, when lead colic is epidemic or endemic on shore,

the women and children are much less liable to it than the

men. As regards the first argument, relating to the un-

explained cases of colique sechc, we arc quite justified in

doubting whether the search after the sources of lead-

poisoning had been conducted with the necessary circum-

spection and care
;

''
if one is not discouraged,^^ says

Borchard, *^by the fruitlessness of a first search, one always
ends by finding the toxic metal."

The much greater frequency of severe cases of colic,

especially of colica stercoracea, in the tropics than in tempe-
rate latitudes, is explained by the disordered digestion that

is so easily brought on in the forraej-, particularly in

strangers, and by the lesions of the stomach and intestine

resulting therefrom. The so-called "
colique scche," or, in

other words, the disease with symptoms of lead colic, is

actually nothing else than a lead colic, and we must

accordingly express agreement with Le Roy de Mericourt

when he says •}

"
II n'y a pas lieu d'admettre dans Ic cadre nosologique,

en dehors des manifestations varices et successives de

I'intoxication saturnine une maladio endemique des pays

chauds, donnant lieu aux memos symptomes se succedant

dans la meme manicre, qui rcconnaitrait -^ovlv cause ime

intoxication miasmatiquc, tellurique ou autres. La colique

endemique des pays chauds n^existe jaas.''

^ ' Bull, de I'Acacl. de mud. de Paris,' 1876, ii, ser. v, 460.



CHAPTER TX.

ANIMAL PAEASITES.

§ 8g. The term '^

parasitic disease" includes all those

forms of sickness in which the morbific cause is the

residence^ permanent or temporary^ of living organisms
within or upon the human body ; or, to express it otherwise^

in which the disorder of health is brought about by animal

or vegetable organisms that take up their abode for a time

or for the whole of their existence in man's body and find

their sustenance there, either preying upon it partly by way of

abstracting matters from the tissues of their host which

they appropriate to their own uses, partly by acting as

mechanical irritants, or inducing disease sometimes by

elaborating from materials within their reach, or by ex-

creting from their own bodies certain chemical products

which exert an injurious or toxic influence on the human

organism within or upon which they reside. Of recent years

few departments of medicine have grown so much as that

of parasitology. Starting from the modest beginnings of

the intestinal Helmiuthinte and a few worms and insects

inhabiting the surface of the body, it has in course of time

annexed the group of epiphytes and entophytes as well as a

large number of parasites belonging to the lower orders of

the animal kingdom which inhabit the internal organs.

But there has also arisen, in the course of studying the

infective diseases, a prospect of adding to this department
of pathology to an extent that cannot yet be estimated, in

adducing evidence that those diseases are of a parasitic natui'e,

or that there occur in them organisms of the lowest rank of

organic development
—the micrococci and bacilli, so named

from their form. The results hitherto arrived at concerning the

part played by these parasites in the acute and chronic infec-
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tious Lave eillier been given already, or remain to be given, in

treating of eacli of the diseases in its proper place. In the

•following chapters my pnrpose is merely to deal with those

diseases where the parasitism consists in the presence of

more highly organised animal or vegetable forms within

particular oi'gans or parts ; and which possess fui'ther a special

interest for geographical pathology, owing to their wide

diffusion over the globe or to their cudemicity at particular

spots.

We may take it to be a general truth that parasitism is

much more developed, whether we estimate it by the number
of the forms under which it occurs or by the frequency of

each individual form, in low(5r latitudes, that is to say, in

tropical and sui)-tropical countries, than in the temperate
and cold zones.

" Les vers," says Sigaud,'
"
occupent une grande place dans lapatlio-

logie intertropicale." Sjjcakiug of the frequency of Entlielmintlia) in

the Nile countries, Pruner^ says :

" One seldom opens a cadaver in

Egpyt without finding specimens of one or more species." Waving^

says :

" No medical officer can have had charge even for a short time of

any of the large civil dispensaries in any part of India, without having
been struck with the large proportion of ' worm cases

' which come
under his observation ;" and tbe reports from the West Coast of Africa/

Guiana,^ and the West Indies'' arc to the same effect. What is here said

of the Enthelmintha' in particular applies still mure to the other para-

sites, the larger number of which are indigenous to the tropics.

The explanation of this is partly, no doubt, the influence

which climate exerts on the variety and luxuriance of every
kind of growth ; partly also the circumstances and habits of

living which, as we shall see in speaking of the several forms

of disease, are peculiarly favorable to the introduction of

parasites into the human body. It is these habits that serve

to explain the differences in the amount of parasitic disease

among various races and nationalities as well as among
diffei'ent classes of human society.

' ' Du climat et des maladies du Brosil,' Par., 1844, 423.
- 'Die Krankh. dcs Orients.,' Erlaiig., i<S46, 244.
2 ' Indian Annals of Med. Sc.,' 1859, July, .^71.
*
Boyle, 'Med. Account of tbe Western Coast of Africa,' Lond., 1831, 402.

'"

Kodseliied, 'Med. Bemerk. iiber . . . Kio Kssccjuebo,' Frankf., 17^6, 290.
"

Lcvaclier, 'Guide nied. des Antilles,' Par., 1840, 19.3; Thomson,
' Ediub.

Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1822, Jan., 43.
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I. Ccstodcs.

§ 90. TiKNiA Mediocanellata.

Among the parasites tliat have been longest known and are

most widely distributed belong those of the tapeworm class—
Txnia viediocanellata {T. saginata) and Tsenia solium ; next

to these we have to consider BotJiriocephalus and Echino-

coccus (the larva of Tsenia echiiwcuccus whoso host is

the dog).

Tania mediocanellata has its greatest area of distribution

in Abyssinia, where^ according to the unanimous opinion of

observers/ only a few of the natives are exempt from it^ and

strangers also soon become infested by it unless they are

especially careful about their food and in particular avoid

the favourite diet of raw meat. " Men and w^omen, all and

sundry, in this country/^ says Coui'bon,
" have the entozoon ;

and they take some kousso regularly every two months to

prevent the more serious derangements which it might
cause. '^ In Egypt and Nuhia also, it is mostly Tasnia

mediocanellata that is met with f and the same is true of the

extensive territory, mostly occupied by a Mohammedan

population, which extends from the northern coast of Africa

(including Algiers^), to Senegambia,^ and the western

Soudan,^ and, on the other side, to Syria^ and Arahia?
^
Aubert-IiOchc, 'Annal. tVhyg.,' xxxv, 5; Ilodgkin, 'Med. Times/ 1844,

No. 266; Pruuer, 1. c. ; Schiuiper,
' Gaz. med. de Strasb.,' 184S, Nr. 4; Bilbarz,

'
Zeitscbr. fiir wissenscbaftl. 2oologie,' 1850, iv, 35 ; Courbou,

' Observ. topogr. et

med. . . . sur le littoral de la mei- rouge/ Par., 1861, 35 ; Currie, 'Brit. Army
Reports' for tbe year 1867, ix, 296; Blanc, 'Gaz. bebd. de med./ 1874, Nr. 22,

345; Rochard, 'Bull, de I'Acad. de med.,' 1877, 998.
"

Pruner, Bilbarz, 11. ce.j Vauvray, 'Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1873, Sept., 161

Tutscbeck, 'Oest. med. Wocbenscbr./ 1846, 1209.
3 Boudin, 'Mem. de med. milit./ 1848, Ixv, 204; Reuard, ib., 1873, Oct., 545

Vidal, 'Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1874, Nr. 22, 23 ; Cauvet, ib., Nr. ^^ ; Arnould, ib.
,

425 ; Henue, 'Mem. de med. milit./ 1876, Mai, 238 ; Rocbard, 1. c.

•
Tbaly,

' Arcb. de med. nav., 1867, Sept., 187 ; Leonard,
' Observ. rec. au poste

de Scd' Hiou, &c.,' Par., 1869, 62; Corre,
'

Bull. gen. de tberap./ 1877, Fcvr.,

170; Hebert, 'Une anuec med. a Dagana/ Par., 18S0, 41 ; Borius, 'Arcb. de

lued. uav./ ]88i, Mai, 372.
*
Quintin,

' Extrait d'uu voyage dans le Soudan,' Par., 1869, 49.
*
Pruner, 1. c; Robertson,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1843, April, 247;

Guys,
'

Statistique du Pascbalik d'Alep/ Marseille, 1853, 63 ; Rochard, 1. c.

^ Pruner, Courbou, II. cc.
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Of the frequency of the parasite in Algiers we are suffi-

ciently assured in tlic account by Boudin
; during the years

1840—48 sixty-eight cases of it occui'red in an average

strength of loOjOOO men, whereas among 250,000 (average)

men in France during the same period there wore only seven

cases, so tliat the parasite was twenty-three times commoner
in Algiers than in the mother coimtry. Subsequent observers

(referred to below in the paragraph relating to France) have

called attention to the increasing frequency of Taenia medio-

canellata in the latter since Algerian cattle began to be im-

ported. With reference to Seneyamhia, Leonard has expressed
his astonishment that ta3nia should be so remarkably common

there, inasmuch as the natives, being Mohammedans, eat no

iiesh of swine ; but this mystery has been cleared up b)^

Corre, who points out that raw beef is a favorite article of

diet with them, and that the tapeworm is not Taenia solium

but T. mediocauellata. It would appear from the statements

of Quintin that the circumstances are the same in the Soudan,
where pork is never used, but where beef dried in the sun

serves as the food of the negro population. The chief seats of

the parasite in Syria, according to Pruner and Guys, are the

mountainous regions, and the vicinity of Aleppo ;
and in

Arabia, according to Pruner, the plateau of Assir. In

Jeddah, on the Arabian shore of the Red Sea, it is said by
Courbon to be of rare occurrence.

A notice by Berenger-Feraud^ throws light on its preva-

lence in Senegambia; among 159 patients admitted for

tapeworm into the naval hospitals of Toulon and Cher-

bouro:, the only worm found was Tajnia inermis, and of

the whole immber 102 had acquired the parasite in Sene-

gambia. The accounts from various parts of the West Coast

of Afric(j^ all bear witness to the very frequent occurrence of

the tapeworm disease there, and although the species of the

pai-asite is not stated with precision, there can be no doubt

that it is mostly Ta3nia mediocancllata. This conjecture is

made all the more probable by the fact that the same species

of ttcnia occurs in SoutJi Africa (particularly the Caiic") ; so

• '
liull. gun. do thcrap.,' 1882, 15 Aug., 97.

*
Bojlc, 1. c; Diiuicll, 'Sketches of the Med. Topogr. . . of the Gulf of Guinea,

Lend., 1849, 5.1 J Moreirn,
'
Joni.il das sc. mcd. dc Lisboa," xv, 121.

3
llodgkiii, I.e.; IJlack,

' Ediub. Med. and Surg. Jouru.,' 1853, April, 2C2 ;
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tLat the African continent would appear to be its habitat in

general. The occurrence of tapeworms among Hottentots

who had served in the war in Caffirland is mentioned by
Scherzer ; and it would appear that not Tajnia solium but

T. mediocanellata is meant here, from the fact that the tribes

in question avoid the flesh of the pig while they esteem raw

beef as a delicacy.

For India, the available data^ seem to show that tapeworm
is indigenous principally in certain provinces of Upper India

belonging to the Bombay Presidency and the N, W.

Provinces, especially in the Deccan and the Puujaub, and to a

less extent in Lower Bengal, Madras, and the southern

districts ; but in that country the Hindu race, as we shall see

presently, enjoys an almost complete immunity from the

parasite, and it is practically the European residents and

the flesh-eating Mohammedans who suffer from it. So far

as concerns the Mohammedan population we are justified in

concluding that it is the Tcenia mediocanellata which is found

among them ; and the same would appear to be the case for

the most part with the Europeans living in India, and partic-

ularly for the British troops in the Puujaub, among whom

tapeworm has been very often observed of late. The use of

uncooked flesh, including even beef, by the troops in India

had already been indicated by Hoile as the cause of the

tapeworm so often found among them. In a more recent

papei"" attention is drawn to the increase of the disease

especially in the Bombay Presidency and in the Punjaub ;

and in a subsequent notice relating to the same fact it is

stated that *' the 2:)revalence of tapeworm in the regiments
in the Punjaub has been recently shown to depend upon the

consumption of beef infected with the Trouia mediocanellata."^

The statement of Bernard,* that Taenia solium occurs in

Scherzer,
'
Zeitscbr. der Wiener Aerzte, 1858, 152; Adams, 'Med. Times and

Gaz./ 1859, Dec., 549.
1
Anderson,

' Ind. Annals of Med. So.,' 1852, Oct., 87; Hoile, ib., 1S57, April,

457; Gordon, 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1856, Nov., 512; 1857, May, 429 ; Adams,

1. c; Cbipperfield,
' Madras Quart. Jouru. of Med. Sc.,' 1861, Jan., 78; Waring,

1. c.

2 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1867, Nov., 573.
'
'Lancet,' 186S, Jan., 59.

* ' Dc rinflueaco du climat de la Cocbincbiue, &c.,' MontpcU., 1867, 50.
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China and Cochin China in consequence of the use of measly

pork, is confirmed by lieaufils ;^ but the hitter agrees with

Kochard that Ta3uia mediocanelhita is much the more common
form." The same is true also of Japan? and other parts of

Northern Asia, as well as of the Mongolian race of Barjutes

inhabiting the country around Lalce Baikal^

Of the somewhat frequent occurrence of Tasnia medio-

canelhita in Europe,^ Ave have evidence from North Germamf
{East Prussia, Jierliu/ Leipzig, according to Wagner, and a

few districts of Tliuringia^), as well as from Wiirtemberg
'^

and Vienna. Tn Copenhagen, T. mediocanelhita, as com-

pared with T. solium, has become a good deal more common
of recent years (whereof mox'e in the sequel) ; so that Avhile

the proportion of the former to the latter was 53 to 37 down
to 1869, it came to be in the ratio of 66 to 19 in the years
from 18G9 to 1880.^° In England, where attention Avas

long since draAvn to the numerous cases of taenia among
fleshers who Avore known as " beef eaters

"
par excellence,

we learn from Welch ^^
that T. mcdiocanellata is very com-

mon. So it is also in the Netherlands, Avhile in Bclfjiunr}'

ihe Ttcnia solium is distributed about equally with it. In

Switzerland ^^
T. mcdiocanellata appears to be a good deal

more prevalent than T. solium ; of 199 patients with taenia,

' ' Arch, dc mud. iiav.,' 1882, Avril, 265.
-
Bcrenger-Feraud (1. c.) found iiothinj^ but Ta3nia iuermis among 44 patients

invalided home from Cochin Cliiua with tapeworm, who were admitted yito the

naval hospitals of Toulon and Cherbourg'.
*
Wernicb, 'Deutsche med. W'ocheuscbr.,' 1878, Nr. 6; Leuckart,

'

Parasiten,'

2 Aufl., i, 605, on the authority of Prof. WW/..
*
Kaschin,

' Petersb. nied. Zeitschr.,' 1S61, Dec. Almost the whole of a division

X500), composed of Barjutes, and quartered in Irkutsk, suft'ered from taenia. In

180 of them, who died of other diseases and were examined post mortem, he

failed to find tapeworms only twice.
•''

Compare Kuoch,
' Berl. klin. Wocheuschr.,' 1864, Nr. 30 if.

'' Virchow's ' Archiv fiir pathol. Anat.,' 1857, xi, 80.

' llobinski,
' Bcrl. klin. Woehenschr.,' 1874, Nr. 37.

^ V. Contii,
' Zeitschr. fiir Kpidermiol.,' 1S71, Xr. 10, 11. Among 18 patients

with tiipeworm at Jena, Gerhardt found T. mediocanellat;i in 15 and T. solium

in 3.

^
Weishaar, Knoch, 1. c.

'"
Krabbe,

'

Ugeskr. for Lacj,a'r,' i86y, xxiii, Xr. 8 and iSSo, N. R., xii, Nr. 2j.
" '.lourn. of Mi croscop. Science,' 1875, Jan.
'^

Knoch, 1. c.

"
Zaeslein,

'

Corrcspoudeuzbl. fiir Scliweizer Aerztc,' 1881, Nr. 21.
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1 80 liad T. mediocanellata aud only 19 T. solium. Indeed^

the former species seems to liavo been found in recent times

niucli more often than it used to be ;
aud in France also, a

considerable increase in tlie cases of T. mediocanellata has

been noted of late,^ of which fact an explanation will be

given in the sequel. For Itahj I find only two notices

relating to the question
—by Grasse ^ and Marchi

; according

to these 16 out of 19 cases in Milan were T. mediocanellata,.

while in Florence the proportion of that species to T. solium

was 34 to I.

In the medico-topographical accounts from the Western

Hemisphere, there are on the whole very few references to

the occurrence of tapeworm, and most of them either relate to

T. solium or leave the species undetermined. In Mante-

gazza's^ account of the truly endemic prevalence of tape-

worm in the Argentine Republic, and especially in Entre

Bios, we read that an explanation should be looked for in

the great liking of the people for partially cooked beef,
—

the beef-steaks a la Tartare ; so that we may fairly take the

parasite in that case to be T. mediocanellata.

§ 91. T^NiA Solium.

The area of distribution of Taenia solium extends in like

manner over the greater part of the globe, or wherever

swine's flesh is used. But that species has been met with

much more rarely than T. mediocanellata, particularly of

recent times. Moreover many of the earlier notices of T.

solium are based upon errors of diagnosis
* and relate in

reality to the other species.
1
Vidal, Rocliard, 11. cc. ; Decroix, 'Abeille Med./ 1876, Juin; Berenger-

Feraud, 1. c.

s ' Gaz. med. Lombard.,' 1879, No. 12.

3 • Lettre med. suUa America meridionale,' Milano, i860, i, 100, 160.

4 The derivation of the adjective
"
solium," which occurs first in the medical

writers of the middle ages, remains a question. At all events, it has nothing to

do either with sol'mm, "the throne," and still less with solus, "alone." Professor

Krehl, the Orientalist, conjectures (as we learn from Leuckart, 'Parasiten,'

2nd ed., i, 519) that it is a corruption of the Syriac word "schuschl e," meaning

"chains" (as in tape-worm or chain-worm), and that from it had come the Arabic

word " susl
"
or "

sosl," well known to the medieval physicians. It was the mis-
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The widest prevalence of T. armata occurs in tlio interior

governments of Ruftsia, such as Moscow,^ as well as in Eaf;b

Prusda, some parts of Thurinriia,^ of Belgium^ and of

Sivitzcrlnnd* in ItmimaniiV' and in Tnrlxou (but only to a

small extent and iiaturally only among those of the popula-
tion who do not belong to the strictest of Moslems).*^ In the

Western Hemisphere, it occurs in Newfoundland where

Gras '
assigns the cause of it especially to the use of pork ;

it is found also in Mexico, where, as we learn from Semc-

Icder,® pork is one of the chief articles of food. It is

impossible to make out which of the species of ta3nia it is

that occurs so often in Brazil, especially among the negroes,

Sigaud's'"' account making mention of it merely as '' ver
"

solitaire."

Lastly, I shall mention a few regions which have a very
remarkable imtminity from tapcivorin of -whatever species.

Among them is Iceland, where, as Finsen ^°
tells us, there is

a dislike of pork among the inhabitants, and where flesh of

any kind })lays a very subordinate part among the articles of

food. Another of these regions is Greenland (particularly

South Greenland), where tapeworm does not occur at all, so

far as Lango's
^' information goes. In Guatemala, according

to BernoulhV" tapeworm is of rare occurrence ;
and in

taken idea of sDliiiin being derived from "
solus," and of its denoting tlic occa-

sional occurrence of a single parasite in an individual's intestine, that unquestion-

ably led to errors of diagnosis, whicb were all the more likely to occur for the

reason tliat practitioners wen; not geni'rally acquainted with T. saginata until

quite recent times. In those cases where only one parasite was found iu an

individual, it vvas thought necessai'y to assign it to the species of T. armata.

Leuckart points out, as Davainc had done before him, that it is really T. mcdio-

canellata which seldom occurs in more than a single specimen iu a person's

intestine, whilst T. solium is mostly found in numbers.
* Knoch. - V. Conta, 1. c. '* Kuoch, 1. e.

'

Zacslein, 1. c.

'
Leconte, 'Consider, sur la jiathol. des provinces du lias-Danube,' Montp.,

1869, p. 49. lie is explicit in saying that he had not seen a single case of illness

from tapeworm among the numerous Moslems and Jews in Roumania; pork

being cheap, the consumption of it was extensive.

''

liigler,
' Die Turkei und deren Dewohner, &c.,' Wien, 1852, ii, 209.

"

'Quelqucs mots sur Miquelon,' Montp., 1867.
^ 'Wien. med. I'rcsse,' 1873, Nr. 34.
'' L- P.. i.l.^, 42.V
'" '

Jagltiigelser angaaende sygdomsforholdene i Island,' Kjiibenh., 1874, 108.
'^ 'Ik'inaerkn. om Grcinlands Sygdomsforhold.,' Kjobenh., 1S64, 43.
" 'Schweiz. med. Zeitschr.,' 1862, ili, 100.
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Martinique it did not happen to Rufz/ during a pi'actice of

many years among' Creoles and whites, to see a single jcase of

taenia.

§ 92. Distribution of T. Mediocanellata and T. Solium

CORRESPONDS WITH A Poi'ULAR DiET OF BeEP AND PoRK
RESPECTIVELY.

The peculiarities in the geographical distribution of the

two species of tteuia, the greater frequency of the parasites
in one region than another, the differences in their occurrence

among the various races and nationalities, the increase or

decrease of one or other species from time to time in one

and the same place,
—all these things ai'e explained without

difficulty when we take account of the well-established fact

that Toenia mediocanellata develops from the cysticercus that

occurs in cattle, and Taenia solium from a larva infesting
the pig, the occurrence of the one species or the other in

man depending accordingly upon the access of the embryos
of one bladder-worm or the other to the human intestine.

The somewhat rare occurrence of T. armata compared
with T. saginata in Asia and Africa depends essentially on

the fact that the use of pork is much restricted, either on

religious grounds, as among orthodox Mohammedans, or from

prejudice against it, as in Abyssinia and among the natives

of South Africa (as well as in Iceland) ; and that it is mostly

among the European residents that it obtains. Again, the

immunity enjoyed by particular races, such as the Egyptians,
the Hindus, the Malays and others, is a consequence of their

almost exclusive vegetable diet, an infection by cysticercus

being a rai'e occurrence.

In India, says Cliipperfield, tapeworm is, on the wliole, rare among
nationalities other than the European. Waring's opinion, though less

absolute, is to the same effect: "Tapeworm is confined almost exclusively
to the flesh-eating Mussulman or the omnivorous European soldier."

In Travancore, a purely Hindu State, he had not seen a single case of

taenia during a six years' residence. Dr. Sperschneidev, who served

eight years as surgeon to the Nair brigade (a division of 1800 men

composed entirely of pure-caste Nairs or Sudras), had likewise seen no

case of tapeworm ; and the official returns from the Travancore Circar

' 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1869, Juid, 440.
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during twenty years ;uv to tlie same effect. Of 95 cases of t;rnia which
Anderson observed in Upper India. 86 occurred in European soldiers,

8 in Moslems, and a siniijle case in a Hindu, belonging to one of the
lower castes which did not restrict itself to a purely vegetable diet.

Huillet' also states that in Pondieherry he had seen tapeworms only in

Europeans.

Wc liave already adverted more than once to the fact

that the tapeworm parasites, and for obvious reasons T,

mediocaneUata in pai'ticular, are especially frequent in those

countries wliere flesh in the raw or half-cooked state is a

favourite article of food. In this connexion we may note

the fact brought forward by the French observers above

mentioned, that Tasnia mediocaneUata has become consider-

ably more common in France since the abundant importation
of beef from Algiers and the use of the same in the raw state

as an easily digested and strengthening article of food for

patients and convalescents. In like manner Krabbe for

Denmark and Zaeslein for Switzerland assign the increased

number of cases of tapeworm to the same cause. Lastly,
we have to remark that several recent observers (Krabbe,

Kiichenmeister,^ and others) have ascertained that there

has been a considerable decrease of T. solium dating from

the time when the general outbreak of trichinosis in man
cither led to a restricted use of uncooked pork on account

of the danger of infection from it, or brought protection
to the public against measly pork through the system of

inspection.

§ 93. BoTHEIOCErHALUS LaTUS.

The distribution area of Buthrloccplialus latns is very much
smaller than that of T, saginata and T. solium. It appears,

indeed, so far as we are warranted in concluding from the

facts before us, to be confined practically to a few spots in

Europe, such as the coast-regions of Sweden and Finland,
the Baltic provinces of Russia, including St. Petersburg,
a few districts in the east of Russia, and the western can-

tons of Switzerland with the adjoining dojiartments of France.

' ' Arch, de uit'd. nav.,' 186S, Fevr., p. 87.
' 'Die Parasiten dcs Mcnschcii,' 2 AuH., Lcipz., 11. 94.
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In Sweden it is truly endemic on tlie coast of tlie Gulf of

Bothnia, in Norrbotten, Westerbotteu, Westernorrland and

Gefleborg-Lan ;^ it is rarer on tho Baltic coast, but it has

been seen in Blekino^s-Lan." The district most affected is

Norrbotten-Lan, where the number of those suffering- fi-om

the parasite is estimated at half the population ; in Haparanda
there is said to be hardly a household in which ouo or more

persons are not the subjects of it. In Finland^ also, the

bothriocephalus occurs mostly on the coast of the Gulf of

Bothnia. Of its prevalence in the Baltic provinces, we have

information from Moritz,*" Erdmann,'' Knoch,*^ (who also men-

tions it as occurring in the eastern parts of Kussia) ,
Bottchcr^

and Braun.® In St. Petersburg according to an estimate by
Attenhofer^ in 1817, about 15 per cent, of the popula-
tion suffered from it. In Switzerland, according to the very
careful inquiries of Zaesleiu (1. c.) bothriocephalus is endemic

(and remarkably common) only on the shores of the lakes

of Bienne, Morat, Neuchatel, and Geneva ; in these localities,

according to Zaeslein, the parasite occurs with a frequency
that can only be compared to the general prevalence of T.

saginata in Abyssiuia ; whereas only occasional cases of

bothriocephalus are met with on the shores of all tho other

Swiss lakes.

In Poland (according to Knoch), in East Prussia and

on the Pomeranian coast, in Denmarli^^ in Holland and

Belgium^^ and about the Italian Lakes (Kuoch) we find this

parasite in considerable frequency, though much more rarely

than in the countries before mentioned. Finally, bothrio-

1
Huss, 'Om Svergcs eudem. sjukdoniar.,' Stockh., 1852, 2; Berg,

'

Bidrag til

Sveriges med. Topogr. och Statistik.,' ib., 1853, 10, 16, 23,36, 184; Wistraud,
*
Ofversigt af helso-och sjukvarden i Sverige 1851-60,' Stockh., 1863, 5.
- ' Medicinal-Beiattelse fov ar 1866,' 22.

' Wistrand.
*
'Spec, topogr. med. Dorpatensis,' Dorpat, 1823.

* ' Dresdener Zeitsclu-. fur Xatur- mid Heilkde.,' 1827, v, 160.

s * Berliner klin. Wochenschr.,' 1864, Nr. 30 ff.

? In 'Virchow's Arch.,' 1864, Bd. 30, 97.
s

lb., 1882, Bd. 88, 119, aud ' Petersb. med. Wocheuschi-.,' 18S2, Xr. 16.

9 'Med. Topogr. der Hauptstadt St. Pelersb.,' Zurich, 181 7, 226.
i« Krabbe, 11. cc.

" Boudin, 'Geogr. et statist, med.,' i, .^37; de Muttos and Israel, 'X. Arch,

voor Geneesk.,' iii, 26; Knoch, 1. c.
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cc'plialus occurs in more casual cases at various points of

Norih fuul Sdullt Gcnnavy—at Hamburg ami IJerliii^ iu

South liavaria,^ at Heilbronu,'^ Ulm/ Biheracli/ aud otlier

towns of Wiirtembcrg-,
—as well as in BrlttHuy" and Inhind.^

Iu the regions beyond Europe, it would appear <(j be very

rare, or at all events there are no sulliciently trustwortliy

records of it. According to a statomeut of Balfour's/

bothrioceplialus frequently occurs in childreu sent home from

Ceylon to England, and Pop^ speaks of it being found

among the crews of slilps-of-war on the Dutch East Indiait

station. The accounts*^ of botliriocephalus in South, Africa
rest most probably on errors of diagnosis, tlie more likely

species being Taenia lata (or saginata). The description'^ of

a case of the botliriocephalus in an English ofhcer iu

Canada is more trustworthy ;
and we may credit also

Seineleder's^' statement that the same species occurs along
with Taenia solium iu Mexico.

§ 94. BOTHUIOCEPIIALUS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ShOKES OP

Seas or Lakes.

A glance at the distribution-area of botliriocephalus will

show us that it is mostly ind'ujenoua to the sea-coast and to the

shores of lahes and other inland waters. The Swedish

practitioners are clear in their statements that it is almost

exclusively the inhabitants of the coast who suffer from it,

those dwelling even a few miles inland being nearly exempt.

Zaeslein, also, has shown with much exactness that the same

holds good for Switzerland. In that country he distinguishes

•

Zollinger,
'

Biiyr. arztl. IntclligcnzMiilt,' iSji;, Nr. 15, 155.
^

IJftz,
' Wiirttcm]). iiieil. C'orrospoudenzbl./ 1850, xxx, 262.

3
Major, ib,, vi, 192.

'^

Ilofer, ib., viii, .soS.

'' Boucix,
' Journ. ile iiictl.,' Ixxv, 415.

^ Frazer,
' Dubl. Quart. Jouru.,' iSGS, Xov., 324.

' III Boiulln, 1. c.

^ 'Nederl. Tijdscbr. voor Cu'iiecsk.,' 1859, '''- -^'•

^ Schcrzir, Fritscli, 11. cc.

'» Lcarcd,
'
Hiit. ^Nled. .louni.,' 1S7.J, :\I;iy, 649.

" 'Wien. mid. Pro s.',' 1S7.5, No. ;,4.
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four zones of frequency. The first of these, embracing the

villages lying close down to the lakes, is to he regarded as

the proper area of infection. In the second, comprising the

country one to four leagues inland from the lakes, the para-
site is much rarer ; it no longer occurs, as in the first zone,

among all classes equally, but more frequently among the

industrial part of the population, and less so among the

agricultural, the inhabitants of that zone becoming infected

for the most part not at home but during their visits to the
lake shore. As regards the third zone, comprising the towns,

large and small, at a distance of more than five leagues
from a lake, the infection may in most cases be traced

with certainty, or at least with probability, to the French

Alpine departments, although there ai'e a few places such as

Burgdorf and Thun for which the autochthonous occurrence

of the parasite cannot be altogether denied. Finally, in the

fourth zone, distant from the lakes more than six leagues,

bothriocephalus is met with either in mere occasional cases,
or not at all.

This narrow delimitation of the area of bothriocephalus to

sea-coasts and the shores of lakes and rivers has given rise

to the suggestion that its occurrence is closely connected
with a fish diet ; but it is only lately that the inquiries of

Braun have furnished definite evidence on the general

question as well as on the mode of invasion of the parasite.
In the first place he had an opinion to controvert which
Knoch^ had given currency to, that the eggs and embryos of

bothriocephalus develop at once into the worms without an

intermediate larval stage. He then pi'oceeded to show by
experiments on cats, that ''

the asexual bothriocephali found
in various organs and tissues (such as the muscles) of the

pike and quab, are the immature forms of the Bothriocephalus
latus of man, and that these fishes are to be regarded as the

intermediate hosts and the sources of infection.^'-

' In ' Vircliow's Arcliiv,' 1862, Bd. 24, ?. 453.
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§ 95. ECHINOCOCCUS.

We have accounts of the prevalence of echinococcus from

many regions of tlio Ed-strrn llonisjthcre, but unfortunately
these are not such as to afford the means of estimating the

relative frequency of that parasite at the various points
within its distribution area. In tlio form of an endemic

malady, it occurs, so far as we know at present, in only
two countries—iu Iceland and in the Australian colony of

Victoria.

Our first trustworthy information as to the endemic of

echinococcus in Iceland we oavo to Schleisncr
;

^

although it

follows from the references of earlier practitioners to "in-

farctus,"
" obstructio hepatis

" and "
heptalgia," that the

history of the disease in that country goes back to remote

times. It was Schleisner, however, who first showed that

this disease of the liver depended on the presence of a

parasite within the organ, tiiat the same parasite occurs in

other parts of the body, and that the malady has a most in-

jurious influence upon the health and Avorking capacity of

the population. His observations have been subsequently
confirmed in part, and in part extended by Eschricht,"

Krappe," Iljaltelin,'* Finsen,^ and Galliot.'' Among 327

patients that were under his treatment, Schleisner found

echinococcus fifty-seven times, or in 18 per cent, of

the cases ;
and he estimates from the twenty years' observa-

tions of Thorstensen, that the parasite infests one-seventh of

the whole population of Iceland. Eschricht and lljaltelin

consider that estimate as not excessive, Avhile Krabbe and

Finsen Avould put it much lower. Finsen, whose experiences
relate to tlio northern districts and who does not deny that

echinococcus is more common in the south, would make it

one-fortieth of the inhabitants, and Galliot thinks that one-

' '
l>l:iiul uinlcrsiigt, &.C.,' Kjoboiili.,' 1841), 4— 16.

- '

Uiulorsoi^olscr over dun i Island cuduiiiiskc liydatidcsygdoni.,' Kjobciih., 1853.
^ ' Ilelniintliol. uiulersogolscr i Daniuark og paa Island, &c.,' ib., 1865.
•' ' Ediul). Med. Jonrn.,' i<S67, Aug., 13;, and iu

' Dobcll's I'cports,' 1S70, 2S6.

•' '

Ugc.skiil't for Laegcr/ 1S67, iii, Nr. 5
—

i>, aud
'

Jiigltagclsor, <ic.,' KjOljuiih.,

1874,65.
'' 'Bull. gun. do tliurap.,' 1S79, Ang., 97.
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thirti'otli is not too liio-li. It is a noteworthy fact tliat here

as elsewlicre the female sex suffers to a mncli greater
extent tlian tlie male. Among 385 cases with echinococcus

Schleisncr found 212 in women, and Finsen had 132 female

patients in a total of i8g.

The first accounts^ from Victoria date from the year 1863 ;

the number of cases increased so quickly that oven in 1867
Eichardson" spoke of the hydatid disease as "

exceedingl}'-

common/' adding that " the affection has become so preva-
lent of late years that it may bo called a disease of the

country/' and that it was equally common in towns and in

rural districts. Those statements are confirmed by later

authorities/ among others by Thomas who gives us a means
of estimating the frequency of the malady approximately when
he tells us that 307 deaths from echinococcus were officially

registered during the ten years from i'S67 to 1877 in a popu-
lation of about 800,000.

Besides those two endemic centres, we have accounts of

the somewhat frequent occurrence of the parasite in India, a

certain proportion of the endemic hepatic abscesses of that

country, as Cleghorn* observes, being referable to it. Echino-

coccus is found not unfrequently also in Algiers,^ Egypt,^ and

liussia^ as well as in England and France? Of 22 cases of

hydatids of the liver in Switzerland, 13 occurred in the north-

east of the country, 3 in Basel, 3 in Neuchatel, 2 in Geneva,
and I in Bern.^ From many parts of Germany, also, such as

Dresden, Rostock, Berlin, Breslau, Jena, &c., we learn^° that

echinococcus is not unfrequeut ;
but these data relate only to

1 Hudson, 'Austral. Med. Journ.,' i860, April; lltilph, ib., July; Sutherland,
'Victoria Med. Record,' 1863, Feb.

- 'Ediiib. Med. Journ.,' 1867, Dec, 529.
3 Notice in '

Erit. Med. Journ.,' 1871, Dec., 783 ; Bird,
' Med. Times and Gaz.,'

1873, Aug., 164; Thomas,
'

Lancet,' 1879, Marcli, 297.
* ' Indian Med. Gaz.,' 187 1, March.
*

Vital,
' Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1874, Nr. 22, 23.

8 Bilharz,
'
Zeitschr. fiir wissenchaftl. Zoologie,' 1S53, iv, 53; 'Zeitschr. der

Wieuer Aerztf,' 1858, 447.
7 Kiioch, 'Petersb. nied. Zeitschr.,' 1866, x, 245.
8
Cobbold, 'Lancet,' 1875, Jum', 850.

^ Zaeslein, 1. c, 681.
'" Tlie reforeuces down to 1877 ''^^ve been collected by Neisser ('Die Echino-

coccen-Kraukheit.,' Berl., 1877, 34).
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hospital practice an<l :iro available neitlier for comparison

Mill. mi;- tlu'inselvcs iinr for cstiinatiiij^^ tlie proportion of cases

in the respective poi)ulations.
In tlie Wcstmi llamsj)hcro, it

would a])]i(>ar
to bo rare

;
at all events Osier/ after searcliing

carefully in nnisenni catalogues, journals and proceedings of

societies, has found only 6i cases for tlie whole of North

America. Of these iMontreal had 3 cases (in 800 sections),

and of the whole 61, It was proba^hlu thai many had occurred

in immigrants from other countries.

§ 96. ECIIINOCOCCUS THE LaRVA OF A TyKNIA INFESTING

THE Dog.

The presence of echinococcus in man (and the larger

animals) is due, as is
^
well known, to the introduction of

the eggs of a tapeworm which infests the dog, the Ta3nia

echinococcus ;
the frequency of hydatids among a population

would be in proportion, therefore, to the number of the dogs,

and to the intimacy of the relations ])etween those animals

and their masters' households, or to the careless way in which

the members of a family keep company with the dogs. We

may thus explain the prevalence of the parasite among the

pastoral populations of Iceland and the Australian colony.

The number of dogs kept in Iceland is proportionately much

larger than anywhere else, and the enormous frequency of

echinococcus among the cattle on the island, and even more

among the sheep
—

Iljaltelin says that one-fifth of all the

grown sheep have the parasite
—affords abundant opportu-

nities for the shepherds' dogs to be infected with the bladder-

worm. The Iceland cowherds have notoriously little sense

of cleanliness, and they are all the more ready to share with

their highly treasui-ed dogs not only their dwelliugs but their

platters also, and even their beds, because the risk of infection

from the dog is a thing unknown to them. Furthermore, the

dogs have free access to the store-rooms, whose contents they

befoul with their dejecta" ;
and it can only be because a few

> ' Amer. .lourn. of Med. Sc.,' 1882, Oct., 47:;.
"
The assertiou of one writer, that quacks in Icelaud use the excrement and

urine of the dog as a medicine for internal adniiniitration, is declared by Fiaseu

to be a fable.
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out of ilio mauy thousands of tamia-eggs entering the

human intestine ever rcacli the mature stage of hladder-

worms, that a very much large number of persons in that

country do not suffer from echinococcus, Finsen is explicit in

stating that the parasite is hardly met witli among the more

civilised of the Icelandic population, among families occupying
commodious houses and duly practising cleanliness. It is

unquestionably the same circumstances that explain the

prevalence of echinococcus in Australia, where the population
is mostly engaged in cattle rearing, and where the sheep, as

Hudson informs us, suffer from echinococcus to the extent

of at least 4 or 5 per cent. The first cases treated in the

Melbourne Hospital, according to Richardson, were shepherds.

''It docs not require much imagination," he says, "to

follow the course of these embryonic tapeworms eaten by the

shepherd's dog. They are matured in the dog, passed as

tapeworms over the pasturage of other sheep, the ova are

again taken into the stomach and system of the sheep, and

circles of propagation are established." It would be of

ffreat interest to discover what is the state of matters as

regards this disease among other pastoral peoples living, like

those spoken of above, in a half civilised state ;
and at the same

time to obtain more accurate information on the geographical

distribution of the Ttenia echinococcus itself.

II. Trematodes.

§ 97. DiSTOMA H^MATOBIUM. EnDEMIC H.^MATUEIA OF

Egypt and South Africa.

The parasitic trematode whichwas first described byBilharz

and Griesinger^ and named by them Bistuma hxmatohium, has

been found hitherto as an endemic cause of sickness at only

two points of the globe, both on the African continent,

namely, Egypt and the Gape of Good Rope. From the former

1 ' Zeitschr. fur wissenscliaftl. Zoologie,' 1852, iv, e^q ;

' Wieu. raed.Wocliensclir.,'

1856, Nr. 4, 5, and Zeitsclir. dei- Wiener Aerzte,' iS-^S, 447.
* 'Arch.fixr. pliysiol. Ileilkde.,' 1S54, xiii, 561.
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of thcsp WO liavo accomits by tlie two observers alrcarly

named and by Simpson/ Soiisiuo," and Daniascliino' ;
and

ft>r tlie latter territory the occurrence of the parasite is

described by Ilarley/ Fritsch/ and JJiitho/' It is impossible

to decide, for the present, whether the cndemtr h:vmaiuria

of the more central jyarts of Africa is associated with these

parasites, as some travellers' state, oi-, as seems to mc to be

more probable, with Filaria sanguinis.''

In E(/ij2yt the habitat of the parasite is strictly limited to the

coast and to the banks of the Nile within the Delta; and in

those localities it is enormously frequent. Griesinger found

it in 117 out of 363 bodies, but he believed that the minor

degrees of the malady, and particularly the beginnings of it,

had been overlooked b}- him many times. And Sousiuo,

Avlio found it in 13 out of 31 bodies, estimates the number of

casesof distoma at a much higher ratio even than that. At the

Caj'ic its frequency is equally great ; there also it is stricth'

confined to the coast territory and to the banks of a few

streams for a distance of some ten or twenty miles up from

the sea. Its principal seats are the south-eastern districts

of Gajje Colony about Algoa Bay, particularly Uiten-

hage and l^ort Elizabeth ; the neighbourhootl of King
William's town and East London in Caffmrm ; and several

places in Natal, on the banks of the Umlasi, the Ungoni

(from Tort Natal np to Pietermaritzburg), and the Umhloti

(Verulam).

> ' Hiit. Mod. Jonrn.,' 1872, Sept., 320.
* 'lliccrche iiitoruo nlhi liilharzia Ilacmatobia, &o.,' Cairo, 1S74, and 'Areli.

gen. de mod.,' i8;6, Juiu, 652.
3 'Gaz. liebd. de raed.,' 18S2, .^65.

* * Med.-Chir. Transact.,' 1S64, xlvii, ^^, 1S65, xlviii, 161; i860. Hi, ;^79;

1871, liv, 47-
5 'Arch, fiir Anatomie,' 1867, 752.
•5 ' Brit. Army Med. Reports/ 1870, xii, 502.
"

Allen (' ly.uicet,' 1882, .TuW, y. 51) is of opinion (lial :ill tlie rivers of Afrien,

from E<:;jpt to the Cape, contain the parasites.

» See the section on Filaria sang, hominis.
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§ 98. Mode op Access of Distoma Hjicmatobium

TO TiiK Human Body.

Within the hnm.in bod}^, as is well known, the parasite is

fonnd mostly in the blood of the portal system of veins—in

the mesenteric veins—and in the vessels of the urinary blad-
der. From the latter it reaches the mucous membrane of the

bladder, sometimes also the ureters, and even the pelvis of the

kidneys. In these situations it sets up serious local lesions,

leading to blood in the urine (one of the forms of hnematuria

intertrojncalis) , the iormationoi calculus (uratic and phosphatic

deposit around clusters of the parasite's eggs), the endemic

prevalence of which in Egypt is essentially due to Distoma
hsematobium ;

^ sometimes also, accordincr to- Griesina-er.

it causes severe intestinal lesions, and in certain not at all

rare cases (especially in Egypt where the disease is on the

whole more severe than at the Cape") it leads to general
cachexia and the death of the patient.

Opinions are still divided as to the mode in which the

parasite invades the human hotly. The invariable association

of the disease with sea-coasts and the shores of river estuaries,

contrasting with its absence from the adjoining inland

districts where the disease is never seen except in imported
cases, renders it highly probable that the eggs or embryos
of the parasite either come with the water itself or that they

cling to certain aquatic animals (fishes, crustaceans, gastero-

pods or other molluscs) which become the media of con-

veyance ; they would thus be introduced with the drinking
water or by means of plants or vegetables that had been
in the water, or by these parasite-bearing animals

;
or they

would enter by the skin of persons in the water, or

1
Pruucr, in speaking of the urolithiasis coiuinon in Egypt ('

Krankh. des

Orients,' p. 272), had already called attention to the severe lesions of the vesical

mucous membrane (which arc due to distoma), without knowing their connexion

with a parasite, and without adverting to the hcematuria. On the otlier hand,
the statement of Renoult

(' Journ. gen. de nied.,' An. xi, vol. xvii, 366) as to the

endemic occurrence of blood in the urine among the French troops during the

occupation of the country by Napoleon, would seem to refer to this endemic

hacmaturia.
-
According to Batho

(1. c, p. 503) urolithiasis is not found at all frequently

except in Tort Elizabeth, which is the chief seat of the distoma-disease of that region..
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oven Ly tlic iircllira, as lias been allegcil. Against the latter

of tlifse views, iiuiiutaincil by llarley and liis informants,

llicre lias to bo taken iiiln accnmit, lla' striking disparity

in the number of cases which may be noticed among persons
<iL" dilTerent age and sex ;

and if the mode of access by the

digestive organs is on the whole more likely, still the same

variations raise many difficulties in the way of that theory
also.

§ 99. D. II.^MATOBIUM MOSTLY AFFECTS MaLES AND PRINCIPALLY

Boys.

The various races ami natlunal'iiles would ajipcar to be

subject to the disease ceteris farihus somewhat uniformly.

The opinion of Bilharz that it is chiefly the Egyptians (Copts
and Fellahs) who suffer from distoma (the negroes very

rarely and the Europeans never), and the assertion of llubidge

(ill llarley 's pajjer) that the Caffirs enjoy an absolute im-

munity from it, have been controverted by Griesinger who
has often found the parasites in negroes, by Sonsino who

has not unfrequcntly seen them in Europeans, and by Batho

who declares that they arc just as common in Europeans as

in Zulus. It would appear, also, from the numerous cases

at the Cape among coolies from Bombay and Madras, that

Hindus and Malays are not exempt.
On the other hand, there is almost complete agreement

among observers that the parasite occurs very rarely in the

female sex,the recorded instances of it being mostly in children

or young girls. Griesinger has never seen it in women, and

Batho says :

"
Its subjects are invariably of the male sex."

Sonsino is the only observer who has seen a few cases in

women, one of them being a Turkish woman who had lived

a considerable time iu Alexandria.

As regards the fivie of Ifc, it is noteworthy that of 17

cases specially mentioned by Sonsino, 13 were iu children

and 2 in youths. On the same point Batho says: "Tii

Natal the haiinaturia is very prevalent, large numbers of

boys being affected. At the capital, Pictcrmaritzburg, it

would appear as if the majority of the male youth suffer
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from it. It commences to show itself almost invariably
before pul)crty, and never attacks persons of middle or old

ago. The limits of ago during which its existence is possible
are apparently from five years to thirty, I was unable to

hear of a single instance m which it commenced at a later

age." And a similar opinion is expressed by the authorities

for places in Cape Colony (Uitenhage and Port Elizabeth).

§ I GO. D. H.'I]MATOBIUM COMMONEST IN SuMMEK.

AVitli respect to the influence of the season of the year

upon the amount of the sickness, Griesinger says that he
found the parasites in one-half of the bodies that were opened
in the months of Juno, July, and August, but in only one
fourth of those opened from September to January. He
thiidvs that this is not accidental but connected somehow
with the food

;
it is possible, however, that the fact may be

explained by variations in the frequency of the parasites
themselves in the several seasons. Without doubt the

duration and severity of the sickness depends on the intro-

duction of the worm in considerable quantities and over

considerable periods ; and, accordingly, the most certain

means of cure is to remove the infected person away from
the habitat of the parasite.

III. Nematodes.

§ 10 1. ASCARIS LUMBRICOIDES.

In regard to their diffusion over the whole habitable globe
and the frequency of their occurrence, Ascaris lumbricoides,

Oxyuris vermicularis and Trichocephalus dispar are a group
that hold unquestionably the first place among parasitic
worms. The round-worm is a parasite that is indigenous
wherever men congregate. While statistics do not enable
us to give its relative frequency in vai-ious parts of the world
with mathematical accuracy ; yet we may infer from the

statements of authorities in trojyioal and siiLtroincal regions,
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and from tlic laiignngc of astonislimcnt tlint tlioy use in

speaking of its euorraous prevalence, that it is much more

common with them than in higher hititutlcs.

This is the oitiuion held by Pruner,' Havtmarm,- Yauvray,^ and others

for the Nile countries, l>y Harris^ and Conrbdu'' for Ahyssinia, by Bureh-

grevink'" for Madngof^car, by Gronet" for Mayotte, by AUan** for llie

Seychelles, and lor iLo Mouritiits by Dyer,' who says :

" This coniphiint

is nearly nuiversal in the Mauritius . . In tlie black population in such

numbers arc the lumbrios produced, that I have frequently been dis-

gusted by seeing them crawling from the iinns and mouth at the same

time. One black literally brought me liis hat full, which he assured

me he had passed very shortly before." Further, by Daniell'" for

the West Coast of Africa. Chassaniol" for Scnryamhia, Pruner, Robert-

son'- and Guys''' for Syria, Pruner for Arabia, Ward and Grant,'''

Voigt,'^ Waring,'*^ Day,'-' Hnillier,'^ Aubocuf,'-' and others f(n- India,

Waitz,^ Heymann,-' and v. Leent"- for the East Indies, Bernard^

and Beaufils'-' for Cochin China, AVilson^ and Smart-" for China,

Fricdel'-" and 'W'erniclr'' for Japan, Bernoulli'-^' for Central America,

' ' Krankh. des Orients,' 244.
- '

Niiturgcscli.-mcd. Skizzcn iler Nilliiiulor,' Bcrl., 1866.

•* 'Arch, de im'il. ii:iv.,' 1873, Sept., 161.

^ ' Tlic Iii£:hlam]s of ..•Ethiopia,' Lond., 1844, ii, 407.
* '

Ol)scrv. topngr. ct iiiod., &c.,' Par., iSOi, 35.
• 'Norsk Mag. for Laegevidt'iisk,' 1872, viii, 240.
' ' Souveuirs mod. . . . :i Mayotte,' Montp., 1866.

" '
Ediiil). IMoiitlil. Jouvn.,' 1841, Aug., 569.

3 ' Loiul. Med. Gaz.,' i8;,4, March, 866.

>o ' Sketch of tlie Med. Topogr. of the Gulf of Guinea,' Lond., 1S49, S.v
" ' Arch, de nied. nav.,' 1S65, Mai, 511.
'- ' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Jonrn.,' 1843, Ajiril, 247.
" 'Statist, du Paschalik d'AU'p,' jSIarseille, 1S53, 63.
'^ 'Official Paper.s, «S:c.,' Pinang, 1830.
'^ ' Pibl. for Laeger,' 1834, i, 352.
^f"' ' Ind. Annals of Med. Sc.,' 1859, July, 371.
'' 'Madras Quart. Jonrn. of Med. So.,' 1S62, Jan., 37.
IS ' Arch, dc uu'd. nav..' 1S68. Fcvr., 87.
''J 'Contribut. a I'etude . . . dcs malad. dans I'lndc,' Par., 1882, 70.
'" ' On Diseases incident to Cbildrcn in Hot Climates,' Bonn, 1843, 263.
-' ' Wiirzb. phys. nied. Vcrliaudl.,' v, 30.
•'* 'Arch, de mi'd. nav.,' 1867, Sept., 170.
23 'De I'influenoe du elimat de la Cochinehinc,' Montp., 18C7.
" 'Arch, do nied. nav.,' 1882, Avril, 265.
-' 'Med. Notes on Cliina,' bond., 1846, 193.
^^ ' Transact, of tbe Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1S62, i, 219,
^ '

Beitr. zur Kenntniss dcs Klunas nnd der Krankh. Ost-Asieus,' Berk, 1863, ^-i^.

28 ' Deutsche med. Woclienschr.,' 1878.
^ ' ydiweiz. med. Zcitsclir.,' 1S62, iii, 100.
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Levaclier/ Dazillc" ami Rufz^ for the West Indies, RoJscliicd'* and

Bajon for Guiana, and by Jobini^ and Sigaud'^ for Brazil.

From tlio highest h^titllcles also, such as those of New-

foundlaiuV and Greenland^ wo liavo information of the

endemic occurrence of Ascaris lumbricoides. The single

exception to the general rule, so far as I know, is Iceland,
where this parasite, according to Finsen/ is rarely met with.

§ I02. Mode op Access of A. Lumbricoides to the Human
Body.

There is still some difference of opinion as to the mode of

access of Ascaris lumbricoides to the human body. Either

the embryo-containing eggs discharged from the human
intestine may reach the organism in the food or drink, parti-

cularly by means of uncooked field or garden produce, there-

after developing to worms,—an alternative which is opposed,
no doubt, by the fact that all experiments hitherto to infect

men by the introduction of the eggs of ascaris have failed ;^"

or, as Leukart considers more 23i"obable, the transmission

takes place through an intermediate host belonging to one of

the lower classes of animals. "
Considering the frequency

and almost universality of the human round-worm,^' he says,^^
" we may at any rate conjecture that the transmitting agent
or agents of it are veiy generally diifused.''

^^

' ' Guide med. des Antilles,' Par., 1840, 193.
^ ' Observ. sur les maladies des iiegres,' Par., 1792, i, 106.

3 'Arch, de med. nuv.,' 1869, Juiu, 440.
^ ' Med.-chir. Bemcrk. iiber . . Rio Essequebo,' Fraukf., 1796, 290.
* ' Disc, sobre as molestias . . do Rio de Janeiro, &c.,' Rio, 1835.
^ 'Du climat et des malad. du Eresil,' Par., 1844, 425.
' Gras, 'Quelques mots sur Miquelon,' Montp., 1867, 24; and Anderson, in

Dobell's 'Report,' 1870, 365.
^
Lange,

' Bemaerkn. om Groulands sygdomsforhold.,' Kjobenli., 1864, 43.
3 '

Jagttagelser angaaende sygdomsforholdene i Island,' Kjobenb., 1874, 108.

'" Given by Leuckart ('Die menscblicben Parasiten, &c.,' Leipz., 1876, ii, 222).
'1

lb., p. 229.
'* As these lines wore going through the press, I read in a paper by Radu

(' Wien. med. Blatter.,' 1882, No. 45, p. 1386) that he had observed during the

general prevalence of ascaris in Moldavia in the very rainy year 1881, a case
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§ 103. Parasitism op Ascaris probably favodred nv climatic

Heat ani» Moisture.

If it bo not definitely proved tli.it states of soil and ircniJier,

particularly dampness and a hipfli temperature, increase the

frequency of the parasites or the prevalence of the malady,

yet tliat becomes higlily probable when we consider what is

knoAvn of the development of ascaris-eggsJ The preference
of tho parasite for negroes, liidi.iiis and other uncivilised,

peoples, is not an affair of racial or national pcculiayit;/, but

of their manner of lil'e, which is jxn-uliarly favorable to the

introduction of the ascaris progeny under the circumstances

already mentioned.

§ 104. OXYURIS VeRMICULARIS and TrICHOCEPHALUS DlSPAR.

These worms are met with in llio same general diffusion

over the ghjbe and in tho same frequency as Ascaris lumbri-

coides. Many of tho above-mentioned observers in tropical

or subtropical regions adduce evidence of this in their

writings, and there are not less numerous reports establishing

the same fact for higher latitudes. There are, no doubt,

differences in the prevalence of the worms at various points.

Thus Finseu says that in Iceland oxyuris is enormously

frequent, contrasting with the very rare occurrence of

ascaris
; Avhile, contrariwise, Uufz dwells upon the rarity of

oxyuris in Martinique, as compared with the very wide

diffusion of ascaris. Virchow" observes that he used to 11 ud

which went to prove tliat tlic rojiidiluctidii of tlic roiimlwonus In Ihe human

intestine takes jilaco not merely thronj^h e^L,'s rcaehintj it, hut also hy the fnlly-de-

veloped young hrood being liberated alive from the mother's body. From the

patient there was discharged a solid mass of gelatinous and opalescent substance,

about the size of a hen's egg (a so-called round-worm's nest), adhering to the worm.

On examination, it was found that the liead of a young a.scaris projected from

tlie middle of the body of this worm ; and when the young one was jiuUed out a

second followed clinging to it, and llieii a third, and so on to the seventh. \Vith

the last there came away a lube about an iiuh and a half long; the wliole brood

was enclosed in a tliin and almost transparent sheath.

'
Leuckarl, p. 211.

' 'Archiv fiir pathol. Anat.,' 1857, xi, 81.
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tricliocepTialus in the course of j^ost-mortem examination more

commonly at Wiirzburg than at Berlin. According to

Krabbe/ the wliip-worm is very rare in Copenhagen. But
all such data are so isolated, or have been arrived at under

such special circumstances, that they have no value for a

general conclusion as to the number of cases in various

parts of the world.

According to the inquiries of Leuckart/ there can be no
doubt as to the introduction of both these jjarasites by
embryo-containing eggs discharged from the human intestine,

and without the intervention of any transmitting medium.

§ 105. Trichina Spiralis : its Discovery.

The first trustworthy accounts of the trichina-disease in

man reach no farther back than about the year 1830; and

even as late as i860 the observations concerning it related to

muscle-encapsulated trichina) accidentally found in the course

of anatomical examination.

Apart from a somewhat doubtful case of Ticdemann's^ in

which large calcareous concretions were found in the muscles

of a subject, and not reckoning from the muscle-preparations
with calcified trichinre which Peacock"* in 1828 deposited in

the museum of Guy's Hospital, the first case of encapsuled
trichinae is tliat recorded by Hilton,^ who spoke of them as
" oval bodies, transparent in the middle and opaque at their

end, altogether about n'^th of an inch in length." These he

found in a dissected subject in all the muscles of respiration ;

" no organisation," he added,
'' could be discovered with the

aid of a microscope ;" and his explanation of them was that

they were very minute cysticerci. The merit of recognising
the parasitic nature of these objects and of accurately

describing the parasites themselves belongs to Owen** and

Harrison.'^

' Quoted by Leuckart, p. 466.
^ L. c, pp. ,^32, 498.

3 '

Fioriep's Notizcn,' 1821, i, 64.
^
According to Cohbold,

'

Entozoa,' Suppl. i.

5 'Med. Gaz.,' 1833, i'f'i-. P- 605.
* 'Loud, aud Edin. Pliilos. Mag./ 1835, p. 452, and 'Med. Ciaz.,' 1835, April,

p. 125.
7 ' Dubl. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1835, Sept., p. 185.
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Owen's discovery was made iu a piece of muscle beset with encapsulod
triolnn;i', which was brou^'ht to him by Paijet, then a stiulout at St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, where the appearance had several times been

pointed out to him by Wormald, the prosector. Paget's conjcctui'e was

that the objects in question were entozoa. An examination with the

microscope bore out this jj^ucss ; Owen succeeded in making out the

parasite, its position within the capsule, and its characters; and it was

lie that gave it the name of " Trichina spiralis."

Harrison gave a demonstration of the parasite in Augu.st,

1833, in the medical section of the British Association, then in

session at Dublin ; and thereafter followed accounts of it by
Farre,^ of London, Knox/ of Edinburgh, Curling,^ Bischoff*

(Heidelberg), Bowditch and Wyman^ (Boston), Svitzer"

(Copenhagen), Bristowe and Raincy^ (London), and by
Turner,^ of Edinburgh, who stated that he had found the

parasites in from i to 2 per cent, of all the subjects in the

dissecting-room during the five years preceding (1855
—

i860). Meanwhile Leidy^ had proved the occurrence of the

trichina in the pig, and Guret^° had found it iu a cat ;
and

these discoveries gave rise to the feeding experiments
of Herbst,^^ Lcuckart,^^ and Virchow,^^ and finally to the

distinction made by Virchow,^^ and simultaneously by
Zenker,^" between muscle-trichina) and intestinal trichime,

and to a correct uuderstaudintj: of the genetic relation

between the two.

The significance of the parasite as a cause of disease iu

' Lond. Med. Gaz.,' 1835, Dec, 382.
- 'Edinb. Mod. and Surg. Jouiu.,' 1836, July, 89, and 'Loud. Med. Gaz.,'

1843, Sept., 805.
3

lb., 1836, Feb., 768.
•' ' Med. Anualeii,' 1840, vi, 232.
^ 'Bostou Med. aud Surg. Journ.,' 1841-43.
"
'Froriep's Notizen,' 1847, ^'- .i.v '95-

''
' Transact, of the Pathol. Soc.,' 18,^4, v, 277.

* ' Edhib. Med. Journ.,' i860, Sept. 209.
» 'Proceed, of the Acad, of Nut. Sc. of Philadelphia.' 1846, Oct., 107, and

' Annals and Mag. of Xat. Hist.,' 1S47, xix, 358.
'"

Appendix to part i of his ' Lehrbuch der pathol. AnaL. dcr Ilausthierc,'

Ecrl., 1849, 144.
" ' Gott. gelehrt. Auz.,' 1851, Nr. 19; 1S52, Xr. 12.
'* 'Arch, fiir Naturgesch.,' 1S57, ii, 1S8, and 'Couipt. rend.,' 1S59, xli.v, 452.
'^ ' Deutsche KHnik,' 1S59, 430, :!ud '

C-mipt. rend.,' 1859, xlix, 660.
»

lb., i860, li, 13, and 'Arc'-, fur patho'. Anal.,' 1S60, 13d. 18, ^30, 5^5.

^Mb.,561.
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ilic limiian body remained quite obscure until i860. No
doubt tlie connexion between the acute muscular pains felt bj
the patient, and tlie presence of parasites found after death

had been correctly indicated by Wood^ in 1835.

Wood's case was that of a young man, cci. 22, who was admitted in

October, 1S34, into the Bristol Infirmary for " acute rheumatism."

implicating the tniulc and the extremities, and who died a few days after.

The 2Mst-viortem examination showed commencing pneumonia and peri-

carditis, and the presence in the miiscles, especially in the pectoi'al

and deltoid, and in the mnscles of the chest and shoulders generally, of

what proved to he the entozoa that Owen had described. Wood was

unable to make out the nature of these at the time, although he took

the microscope to them
;
but when he heard of Owen's discovery they

became at once clear to him
; and, he adds,

" would it not bo Avell to

ascertain, if possil)le, whether in either or all of the cases alluded to in

Mr. O.'s paper, there was any symptom of rheumatism or inflammation

of any kind in the muscular system ?
"

This idea of Wood's^ however, remained unnoticed. The

trichinae, which were afterwards detected so often, were

regarded as harmless intruders in the human body, and by
some {e.g. Bischoff) as products of spontaneous generation ;

xmtil at length Zenker came forward in the beginning of

1S60 with his pioneering obser^'ation of a severe case of

trichinosis, whereby he proved the connexion between that

disease and the eating of trichinous pork, and thus

constituted himself, along with Leuckart and Virchow, the

founder of the doctrine of trichina-disease.

§ 106. Earlier Cases of Trichinosis. Present Distribu-

tion.

No sooner did the fact become known to the profession than

numerous accounts began to come in from North Germany
of sporadic cases of sickness due to trichinosis as well as

of trichinous epidemics. At the same time evidence more

or less trustworthy was adduced that the disease had occurred

before, although the nature of it had not been recognised.

Whether the cases of sickness observed by Fehr in 1675, in a peasant's

family in Wi'irtemberg, are to be taken for trinhina-disease, as some

' 'Medical Gazeitc,' 1835, ^^^y> V- '9°-

yoi. II. 20
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liavc believed, appears to mo very donlilTiil.' Still less can I accept the

view of Le Roy de Moricourt, acc(n'din<^ to wliicli the disease observed in

France, in 1828-29, and designated with the name of "
acrodynia,"

was trichinosis.'- The instance given by Klopsch^ of a group of trichi-

nosis cnses in 1S42 is to be accepted, inasmuch as in 1S66 living

trichina) could still be detected in the intercostal muscles of one of the

persons originally attacked by the disease. Probably also the epidemic
of 1S49 ^^ Wcgeleben, described by Hosier,^ and taken to be "

English

sweating sickness." was an affair of trichinosis
;
and the same holds for

the cases observed at Schwetz in 1858 and reported upon by Meschede.*

The mysterious sickening of a whole company who had dined together
at a small town in Hesse in 1845, was fortunately explained" (and the

suspicion of having poisoned them removed from their host), l)y the dis-

covery in 1864 of encapsuled trichimi' in the muscles of one of the

members of the company, in an operation upon him by Langenbeck.
In the same way TiingeF succeeded in proving by a post-mortem exami-

nation in T8f)_3 on the body of an individual who had been seized at

Hamburg in 1851 with the same kind of symptoms as several others in

bis company, that the illness had been a small epidemic of trichinosis.

Griepenkerl"* also showed by subsequent anatomical examination that

the disease which pi'cvailed at Blankenburg, in the Harz, in 1S58-60

among a battalion of Brunswick Jiigers, and was set down as "
gastric

rheumatic fever," was no other than ti'ichinosis. The following^ has

been communicated to me by Surgeon-General Dr. Abel, of the German

army: In 18.^1 at Halberstadt, Quedliuburg, and the village of Hars-

leben, situated between those towns, he treated about 150 cases of a

remarkable malady which appeared to him at the time to be veiy

mysterious, although when he afterwards came to know the trichina

disease ho recognised its character. All the cases got well, and ho

considei'cd the disease to bo a peculiar kind of influenza, although ho

was constrained (according to the symptoms) to locate its seat in the

subciitaneous connective tissue and in the fascia;. All the doctors who

practised in Halberstadt, Quedlinburg, and neighboui'hood, assured him,
in answer to his questions, that precisely the same disease had been

known in that locality for several years, that it had been, moreover,
often fatal, and had l)een taken to be a kind of nervous fever. The
town of Wcgeleben was indicated as the place where the disease had

^ 'Misccll. nicil. pliys. acail. nat. cur. Leopold,' 1677, Decas i. Ami. vi,ol)s. 191,

p. 2()<).

^ Soo p. 252, note.

' ' Vircliow's Arcli.,' 1866, Hd. 35, 609.
"

H)., 1865. IW. .13, 414.
*

lb., 1864, 15d. 30, 471.
^ Accord, to Liicke,

'

Viertelj. fixr gcvichtl. Mod.,' JS64, J.'in.,'i02.

' ' Virohow's Arch.,' 1863, Bd. 28, 391.
^ ' Deutsche Klinilc.,' 1864, No. 17. See also Scliolz, ib., No. 40.
®
[Introduced iuto tlie English edition front the author's MS.j
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been seen esj)ecial1y often and in its most fatal form. There liad been no

2iost-mortem, examinations. It can liardly be doubted that all these cases

were cases of trieliina-disease
;
and (he matter is all the more interesting

from the fact that the sickness happened in the very district in which
the first authenticated epidemics of trichinosis afterwards occurred.

The assumption that the outbreak of trichinosis had been caused by the

introduction of Chinese swine is quite untenable for the locality above
referred to. Besides the indigenous breed, the pigs there for a period
of thirty to fifty years have all been importations—in enoi-mous droves
—of the Polish breed.

The publication of Zenker's case was followed by notices

of cases, either sporadic or in groups, by Waldeck^ (Korbach
in Waldeck), Wuudei'lich" (Leipzig), Friedreich^ (Wurzburg),
Sendler* (Magdeburg), Landois^ (Rugen), and others. Then
came accounts of extensive outbreaks of ti'ichinosis as an

epidemic in the following places : Calbe-on-the-Saal'' in 1862,

Plauen^ in 1861-63, Hettstiidt^ in 1863-64, the Saal circle^

in 1864 and followiug years, Quedlinburg^'^ in 1864, Haders-

leben^^ (one of the severest epidemics), Zo^opot,^" Liibeck,^^

Konitz^^ and Chemnitz,^^ Neudorf^® (near Breslau) and

Weimar,^'^
—^all in 1865, Berlin^^ in 1867, Schonebeck in

1868, Erlangen^^ and Heidelberg"^ in 1870, Bovendeu"^ (near

^ ' Jahresb. der Gesellscli. fiir Natur- und Heilkde. in Dresden,' 1861-62,50.
' 'Arch, dei- Heilkde.,' 1861, ii, 269.
3 ' Vircliow's Arch.,' 1862, Bd. 25, 399.
* 'Deutsche Klin.,' 1862, 261.
"

lb., 1863, Nr. 4, 8.

^
Simon,

' Prcuss. med. Vereins-Ztg.,' 1864, Nr. 38, 39.
' Bohler and Kouigsdorffer, 'Die Erkenntuiss der Tricbinenkruukh.,' Plancn,

1864, and Seqnel, ib,, 1865.
**

Rupprecht, 'Die Trichinenkrankli., &c.,' Hettstiidt, 1864.
^ Puder,

' Die Triehinon in Halle und im Saalkreisc,' Halle, 1870.
w Wolff, 'Deutsche Klin.,' 1864, Nr. 16, 18.

11 Kratz, 'Die Triehinenkraukh. in Hadersleben,' Leipz., 1866.

^- Denzler,
' Berl. klin. Wochenschr.,' 1865, 51.

>•> Eschenburg,
' Hannov. Ztg-. fiir pr. Heilkde.,' 1865, 496.

» Wolff.

'' Giinthcr and Flintzer,
' Zeitschr. fiir Med., Chir. und Gtburtsh,' 1S67, 526.

"" Lebert,
' Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1866, 195 ff.

'' Fromuiann, in 'Virchow's Arch.,' 1871, Bd. i,^, 501.
^^ Account in ' Berl. Idin. Wochenschr.,' 1867, 357, and Hoffmann, ib., 547.
19 Maurer, 'Arch, fiir klin. Med.,' 1871, viii, 368.
•0 Friedreich, ib., 1872, i.\, 459.
"' Kraemer,

' Deutsche Klin.,' 1872, 277, 289, and Seebohm,
' Die Trichinen-

Epidemic zu Bovenden,' Dissert., Gott., 1872,
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Gottino-oii) find LoLuii^ (in Saxony) in 1872, Westphalia" in

1877, Hof, Niirnberg, Bamberg, Marktleutcn""' and Crails-

lieini"*— all in 1878, and Barmen^ in 1880.

By far the larger part of all these notices, and nume-
roiTS other accounts of isolated cases of trichinosis, relate to

Northern Germany. 'J'he few instances as yet reported from

South Gonnany are, as we have seen, those from Ilesse in

1845, Heidelberg and neighbourhood in 1866-70, Erlaugen
in 1870, and the Franconian toAvns above mentioned, together
with Crailsheini, in 1878. Doubtless there have been many
cases of trichinosis both in North and South Germany,
which have not come to the knowledge of practitioners or have

been wrongly diagnosed, or liave been passed over without

mention, particularly of i-ceent years when the interest in

the matter has declined and the disease itself has become

decidedly less common. But wo may still safely assume that

trichinosis, particularly in its epidemic form, has occurred

much more rarely in South Germany than in North; and we

may conclude in like mannei*, from the extremely scanty
accounts of the malady that reach us from Austria—sjuall

epidemic at Brliun'' in 1866, sporadic cases at Prague'^ in

1866, and at Vienna^ in 1867
—that trichinosis has been seen

but seldom in that country. From Great Britain—where,
as we have seen, the muscle-trichina) were first discovered

in the dead body and repeatedly described in subsequent

years
—there come notices of only two small epidemics of

trichinosis, the one in iSji in the village of Workington^
(Cumberland), and the t)llui' in 1879 among the boys on

board a training-ship in the Thames.^"

In Bcnmarh trichina) were scon for the first time in the

1
Kittel, 'AlIiT. "Willi, med. Ztg.,' 1871, 2.^4.

-
^liiller,

' Deutsche Zcitschr. fi'iv jiruct. Med.,' 1876, Nr. 14, 15.
^

Eolliiiy:cr, 'Zcitschr. fiir Thienuedicin,' 1879, v, 1.3.

'' Haeberlcin,
'

Wiirttbg. nicd. Corrcspoudenzbl.,' 1879, Xr. 2(1, 27.
^

Strauss,
' Deutsche uied. Wochcuschr.,' 18S0, Nr. 48.

"
Boner,

'

.Vllgcm. Wieii. lucd. Ztg.,' 1S66, Nr. 6.
"

Knoll, 'Pniiror Viertcljahrschr. fiir Ilcilkde.,' 1866, iii, 144.
R

Pcyritsch,
' Wocbeubl. der Gesellscli. der Wiener Aer/te,' 1867, Nr. 34;

Flaniiu,
' Wicn. med. Woclienschr.,' 1867, Nr. 74 fi"., 1868, i;,9, 730.

•'

Dickinson,
'
lirit. Med. .lonrn.,' 1871, April, ^^(\.

'" Power,
'

Report of Med. Ofriccr of the Local (iovernmcnt Boaid,' Suppl. for

the year 1879, 47.
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winter of 1866-67 ^^^ three .subjects in tlie dissecting-room
at Copenhagen, and a case was shortly afterwards diagnosed
in that city during life.^ To the same period belong notices

of sporadic cases in Denmark/ and two years later there was

a case of trichinosis under observation in Fiihnen.^ In

Sioeden, down to 1873, cases of trichinosis had never been

seen in groups, but only quite casually ; although every year
tricliinous swine were met with, and trichina) frequently
found after death in the bodies of persons who had died of

other diseases.'^ The first accounts'* of trichinos in Russia

date from 1866; but there was no considerable prevalence
of the disease until 1873 at St, Petersburg, 1874 at Moscow
and Lodz (Poland), 1878-79 at Piga, and 1879 again at

Moscow^ and St. Petersburg.'^ For Boumania we have

Scheiber's^ statement that encapsuled trichinge had been

found after death in a subject at Bukharest ; he adds, that

trichinosis would appear to be very rare in that country.
In Switzerland, according to the account by Roth,^ trichinas

were first discovered in two cadavers in i860 by Miescher,
and two more cases were found among 19 14 corpses exam-

ined anatomically in that town during the period from 1872
to 1880. A small epidemic of trichinosis occurred in

Switzerland in 1868, at the village of Ravecchia within a

mile of Bellinzona in the Canton Ticino.^^ Concerning' the

occurrence of the malady in France,^^ Italy, Spain, and

Portugal,^" I know of only occasional notices, and these relate

1 Krabbe, 'Tidsskrift for Veleriuar.,' 1867, xv, II. 3.
-
King,

'

Ugeskrift for Laeger,' 1868, v, Nr. 11 ; Dltlevseu, ib., Nr. 12.

^ Peterseu,
'

Hospitalstidende/ 1872, xv, Nr. 5.
* Axel Key,

'

Hygiea,' 1868, xxx, 127, and '

Sandbets-CoUeg. Berafctelse aren

1865
—

1873.' I find no furtber mention of tlie disease in tbe medical reports

after tbis.

^
Maydell,

' Petersb. med. Zeitschr.,' 1866, x, 81 ; Eriidiscii, ib., 161 ; Rudnew,
iu ' Vircbow's Arcb.,' 1866, Bd. 35, Goo.

*> Kuocb, ib., 1876, I3d. 66, 393, and ' Petersb. med, Woebenscbr.,' 1880, Nr, 16,

7 Kernig, ib., 1880, Nr. i.

8 In 'Vircbow's Arcb.,' 1872, Bd. 55, 462.
^ '

Correspondenzbl. fiir Scliweizer Aerzte,' 18S0, x, 129.
1" Zangger,

' Woebenscbr. fur Tbierbcilkde.,' 1S69, xiii, 55, and Jaucb,
' Annali

univ. di med.,' 1869, Oct., 72.
'1 Cruveilbier, 'Anat. patbol.,' Par., 1842, ii, 64; Delpecb,

' Bull, de TAcad. de

med.,' 1 806, xxxi, 659.
^'' Silva Amado,

'

Bayr. iirztl. Intelligenzbl.,' 1868, 506.
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almost exclusively to tlie detection of tlic parusite in the pig

or in the human body after death. For (Spain, the state-

ment is made, a projws of the discovery of trichinio in the

indigenous breed of pigs in Barcelona, that epidemics of

trichinosis had often been observed before in various parts

of the country.^

North America would appear to be subject to particularly

severe visitations of trichinosis, as might have been almost

inferred from the enormously frequent occurrence of the

parasite in the American hog. Not to mention the evidence

of this furnished by the pork imported into Europe from the

United States, we find the fact asserted by American prac-

titioners themselves ; as, for instance, by Sutton," who says

that in the Western States at least 4 per cent, of all the swine

are trichinous. Accounts of the trichina-disease among the

people on a large scale reach us from New York'^ for the

year 1864, from Marion (Iowa),* Chicago^ and Springfield''

1866, New York^ 1868, Philadelphia*^ 1869, a locality in

Western Virginia^ in 1870, Michigan^*^ in 1875, and other

places.

In the medical literature relating to Central and Soutk

Avnerica^^ as well as the West Indies, there is, so far as I

know, not a word said about trichinosis. Also for the

countries of Asia and Africa I have found but very few

references to the disease. One of these is by Woi-tabet,^"

who gives an account of a severe epidemic of trichinosis at

the village of El Khiam in the highlands of Syria, not far

from the sources of the Jordan, which had been caused by
1 Quoted by Bollinger in Virchow-Hirsch's '

Jsiliresber.,' 1879, i, 625.
^ 'Transact, of the Indiana State Med. See.,' 1875.
3 Jackson, 'Auier. Journ. of IMed. Sc.,' 1867, .Ian., 101.

•>

llistine,
' Med. News,' J 866, 11 1.

5 Smith, 'Chicago Med. .Journ.,' 1866, 161.

''

Report in
'

Lancet,' 1867, April, 501.
7 Buck, 'New York Med. Record,' i86y, March 7.

8 Stockton Hough, 'Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1869, April, 5O5; 1S70, Jan.,

282.
'' Wiesel, 'Transact, of the West Virginia State Med. Soc.,' 1871, 6.^

"' '

Report of the State Board of Hcaltli of the State of Michigan, 1876.'

"
Tiingel (in

' Virchow's Archiv,' 1863, x.wii, 421) mentions a case of trichi-

nosis on hoard a Ilanihnrg vessel, which h;id been caused hy eating of the llesh

of a pig shipped at ^'alparaiso.
" 'Lancet,' 188 1, March, 454, and ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1881, I5d. 83, 553.
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eating the flesh of a wikl boar ; iu this case the diagnosis
was confirmed by Virchow^ from specimens of the muscles

sent to him. As regards the occurrence of trichinosis in

India, I find only a brief statement that cases of it had been

seen in Calcutta. In Ghina, according to an unautheuticated

account^ those of the inhabitants who do not live in cleanliness

suffer from trichinosis ;

" but there is no corroboration of this

fact on the part of medical observers. In Algiers, encap-
suled trichina were found in a dead body in 1867/ but there

is no further information about the malady there ; and all

reference to it is likewise completely wanting for every other

part of the continent of Africa.

§ 107. LlPE-HlSTORY 01' THE TeICHINA PaRASITE. ANOMA-
LOUS Distribution oe Trichinosis.

Our acquaintance with trichinosis extends, as we have

seen, no farther back than the year 1830. It is only within

the last twenty or thirty years that we have obtained a more

intimate knowledge of it ; although that applies to only a com-

paratively small part of the globe. It is all the more necessary
to be cautious iu drawing conckisions about the origin and

geographical distribution of the disease, or about the native

habitat of the parasite and its mode of diffusion over the

globe, inasmuch as even at the present day, despite the

utmost precision of research, the question as to the proper
and original host of the i^arasite has not been solved with

absolute certainty. There are two animals which enter into

competition for this privilege, the pig and the rat
;
these are

by far the most frequent carriers of the parasite, and it is

arovmd them that speculation as to the origin of the disease

circles.

If we bear in mind that the first authentic cases of trichi-

nosis in man were observed about the year 1830, and that

*
lb., 554-

2
'Lancet,' 1864, Dec , 24.

3 Beikhan, iu
' Virchow's Arch.,' i866, Bel. 35, 9.

*
Gaillard,

' Bull, de la soc. de med. d'Alger., 1867, vi; also ' Gaz. liebd. do

med.,' 1867, 654.
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this iiuiclcnt cuinciJed Avitli, or followed close upon, tlio

i!ii])(.)i'(a(ii)ii of the tunall (Jliiiicsi' hrccd of siviiir iuto England
and slioil ly alter into North Germany—if wo bear this in mind,
adiiiii t

iiii^-
at the same time that the trichina-disease of mau is

caused solely by eating of the flesh of trichinous pigs, wo
shall see mncli that is probaI)lc in the opinion held by

Cerlach,' liiipprechr and others, that the parasite was

imported with these animals into Europe, and perhaps into

the United States also. In support of this theory, Berkhan

calls special attention to the fact that some twenty years

ago, or al)ouL the time when trichina) became known in

North Germany, Chinese swine were introduced for breeding

purposes into an estate called Schlaustedt, and into Ilornburg
on the lU-unswick frontier. This theory sets out by assuming
what we have no proof of, that the parasite occurs in China

at all.

From another side, on the assumption, namely, that the

rat is the proper carrier of the trichina, the pig being subse-

quently infected from it, it has been conjectured that the

appearance of the disease in Europe has to be connected Avith

the iiivasioii of tJie brown rat (Mus decumanus) from Asia,

But, not to mention that the "
rat theory," as pointed out

by Zenkei'/ rests upon error in any case, it has to be

admitted that the brown rat was mot with as early as the

middle of the last century, whereas cases of trichinosis

did not occur until long after. It is a remarkable fact in

the history of the trichina-disease, and one that has not

been explained hitherto, that no part of the world, excepting

perhaps Russia and the United States, has been so severely
visited as North Germany. No doubt the accounts from

other countries are too defective to enable us to conclude

with certainty ; but this much holds good, that North

Germany has suffered from trichinosis much more tlian South

Germany, and that the Scandinavian countries, which can

be shown to have no lack of trichinous swine, have been

but slightly affected by the trichina-disease. It is obvious

that the reason of these variations in the amount of the

disease is not to be sought for in an}' ditfereuces in the ways
' 'Die Tricliiucn,' Ilamiov, 1866, p. 74.

3 l_ ^. ^ p_ g}j_

'" 'Arch, tiir kliii. Mcil.,' icSp, viii, p. .iyj.
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of living among tlie nationalities in question, Whctlier tliis

and other puzzling problems in the history o£ trichinosis will

ever find a complete solution is doubtful, inasmuch as it is

hardly possible to answer the cardinal question whether the

first occurrence of the disease in Europe and North America
does in fact belong to quite recent times. Meanwhile it Avould

be a valued service to scientific research to make out the

extent to which trichinosis, both of men and animals, is met

with in other countries besides Europe and the United

States of America.

Anchylostoma duodenale and the Ansemia associated with it.

§ 1 08. Symptoms op the Cachexie aqueuse oji' West Indian

- Negroes.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century the attention

of French and English observers was drawn to a very
destructive form of disease prevalent among the negroes of

the West Indies and Guiana. One set of symptoms pointed
to disorder of the intestinal canal,

—
oppression or pain in the

I'egion of the stomachy want of appetite alternating with

ravenous hunger, pica (or depraved taste for things inedible

and particularly for earthy substances), obstinate consti-

pation, and at a subsequent stage diarrhoea. Another scries of

symptoms arose out of the extreme anemia, namely, palpita-

tion, dyspnoea after slight bodily exertion, small, soft, and

irregular pulse quickening upon active movement, coldness of

the skin and pallor (appearing in the negro as brownish or

greenish discoloration), paleness of the mucous membranes,

progressive weakness culminating in complete exhaustion,

diminution of the secretions, wasting and dropsy. Either

set of symptoms was characteristic, death in many of the

cases having been ushered in by colliquative phenomena,

hgemorrhages, and dropsical effusions into the meninges or

into the lungs. The same malady was afterwards met with,

as we shall see in the sequel, at other parts of the globe
—in

Brazil, Egypt, the West Coast of Africa, and elsewhere—
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iiud uot only ainoug negroes, but among people of every race

iuid nationality. According U) the prominence of the

several symj)tom.s, it has been variously named as follows :

mal d'estoniac, mal de cceur, dirt-eating, hypoluemia or

aniemia iutertropicalis, oppiUu/ao or concac/o (P>ra/ilian),

cachexia Africana, cacliexie acjueuse (i'^rench).

§ 109. GEOGIlArHlCAL DISTRIBUTION OF CaCHEXIE AQUEUSE.

The earliest accounts of this disease are to be found in

the narrative of travels by Fere Labat^ of Guadeloupe, and in

the history of the British colonies in the West Indies by Bryon
Edwards

;

' the latter was many years a ]ilanter in Jamaica,
and attributed most of the deaths amonu- the neyfrocs to two

diseases,
—trismus nascentium and " mal d'estomac." Then

follow numerous scientific reports^ by English, French and

Danish practitioners of the last and present centuries who
had had opportunities of observing the malady on several of

the ]Vest Indian Islands,'^ as well as by practitioners in

French, English and Dutch Guiana} Of somewhat later

date are the notices relating to this form of malignant
anasmia from Brazil,^ where it is prevalent over the whole of

the country excepting the most southern or sub-tropical

provinces
—

c(|ually on the coast and iu the valleys and

elevated regions of the interior. Further, we have accounts

of the occurrence of the disease iu other parts of the

Western liemisphcre
—in the valleys of the upper basin of

the Marafion iu Northern Feru^ among the natives of

' 'Noviv. voyiige :iux isles dc rAuRTicjui',' Par., 1742, ii, 1 1.

' ' Hist, of the Brit. Colon, in the West Indies,' Lond., 1 793 (quoted by Iinray).
• An :ilpli!il)etical list of tlio authorities is given at the end of the section.

*
llniiLer, Mason^ Telford, Gregory and Ferguson for Jamaica; Desportes anil

Chevalier for Domingo; de Cordoba for Porto Uico ; Dons for St. Thomas; Grail

for St. Martin ; Moreau de Jonnes and Duchassaing for Guadelonjic; Savarcsy,

Novcrre, Carpentin and Kufz for Martinique; Imray for Dominica; Levacher

for Sta. Lucia; Cliishohn for (Jrenada; McCabe for Trinidad.

''

liajon and Segon<l i'oi' CMyennc ; llodschied and Hancock for Brit. Guiana ;

Cragin, Hille, Lundru, v. Lcent (1. c, 1880) for Surinam.
" Jobim, Sigaud, liendu and St. llilaire, W'ucherer, do llocha, Vauvray, de

Mourn, Souza-Vaz.
' Castclnau.
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Sarayacu on tlie pampas of tho Sacramento in Eastern

Bolivia,^ and, if only to a slight extent, among the negroes
in some parts of the Southern States of the American

Union." In the Old World we meet with one of tho more

considerable centres of " cachexie aqneuse
" on the Wetit

Coast of Africa, where it is confined to Senegambia^ and the

Guinea Coast/ so far as our present information enables us

to judge. It is altogether doubtful whether the malady
occurs in AlgiersJ' On the other hand it is very widely

spread in Egypt,^ whence we obtain those invaluable accounts

of cachexia Africana by Griesinger, which first throw light
on the nature of the disease. From tho East Goastof iifrica,

also, there are notices of it relating to the Island of 31aijotte^

(Comoro Group) and to the Zanzibar Goast.^ In Asiatic

territory, this specific form of ana3mia would appear to be

very rare ; at all events I have found in the whole of the

extensive medico-topographical literature of India and the

East Indies only a single notice which possibly relates to it,

namely, one by Day for Cochin.^

1 Gait.
- Chabert and Dimcau for Louisiana; Lycll for Alabama and Georgia. Tlie

accounts cited by Heusinger ('Die sogeuainitc Geopb;igie, &c.,' Cassel, 1852) of

Geddings for South Carolina, as well as the stateincuts of Little ('
Amer. Journ.

of Med. So./ 1845, Juljj P- 70) and Letherman (in Coolidge's 'Report on the

U. S. Army, &c.,' Washington, 1856, p. ^33), both from Florida, relate undoubtedly
to the malarial cachexia.

3
Moulin, Thaly, Borius.

* Clarke ; also Stormont, who elsewhere confuses the disease with malarial

cachexia.
° The account by Catteloup ('Mem. de med. niilit.,' 1852, viii, i), tu whicli

Heusinger makes reference, relates to malarial cachexia, Langg, who speaks
also of the prevalence of cachexia Africana among the French troops in Algiers

(' Bibl. for Laeger,' 1847, ^^ct., p. 290), says:
—"

Sunipfebrene ere derfor endnu

stadigt Armeens Svobe, isaer da det Mandskab, som overstaaer dem, efter flere

llecidiver naesten aden Undtagelse angribes at den afrikanske Kacbexie."
^
Sonnini, Savaresy, Hamont et Fischer, Koser, Pruner, Clot-Bey, Griesingcr,

Isambert.
^
Monestier, Grenet.

^ Lostalot-Bachoue.
^ The notices which Heusinger quotes from Bontius (' Medicina ludorum,'

cap. xi) for Java, and from Twining (' Clin. Illustr. of the Diseases of Bengal,'
2nd cd., Calcutta, 1835, i, 399), refer undoubtedly to malarial cachexia. When
this sheet was in the press, I found a notice by McConnell (' Lancet,' 1882, July,

p. 96), according to which he had seen since 1879 twenty cases of ancbylostoma
in persons v/ho had died of severe malarial disease, dysentery, pneumonia and
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The authorities for the couutries of Xcarcr and Central

Asia (Syria, Arabia, Persia, &c.), as well as for China and

Japan are ([iiite silent about it. lii the l'Aif<t Indies, how-

ever, it is met Avith
; being somewhat frequent, as Van Leent^

states, among the convicts working in the mines in Borneo.^

In Europe, the disease on a considerable scale has been

observed hitherto in only one countr}^ namely, Italy. The
first information about it from that country is in the account

by Volpato, who met witli it in several riwal communes of

the district of Treviso {Venctia), especially in children
;

he tiescribed it under the name of ''

allotriofagia'^
= '' man-

giare sostanze non alimentari,'^ knowing nothing at the time,
of the writings of previous observers." Thereafter came
accounts of isolated cases at Ponte BuG^o-ianese*' and Florence"

(Tuscany), at Turin^ {Fiedmont), and at Cesena^ (Province of

Forli in the JEmilia). But it is in Lovihardy that the

disease is most widely spread, and indeed truly endemic,

particularly in the provinces of Milan and Pavia f and to

that focus of the sickness there belongs the very severe

and often described''^ outbreak of the disease among the

labourers employed in making the St. Gothard tunnel,

an outbreak Avhich did not spare the workmen even on the

northern or Swiss side of the mountain.^''

It is probable that the area of the malady extends farther

than we at present know, as Perroncito, (Jrassi and Parona,

the like. lu only eijrlit of these was there ancemia; :\nd the author wouhl assign

the cause of that condition, not to tlie parasitic trouhle, but to the diseases above

mentioned, lie had never seen blood in the stools in these cases.

' L. c, 1SO7.
^
Hugnion ('IJeviie med. do la Suisse roniande,' 1881, Mai, p. 274) mentions a

case of the disease oljscrvcd in 1879 by Koth of JJasel in a man who served a

long time as a soldier in .Java and Borneo, and had returned, to Europe invalided

in 187S.
* lle.-chl i;ives an aeeount of a ease of the same kind, oliseivid at \ ienna, in a

miner who had bct'U born ami had livrd in Lower Austria; the disease had been

contracted, as llcsehl thinks, during a somewhat prolonged stay at Udine,

which is also in Venetian territory.
•• Morclli. * 8onsino.
*

liozzolo,
' Giorn. internat.,' 1. c.

' Cuntu.
" Grassi e Parona, Ciuiselli. Perroncito (' llevue med.,' I.e.) also gives an

account of a case which he saw at Mantua.
'•* Concato, Perroncito, Bozzolo e Pagliani, Parona, Pistoni.

'"
Souderegger, I'iiumler, Sehonbilchler, Imnieruiauu (in IJujuioii, I.e., 274).
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Bozzolo and others ai'o inclined to think. Perroneito^ has

learned from Messieurs Shillinger and Thot that the same
disease has been seen among- the miners in Kremnitz and

Schemnitz (Hwu/anj) ; and the evidence that he adduces of

its occurrence among the minors at St. Etienue in France

(Dept. Loire), has recently been confirmed in a paper by
Trossat and Eraud." It would thus appear that there is

good foundation for Perroncito's opinion, based on the

observations made hitherto, that many cases of the so-called

'^miners' disease'^ fall to be included under this form of

anaemia, and that the further experiments and 'post-mortem
observations which have been instituted specially with a view

to the etiological questions referred to below, may be

expected to result in a considerable extension of the area of

distribution, and in the annexation of a good many of the

cases now classed as '^idiopathic anemia."

§ no. The Cachexia proved to be associated with Anchy-
LOSTOMA DUODENALE.

As to the cause of the malady, the views obtaining down
to the latest date have been very obscure ; and the obscurity
has been all the greater that the disease has been confused

with other forms of sickness characterised by the phenomena
of general cachexia, more particularly with the malarial

cachexia.

This error occurs, as we have seen, in many of tlic older authors,

particularly in Heusinger, who has actually named the disease
" malarial chlorosis." More recent observers also, such as Dnchassaing,
and even some among them, such as Marchand, who are not un-

acquainted with the true cause of the malady, confound it with malarial

cachexia. The most decisive fact is that the morbid conditions

of the abdominal viscera (liver and spleen) which are peculiar to

the malarial cachexia, have never been found, the accounts given
even by the earlier observers (Dons, Rendu, Segond, Mason, Pruner
and others) bearing witness to this. Another pertinent fact is that the

disease has been met with especially often in the negro, who, it is well

known, enjoys a decided immunity from malaria.

' ' Ceutralbl. fiir die med. Wissenscli.,' 1. c.

^
'Lyon med.,' 1882, Xr. 25, 217 ff.
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At first it was believed that tlic occurrence of tlie disease

ammig negroes could be explained by tlioii- practice (aris-

ing cither out of bad habit or of a suicidal purjiosc) of

eating dirt or otluM- indigestible substances.^ Others laid

the stress upon malarial inilucnccs, and still others upon in-

suflicicnt or bad food, chills, bad sanitation, depressed states

of feeling (home-sickness), and the like. Griesiuger was

the first to throw light upon the nature of the '' cachexia

Africana,'^ wlicn he showed from his observations in Kgypt
in Ihe case of fellahs and soldiers, that we had here to do

with a 'parasitic inaladi/,
—with the presence of Anclnjlostoma

duodenale in the intestinal canal of the patient, and witli the

effects resulting therefrom.

The parasite, as is known, was first described by Dnl>ini- of Milan In

1843, Jiaving been found by him i^oi^t-mnrti-ni in a considerable number
of bodies. Pruner' afterwards mentioned that he bad found it in

patients in Egyj-it ; and althougli he adds that "among adults, it is

particularly tbe (Cachectic, dropsical, and scrofulous who sutFer fi-om

Anchylostoma du(jdenale," lie did not arrive at a correct view of the

relation between tbe parasites and the " cachexie aqueuse
" which he

had himself described (1. c, p. 324). Bilharz' discovered the parasite
in Egypt anew; and it was in conjunction with Bilbarz that Griesinger

developed his doctrine of the parasitic nature of cachexia Africana.

This discovery of Griesinger's was afterwards corroborated

by Wucherer, Vauvray, Souza-Vaz, and others with respect
to the Brazilian disease previously known under the name of
"
hypohtemia intertropicalis,'' or ''

oppilacao." Vauvray
remarks that, since attention had been called to the

circumstance by Wucherer, the worm had been found in

every case of cachexie aqueuse in Brazil which ended fatally.

Further confirmation of the fact was supplied by the

inquiries of Camuset and Kerangal-Riou in Cayenne, the

latter remarking that althouo-h he leaves it undecided

whether the negro disease known as " mal do cccur "
is

' Tills is a tiMii>]M)siti()n of cd'cct luiil ciuisc. Pica is known ti> occm" often in

clilorotic women; and, moreover, it is not an invariable sijjn of tlic disease wiiieli

we are considering;. It has been noted also by Marchaiul as a symptom of dis-

ease anionj^ the French convicts in Cayenne; luul V'olpato, as we have seen, has

observed it in Treviso.
^ ' Annali univ. di med.,' 1843, April 5.
'> ' L. v., 244.
* 'Zeitschr. I'iir wissenschaftl. Zoologie,' 1852, iv, 55.
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exactly covered by tbe parasitic malady, yet lie could give

his assui'ance that lie had not missed finding the parasite in

the intestine in a single case which had ended fatally with

the symptoms of that kind o£ anajmia, whether the patient

were a negro or of another race. The same opinion has

been expressed by Monestier and Grenet for Mnjotte, by
Borins for Seuegambia, by Cantu for Cesena, by the whole

of the Italian and Swiss physicians who have observed the

disease among the workmen at the St. Gothard tunnel, as

well as by Perroncito^ and by Trossat and Eraud for the

miners of St. Etiennc. Indeed the most recent observations

go to show that the diagnosis does not rest merely upon

finding the worm 'post-mortem, but may be also based upon
the detection of its eggs in the patient's evacuations.

The parasite liaugs on to the intestinal mucous membrane of its host

and sucks its nourishment from the hlood. Enormous numbers of

them, increasing up to several hundi'eds, take up their abode in the

intestine ; hence the explanation of the symptoms of irritation in the

digestive organs as well as the symptoms of ever-increasing anaemia.

§111. Circumstances favorable to the Introduction op the

Paeasite.

The diffusion of the disease, therefore, is dependent solely

on the existence of the parasite and on its introduction

into the human organism. According to Lenckart's^

showing for Dochmius trigonocephalus of the dog, and

Perroncito's for the Anchylostoma duodenale of man, the

mature eggs of the worm, on their discharge from the

patient's intestine, undergo their first development in wet

soil, being especially favoured by high temperature ;
and

thus the parasite comes in its larval stage, and doubtless by
the medium of the drinking-water, into the human intestine,

where it completes its development. We thus explain
without difficulty how important for the occurrence of

cachexie aqueuse are certain states of soil, and certain

^ In the subjects which he examined, Perroncito found, besides Anchylostoma
duodenale, also Anguillula stercoralis and A. intcstinalis. See the next section.

2 L. c„ ii, 433.
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modes of lijr, which li:ive oftoii in fi inner times had rin

erroneous part in the causation assigned to them. Inas-

much as the devehipment of the larva from the egg depends

essentially upon dampness of the soil, the prevalence of the

disease on niar.-^hij ground Lccomes intelligible ; although
the malady has not on that account anything to do with

the malaria which exists or may devcloj) in or upon the

ground.
Another fact explained by the natural history of the para-

site is that the anchylostoma disease is much commoner in

the country than in toions where the drinking-water Avould

be drawn chiefly from deep Avells or largo conduits. This

applies especially to those dwellers in the country who are

occupied in (jardeninrj or farming, as well as to navvies,

miners, and the like, who are oftenest exposed to infection

on account of taking thcii" drinking-water tVoin shallow

pools ;ni(1 wntcr-courses. Many examples of this ai'e

furnished by Wuchorer for Brazil, by Bozzolo for Turin, by
the Italian and Swiss practitioners from cases occurring

among the workmen employed at the St. Gothard tunnel,

and by Berroncito ;ind Trossat for St. Etienne.

Bozzolo points out, with reference to the endemic prevalence of tbo

parasite among the workmen at the hi-ickworlcs in the neighbourhood
of Turin, that those men live with tbeir/amilies close to the brick woi-ks;

that they get their water supply from springs that collect and form

puddles in the loose soil ; and further, that they go straight to their

meals from digging out the clay or from kneading the bricks, and are

accordingly exposed to the risk of introducing the larviu of the parasite
into their mouths by their unwashed hands. ^

The less careful a person is in the matter of cleanliness

in general, the more is he exposed to the risk of introducing
the jDarasite ;

and it is this that explains the fact of the

anchylostoma disease being rare among the classes in better

circumstances, and confined mostly io the jiroletariat and the

worlcing class; accordingly, where the population is a

'
I iiKiy direct :ittoiiti<ni liorc to :i iiotic(! liy Riilile

(' Deutsclie nied. Woclieii-

schr.,' iS;S, No. 46, p. 571) ol' a Conn of "
iiemicious aiULMiiiii

"
wliicli lie observed

in tlic iieii^hbourhood of Uoiin uiuoiig persons occupied in brick-making, and to

wliicli be accordingly gave tlic uanio of "
brickcr'.s anajinia." In one of tbo

cases with a fatal issue, tbc anatouiical examination .sbowed iiotbing remarkable.

The (piestion arises wlictber tlie intestine bad been scarclicd carefully enough.
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•

mixture of nationalities, it prevails especially among tliose

races and nationalities which consist mainly of the latter

class. On the other hand we may gather from the facts

stated in the foregoing sketch of the disease that circum-

stances of race and nationaUty do not of themselves occasion

either a predisposition to the disease or immunity against it.

A question leading to an interesting train of speculation

has been raised by Sonderegger, whether, namely, the

occurrence of anchylostoma among the workmen on the

Swiss side of the St. Gothard tunnel may not be attributed

possibly to transmission of the parasite by Italian workmen

who had acquired the malady at home. He supposes that

the eggs of anchylostoma which are present in the dejecta

of Italians sufforinsf from the disease would reach the mud
of the water-channels in the tunnel, and that the Swiss

workmen and engineers would acquire the infection through
their hands and faces getting bespattered with the contents

of these channels, and perhaps also through the food getting

polluted. The possibility of such a sequence of events

cannot well be contested ;
and we may be permitted to

conjecture that the disease can show itself, and attain to

general diffusion, in localities where the parasite is not indi-

genous, but in which it finds the conditions required for its

development. All that has been leai'ned hitherto of the

history of the anchylostoma disease, does not enable us,

unfortunately, to decide whether a diffusion of the disease

Jias already taken place anywhere after that fashion.
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Anguillida stercoralis and the Endemic Diarrhoea of Cochin

t China.

§ 112. Question op the Eelation between the Diarrhcea

AND the Parasite.

Various opinions, it is well known, are held by observers

as to tlie etiology of the pernicious chronic intestinal catarrh

that occurs in many parts of the tropics. In so far as the

question concerns the diarrhoea of Cochin China, of specially
evil repute, Normand^ thinks that he has solved it by the

detection in the patient's intestine of a parasite belonging to

the class of the Anguillulas, to which he has given the name
of Ancjuillula stercoralis. As physician to the naval hos-

pital St. Man drier at Toulon, he has had many opportunities
of observing patients who had acquired that form of diar-

rhoea in Cochin China and had been invalided home
;
and he

is convinced that this parasite is present in almost every case,

and often in enormous numbers.

^

'Compt. reud.,' 1876, vol. 83, 316, nnd 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1877, Janv., 35,

Fevr., 102.
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Bavay.' who lias given an account of tin* natural history of

AiKjitillula nfcrcordlis, found aloug with it in the patient's intestine, but

in smaller quantity, a large and a small variety of another worm whieh

lie designates Anyuillula intestinal in to distinguish them from the

other.

According to Normand, the parasite discovered by liiin

cccui'S only in the Cocliin China diarrlioea, being invariably
absent in other cases of acute or chronic intestinal catarrh

;

and this statement Laveran' has been able to confirm in

every respect tlirough his investigation of patients returned

from Cochin China. Dounon" also has found tlie parasite

under tlie same circumstances, associated with still otlier

intestinal worms (Strongylus, Oxyuris, &c.) ; and^ in his

vieWj there are no fewer than six parasites concerned in pro-

ducing the Cochin China diarrhoea.

There can bo no doubt, after what has been said and

remains to be said, of the existence of the entozoon

under consideration and of its peculiar characters ; but it

remains an open question whether the worm is indeed to be

considered the true cause of the disease, and not rather a

more or less accidental epiphenomenon. The latter view is

the one adopted by Liberman,* who declares the anguillula
to be not the cause, but the consequence of the intestinal

malady, inasmuch as the parasite would find a good feeding

ground in the catarrhal secretions of the intestine. Chas-

tang,^ who gives a full account of some twenty-two cases of

chronic diarrhoea observed by him in Saigon (Cochin China),
concludes from his observations that the parasite is found

only in exceptional cases even in the native habitat of the

disease. Ilis words are :

"Pour ma ]iart (et beaucoup des medecius de Cochin-

chine avaient la menie o])iniun (pie nu)i) je ne crijis pas
encore h I'origine parasitaire do la diarrheo parco qu'on ne

trouve presque jamais (pour no pas dire jamais) I'Anguillule

dans la periode d'invasion de la maladie en Cochinchine ; et

'

lb., 1877, .lanv., ](>, Jiiill., 64.
- 'Gaz. liebd. de med.,' 1877, Nr. 42, 116.

3 'Traitciiiont dc la dlarrliuo de C'ocliinclihic ct de scs afftelious parasitaires,'

Toulon, 1877.
» 'Gaz. dcs li6pit.,' 1S77, p. 237.
* 'Avcli. de uied. iiav.,' 1878, Juill., p. J9.
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je croix, ou je serais peut-etro mieux porto il penser, que cc

parasite n'cst qu\ine coiucidence ou uu resultat des desordres

organiques des tuniques iutestiuales, parce que c'est a la

periode d'etat ou d'aggravation que nous I'avons trouvee

quelquefois ;\ Saigon, et qu'on I'a observee si frequemment
a Phopital Saint-Mandrier."

Beaufils^ also is unable to decide from his experience at

Vinli-Loug (Cochin China) whether the parasite is the cause

or an accidental concomitant of the disease. Mahe~ found the

anguillula in only a few of the patients admitted into the

hospital at Brest with Cochin China diarrhoea
;
and Chauviu/

who succeeded Normaud in the naval hospital at Toulon,
found it only twice in eight cases, while he met with it also

in two patients with chronic diarrhoea who had been
invalided home from Martinique, A particular interest

attaches to the case given by Eyssantier,* of a navy surgeon
who was admitted into hospital at Toulon suffering from the

diarrhoea of Cochin China ; neither Normaud nor Bavay had
been able to find the parasite in the stools, and it was not

until the patient had been three years in France and was

convalescent, that the anguillula began to appear in the stools

in considerable numbers. Lastly, it is worthy of note that

Perroncito^ has lately found the xlnguUluIa stercoralis and
intestinalis in several Italian workmen suffering from anchy-
lostoma, who had been employed in making the St. Gothard
tunnel.

The importance of Normand's discovery would, therefore,

appear to be a good deal open to question. A safe con-

clusion upon it is not to be looked for until further observa-

tions have been made, not only in Cochin China, but also in

other tropical countries subject to chronic intestinal catarrh.

'
lb., 1882, Avril, p. 264.

2
lb., 1879, Mai, p. 347.

3
lb., 1878, Fevr., p. 154.

4 '

L'bopital maritime de Saiut-Mandrier (pres de Toulon) pendant I'annee

1878,' Pai-is, 1880, p. 29. Tbe author gives a second case of Anguillula stercoralis

in a patient who had returned from Martinique with chronic diarrhcea.
'"

'Compt. rend.,' 1880, and '
II Morgagni,' 1880, 11. cc.
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Filaria sanguinis hominis.

§ 113. Importance op Lewis's Discovery.

One of the most interesting discoveries of recent parasit-

ology^ . wliieli may be set beside tlic pioneering work of

Griesinger on tlic distoma disease (or the endemic ha^maturia

of Egypt and the Capo due to that parasite), is the detection

of a species of filaria in the vascular system of man. This

filaria was first discovered in Brazil by Wuchcrer, in the urine

of ha3maturia ; it was afterwards detected by Timothy Lewis,

in India, in the blood of patients suffering from haimaturia,

and was named by him Filaria sanguinis hominis. A long
series of investigations have yielded facts of a remarkable kind

as to the nature or life-history of the parasite, and as to its rela-

tions to other forms of disease, all of them pointing to affec-

tion of the lymphatic system. In view of these discoveries

one cannot forbear conjecturing that many other diseases of

the tropics, which have hitherto remained obscure in their

origin, may find their explanati(m in the detection of this sanio

filaria. The interest attaching to this discovery, therefore,

would warrant us in going more minutely into the history of

it than the scope of the work demands.

§ 1 14. History op the Researches on Endemic Hematuria

AND ClIYLUlilA.

The first accounts of endemic lnvimdiirla (ciid chijluria date

from 1812, in which year Chapotin published a paper on the

occurrence of the disease in the Mauritius.^ His information

was afterwards confirmed by Salesse and Rayer, and amp-
lified by accounts of the same endemic malady in Reunion

by Quevenne and Mazae-Azema. About the same time the

' A list of Uie ;iuthors quoted is given in alpliabeticul order at the cud of the

section.
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attention of practitioners was drawn to the disease in Bi'azil,

where it had kjng been known to exist ;
and an ani-

mated discussion took pkice at the Medical Society of Rio

on August 15th, 1835, which was, however, pervaded by
obscure views as to the nature of the malady.^ Even in the

subsequent notices of h^ematuria and chyluria in Brazil by
Sigaud, Juvenot, and Plagge, we find no progress towards

an understanding of the disease ; and it was not until 1 866

that Wuchcrer furnished an explanation of the nature of this

peculiar affection by proving that a parasite occurred in the

bloody urine of the patients. Stimulated by Griesinger's

discovery of the Distoma hasmatobium in the h^ematuria

of Egypt, he searched for the ova of that parasite in the

urine of patients suffering from hematuria at Bahia.

He failed to find them ; but in their place he found an

extremely delicate thread-like worm, belonging to the group
of Nematodes. A.t first he attached no material importance
to this discovery ; but subsequent observations taught him
that the parasite was an invariable factor in the disease, and

two years later (1868) he made his discovery public. It

found support at once in the clinical history published by
Crevaux of a Creole patient in Guadeloupe, who was subject
to chyluria.

Meanwhile Lewis, before he could possibly know anything
of the discovery of Wucherer, had found, at Calcutta in 1 868,

in the urine of a patient suffering from chyluria
" the embryo

of a nematoid worm, which may give a clue to one cause of

this curious malady."^ Two years later he detected the same
larval worm in the blood of a patient with chronic diarrhoea,^

and after another interval of two years he found it both in

the blood and in the lymphatic fluids of persons suffering
from elephantiasis of the legs or scrotum, as well as in the

blood of hsematuric patients.'^ From these various observa-

tions Lewis concluded that it was no mere accidental coinci-

dence which he had come upon, but that an intimate connexion

subsisted between the chyluria and the elephantiasis
—such as

' See the report of it in the ' Revista med. flum./ 1. c.

' 'Annual Keport of the Sanitary Commissiouer for India/ 1869.
3
'Report,' 1872.

^ '

Report,' 1874, and in * Indian Annals.'
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liad already, indeed, hoeii indicated by Simoni, JoLini, and

other practitioners in ]?razil,^ Lj- Mazau-Azenm in Reunion,,

and particularly by A'andyko Carter in India." Lewis's

coiu'lusitni was tliat troj^lcal hmnatiiria (not including the dis-

toma disease) and lymplmtic elephantiasis loere 'parasitic mala-

dies which, depended on the presence of the worm named Inj

him Filai'ia sanguinis hominis
;
and he added by way of conjec-

ture, that they were brought about through the blocking oC

the smallest blood-vessels and lymphatics by the parasites.

These observations were followed by the paper of Sonsino,
who found the filaria in Egypt, in the first instance in the

urine of a ha^maturic patient (1874) and afterwards in the

blood of a person affected -with elephantiasis of the scrotum.

Next came the discovery of the parasite in the negro skiri

disease called ''^ craw-craw^ "
(of which more in the sequel) by

O'Neill, on the West Coast of Africa, and by Aranjo^ at Bahia;

and lastly AViuckel's detection of it in the chylous ascitic

fluid drawn from a woman who had lived for ten years in

Surinam.

Mansou, who was occupied with an inquiry on the occur-

rence of filaria in Amoy (China), was led by what Lewis

taught of the filaria-disease to amplify the view of it somewhat;
he showed* that the parasite \vas found not only in haema-

turia (or chyluria) and elephantiasis but also in other forms

of disease dependent on affections of the lymphatic system
—

in the condition named by him lymph-scrotum, in chylous

hydrocele, varicocele, &c. ; that it was not so much a matter

' See ' Revista, lued. flum.' It is not improbable tbat the form of disease

described by Hourcl-Konciere ('Arcli.de iiied. nav.,' 1S73, ]Mai, p- .1.15) under

the name of "
Lymphangitis primitive de Rio de Janeiro," or of "

erysipelc de

Rio de Janeiro," is to be included herewith.
2 Carter gives a case of chyluria (or ha^maturia) accompanied with varix

lymphaticus and elephantiasis, and he explains the connexion between those thire

afl'ections in tliis wise, that, if we sujipose a certain feebleness in the walls of the

lymphatics and blood-vessels, these would become varicose under the pres-

sure of the contained lluid, would rupture in the end, and so give rise fo an

escape of lymph or blood into the kidneys, ureters, or bladder. We meet with

the same view in the writings of later observers, who were acquainted with tiie

filaria and were in a position to associate the lesions of the vessel-walls with that

parasite.
3 'Memoria,' 1S75.
' 'China Customs' Gazette,' and 'Med. Times,' 1875, '• C-
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of blocking the blood-vessels but ratlior of stopping up the

larger lymphatic vessels, perhaps even the thoracic duct

itself in certain circnmstances
;

that this blocking, however,
could not be caused by the larvae of the parasite (which were
the only form of it hitherto seen by any observer) inasmuch
as these were so very minute that they ctndd pass through
the smallest vessels with ease ; but that it was here a question
of the parent animal or the mature parasite, which had

hitherto eluded all attempts to find it. Shortly after the pub-
lication of Manson's paper, this defect was supplied througli
the observations made almost simultaneously by Bancroft^ in

Brisbane (Queensland), by Lewis" in Calcutta, by Silva

Aranjo^ in Bahia, and by Dos Santos in Rio. Bancroft

found the mature parasite first in a lymjihatic abscess on

the arm, and in a case of hydrocele ; afterwards^ in tumour-

like enlargements of the lymphatic glands, in orchitis,,

lymphangitis, &c. Lewis detected it first in a case of vari-

cose elephantiasis of the scrotum, within a blood-clot that

had formed after the swelling had been incised ; along with

it he found numerous embryos in the varicose lymphatic
vessels and in the fluid of a co-existing hydrocele. Dos
Santos found it in a lymph-abscess on the arm ; and Silva

Aranjo met with it in a patient who had suffered from

hasmaturia for several years, had afterwards become affected

with elephantiasis of the scrotum, and had finally developed
the skin disease above referred to under the name of " craw-

craw." Quite recently Hillis has found the parent animal

in the urine of a hasraato-chyluric patient belonging to

Demerara.

§ 115. Life-Htstoey OF Fjlaria : THE Mosquito ITS Inter-

mediate Host
; Periodicity op the Phenomena.

These facts having been ascertained (and in part confirmed

and amplified by Cobbold, Fayrer, and other authorities in

Europe^, in examining the preparations sent to them from the

1 L. c, 1877.
- L. c, 1877, p. 78.

=> ' Gaz. da Bahia,' 1877, 1. c.
* 'Pathol. Trans.,' 1S79, p. 407.
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tropics) tlie question next arose, how does the jmra sitefinds its

toay inlo Ihr Ininian Imdy ? Bancroft, in a letter to Cobbold/

had, witli much acuteness, propounded tlie question whether

the mosquito did not play an important part in these events :

"
I have wondered,^' he says,

"
if mosquitoes could suck up

the luumatozoa and convoy them to water. They appear to

die in water. 1 will examiuu some mosfjuitoes that have

bitten the patient to see if they suck up the filaria3." The

question was answered in the affirmative a few months later

by Manson,' and placed on a basis of exact investigation.

He got a patient affected with filaria to sleep in a room

which was lighted up in the evening, the windows being left

open ;
after the mosquitoes had entered in swarms the room

was shut up as completely as possible. In the morning he

found the walls covered with hundreds of female mosquitoes
filled with blood to the bursting (the male mosquito docs not

live upon blood and has no sting) ; and the microscopic
examination showed that their stomachs contained large
numbers of living filaria-embryos, very many more indeed

than would bo present proportionately in the circulating
blood. 'J'he following are the conclusions of Manson's

inquiry into the subsequent development of the parasite :

Many of the larva) sucked in by the mosquito are digested
in its stomach

; others undergo a development in the course of

a few days to the perfect worm
;
the mosquito when it is full

of eggs resorts to water to deposit them and thei'e perishes,
so that the parasites, set free by the death of their host, find

their way into the water, and thence into the human body.

According to Manson's conjecture they enter through the

skins of those who come to the infected water to bathe; having
thus found their way into the body they continue their

progress until such time as they have reached the blood-

vessels or lymphatics. Within the human organism they

propagate by way of sexual reproduction ;
but the develop-

ment of the larva to the full-sized worm depends upon that

sequence of events in which the mosquito co-operates, as

above described.

Aranjo,^ and more recently jMyers, who repeated in

'

'Lancet,' 1S78, 1. c. - 'China Customs' Gazette,' 1877, 1. c.

3 'Gazetta du Bahia,' 1S79, 1. c.
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Formosa tlie experiment with a lilaria-patient as devised by
Manson, have confirmed the latter's account of the absorp-
tion of tlie larval filaria? by the blood-sucking mosquitoes ;

and Cobbold, who has drawn up a detailed description^ of

the metamorphosis of the parasite after Manson's observa-

tions, points out" that this developmental process in Filaria

sanguinis hominis has an analogy in the life-history of Filaria

medinensis, which has been shown by Fedschenko to go

through the stages of its development in the fresh-water

Cyclops. Magelhacs believes that he has found the j)arasites

in the water of a small brook named Carioca, near Rio de

Janeiro
; but the statement lacks confirmation. Again,

there is no evidence, so far as we have gone, to show whether

the parasite enters through the human skin, as Manson
assumes and Aranjo and Silva Lima agree, or whether it

may not more probably reach the human organism through
the drinking of infected water, according to the analogy of

Filaria medineusis.

There is one very remarkable phenomenon in the life of

the parasite, likewise pointed out first by Manson, which

enables us to understand how it was that the earlier observers,

examining the same patient on different occasions, sometimes

found the larvae in the blood in large numbers and at other

times not a single specimen of them. The fact is that in the

night-time, or when the patient is asleep, they swarm in the

blood, whereas during the day they disappear almost entirely.

This observation also has been confirmed in every respect

by Myers, who has satisfied himself by repeated investigation

that the parasites show themselves first in the blood shortly

after six o'clock in the evening, their numbers steadily

imcreasing and reaching a maximum about midnight, after

which a decrease sets in, and the swarm of filariae disappears

altogether between six and eight o'clock in the morning.
These observations of Manson and Myers have been corrobo-

rated by Stephen Mackenzie^ in an ingenious experiment
which he devised at the London Hospital in the case of a

patient invalided home from India with hasmato-chyluria.

1 'Proc. Liim. Soc.,' 1878.
-
'Lancet,' 1878, 1. c.

'Path. Trans.,' x.\.Kiii, 1882, p. 394.
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Dniiiig a period of some three months, when he was under observa-

tion, the urine passed by the patient contained sometimes a considorablo

amount of pure blood or of blood-clot, and sometimes it assumed a milky
or chylous character; in the matters that were passed, and particularly

in the blood-clot, filariaj were detected, some of them being alive. It

was a i-emarkable circumstance that, if there were any ditterence in

quality between the day and night urine, it depended on the day urine

having usually more of bhjod and fibriuousclot and a larger number of

filai-iie, while the night urine had a more chylous appearance. Tin'

examination of the blood, which was made every thi-ee hours for a space

of two months, showed that it followed the converse rule as regards the

pi'esence or absence of filarijo. During the day they could hardly be

found at all in the blood ;
it was not \intil nine o'clock in the evening

that they began to show ; they were most numerous about midnight,

decreased remarkably aljout three in the morning, at six were to be

seen only now and then, and from nine in the morning to nine at night

were absent altogether.^ Changing the patient's meal-times had no effect

whatsoever upon this behaviour of the jiarasite ;
but complete reversal

of habit, to the extent of lying in bed during the day and being up and

about through the night, was followed by a corresponding reversal in

the periodical apipearanee and disappearance of the filarial, which showed

themselves in the daytime and were to be seen only occasionally at

night. A retiirn to the patient's ordinary habits brought the parasite

back to its original behaviour.

No explanation at all satisfying lias hitherto been given by
observers of this strange phenomenon, which reminds one of

the life-history of Oxynris. In regard to many other ques-

tions of filaria-disease the views of authorities are still widely

divergent ;
for example, as regards tlte true seat of the i^ara-

site, Avhether it is both the blood-vessels and the lymph-

vessels, as Lewis, Pereira, and others assume (with good

reason, it seems to me), or whether, as Mauson believes, it

is exclusively the lymphatic system -^ or, again, as to the

ways in which it affects the human body, and as to the type

of disease which ensues. Without attaching any special

importance to the scepticism of Fox and Gouet, who would

strike out nltogcther tlic tcnn "
iilaria-disease

^'
as the

designation of (Icllnitc I'oruis of illiu-ss, inasnuich as they take

the parasite to be a harmless guest presenting itself as a

casual concomitant of diseases tlmt have been brought about

1 llavclburg has recently arrived at almost the same facts iu a case of ehyluria

wliieli lie observed in Brazil.

-

Ilavelburg also thinks that tlie lymphatic system is tlic part which is really

implicated, the lilari,x> passing from thence into the venous system.
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by other etiological factors
; we may still liositate before we go

very far in the way of extending" the application of the term.

Numerous observations teach us that persons may be invaded

by filaria3 without suffering any appreciable injury to their

health
;

in many of the cases that have been published there

is really no evidence that the sickness stood in any causal

relation to the filarias co-existing with it. It is beyond

question, also, that cases of chyluria occur in extra-tropical

regions, Avliich are quite unconnected with Filaria sanguinis ;^

and I take it, further, to be well-established that "
elephan-

tiasis
'^

is a pathological term under which are included

various kinds of morbid conditions differing from one another

in their anatomy and in their etiology, the filaria-disease

being only one of the number. However cui'ious may be

the evidence adduced by O'Neill and Aranjo that Filaria san-

guinis hominis occurs in diseases of the skin, these observers

are still under an obligation to prove to us that the skin

disease which they saw does as a matter of fact correspond
to the disease known on the West Coast of Africa as " craw

craw "—a disease which all authorities in that part of the

world admit to be nothing else than scabies. I am very
doubtful whether it was really the filaria in question that

Neilly found in a case at Brest, of a vesicular pruriginous

exanthem, closely related, as Neilly thought, to
" craw-craw."

§ ii6. Geographical Disteibution op Filaria sanguinis.

These brief references will suffice to indicate how much is

still wanting to a perfect knowledge of all the circumstances

concerned in the filaria disease ; and assuredly the same in-

completeness characterises our information about its geo-

ijra'phlcal distribution. The filaria-disease prevails most

extensively in the tropical parts of Brazil, equally in the

interior and on the coast.^ In the provinces lying most to

'

Havelburg (1. c, p. 375) thinks that in such cases the filariso had perhaps been

overlooked. His other supposition seems to me to be much more likely, namely,
that there are other morbid processes which may lead to obstruction in the

thoracic duct as the filariaj do, and which likewise produce chyluria.

2 See the ."account in ' Revista med. flumin. ;

'

also Sigaud, Juvenot, Plagge,

Wucherer, da|Silva Lima, 1878, 1. c, and Havelburg.
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tlu" sdulli (ir HI tilt! lii/^-lier latitudes, bcgiiiiiiiiL;- willi tlie

pruvinco of Sta. Catarina, the disease in its luuinato-(li\ liiric

form is seldom met with. Neither is hiematiiria endemic
in the Argentine l{e])uldic, according- to Crevaux's' state-

ment as against Juvenot's. How far tin; latter authority's
account of endemic haamaturia in Chill, Peru, Vcitrznela

(Guaira), and Mexico is deserving of credit, can hardly be

decided, as all other observers in tliese countries say nothing
of tbe malady in question. For Guiana we have merely the

above-mentioned notice by Winckel, who found the parasites
in a woman long resident in Surinam, and H illis's observations

on a patient belonging to Demerara. As regards the West

Indies, mention is made of the disease (hasmato-chyluna) in

Cuba," St. Domingo/ St. Thomas,'* Barbadocs,''* Martinique/
and Guadeloupe,^ where it occurs for the most part in merely
occasional cases; it would appear, therefore, not to be

widely diffused in these colonies. I am at a loss to decide

whether the cases mentioned by O'Neill warrant us in con-

cluding for the common occurrence of the disease on the

West Coast of Africa ; there is not a word about htciiiaturia

or chyluria in the accounts from that region, and it must
remain doubtful for the present whether the elephantiasis
that is endemic there depends upon Filaria sanguinis. The
occurrence of the parasite in Egypt has been placed beyond
doubt by Sonsino and Fayrer. Crevaux® quotes a paper by
MacAuliffe, which I am not acquainted with, to the effect

that the people inhabiting the shores of the Zambesi and
Lake Nyassa [South Africa) suifer from hjematuria chylosa ;

it is certainly a question whether there has not been here

some confusion Avith the distoma-hoBmaturia a\ Inch is endemic
there (see p. 29G). Reliable information on the filaria-

disease comes from the Zanzibar coasf,^ Mauritins,^^ and
Reunion /^ and it is probable that the references by Grenet
from Mayotte and by Vinson fi-om Madaijascar relate to the

same disease. Of Filaria sanguinis hominis in Queensland
' 'Arch, (lu incd. u;iv.,' 1. c. '

IJialo.
» Juvenot. 4

Pontoppiaui).
'

Riilft% Fayrer.
c

Jl^^^y^ st_ y^,]^ Veiituriui.
' Crovaux. « 'Arch, do iiicd. nav.,' I.e., 1 7.^
» Fcrrand. lo

Chairotiii, Salcsso, Haver.
'•

Qucveniic, Mazae-Azcma, Cassicii, rdlissier.
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we have Baucroft's account
;
but it is impossible to decide

for the present wliether tlie parasite is indigenous in

other parts of the Australian continent. From Oceania

there is intelligence of only one case hitherto, which
Chassaniol and Guyot saw in an individual long resident in

Tahiti.

Next to Brazil, CJiina would appear to be the country
most infested by filaria ;^ and it is remarkable that an
island so near the mainland as Formo.sa is, according to

Myers, quite free from it.^ In India also, according to

Lewis, McLeod, McCormack, Ewart, Carter, Barbour and

others, the filaria-disease is very common. On the other

hand, during a residence of many years in the Dutch East

Indies, v. Leent and Swaving did not have the opportunity
of seeing a single case of hasmaturia chylosa.^

Such is the extent of our information—it is not all equally

trustworthy, and it is certainly very incomplete
—as to the

occurrence of Filaria sanguinis hominis in various parts of

the world. According to our present knowledge, the para-
site appears to be indigenous only in tropical regions; but

within these it has been found in persons of all races and
nationalities.

List of Authorities on Filaria sangdinis hominis.
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- His owu investigations were made ou patients who had come there from the

mainland.
2
According to a statement in Crevaux, '1' Heinaturie,' p. 28.
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-Sc, 1879, April, 245.

Alaehenzie, Lancet, 1881, Oct., 707 ;
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Gazette, 1875; and Med. Times and Gaz., 1875, Novbr; Customs' (!az.,
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O'Neill, Lancet, 1875, Febr., 265.

Pellissier, Consider, sur I'etiologie dcs malad. les plus connnunos a la

Iteunion. Par., 18S1, 24. Plagge, Monatsbl. fiir Statist. (Suppl. of Deutsche

ivliu.), 1857, 71. Pontoppidan, Hospitals Tidende, 1879, vi, Nr. 3.

Quevenne, Journ. des connaiss. mod., 1839, Juill.

Kalfe, Transact, of the Pathol. Soc, 1879, xxix, 388. IJa^'cr, L'Exjn'nence,

1838, i, 577, r)9.3 ; Krankheiten der Nicrcn. From the French. Erlang.,

1844, rjoo IT. Kef. in Pevista med. iluminense, 1836, April.

Salesse, Diss, sur I'licniaturie, etc. Par., 1832. Dos Santos, Gae. mcd. da

Bahia, 1S77, Marte, 137, Novbr. Siegfried, Philad. Med. Times, 1878, Oct.,

ix, 4. Sigaud, Du climat et des malad. du Bresil. Par., 1844, 398. Silva

liima, Memoria sobre a hematuria eliylosa. Bahia, 1876; Gae. med. da

IJahia, 1877, Septbr., Nov. (Arch, de med. nav., 1877, Decbr., 439 ; 1878,

March, 200) ; Lancet, 1878, March, 441. Sonsino, Ilicerche, etc. (cf. Dis-

tonia haemat.) ;
Pendiconto della reale Acad, di Najxili, 1874, Fasc. 6;

Sugli ematozoi come contributi alia fauna entozoica egiziana. Cairo, 1877,

JO; Lancet, I 882, May, 82.^;.

Vandyke Carter, Transact, of the Bombay Med. Soc, 1S62, New Ser., vii.
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171. Venturini, Avcli. do nied. nav., 1880, Jan v., 50. Vinson, Gaz. hebJ.

de med., 1866, Nr. 49, Fcuill, 773.

Winckel, Arch, fiii- klin. Med., 1876, xvii, 303. AVucherer, Gac. med. da

Bahia, t868, Decbr., Nr. 57; 1869, Septbr., Nr. 77 to 79 (Zeitschr. fiir

Parasitenkunde, 1S69, i, 376). Arch, do mod. nav., 1870, Fcvr., 141.

Guinea-Worm [Flhiria medinensis, Dracnnculus medinensis) .

§ 117. History op the Pathology op Deacontiasis.

Altliougli the Itistortj of dracontiasis can be followed far

back into antiquity, it is to modern times that we owe the

true knowledge of the nature of the disease ; while the

perfect comprehension of the life-history of the parasite
which occasions it belongs to the recent period. Not to

mention the indications of the dracnnculus which Bartholin,
and after him Kiicheumeister, would find in the "fiery

serpents
"

that afflicted the Hebrews in their wanderings in

the Desert, the first definite facts about the disease that we
meet with are in Plutarch/ who narrates, on the authority of

a statement by the geographer Agatharchides, the teacher of

Ptolemey Alexander (about 150 e.g.), that the dwellers by
the Red Sea suffer from a serious malady, due to

" a small

serpent
"

(S^oKovrta jiuvfa) which issues from the skin to

gnaw the arms and legs and retires underneath the skin if

disturbed, causing the patient intolerable pain. A sub-

sequent notice of this worm occurs in Leonides^ (second

century of the Christian era), who compares it to the round-

worm, and speaks of it as oecurriug in Ethiopia and India.

Galen/ who confesses that he had never had an opportunity
of seeing a. case of dracontiasis, expresses doubt whether it

is really an affair of a living animal, and not rather an

affection of the veins resembling varix; also Soranus (the
raethodist no doubt) had said •}

"^

Neque animal prorsus sed

' '

Symposion,' lib. viii, qusest. 9.
"^ In Aetius, lib. xiv, cap. 86, cd. Basil, 1535, iii, 69.
^ 'De locis affectis,' lib. vi, cap. 3, ed. Kiihn, viii, 392, and '

Introductio,'

cnp. 19, e. c, xvi, 790.
••

According to Paulus, lib. iv, cap. .^g, ed. Lugd., 155 1, 332.

VOL. II. 22
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nervosi cujusdam suhRtaiitiam esse, quod opinioncm niotus

solum praebcat.^' These doubts and surmises were the

beginning of an erroneous doctrine wliicli dominated pro-

fessional opinion in all subsequent times down even to the

commencement of the present century. Even among the

Arabian physicians/ who were well acquainted with the

malady as it occurs in Arabia and Persia— Khorassan is

specially mentioned by Avicenua—and had certainly had it

under observation/ there was much vagueness as to its

nature ; still more so among the practitioners of the middle

ages and first part of the modern period, who had no oppor-
tunities of seeing cases of dracoutiasis, and relied for their

belief solely upon their authorities, Galen and Avicenna.

Although it was clearly proved by the iinbiassed inquiries of

a few investigators of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies—such as Welsch/ who overthrew Aviceuna's notion

of the '^ vena mcdinensis "
by a rigorous criticism of it,

he himself trusting to observations made on persons who
had come back to Europe from India affected with dracun-

culus,
—and still more clearly through the experience

brought from countries infested with the parasite by many
scientifically trained practitioners and naturalists, such as

Lind'^aud Gallandat from the West Coast of Africa, Kiimpfer
from the shores of the Persian Gulf, Rouppe from Curasao,

Pouppe-Dosportcs and Pere from San Domingo—although
it was thus proved that the disease was due to a living

'

Abulcascui,
' Motliod. mod.,' lib. ii, cap. ()\, B:l^il, 1541, 162; Avicenna,

Canon lib. iv, Fen iii, tract, ii, cap. 21, Venet., 1564, ii, 128; Haly Abbas, Lib.

thcor., viii, cap. 18, Lib. piact., ix, cap. 64, Lugd., 1523, 98 b., 283 b. ; Avenzoar,

Tlieisir, lib. ii, tract, vii, cap, 19, Venct., 1490, fol. 32 b.

' Abulcaseni speaks of tlic parasitic nature of tbe malady in the following very
definite terms :

—" Vena haec generator in cruribus, in tcrris calidis, sicut in terra

arabum et orientalibus, meridionalibusqnc regionibus, terris aridis. Efc quaudoque

gcncratur in locis aliis corporis praetor crura. Et generatio quidem ejus est a

putrefactione quae accidit sub cute, sicut accidunt intra corpora serpentes,

vermes, ascarides at vermes inter cutem ct carnem." He further mentions a case

operated on by himself, in which he removed a " vena "
twenty handbrcaths long,

or about sixty inches. As regards the term "
vena," I ma}- remark that it is a

purely arbitrary rendering of the Arabic term " irk" or "ark," which was used

in several senses.
* '

Lxercitatio do vena modinensi, &c.,' Aug. N'indul, i(f]^.
* The writings of these and other authors quoted are given in alphabetical

order at the end of the section.
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animal within tlio human body ; and although the foremost

men of science in Europe in the first quarter of the present

century regarded the question as being so completely settled

that Rudolphi^ could say :

'' Nostris temporibus filariam

istam in dubium vocari possit^ fere oinnem fidem superat ;^'

yet it continued to be a subject of controversy whether the

alleged worm was not altered connective tissue, or obliterated

vessels, or a morbid condition of nerve/ until at length
the more recent investigations in parasitology dispelled all

doubts as to the parasitic nature of the disease.

§ ii8. Geographical Distribution op the Guinea Worm.

The indigenouft hahitat of dracunculus is a compai"atively
small area embracing a few regions of the Eastern Hemi-

sphere, mostly intertropical ; and even there the parasite is

found only within certain narrow limits. From these, its

original seats, the worm has been imported to other lands
;

but only in a few such foreign centres has it become

domesticated.

One of the chief seats of dracunculus is the West Coast of

Africa from the Senegal down to Cape Lopez. In the basin

of the Senegal the parasite is common both on the level

coast country and in the more elevated parts of Senegamhia

beyond Bakel to the region of Galam,^ although the banks of

the Casamance enjoy immunity.* In less extensive diffusion

it occurs on the Sierra Leone Coast;^ but most extensively of

all^ on the Grain Coast, Ivory Coast, GoJd Coast, and Slave

Coast,^ as well as on the shores of the Niger^ and the Gaboon,^
^ 'Entozoorum synopsis,' Bcrl., 1819, p. 207.
^ In the ' Ediu. Med. and Surg. Jouru.,' 1831, Jan., p. 112, Grant publishes

an article written in 1830 by Surgeon-General Milne, of Bombay, whose conclusion

from a study of a case of dracunculus is—" The substance in question cannot be

a worm, because its situation, functions and properties are those of a lymphatic

vessel; and hence the idea of its being an animal is an absurdity."
•^ See Pare, Berville, Gautbier, Thaly, Berenger-Feraud, Defaut, Hebert, Borius.
'' Leonard.
*
Boyle, Clarke (Sierra Leone).

* See Gallaudat, Lind, Reynhout, Boyle, Birkmeyer, Ref. in ' Bost. Med. and

Surg. Journ.,' 1843, June, p. 293, Robinson, Bryson, Daniell, Heymann, Gordon,

Clarke, in ' Transact. Epid. Soc'
' Feris. ^ Oldfield. » Fere.
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tlio move c'lovatcd countries inland such as tlic kingdom of

Dahonioy and the Tellatah territory being apparent!}^ quite

exempt.^ The points most infested are on the (J old Coast

from Apollonia to the TJio Volta, including Capo Coast

Castle," Elmina/ Cormaniia, and Accra; but there are other

places not many miles from those in which there is hardly a

trace of the worm to be found.* On the Bight of Biafra

dracontiasis begins to be more rarely met with," and on the

coast of Lower Guinea (Congo coast) the disease occurs very
seldom if at all.°

In the medico-topographical accounts from the countries

of the North African seaboard, the draounculus is either not

mentioned, or, as in the rase of Tunis'^ and Egyiit^ its

endemic occurrence is expressly denied. In Egypt, as the

authorities unanimously state, the parasite had been fre-

quently observed after the conquest of the negro countries

(Sennnar and Kordofan), both among the black soldiers

brought thence, and among the Arabs, Egyptians and Euro-

peans, who had been in the habit of mixing with the former.

But, since the negroes are no longer employed in military

service, dracontiasis is now met Avith only in such persons
as had brought the parasite with them from its indigenous

regions.

To the regions of Northern Africa in which dracontiasis

is endemic, belong Nuhia, Kordofan and Darfiir^ probably
also some localities on the northern borders of the Sahara ;^^

while the Greater Soudan, so far as we know, is, like the

Fellatah countries ah-eady mentioned, free from the disease.
^^

In Ahyssinia, dracunculus would appear to be found only on

the coast.
^" For the East Coast of Africa, and adjacent

' Dniican.
^
Claikf, in

' Transact. Epid. Soc.,' Moriarty.
3
Clymer.

* Busk.
•'•

Daniell, Rryson.
*
Pere, Falkenstein.

' Ferriui.

^
Clot-Hey, Fischer, Pruncr, Bilharz, Vauvray.

* Bruce, IMardiu'hi, Fisclior, Pruncr, ]Mahonied-el-Tounsy, Hartmann.
1"

According- to the accounts by Fcrrini for Tunis, and Bertherand for Tuzgurt

(Alfjicrs) ; see also llicliardson, 1. c.

" Tutschek, Quintin.
^-

Harris, Hartmann, Currie.
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islands,^ as well as for the Cape, Australia" and Oceania,
thei'e is no mention of the parasite.

The endemic seats of dracontiasis on Asiatic soil, are first

of all Arabia Petraea (wrongly called "
iliG stony"), a few

points on the coast of Hejaz and Yemen,^ and the south

coast of Persia} In other parts of I'orsia, such as Teheran,
the disease is seen only in persons who have come from a

distance.^ From Syria there is a statement by Nathan, to

the effect that a number of sailors of the English navy, who
had never been in tropical or other countries infested by
dracunculus, contracted the parasite after working in the

water for a considerable time in the Bay of Skanderoom.
Even in the northern regions of Nearer Asia, there are

isolated centres of the disease to be met with, particularly
in some parts of Turkestan, in Khiva, Bokhara^ (limited to

the city of that name) and Kokaun -^ also along the shores

of the Sir-Daria {Kirghiz 8tepi^e),^ and even on the northern

shore of the Caspian in latitude 47° N., "prope flumen

Paccum," as Kampfer says, meaning probably the banks of

the Jack or Ural.

Next to the West Coast of Africa and the upper basin of

the Nile, it is in India that the guinea-woi*m attains its

widest diffusion, and mostly in the northern division of the

West Coast, the Rajpootana States and the western parts
of the Deccan. Among the least infested parts of the

country, according to Balfour, are the North-West Provinces,
whence there are accounts of dracontiasis (known to me) only
from Dehra Dhun'' (30° N., 95° E.), Sirsa^" (29° 31' N.,

92° 45' E., in the district of Bhatti), and Hansi^^ (29° 6' N.,

93° 43' B., in the district of Hissar) ;
also those parts of

^

According to Collier and Paton, dracontiasis does not occur in Mauritius

luul St. Helena.
"
Thomson says the same of New Zealand.

3
Clot-Bey, Fischer, Pruner, Harris, Bilharz. There appears to be little reason

for calling the worm " Filaria medinensis," for it is of rare occurrence in Medina,
as also at Jeddah.

*
Kampfer, Pruner, Busk, Moore, Polack, Leblauc.

•'' Polack.—Avicenna, whose opinion iu this matter must be judged correct,

speaks of the endemic prevalence of the malady iu Khorassan.
^
Mir-Izzet-Ullah, Burnes. ' Fedschcuko.

8
May dell. » Brett.

I" Minas. " Baltour.
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Bengal situated in tlie lower basin of the Ganges, whoso

immunity is indicated not only by the unanimous statements

of Balfour, Greenhow, Twining, Voigt, and others, but also

by the absolute silence as to this disease among the extremely

copious medical writings relating to Bengal and Orissa.

In the coast belts of the Madras Presidency also (Northern

Circars, Carnatic and Cochin), dracunculus is of comparatively
rare occurrence,^ being found only at isolated places, such as

the vicinity of Madras" and Pondicherry."

According to all observers,'^ the name of the disease is

scarcely known on the eastern and western Ghats of this

Presidency, and as little on the high ground of Mysore. The

single more considerable focus of the malady in this part of

India is the -plain of the Carnatic stretching southwards from

Mysore between the eastern and the western Ghats towards

Cape Comorin, in which Dindigul,^ the Salem district,^

Madura, and many other places^ at a distance of one or two

days' journey from the coast, are given as the seats of

dracontiasis. But the greatest prevalence of the disease

is on the western seaboard at the following places : in the

Bombay Presidency, from the latitude of i8° N. up to

Gujerat,^
—at Rutnagherry, Matunga, Bombay (but not at

Kolaba only a few miles from the capital)^ and Daman ;

in Gujerat^^ at Baroda, Caira and -Tambosir ; and at Bhooj,
in Cutch.^^ Other great centres of the disease ai'e met with

in the Rajpootana States (Mewar and Marwar),^" in the

district of Chanda,^^ at Dhoolia iu Kandcish,^'^ at Nagpore
in Berar, in the States of the Nizam^'' as at Aurungabad,

Jalnah, Hyderabad and Secunderabad, on the east side of the

western Ghfits, and in the adjoining districts of the Deccan,

from which last we have accounts of the prevalence of

dracunculus at Ahmednuggar, Jedjhuri, Baramati, Poena,

»
Scot, Day.

2
MacKay.

^ Huillet. • Dubois, Lorinscr, Gibsou, itc.

*
Annesley.

^ Cornish.
"
Dubois.

3 Morehead, Duncan, Ewart, McGregor, Scott, IJiril, Carter, Crespiguy.
3
McGregor.

'" Gibson.
" Moore. ^'' Ewart, Grecnhow, Moore.
"3 Dutt. » Macivenzic.
"

Lorinser, Morehead, Cooper.
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Satara, Aculcota, Tasgoou, Miraj and Beejapore/ tlie district

of Savaiit-Warri/ Balgam/ Darwar'* and Bellary.*

A means of estimating the relative frequency of the disease in the

Presidencies of Bombay and Madras respectively, is afforded by Ewart's

figures. In Madras from 1829 to 1839, t^ere was one case of

dracunculus to 562 native troops, and among the European troops
one in 1800; in Bombay during the same period one in 32. At some
of the military stations in the Bombay Presidency, according to

Morehead, the rate of sickness from dracunculus was 12 to 17 per cent,

of the total strength.

If we may judge from the silence of tlie authorities^ dracun-

culus does not occur at all in Ceylon, Further India, China and

Japan. From the East Indies we have information by Heymann,
van Leent and v. d. Berg^ that dracontiasis was quite un-

known in Java before the arrival of African troops, that the

parasite was imported by them from Elmina, that it has dis-

appeared again since these military transfers ceased, but that

even at j)rescnt the disease may be seen now and then in

Africans, or in such of the Europeans as had lived for a

considerable time on the West Coast of Africa, but no cases

of it in the Javanese or other Asiatics who had not left the

East Indies.

According to the unanimous opinion of the medical

authorities for Guiana,^ Brazil^ and the West Indies,^ the

dracunculus was imported into these countries of the New
World by negroes from the West Coast of Africa ;

and it

has almost disappeared again from them;, excepting at one

or two small centres, since the importation of negroes has

ceased. One of these centres is the island of Cura9ao, into

which, as Rouppe tells us, the disease was brought as usual

by negroes, and in which it is said that there are still cases

of dracontiasis occurring somewhat frequently among the

native population.^ The other centre is the small village
^
Morehead, Collier, Gibson.

*
Kearney.

^ Waller. * Forbes. *
Eyre.

<* Kodschied for British Guiana, Bajou for Cayenne, Schciller and Hille for

Surinam.
'^ Sigaud, Schvvarz.

^ Pere and Pouppe-Desportes for St. Domingo, Sloane for Jamaica, Savaresy

for Martinique, Hillary for Barbadoes.

9 Busk. Pop in writing from Curasao ('Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk/ 1859,

iii, 214) makes no mention of the disease.
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of Feii'ii da Santa Anna in tlio Province of Bahla, between

the town of Baliia and Jazeiro, where there is an endemic

focns, according to statements (which we sliall recur to, p.

354) by Pereiraand da Silva Lima. Whether the parasite is

indigenous tliero, as the hitter authority thinks, ui- whrtlier it

lias been imported, as Percira beheves, we are unable to

decide. For the remaining countries of Soutli America (the

River Plate States, Chili, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador and Granada)
as well as for Central and North America, there is not a single

reference to the endemic occurrence of dracontiasis.

§ 119. Relatton op Dracontiasis to Heat and Moisture.

The limitation of the area oC dracontiasis almost exclu-

sively to regions situated within the tropics raises the sugges-
tion that the existence of the parasite which causes the

malady is dependent upon circumstances of climate, or, in

other words, upon high temperature. No doubt the endemic

occurrence of the disease in Turkestan, and on the Kirghiz

Steppe, where the mean temperature of the year is scarcely

higher than that of the South of Europe, appears to contradict

this assumption. But in the problem before us we are con-

cerned not with the isotherm but with the isothcr
; and, in

that respect, the regions in question liave a truly tropical

climate, inasmuch as their mean temperature in summer is

25° R. or more (88° Fahr.) ; and, what is especially note-

worthy, it is precisely the hot season, notorious for its

extreme drought, that forms the proper fihiria-season, during

which, as Burnes states in regard to the city of Bokhara,
one eighth of the population sutler from dracontiasis.

Moreover, the influence of the hot season on the prevalence
of the disease makes itself unmistakeably felt in tropical
countries themselves. In almost all the territories infested

with dracontiasis, for example, Senegambia,^ the West Coast

of Africa," Nubia,^ and the various Indian centres (Rajpoo-

tana,'* Bombay,^ and Madras^), the larL,''eHt number of cases

'
Gautliier, Horius, Ilebcrt. -

Kevnlioiit, luibiiison, Gonlou, Clarke.
^

Clot-liey, I''isicber, I'riiiKT, l\'tlu!rik. ' Moore (III), Greeubow.
'' Bird. * Loriuser.
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falls in the rainy season or in the hot season following it,

that is to say, in April and May, or from Juno to August—
September, according to the locality.

On tliis pohit we Lave two considerable series of observations, one by
Ewart for Mewar, and the other by Morehead for Bombay. Among the

troops comj)osing the Mewar Bheel contingent there occurred, according
to Ewart, 26S2 cases of medina worm during a period of 17 years; and
these were distributed over the months of the year as follows :

September 103 March 239
October 96 April 420
November 57 May 525
December 29 June 493

January 23 July 376

February 65 August 256

373 2309

According to these figures the ratio of cases in the second column

(March to August) was to'those in the first (September to February) as

6 to I. In Morehead's statistics of 2927 cases of dracunculus admitted

into the Bombay hospitals, the distribution throughout the year was as

follows :

October 224 April 273
November 123 May 448
December 93 June 480

January 46 July 428

February 64 August 337
March 165 September 246

715 2212

This gives a proportion of 3*2 to i. In both places the maximum falls

in May and June, amounting in the one series to 1018, or nearly 38 per
cent, of the whole, and in the other to 928, or 32 per cent.

It is impossible to decide absolutely to what extent the

high temperature of the hot season by itself determines the

prevalence of the disease (or infection by the worm) or how far

the antecedent or accompanying heavy rains may bo associ-

ated with it, as some observers are inclined to think. There

are no certain data of the amount of rainfall in each preceding

year (dui'ing which the infection must have taken place, since

the period of development of the parasite lasts from nine to

twelve months) to place beside the corresponding numerical

return of the number of cases; and the absence of exact
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meteorological facts of tlm( kind is iiK.st of all to bo re-

gretted on account of those instances where the dracontiasis

has broken out as an epidemic- These epidemics have been
observed on several occasions—by Bwart in Mewar, by Eyre
in Bollary, by Leblauc in Persia, by Ferg in Surinaiu, by
Forbes in,Dar\var_, and by Morchead in Kirkee. Some of

these authorities Avould explain them by the fact that there

was an unusually heavy rainfall in the previous year, although
they do not support that statement by iigures, nor adduce
evidence that there is ordinarily a tolerably constant relation

between the rainfall and the amount of the disease at the

particular place. The only statement of a more precise
kind that I have met with is one by Ewart, and it does not

tell in favour of this theory. The largest number of cases

m the period from 1841 to 1858 among the Mewar Bheel

contingent, he says, happened in the year 1858, although the

amount of the rainfall the year before was within the mean
annual range; the smallest number of cases was in 1855,

although the rainfall of 1854 exceeded the annual mean by
a good deal (29 inches), and, conversely, Avhen in 1853 the

rainfall was as much as 18-4 inches below the annual meau,
the cases of dracontiasis that came to be treated in the year
1 854 were comparatively few. iMoreovei', it is the opinion of

several authorities, among others Robinson for the Gold Coast,

Annesley for the Caruatic, and Lorinser for Secunderabad,
that hot and dry weather is particularly favorable to the

infection
; and it is a not uncommon belief in India, as Ewart

tells us, that the frequency of the disease in any year stands
in an inverse ratio to the amount of the rainfall the year
before.

§ 120. Alleged Preference op Uracuncdlus for

Certain Soils.

Still more questionable than the rainfall, as an influence

upon the amount of the disease (in other words, on the
abundance of the parasites and the opportunities for infec-

tion by them), are certain conditions of soil, to which some
observers would attach significance in this respect. Chisholm
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was the first, so far as I know, to attacli special importance
to a volcanic soil for the occurrence of dracontiasis, according
to his own observations in Grenada, In the same sense

Morehead afterwards asserted that the malady was endemic

on the western littoral of Hindostan and in the Deccan,
nowhere but at those places whore basalt (basaltic tufa-trap
or the so-called " mohrum ") was the prevailing formation;
and that it did not occur on primary rock, laterite, diluvium,
or other formations. In particular he pointed out that as

far as the conglomerate rock, consisting mostly of ferruginous

clay (laterite) extended along the coast, that is to say, from

Cape Comorin to the mouth of the Bankota, the country was
either absolutely free from the makidy or was affected by it

very slightly ;
whereas the proper region of dracunculus

is reached when the trap rock crops out to extend along
the coast northwards. These statements have been confirmed

by Day and Gibson. Waring also has expressed the opinion
that the disease is much more common on volcanic trap than

on a lateritious soil ; and in a like sense Stewart has pointed to

the notable exemption from dracontiasis enjoyed by Jubbul-

pore, situated on laterite, in tlio Nerbudda district, while

the disease is endemic on sandy soil in the vicinity of the

town. Horton also has brought forward the preva,lence of

dracunculus on the volcanic trap or on the metamorphic rock

of the Gold Coast.

I shall not attempt to decide whether volcanic rock is in any

degree favoi'able to the prevalence (or the existence) of the

guinea-worm ; but it is quite erroneous to suppose that

laterite prevents it. And if we look at the kinds of soil

upon which the disease is endemic in other parts of the world

it becomes extremely questionable whether the geological
character of the ground has any infiuence whatsoever upon
the occurrence of dracontiasis, that is to say, of the dracun-

culus parasite.

In Mewar and other parts of the Rajpoot States which are affected

with dracontiasis, the soil is of the oldest formations (granite, gneiss, red

sandstone and the like). In the plain of the Carnatic, where we have
seen that there is a very extensive focus of the disease, we find primitive
rocks and clay slate. Those parts of Nubia where the malady is most
endemic rest upon sandstone covered by a layer of calcareous tufa
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(belonging to more recent formations), nr l)y a considerable sti'utum of

clayey or calcareous diluvium, or in parts covered by laterite. In

Bakel (Senegambia) we meet with draounculus on calcareous clay slate.

At many points on the Guinea Coast where dracontiasis is most

fi'equent, the soil is of laterite and is covered at the estuaries of the

Niger and other large rivers with more or less of ferruginous diluvial

clay washed. down from the higher regions; whereas at other points

whore volcanic and particularly basaltic fi^nuations are most promi-

nent, such as the Sierra Leone coast, the disease is of the rarest occur-

rence, and on the Congo coast is quite unknown. Bokhara, which is

severely infested by the parasite, rests on a soil of loam impregnated
with salt.

§ 121. No Racial, Social, or otheu Immunity from Dracon-

tiasis.

Dracoutiasis lias been found ainong all races and

nationalities, in all classes of society, at all iieriods of life,

and in both sexes. No doubt tlio Europeans suffer less tlian

the negroes or other indigenous inhabitants of the affected

regions ;
and cases are rarer among persons in good circum-

stances than ainong the working class, the common soldiers

and such like
;
rarer also in the female sex than in the male.

But the sole reason is that the one are exposed less to the

infection, or take more care to avoid it than the other. The

more frequent, however, are the opportunities of infection,

the more do these differences appear to be equalised. Thus

in the Presidency of Madras from 1829 to 1839, there was one

case to 562 men for the whole of the native troops, but only

one to 1880 for the European troops; on the other hand, in

the severely affected Presidency of Bombay, the rate of

sickness in the 3'ears 1832 and 1833 was almost the same in

the two classes of soldiers, being about 3 per cent, of the

total strength.

§ 122. Larval Worms in Water corresponding to Guinea-

worm.

The mode of infection of the human body, or the manner

of invasion <f the parasite, has been the subject of erroneous
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or at all events vague notions until quite recently, when it

was tliorouglily cleared up by the researches of Fedschenko
in Turkestan. It had been long recognised and clearly
stated by many scientific travellers and practitioners wha
had had opportunities of observing the medina-worm in its

habitats, that it did not arise in the human body de novo, as

was still believed at the beginning of the century by those-

who applied the doctrine of spontaneous generation to th&

case of the intestinal parasites ; but that it invaded the body
from without, not indeed in the mature form, but as a larva.

Another opinion, firmly held by most of the natives of the-

infected countries, that the infection is caused by drinking^
the water of certain wells, pools, tanks, or shiggish water-

courses,^ has not only been countenanced by scientific

observers," but has been apparently corroborated by some of

them when they showed from the examination of the sus-

pected water, or of the damp or marshy ground near it, that

these contained filaria-like worms often in enormous numbers,,
which resembled dracanculus or its larva, and might there-

fore be regarded as the offspring of that parasite.
The first published observations of that kind, so far as I

know, were those of Chisholm. In his account^ of the water

of certain wells in Grenada, which were notorious as the

source of the filaria disease, he says : '^In the water, which

contains the embryos of the dracunculi, the naked eye dis-

tinguishes innumerable animalcules, darting in every direc-

tion with astonishing force and rapidity ; these, on being

subjected to examination in a small microscope, exhibit a

very extraordinary figure, differing from any animalcules

hitherto described."
' "In all countries," says Chisholm ('Edinb. Journ.,' 1. c, 150), "in which the

Dracunculus is endemic, the prevailing belief of the people is, that it proceeds
from drinking water which contains the ova or the embryo of the animal."

'
Thus, in Bruce's 'Travels' it is stated that the worm usually attacks those-

persons whose practice it is to drink stagnant water. Chevalier also, in his

letters on the diseases of San Domingo, says: "Ces vers sont engendres dans le

corps par les mauvaises-eaux ;" Kiimpfer and other travellers expressing them-

selves to the same effect. Among practitioners, again, there has been only one

opinion,
—that the parasite, or its eggs or hirvse, come to the human hody out of

water, their views diverging only as to the mode of entrance.
3 First published in the 2nd ed. of his "

Essay on the Boullam Pestilential

Fever in the West Indian Islands, 1793-96," 2 vols., i, 571, note, i8oi,and after-

wards iu
' Edin. Journ.,' 1. c, p. 150.
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Duncan, wlio fouiul on microscopic examination of the

mature female that tlu- uterus was packed full of embryos
(" the white matter filling the inner tube like tlnck cre:im is

a mass of living young ones "), goes on to say that " the soil

and pools abound in the rains willi a worm smaller and

more slender, but otherwise exceedingly like Nliarroo "—the

collo(|uial name for dracunculus in India. Forbes, writing
of Darwar says :

" I examined several of the tanks in the

neighbourhood and found the mud on their banks, and in

their half dry beds, abundantly supplied with animalcules,

some of them very much resembling those produced by the

guinea-worm when infesting the human limb ....
Two kinds of these animalcules may be detected in tlic soft

mud : one kind seven or eight times the size of the guinea-
worm animalcule, the other exactly resembling it.^'

Brett says that he has found dracunculus iii flood-pools on

the banks of the river Dhun, notably at Dehra-Dhun ;
and

a writer from the Gold Coast^ alleges that he saw in rain-

water taken from a cistern two filarias which proved on.

microscopic examination to l)e the real Filaria mcdinensis.

Carter, also, expressed a very definite opinion on the

identity with dracunculus of a certain species of filaria which

he found in tanks (and named accordingly
" tank-worms ^') ;

and this view was afterwards accepted by Schwarz, who had

opportunities during a residence in Bombay of comparing
the embryos of dracunculus with the tank-worms in question.
Ewart also adopted that opinion, pointing out, as Carter had

already done, that these parasites were never found in pure

water, and that those persons who used nothing but pure

water, were never aifected with dracunculus.

§ 123. Evidence for and against thi; Entrance ov Dracun-

CDLUS WITH THE DrINKINO-WATER ANP THROUGTI THE Sk'IN

EESrECTIVELY.

I do not attempt to decide how much or how little credit

we should give to these observations, or to some of them,

' See 'Boston Meil. :\inl Surg. .lourn.,' 1X4.^, June, j). 293.
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Carter's in particular.^ Tlioy served, at all events, to

confirm the opinion that the invasion of the human body by
the parasite took place in the larval form out of water; and

the attention was then mostly directed towards answering
the question, hy iv/iat door the imrasite entered, whether by
the digestive organs (in drinking-water), as had been almost

universally assumed according to the notices above given, or

through the skin.

The objections taken to the drinking-water theory by
many observers are supported partly on negative and partly
on positive grounds. Not to mention the purely hypo-
thetical exception that has been taken to it from a physio-

logical point of view (by Clymer), the fact has been dwelt

upon that there are places infested by the parasite where

natives and European take their drinking-water from the

same source, and yet the former suffer from dracunculus to

a much greater extent than the latter, who not unfrequently
indeed escape it altogether.

But the consideration that has special weight with the

opponents of the drinking-water theory is that the worm, in

the great majority of cases, has its seat in the subcutaneous

connective tissues, particularly of the feet
; and accordingly

in those parts of the body that are farthest from the supposed
channels of invasion.

Of 133 cases observed by Lorinser, 80 bad tbe parasite located in tbe

skin of tbe foot or ankle, 39 in tbe leg, 6 in tbe tbigb, 2 in tbe scrotum,
and 5 in tbe forearm. Of 210 cases given by Ewart, 120 bad tbe filaria

in tbe foot and ankle, 67 in tbe leg, 5 in tbe tbigb, 2 in tbe scrotum

and tbigb, 2 in tbe abdominal wall and tbigb, 2 in tbe foi-earm, 2 in tbe

back and tbigb, 7 in tbe knee and forearm, and i cacb in tbe tbigb,
abdominal wall and back, in tbe tbigb and penis, and in tbe scrotum,

perineum and groin. Of 369 cases treated by Grierson, 335 bad the

parasite located in tbe lower extremities, 29 in the upper, and 5 on the

trunk.

This is certainly a very remarkable fact
;
and it may easily

lead us to think that the guinea-worm comes to the body
from the soil or water, not by imbibition, but through the

skin (pores or sweat-glands). Rouppe had formerly inclined

towards that opinion
"
quia [dracunculi] eos qui nudis

^
Compare Leuckart's not vei'y favorable verdict on Carter's doctrine

(' Para-

siten des Menschen,' ii, 703).
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petlil)as incedmil pvno. aliis plus iiivadant ;" and tlie same
fact has served to determine the views of many observers in

Nul)ia/ on the Guinea Coast," and in India/^ who pointed out

that the inahidy occurred chieiiy among those who went

about on the damp marshy gnjund, just as the natives do in

the tropics, t)r waded in swamps, or had to work in standing

water, or who Latlicd in the same
;
and thus Bryson says of

the filarige, by Avay of summing up, tliat
"
they are generally

found in those parts that are most exposed to the influence

of external objects."

There has been, moreover, no lack of individual observa-

tions which seemed to give support to this theor}-. Heath

observes, in his account of an outbreak of dracontiasis amoner

the crew of a ship which had lain a long time in the port of

Bombay, that the olHcers Averc engaged on shore just as

much as the crew and drank the same water; but the crew

when employed on shore wore nothing but shirt and trowsers,

Avhercas the officers, Avho escaped the disease, were completely
clad and were protected by boots or shoes against the invasion

of the filaria. Clarke relates that the troops in the barracks

at Cape Coast Castle, in 1858, slept on mats on the ground,
and suffered much from dracontiasis

; but the cases became

considerably less common after beds were erected. Busk

says that cases of guinea-worm have occurred on the West
Coast of Africa in Europeans who had never been ashore,

but had merely exposed some uncovered part of the body to

the water in the boats of the natives. Interest was specially

excited by the statement of Bruce* that the "
bheesties "

or

water-carriers in India, who carry the water in a leathern

bag depending from the shoulders over the back and flanks,

suffered from dracunculus chiefly in those parts of the body
which came into direct contact Avith the bag ; and that state-

ment was aftei^wards confirmed by Scott.

riausible as this theory has always seemed, and ener-

getically as Carter has lately entered the lists for it
;

still the

great majority of observers, relying on unambiguous experi-

^
Clot-Hoy, Fisclier, I'riiucr, IVUicrik.

-
Hrysoii, IJusli, Clarki- in

'

Epiileiniol. Transact.,' 1. r.

••

Bruce,' Edinb. .lourn.," 1. c, Bird, Eyre, Gibson, Heath, Mackenzie, Carter, &c.
* ' Edin. Med. and Surg. Ji)urn.,' I.e., p. 147 (note 1).
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ences, have reinaiued true to the origiual idea of tbe parasite

being introduced with the drinking-water. The argument
for entrance through the skin, which is derived from the

localisation of the parasite in the subcutaneous connective

tissue of the lower extremity, has been decisively met by
Ewart Avhen he points to the distant wanderings of many
other parasites within the human body, and to their various

favourite seats in some particular organ or tissue far

removed from the point of invasion (echinococcus of the

liver, cysticercus of the connective tissue, trichina of muscle,

&c.), although in these cases there could not be the smallest

doubt that they entered by the digestive canal. Again, it

has been shown that dracunculus has occurred in a very

large number of cases where there had been no exposure to

infection through the skin, but on the other hand, particular
care taken to avoid it—cases of persons belonging to the

better-off classes, such as officers, civilian officials, and the

like.

The statements of Bruce and Scott as to the occurrence

of the worm in Indian water-carriers at those parts of the

body which come into direct contact with the water-bags,
have been rejected by Smyttan, Morehead, and Ewart as

•absolutely without foundation :

" I have never observed," says Smyttan,
" that Beesties

most frequently have the guinea-worm in those parts which

come in contact with the leathern water-bag, nor does it

-appear to me, that they are in any degree more subject to

them than other descriptions of people ;" and Morehead
confirms this as follows :

" I can affirm, after ample oppor-

tunity, and no little attention bestowed on the study of

dracunculus, that I am unable to bring to my recollection a

-single instance of a water-carrier affected with it at that

part on which the water-bag rests, nor have I any reason

for supposing that they suffer more than other classes."

But the leading: ara-ument in favour of the access of the

parasite by the drinking-water is furnished by the instances

where dracontiasis has broken out endemically or epidemic-

-ally under circumstances which leave no doubt as to the mode
of infection. Chisholm had long ago satisfied himselt; that

the malady occurred on the Grenada plantations only among
VOL. TI. 23
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those negroes who used to drink from tlio pools of water

that had been partly filled by the tide and were therefore

brackish ; whereas the negroes who used rain-water remained

exempt, and the disease vanished from the jilantations alto-

gether when springs beyond the influence of the tide came
into use, or when bricked cisterns avcix) erected. JJubois's

experience was the same as regards the distribution of

dracunculus among the natives on the banks of the Cauvcry
(Southern India). Ferg observed in 1801 on a coffee

plantation (Beninenburg) in Surinam, an epidemic of filariaj

in which nearly 200 negroes became affected within a space
of four or five months, and not only the field hands, but also

the slaves employed in the house of the manager, who had

nothing in common with the others except the water supply ;

and the inquiry that was set on foot showed that it Avas tho

use of drinking-water from the spring which had been the

true cause of the outbreak. In Secunderabad, according to

Cooper, an epidemic of filariae occurred among the native

troops, which was almost exclusively confined to two com-

panies that had got their water su])ply from a particular
well. Dutt had under treatment 180 cases of dracontiasis

from a village near Warora (Central Provinces), all of whom
had got their drinking-w^ater from a filthy well, while other

inhabitants of the village, who had used a different Avater,

continued free from the disease. A fact of great interest in

this connexion is the outbreak of dracontiasis iu 1849 among
the members of two trading caravans who encamped on the

road from Bahia to Jazeiro beside a stream a few leagues
distant from Feira de Santa Anna ; disregarding the

warnings of the natives, they made use of the water for

drinking, although it is expressly stated that they did not

bathe in it
;
and a few months later all the members of the

party fell ill Avitli the exception of a negro, Avho Avas the only
one of their number that had not drank the water. More-

over, the same consequences had followed, according to a

practitioner living at Feira de Santa Anna,- in the case of

fifty of the inhabitants of a commune some six miles from I

that place, and among these there Avere several who had not I

bathed in the stream but merely drank the Avater.

The question as to the mode of entrance of the guinea-
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worm into the human body has recently been broug-ht near

a solution, if not finally solved, by the researches of

Fedschenko. That observer lias shown^ that the embryos of

dracunculus enter the body of the small cyclops, which

abounds everywhere, and develop in the interior of the

latter into a larval form Avhich had not been recognised
before

;
that this invasion by the embryos takes place on the

ventral surface of the cyclops ;
and that the development to

the larval state within the intermediate host takes place

usually above the intestine in the dorsal half of the body-

cavity." For the present wu have no positive facts as to the

later stages of the process ;
but it is a probable conjecture

that the infection of the human body takes place through the

cyclopeans which contain the larval parasite being taken iu

along with the drinking-water, the larvae attaining their

freedom in the stomach of man, starting on their travels,

and undergoing development into the mature animal in a

tissue of the human body adapted thereto. The infection of

the cyclopeans by filarial embryos presupposes, naturally,

that the latter find their way into water where their hosts

live; but as Leiickart justly remarks, such opportunities can

hardly ever be wanting where the worm is at all common.

Moreover, this process enables us to understand the fact

already mentioned, that dracunculus occurs mostly at places

where there are the conditions most suited to the existence

of the cyclopeans, namely sluggish, shallow or stagnant

waters, pools abounding in vegetation, tanks, swamps, and

the like ; and in that respect also it will appear that there is

justification for Ewart's conjecture that the decline in the

cases of dracontiasis during the last ten years of his obser-

vations in the Mewar Bheel contingent is to be attributed to

improvement of the water supply.

In tlie period from 1841 to 1849, ^^^ number of oases among these

troops amounted to i8'24 per cent, of the total strength, while from

1849 to 1S58 it fell to i3'93 per cent. This is to be explained, says

Evvart, through the growing conviction that the malady was of most

frequent occurrence among those persons in the cantonments who

' I follow the account of Lcuckart (1. c, p. 704), iis the language of the

oi'i^itml paper is not familiar to me.
- For fuither particulars of the larval devdopment see Leuckart, 1. c.
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were '" thu filthiest Jrinkers." Being convinced of this, the more in-

telligent of the men had nsed greater care of recent years in choosing
what wells they would drink {'roiii. The European families resident

there enjoy perfect immunity from dracunculus, the reason beijig, as

Esvart is convinced, that they take the greatest care about their water-

supply; and even among such of the native civilian population as take

their drinking-water exclusively from wells that are kept clean, not a

single case has occurred.

§ 124. GuiNEA-WUliM HAS FOLLOWED TUE AfKICAN NeOUO TO

America, and elsewheke.

All tlio authorities for Brazil^ Guiana, the West Tudies,

Egypt, and tlie East Indies agree in stating tliat dracontiasis

was quite unknown in these countries before tlie importation
of the negro ;

and in the subsequent period it has been

always the African part of tlie popuLation that has supplied
the largest contingent of the sick. With the suppression of

the slave trade, or, in other words, the cessation of frequent
and exteusive intercourse between the countries of the negro

(especially the Guinea Coast) and the countries above named,
the disease in most of the latter fell to a minimum or dis-

appeared altogether. There can be hardly any doubt, there-

fore, about the transmissibility of dracontiasis or of the

parasite which underlies it
;
and the interesting researches

of Fedschenko supply the information as to the manner of

that transmission. At the same time it follows from the

experience of these countries, that the parasite is able to

survive and to become domesticated outside its native habitat

only under certain conditions
;
but the nature of these con-

ditions cannot be in any way inferred either from the older

observations or from the results of Fedschenko's inquiries.

In like manner, for all those places in the Eastern Hemisphere
Avhero dracontiasis is now endemic, the question remains

undecided, whether they were the original hahitats of the

parasite, or whether some of them, affording the conditions

necessary to the existence of the guinea-worm, may not have

been secondarily infected. For India in particular, this

question may be urged. According to Gramberg,^ the

^Quoted by Leuckart from tlic
' Gcaecsk. Tijdschr. voor Ncderl. Indie,' 1S61,

ix, p. 632.
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disease was imported by negro troops into Bombay, which

is now the head-quarters of it in India. From Madras/

Waring- gives the following example of the formation of new
endemic centres : Previous to 1834 the city, and in particular
certain of its suburbs, enjoyed almost complete immunity
from dracontiasis. In 1834 and 1835 cases occurred here

and there, and since that time the disease has gained so

much in extent that it must now be reckoned among the

maladies of most freqent occurrence. While the number
of cases from 1834 to' 1838 amounted to 222 in all, they rose

in 1839—43 to 387, and in 1844—48 to 920. "I do not

think," says Waring,
" that we can come to any other con-

clusions than that, whatever may be the cause of the disease,

it may be transplanted from place to place, and that localities

previously exempt may become the seat of the affection."
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Insects}

§ 125. Geographical Distribution of Sarcoptes Scaciei—
THE Itch Insect.

Historically and geographically considered, tliis parasite is

coextensive with the human race itself." Among the para-

sitic diseases that have been known in every age and in all

parts of the world, the itch takes the foremost place. It

has not rarely assumed the character of an epidemic under

such unhygienic influences as specially favour the spreading
and lodging of the parasite f not rarely also it has gained
and maintained an endemic sway over the inhabitants of

those countries or districts where ignorance, rough manners

and the indolence springing from them have had the effect

of keeping the social habits down at a primitive level.

We have no definite figures whereby to estimate the extent

to which the itch is endemic in various parts of the woi'ld,

the prevalence of the malady being denoted merely by such

general terms as "
rare,"

"
common/'

"
very common/' or

"generally diffused." But according to that kind of infor-

mation, and so far as it goes, the portions of European soil

most infested by the itch are Iceland,'' the Faroe Islands,^

Norway, Poland, Biissia, some parts of Eastern Germany and

of France, Turkey and the Ionian Islands.

' As I mentioned at the beginning: of this cliapter, I intend to consider licrc

only those insects which have the cliaractcr of true parasitic feeders upon man,

and are at the same time among the more common or endemic of their class.

^ Hebra has published a very exhaustive inquiry into the history of the

disease from remote antiquitj- down to the present lime (''Acute Exantheme

nnd Hiiutkrankheiten," in
' Virchow's Handb. dir spec. Pathol, iiiid Tlierap.,'

Erlangcn, i860, i, 410).
•^ In the Napoleonic wars the sufferers from the itch in tlie I'rcneh armies

were counted by the hundred thousand. In tlic hospitals of Prague in 1866,

according to Peters (' I'rager Vierteljabrschr. fiir Ileilkdc.,' 1.S6S, iv, 179; 1874-

ii, i), the number of patients admitted with the itch was 112Q, while in 1S67 it

was 2256; in the years following there was again a decrease proportionate to the

rise. No doubt the state of war in 1866 made the difference there also.

*
Schleisner, 'Island nndersijgt, &c.,' 26; Finscn,

'

Jagttagelser, &c.,' Kjiib.,

1874, 1.17.

*
Manicus, 'Blbl. for Laeger,' 1824, 15.
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In Iceland, according to Finsen, tlie disease would appear to be rarei*

now than formerly. As regards France, Lanquetin' says : "II y a

encore dans le Jura plusicurs villages, dont les habitants sont a pen pres
tons galeux." And Hardy,- referring to Lower Brittany, says :

" La

gale s' empare dn sujct quelqnes jours apres sa naissance, le suit dans

toute sa carriere et ne I'abandonne qu' a la mort." In the island of

Cej)halonia, according to Robertson,'' one third of the whole 60,000

inhabitants had the itch.

On Asiatic soil^ the pai'asite is universally diffused in

Siberia^ and Kamscluitha,^ as well as in China'' and in

Jajiaii^, where, as Vidal (following Siebold) tells us, three-

fourths of the whole population have the itch
; and, as

Friedel declares, not only the natives but also foreigners are

affected. It is common also in the East Indies,^ where van

Leent says of it :

" La gale est tellement repandue parmi
les indigenes, que beaucoup d^individus n'y portent meme

plus attention,^^ adding that this holds good not only for the

lower classes but also for people in better circumstances.

Almost all the authorities for India^ mention the enormous

frequency of this parasite among the native population :

" On peut dire,^' says Huillet,
"
que presque tons ceux

[galeux] de la basse classe vivent ave'c elle [la gale] sans

chercher a s^on guerir." The same is true of Arahia^'^ and of

Persia, where, according to Polak,^^ one half of the soldiers

in a regiment arrived at Teheran from Tabriz, had the itch.

A remarkable exemption is enjoyed by some of the island-

' 'Notice siir la gale,' Par., 1859, 63.
-
'Le9ons sur les maladies de la peau,' Par., 1859, ''> M'-

' ' Lond. Med. Iiepository,' 1818, June, 461.
^
Hanpt, 'Med. Ztg. llnssl.,' 1845, .i75-

5
Bogovodsky, ib., 1854, 10.

* Wilson, 'Med. Notes on China,' Lond., 1846, 22.

'' Friedel,
' Beitr. ziu" Kenutniss des Klinias nnd der Krankli. Ost-Asiens,'

Berl., 1863, ii, 21; Albrecht,
' Petersb. nied. Zeitschr.,' 1862, iii, 51; Yidal,

' L'ascaride lombrico'ide en Chine et au Japon,' Montp., 1865,
^
Heyiiiaim,

' Krankh. in den Tropenlanden,' Wurzh., 1855, 222; v. Leent,

'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Oct., 250; 1872, Jan., 22; 1873, Fevr., 102.

^
Young,

' Calcutta Med. Transact.,' 1S26, ii, 334; Leslie, ib., 1833, vi, 61 ;

Crespigny,
'

Bombay Med. Transact.,' 18.^9, N.S., iv, 94; Day,
' Madras Quart.

Joiirn. of Med. Sc.,' 1862, J.an., 23; Cleveland, ib., 1863, Jan., 26; Milroy,

'Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1866, ii, 350; Huillet, 'Arch, de med. nav.,'

1868, Jan., 26.

'0
Palgrave, in '

1'Union med.,' 1866, Nr. 20, 308.
^' ' Wochenbl. zur Zeitschr. der Gesellsch. der Wiener Aerzte,' 1857, 756.
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groups of Oceania ; wliilo the itcli is quito general among the

Kanakas of the JTavHiHtiii. Islaouh,^ it is the unanimous opinion

of several French practitioners" that it rarely occurs on the

Society Inlands (Tahiti), and acc(n-ding to Turner"'' it is rare

also in the Samoa group. From Africa tlierc are accounts

of its endemic prevalence on the Mozambique*' Coast, iu

Abyssinia^' Efjypt,^' Tunis,'^ among the native population of

Algiers,^ especially the Kabyles, who are eaten up by the

itcli C' devores"), as Chalhin jmts it; also on the West

Coast^'^ wliere tlie malady, known under the name of
" craw-

craw/'^° or by the Portuguese term "
sarna/' has attacked

the greater part of the negro popuhition ;
and in the Canary

Islaiids,^^ especially Gomera and Palma, Avhere nearly the

whole inhabitants are likewise permanently subject to it.

In the Western Hemisi'there the two chief regions of itch, so

far as 1 can learn, are Brazil^" and Pern.^^ In Guiana it is

known under the name of
''
luaracane," in Brazil as " sarna

"

(the I'ortuguese term, but various chronic skin diseases are

included under it), audiu Peru as "
carracha," a distinction

being" drawn in that country between a milder vesicular

^
Gulick,

' New York Jourii. of i\hil.,' 1855, March ; Duplouy,
' Anli. de meJ.

iiiiv.,' 1864, Dec, 486.
2 Kef. ib., 1865, Oct., 291.
^
'Glasgow Med. Jouni.,' 1870, Aug;., 502.

'* Liehtensteiu, iu ' Hufeland's Jouni. der Heilkde.,' 1804, xix, H. 1, 180.

•' Ccurbon,
' Observ. tojiogr. et med., Sic.,' Par., 1861, .^3.

•< Pruner,
' Kraiikli. des Orients,' Krlaiig., 1846, 142; Fox,

' Med. Times aud

Gaz.,' 1867, Feb., 165.
'

Ferrini,
*

Saggio sul clima . . di Tunisi, &e.,' Milano, 1860, 182.

^ Gaudiucau,
' Mem. de incd. niilit.,' 1842, lii, 208; Deleau, ib., 230; Armaud,

'Med. et liyg. des pays cbauds, &c.,' Par. (1853), 410; P;izille,
' Gaz. med. de

PAlgerie,' 1868,39; Challaii, ili., 117. I m:iy reiiiaik hero that the so-called

" Gain bedouine" i.s not the itch, but Jjichen simplex (see Armaiid, 1. e.).

'>

IJoyle, 'Account of the Western Coast of Alrica,' Loud., 1831,391 ; Oldfield,
' Lend. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1835, Nov., 403 ; liryson,

'

Iveport on the Climate

and Diseases of the African Station,' Lund., 1847, 258; Duncan, 'Travels iu

Western Africa,' Lond., 1847, 1,32; Daniell, 'Sketch of the Med. Topogr. of the

Gidf of Guine:i,' Loud., 1849, 114; Clarke,
' Trausact. of the Epidemiol. Soc.,'

i860, i, 104 ; Abelin,
' Ktude snr le Gabon,' Par., 1872, 3 i

; Feris,
' Arch, de nicd.

iiav.,' 1879, IVLii, 330.
^" See O'Neill's remarks on Filaria sanguinis given at p. t;,],].

" Kef. in ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, A]iril, 253.
1'^

Sigaud,
'

l)u cliinat et des malad. du lircsil,' Par., 1844, 397.
15

bmitli, in ' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1840, April, 339.
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form {" carraclia fma ") on the coast; aud a more severe

pustular form {" carraclia sierrana ") «among tlie mountains.

§ 126. Want op Cleanliness the kSingle Favouring

Condition for the Itch.

The great prevalence of itch in high and low latitudes

contrasting with its comparatively rare occurrence in the

temperate zone, is not explained by the circumstances of climate

any more than its common occurrence among the natives

of these regions, and its small number of victims among
foreigners (Europeans), is explicable on the ground of racial

or national peculiarities. The single determining factor is

the development of the sense for cleanliness corresponding
to the degree of cultivation in general, the appreciation of

the care of the skin^ and of its careful treatment when out

of order
;

in short, the degree of consideration given by the

individual or the community to the withstanding of injurious
influences (among the rest the itch insect) and to the com-

batting of the same. Not only is the number of cases

dependent thereon, but also the intensity which the disease

attains to; for where the itch is most widely diffused, there also

it induces the severest forms of skin disease,
—the pustular,

impetiginous, and ecthymatous eruptions, and the ulcerations

that have been found among the natives of India (the most

notorious being the '^^ Malabar itch"), of Egypt, the West
Coast of Africa,^Mozambique, Peru, and other countries.
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Sandflen^ {Piile.r, Ulii/iiclicq^i'loii jicnrfrnns),

§ 127. Geographical Distribution op Sandflea.

This parasite is iiidigouous only to the tropical regions of

the Western Uemisphere, from 23'' N. (]\rexico) to 28° S."

Quite recently {1872) it was imported'^ by a vessel from

Brazil into the Gaboon Coast and the Congo Coast, where it

soon became a widely diffused and frightful scourge to the

natives."* In the Western Hemisphere, where the first

European immigrants soon made the acquaintance of this

extremely troublesome insect, its range includes Mexico^

(both the eastern and western provinces), all the States of

Central America both on the Pacific and Atlantic side,

' The colloquial names for this parasite are chigne, chego, or tcliike iu the

West Indies, sikka in Guiana, hicho, tunjja, jatecuba, and migor in Urazil, nigua
in Mexico, and picque in Paraguay.

- It is only the female that can be considered a true parasite, and she only for

the reproductive period, or up to the maturation and extrusion of the eggs.

The animal bores through the human skin with its head (particularly under the

toe-nails), while its body remains free above the skin. After the eggs have been

extruded, the animal dies, shrivels up, and drops ofl" from the skin of its host.

The unimpregnated females and the males fe^d on blood from time fo time, like

Pulex irrUans. See Karsten,
' Heitr. znr Kenntniss des Khynchoprion penetrans,'

Mosk., 1864, p. 59; Guyon,
' Gaz. med. de Paris,' i86.?, p. 163;

'

Compt. rend.,'

1870, Ixx, 785.
^
Falkcnsteiu, iu ' Virchow's Arch.,' 1877, vol. Ixxi, p. 436 ; IJallay,

'

L'Ogoouc,'

Paris, 1880, p. 41 ; Key, 'Annal. d'liyg.,' 18S0, Juin, p. 496.
*
According to Skripitzin, a Russian physician (quoted in the '

Zeitscbr. fiir

die gcs. Med.,' 1840, xiii, j6, from the ' (Jesuudheitsfreund
'

(183S), a lUissian

journal of popular medicine), JPitlex penetrans would have been domesticated in

Africa before the date in the text, iuasmucli as it was found upon negroes during
their shipment from the Congo coast or ^lo/.ambiijue to America. This state-

ment stands quite by itself, and I believe it to be a mistake, as the medical

accounts from the Mozamlnque coast make no reference whatever to the parasite.
•'' The earliest information of it in that country was given by Chajipe d'Ante-

rocbe ('Voyage en Californie,' Paris, 1772, p. 20). Later accounts will be found

in Uslar,
'
Preuss. med. Vereins-Ztg., 1843, Nr. .^6 (for Onjaca); Vizy, 'Mem. de

med. milit.,' 1863, Octbr., 316 (for the east coast and the highlands); Lucas,

'La fregatte "la Victcire
"

i Guaymas et .\ Mazatlan,' Par., 186S, 41 (for

Mazatlan, on the west coast).
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(Honduras/ Guatemala/ Costa Rica/ San Salvador,"* and

Panama)/ Neto Granada,^ Guiana,^ tlio West Indies,^

Brazil,^ and the tropical parts of Paracjuay,^^ Chill,^^ and

FemP

§ 1 28. Instances of the Sandflba in Eukope.

It thus appears that Pidex i^Qnetrans, as a pertinacious
form of parasitic life, is strictly confined to the tropics,
within which it is capable of transference from one place to

^
Hamilton, 'Annals of Mill t. Surgery,' Lond., 1864, 142.

-
Bernoulli,

'

Schweiz. med. Zeitschr.,' 1864, iii, 100.
^

Scliwalbc, 'Arch, fiir klin. Med.,' 1875, xv, 347.
* Guzman,

' Essai de topogr. phys. et mod. de la republique du Salvadoi-,' Par.,

1869, 125.
^ lioulin ('Compt. rend.,' 1870, l.x.v, 792) publishes a letter by a Bishop of

Panama, dated 1688, in which it is stated that as early as 1538 a division of

Spanish troops was disabled from marching by swarms of the parasite settling in

their feet. In recent times the French troops under Bazaiue, in the Mexican

expedition, had the same unfortunate experience.
•^

Humboldt, 'Voyage,' vii, 250 ; Goudot, quoted by Bonnet, 'Arch, de med.

nav.,' 1S67, Aout, 95.
^
Bajon,

' Nachrichteu zur Geschichte . . von Cayenne,' from tlie French.

Erf., 1780, i, 91; Rodschied,
' Bemerk. iibcr das Klima . . vou PJo Esequebo,'

Frankf., 1796, 306; Campet,
' Traite prat, dcs malad. graves des pays chauds,'

Par., 1802, 454; Ferg,
' Jahrb. der deutsch. Med.,' 1813, i, 149; Nieger,

' De
la puce penetrante des pays chauds,' Strasb., 1859; Pop, 'Nederl. Tijilschr.

voor Geneesk,' 1859, "'» 213; v. Hasselt, ib., i860, iv, 727; Bonnet, 1. c,

1867, Juill, 19, Aout, 81, Octbr,, 258.
** The earliest account of the parasite in the West Indies is given by Ovicdo

(' Cronica de las Indias,' 1547, fol. xxi). Subsequent notices of it occur in

Sloane, 'Diseases of Jamaica,' Germ, ed., Augsb., 1784, p. 87; Moseley, 'Treatise

on Tropical Diseases, &c.,' Lond., 1787; Savarcsy, 'De la fievre jaune,' Napl.,

1809, 93; Labat, 'Annal. de la med. physiol.,' 1833, Avril; Levacher, 'Guide

med. des Antilles,' Paris, 1840, p. 325; Brassac, 'Ai-ch. de med. nav.,' 1865, Dec,

p. 510; Moulin, 'Pathol, de la race negre,' Paris, 1866, p. 26.
^ The first mention of it in Brazil is by Piso (' Hist, rerum natural. Brasiliens.'

1648, p. 249). Later authorities are Lallemant, in 'Schmidt's Jahrb. der Med.,'

1842, XXXV, J 71; Burmeister,
' Reise in Brasilien,' 1853; Canovillc,

' Dcs lesions

produites par la chique, &c.,' Par., 1S80.
^^ Munck and Rosenskjold,

' Vctensk. Akad. Forhdl.,' 1849, Nr. 2; Mantc-

gazza,
' Lettcre med. sulla America meridion.,' Milano, i860, i, 2S4.

^' Molina (' Saggio sulla storia naturale de Chili,' 1782, p. 214) expressly
mentions that the parasite is confined to certain parts of the country, uotably

Coquimbo, in 29° N.
'^

Tschudi,
'
Oest. med. Wochenschr., 1846, p. 472.
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another, as shown by its introduction into the West Coast of

Africa. That it can subsist for a brief period in temperate
latitudes also, is proved beyond doubt by several observed

facts.

An interesting case of tbe kind is given by Bonnet :' On board a

hospital sbip wbicb bad sailed from Cayonno (Isles du Salut) in July,

1866, one of tbe engineers was laid up, about tbe latitude of tbe Azores,

with an abscess over tbe great toe, wbicb was found on examination to

be due to a sandflea that bad bored its way into tbe tissues. On

September ist, tbe vessel arrived at Toulon, where she underwent

repairs, and in January following she was again commissioned. A
sailor wbo bad been occupied about tbe bunkers wbile tbe coals were

being taken in, was attacked witb an inflammation of tbe foot between

tbe toes, and tbe sbip's surgeon detected at tbe spot a living female

sandflea full of eggs. It follows';tbat tbe insect bad survived more tbau

six months, under very various ccmditions of weather and climate. A
similar case came under Laboulbene's" observation in a man wbo bad

arrived in Paris from Pernambuco, two living specimens of sandflea full

of eggs baving been fouud in tbe skiu of tbe little toe.

§ 129. Sandflea acquired in Filthy Huts and Piggeries in

THE Tropics.

Generally speaking, Pulex ijenetrans occurs more fre-

quently on low plains, especially the .<?ea coast or the hanlcs of

rivers, than on high ground in the interior f althongli the

observations of Uslar and Vizy in Mexico show that it has

been met with also at considerable olovatious. Tlie head-

quarters of the parasite are everywhere filthy and dilapidated

human dwellings such as th'e huts of negroes and Indians,

or cattle sheds, and most of all piggeries. It occurs also in

houses that are kept with cleanliness, but very rarely,"* aiul

under the circumstances stated in § 130. Not a single case

of pulex-invasion was found by Vizy among the Fi'ench

troops quartered in the town of Orizaba or in the monas-

teries which had been converted into barracks ; whereas

many cases occurred among those sections of the troops who

' L. c, p. 99.
' 'Annal du la soc. cutomol. dc I''rancc,' 1S67, scr. iv, tome vii, Bull., p. 6.

^ Brassac, Botinet.

* Karstcn, Vizy, Bonnet, Cnrnovillc.
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lived in the lialf-dilapidatod Indian Imts^ as well as among
the Mexican troops located in the suburbs where herds of

swine were roamiug about the adjoining- gardens, and among
a division of Zouaves who lived in sheds that had formerly
been used for keeping pigs in.

§ 130. Sandplea enters Houses in the Eainy Season.

A very higlt ternperatuo-e and very copious rainfall ar&

destructive of the insect as well as of its eggs and larvse.

Accordingly when that kind of weather sets in, the larvae may
be seen to bury themselves in sand or rubbish-heaps. Mean-
while the mature insects take refuge in the darkest corners ;

they resort at such times even to dwelling houses, where they
take up their quarters among the ashes or wood- shavings, or

in the dustbin or rubbish-heap, or in the unbearded floors

of rooms. In this way we explain the fact of the inhabitants

suffering most from the parasite at the end of the dry season

and the beginning of the rains.

§ 131. Persons most liable to Sandplea.

Race or nationality have no influence as regards immunity
from or invasion by the jjarasite. Indeed, newly-arrived

strangers suffer on the- whole more frequently and more

severely than the natives or the acclimatised, the explanation

being, as Harsten^ points out, that "
strangers pay no heed to

the faint itching which the animal causes in boring* through
the skin, not knowing the significance of that slight pain ;

and the animal once in its nest gives no further trouble, if

the slightly inflamed bit of skin where it is located be not

pressed upon or scratched.
^•'

Bonnet's^ view is the same; and
he points out that the Indian tribes in Cayenne protect them-
selves against the sandflea by anointing the skin with
" Orleans

"
(roucou), and that the women always carry one

or two needles with which to remove the insect the moment
it has got into the skin. Speaking of the coolies from India

' L. c, p. 58.
• L. c, p. 101.
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wlio coino to Cayenne to work on tlio French plantations,
Bonnet says,

''
lis sont, jl Icnr arrivee, litteralement devores

par les puces penetrantes. Un do ces hoinmes provonant
des mines auriferes de I'Appvonage, avait plus do oOO sacs

dc cliiqucs disseniinecs dans divorscs regions du corps."
As regards tlie individual his chance of protection against

this parasite, as against others, will depend on the degree
of cleanliness which he practises, and on his carefulness not
to expose the naked feet in those places where the insect

lurks, inasmuch as the feet are the parts that it mostly
attacks. It is generally found on the toes, particularly
under the nails, being rarer in other parts of the foot, and

only now and then met with in the skin of the scrotum,
knee, upper extremity, neck and back.

§ 132. Laevje of Flies in the Nasal Passages.

An extremely painful and not unfrequently dangerous
affection of the nasal passages is that which is caused by the
entrance into them of the larvx offlies. The danger, when
it occurs, is dependent on the fact that the inflammatory pro-
cess produced by the larvas undergoing their development,
docs not remain confined to the mucous membrane of the
nasal cavity, but extends to that of the frontal sinuses and
the antrum, where it causes an ulcerative process and ulti-

mately caries, and sometimes even perforation into the cranial

cavity and fatal meningitis. In other cases the larva) have
found their Avay into the throat and even into the larynx,
where they have been no less destructive in their operations.

This disease has been observed at many parts of the world
in all latitudes

; but it has been especially frequent in several

regions of the tropics, and in these it has to some extent the
character of an endemic. Tliis applies particularly to India

(where the disease is known under the colloquial name of
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''

peenasli ")/ Mexico," Central America,^ Cayenne,'^ New

Granada,^ Brazil/' and the Argentine Repuhlic/ wliero the

malady bears the uame of '^

myiasis^' or popularly '^biclieiro;
"

also to Senegamhia, where, according' to Berenger Ferand/
all the cases observed hitherto have come from one locality,

the district of Thies lying to the south-east of Cayor,

although it is probable that the disease is indigenous to all

the lower part of the Colony.

§ 133. Larvjc pound ]n the Nasal Passages belong mostly

TO Tropical Species.

This preponderance of the disease in the tropics is doubt-

less to bo explained by the circumstance that it is only larvae

of certain species of flies proper to tropical regions which

make the nasal cavities of man their favourite resort. Even
if we admit the fact put forward by Frantzius, Moore^
Brandao and others^ that it is those persons suffering from

ozoena who are mostly affected by the disease, the insect

finding itself attracted to the nose by the smell coming
from it—even if this should pass unchallenged, it is still

obviously insufficient to explain the comparative frequency
of the malady in the tropics, inasmuch as there is no evidence

^
McGregor,

' Calcutta Med. Transact.,' 1829, iv, 28; Laliory,
' Ind. Annals of

Med. So.,' 1855, Oct.; Rustomjee, 'Bombay Med. Transact./ 1861, N.S., vi,

App. xxviil, 1862, N.S., vii, App. xxi; Daj',
' Madras Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,'

1862, Jan., 37; 'Lyons, 'Indian Annals of Med. Se.,' 1S62, May, 55; Moore,
' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1869, Aug., 269.

' Weber, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1867, Fevr., 158; Lucas, 'La fregatte "la

Victo!re" k Guaymas et a Mazatlan,' Par., 1868, 47.
^
Frantzius, in ' Vircliow's Arcb.,' 1868, xliii, 98; Bernoulli,

' Schweiz. med,

Zeitscbr.,' 1862, iii, 100.

*
Coquerel,

' Arcb. gen. de med.,' 1858, Mai, and "
Compt. rend, de la soc. dc

bio4ogie," in ' Gaz. med. do Paris,' 1858, 430 ; Daunt,
' Dublin Med. Press/ i860,

Sept. ; Audouit,
' Des desordres produits cbez Thomme par les larves de la Lucilia

borainivorax/ Par., 1864; Gourrier, 'Arcb. de med. nav./ 1879, Juin, 471 ;

Prima, 'Considerations sur la Lucilia bominivorax/ Par., 1881.
*

Saffrey, 'Tour du monde/ 1873, Sem. ii, 100.

^ Daunt, 1. c. ; Brandao,
'
Ilevist. med. da Babia, 1876, Dec, in 'Arcb. de

med. nav./ 1877, Avril, 314.
^

Conil,
' Act. de la Acad, nacional de cienclas,' 1879, iii, 69, and ' Nouv. cas.

de myiasis observes dans la province de Cordova,' Cord., 1880.

* 'Maladies des Europeens au Senegal,' Par., 1875, i, 233.
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that an amount of ozonna proportionate to tho parasitic affec-

tion occurs there any more than it does in other latitudes.

It is probable that the insects which mostly give rise to the

malady are various species of Calliphorni ; but the chief part

would appear to ])o played by a species described by

Coqucrcl under tho name of Lucilia liominivorax, being per-

haps identical Avith Calliphora voinitoria, or the "
varejcira

"

(Brandao), and with Galliphora anthropo'phaga (Conil).

According to several observers the principal occasions of

the insect entering the nose are when the individual is in a

state of drunken unconsciousness or sound asleep in the

open air.

§ 134. BoTS IN THE Human Subject.

Another diptera-disease of man, observed, like the former,

unusually often in particular parts of the world, is the so-called

"hots/' or the larvse of various species of (Estrus developing

in the s7ihcutaneous connective tissue. The first information

of a quasi -endemic prevalence of this affection came from

Cayenne, where the parasite is known under the name of

'Wer macaque
^'^

;
there are accounts of it also irom. No iv

Granada" and Brazil/" and, according to Frantzius, it is

somewhat common in all the warmer and moister parts of

Central and South America.

Belonging to the same group, possibly, is a disease known in Peru under

the name of "uta," which is endemic, according to Smith* and Tschudi,"'

in various parts of that country, particularly in the Quebrada of Santa

Rosa de Quibc, on the road from Lima to the mines of Cerro Pasco ; it

consists of an inflammation caused by the boring of a parasite through
the skin, generally of the scrotum, the sequel being an ulcer which takes

on a cancerous (?) or lupous (?) character, and ends fatally in unbear-

able pain and severe hajmorrhages.

' Thion dc la Chaume in his translation of Lind,
'

Essai, &c.,' Par., 1785, 75 ;

Bonnet,
' Uu parasitismo,' Montp., 1870.

' Goudot, 'Annal. des sc. nat.,' iii, 22 r.

' Account in ' Gaz. nied. da Bahia,' quoted by Rey, 'Anual. d'liyg.,' 1.880,

Juiu, 501.
* 'Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1840, April, 339.
* ' Ocster. nicd. Wochensclir.,' 1846, 509.
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From high latitudes also^ tliere are accounts of similar

endemics of bots, such as the one given by Spence^ for the

Shetland Islands, and those by Hoogk," Tliesen/ and Boeck*
for various parts of Norway. For obvious reasons the

malady is found oftener among country people who are

occupied with cattle-tending and who sleep out of doors. It

is a noteworthy fact that the parasite in man is nearly always
on the head or trunk, and only exceptionally on the extrem-
ities.

^ 'Edinb. Med. Journ,,' 1858, Nov., p. 417.
- 'Norsk Magaz. for Laegevidensk,' 1869, xxiii, 489.
3

lb., 1872; 'Nord. med. Selsk. Fordhl.,' 89.
^

lb., 1871; 'Selsk. Fordhl.,' 227.



CIIArTER X.

PARASITIC FUXGI.

§ 135. Pityriasis Versicoloe and Favus.

Of the parasitic fungi we have to consider here only those

which produce diseases of the skin, the so-called dermato-

mycoscs. Two of these, pityriasis versicolor and favus,

have little of interest for geographical inquiry. Both dis-

eases, or their respective fungi^
—the Microsporon furfur and

Acliorion Bclwenleinn—wouldappear to be distributed univers-

ally over the globe, without attaining a properly endemic

character at any one place.

The comparatively large amount of favus among the

Jewish population, particularly the male part of it, in Russia,

Poland, Hungary, Galizia, and the Levant,^ as well as among
the Mohammedan population in Turlccj/,^ Asia Minor, Syria,^

Persia,* Egypt,^ Algiers,'' and Morocco,'' is perhaps to be

explained by their religious practice of always going with

the head covered. It is not so easy to account for the

frequent occurrence of the malady in France (particularly

the southern provinces),^ and in some parts of Italy (again

' Eder. ' Zeitsclir. dir Wien. Aerzte,' 185,^, i, 244; Zeissl,
' Oest. Zeitschr. fiir

pnict. Ileilkde.,' 1864, Nr. .31.

^
lliglcr,

' Die Tiiikc'i uiid dercii Bewoliner,' ii, 80.

^
Primer,

' Knuiklioitcn des Orients,' 149.
*

Polnk,
' Woelicnbl. ziir Zeitsehr. der Wiener Aerzte,' 1857, 743.

' In the niilitiiry hospitals there is a special department for favus patients.

See Fox,
' Med. Times and G:iz.,' 1867, Feb., p. 165.

• Armand, 'Med. et hyg. des pay.s cliauds, &c.,' 4U); Cliallan,
' Gaz. med. de

r.Mgerie,' 1868, 119 ; "la teigne se rencontre a chaque pas," he says.
"
Account in

' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1877, July, 97.
•''

ISerjj^oi'on , 'Hull, do I'Acad. do med.,' xxx, 1864, 20, 27, Dec. He estimatesj

the! uumhcr of favus piitiouts in the Herault district at 20 per looo of the

IHipuhition.
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mostly in the soutlieru provinces/ such as Apulia, Capitanata,
the Abruzzi, Basilicata and Calabria) ; nor the fact, often

adverted to, that favus is much commoner in Scotland^ than

in England, being met with, as in France, to a much greater
extent among- the country people than among the residents

in towns, although the case is exactly the opposite with

herpes tonsurans
; nor, finally, to explain why favus is quite

unknown in the Island of Martinique, as Kufz^ and Bergeron*

agree in saying that it is.

There can be no question here of influences of climate^

and other general causes, or of a physiological predis-

position in the individual towards or against, depending on
circumstances of race and nationality. We are in fact

driven to believe that the occurrence of Achorion Schoen-

leinii is associated with certain conditions of locality, its

transmission taking place more readily under some circum-

stances than under others ;
and the determining factor is

possibly the greater or less amount of favus among the

domestic animals, from which it is well known to be often

transmitted to man. As we know nothing of the existence

of the fungus away from the body of man or other animals, it

is impossible for the present to form any definite opinion
as to what those circumstances are. What we may conclude

is that ivant of cleanliness is one of the chief factors in the

difEusion of favus and pityriasis versicolor, as of all other

communicable dermatomycoses.
'

Lombroso, 'Eivista clin. di Bologna,' 1872, 225; Sormani, 'Geogr. nosol.

d' Italia,' Roma, 1881,321. From the conscription lists for the years 1864-77,
the number of favus patients in Italy is estimated at 9-1 per 1000 inhabitants;
but while the proportion in the southern provinces named in the text is 20 per
1000 and upwards, it is only 2 per 1000 in the northern districts of Casale, Alba,

Cuneo, Belluuo, Padua, Rovigo, Florence, &c. The number of cases has decreased

considerably of late.

*
Anderson, 'Lancet,' 1871, Nov., 743; Bennett,

' Edinb, Monthl. Journ. of

iled. So.,' 1850, July, 40.
^ 'Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1859, A^9-
^ 'Aunal. d'hyg.,' 1865, xxiii.

^ The fact that favus is often seen in high latitudes, as in Kanischatka

(Rogonodsky,
' Med. Ztg. Russlands,' 1854, No. i), shows that it is not the warm

climate of Southern Europe and the East which determines its occurrence.
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§ 136. Herpes Tonsurans or Kingworm.

Ringworm plays a consideraLly greater part than favus or

pityriasis in the statistics of sickness, especially from tropical

countries, in many of which this parasitic skin disease has a

truly endemic character. We have more particular accounts

of it from India^ the Malay Archij'clago," Cochin China,^

China, Jaixin, several of the island-groups of Oceania (of

which more in the sequel), Nossi-B6^ near JNIadagascar,

Abyssinia,^ Egypt,
^

the Wctit Coast of Africa^ the West

Indies^ Guiana^ and Pern}^^ Even in the Jn'yher latitiides

of the Eastern Hemisphere, herpes tonsurans is much more

common than favus ; and the same is true of the North

American continent,''^

The preponderance of the disease in the tropics warrants

the conjecture that the climate, or a hirjh temjierature and a

large amount of moisture, are a material furtherance to the

Trichophyton tonsurans ;
and this idea finds support in the

fact that the amount and. severity of the malady increase in

the rainy and hot seasons, while they diminish in the cold

season.^^ Leclerc states that patients with ringworm coming
^

Voigt, 'Bibl. for Laeger/ 1833, July, 2; Young, 'Calcutta Jled. Transact./

1826, ii, 334.
^
Lesson,

'

Voyage med. autuur du monde,' Par., 1829, 98 ; Heymann,
'
Darstell.

der Krankh. in den Tropenlandern/ Wiirzb., 1855, 202
;

v. Leont, 'Arch, de med.

nav.,' 1867, Octbr., 250; 1873, Fevr., 102.

2 Leclerc,
'

L'herpes circinij en Cochinchine,' Montp., 187 1; Eeautils, 'Arcb.

de med. nav.,' 1882, Avril, 276.
» Corre, ib., 1878, Novbr., 408.
5 Blanc,

' Gaz. liebd. de med.,' 1874, Nr. 21, 330.
^ Pruner, 'Krankh. des Orients,' 149; Hartmunii, 1. c.

7
Thaly, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Sptbr., 187; Abelin, 'Etude sur le Gaboii,'

Par., 1872, 31.
8

Hillary, 'Diseases of Barbadoes,' Germ, ed., Leipz., 177G, 420; St. Vel,

'Malad. des regions intertropicales,' Par., 1868, 484.
3 Nissaeus,

' De uonnuUis in Colonia Siirinamen.'ii observat. morb.,' Ilarderovici,

1791; Rodschied,
' Bemerk. iiber das Klinia . . von Rio Esscquebo,' Erankf. a.

M., 1796, 256.
^"

Smith, 'Edinb. Med. and Hurg. Journ.,' 1840, April, 339.
1'

Bulkley, 'Chicago Med. Journ.,' 1877, Nov.; 'Transact, of the American

Dermatol. Soc.,' 1878, 28.
^' Fox and Earquhar, 'On certain Endemic Skin and other Diseases of India,

&c.,* Lond., 1876; Leclerc, 1. c.
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from Cociiin China to Europe improve considerably as they
enter tlie higlier latitudes, but a fresli access of the disease

occurs when they approach the tropical heat of the Arabian

coast. The fact of ringworm occurring chiefly among the

coloured population of the tropics, which has been dwelt upon
by a number of observers such as Primer for the negroes in

Egypt, Leeson for the Malays of the East Indies, van Leent^

for the Chinese in Banka, and Corre for the Malagasys in

Nossi-Be, is to be explained not so much by o-acial differ-

ences as by the circumstances of living, that is to say, by want

of cleanliness and by carelessness, which give considerable

facilities for the spread of the parasite and may even raise

the malady to an epidemic.^ It is an established fact that

the parasite is often transmitted to man by domesticated

animals such as the cat and dog.
Various forms of Herpes tonsurans.—Herpes tonsurans, as

is well known, occurs in a variety of forms, which have

given rise to various synonyms of the malady, such as

porrigo scutulata, herpes circinatus s. annularis (ringworm),

sycosis parasitaria, and onychomycosis. The following para-

graphs relate to skin diseases concerning which it is impos-
sible to decide with certainty whether they are merely
varieties of herpes tonsurans, depending on climatic or other

circumstances, or whether they are peculiar species of

dermatomycoses.

§ 137. Gune/ Tokelau Ringworm (Lafa Tokelau), and

Cascadoe.

Under the name of ''

gune," Fox^ gave the following

description of a skin disease which was prevalent in endemic

form in the Kinysmill or Gilbert Growp (under the line in

* 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1873, 1. c.

^
Govlcy ('Lyon med.,' 1880, No. 27, p. 28) gives an account of an epidemic

of Trichophyton tonsurans at Fernay. It began in a barber's shop, to whicli

the parasite had been brought by country people, and it spread through a large

circle of the inhabitants.

^ The term "gune" means, not skin disease, but "skin" (Koniger, in' Virchow's

Archiv,' 1878, vol. Ixxii, p. 414).
"* In Wilkes's ' Narrative of the U.S. Exploring Expedition, 1844,' vol. v, p. 104.
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172 E.), ;ui(l iu a few uJ' iho )icigliIjouriug LsJaud-groups of

Oceania :

This disease, which closoly vcsoniblos ringworm in the stages of its

development, ])egins as a small ring covered with scales, al)Oiit an
inch in diameter; this circle increases gradually, another ring forms
inside it, and a new ring inside that, which has meanwhile enlarged

considerably. It often happens that a number of rings arise in one

jiart of the bod}' side by side, which coalesce and give rise to various

forms of serpiginous and concentric figures. In the end the whole

body appears to be covered with a scaly deposit which always produces

very intense itching. When the scales fall olF, there remain behind

innumerable I'ings and sinuous lines of a livid colour, which disfigure
the individual very much, and not unfrec|uently for the whole of his life,

althougli his general health does not appear to be aflfected.

Tokelait or Union Inland Rinyiiujnn.
—

According to Turner/
"wlio gave tlie disease tlie name of lierpes desqnamans to

distiuguisli it from tlic ordinary herpes tonsurans, this malady
was introduced from the Gilbert Islands into tlie Union or

Tokclaii Group (particularly into Bowditch Island) and sub-

sequently into the Sconoa Island.^. From the former of

tliese it got the name of Tolcclau ringivorm (Lafa Tokelau).

Koniger/ who has liad opportunities of studying the disease

in the Samoa Islands, says that the importation from Tamana

(Gilbert Islands) bad probably not taken place before i860,

tbat it bad attained only a limited diffusion in Samoa at tbe

time of his residence there (1872), and that it had shown

itself in tlie Caroline and Pelew Islands as well. His account

is as follows :

The malady begins with an eruption of small papules mostly grouped
in circles, which cause intense itching and desquamation of the epi-

dermis around their growing periphery. Afterwards these circular

efflorescences coalesce, the skin becoming at the same time hard, dry
and brittle, and, in the end, when the disease has become diffused over

the whole body, the skin looks as if covered with a clayey substance. An
examination shows that this substance; consists of epidermic scales of

various sizes up to half an inch, which are in part detached and iu part
still adhering to the skin. The hair of the body is almost gone at the

places where the erupticm occurs, but not the hair of the head, where

the eruption is very scanty, as it is also on the face. The only incon-

venience to the patient is the itching, which is often unbearable.

'

'Glasgow Akd. Jouni.,' 1870, Aug., 502.
2 '

Virciiow's Arch.,' 1878, Bd. 72, 413.
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Microscopic examination shows that the seat of the mahidy is limited

to the epidermic layers. Among the epidermic cells there are more
or less dense strata of mycelial threads with transparent colourless

contents, as well as spherical cells filled with homogeneous substance

occurring either in groups or singly. Koniger has found the mycelium
only in recent cases.

Macgregor^ has lately met witli the same disease in the

Fiji Islands, but only in persons who had come from the

Solomon Islands, the New Hebrides or the Lime Islands,
never in natives of Fiji or in Enropeans. His account of the

skin affection agrees almost exactly with that of Koniger,

including the statement that the hairy scalp and the face

and forehead are almost never attacked.

Further accounts of the same peculiar dermatomycosis
{i. e. a skin disease identical with Tokelau ringworm) have
been given by Corre" for the Island of Nossi-Be, and by
Manson^ for Malacca and the Malay Archipelago. Corre

found it among the Malagasys and Anjouanais; Manson

(who speaks of it under the name of ''^
tinea imbricata") met

with a few cases of it also in China and other parts of

Eastern Asia, but only in individuals who had come from
Malacca or elsewhere in the East Indies.

Cascadoe.—We may perhaps include in this group of

parasitic skin diseases the malady described by Pompe von

Meerdervoort/ under the name of "
cascadoe/' which he

found in 1859 to be endemic to the extent of 5 per cent, of

the population in several of the Moluccas (Gisser, Calietaroe,

Ceram, Coram Laut, Goram, and the Aroe Islands).

This malady, which always begins to develop at the earliest periods
of childhood (second to fourth year), is characterised in the first instance

by an outbreak of round or oval spots of a grey colour, either in per-

fectly symmetrical rings or scattered about irregularly; they occur
first on the back and chest, afterwards on the extremities, and are soon
followed by more or less troublesome itching accompanied by peeling
of the skin. At a later stage, the skin is found to be dry, hard and

parchment-like, the dark-coloured spots become covered with fine scales,'

and the condition extends gradually and uniformly over all the skin,

1
'Glasgow Med. Jouiu.,' 1876, July, 343.

2 ' Arch, dc med. nav.,' 1878, Novbr., 408.
3 'Med. Reports of the Imperial Maritiinc Customs for Chhia, 1879,' abstract

in 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1879, Sept., 342.
* 'Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk,' 1859, iii, 629.
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excepting that of the face which always remains fi'ee. At a still later

period the scales are larger, thicker, and of homy consistence, and the

skin now looks as if it were coated with a layer of clay (whence the

name of
"
hiiitklei

"
or clay-skin) which had cracked in many places,

I'orming fissures of various depths. Apart from the itching of the skin

the j)atient is in no way inconvenienced.

§ 138. Relation of these Local Varieties op Ringworm
TO Herpes Tonsurans.

Observers arc not at all ag-roed^ as we have already

remarked, in their view of the relation of the above group
of skin diseases to herpes tonsurans. Tilbury Fox^ and

Farquhar are in favour of an identity of origin for the various

forms of disease described as ''
Burmese/^

'^

Indian/'
'' Chinese '' and other ringworms named after countries,

assuming that the condition is in all cases due to Tricho-

phyton tonsui'anS;, and that the variety of form depends

merely on the external influences. Manson and Macgregor^

again, are satisfied that the parasite in Tokelau ringworm
is a different one from Trichophyton ; while Corre and

Konigcr have not come to a decided conclusion. The

arguments which have been adduced (and, it seems to me,
with good reason) against the genetic identity of herpes
circinatus and Tokelau ringworm are based upon the differ-

ence between the two forms as regards type of disease and

natural history of the parasite.

Regarding the type of the disease, it is a noteworthy fact

that Tokelau ringworm, like
"
cascadoc,^' never occurs on

the hairy parts of llie head—a fact Avliich Corre would

attach all the more importance to from having mot with

numerous cases of ordinary herpes tonsurans on the hairy

scalp among children in Nossi-Be ; that it spreads, on the

other hand, often over the whole body, in contrast to the

habit of herpes circinatus ; and finally, as Koniger points

out, that tlie spots in herpes circinatus break out Avith more

intense inflammatory accompaniments than in Tokelau ring-

worm, the redness of the skin and formation of vesicles

being more considerable, while, in the later stages of herpes
* 'On certain Endemic Skin and other Diseases of India, <S:c.,' Lond., 1876, 59.
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circinatus but never in Tokelau ringworm, the spots heal at

the centre and extend at the periphery, so as ultimately to

form rinsrs of several inches diameter.

Regarding the life-history of the parasite itself, Macgregor
observes that the mycelial threads are much more numerous

while the spores are feAver and smaller, in Tokelau ringworm
than in circinate herpes ;

and Manson states that the spores

in the former are of an oval form, and that the mycelial

threads do not show those swellings and constrictions which

have been observed in Trichophyton. Moreover, we learn

from Manson that the inoculation experiments which he has

frequently practised with the fungus of Tokelau ringworm,
have in all cases produced that particular type of disease,

and never herpes circinatus.

Mai de los pintos.

§ 139. Clinical Characters op the Pinta Disease.

Under the name of
" mal de los pintos

"
or other colloquial

synonym,^ a highly remarkable skin disease has been de-

scribed, which would appear to be eudemic exclusively in a

few tropical regions of the Western Hemisphere, particularly

on the slopes of the Cordillera. The mycotic nature of this

disease has been placed beyond doubt by the recent paper
of Gastambide."

•
Pinta, inal pintado, tiuna (in Mexico); cute or carate (in Venezuela and

Granada) ; quirica (in Panama).
^ I give here in alpliabctical order the names of writers on tlie disease so far

as known to me :
—Alibert, in ' Revue med.,' 1829, Aug., p. 228 (based on a case

under his own observation, and on reports from Granada by Zea, Bonpland,

Daste, and Roi*lin) ; Burkhart,
' Aufcntbalt und Pieise in Mexico,' Stuttg., 1837

i, 213; Chassin (based on a memoir by Gomez communicated to the Institut de

France, but not puWished) ; Gastambide,
' Pressc meil. beige,' 1881, Nr. 33, 35,

39, 41 ; Girard, 'Relation med. de la campagne de la fregate "le d'Assas" dans

les mers du Sud, &c.,' Montp., 1868, 13 ; Gomez,
' Du carathes ou tache ende-

mique des Cordilleres,' Par., 1879; Heller,
' Wiener Sitzungsber.,' 1848, Nr. 3,

122; Iryz,
'

Independeiicia Medica,' 1882, Jan., abstract in ' Brit. Med. Journ.,*

1882, Novbr., 903; M'Clellan, 'Lend. Med. Repository,' 1826, xxvi, 167;

Miihlenpfordt,
' Versuch einer Schilderung der Republik Mexico,' Stuttg., 1844

i, 355 J Milller,
' Monutsbl. fiLr med. .Statistik,' 1847, 43*
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The disease comes out in the form of spots of various

discoloration, with scaling of the epidermis over the affected

parts of the skin and more or less intense itching, the general

well-being of the patient remaining otherwise unaifected.

According to these characters it corresponds most closely,

among diseases classed as dermatomycoscs, to pityriasis

versicolor.

lu exceptional oases the outbreak of the malady is preceded hy a

series of symptoms' of a general kind, such as chills and heats, head-

ache, thu-st, loss of appetite, sickness and it may be vomiting, diairhcea

and profuse sweating. These continue from four to seven days, after

wliich there is a pause of some forty days, and then the first signs of the

skin atl'ectioii appear/ Usually, however, the disease develops quite

gradually as a purely local affection, and without producing any sign
whatsoever of constitutional disturbance.

As regards colour, form, size and number, the spots show great
differences in different cases. According to the colour, they may be

divided into black or greyish, blue, red and dull white. It often happens
that all the discolorations in one person have the same character ; in

other cases they show various colours at different parts of the body,
so that those affected present a very striking piebald appearance.
In the latter cases, the spots at the beginning of the disease are usually
all of one coloiu", and it is not until a later stage that spots of other

colours begin to appear on parts of the skin hitherto unaffected.

A change from one kind of discoloration to another has never been

observed, the shade of colour assumed from the outset in each spot

remaining the same throughout the whole course of the disease. Some-
times the skin affection is confined to one small ai'ea of the surface of

the body, at other times the spots occur in great numbers. From small

beginnings they increase in size on all sides as the disease advances,

and they may even become confiuent; in this way they extend by

degrees over a large part of the body or over the whole of it, including
the hairy parts of the head

; the palms of the hands and soles of the feet

are the only parts where they are never seen. Usually they show

themselves first on the extremities and the face, that is to say, on the

uncovered p:irts of the body. In form they are either somewhat
rounded or quite irregular, and either sharply defined or with margins
obliterated, passing by gradual transition into the normal colour of the

skin. Pressure on the spelts makes no difference to their coloiu", and

it may be seen at the same time that they are on a level with the skin

' Tlio sketch of the uisc:ise tliut follows is mostly based upon the latest and

most coinplete accounts of it by Gomez, Iry/., and Gastambide.
- (iastaml)ide and Iryz make no reference to lliis prodromal stage. It appears

to mc to be doubtful whether there is in reality any hitimate connexion between

the skin disease and these symptoms, which jioiiit clearly to j^astric disorder.
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and not raised. Wlien tlie malady has been in progress for some time,
the skin at the affected places looks for the most pai't roixgh and dry ;

more rarely it is moist and greasy to the feel. Meanwhile, desquamation
of the epidermis had begun with the first development of the affection

and continues during the whole course of it, having a furfuraceous
character at the outset, but with the scales several millimetres in

diameter later on. When the lesion attacks the hairy parts of the

body, the hairs turn white and thin, and at length fall out. Along
with the desquamation, and in proportion to its copiousness, there is

always a more or less troublesome amount of itching, which is for the
most part acutest in the first hours of the night, so that it interferes

with the patient's sleep.

Another noteworthy thing is an obnoxious smell which the patient
diffuses around him, compared by some observers to the smell of foul

linen that has been left in a damp place, and by others, to the odour
of cat's urine. No one has ever noted symptoms of constitutional

illness in this skin disease
; excepting for the disagreeable itching, the

general health of the patients is nowise disturbed, and they are able to

go about their usual business.

The course of the disease is always chronic, months and sometimes

years elapsing during which the skin affection may remain stationary
with only a slight extension over the body. This applies particularly
to the red and white variety, whereas in the black and blue form the
diffusion over the surface is usually more rapid and more general.
If the patient takes proper care of himself (above all observing strict

cleanliness), and if he is properly treated, the malady will disappear,

although it is easily brought back; where these conditions are not

observed, it may last through the patient's whole life-time.

§ 140. HiSTOEY OF THE PiNTA DEFECTIVE.

In the liistory of the
" mal 'pintado,'" notliing is known

witli certainty of the time and place of its origin. Gastam-
bide states that it was prevalent in southern parts of America
before the Spanish conquest of Mexico, and was imported
into Mexico subsequently. M'Clellan assigns the earliest

appearance of it in Mexico to the year 1775; it is said to

have shown itself first in the northern part of the Province

of Valladolid in the neighbourhood of Jurillo, and shortly
after the first eruption of that volcano, and to have spread
from that point southwards as far as Mascala.
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§ 141. Present Geogeaphical Distribution op the Pinta.

The present distrihution-area of the pinta, so far as it can

he made out with certainty, inchides Mexico, Central America,

Venezuela, New Granada, Peru and Chili.

In Mexico^ it is endemic only in the "
tierra calionte

"
of

the Avest coast, particulai-ly in the Provinces of Guerrero

(at Acapulco), Yalladolid and j\Iichoacan ; it occurs more

rarely (never according to M'Clellan) in the ''tierra tem-

plada ;

" and its farthest range eastwards is into the western

districts of the Province of Tabasco, where Heller saw it on

the banks of the Grijalva. The East Coast of Mexico

appears to have had no visitation of the malady. Heine-

mann^ expressly says that he had seen no case of it at Vera

Cruz, and he seems to indicate that the discolorations of skin

Avhich he saAV among mestizzos at Oaxaca had nothing in

common with the mal pintado. Regarding the frequency
of the disease, Gastambidc says that in some villages of the

above-mentioned distincts of Mexico, 9 per cent, of the

inhabitants are affected with it; and M'Clellan in 1826 saw

at the capital a whole regiment composed exclusively of

pintados.
In Panama it would appear from the statement of Gomez^

to be rare.* In Venezuela the endemic seats of the malady
are the Provinces of Barquisimeto and Merida.^ But its

widest distribution is in Neiv Gravada ; throughout almost

the whole of that country it is endemic, more particularly
in San Jose de Cucuta, in the basin oi the Meta, in Cun-

dinamarca, in the valleys of Guaduas, Tocamina and La

Mesa, in the lower valleys of the Provinces of Tolima and

Antioquia, in Cauca, in the districts of Valencia, Fonseka,
La Paz, Soldado, and other districts on the Magdalcna, and
in most other parts of the Magdalena Province. There is a

Muller, M'Clellan, Miililenpfordt, IJurkhart, Girard, Heller, Gastaiubiilc.
' * Virchow's Archiv,' 1873, Iviii, 189.
3 L. c, 22.

* It is a question whether the "
leprous spots

"
mentioned by Youug (' Narra-

tive of a Residence on the Mosquito ISboie,' Lond., 1847, P- 26) as occurring

among the natives of the Mosquito Coast were not of this nature. (See p. 28.)
^
Gomez, p. 21.
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want of definite information about the distribution of the

disease in Peru and Chili ; Gastambide mentions the mal

pintado as occurring in the former^ and there is a brief

notice of its existence in Chili in one of Poppig's papers.
So far as we may conclude from what we know at present

of its area of distribution, the pinta belongs to the class of

highly tropical diseases. In Mexico it is endemic only in the
"
tierra caliente

"
of the west coast at altitudes up to 400

or 500 metres (1500 feet)/ and in Granada only at places
with a mean temperature of 20° to 30° C. (68° to 85° Fahr.) }
The influence of a high temperature is further shown in tbe

fact adduced by Gastambide that the recrudescence of the

malady always coincides with the beginning of the warm
season (spring) ; or, in other words, it is then that the itching
of the skin becomes particularly troublesome. A damp soil,

also, appears to help the number of cases
; at least, the

authorities^ are unanimous in saying that the damp or swampy
banks of rivers are its chief seats.

§ 142. Predisposing Causes.

As with all parasitic skin diseases, so with this particular
form a principal factor in its existence is hygienic neglect,

and, above all, ivant of cleanliness. It had been pointed out

by M'Clellan that cases of the pinta were much rarer among
the better-to-do classes in Mexico, than among the lower

orders living in squalor and misery ; that well-to-do people,
who had among their servants persons affected with the

pinta, escaped the malady, as did also the rest of the servants

in the house, provided they practised the greatest cleanliness

of body by means of ablutions, baths, and the like ; whereas,
in other cases where these precautions were neglected, the

household would become infected. To the same effect,

Gastambide says :*

" On pent obsei-ver le pinto aussi bien chez les personnes puissant
d'une 'certaine aisance, que cbez les classes pauvres. Toutefois la

maladie sevit en proportion incomparablement plus forte dans les

1 M'Clellan, Miiller, Gastambide. ^ Gomez.
3

Alibert, Gomez, 17, 22; Gastambide, 260. * L. c, p. 260.
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classes necessiteuses, l.\ on les habitudes de confort et de proprete
font defaiit. . . . La miaere avec tons ses inconvenients, le manque
de proprete sont des antecedents tres appropries a I'apparition de cette

affection, a son developpement ulterieur, a sa durce indefinie."

Almost in the same words, Gomez sums up liis observa-

tions as to tlio influence of hygiene on the amount of the

disease :

" En resume nous pouvous reduire toute cette

serie des causes a nno seule—la misere.'^ It is this then,

and not any racial 2^''c^i^l^arit}j that explains with a high

degree of probability the fact of the pinta being infinitely

more common among the native Indians, the negroes and

the mestizzos, than among the whites ; and although these

latter have by no means an absolute immunity from the

disease,^ yet they never take it until they have resided a con-

siderable time at one of the disease-centres (Gastambide).

§ 143. Due to a Fungus in the Eete Mucosum.

It is only by the most recent inquiries that the true cause

of Ihe disea.se has been settled. 8ome authorities' have

adopted the notion, which nsed to be in* general currency,
that mal de los pintos is purely an affair of absorption of the

normal pigment of the skin, or of a deposit of new pigment (in

the red, blue and black varieties) . Others thought that they
could discover in the skin affection an indication of sypliilis

or leprosy ;
or they identified it with the dermatoses that

occur in pellagra as a consequence of using damaged maize.

But these opinions are contradicted by the absence of all

symptoms in the pinta pointing to constitutional disturbance.

Chassin laid most stress on the use of drinking-water rich

in salts, especially common salt. Another belief, deeply
rooted in the popular fancy, is that the skin disease follows

the sting of an insect bearing the name of "jegen'' or

"comegen," which no one has been able to give any further

account of.

Writing on the mal de los pintos, in the first edition of

this work I expressed the opinion, that "this skin disease,

like pityriasis versicolor, is an affair of an epiphyte ;" and
'

Alibert, M'Clellan, Heller. »
Miiller, Girard.
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my conjecture has lately been confirmed fully by the published
observations of Gastanibide :

"
Microscopic examination," he says,^

"
i-eveals between the more

deeply situated polygonal epidermic cells a deposit of small bodies,

either perfectly spherical with a diameter of 8 micromilL, or more oval

and measuring 6 to 8 micromill. one way, and lo to 12 the other. At the

first glance they appear to be of a uniformly black colour, but when
the light is made to fall obliquely they are found to be cells with their

exterior formed of a transparent membi-ane, and filled within by a

yellowish fluid having a large number of dark-coloured granular

particles suspended in it, which become more obvious on adding acetic

acid. Besides these cells, there ai'e nearly always to be foxmd fragments
of tubes or tube-like filaments, which are attached to the former, accord-

ing to one observer (Sandoval), like the stalk to a cherry; they are 18 to

20 micromill. broad and 2 thick, of a white colour, with a definite con-

tour and highly refractive, showing no trace of dichotomous branching,
but tapering from a somewhat broad base to a blunted point."

" La veritable cause de la maladie/' says Gastambide ia

concluding his paper^
*^

est done trouvee. II me semble

incontestable que nous nous trouvons la en presence d'un

parasite vegetal, d'un champignon microscopique, qui par
son implantation et son developpement sur la peau, produit
les lesions anatomiques qu^on constate dans cette affection.

De ce que nous venons de dire s'en suit tout naturellement

que le mal du pinto doit etre range dans les cadres noso-

graphiques, dans la classe des dermatomycoses."
Whether the various colours of the spots in the pinta

disease are produced by various species of the fungus^ or

whether the differences in colour depend on the epiphyte

being located in the superficial or deep layers of the epi-

dermis, Gastambide does not attempt to decide ; but the

microscopic examination of the affected pieces of skin is

rather in favour of the second suggestion. The black and
blue spots extending in continuity over the surface depend,
he tells us, upon an affection of the upper epidermic layers ;

they never go so deep as the rete mucosum, and when they
are cured, there is no trace left of any change in the skin—
which can seldom be said of the red, and still less of the

white variety. These red and white spots, in fact, have

their seat in the deeper layers of the epidermis. Osoriu"
^ L. c, p. 261.
-
Quoted by Gomez, p. 74.

VOL. IT. 25
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has come to tlic same conclusion, althou,i,''h lie was unaware

of the parasitic nature of the disease, holding it to be a

simple deposition of pigment :

" La coloration du caratbes," be says,
"
depend de Tarranf^cment et

de la distribution de l;i matirre pi<;mcntairc, ct de la des diff('i'ences de

nuances, qui passent du iioir au bleu ((t du bleu au rouge, laissant des

intervalles de peau sans couleur et communiquaut a la peau I'aspecfc

du marbre ou du jaspe. Quand ces intervalles sent tres grands, le

caratbes est nomme blanc."

§ 144. A Communicable Disease.

The fact that the mal de los pintos is decidedly communi-

cahle, gives further probalnlity to the parasitic nature of the

malady.
" The disease is said to be infectious,'' says

M'Clellan,
" and facts seem to corroborate the account.

I have seen persons, who were born and bred up in the

higher districts, wdiere it is not known except by report,

after having lived for a few years in the low country in

habits of intimacy with the people, return with the disease.

Nurses who are infected with it, and have been employed
in the higher districts, have communicated it to children."

Gastambide^ gives several typical cases of the disease

being carried from place to place, and of its farther dispci'sion

by continuous infections ; and he conjectures, as Gomez" had

done, that the alleged origin of the disease from the sting
of an insect, does not consist so much in the injury done, as

in an infection by means of that which the insect carried.

§ 145. Other Teopical Discoloeations of the Skin.

Besides these accounts of the junta disease coming from

various regions of America, and relating undoubtedly to one

and the same malady, we find many other notices in the

medico-topographical literature of tropical and subtropical

countries referring to decolorations or discolorations of the

skin, under such names as albinism, vitiligo and chloasma.

' L. c, p. 276.
"

L. c, p. 17.
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It is mostly among tlie coloured races that these occur ; but

the accounts of them arc so extremely slight, so obscure,

and so lacking in microscopic details of the affected parts,

that it is impossible to form a trustworthy opinion as to the

nature of the affections. There would be very little interest

in a complete enumeration of these discolorations, mostly
known to us by their vernacular names, inasmuch as nothing
is known of them but the name and the colour. It is possible
that many of them may be dematomycoses, some of them

perhaps identical with the pinta disease itself.

For example, Sigaud^ and Martius^ give an account of

cases of spotted discoloration among certain tribes of Indians

in Brazil, the latter author writing as follows :

" The whole body seemed as if irregularly sprinkled over with blackish

spots of various sizes, mostly round, and either discrete or confluent,

which gave the impression of slight indurations of the skin yielding a

small amount of scabby secretion, while their surface was uneven and

drier than the skin elsewhere. The skin round the spots was often

paler than the healthy skin, in fact, nearly white. . . . This skin

disease is regarded by the neighbouring tribes as a national distinction

of the Puru-Puriis, Amamatis and Catavixis, who are on that account

called 'the spotted' (pinipinima-tapuiijo) . . . The malady is said

also to be hereditary, and even infectious."

There are other accounts from Guiana of a skin disease

similar to the " carate ;

''

among them a recent reference to

it from Surinam by Pop,^ who speaks of it under the name of

"lota;'' and the same affection appears from the writings of

Savaresy/ Levacher^ and others to be somewhat common in

the West Indies. Levacher's reference is to a skin disease

prevalent among the negroes and mulattoes, which is charac-

terised by numerous irregular spots of a yellowish and milky 5,

or coffee-chocolate colour, occurring on the face, neck, chest,

and other parts of the body ; even in its name it would

appear to have some analogy to the "lota" of Surinam, for

the persons affected with it in the West Indies are knowa
as "lotards" or "leotards."

J ' Du climat et des maladies du Bresil,' Par., 1844, 117.
' 'Das Naturell, die Krankbeiten . . der Urbewohner Brasiliens,' Miinchen

ji.

66. (Reprinted from 'Buchner's Repertorium fiir die Pharmacie,' xxxiii, 289.}
^ 'Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk,' 1859, iii, 213.
* 'Dela fievre jauuc,' Napl., 1809, 81.

* ' Guide med. des Antilles,' Par., 1840, 320.
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§ 146. Dubious Instances of Spotted Skin.

The relation to the uuil de los pintos, aud to tlio dermato-

mycosca in general, of certain discolorations of the skin in

various tropical and subtropical regions of the Old World,
is more questionable. Girard stands alone in thinking that

he has seen the pinta disease among the negroes in Sene-

gambia and the Gaboon, and I am unable to say how much

weight is to be attached to his statement. We are equally
at a loss to decide upon the nature of the peculiar discolora-

tions of the skin mentioned, by Pruncr^ as occurring among
the coloured races in Syria, Eijypt, Arabia, and other eastern

countries ; or upon the nature of a similar disease among the

negroes in Timis (which Ferrini* describes, moreover, as

communicable), or of the variety found in Reunion.^ The

same difficulty meets us in dealing with a skin disease found

among the natives in the eastern districts of Loioer Bengal,
which consists, according to Leslie,* in a peculiar spotted
discoloration or decoloration of the skin, and is thought to

be caused by drinking certain kinds of water.

' 'Die Kraukb. des Orients,' Erlaiig., 1846, 151.
' L. c, 261. "

Questo morbo e teiiuto dngli indigcni in concetto di contagioso,
e pare veramente cbc lo sia, poicbe il Comm. Protoniedico Lumbroso I'ha veduto

diffondcrsi con facilita nei soldati da uno all' altro, ed ancbe il Cav. dott. Tagiuri

vide, cbc so il soldato affetto da vitiliggine non veniva subito riformato, cgli la

commuuicava al vicino di letto."

3
Cbapotin, 'Topogr. nied. de Pile de France,' Pur., 1812, 70.

* 'Calcutta Med. Transact.,' 1834, vi, 62.



CHAPTER XI.

ERYSIPELAS.

Under the title of '^ Infective Traumatic Diseases," we

may place together three nosological forms^ Erysipelas,

Puerperal Fever and Hospital Gangrene, which have this

much in common, that they bear the characteristics of an

infective process, and are in their origin dependent on the

existence of some breach of continuity in the external or

internal surfaces of the body. In the three following chapters
I shall inquire into the relation of those three diseases to one

another and to other infective diseases, from the point of

view of their history and geographical circumstances, or in

their etiological aspects.

§ 147. History op tee Term " Erysipelas." Definition

OF THE Disease.

The word "
erysipelas," as the designation of an inflam-

matory redness of the skin, running the course of a fever

and quickly extending from one point to a larger or smaller

area of the surface around (hence the term " Rothlauf
"

in

use in Germany as early as the sixteenth century), is as old

as Medicine itself. In the very earliest medical writings of

antiquity, the word is used in that sense ; and although the

opinions of the profession on the process underlying the

disease, and most of all on the extent to which the term

might be stretched in denoting a single morbid process,

have undergone many changes, yet the name itself has con-

tinued down to the present day.
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There are a few interesting references to erysipelas in the Hippocratic

Collection, and more especially in certain of tlie books which are probably
the work of Hippocrates himself.^ He distinguishes already between

idiopathic and traumatic erysipelas, or erysipelas with and without

wounding ; and that distinction has been maintained by the later Greek

and Ri>man phj'sicians,- by the Arabian^ and other pT'actitioners of the

middle ages,^ as well as by the whole profession in the modern period,

and, to some extent, even down to the present day. Moreover, the

term '"erysipelas" is a very comprehensive one even in Hippocrates ;

for it is clear that he includes in it various purulent and gangrenous

processes occurring on the surface of the body. It appears to have

been stretched still farther by the later writers of the school of Cos, who
were led by their dogma of the humours to use the term erysipelas as

an equivalent of "bilious dyscrasia," and so to speak of an erysipelas

of the lungs, erysipelas of the uterus, and so on.^ This doctrine, subse-

qnently extended by Galen, was the dominant one throughout all the

period following, down to the overthrow of the Galenic system ; and

in its place there came other theories worked out either from the

humoral point of view or from that of solidism. Any account of these

developments of the doctrine of erysipelas lies outside the limits of my
task, and is of no importance for the historical account of the disease

itself.

'
'EpiJemioruin,' lib. iii, sect, iii, § t„ 4, cd. Littre, iii, 70

—
76;

' De capitis

Tuhicribus, § 20, ed. c, iii, 254 ;

' De vuliieribus,' § g, ed. c, vi, 407.
* Celsus says (lib. v, cap. 26, § 33, ed. Almelovceu, Basil, 1748, 302), "Id autem

quod tpvaiTTtXag vocari dixi, non solum vulueri supcrveuire sed sine lioc quocine

©riri consuevit." So also Galen, 'Method, med.,' lib. xiv, cap. ii, ed. Kiihn, x,

949; Oribasius, 'Synopsis,' lib. vii, cap. 32; Paulus, lib. iv, cap. 21, Basil, 1551,

341. The remark of Aetius (lib. xiv, cap. 60, ed. Montano, Basil, 1535, iii, 58)

is noteworthy :
"
Saepe enim in cuti tantum difl'unditur (soil, iuflammatio), carnem

ipsam nihil injuria afficiens, idque est quod exquisite erysipelas nuncupatur."
'
Avicenna, 'Canon,' lib. iv, fen. iii, fract. i, cap. 4, 5, ed. Venet., 1564, ii, 109;

All Abbas,
'

Pract.,' lib. iii, cap. xxviii, ed. Lugd., 1523, 194 b.

4 Such as the writers of the school of Salerno : Ruggiero,
'

Ckirurgia,' lib. iii,

cap. viii, de erysipelate superveniente viilncri (in de Ilenzi,
' Collect. Saleruit.,' ii,

472); Rolando,
' Morb. med. ratio,' lib. iii, cap. ix ;

' Glossulac quatuor magis-

trorum,' lib. i, p. vi, cap. 23 (in de Renzi, 1. c, ii, 559), and Guido (of Chauliac),
* Chir. Tr.,' ii, cap. 3, Lugd., 1572, 64 (following Avicenna, Ali Ab'oas, «tc.).

" No doubt many of the physicians and surgeons of ancient and media:val

times rightly saw that erysipelas occurred mostly in association with wounds.

Thus de Vigo says (' Chirurgia,' lib. ii, tract, i, cap. 4, 5, ed. Lugd., 1521, fol. xv) :

" Accidit etiam ut plurimum in vulneribus a medico male tractatis." The opinion

of Tagault (' Inst, chirurg.,' lib. i, cap. 8, in Gessner,
' De Cliirurg. script. Tiguri,'

1555, 25), which is adopted almost exactly by Guido, is also noteworthy :
" Verum

ac legitimum erysipelas raro tcrminatur suppurationc, sed magna ex parte insen-

sibili transpiratione seu rcsolutionc." From a general survey ol" the professional

writings of that period, it would appear that it was the surgeons who held the

most correct views of erysipelas.
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lu tliese clianging aspects of the tei-m
"
erysipelas/' are

reflected tlie various systems and theories which have domi-

nated the schools of medicine from century to century. The

liistory of the doctrine of the rose (Rothlauf) aifords a sort

of picture of the development of scientific medicine. And

although the most recent inquiries into this disease have

departed from the doctrinal point of view and have invested

tliem selves with a character for precision, still we have only
to glance at the latest and most important writings on

erysipelas,
—by Velpeau, Pirogoff, Volkmann, Billroth, Orth,

Lukomsky, Tillmanns, Fehleisen and others,—in order to see

how far we still are from a common understanding as to

what we should include under "
Rothlauf," how widely this

term may be stretched to embrace inflammatory processes in

the skin and subcutaneous tissues, how some would have us

think of "
erysipelatous affections of the mucous and serous

membranes, as well as of other tissues
"—in a word, in order

to see how the term "
erysipelas

" has come to characterise

a morbid process that is one in its origin but various in its

forms.

In seeking for the means of satisfactorily answering the

question which we propose to ourselves, we shall have to go
to the essential cause of the disease. However widely men's

views still diverge as to what we name "
erysipelas," or ought

so to name, there is no longer any doubt that the disease

itself, be the word used in as narrow or as comprehensive a

sense as any one pleases, consists in an infective process.

If, then, the specifically infective matters be recognised for

one of the various nosological forms included under erysipelas,

best of all for the so-called ^'^erysipele legitime," the detection

of that specific matter in other forms would justify us in

deciding that they belonged to the morbid states compre-
hended in the notion "

erysipelas," just as we might conclude

from its absence in still other forms that these latter were

outside the meaning of the term.

But although the latest researches on this very
"
erysi-

pele legitime
" have disclosed facts, as will appear, that are

deserving of all attention, yet these are not adequate to the

solution of the problem before us
;
and thus we are left for

the present to develop our notion of the disease merely from
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the clinical and epidemiological point of view, or out of

observations upon and reasonings aLunt the type of the malady
in the individual and in tho epidemic. From that point of

view, which I shall adhere to throughout this chapter, I may
define erysipelas to be an infective inflammation-disease of the

skin or of one of the mucous membranes near to the external

surface of the body (mouth, throat, vagina, &c.), which in all

probability proceeds invariably from a solution of continuity
or wound, and is characterised by its rapid extension over

the surface, and by tho infective fever that accompanies the

local process ; the latter in many cases is confined to tho skin,

and in such cases mostly heals rapidly, leaving no permanent
effects

;
but in other cases it extends to tho subcutaneous (or

submucous) tissue, sometimes even to still more deeply
situated parts (phlegmonous erysipelas), and leads to more
or less considerable suppurations spreading along the surface,

or to gangrenous destruction of parts (malignant or gan-

grenous erysipelas), under certain circumstances even to

secondary affections of other (internal) tissues or organs.

§ 148. Mostly a Disease of the Temperate Zone.

Just as it has been met with at all periods in the history
of mankind, erysipelas occurs in all parts of the world—in

some, however, more commonly than in others.

The available statistics, which are extremely cumbrous

and, for many reasons, not very trustworthy, do not enable

us to state in figures the amount of the disease in the various

countries or regions of the globe. Tliis much we may con-

clude from them of a general nature, that the malady has

been found to be tolerably uniform in distribution and in the

number of cases throughout the temperate zone of hofh hemi-

spheres.

Of the comparatively frequent occurrence of tho rose in

the polar regions, we have accounts from Iceland, the Faroe

Islands y where it is not unfrequently epidemic,^ (rrccnla)id,

where it has also bi'oken out repeatedly in great epidemics,
'
Martius,

' Ruvuc lued.,' 1844, Fevr. ; accounts iu ' SundhcJskoll. Forliiuidl. for

Aarut; 1846, 13; 1851,35; 1855, 51.
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and where it would appear to be more common in tlie

northern districts than in the southern/ and from Alaska

(New Archangel)."
From warm and subtropical latitudes, wo have similar

accounts of the prevalence of the disease—from such countries

as Turkey,^ Asia Minor'^ (the Troad), Syria,^ Persia,^ -^^I/P^/

T^mis^ and Algiers? In Japan erysipelas would appear to

be very uncommon, for Wernich did not see a single malig-
nant case of it during a residence of several years.^° Whether
the really tropical regions enjoy that remarkable freedom
from erysipelas which has often been claimed for them is

doubtful ; at all events, the information from these countries

is to be received with caution. Celle^^ says that he did not

see ten cases of simple erysipelas during a seven years'
residence in Mexico (mostly at Mazatlau) ; Christie^" knew
of only one case in Zanzibar in the space of five years ;

Voigt,^'^ Mackinnon,^^ Huillet^^ and others emphasise the rarity
of its occurrence in India; Tschudi^'' mentions that it is much
commoner in Peru in the ^'puna'^ region than in the Eastern

Sierra. On the other side, Pellissier'^ says that he has seen

erysipelas very often in Beunion ; and it follows from the

statements of Aunesley^^ and Morehead,^^ that traumatic

^
Lange,

* Bemaerkn. om Gronlands Sygdomsforliold/ Kjobeuh., 1864, 37.
'
Blaschke, 'Topogr. med. portus Novi-Archangelcensis,' Petropoli, 1842, 65.

3
Piigler, 'Die Tiirkefund deren Bewohner, &c.,' Wion, 1852, ii, 50.

^ Virchow, in Lis '

Archiv,' 1879,' ^^- 77> ^1A-
*
Tobler,

' Beitr. zur med. Topogr. von Jerusalem,' Berl., 1852, 39.
*

Polak,
' Wochenbl. der Gesellsch. der Wiener Aerzte,' 1857, Nr. 46, 737.

7 Pruner,
' Krankbeiten des Orients,' i rg.

^
Ferrini,

'

Saggio sul clima . . di Tunisi, &c./ Milano, i86o, 185.
9 Guyon,

' Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1839, ^r- 4^; Villette, 'Mem. de med. milit.,'

1842, liii, 1 25 ; Burdiat,
' Observ. et reflex, sur des cas nombreux d'erysipeles, &c.,'

Montp., 1847 (relating to the camp at Teniet-el-Had).
*" '

Geographiscb-med. Studien, &c.,' Berl., 1878, 196.
1^ '

Hygiene des pays chauds,' Par., 1848.
^- '

Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1872, June, 577.
'3 ' Bibl. for Laeger,' 1833, Heft 3, 2.

" ' Indian Annals of Med. Sc.,' 1854, Oct., 177.
15 'Arcb. de med. nav.,' 1868, 25. During a residence of several years at

Pondicberry, he saw only one severe case of traumatic erysipelas.
i" ' Oest. med. Wocheuschr.,' 1846,661.
'' ' Consider, sur I'etat des malad. les plus communes a la Reunion,' Par., 1881, 46.
18 'Researches into the more prevalent Diseases of India,' Loud., 1841, 544.
19 'Clin. Researches on Disease in India,' Loud., 1856, i, 361.
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erysipelas is far from rare in Tndut, and that it becomes

epidemic from time to time under the same circumstances as

iu otlier ]iarts of the world.

No weight attaclies, however, to the data of Jobim, U'cndii/

Sigraud" and other authorities for Brazil as to the endemic

prevalence there of Avildiire of the legs ;
for the disease in

those cases is clearly not erysipelas hut elephantine dermatitis

(pachydermia).

§ 149. Endemics and Epidemics, mostly in Hospitals.

Erysipelas occurs either sjporadlcalJy or in epidemics.
The head-quarters of the disease have always been found

in self-contained places occupied by a consideralile number
of persons, most of all in hospitals, where erysipelas is not

unfrequently endemic for long periods, and, next to them, in

lying-in and foundling hospitals, lunatic asylums, educational

institutions, ships, and the like. On the other hand, among
the ]icople at large, sporadic cases of erysipelas occur com-

paratively seldom
;
no doubt from time to time there are

cases occurring in groups, forming a kind of epidemic, but

it is the exception for these o^itbreaks to reach any consider-

able extent, and they sometimes coincide with the epidemics
of erysipelas in hospitals.

The literature of medicine is full of references to the endemics of

erysipelas in liospikds. I may mention, by way of examples, Boiuct's'

account for tlie Hotel Dieu of Paris, relating to certain notorious wards
in particular, that of Wells'* for various hospitals in London at the

end of last century and beginning of the present, of Fenger^ for the

Frederiks Hospital at Copenhagen, of Kern'' for the University Cliuique
at Marburg, of Reese'' for the Bellvue Hospital of New York, and of a

* 'Etudes topogr. et med. sur le IJrcsil,' I'.ir., 1S48, 74.
' 'Du climat et dos mahid. du IJresil,' Vnr., 1844, 157, 369. Compare the

.account by dii Silva
(' Arcli. do mod. uav.,' J.S80, Mai, .^.li)ol'a form of ery-

sipolas and lymphangitis prevalent in Brazil.

^ ' Jouru. dcs connaiss. mod.-cliir.,' 18,^9, Nr. 7.
* 'Transact, of the Soc. for the Improvement of Med. and Cliir. Knowledge,

1800, ii, 213.
•'• '

I)e erysipelate ambulanti disqu.,' Ilavii., 1842.
* 'De erysipelate, imprimis cpidemico,' Alarb., 1845.
7 ' Amer. .lourn. of Med. Sc.,' 1850, .Tan., 98.
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writer' wliose account reliites to tlie liospital at Melbourne. Still more
numerous are tbe accounts of epidemics of the disease in liospitals and

lying-in institutions? Among the more recent records of hospital erysi-

pelas, I may mention those of Serre for the Hotel Dieu of Montpellier
in 1840, Marjolin and Langier^ for the Hopital Beaujon in 1843, Billroth*

and Waeckerling'' for the Zurich Hospital in 1859-60, Bourgeois'' for

the hospital at Estempes in 1S60, Desgranges'' and Oilier** for the Hotel

Dien of Lyons the same year, Fenestre* for the Hopital Beaujon of

Paris also the same yoar, Pujos'" for the Hopital St. Andre at Bordeaux
in 1863, Ponfick" for the Heidelberg Surgical Clinique in ]866, Ollier'"

forthe Hotel Dieu of Lyons in 1867, Volkmann'^ for the Halle Surgical

Clinique in 1868, Savory'^ for St. Bartholomew's Hospital (London) in

1S72-73, and Miller'^ for the Edinburgh Infirmary in 1879-80.
As regards eiiidemics of erysipelas in lunatic asylums, we have an

account by Rayer of one in Paris in 1 828
; in educational institutions,

the paper of v. Nymann'" relating to Smolna; on board ship, an account

by Busk'' of an endemic on the hospital ship
"
Di'eadnought

"
in 1837-

38, as well as notices of its pi'evalence in the British Mediterranean

fleet'^ in 1S52, and one by Smart''^ on the epidemic of 1824 in Devonport
dockyard aud on that of 1873-74 in Portsmouth dockyard. Instances

of extensive epidemics of erysipelas occurring elsewhere than in such

places are given by the following writers :
—Black^" for the epidemic at

Bolton in 1832, Wutzer"' for the disease at Bonn in 1849, Alison^^ for

the erysipelas of 1850 in Edinburgh, Deutsch-^ for that of 1856 in the

1 'MclI. Times and Gaz.,' 1871, March, 287.
- For tbe epidemics of erysipelas in Ij'ing-in hospitals, see the chapter on

"
Pnevperal Fever."
* 'Arch. gen. de med.,' 1846, Dcbr., 414.
^ ' Arch, fiir klin. Chir.,' ii, 460.
5 'Deutsche Klin.,' 1861, Nr. ig.
* • Journ. des connaiss. med. -chir.,' 1861.

7 • Gaz. med. de Lyon,' 1861, Juiu.
»

lb., Aout.
^ ' Sur une epidemic d'erysipele, &c.,' Par., 1861.
'0 'De I'erysipele epidemique,' Par., 1865.
» 'Deutsche Khu.,' 1867, Nr, 20 fE.

i» '

Lyon medical,' 1868, Nr. 37.
'3 'Handb. der Chir.,' by Pitba- Billroth, i, 2 Abtb., 153.
1* 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1873, Jan., 5.
'5 'Edinb. Med. Journ.,' 1880, June, 1095.
i<^ 'Arch, fiir Kiuderheilkde.,' 1880, i, 466.
17 In Nunneley, 'Treatise on the Nature . . of Erysipelas,' Lond., 1841, 146.
^^ 'Statist. Reports,' 1853, 122.

w 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1880, Feb., 200.

20 'Transact, of the Prov. Med. Assoc.,' 1837, v, 203.
-' * Rbein. Monatsschr. fiir pract. Aerzte,' 1849, Sptbr., Octbr.
22 'Edinb. Monthl. Journ. of Med.,' 1851, Jan., 72.
23 'Preuss. med. Vereins-Ztg.,' 1857, Nr. 49.
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Circle of PIoss, Upper Silesia, the rei^orters' on an epidemic in several

communes ot'tlie Lower Rhine in 185S, Lunge- for the disease in North

Greenland, 1861, Piijos' for the epidemic of 1863 in Boideairx and several

other places in the Gironde, Dechambi-e'' for the disease in Paris at the

same time, the reporters^ for several counties in Pennsylvania in 1866

and 1872-73, Tibbits''' for the epidemic of 1873 at Bristol, Radcliffe^

for Oxford in 1874, and Baader^ for the village of Buus (Canton Neu-

chatel) in 1875-76.

§ 150. Epidemics complicated with Tiiroat-Affection.

Besides tlie affection of tlio skin^ tliere occur in tlie course

of the erysipelatous process certain lesions of organs ; and

of these the one that has most interest for our in({uiry is the

injlammatory affection of the mucoiifi membrane of the throat,

which appears either primarily or socondai'ily during- the

attack. It consists either in simple catarrh or in phlegmon,
or it assumes the so-called diphtheritic character, that is to

say, a tendency to necrosis ; and it may spread from the

throat to the larynx, giving rise to symptoms of oedema of

the glottis or of laryngeal croup. In correspondence with

the severity of the local lesions under those circumstances,

there is an aggravation of the constitutional symptoms due

to general infection ; secondary foci of disease may even

arise in the internal organs (meninges, lungs, intestine, &c.),

and the malady may acquire a "
typhoid

" character which

will warrant us in speaking of it as erysipelas typhuidcs or

erysipelas vialignum.
This malignant form of erysipelas occurs either sporadically

(not rarely during ejjidemics of ordinary erysipelas of the skin)

or it nuiy occur in groups of cases or even in considerable

epidemics. One of the earliest references of the latter kind

will bo found in Darluc's^ account of an epidemic of erysipelas

' ' Tiav. du conseil departemeut d'hyg. pul)!. du Bas-Rhhi,' 1865, ii, 2.

5 L. c.
3 L. t..

• • Gaz. hebd. de raed.,' 1863, Nr. 30.
* 'TransiK-t. of the Pennsylvania State Med. Soc.,' iS6;; 187.^, 129, 169, 174;

1874, 226.

* '

Lancet,' 1864, June, 832.
' '

Brit. Med. Journ./ 1875, May. 651.
" '

Correspondenbzl. fiir Schweiz. Aerzte,' 1877, Nr. 3 fl'.

" 'Journ. de nied.,' 1757, Juill vol. vii, 55.
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observed by liim at Caillan iii tlic summer of 1750, in which

the rose in the face was followed in many cases by a severe

affection of the throat or larynx, the patients dying with

symptoms of an ''

esquinancie funeste/' The same typo

presented itself in the epidemic at Montrose in 1822, of

which Gibson^ says: ''The disease was not so much confined

to the head or face, as common erysipelas, but it frequently
attacked other parts of the surface of the body. Sometimes

the internal fauces were attacked, and if it spread to the

trachea it generally pi'oved fatal."

Other instances are the epidemic of 1833-34 in Dublin,

desci'ibed by McDowell," and that of 1847 in London,

reported on by Gull and Lever -^ also the hospital erysipelas

which was prevalent in 1870—71 in the military ambulance

at Berlin, where cases of erysipelas of the face complicated
with catarrhal, phlegmonous or diphtheritic angina, were

observed by Hesse and Hiller.* Sporadic cases of the same

kind have been reported by Stevenson,^ Arnott,^ Simon,'^

zum Sande,^ Heubner,^ Jacobs^'' and others. In a report
of the surgical clinique at Greifswald for the year 1876,
Schiiller says :^^

" The coincidence with erysipelas of diphtheritis of wounds and

mucous membranes, which had formerly been noticed fx-om time to

time, appears to have been regarded as something more than an acci-

dent, even although no particular importance was attached to it. Now-

a-days that phenomenon is justly regai-ded with greater attention.

In such cases we are very often able to make out a diphtheritic process,

either proceeding directly from the erysipelas or arising during the

existence of the latter, and attacking not only the wound but also the

mucous membrane of the mouth and throat. Hardly less interesting

[than the coincidence of the diphtheritis of wounds with erysipelas] is

the observed correspondence between erysipelas and diphtheria of the

1 'Transact, of the Edinb. Med.-Chir. Soc.,' 1828, iii, 94.
- 'DubUn Quart. Journ. of Med. Be.,' 1834, Nov., 161.

3 'Med. Gaz.,' 1849, June.
* • Deutsche med. Wochenschr.,' 1876, 309, 323.
5 'Transact, of the Edinb. Med.-Chir. Soc.,' 1826, ii, 128.

^ ' Lond. Med. and Phys. Journ.,' 1827, March, 194.
' 'Arch. gen. de med.,' 1865, Oct.

s 'Journ. fiir Kinderkr.,' 187 1, Ivii, 57.
^ ' Jahrb. fiir Kindcrhcilkde.,' 1872, vi, 105.
10 «Presse med. beige,' 1875, Nr. 16.

'1 'Deutsche Zeltschr. liir Chirurgie,' 1877, viii, 540 ff.
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mucous membrane of the mouth and throat. The hittt-r, no doubt, has

its prototype in the phai-yngeal catarrhs which very often accompany

erysipelas. But the same complication has been observed in more

considerable epidemics, one of which in North America is described by
Hirsch."

The concluding reference here is to those epidemics of

erysipelas in the Western Hemisphere, particularly in the

United States, with complications of severe throat affection

and distinguished by so-called typhoid phenomena, to which

I directed the attention of the profession in Germany in the

first edition of this work, and which constitute one of the

most interesting episodes in the history of erysipelas.^

§ 151. Remarkable Series op Epidemics in North
America.

The first accounts of these epidemics of malignant or

typhoid erysipelas in the Western Hemisphere date from

the years 1822— 1836 (see the tabular survey at p. 401).

From 1 841 onwards the disease grew into a pandemic which

did not cease until the beginning of the sixties. Tlic sub-

sequent accounts from that part of the world relate to more

isolated epidemic outbreaks.

The type of the disease may be gathered from the follow-

ing account, which has been compiled from the best sources."

Clinical characters.—The disease broke out cither suddenly with

febrile manifestations, or it deVeloped gradually. In either case the

patient complained, before there was any afl'ection of the skin or

thi'oat, of extreme weakness, of pains in the head, back and limbs, and

of sickness. Shortly after, pain in swallowing began to be noticed,

^ Volkmann is inclined to think th;it in these epidemics wc have to do with

"an affection very closely related to diphtheritis, perhaps even with pure diph-

theritls of the throat." From the point of view of morbid anatomy, this opinicn

is ])erf'ectly justified; but from tlie clinical and etiolotficiil points of view lam
unable to agree with it, the less so that the profession in North America, at

the time when the observations on these cpiilemics were made and recorded, were

very well acquainted with angina maligna or diphtheritic angina. I reserve the

more particular defence of my views on the significance of
"
diphtheria

"
until the

chapter on Angina maligna {or the so-called diphtheria of the throat).
^ The references to authorities are given in one of the columns of ihe chrono-

logical table.
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being tlie earliest characteristio symptom; an examination showed

swelling of the tonsils and mucous membrane of the throat, which, in

the milder cases, were red and cedematous, and afterwards looked to be

covered by a layer of purulent mucus ; while, in the more severe

developments of the malady, the mucous membrane of the pharynx was
seen to be reddened or of a dark purple colour, which extended

gradually to the gums, the tongue, and the side of the cheeks, the

tongue itself swelling greatly and assuming a dark brown coloui*—
whence the popular name of " black tongue." In such cases the

mucous membrane, especially where it is reflected over the gums and
alveolar process, was often found covered with ash-coloured sloughs ;

when these were thrown off, deep ulcers remained behind, which made
the act of swallowing extremely painful. Sometimes the pharyngeal
inflammation extended to the lai-ynx and trachea, when the symptoms
of croup would supervene ;

at other times it extended to the nasal

passages, and thence to the frontal sinuses and even to the antrum.

These manifestations, which were almost always accompanied by
swelling of the lymphatic glands of the neck, sometimes by lymphan-
gitis or severe neuralgias of the temporal and occipital regions, lasted

usually until such time as the exanthem appeared on the skin, which
was generally within the first two days, but sometimes not until later.

In many cases there was only a slight development of erysipelas, and
in some it appears to have been absent altogether, the patients suffering
from the throat affection only. The outbreak of erysipelas was usually
indicated by tension, heat, and stinging pains in the affected part ; in

a short time the skin looked to be more or less swollen, and of a dark

or bright red according as the lesion was deeply seated or on the

surface. If the upper layers of the skin only were involved, the course

of the disease was usually that of simple erysipelas ; but if the sub-

cutaneous tissue were also implicated, the result was often deep and wide-

spread ichorous and gangrenous destruction of tissue. In many cases

it was the connective tissue that was first attacked, particularly in the

axilla, where the destructive process would not unfrequently extend ta

the muscles and lymphatic glands ; so that shreds of exfoliated connec-

tive tissue, fragments of lymph-glands, and the like were discharged with

the ichor when the abscess was opened, and muscles or even bones were

laid bare. The ichor that was let out was so strongly corrosive that it

attacked the hardest steel as if it had been nitric acid, and instruments

which had been used to open the abscess and left lying for some hours

without being cleaned, were completely eaten into and rendered useless^
Another and more frequent issue of the deep process was gangrene^
which sometimes set in on the shortest notice, and would destroy the

whole substance of a limb, and in some cases the soft parts of the whole

of one side of the face. Although the erysipelas occurred in all parts of

the body, its chief seat was the face, where it usually began about the

wing of the nose or the canthus of the eye, extending upwards to the

scalp and downwards to the neck and shoulders, and sometimes even

over the whole body. The deeper collections of matter, also, were found
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in all parts of the body; in one case Bennet saw them begin to form in

the axilla and gradually spread over most of the trunk.

Besidos those two strictly pathognomonic conditions, many other

local affections occurred in the course of the malady, but not so iini-

fornily : such as bronchitis and pneumonia, pleurisy, meningitis, peri-

tonitis (an almost constant symptom of the disease in Greenland, and

of the epidemic in Montgomery County in the spring of 1852), and
afiFections of the intestinal mucous membrane (revealed in life by
vomiting and purging), or of the genito-urinary system, in which case

suppression of urine and bleeding from the urethra were not unfre-

quently observed.

The fever, in well-developed cases, had always a typhoid character.

It must appear remarkable that the rigors observed at the beginning
of the disease should have recurred more than once during its course

without any o])vious connexion with exacerbations of the fever. Various

degrees of the malady could be distinguished according to the more or

less intense development of the complications above sketched. Not

unfrcquently it was of so mild a type that the patient hardly required
medical treatment; another time it would be so malignant that death

occurred on the third or fourth day. In cases of a favorable type,
the attacks of angina ceased with the appearance of the erysipelas; a

few days later the exanthem faded, desquamation set in, and with it

there was not unfrcquently a formation of numerous small abscesses

under the skin, which healed quickly, however, under simple treat-

ment. When the type of the attack was unfavorable, the exanthem
assumed a bluish colour, the skin and connective tissue sloughed, large

Ijurrowing abscesses formed having the surviving tracts of connective

tissue for their basis, the pulse was small and quick, the tongue looked

as if coated with a dark brown dry crust, the urine was scanty, diarrhcea

and deliriuiu supervened, and death took place usually within ten days
of the firbt appearance of the exanthem. Just as rapid, and almost as

fatal, was the course of those cases in which signs of inflammation

api^cared in the respiratory organs, the meninges, &c., death taking

place nearly alwa3"s within the first eight days, and in most cases

within the first six. Finally, in the class of cases where considerable

centres of suppuration had developed in the connective tissue, the

disease was often protracted many months ; and, even when convales-

cence went on well, there would often be most important functional

irregularities, atrophy of muscles, and the like remaining over.

Morbid anatomy.
—As to the state of parts found in those who died of

this disease we have only a few meagre notices.' The most complete
are those by Nathusius, who had opportunities of examining the bodies

of thi-ee negroes after death from typhoid erysipelas. The bodies always
' On the very first appearance of the disease several physicians, who had

examined the bodies of persons dead of typlioid erysipelas, were seized with it

and died; and it w;is their solicitude to escape the same fate tliat restrained the

United States' practitioners, who were not generally indifferent to tlic morbid

anatomy, from making post-mortem examinations in this disease.
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looked emaciated, with no blood iu tlicm, the sliin and connective tissue

at the places where the exanthcni had been observed during life infil-

trated with a gelatinous exudation, which extended into the connective

tissue of the nearest muscles and glands, the membranes of the brain

and spinal cord full of blood, some bloody serum in the ventricles of the

brain and in the pericardium, the heart relaxed and containing a soft

black clot in the ventricle, the bronchi injected and full of mucus, the

lungs full of blood (hypostatic pneumonia), serous fluid in the pleura
and peritoneum, the mucous membrane of the stomach and intestine

ecchymosed, the vicinity of the Peyer's patches in the lower end of the

ileum congested, but never any ulceration, the mesenteric glands
swollen, the liver full of blood, and the spleen soft and friable. The
state of the kidneys is not mentioned. Dexter and Hall in one case

found the liver softened, the peritoneum injected and containing a dark

coloured ichorous fluid with shi-eds in it, and the coils of inflamed

intestine slightly glued together. Bennet '

observed, iu another case,

the costal pleura on the right side injected and sticking to the visceral

layer by means of recent adhesions, the pulmonary pleura of the left side

everywhere deep red with eight ounces of sero-sanguineous fluid in the

cavity, the substance of both lungs normal. In a second case, which pre-
sented no signs of intestinal affection dui-ing life, he found the follicles

iu the lower end of the ileum very prominent, especially near the ileo-

caecal valve, but none of them were ulcerated ; mesenteric glands and

spleen j)erfectly normal.

Chronological Table of all the hnoivn Eindemics of Malignant Erysipelas
in Americafrom 1823 to 1881.

Epidemic.
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Epidemic.
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Epidemic.

Time.

1845

1847-8

1848

J5

J5

1848-9

1850

I85I

I85I-2

1852

Spring

Avitumn

1845-6

1847

Winter

Spring

Autumn

Winter

Februai'y

Winter

Spring

Summer

Winter

Place.

Indiana (Logansport)

New York (Ontario and
Erie County)
North Carolina (Elizabeth,

Raleigh)

Penn.sylvania(Uniontown)
Ohio (Meigs County)
Michigan (various places)

Connecticut (Bridgeport)

Authority.

Pennsylvania
places)

(various

New Jersey
Connecticut .«

Ohio

Mississippi (Jackson)

Connecticut (Hartford
County)

Ohio (Brown Covinty)
Mississippi (Vicksburg) . . .

Louisiana (New Orleans) .

Only in the Hospital
Massachusetts (Boston, a
few cases)

Pennsylvania (Armstrong
County)
Michigan (Detroit)

Pennsylvania (Blair Co.)

California (Sacramento).

Pennsylvania (various

places)

Ohio (Shelby County)
Ohio(MontgomeryCounty)
Kentucky (Bordstown) ...

Fitch, Illinois and Indiana
Med. and Surg. Journ., i, 1 .

Drake, 1. c. ; Pelt, Buffalo
Med. Journ., i, 193.

Nathusius, De erysipelate

typh. Diss. Berol., 1856;
McKee, South. Med. Re-

port, ii, 410.

> Di-ake, 1. c.

Drake, I.e.; Pitcher,Trans-
act. of the Amer. Med.
Assoc, 1853, V.

Bennett, New York Journ.
of Med., 1848, May, and
Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc,
1850, April, 377.

Corson and Geiger, Trans-
act, of the Pennsylvania
State Med. Soc., 1848.

!

Accounts in Transact, of
the Amer. Med. Assoc,
1850, ii.

Farrar, Southern Med. Re-

ports, i, 355.
Russel, Proc. of the Con-
nect. State Med. Soc, 1 855.

Drake, 1. c.

Morlaud, Amer. Journ. of
Med. Sc, 1850, Oct., 318.

Gillespie, Amer. Med. Ex-

aminer, 1 85 1, March.

Pitcher, 1. c (ad ann. 1847).

Rodrigue, in Transact, of

the Pennsylvania State
Med. Soc, 1852.
Blake, Amer. Journ. of
Med. Sc, 1852, July, 59.
Accounts in Transact., 1. c.

(ad ann. 1851); Leasure,
Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc,
1856, Jan., 45.

Carey, 1. c.

lb.

Mattingly, St. Louis Med.
and Surg. Journ., 1853,

May, 217.
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Santa Fe ; and in California it is a frequent and much dreaded

disease. In wet and cold spring months, it is common in Louisiana

and Texas ; it extends as an epidemic from Maine to Mexico, from

Minnesota Territory to Florida."

Tliis statement accords with all tlie information that I have

been able to gathei", so far at least as relates to the period

during which the disease had been most severe* in North

America. At the same time it bears out the result that we
arrive at from the foregoing detailed table of the epidemics
in regard to the predominance of malignant erysiiielas in the

Western States. Of the 70 epidemics above mentioned, 3

were prevalent in Greenland (all 3 in North Greenland),^ i in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, 2 in Canada, 7 in the New

England States (Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecticut),

18 in the eastern central States (New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania), 5 in the middle central States (Virginia,

Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina), 26 in the Western

States (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Mis-

souri_, Minnesota), 6 in the Southern States (Alabama,

Mississippi, Louisiana), and i in California. The epidemic
observed at Kingston, Jamaica, in 1826 stands by itself.

The extent to which the disease spread in the several locali-

ties has been very various ; here and there the cases occurred

in more or less considerable groups, sometimes in hospitals

only ;
at other places the diffusion was general. Equally

various was the duration of the several epidemics, which in

some instances amounted to a few months, and in others

exceeded a year. Regarded as a whole, the incidence of

malignant erysipelas gives us the impression of a series of

small and circumscribed epidemics rather than of pandemic

prevalence, such as is proper to cholera, the acute exanthe-

mata, and other spreading diseases.

§ 152. Influence op Climate.

The fact that erysipelas is distributed over the whole globe

proves that influence of climate has at least no essential

significance for the occurrence of the disease. At the same
1 See § 148.
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time wc may conclude witli a i^ood deal of certainty that it

is more rarely met with in lower latitudes, at least that form

of it which is independent of hospitals. The same relation

comes out in the epidemic incidence of malignant erysipelas

in the Western Hemis]ihere, where the disease has been

much more frequent and much more extensive in the north-

western and northei'n States of the American Union than in

the central and southern.

§ 153. Influence op Season and Weather.

Fui'ther support of this idea will be found in the fact that

the amount of the sickness shows a dependence on the season

of the year corresponding" in a measure to the relation to

climate. The larger number of observers are of opinion
that erysipelas occurs more frequently in the colder than in

the warmer months of the year; this is the conclusion of

Haller from ten years' observations in the General Hospital
of Vienna, of Eschbaum ^ from the experience of fifteen

years (1865
—

1879) in the clinique and policlinique of Bonn,
of Boinet and other Parisian hospital physicians and sur-

geons for the Hotel Diou, of Gosselin from seven years'

observation in the Hopital Beanjon^ the Charite and the

Pitie in Paris, of Pujos from the practice of the Hopital St.

Andre in Bordeaux, of Borbone " from the statistics of the

Turin hospital, of Copland^ and Doig* on the basis of obser-

vations made in London, of v. Nymann from the experience
of the Educational Institute at Smolna, of Ucke for Samara,
Polak for Persia, Annesley for India, and of Reese'' and an

anonymous antliority^ from eleven years' (1861
—

1871) ob-

servations in the Bollvue Hospital of New York. Also in

the North American epidemics of malignant erysipelas, the

greatest incidence of the disease has been very distinctly iu

1 'Beitr. zur Statistik einiger acut cntzuiuU. iniil lufections-krankheiten,'

Bonn, 1880, p. 20.

- 'Giorn. della Acad, di mcd. di Torino,' 1878.
^ '

Dictionary of Tract. Med.,' iii.

'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1862, Sept., 72.
^ 'Aiuer. Jouni. of Mcd. Sc.,' 1850, Jan., q8.
* 'New York Med. Record,' 1872, Sept.,' 373.
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the cold months, as may be seen in the foregoing table of

them.

The connexion, then, of erysipelas with the colder seasons

of the year, which, if not an absolnte one, is at least re-

markably uniform, may be explained by the direct influ-

ence of the Jcind of weather, the weather, namely, which is

proper to autumn and early spring. At all events many
observers are agreed that considerable fluctuations in tem-

perature, and more particularly the change to cold and damp
weather, help materially to produce the disease ; and in like

manner several of the authorities are of opinion that the

epidemics in North America were most prevalent in times of

cold and damp. We must regard it for the present an open
question how this pathogenetic influence of the weather is to

be interpreted
—whether it increases the predisposition of

individuals to become ill, or whether it stands in some rela-

tion to the morbific cause, favouring the origin and diffusion

of the disease itself. Doubtless we have here to consider

also the influence which the season exerts on the people's
mode of life, a subject which I shall have occasion to

inquire more fully into in the sequel. Meanwhile, in

framing an opinion on the question before us, it should be

kept in mind that erysipelas has occurred not unfrequently
in summer, and that it has spread to a considerable extent

during dry and warm weather, and even during heat, as at

Devonport^ in 1S24, Paris^ in 1863, in Algiers'^ in 1844, and
in New Brunswick in 1822.

§ 154. Alleged Influence op Damp Soil.

I hold it to be very doubtful whether states of the ground,
such as elevation, geological characters, moisture and the

like, have any real significance for the occurrence of ery-

sipelas. As in almost all the infective diseases of late, so

in erysipelas special importance for the pathogenesis has

been assigned to the copious saturation of the ground, or, in

other words, to its swampy character. Thus Boinet points

^
Smart, 1. c.

*
Duchambre, 1. c.

^
Burdiat, 1. c.
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out that tlio Hutol Dicu is built close to tlio Seine, whose

sluggish strcaui at that point produces excessive saturation

of the ground and contrilnites to the development of putrid
effluvia :

" J'ai remarque encore," ho says, after giving a

detailed statement of the facts,
'^

(|u'il y avait unc certaine

coincidence entre les grands ernes de la Seine et ^apparition
des erysipoles. Toutes les fois que la Seine s'accroit, elle so

repand dans les caves do I'Hotel-Dicu, et I'eau y scjourne

pendant six semaines, deux mois, plus ou moins ; alors et

pendant tout le temps qu'olle met u s'ecouler, on voit regner
ces erysipoles et tons les malades qui out suhi de grandes

operations succombent/' But when the water falls and the

ground is left dry, on the season of warmth and drought

setting in, an abatement of the disease sets in :ilso. Annesley
remarks of the incidence of erysipelas in tlic hospitals of

India that "
this occuri'once is most frequently observed to

take place in the more marshy and unwholesome situations

near the mouths and banks of rivers ;" and other hospital

physicians and surgeons have published similar observations

to prove the great frequency of erysipelas in buildings
erected on damp sites. Further, some of the North

American practitioners have believed themselves warranted

in assuming that a marshy soil favoured the pi'oductiou and

diffusion of the malignant ei*ysipelas on that continent ;

thus Nathusius pointed out that the disease was prevalent
in the swampy districts of North Carolina and adjoining

parts of Virginia., and the chroniclers of the epidemic at

Burlington, Vt., call attention to the situation of the town

on the shore of Lake Champlain.
The influence of this factor upon the origin and propaga-

tion of the disease in hospitals cannot be made out with any
kind of trustworthiness, inasmuch as a good many other

etiological factors have to be taken into account along with

it; and it remains accordingly a (question what importance,
if any, the wetness of the soil assumes among them. It is

at least certain that small and clean-kept hospitals have

seldom or never been visited by erysipelas, a damp situation

notwithstanding ; whereas there arc many large hospitals, on

a dry site but under the converse conditions of hygiene, that

have never been altogether free from the disease, and have
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often had it in tlie form of an epidemic lasting for months,

altliongli there had heen no corresponding change in the

state of the gronnd.
This alleged inflnencc of a swampy soil on the outbreak

and spread of malignant erysipelas in North America has

been absolutely rejected for good reasons by the great

majority of observers.
" This supposition/' say Hall and

Dexter/
''

is disproved by the fact of remote situations ;
the

hilly regions of the interior^ secluded from any emanations

of moisture^ being alike obnoxious to the influence of this

fatal scourge." In Pennsylvania it has been just the hilly

districts that have been affected oftenest and most severely.

From the facts that he had collected relating to the distri-

bution of the disease^ Drake" concludes :
" Its victims dwelt

upon rocks of every kind^ on granite^ limestone, sandstone,

slate and clay, and of every geological age, from the primi-
tive to the alluvial ; it occurred on mountain slopes, low hills,

and flat bottom-lands ;" and the same conclusion has been

come to by Benuet, Sutton and others.

§ 155. No Racial Immunities.

According to the experience of Rigler in Turkey, Polak

in Persia, Pruner in Egypt, and Tschudi among the Indian

population of Peru, the various races and nationalities would

appear to bo about equally predisposed towards erysipelas.

Thevenot's assertion that the negro race enjoys immunity
from erysipelas has been absolutely contradicted by Chas-

saniol / Farrar and Nathusius, also, have seen malignant

erysipelas in the negroes, although less commonly, as the

latter remarks, than in mulattoes and whites, the proportions

being as 10 to 15 and 20.

With reference to the type of the skin-affection in the coloured.'races,

Rigler says that the skin assumes a copper colour in the brown races,

whereas in negroes the presence of an erysipelas is shown merely by
rise of temperature, by swelling whieli pits on i^ressure, and by subse-

quent desquamation of the cuticle. The new-formed epidermis appears

' L. c, p. 21.
• L. c, p. 625.

^ 'Arch, de meil. nav.,' 1855, Mai, p. 514.
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for a time less dusky than at other parts of the skin, but it shortly

acquires the original look in consequence of abundant deposition of

pigment.

§ 156. Breaks out both in Insanitary and Clean
Hospitals.

An importance not to be underrated in tlic production and

diffusion of erysipelas attaches to unhygienic conditions, to

tlie accumulation of products of decomposition and putre-

faction in dwelling'-liouscs, to the overcrowding- of the same

with no regard to their cleanliness and ventilation^ and to the

entrance of sewer gases or of solid particles in the form of

dust from cesspits and the like. It is obvious that these

nuisances have a quite special influence in hospital wards,

particularly in those set apart for the reception of surgical

cases ; and this is the reason or part of the reason why the

disease is particularly often endemic or epidemic, as the so-

called "
erysipelas nosocomiale," on the surgical side of

large and much frequented hospitals. The greater preva-

lence of erysipelas in the cold season, which we have already

referred to, may not improbal)ly bo connected with the same

factor in the causation, inasmuch as it is often difficult at

that time of the year to secure a continuous and sufficient

ventilation of the wards. The literature of medicine is rich

in observations which establish the importance of this etiolo-

gical factor beyond doubt, proving in fact, that the disease

has been obviated either permanently or for considerable

periods when those nuisances which had called forth the

endemics or epidemics of it had been removed.

Summing up the experience of hospital physicians and surgeons in

England, Gregory' enumerates the following as material causes of

hospital erysipelas: overcrowding of the wards, particularly with

patients suffering from extensive suppurating wounds or discharging

other morbid secretions to a large amount ;
insufficient cleansing of

beds, mattresses, walls, &c. ; inadequate ventilation of the wards. This

is the conclusion to be drawn also from the observations of Doig,

Erichscn,^Campl)e]l do Morgan,^ and other English surgeons, and from

' 'Lectures on the Kruptlve Fevers,' Loud., 1843.
' ' Hrit. Med. Journ.,' 1874, Jau., 134.
^ lu Holmes' 'System of Surgery,' and ed., Loud., 1869, i, 206.
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those of Fenger^ at the Frederiks-Hospital of Copenliagen . Ericlisen,
who gives his own experience at University College Hospital in the
autumn of 1872 in support of his opinion, says: "that erysipelas is

often of epidemic origin, there can be no question, but the influence of

any epidemic is immensely increased by an unhealthy condition of a
ward from overcrowding." Campbell de Morgan observes that, at the
Middlesex Hospital, erysipelas, which used to be very common, became
much rarer when the sanitary condition of the hospital was improved,
particularly through the adequate ventilation of the wards

;
if patients

were admitted with erysipelas, it no longer spread from them to

other patients, as it used to do. For the same hospital, Thomson-

gives the following interesting fact : In one of the largest wards on the

ground floor, cases of erysipelas occurred time after time for a number
of years in two beds placed one on each side of a window. On inquiry
it was found that the common dust-hole of the hospital was situated in

a vault in the western front ai-ea exactly under this window and that it

had been left open, the effluvia from it entering through the window and

particularly affecting the two beds in question. Great care was taken to

have the dust-hole thoroughly covered in, whereupon the endemic came
to an end for a time. After a considerable period, cases of erysipelas

again began to occur in those two beds, when it was found on inquiry
that the dust-hole had been again left open. The nuisance was taken

away altogether, and no more cases of erysipelas were seen in that ward
for a number of years. In the Radcliffe Infirmary at Oxford a severe

epidemic of erysipelas occurred in the summer and autumn of 1874,
which owed its origin, as Netten Radcliff'e^ showed, to conditions of the
same kind but worse in degree, namely, the entrance of sewer gas from
drains blocked with faecal matters. In the surgical division of the

hospital at Rostock, Konig^ had occasion to follow a small epidemic of

erysipelas, whose origin could be traced to the pillows used on the

operating-table being covered with dried blood-stains ; during a certain

period every operation done on that table had been followed by ery-

sipelas ; but on the changing the pillows the endemic ceased all at once.

However highly we may rate the importance of the noxious
influence in question, for producing erysipelas and causing
it to spread, it is in something else that we have to seek for

the true and essential morbific factor.
" Even in hospitals

that are admirably constructed/' says Volkmanu,
" that have

been made salubrious to the point of luxury, and are per-

fectly ventilated—even in these there have occurred epi-
demics of erysipelas of the severest kind; and the most

1 'De erysipelate ambulanti disqu,' Havn., 1842,
- 'Med. Times aud Gaz.,' 1856, Dec.
3 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1875, i, 651.
* 'Arch, der Heilkuude,' i8;o, p. 23.
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scrupulous cleanliness and care have not succeeded in put-

ting a stop to them/' Ample confirmation of this is afforded

l)y the London hospitals, which, as Fergusson says, are

never free from erysipelas, notwithstanding the extreme

cleanliness practised in them, and despite the most abundant

ventilation. In the Uopital St. Andre at Bordeaux, which

is highly prized as a '^ model institution,^' it appears from

the statements of Pujos that even the cleanest and best

constructed wards do not escape erysipelas. Oilier records

that, for a long period previous to the year 1867, the severest

operations had been performed at the Lyons hospital without

erysipelas occurring ;
but from that date onwards the larger

number of the cases operated upon were attacked with

erysipelas, although no cause could be found for it in the

condition of the place.

But the non-dependence of erysipelas upon the above-

mentioned factors is proved best of all by its epidemic
occurrence outside hospitals, among village populations at

large, and not unfrequently in coincidence with the develop-
ment or intensification of the disease in the hospitals. This

fact confronts us on a large scale in the North American

epidemics, in which the most remarkable circumstance was
that the disease w^as prevalent in country districts much
more frequently and much more extensively than in large
and populous towns. We should not, therefore, judge of

the importance of these unsanitary conditions in producing

erysipelas, otherwise than we judge of their influence in

other infective diseases; they afford a soil which is favorable

to the development of such diseases, whether because they
so affect the human organisation as to make it receptive
of the proper morbific thing, or because they are concerned

in some definite manner in the development of this morbific

thing itself.

§ 157. The ]\roKBiD Poison—a Micrococcus.

In consideration of these facts, .and in view of the circum-

stance that the erysipelatous process has markedly the

character of an infective disease, the conviction has long
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been held tliat the malady was caused by a specific noxious

something
—
by a morbid poison. This opinion has found

support in the results of inquiries made by Hiiter,^ Orth/ Nep-
veau,' Lukomsk}^,* and Klebs,^ and especially in the evidence

recently adduced by Koch/ and still better by Fehleisen/ as

to the constant occurrence of a species of bacterium (micro-

coccus), with definite characters, in the diseased tissues and

in the lymphatic vessels.^

There need bo less hesitation than ever in accepting the

parasitic nature of the disease, now that its communicahility—which had been asserted originally by English surgeons^
on the ground of clinical observation, and afterwards by

1 'Berl. klin. Wochenschr.,' 1869, 357.
* 'Arch, fiir experim. Pathologie,' 1873, i, 81.

3 'Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1873, 32.
* In 'Virchovv's Archiv,' 1874. )x, 418.
* 'Arch, fiir experim. Pathol.,' 1854, iii, iv.

® '

Untersuchungeu Uher die Aetiologie der Wundinfcctiouskrankheifcen,'

Leipz., 187S.
7 'Deutsche Zeitschr. fiir Chirurgie,' 1882, xvi, 391, aud '

Sitzungsber. der

"W^iirzb. phys.-med. Gesellsch.,' 1882, N.r, 8.

^ Indirect evidence of the parasitic nature of erysipelas is afforded by recent

experience of the antiseptic treatment of wounds. Since the introduction of that

practice erysipelas of wounds has been almost banished from surgical wards,

which used to be permanent seats of the malady, and often required to be closed

on account of its disastrous outbreaks. On this point, see Volkmaun,
' Vcr-

haudl dor dcutschcn Gesellsch. fiir Chirurgie,' 1877, 64; Tillmanns, in the

Deutsche Chirurgie
'
of Billroth and Liicke, v, 75 (for the surgical clinique of

Hallo) J Nussbaum, 'Die chirurgische Klinik zu Miinchen im Jahre 1875,'

Stuttg., 1875 ; and ' Leitfadeu zur antiseptischen Wundbehaudlung,' 3 Aufl.

Stuttg. 1879.
3 The earliest statements occur in the reports of English hospital surgeons,

such as Wells (I. c), Dickson ('Med.-Chir. Rev.,' 1819, April, p. 615), Weather-

head ('Diagnosis between Erysipelas, Phlegmon, &c.,' Loud., 1S19), Stevenson,

Arnott, aud others. A number of later observations on this point are collected by
Volkmanu (1. c, p. 155). Of still more recent date are the papers by Oilier

(1. c.) for the epidemic of 1S67 in the Lyons Hospital; by Borbone (1. c.) from

observations in the hospital of Turin ; by Erichsen for University College Hos-

pital; by Begbic ('
Edin. Monthly Journ.,' 1852, Sept., p. 243) from experiences

of private i:)ractice in Edinburgh; by Tibbits ('Lancet,' 1874, June, p. 832) from

hospital and private practice in Bristol ; by Netten Eadcliffe (1. c.) for the Oxford

Infirmary; by Maclagan ('Brit. Mod. Journ.,' 1876, Sept., p. 395) from private

practice; by Miller ('Edin. Mod. Jour.,' 1880, June, p. 1095) for the Edinburgh

Infirmary; by Lucke ('Berl. klin. Wochenschr.,' 1868, p. 457) for the hospital at

Bern; by Baader (' Correspondenzbl. fiir Schweizer Aerzte,' 1877, No. 3) for the

epidemic at the village of Buns, in Xeuchatel ;
and by Sclmller ('Deutsche

Zoitschr. fijr Chirurgie,' 1877, viii, p. 501) for the surgical clinique at Grelfswald.
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French and German—has been proved with exactitude by
means of the experiments on animals conducted by Orth,

Koch, Tillmanns' and others, and most decisively of all by
Fehleisen^s inoculation experiments on man Avith micrococci

of pure cultivation." Wo may consider it to be an open

question for the present, whence the parasite comes ; also

Avhether it reproduces itself only within the human body, or

whether it grows outside as well, finding in the above-

described defects of hygiene a soil specially suited for its

reproduction. Again, concerning the factors which deter-

mine the type of the disease and the modifications of the

same, we are unable by means of the facts known to us to

come to any conclusion. In many cases it is unquestionably
the individuality of the patient that makes the difference ;

but in many other cases, and particularly in epidemic out-

breaks of the disease in its malignant form, that explanation
does not apply. In these matters we are groping in the

same obscurity which enshrouds the causes of mild or severe

type in other infective diseases, as I have remarked more

particularly when writing of scarlet fever (I, pp. 187
—

192).

§ 158. Point of Oeigin.—Mode or Transmission.

The opinions of observers are still divided as to the mode

of transmission of the disease ; whether an attack of erysipelas

presupposes under all circumstances a breach of continuity
in the surface of the body, that is to say, whether the only
kind of erysipelas is an erysipelas of wounds ; or whether the

morbid poison may not be taken up also by the intact skin or

mucous membrane. The former of these views is the one

that is preferred by the larger number of experienced sur-

geons. The infinite difficulty, nay even the impossibility of

detecting slight injuries in each particular case, especially in

1 L. C, p. Q.

- ' Wiirzb. Verliandl.,' 1. c. II err Felileiscn lias now (Dec, 1882) made a large

number of experiments of that kiiul, all of tliem with the therapeutical inten-

tion of dispelling tumours. The whole of the experiments succeeded, and the

erysipelas always ran a perfectly typical course. Through the kindness of Ilerr

Felileiscn I have had the opportunity of seeing a successful inoculation experi-

meut of his in Ilerr v. liergmann's surgical dinique here.
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the mucous membranes near where they pass into the skin^

makes this question one of the most intricate in the natural

history of erysipelas, and one that can never be altogether

finally settled. For my own part I am constrained by force

of recorded observations to give up the distinction which I

drew in the first edition of this work, between simple (exan-

thematic) erysipelas and malignant (typhoid) erysipelas.

There are many clinical observations in favour of the trans-

mission of the morbid poison by surgical instruments,

bandages or other things used by patients, that is to say,

in favour of contagion in the narrower sense of the term.

But in the majority of cases, no such means of transmission

can be made out ; and one is rather driven to think that

the reproduction of the morbid poison really takes place out-

side the human body, and that the virus is for the most part

carried by currents of air.



CIIAPTEU XII.

PUERrERAL FEVER.

§ 159. TuE Modern Doctrine started by Semmelweiss and

CONTINUED BY HiRSCH.

The first aad moht acceptable duty of modern medicine is

the prevention of disease; and in practically applying that

principle, medicine has achieved its most brilliant success iu

regard to the diseased processes incidental to wounds.

Evidence of this is afforded, as we have seen, by the good
effects of the antiseptic method of di-essing wounds in pre-

venting traumatic erysipelas. The pi-ophylactic rules directed

against the occurrence of hospital gangrene and the so-called

septic wound-diseases have proved to bo not less beneficial ;

and for the puerperal infective diseases, whose admission

into the group of traumatic diseases hardly anj'one nowadays
will object to, the same holds good.

Rational prophylaxis against a disease must be based upon
an acquaintance with and consideration of the causes which

underlie it directly or remotely. Setting out from this prin-

ciple, and working on the basis of experiences at the lying-

in hospital of Vienna in 1847, Semmelweiss developed his

doctrine of the prophylaxis of puerperal fever. And although
his view of the causative conditions was one-sided, he was

still a true pioneer iu elaborating the doctrine of the origin

and prevention of that disease, and his work was of great

service not only to the Vienna lying-in house but to man-

kind "-t large. I take credit to myt^elf for having, in tlio

first edition of this work, stood forward as his exponent and

for having directed the attention of the profession in Germany
to his writings, which had been little noticed up to that time.

My endeavour was to enlarge the doctrine of Semmelweiss
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on tlio genesis of cliild-bed fever^ by means of experiences
of the disease collected down to a later date, or to arrive at

a more comprehensive view of its etiology ; and I have had

the satisfaction of seeing the results of my inquiries received

with approval by the first gyntccologists in Germany. I shall

thus share with Semmelweiss the credit of being named
a founder of the rational doctrine of the origin of puerperal
fever. So much the more is it my present duty in this new
edition to subject the opinions that I then expressed to a

rigorous criticism in the light of knowledge gained in the

interval, to turn to account for this particular infective

disease the advances which science has made in the depart-
ment of infective disease in general, and thus, in adherence

to the facts and with as complete a presentation of them as

possible, to mark the point which our knowledge of the

ways of origin of puerperal fever has now reached, the point
from which our practice has to start in framing the phrophyl-
actic measures to be adopted against this disasti'ous malady.

§ 1 60. PuERPEEAL Fever in former Times.

There is no doubt that puerperal infective disease, or—
to adopt an equivalent and familiar term for the sake of

brevity
—

puerperal fever has been prevalent in all ages,

just as its geographical, distribution extends over the whole

habitable globe. And as the amount of this sickness varies

in diiferent parts of the world, according to the social life

and hygienic circumstances of the population, there have

probably been corresponding differences in the frequency
of the disease in the various epochs through which the human
race has passed. The extent of those differences we are

certainly unable to estimate, by reason of the scanty notices

of the disease which have come down to us from ancient and

media3val times, and the absence of accurate information

from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

In the epidemiological writings of Hippocrates,^ tliere occur* a number
of excellently drawn up clinical laistories of puerperal fever, and in the

1 'Lib. Epidemiorum/ i, sect, iii, Aegra Nr. 4, 5, 11, ed. Littre ii, 690, 694,

708;
'

Epid.,' lib. iii, sect, ii, Aegra 10, 1 1, 12, c. c. iii, 60—62 ; lib. iii,^sect. iii,

Aegra 2, 14, e. c. iii, loS, 140.

YOL. II. 27
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pseiido-Hippocratic treatise
' De morbis mulicrum'' the subject is con-

sidered at length. Moreover it follows from the account" given by Hippo-
crates of the diseases among the inhabitants of Thasos that the malady
had been common in thosii days and had occurred in a sort of epidemic.

(" yvvaiKtQ St ivoamrnv fitv nuWctl . , iSvcrroKiov c^ TrXeTornt, kcu fiiTu roic

ToKDVQ tTrir6(Tiov,Kai tOi'tjaKov civrai /iuXitrrrt.") Cclsus,^ however, ciinfincs

himself to one remark, which probably points to puerperal fever

(" mulier ex partu si cum febre, vehementibus etiam et assiduis capitis
doloribus premitur, in periculo mortis est ") ; and Galen* contributes

nothing of his own, but merely repeats the statements of Hippocrates.
Soranus and Moschion, the gynaecologists of the Greek medicine, make
no mention whatsoever of the disease; and Arabian physicians such as

Avicenna,* as well as the i)hysicians of the middle ages, have nothing
more to say than that women in childbed sometimes took fever, which

led to their death.

In the medical writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, such

as Trincavella,""' Mercado," Riviere,** de la Boe," Sennert'" and Sydenham,"
we find statements aT)0ut puerperal fever which go rather more into

particulars, although they hardly do justice to the properly clinical

side of the question. Willis was the first to appreciate correctly the

peculiar character of the disease as compared with other febrile pro-

cesses; he introduced the name " febris puerpcrarum," and undertook
a searching inquiry into the beginnings and course of child-bed fever;

he even went so far as to connect the origin of the disease with laceration

of the uterus during labour and to refer it to a " miasma venenatum."*-

After Willis came Strother,'^ Hoffmann,''' and others.

Although, as wo liavo said, it is impossible to estimate

from the professional writings at our service, the extent to

wliicli child-bed fever had been prevalent in past times
; yet

we are justified by the fact, observed during the present

* Lib. i, § 49— 54, o. c. viii, loS, sr/j.
' Lib. i, sect, ii, § 8, c. c. ii, 646.
•* ' De med.,' lib. ii, o.ip. 8.

^ In the coraiiieiitiirios to tlie iibovc- quoted pnssa<:jos in Hippocrates.
^ '

Canon,' lib. iii. Fen. xxi, tract, ii, cap. 3_^, Venct., 1564, i, 929.
^ ' De ratione curanili, &(.,' lib. xi, cap. ii, IT. in

'

Opp.,' Tjugd., 1586, i,

291, feq.

1 'De mulieruui affect.,' lib. iv, cap. x, xi.

" ' Praxis med.,' lil). ix, Norinib., 1688, 287.
^ ' Prax. med.,' lib. iii, cap. viii, § 1.^, scq., Ani>;tcl., 1^)79, 554.
in «

Pi-act. med.,' lib. iv, sect, vii, cap. xi, Wittenbg'., 1660, 467.
" ' Diss, epistol. ad Cole de affect, liyster..' in '

Opp.,' Genev., 1736, i, 279.
1* ' De febribus,' cap. xvi, in 'Opp.,' Anistel., 1682, 124.
" 'Critical Essay on Pevers,' cap. ix, Lond., 1718, 212.

" 'Med. rationalis system,' toni. iv, Pars i, sect, ii, cap. x, in 'Opp.,' QeneT.»

1748, ii, 156.
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century and the preceding, that it clings mostly to lying-in

hospitals, in believing that the important place which puer-

peral fever now takes in the statistics of sickness and mortality
of civilised countries dates no farther back than the end of

the seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth century, or

from the period when the first maternity hospitals or other

institutions for the reception of the lying-in were established.

i6i. Present Distribution.

Regarding the geographical distrihution of puerperal fever,

the want of information from many parts of the world,

particularly those within tropical and subtropical latitudes,

does not permit us to do more than conclude generally that

the disease extends over the whole habitable globe. For the

same reason I am unable to say whether any considerable

differences exist in the number of cases at various parts of

the world, not including the cases of child-bed fever in lying-

in hospitals. As a general rule, child-bed fever would appear
to occur most frequently in highly- civilised countries with a

crowded population and situated in higher latitudes. With-

out attaching too much importance to the following statistics

of the disease collected from some of the civilised States of

Europe, I think they may be used to form an approximate
estimate.

Table of Deaths from Pa.srperal Fever per 1000 Deliveries}

Place.
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For Tarlxey, and for Constantinople in particular, Rigler^

says that, although the absence of lying-in hospitals makes
child-bed fever rarer than in most other cities of Europe,

yet the disease does occur from time to time. Also the

most northern countries of Europe are by no means exempt
from it. In Iceland it is not so very rarely met with," cases

occurring from time to time even in large numbers, as in

1842 and 1845. The same holds good for Greenland, where

groups of puerperal fever cases occur, at all events now and

then, as in 1844 and 1847.' In the cultivated parts of

North America it is just as extensive as on European soil.

It is of interest to notice the remark of a United States

authority,*on the occurrence of puerperal fever in that country,
in a criticism of the gyna3Cological work of Lee (1835) :

" In this country we have fortunately had but little experience
of the alarmingly fatal epidemics that have spread their

devastating influence over different sections of Great Britain;'^

and Hildroth,^ writing from Washington, Ohio, in 1830, says,
"
Puerperal fevers are much less common than in more

populous places.^' From Central ximerica and the West

Indies our information about child-bed fever is meagre, but

it serves to prove that the disease is no stranger to these

countries. For the Continent of Africa, I have found only
one notice, by Pruner,^ according to which puerperal fever

in Egypt is neither so common nor so general as in Europe,

' ' Die Tiirkci iind deren Bewolmcr, &c.,' Wieii, 1850, ii, 338.
'

Sehleisner,
'
Isliuid uiidersoprt, &c.,' Kjobenh., 1849, 50.

' Account in ' SundliedslioH. Forlull. for Aaret 1844,' 57 J Lange,
' Bemaerkn.

cm GriJnlands Sygdonisforliold.,' Kjobenli., 1864, 40.
•• ' Anier. Journ. of Mod. Sc.,' 1835, ^^^-t 4.39'
^

lb., 1830, Feb., 300.
^ ' Krankheiten des Orients,' Erlang., 1847, 278.

' The death-rate among women delivered in private houses.
' See the list of antliors at the end of the chapter.
•' '

Hygiea,' 1879, xli, 177.
*
Including those who died in Maternity hospitals.

'" 'Norsk. Mag. for Laegcvidensk,' 1872, iii, Raekke ii, 414.
« '

Ilygien. Mtddclclser,' 1875, Nye R., i, 124.
' 'Gaz. des hopit.,' 1858, Nr. 54, 213.
' '

Zeitschr. fiir Geburtsli. und Gyniikol.,' iii, 81.

' ' Die .Sterblichkeit wiihreud der Schwangcrschaft, &c.,' Freiburg, 1S6S, 25.
"' '

Geogr. nosol. dcU' Italia,' Roma, i88i, 176.
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althougli it lias sometimes been met with to a more consider-

able extent, as, for example, in 1844, when a "puerperal
influence

"
is said to have reached from Alexandria to the

Thebaid. In Port Said, as Vauvray^ tells us, it is almost

unknown. In India, according to Webb^ and Twining,^
child-bed fever is by no means rare among the Hindu women,
and it is sometimes prevalent to a considerable extent. The
observations of Baclz* leave no doubt of the occurrence of

the disease in Japan, even if it be only in isolated cases.

On the Australian Continent^ and in New Zealand^ puerperal
fever would appear to have been very rare down to about

the middle of the present century ; but I have no more

recent information of the disease in those colonies. In

Tasmania it was first seen, so far as Dempster'^ knew, in the

autumn of 1833 in the district of Norfolk, several women

having taken it together. According to later accounts by
HalP and Miller,^ child-bed fever is far from uncommon

there, whether in the lying-in hospital (where it was epidemic
in 1851—52) or among' women confined in their own homes.

The only notice for South America that I know of is one by
Feris,^° according to which the disease was disastrously

prevalent at Monte Video in 1875.

§ 162. Epidemic Outbreaks.

Although our information on the geographical distribution

of puerperal fever is very incomplete, and the statistical

returns of the disease among the populations of the

various parts of the world are below the real total ; yet

^ ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1873, Sept., 188.
^ '

Patbologia Indica,' Lond., 1848,336.
3 ' Cliuical Illustrations of the more important Diseases of Bengal,' Calcutta,

»835> ii, 433-
* ' Infectionskrankheiten in Japan,' Yokohama, 1882, 5.

* Account in '

Lancet,' 1845, Sept., 321.
6 Thomson,

' Brit, and Foreign Med.-Chir. Rev.,' 1854, Oct.

7 ' Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1836, vii, 358.
s 'Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1866, ii, 69.
»
'Glasgow Med. Journ.,' 1878, Aug., 345.

'° 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1879, Oct., 253.
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it is an inuluubted fact thai; the disease has been iniiuilely

more common, whetlier in sjwradic cases, or in epidemics
and endemics, within maternity hospitals or in the lying-in

departments of general hospitals than outside them, that is

to say, than among women confined at their own dwellings.
At the same time it is not altogether rare for child-bed fever

to be prevalent to a very considerable extent among the

latter ; and sometimes it even takes the character of an

epidemic.
In the following table I have put together, in chronological

order, a list of the epidemics of puerperal fever that have

come to my knowledge. Although I am far from claiming
it to bo a complete list of all the observations on record, yet
it will suffice to bring out several points of interest for the

history of the disease and for the study of its etiology.

Table of Epidemics of Puerperal Fever,

Time.

1664

1672

I7I3
1723
1736-
1746

1750
1760

I76I

1765-66

1767

371 Winter
Jan.—March

Spi'ing

July
—Dec.

May—July

Place.

Paris

Copenhagen
Rouen, Caen.
Frankft.onM
Paris
Paris

Lyons
London . .

Aberdeen
London ..

Copenhagen
Rotterdam..

Derbyshire..

Groningen . . .

Heucjon

Dec—May
(Normandy)

iDublin

Ai-(?:i of difl'ii.sioii. Authority.

Obstetric wards of tlie,

Hutel Dieu Pen.'

In the town - Bartholin.
Ditto ide hi Motte.
Ditto iHoii'maun.

Ditto [Fodero.
Hotel Dieu and in the'

town iMalouin.
Hotel Dieu Pouteau.
British Lying-in Hosp. Leake.
? Mackintosh.

In a suuill private^

Lying-in IIosp |White.

Lying-m Hosp Saxtorph.
In the town Bikker.
In vaiious parts of the'

county in this and!

following years Butter.

Vicinity of the town... v. Doveren.
In the parish Lepecq de la.

I Cloture.

Rotunda Jos. Clarke.

' The authorities nameil in this columu are given in alphahetical order at the

end of the chapter.
^ " In the town " means that the disease occurred outside the lying-in hospital.
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Time.

1794 I-

1795-96 Autvirun and
Winter

179S

17991
1800 )

I 80 1-2

1803
1805

1808-12

iSio

1810-11

5»

I8II

I8II-I2

I8I2

}>

I8I2-I3

I8I3

I8I3-I4

I8I4

I8I4-I5

1815

I816-I7
I817

i8"s

Liar.—April

"Winter

Dec—Feb.

Aug.—Sept.

Jan.—May
Winter

Summer and
Autumn

June—April

Jan. and fol.

months

Winter

Jan.—Dec.

July
—June

Spring;
Winter

Summer

Autumn

Sfockliolm
Vienna ...

Creteil

(Dpt. Seine)

Grenoble . . .

Trier

Many cases

village

Dublin
Rostock

Yorksbive ..

Milan

Landsberg . .

Dublin ...

Stockbolm
London ...

Heidelberg.

London ....

Diirbam ....

Dublin

Sept.
—Dec.

181 8-19 Oct.—Aug.

Oct.—March

Northuiuljer-
laud

Abingdon ...

(Berkshire)
Prague
Edinburgh...

Dublin

Philadelphia
Wiirzburg ...

Stockholm ...

London

Many cases in the town

Many cases in town
and vicinity

Rotunda
Several cases in town
and vicinity

At Barnsley, Leeds,
Huddersfield, and
other towns

Santa Catarina Lying-
in Hosp

Several cases in the
town and vicinity ...

Rotunda
Lying-in Hosp
Many cases in the

vicinity

Lying-in Hosp. ;
occa-

sional cases in town

Many cases at Hollo-

way it other suburbs
Numerous cases at

various localities in

the county
Rotunda

;
occasional

cases in the town . .

At Sunderland, Aln
wick, Newcastle, and
other places

In the town and neigh
bourhood

Lying-in Hosp
Maternity ;

a few cases

in the town
Rotunda
Pennsylvania Hosp.
Lying-in Hosp

Lyons . .

Prague

Wiirzburg

Authority.

Netzel.

Jaeger,
Nebel.
Ref. II.

Ref. III.

Burckhai-dt.

Douglas.

Nolde.

Hey,
Bradley.

Ozanam.

Punch,

Douglas.
Netzel.

Ramsbotham
Niigele,

Bayrhofer.

Dunn.

Ditto
In a Lying-in Hosp,
and some cases in

the town

Lying-in Hosp
Ditto, and many cases

in the town

Lying-in Hosp

Armstrong.
7 Douglas,
) Brenan.

Armstrong.

West.

Quadrat.

Cardiff.

Hodge.
d'Outrepont,

I.

Netzel.

Armstrong.
Cliet.

Bischoff.

d'Outrepont,
I,U.
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Time.

1834

1834-35
1835

1835-36
1836

1837

1837-38
1838

1838-39
1839

1839-40

1840

1840-41

I84I

Autumn

Jan.— M;ii-ch

Sept.
—Mar.

Mar.—April
Autumn

Winter

Spring

Winter and

Spring
Jan.—Feb.

January
Feb.—May
March—May

Dec.—April
Jan.—May
Autumn

Mar.—Aug.

Nov.—July
Jan.—March
May—July

Oct.—Jan.

Oct.—Dec.

Nov,—Dec.

Spring

Sept.—Mar.

Dec—Mar.

Jan.—March
March

Dublin

Paris
Trarbach .

(Coblenz)
Bamberg .

Kiel
Paimbcfiuf .

(Loire infer.)
Hanover

Wiirzburg

Kiel
Hadamar
(Nassau)
Vienna . .

Dublin ...")

Dublin ...j
Dresden

Copenhagen ,

Greifswald...
Loudon
Dresden
Paris

Prague
Dresden

Wangen

Copenhagen

Diilmen

(Coesfeld)
Stockholm . .

Paris

Prague ,

Berlin.

Halle
Stockholm ..

Doncaster ..

Paris
,

New Rotunda, follow-

ing a few cases in

otherlying-in houses
and in the town

La Maternite

Authority.

Beatty, I.

Tanchou.

Many cases in the town Graff.

Lying-in Hosp., and in

the town
Ditto, ditto

Many cases in the ar-

rondissement

Lying-in Hosp
Ditto, and in the town

Lying-in Hosp
Small epidemic in the

place
Lying-in Hosp

New Rotunda

Lying-in Hosp
Ditto ; also some cases

in the town
Ditto, ditto

In a Lying-in Hosj)....

Lying-in Hosp
Clinique

Lying-in Hosp
Ditto
All the women confined

during that period .

Lying-in Hosp

Many cases in the

parish
Lying-in Hosp

Hotel Dieu

Lying-in Hosp.

Charite ; also many
cases in the town ...

Lying-in Hosp
Ditto

Many cases in the town
Maternite and Clinique

Rapp.
Michaelis.

Aubinais.
Dommes.
d'Outrepont,

IV.
Michaelis.

Ricker.

Hauner,
Helm.

Beatty, 11.

Haase, II.

7 MiiUer,

5 Ref. V.
Berndt.

Ferguson.
Haase, II.

Dubois, I,

Voillemier.

Jungmann,I.
Haase, III.

Zengerle.
Kayser,
Midler.

Ref. VI.

Elliot,
Netzel.

Bourdon.

Jungmann,
II.

rSchonlein,

3 Jonas,

I
de Lingen,

V.Diemer.
Litzmann.
Netzel.

Storrs.

Dubois, II,

Ref. VII.
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§ 16-5. EriDEMICS MOST FREQUENT IN CoLD AND WeT
AVeatiier.

Altliougli we may assume without hesitation that chilil-

bed fever is more common in tropical and subtropical regions

than the scanty information from such countries would lead

us to suppose, the disease is at any rate rarer in them than

in higher latitudes. Without doubt this is explained in

great part by the fact that lying-in institutions, which are

the chief scats of the malady, have been introduced to a very
much smaller extent in the former than in the latter, being
in fact non-existent in the more uncivilised countries. But

the relative exemption of warm countries is to be explained

in part also by the climate. I find evidence of this in the

fact that in the temperate and high latitudes the maximum
of sickness falls in the cold season and the minimum in the

warm. Almost all the observers, both old and new, such as

Kivicre, Willis, Bartholin, ]\ranning,^ de la Eoche,^ Duges,^

Conquest,* Dubreilh," Virchow,*' and Hervieux,^ are agreed in

saying that the epidemic or endemic prevalence of the dis-

ease falls in winter or spring ;
and these observations of

individual authorities are fullj^ borne out by statistics.

Of 195 epidemics in the above table, for wliich the time of prevalence

is accurately given, the numbers in the several seasons are as follows :

Winter . . .66 Autumn and Winter . 1 1

Sprini? . . -34 Summer . . .10
Winter and Spring . 25 Summer and Autumn . 7

Autumn . . .21 Spring and Summer . 5

Sixteen epidemics lasted through more than one season. According to

Hugenberger's'* data for the Obsteti-ic Institute of St. Petersburg, the

following are the proportions for the several seasons during a period

of fifteen years :

' 'Treatise on Female Diseases,' Loncl., 1771, .^60.

-' ' Rechcrches sur la iiiUure et le traitemcnt de la fiovrc puerperale, &c.,' Par.,

1783.
* ' Journ. geu. de nu'd.,' 1S28, toinc cv, 98.
* ' Obscrvatious on Puerperal Inflammation, &c.,' Lond., 1S30.
* ' De la fievre pucrp. ('pidt'iniquc,' Bordeaux, 1848.
" ' Monatssclir. fur (icbuvtskde.,' 1858, xi.

^ L. c. (see list of authors), p. s,8.

'* ' Das Puerperalficber im St. Petersburger Hebammen-Institute, &c.,' St.

Petcrsb., 1862, 5.
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Table of Sickness and Mortalityfrom Fuerperal Fever at the St. Peters-

burg Lying-in Hospital for the several seasons during 15 years.

Winter .

Spring .

Autumn
Summer

Confinements.

2106

1934
2069
1927

Cases of

puerperal fever.

405 or 19-23%
292 or 1509
310 or I4"98

227 or ii'77;

Deaths from

puerperal fever.

88 or 4-18%
66 or 341
45 or 2-17

39 or 2*02

The following are Spatb's
'

figures for the two cliniqiies of the AUge-
meine Gebarhaus of Vienna during a period of twenty-four years

(1840— 1863):

Similar Table for the Vienna AUgemeine Gebiirhaus, 1840— 1863.

January ....

February . . .

March
April
May
June
July
August ,

September
October
November..
Decembei-..

First clinique.

Confinements.
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If wo take April to be in the eold season, the death-rate of the seven

cold months is to that of the five warm months as 14S5 to 6"2.

I take the following figures from Lusk's '

paper on the morlality from
childbed fever in New Tork from 1S67 to 1875.

Deathsfrom Pnei-peral Fever in New Yorlc during
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in steady weather as iu changeable, that doctrine is more espe-

cially opposed by two facts : firstly, the severest epidemics
of puerpei-al fever have often been prevalent in one lying-in

hospital of a city (Vienna, Berlin, London, Paris), while the

other maternity hospitals of the place, experiencing the same
kind of weather, have felt the disease to a very slight extent

or not at all (a circumstance to which I shall recur) ; and,

secondly, the women confined at the lying-in hospital of a

town may be decimated by child-bed fever, while those con-

fined at their own homes, and therefore not less exposed ta

the alleged harmful influence but probably more so (as among
the poor) will have escaped the disease altogether. Nay more,,

the outbreak and prevalence of puerperal fever have been,

found to be much less dependent on the season of the year
in private houses than in lying-in hospitals. Thus, Bradley
remarks of the state of the weather during the prevalence of

the disease at many places in Yorkshire in 1808-12: *^ It

prevailed equally in cold and hot weather, in wet and dry
seasons, in winter and summer." At Rostock in 1805 it

occurred during the hot weather of summer, and there are

several other epidemics in which a similar state of things

may be discovered.

Many observers liave arrived at the same opinion as to the infliieDce

of the weather on the production of the disease. Thus Cruveilhiei", in

Lis account of the epidemic at the Paris Maternite in 1830-31, says:
"J'ai vainement cherche dans les vicissitudes atmosiDheriques, soit

brusques, soit graduelles, dans le froid sec ou dans le froid humide, les .

causes de Fepidemie;" and Voillemier is led to the same conclusion b}'

bis experience of the 1838 epidemic in the Paris Clinique. In his report
on puerperal fever at the Obstetric Institute of St. Petersburg, Griin-

waldt says :

" The weather had no influence at all, either in starting the

sickness or in continuing it. A careful comparison of the state of the

barometer and thermometer, and of the direction of the wind from day
to day, showed that the cases occurred equally in all kinds of wind and

weather, and showed also that the atmospheric conditions which

obtained on the day of the child's birth had no constant relation to the

subsequent course of the confinement."

Therefore, although we cannot doubt that epidemics o£

child-bed fever stand in some definite relation to the season;,

the cold months bringing a greater mortality than the warm j

yet these differences cannot be explained by the direct effects-
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of the weather on lying-in or lately confined women
;
nnd it is

reasonable to suppose that it is the change in the hygienic
condition of the lying-in hospitals brought about by the cold

season which furnishes the real grounds for the rise of the

sick-i*ate and death-rate. The influence of the season would,

accordingly, bo not a direct one, but an indirect
; and such is

the conclusion to which Spath, Hervieux and others have

come.

§ 165. Kind of Soil op no Account.

It would hardly do for even the most enthusiastic advo-

cates of the doctrine of the soil and the sub-soil water to

make the nature of the fjroiind answerable for the epidemic
or endemic occurrence of puerperal fever. The disease has

been prevalent at all elevations,
—in lofty and dry localities

as well as in low and damp,—on sandy or swampy soil as

well as upon rocky ; and if there were any further doubt

about the matter, it would be at once dispelled by the fact

that, in the same institution, one division may be infested by
the severest epidemics of child-bed fever for months together,

while the women confined in another division, separated
from the first only by the walls, arc enjoying the best of

health.

§ 166. Specially a Disease op Lying-in Hospitals.

Nothing in the history of puerperal fever, so far as we can

follow it during the last three centuries, comes out so promi-

nently and unifonnly among the various factors with which

the origin of the disease appears to be somehow bound up,

than its great ^prevalence in lying-in hospitals, contrasting with

its comparatively rare occurrence outside those institutions.

Although it must be conceded, as we have already seen, that

the cases of sickness and death from puerperal fever among
women confined at their own homes, as given in statistics, arc

below the real number; yet the difference between that num-
ber and the figures of the sick-rate and death-rate in lying-in

hospitals is so great that the severest sceptic will not bo
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able to argue away tlie preponderance of cliild-bed fever in

the latter. According to the statistical table given at

p. 419, the deaths from puerperal fever in various civilised

European countries, among women confined at their homes,

averaged from 0*6 to 0*7 per cent, of the confinements ;
but

in lying-in hospitals the average rises to 2 or 4 per cent.,

and under unfavorable circumstances it may rise even

higher.
Lefort^ calculates that of 934,781 women who were con-

fined at their homes in various towns of Europe, 4405 or

o*47 per cent, died in child-bed; whereas among 888,312
women confined at lying-in hospitals, the deaths were 30,549
or 3'4 per cent. The mortality among puerperas at St.

Petersburg over a period of fifteen years was 0.7 per cent. ;

but in the Obstetric Institute of that City during the same

period it was 3'8 per cent., and in the other lying-in hospitals

it was as high as 4* 6 per cent. These data are taken from

the essay of Hugenberger," who adds that, although the

disease was six times epidemic in the Obstetric Institute

during that period, not a single epidemic was observed in

the liberties of the city. In the six great lying-in institutes

of Paris (Maternite, Clinique, Hotel Dieu, St. Louis, St.

Antoine and Lariboisiere) the mortality among puerperae,

according to observations extending over sixty years^ (1802-

1862) averaged 4*8 per cent, whereas among women confined

at their homes it was reckoned at not quite o'6 per cent. In

Grenoa from 1857 to 1866 there died in child-bed only 0*42

per cent, of the women confined at their own homes, whereas

the deaths at the lying-in hospital from 1855 ^^ 1866 reached

the enormous average of 8*8 per cent. At the maternity

hospital of Pavia the deaths in child-bed averaged 2*3 per
cent from 1 86 1 to 1 869. The lying-in hospital of Rome had

the disease so regularly that it had to be closed almost every

year on account of epidemic puerperal fever.* Lastly it is a

noteworthy fact that, of the 288 epidemics in the above table,

178 were exclusively in lying-in hospitals or otber institutes for

1 ' Gaz. des Hopit.,' 1866, 152.
- ' Das Puerperalfieber,' &c., 48.
3 Tarnier, 'Gaz. des Hopit.,' 1866, 151.
*
Sormani, 1. c.
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'women in labour, 46 were in such institntions mid more or

less also among tlio women confined at; their homes, 52 wore

in the towns or villages or their immediate vicinity, and 12

were widely prevalent over considerable tracts of country.

§ 167. Relation to ovkr-crowding in Lying-in Hospitals.

It follows from this that puerperal fever has markedly
the character oi a disease of hosjnfals. Accordingly, when

gynajcologists inquire into the cause of the disease, they

always turn their attention to finding out the circumstances

in lying-in hospitals with which the endemic persistence
of the malady or its epidemic outbreaks appear to be asso-

ciated.

Several of the earlier observers who occupied themselves

particularly with this disease, sucb as Mercado, Willis and

•Sydenham, had recognised the fact that in child-bed fever

they had to do with an infective process. According to the

notions of the time, it was designated a "
putrid

" disease

and was included in the class of " febres putrida? ;" and that

doctrine, of English and German origin, obtained a footing

also in France after the overthrow of the system of Broussais.

Meanwhile, the decomposition or putrefaction of animal or

other organic matters had come to be recognised as an

influence in the producing of
"
putrid

"
diseases (afterwards

called "typhous'') ;
and thus the conviction steadily gained

ground that the source of the malady had to be looked for

in the overcrowding of wards for lying-in or newly-confined

women, and in the want of cleanliness and ventilation

associated therewith, all the more so that the puerperal

process itself gave rise to putrefying products of decom-

position in abundance. The cause of the disease was sup-

posed, accordingly, to arise from that niephitic state of things,

in the form of a miasma which was suspended in the air and

inhaled by the puerperal women ; the toxic process thereby
induced in them located itself chiefly in the genitals and

the organs adjoining, as being the ^""'s minoris resifitcntix.

Experience showed that the introduction of one case of

child-bed fever into a lying-in hospital or ward was quickly
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followed by tlie appearance of the disease in other women
who had been confined

;
and from this it was inferred that

the disease had the character of communicability, or that a

contagium developed within the body of the patient, which

was eliminated therefrom and caused the disease to spread

independently of miasmatic influences.

Underlying this theory is the assumption that defects of

hygiene, especially those arising from overcrowding of the

lying-in wards, afford a real opportunity for the creation of

epidemic or endemic foci of child-bed fever; and that assump-
tion has been received with hardly any objection in more

recent times on the part of the medical directors of lying-in
institutions. In the very earliest epidemiological notice of

puerperal fever that we possess, the one relating to the

Hotel Dieu of Paris in 1664, it is pointed out that the

hospital was crowded with patients at the time, an unusually

large number of them being cases with wounds ; that the

ventilation of the wards was extremely defective ; and, as

expressly stated, that the lying-in department was directly

over the wards occupied by the surgical cases. Cruveilhier

writes to the same effect in his report on the epidemic of

child-bed fever at the Paris Maternite in 1830: ''j'aicon-

stamment vu," he says,
"

les maladies prendre un caractere

de gravite indomptable avec I'encombrement, ou s'attenuer

par I'effet de la diminution de population.^^ In like manner

Dubois and Voillemier speak in their accounts of the epi-

demic of 1838 at the Clinique, the former dwelling upon the

unfortunate proximity of the institution to the dissecting

rooms, and the latter remarking: ^'j'ai dit qu'outre les causes

d'infectiou particulieres a chaquo maison d'accouchements,

il en existait une autre, qui leur etait commune a toutes,

c'est la reunion d'un grand nombre de femmes accouchees

sur un meme point.^'

Accounts of the same kind come from the Maternite of

Lyons. Eeferring to the winter epidemics there in 1844-45
and 1845-46, Vernay says that the hospital was greatly

overcrowded and that the ventilation was bad on account

of the cold ; and as regards the epidemic in the summer of

1 866, Fouteret tells us that, according to the very exhaustive

inquiries of Dr. Delore, the medical director, the cause of
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the cpitloniic had to be assigned to luitliing but these internal

sanitaiy difccts. In the report by CiiderschjoUl on an epi-

demic of chihl-bed fever in the Stockholm Lying-in Hospital

in 1825, Avo find that the disease gained in extent just in

propoi'tion as the wards became crowded with patients ;
and

that in subsequent years puerperal fever had broken out

always when the hospital was particularly full. There is a

very interesting paper by Eetzius on the outbreak and pro-

gress of the disease in the same place in i860 :

" Beds in the lying-in hospital," he says,
" had been bespoken by an

unusual number of women at the beginning of the year, and tlie number

of patients tliat entered was more than the regulation allowed or than

provision was made for. The admissions increased from day to day, to

such an extent that neither the wards nor the bedding could be aired

as they should have been." The consequences of this insanitary state

of matters were soon shown in an epidemic outbreak of puerperal fever,

of which we shall have to speak more particularly in the sequel ; the

disease, we are told, occurred "up to the end of March in the lower

storey only, in the rooms set apart for the instruction of midwives.

No lying-in woman who had a room to herself, with upwards of two

thousand cubic feet of air, was attacked. In the common wards, which

were adapted properly for three persims, it became necessary, in conse-

quence of the pressure, to place four, so that the cubic space was

reduced. Such an encroachment, although it may do no harm for a

short period, cannot be endured for long, even supposing that perfect

ventilation has been kept up all the time." The disease did not abate

until vigorous measures to overcome these defects of hygiene were

drawn up and carried into effect.

A state of things like tlu> above has often been observed

in the maternity hospitals of Dublin. Thus Clarke observes

that the disease broke out in that city in 1787, at a time

when the lying-in hospital Avas so crowded that they were

sometimes obliged,
"
contrary to custom/' io put hco

women in one bed. l^ouglas says that, according to his

experience of the epidemics of 18 10 and 181 2-1 813, we may
assume with all certainty that " a very full maternity

hospital and a quick succession of confinements has a very

important influence on the production of child-bed fever."

In like manner it broke out, in the new maternity hospital

in Dublin, according to Beatty first in October, 1834, at a time

when it was overcrowded. In Priestley's resume of the

recommendations on puerperal fever drawn up by the
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Obstetrical Society of London, there is the followino- passage^

relating to the present question :

"^ The influence of vitiated

atmosphere in overcrowded hospitals in producing an
endemic form of the disease is only too well confirmed.

Whenever a number of lying-in Avomen are aggregated
together, there is danger that a miasm may be generated,,
which will develope puerperal fever, and it is by no means

easy to define the amount of ventilation and isolation which
are necessary to prevent these untoward consequences."

Litzmann,^ in his account of the epidemic of child-bed

fever from 1840 to 1841 at the lying-in hospital of Halle,
dwells upon the fact that the institution, all the time that the-

outbreak lasted, was unusually crowded with women about
to be confined or newly confined, so that the airing and

cleaning of the rooms could not be carried out to the extent

that was to be wished. The same unfortunate condition of

things was remarked in the epidemic of 1849 at the Stuttgart

lying-in hospital ; also, in the maternity hospital of Bern in

1858, overcrowding preceded the epidemic, the disease being
strictly limited at first to the two wards in which most
of the newly confined women were (and in which they all

spent the first few days after the child was born), while it

did not show itself in the third ward until it became neces-

sary to croAvd the puerperas into it also. If there were any
further doubt about the importance of this etiological factor

in the production of child-bed fever, it would disappear when
we reflect on what is admitted by all, that nothing is more
certain to bring an epidemic of puerperal fever to an end.

in a lying-in hospital than temporarily vacating the rooms
where the disease has been, and thoroughly airing and clean-

ing them. Many of the older observers, such as Young,
Clark, and Gooch, had often found this confirmed in their

experience ; and there are still more numerous observations

to the same effect from later times, such as those for Dublin
in 1836 and 1837, ^or Vienna in 1792, for Copenhagen in

1839, for Kiel from 1834 to 1S36, for St. Petersburg in 1858,,
and for Stockholm in 1825, 1840 and 1858. Writing of the

Bellvue Hospital of New York, Eeese^ says : "A sudden

• 'Brit. Med. Jonrn.,' 1876, Jan., p. 36,
^

j^ (.^ p ^^g^
^ ' Araer. Jouni. of Med. Sc.,' 1S50, Jan., 99.
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cruptiou of puerperal fever has appeared in (ho lying-in-

wards several different times, the epidemic character of

wliich has been in every instance promptly arrested by

abruj)tly clianging the apartments to another floor of llio

house, having a different exposni-c to the external air, and

in which a duo ventilation could be secured. The wards in

which the fever appeared where meanwhile thoroughly
cleansed and purified l)y white-washing &c.

;
and not until

thoroughly aired and renewed by a change of furniture and

bedding have they been again occupied/'
Whenever puerperal fever has appeared in the Bellvuo

Hospital within the last ten or twenty year?, according to

Lusk's^ account, the adoption of these measures has been

attended with the same successful result. Harris" speaks in

the same sense, from his experience in the lying-in depart-
ment of the Pennsylvania Hospital of Philadelphia ;

and

Hugenberger^ says :

" How much more the atmosphere of the hospital has to do with the

pniduction of an outbreak of puerperal fever thau any otlier eijidemical

influence, was clearly proved iu a negative way after the restriction of

admissions and the closing of the lying-in hospital [of St. Petersburg]
in 1846, 1848, and 1S59 ;

and the fact will be made clear to us, not only

by the better condition of things always brought about after the

wards, bedding, and furniture had been cleaned and disinfected, but

also because the autumn months of those years in which the needed

repairs and painting of the lying-in rooms, wards, and corridors had
been done dui'ing the summer, were always the h(ialthiest."

Furthermore, the factor of disease which we are now

considering has been found to obtain, according to many
observations, not only iu lying-in hospitals but also in

private houses. In the account of the groups of puerperal

fever cases at Paris in 1746, we read that "la maladie n'a

attaque que les pauvres femmes.'^ Douglas says that,

although no station in life is exempt from child-bed fever,

the disease is decidedly more frequent among the poorer
classes. In the Edinburgh epidemic of 1821, there were,

it is true, some cases among puerpera) iu comfortable circum-

stances
;

but the quarter of the town principally affected was

' 'Amcr. .lourn. of Obstetrics,' 1875, Nov., viii.

^ 'Auier. .Jouru. of Med. !^c.,' 1847, .Ian., 87.
^ b. f., 51.
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wliere the poor lived. Twining and Webb are agreed in

saying tliat tlie real i"eason why child-bed fever in India is

more common among the Hindu women than among others,

is the filth and the utter want of ventilation of the rooms

in which they are confined.

" The woman after delivery," says Webb,
"
is placed in a small damp

room, very ill ventilated, with one small door only, no window or

opening in the nature of a chimney. The door is always closed; the

room is in a corner of the compound . . . and in a temporary hut of mats

and bamboo, thatched with straw or grass . , . detached from the house,

and generally kept for the purpose of the women of the family being
delivered in it."

This is perhaps the factor in the etiology that should

help us most to understand what has been already men-

tioned, that lying-in hospitals have their visitations of puer-

peral fever oftenest in the cold seasons of the year. In the

first place the number of persons resorting to these institutions

is usually much greater in the cold months than in the warmer

seasons, for reasons that are obvious ; and therefore they are

more frequently overcrowded at that time. In the second

place, there are much greater difficulties in the way of

sufficient ventilation during the winter months than at other

times.

" There can hardly be a doubt any longer," says Spath,
" of the cor-

rectness of the principle above stated, that the winter months with

their lower temperature have no direct ill effect on the state of health

in lying-in hospitals. An injurious influence they do indeed exert, bixt

I am convinced that it is by causing putrefying animal matters to

collect in the building. For, on the one hand, it is impossible to keep
the air in the rooms as pure as could be wished, owing to the want of

ventilating appliances suited for an inclement season or bad weather.

. . . On the other hand, there is usually a greater demand for acommo-
dation in winter ; and that is an additional and positive reason why
decomposition-products accumulate." Many other observers have ex-

pi-essed the same opinion.^

If we compare the effect of these insanitary conditions

upon the production of child-bed fever, with the significance

of the same for the origin of erysipelas, we shall discover

the most perfect resemblance between the two diseases as

' See the report on the epidemic of 1846 in the lying-in hospitals of Paris,

and the papei'S by Vernay, of Lyons, and Lusk, of New York.
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regards pathogenesis ;
and that resembhxnce comes out besides

in the fact that chikl-Led fever, like erysipelas, is neither

dependent of necessity npon the presence of these noxious

things for its existence, nor is the very worst state of

sanitation always followed by an outbreak of the disease.

Over and over again has puerperal fever occurred in Iving-in

hospitals and in private life, both sporadically and in epi-

demics, without anyone being able to discover even a remote
occasion for it in overcrowding, want of cleanliness, deficient

ventilation or other noxious influence of the same class.

The following epidemics (or aggregates of cases) are

examples of this: Heidelberg in iSii, the Paris lyfaternite

in 1829, the Hotel Dieu and other lying-in hospitals of Paris

in 1 83 1 and 1S44, the Pennsylvania Hospital of Philadelphia
in 1833, the lying-in hospital of Hanover in 1835, Schwezingen
in 1863-65 and, in 1857, i860 and 1861, and the newly-built
and elegantly appointed lying-in institution at Munich, "in
which every possible source of infection was not only avoided
with the greatest care and watclifulness, nay even with painful

anxiety in the building and internal arrangement of the

hospital as well as in the service of the attendants, but was

day and night looked for, guarded against and fought against
in the case of each individual admission.'^^

On the other hand, there are many lying-in hospitals
which have escaped puerperal fever for years together,

despite their having been often overcrowded. In the old

Dublin Rotunda the disease broke out for the first time in

1 767, or more than ten years after it was opened, and in the

British Lying-in Hospital (London) not until 1760, or Avhen

it had been open eleven years. In his account of the epidemic
of puerperal fever at the lying-in hospital of Bern in 1858,
Hermann mentions that the institution had often been over-

cTowded before, without the sickness showing itself. Scmmel-
woiss gives statistics to prove that the extent of the disease

in the Vienna lying-in hospital was by no means in direct

proportion to the number of puerperal women taken in and
tended. And there have been many other experiences of a
like kind puljlished by other observers. In estimating the

importance of this etiological factor for the production of

»
Mill-tin (iii), 1. c.
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cliild-bcd fever, just as for the genesis of erysipelas, we shall

have to see in those insanitai'y conditions only a peculiarly
favorable soil for the proper cause of the disease to develop

in, or for the disease to spread in.

§ 1 68. Evidence against the theory op a miasmatic ORiaiN.

It is this fact of puerperal fever seeming to break out not

unfrequently quite apart from such external influences, that

has given strong support to the theory of its miasmatic or

contagious-miasmatic origin. It has been assumed that there

is in child-bed fever a specific morbid poison, whether deve-

loped out of the puerperal process or otherwise produced,

which is more or less widely diffused like the virus of scarlatina

or typhus ;
this virus is taken into the blood in one way or

another and brings about a general infection, which runs its

course under some circumstances without forming local

centres of disease (although usually the consequences are

local lesions chiefly in the genital organs and the parts

adjoining), and which gets transmitted (by contagion) from

one person to another. The support for this theory was

found, as we have seen, in the fact that in many cases no

atmospheric, hygienic, or other noxious influences capable of

accounting for an outbreak of the disease, could be detected.

Another piece of evidence was that there had coincided with

puerperal epidemics in the lying-in hospitals more or less

numei-ous cases of the fever among women confined at their

own homes ; nay more, that it had grown into an epidemic

in villages or towns quite independently of any occurrence

of it in a lying-in hospital, that the epidemic had spread

over considerable tracts of country, and had in some in-

stances assumed even a pandemic character, breaking out at

one and the same time in not a few parts of Europe. It is

beyond the limits of my task to state here the endless vari-

ations upon this theme which have commended themselves

to individual observers. I shall restrict myself to a presen-

tation of facts, exclusively historical and epidemiological,

which make against this doctrine of the origin of the disease
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—a doctrino that lias been accepted Ly prominent gyuajco-

logists of the most recent period.

Firstly, ill regard to the coincidence of the disease williiu

lying-in hospitals and among puerpcnB confined at their own
homes, the facts in the above table show that such a coinci-

dence has been observed only forty-six times in all out of

two hundred and twenty-four epidemics ; of these forty-six,
it is expressly stated that in twenty-six the number of cases

of puerperal fever outside the hospital was trifling ;
for five

more there is no definite information as to the number of

outside cases, doubtless because they were only here and

there ;
and there are only fifteen epidemics of which it can be

said that many cases were observed in private houses side by
side with the epidemic diifusion of the disease in the lying-in

hospital. I shall have occasion to show in the sequel that

coincidences of the disease within and without the lying-in

hospital, which would appear to have been much rarer in the

last ten or twenty years than before, may be explained,
for those cases where the coincidence was not a mere

accident, in a perfectly satisfactory manner without being

obliged to resort to the assumption of a morbid poison

acting over a wide range, or of a ''
constitutio epide-

mica."

How little justification there is for making that assumption
under the particular circumstances, is proved by the history of

epidemics which have been confined exclusively to lying-in

hospitals. Numerous authorities dwell with special emphasis
on the fact that many times during hospital epidemics of child-

bed fever, often of a disastrous type and lasting for months,
there had not been a single case among the women confined

elsewhere than at the hospital
—that the latter had in fact

enjoyed singularly good health. Further, it has been often

remarked that, in cities Avlicre malignant puerperal fever is

epidemic every few ycai'S in one or more of the lying-in

hospitals, the disease occurs comparatively seldom outside

these institutions, and is never, or hardly ever, truly epi-

demic. This holds good for Dublin,^ according to the infor-

' Of 19 cpideinics recorded from 1760 to 18O2, llicrc were only 4 (iu 1S12-1.S,

1834, 1H54, and 1861) ill wliich it was observed that cases occnrred among
women confined at their homes, besides the cases in the hospital epidemic
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mation of Clarke and Douglas, for Birmingliam according
to Ingleby, and it could be proved also for Vienna. As

regai'ds Coblenz we are told by Wegeler^ that the oldest

practitioners there could not call to mind a single epidemic
of child-bed fever in the town, although every few years the

disease attained a great height in the lying-in hospital.

Hugenberger remarks that, during the period from 1845 to

1849, when puerperal fever was six times epidemic in the

Obstetric Institute at St. Petersburg, the city itself had
remained quite free from epidemics of it. But the most

significant evidence against the " miasmatic ^'

theory of the

origin of puerperal fever is afforded by the fact brought out

in the following tables, that in cities with more than one

lying-in hospital, there has very rarely been any coincidence

noticed between the epidemics in each ; but on the other

hand it has happened over and over again that one or more
of these institutions have enjoyed good health while the

disease has been making havoc in another ; and that there

have been the same differences between the various sections

of a lying-in hospital separated from one another only by
thin walls."

Tabic of the Mortality from GJulcl-hed Fever from year to

year in various Lying-in Hospitals of the same city.

Paris.

1844
1845
1846
1847
1848

Hotel
Dieu.

Pitie. Margue-
rite.

5-557o

6-66 „

3'57 "

2-94 »

i2-5o°/o| 8-33«/o

8-33 .-. 3'22 „

8-33 »
I 4'8o „

I I'll „ —
8'33 » 3'03 »

Hopit.des Maison cV

Cliuicj. ;

AccoucL.

3-577o

370 >.

2 -.38 „
2'00 ,,

4-357o

370 „

3-84 „

3'22 „

2-70 „

Beaujon.

5-887o
625 „

V14 »

i"72 »

3'84 »

St.

Louis.

&66%
3-84S,

2-63!,,

178J,,
I "07 „

^ 'Versuche einer mod. Topogr. von Koblenz,' Kobl., 1835, p. 41.
= See Arnctli's ' Geburtsliiilfe und Gyntlkologle' CWicn, 1853, p. 47) with

reference to the great Ij'ing-in hospital of Vienna.
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St. Petersburg.
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''

epidemics/^ that wlion they have occurred in large town?,
as at Aberdeen in 1789 and Leeds in 1807, they have usually
been confined within a small range or to one quarter of the

town, not a single case of the sickness occui-ring among the

lying-in women in adjoining districts.

Finally, as regards the simultaneous occurrence of child-

bed fever in various parts of Europe (to which the experiences
of the years 1781, 18 19, 1825—26 and 1834—35 bear witness),
there has been a theory of a quasi-pandemic diffusion of the

disease deduced therefrom ; but that deduction is based upon
an arbitrary and erroneous association of heterogeneous
elements. If the cases of puerperal fever occurring in

groups had been more frequently reported than as a matter

of fact they are, we should probably find hardly one year in

which the disease had not been simrfltaneously prevalent in

various parts of our continent to a notable extent ; and the

instances that now seem to be rare would lose much of their

exceptional character. But even as the case stands, we are

entitled to ask what right anyone has to conclude for the

general operation of a common cause from the co-existence

of a disease, say at Paris and Vienna, or at Dublin and Grata.

We have only to glance over the chronological table of puer-

peral fever epidemics, such as it is, to discover that there

has been every few years a coincidence of that sort in the

time of prevalence of the malady among a more or less con-

siderable number of lying-in institutions. But we cannot

seriously suppose that a disease which may have broken out

in five or ten of the maternity hospitals of Europe, while

there has not been a trace of a puerperal fever epidemic in

other places or even in other hospitals of the same town, had

owed its origin to a morbific cause generally diffused over

wide tracts of country.

§ 169. Evidence op the Teansmission op Infection.

An idea of much greater promise for the discovery of the

origin of child-bed fever than all the tracing of it to a

miasmatic source, is the one that was long ago indicated by
VOL. 11. . 29
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Willis/ was afterwards (Icvelopecl Ijy writers sucli as Eisen-

luann and llelui, aud in recent years has grown to be a well-

established theory
—the idea, namely, that prirrpcrnl fever is

a septic or infective traumatic malady. The evidence for the

correctness of tliat view, adduced by me in the presentation
of facts in the first edition of this work, was accepted almost

unanimously by German gynaecologists. I am justified,

therefore, in making a somewhat detailed statement of the

data on which the proof rests; aud I shall select the weightiest
of the observations which I collected originally, adding to

them, by way of further confirmation, such of the more recent

as are specially worthy of note.

(i) Denman ('Introduction to the Practice of Midwifery,' Lend.,

1788, ii chap., 19) was the first, so far as I know, to allege tliat childbed

fever was sometimes carried by doctors and midwives, who had been in

attendance on puerperal fever patients, to other lying-in women.

(2) Gordon (' Treatise on the Epidemic Puerperal Fever of Aberdeen,'

Lond., 1795), in liis account of the Aberdeen epidemic of 1789-92, gives

several cases where midwives or nurses in attendance on patients with

puerperal fever, had carried away locial secretion (m their hands, and

had given the disease to the lying-in women whom they next had to

deliver. In the same way the infection was carried fi-om Aberdeen to a

woman who lived at Fiutray ; and the midwife who delivered her, and

attended her thr(5ugh the fever, gave the infection to two other women
in childbed in the same parish.

(3) Armstiiong (see List of Writers), in his account of the epidemic
of puerperal fever in Northumberland in 1813-14, has the following:

"It is a singular fact that, in whatever place the fever in question

occurred, it was principally limited to the practice of one accoucheur in

that place. To addvice an example in point, Mr. Gregson attended,

with three solitary exceptions, all the women who were afflicted with

the puerperal fever at Sunderland, and that gentleman has, with a

liberality which does him the greatest credit, declared that in his

practice the fever was excited and kept up by contagion."

(4) Douglas (1. c.) says :

'*
I know that during one of the epidemics

[in the Rotunda] an accoucheur attended several women [in Dublin] in

tlunr confinement, who all took puerperal fever aud dii'd. . . . The young
man was so afraid that he had introduc(>d something contagious that

he would attend no other crying woman while the epidemic lasted."

(5) GoocH (' Account of some of the most important Diseases peculiar

'

Euuiucrating tlio "causae evidentcs
"

of " fcbris puorpci-alium putrida,"

"Willis says (I. c, 129): "line faciniit jKirtus lalioriosus, circa ntcruin miitas

soluta, contusio, reruiii praetL'rnaturaliuin rctciitio, dispositio ulcerosa ct plcraque

alia accidentia, quae necessitate quadam iuducuntur."
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to Women,' Lond., 1829, p, 4) says: "There is still anotbei' remarkable
circumstance in tlie prevalent or epidemic form of tliis disease. It is

not uncommon for the greater number of cases to occur in the practice
of one man, whilst the other practitioners of the neighbourhood, who
are not more skilful or more busy, meet with few or none. A practi-
tioner opened the body of a woman who had died of puerperal fever,

and continued to wear the same clothes. A lady whom he delivered a
few days afterwards was attacked with and died of a similar disease ;

two more of his lying-in patients, in rapid succession, met with, the

same fate. Struck by tlie thought that lie might have carried tlie

contagion in his clothes, he instantly changed them, and met with no
more cases of the kind. A woman in the country, who was employed
as a washerwoman and nurse, washed the linen of one who had died of

puerperal fever ; the next lying-in patient she nursed died of the same
disease ;

a third nursed by her met witb the same fate, till the neigh-

boui'bood, getting afraid of her, ceased to employ her."

(6) RoBERTON ('Med. Gazette,' ix, 1831-32, p. 503), in his account
of the Manchester epidemic of 1830, says :

" Mrs. A, B., a midwife in

great practice among the patients of the [Manchester Lying-in] Charity,
bad on the 4th of the preceding month (Dec, 1830) delivered a poor
woman, who soon died with symptoms of puerperal fever. From this

date to the 4th of Jan. inclusive—exactly one month—this midwife

delivered thirty women residing in different parts of an extensive

suburb, of which number sixteen caught the disease, and all of them

ultimately died. These were the only cases of puerperal fever which
had for a considerable time occui-red in Manchester. The midwives,

commonly twenty-five in number, deliver on an average ninety women
per week, which is about three hundred and eighty in a month. Now,
of this number delivered during the month in question, none had puer-

peral fever except the patients of Mrs. A. B. Yet all this time this

woman was crossing the other midwives in every direction, scores of

the j)atients of the Charity being delivered by them in the very same

quarters where her cases of fever were happening.
" The decision of the medical officers of the Charity was to the effect

that Mrs. A. B. should abandon her practice for a. short period and go
to the country. In a short time after this meeting, cases of puerperal
fever among the patients of other midwives, as well as in private prac-

tice, began to appear in various parts of the town. In the course of the

spring mouths a great number of women died of this fever. It never

prevailed more generally, nor perhaps even more fatally, in Manchester.

By about the beginning of June it had disappeared. . . . That the fever

was occasionally conveyed directly from the diseased to the wbole, I

possess other evidence than I have stated.
" In one instance, within my knowledge, a practitioner introduced the

catheter in the case of a poor woman labouring under puerperal fever,

late in the evening; and in the course of the said night he had to

attend a lady in her confinement a little way in the country. On the

morning of the second day after delivery, this lady had a violent rigor and
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the other early syniptoiiis of the iiKihuly. In another instance a surg^eon

was called, while in the act of inspecting the body of a woman who died

of this fever, to attend a hilnjur; within forty-eight hours after being

put to bed, the woman was seized with the fever."

(7) CAMrBELL ("Med. Gaz.,' ix, 1S31, p. 354), writing of the puer-

peral fever in Edinburgh, says: "In October, 1S21, I assisted at the

dissection of a woman who died of the disease, after an abortion of the

Oftrly months ;
the pelvic viscera, with the external coats were removed,

and I carried them in my pocket to the class-room. The same evening,
without changing my clothes, I attended the delivery of a poor woman
in the Canongate ; she died. Next moniing I went in the same clothes

to assist some of my pupils who wei'e engaged with a woman in Bride-

well, whom I delivered with forceps ;
she died. And of many others

who were seized with the disease within a few weeks, three others shared

the same fate in succession."

(8) Hutchinson mentions the following fact : Two doctors residing

ten miles apart met in consultation over a patient with phlegmonous

erysipelas who lived at a place midway. At their visit each of them
made a free examination of the affected limb and its discharging sur-

face with his hands ; within the next thirty or forty hours each of them

delivered a woman in his own district, and both women took puerperal
fever and died.

(9) Ingleby (1. c.) is the authority ftjr the following: In 1S33 a

friend of his in practice in Birmingham attended a lady fur phlegmonous

erysipelas, and iound it necessary to make free incisions into the

inflamed part. On the 28th August, at six in the evening, having just

done that operation, he attended a lady in her confinement, who was

seized with puerperal fever two days after, and died. Another patient,

whom he confined the same evening, shared the same fate (Case II).

On the 3rd September, or two or three days after the first fatal case, he

attended a third labour, and in that case also the woman died of child-

bed fever on the third day of her confinement. On Sept. 4 another

labour, and again puerperal fever, which in this case fortunately ended

in recoveiy. On Sept. 5 the doctor, with his assistant, made an ex-

amination of the body in Case II. and each of them then went without

changing his clothes to attend a case of labour ;
both the women took

puerperal fever, and one of them died. Still wearing the same ojothes,

the doctor delivered yet another woman on the 7th September, and she

too died of puerperal fever five days after. Several slighter cases of the

disease followed, and he then laid aside his midwifery practice for a

time, wherewith the "
epidemic

" came to an end.

Another practitioner, who had also been making free incisions into a

patient's arm for phlegmonous eijsipelas, was called half an hour after

to a woman in labour. He found placenta pran-ia and did the operation

necessary; next day the woman took puerperal fever and died. Six or

seven hours after that confinement, the same practitioner was called to-

another case of labour; here again childbed fever appeared the day

after, but thi^ time it ran a favorable course. In November, 1836,.
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Dr. Ingleby was present at the necropsy of a woman dead of puerperal
fevei*, when the practitioner whose case it was told him that he had

opened several abscesses shortly bef«n"e he went to deliver the woman,
and that she became ill on the day after her confinement. Dr. Ingleby
cantioned him of the risks be incurred, and enjoined him to keep an eye
on the other patients whom he had delivered during the last few days.
This was on Thursday morning, and on Saturday he came to Dr.

Ingleby to say that three more of the women whom he had attended in

labour had taken puerperal fever, two of them having been confined on
the Tuesday and the other on Thursday. Cases V and VI, which both

ended fatally, occurred on the Monday following, and there was a

seventh case, which fortunately recovered. This practitioner then gave
up his midwifery practice for a time, and the "

epidemic" ceased.

(lo) Clark ('Med. Gazette,' v, 1847, p. 331) attended two women in

labour in May, 1 847, at eight days' interval ; both of them took puer-

peral fever and died. When the first case occurred, he thought that

the noxious influences wei'e purely local, in the dwelling, &c., of the

patient. But after the second case, he found out the real cause. On
the day that he delivered the first woman, he had made fi*ee incisions

into the arm of a sailor who had been admitted into the Colchester

Union "Workhouse with phlegmonous erysipelas ; he had then gone to

attend the labour, and had probably brought the infection to the

patient. He at once gave up his midwifery practice for a time
; and,

besides those two cases, no more puerperal fever occuiTed at that time

in Colchester.

(ii) Storks ('Prov. Med. Journ.,' 1842, March, No. 15) gives the

following history of the Doncaster epidemic of 1841 : "During the

whole of the winter of 1840-41, erysipelas, tjrphus fever, and scarlatina

of a malignant form, prevailed in Doncaster to an unusual extent,

especially erysipelas, which I have never before known to be so general
or severe. Puerperal fever was never known to have prevailed epidemi-

cally up to this time, or if it did so, it was never acknowledged. On the

night of January 7th, or early on the morning of the 8th, the most

severe night of the winter, when the thermometer was lower than it had

been for many years, I attended Mrs. D. (Case I), a hard-working
washerwoman, -vvith her tenth child. Her labour was perfectly natural,

though rather more severe than she was accustomed to, and she had
some severe rigors previous to delivery, which I ascribed to the severity

of the night. On the morning of the 9th, thirty hours after delivery,

she was seized with another severe rigor, succeeded by severe abdominal

pain, excessively rapid pulse, and all the symptoms ascribed to puer-

peral fever in its severe form. She died on the morning of the 12th.

[Then follow seven other fatal cases from 17th Jan. to 27th Feb.]

Being now led to suspect that some extra-puerperal causes produced
the mischief, I mentioned the cases which I was most inclined to blame

to Dr. Thompson, of Sheffield, who confirmed me in the belief that the

fever had probably sprung from them. One was a case which had been

in. the commencement gangrenous erysipelas of the leg and foot in a
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stout, gross Avoman. On looking back at this case I recollected that I

had been called to her on the very evening prior to my attending
Mrs.D. (Case I). ... I left off the practice for a month, and am happy
to say that since that time I have had but one case to cause me any
uneasiness."

(12) Storks ('Prov. Med. Joum.,' 1843, Doc, p. 163) gives also the

following facts communicated to him by friends : Dr. Reedal, of Sheffield,

undertook the treatment of a young man with a suppurating bubo,

which had taken on a phageda^nic character. He had never had a case

of puerperal fever in his practice before, and no case of the sort had

been seen in the town ; but between the 27th October, the day on which

he began to ti'cat the bubo, and the 3rd November, five women delivered

by him took puei'peral fever and died
;
in a sixth case the confinement

progressed favorably, and in a seventh the attack of puci-peral fever

was mild. Dr. Reedtil pointed out that the fatalities had happened to

women whom he had been called to after bandaging his bubo-patient,
that they occurred in the most diverse parts of the town, and that as

soon as he ceased attendance on the patient with the bubo, he had no
more cases of puerperal fever in his practice to deplore.

Three practitioners who took part in the examination of a person
dead of a sti-angulated hernia, which was found to be gangrenous, wei'e

shortly after in attendance on a number of women in labour, several of

whom took puerperal fever and died. Thereupon they gave up their

midwifery practice for a time, and had no more misfortunes of that

kind among their lying-in patients to blame themselves for.

(13) Lee ('Med. Gazette,' 1843, Aug., p. 755) relates the following':

A doctor in the vicinity of Loudon made an examiuation on the i6th

of March of the body of a woman dead of puerperal j^eritonitis ;

between that date and the 6th April, three women confined by him took

puei'peral fever. Lee himself went straight from a post-mortem on a

case of puerperal fever to a woman in labour, who also took the disease.

In December, 1830, a midwife of the British Lying-in Hospital, who-

had two cases of puerperal fever under her charge, made an examina-

tion of a pregnant woman, whose labour shortly began, and who
sickened and died the day after she was delivered.

A practitioner in the west end of London, who had to treat a case of

phlegmonous erysipelas of the leg with a great amount of discharge,
lost three of his midwifery patients at that same time from puerperal
fever. Lee assisted him at the examination of one of the bodies, and, in

spite of every precaution, the two next cases that he attended in labour

took the fever and died. The same misfortune happened to Lee several

times afterwards.

(14) Elkington ('Prov. Med. Journ..' 1844, January, p. 2S7) nar-

rates the following facts concerning the Birmingham epidemic of iS^^ :

" My attention was first directed to puerperal fever as an epidemic in

1833. On the 28th of Aug., 1S33, after visiting a bad case of erysipelas
at the edge of the town, and making free incisions through the diseased

part, I attended Mrs. J., living in the centre of the town, who, after a
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favorable labour, was confined of her second child. She was doing
well until the evening of the third day, Aug. 31, when she was attacked

with fever and died Sept. 3. On Aug. 28 also I attended Mrs. 0. of her
first child, and went directly from attending Mrs. J. Mrs. C. had a

severe labour, followed by flooding, and was feverish and poorly from
the first day. She was taken worse on the 30th, and died Sept. 4. On
Sept. 3 I attended Mrs, E. of her third child. She had a favorable

labour, and went on well till the 5th. She was then attacked with

fever and died on the 9th. On Sept. 5 I examined the body of Mrs. C,
the second patient, assisted by my brother. As we were leaving the

house, we received each a message to attend a labour, Mrs. W., my
brother's patient, was attacked on the 8th, and died on the nth.
Mrs. Y., the person I attended, was also attacked on the 8th, but

recovered."

(15) Blackmoke (1. c), in his account of the epidemic of puerperal
fever at Plymouth in 1831, says :

" Case I of my series was the second

of eight or moi-e cases of pi;erperal fever that occurred in the practice
of one accoucheur within a fortnight ; during the next fortnight he had
seven more cases, which all ended fatally ; in the week following at

least three women delivered by him took the fever, of whom two died ;

and several cases occurred in his practice subsequently. I make out

that in the practice of this medical man at least eighteen cases of puer-

peral fever occurred in rapid succession, most of them at a time when
all the other practitioners of the town had not met with a single case

of the disease. Scarcely had the malady ceased among his patients,
when a second and a third accoucheur had cases of puerpei'al fever,

which were only the beginning of a long series. Between those three

series of cases there was no communication whatsoever
; none of the

three practitioners had visited the patients of any of his colleagues.

The accoucheur was the only medium, so far as was known, of spreading
the disease among his patients."

(16) Simpson ('Edin. Monthly Joum. of Med.,' 1851, July) relates

the following : In the winter of 1836-37, Dr. Sidey had five or six fatal

cases of puerperal fever in his practice in rapid succession, no other

practitioner in Edinburgh having had any. Simpson attended the

examination of the body in two of the cases, and took the diseased parts
into his hands so as to examine them more closely. The next four

women delivered by himself took puerperal fever, and these were the

first cases of the disease that he had ever had in his private practice,

Peddie (ibid.) tells us farther that the communication of the disease

was not confined to the cases mentioned by Simpson ; a pi-actitioner in

Leith, who had examined a piece of the uterus which Simpson had

brought home with him, had three cases of puerperal fever among his

patients directly after. Another instance given by Simpson is the

following : A doctor in Leith made a post-moi'tem examination of a

woman with pelvic abscess ; within the next fifty hours he was called to

five cases of midwifery ;
in four of these puerperal fever came on

; and
in the single case which did well, the child had been born before he
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arrived. Another iiistaiuc was told to Simpson by Dr. Pattorson : A
doctor had several cases (jf puerpei'al lever iu his practice one after the

other, wherenpon he changed his clothes as a precaution; the women
whom he delivered after that did well, until he happened to put on a

pail- of gloves which he had been wearing at the time when he was

attendinj,^ the first-mentioned cases, and immediately the disease

reappeared among his lying-in patients.

(17) Fknton ('Brit. Med. Jouru.,' 187;;, Feb., p. 208) gives an official

report upon a small epidemic of puerperal fever at Coventry, which was
due to the linen that had been used by lying-in women with puer-

peral fever at two charitable institutions having been given to two
other women about to be confined ; these women took puerperal fever,

and the midwives who attended them cai'ried the infection to other

cases.

(18) Punch (' AUgem. Annalen der Heilkunst,' 181 1, p. 329) observes

that most of the cases of puerperal fever observed in 1810-11 in the

small Saxon town of Landsberg happened in the practice of one mid-

wife ;
after this woman ceased to attend midwifery cases, nothing more

was seen of the disease.

(19I LiTZMANN (1. c, p. 30S) narrates the following in connexion

with the epidemic of 1841-42 in the lying-in hospital of Halle: "The
disease was not epidemic in the town itself nor in the vicinity ; but in

the month of February two women suddenly took it in the town and

died, and one woman in the country. All three were delivered by

myself, two with the forceps, and the other by accoucliement force owing
to placenta prajvia. The symptoms and course of the malady corre-

sponded exactly to what had been observed at the Institution, and I do

not hesitate to assume a transmission ofcontagion. From that time all

tbe lying-in women escaped the disease, although operative interference

was required for sevei-al of them. Besides those three cases I could

learn of no case of childbed fever at that time outside the Institution."

(20) KiRCHOFF, in his account of a small epidemic of puerperal
fever at Leer iu 1852, says that nearly all the cases occurred in his own

practice or in that of the district surgeon, no serious childbed maladies

having been reported by the third practitioner or by the midwives of

the district.

(21) Martin (' Monatschrift fiir Geburtskunde,' x, 259) relates the

following incident in the epidemic of 1856 at the lying-in hospital of

Munich :

" For a considerable time, in January and February, there

had been a cessation of cases of serious illness among the patients in

the lying-in hospital; when suddenly two women on the same day fell

ill with symptoms of the epidemic puerperal fever. They had been

delivered on the same day and almost at the same hour
; but for neither

of them could an obvious cause of the sickness be found, which would not

apply to the rest of the inmates. At length, after prolonged inquiries
into this remarkable occurrence, it came out that an assistant, without

the knowledge of the director, had opened the body of a child in the

dcadhouse some distance off; and, having carefully washed (as he
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said) with chlorinated water, he wont and made an examination of

those two women, but of no others. As both of these women became
ill at an unusually early period after the labom', and as they were the

only two attacked of all the lying-in women in the house, the assistant

admitted that he was to Ijlame. He added that he had done the same

thing in December, on the day when puerperal fever first appeared in

the institution
;
and on that occasion also it was only those Avomen

whom he had examined after making the post-mortem examination who
fell ill in the first instance."

(22) ScHULTEN ('
Virchow's Archiv,' 1859, xvii, 228) gives an account

of epidemics of puei'peral fever at two villages in Rhenish Hesse, whei'e

the disease was carried by a midwife from one lying-in woman to

others ; in both instances the epidemic ceased as soon as the suspected
midwife gave up her duties for a time.

(23) WEGSCHEiDEE('Monatschr. fiir Geburtskde.,' 1864, Feb.) records

the following observations : A midwife in Berlin named L. delivered a

woman, who took puerperal fever and died. Three days after she

attended another woman in labour, who also took the disease and died.

After refraining from midwifery practice for a short time she undertook

three confinements in quick succession, which were all followed by
puerperal fever. She now gave up her work for several weeks, religiously
discarded her linen, clothes, and instruments, and replaced them with

new ;
and after that had no more of these cases in her practice. A

second series of observations is even more remarkable. A midwife

named R. delivered four women in one day, who all took puerperal
fever and died ; on that day the midwife herself had been suffering from

commencing rose in the face, and she was afterwards so ill with it that

she had to keep her bed for a fortnight, and was not able to resume her

work for nearly a week longer. Dr. Wegscheider seriously cautioned

the woman not to begin practice again until she had provided herself

with new clothes and instruments. However, she gave no heed to this

counsel, and resumed work on the 21st October, or nineteen days fi-om

the date of the first case that went wrong. Thereupon a woman de-

livered by her on Oct. 21st fell ill, then two women on the 25th, another

on the 30th, another on the 31st, two on the 2nd Nov., and two on the

4th; so that of twenty-two puerperal whom this midwife attended

between the 21st Oct. and the 4th Nov., nine fell ill and seven died ; and
of the thirteen who did well nearly all were multiparte, with whom the

midwife remained only a short time, or found the child born before she

came. In judging of that instance the following things should also be

taken into consideration : the cases occurred over a vciy wide radius of

Berlin, in the most diverse parts of the city ; at the same time, so far

as could be ascertained, only one other of the numerous midwives

practising in the same quarters had cases of puerperal fever (three in

rapid succession) ;
so that there could not be the remotest idea of a

general diffusion of it throughout the city.

(24) Maie ('Bayer, jirztl. Intelligenzbl.,' 1865, No. 19, p. 269) gives

the case of a midwife in Munich, who attended a woman with a severe
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attack of puerperal peritonitis, and infected four puerpera) within three

weeks.

(25) Wekdmuller ('Monatschr. fiir Geburtskunde,' 1865, p. 293)
narrates the history of an epidemic of puerperal fever in the commune
i>f Maur (Ziirich), in which the first person to fall ill had prf)hably Ix'on

infected through a woman just returned to her home from the lyiug-iu

hospital, where she had suffered from childbed fever. The next case

was the sister-in-law of the former, and she used the same deliveiy-

stool and had the same nurse. The midwife went straight fi-om this

patient to a crying woman in the neighbourhood, who was likewise

infected; and in this way the epidemic was prolonged for several

months by infection from one lying-in woman to another.

(26) Stehbergee ('Monatschr. fiir Geburtskunde,' 1S66, April)
relates that the puerperal fever in Mannheim, which had been very rare

previously, and in sporadic cases only (one to three cases in the year),

rose to such a height in the spring of 1 865 that thirteen patients died

of it in four months. All these cases happened in the practice of two

midwives ; whereas the other twelve midwives in the town and the

whole of the medical practitioners had only one case of the disease at

that time among them, being a case in which craniotomy had been

performed, and from which the puerperal fever did not spread.

(27) Katjfmann gives an account of a slight epidemic of puerperal
fever at Diirkheim in 1866; five women in childbed were involved in it,

who had been delivered by the same midwife one after the other within

the space of a few weeks.

(28) Hahnle says concerning the Schweningen epidemic of iS'jij,

that the whole of the fourteen cases (among thii'ty-four confinements)
occui'red in the practice of one midwife, while the other midwife in the

place, who had just as much to do, had not a single case to report.

(29) HuGENBERGEK (1. c, p. 49) writes: "Having made a post-
mortem examination immediately before, Dr. Etlinger (in 1847) infected

a woman in labour in the institution [St. Petersburg Obstetric Insti-

tute], and a lady in the city whom he had occasion to examine after

abortion ; both died of pyaemia. Twice, under the same circumstances,

I had myself the misfortune to infect lying-in women with cadaveric

poison in making an examination or in removing the after-birth.

Although we have taken the greatest care about the examination of

dead bodies at our institution since that time, it cannot be doubted

that many other casualties beyond our control have occurred through
the negligence of the service."

(30J CauerschjoLD (1. c.) points out, in his report on tbe epidemic
of 1825-26 at the Stockholm lying-in hospital, that Dr. Idstrom, having
made an examination of the body of a patient dead of puerperal fever,

saw that disease ensue in five successive cases of labour which he

attended outside the hospital.

(31) Caderschjold ('Svenska Liikare Siillskapcts nya Handl.,' ii,

32) also narrates the following incident in connexion with the general

lying-in hospital of Stockholm in 1832: "On the 27th October a
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patient who had been delivered with the forceps took puerperal fever.

The midwife who attended this case delivered two women between the

28th and 31st October, both of whom took puerperal fever and died;

at the same time three women delivered by other midwives did welh

This incident gave new vitality to the idea that puerperal fever may be

propagated under certain circumstances by contagion ;
and in the

inquiry that followed, it came out that there had been neglect of a rule,

inti'oduced several years before, to the effect that each patient should

be washed with her own sponge assigned to the particular bed, and dried

Avith her own towel, and that the sponge was to be boiled before it was

used for another lying-in patient. This rule was now revived, and

there were no more cases of the disease until the 1 7th of November."

An incident of very much the same sort is related by Elliot (ib., iii, 238)

of the same lying-in hospital in 1839.

(32) Speyer, writing of the epidemic of childbed fever at Aalborg
in 1844, says that, of twenty-two women who were confined there

between the 6th Nov. and 12th Dec, eight took the disease and seven

died. Of the whole twenty-two cases, seventeen were attended by one

midwife and five by another
;
all the cases of sickness and death occurred

in the practice of the former, following one another at intervals of from

three to fifteen days. Speyer lays special stress on the fact that this

midwife paid the greatest attention to her puerperal-fever cases, re-

maining with them as long as her time permitted, and going straight

from them to other women in labour when she was called to them.

(33) Stage (' Undersogelser angaaende Barselfebern i Danmark
udenfor Kjobenhavn,' Kjob., 1868) gives an account of a number of

small epidemics of puerperal fever in various towns and country
districts of Denmark. In 1850 an ei>idemic of that kind sprang up in

the vicinity of Aarhuus ; nine women were attacked, who had all been

delivered by the same midwife ; whereas the other midwife of the place

did not have a single case. The same thing was observed in 1855 in

the case of five women at Skibby, in 1859 on the island of Bogoe, at

Frederickshavn in 1862, and Erdboebrug in 1864. In the last of these,

the infection probably started from a case with pya;mic abscesses, which

the midwife had tended with special care. On Langelaud in 1864, all

the women delivered by one midwife between the 29th June and the

1 8th July, nine in number, were seized with puerperal fever. Besides,

these, one other lying-in woman took the fever, having been attended

by another midwife, who had administered an enema to one of the first

series of cases, and had directly after used the same syringe for her

own patient. On the first midwife ceasing from practice the epidemic

stopped.

(34) Gbisar ('Bull de I'Acad. de med. de Belgique,' 1864, No. 7) has

the following: In the end of December, 1842, he attended a woman in

labour, who took puerperal fever and died. From that date to the

following March, out of sixty-four women delivered by him, sixteen had

the fever and eleven died of it; meanwhile there were no cases of

puerperal fever in the practice of his colleagues. The same thing
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happoncil agaiu in liis practice towards the end of 1862 ; of nine womnn
wliom ho confined between the 5th Dec, 1862, and _'6th Jan., 1863,

eight had the disease and four died of it.

(.^5) Yoii.i-KMiKR records tlio following: M. Depaul, interne in the

Paris Maternito, was called to attend a lady in the town, at a time when
there was an epidemic of childbed fever in the lying-in hospital. He
Lad made an examination of one of the dead bodies shortly before going
•out to his patient, who took puerperal fever in due course and died.

(,-^6) Aknkth ('Ueber GeburlshiUfe und Gyniikologie,' Wien, iS.^.-j,

p. 52) mentions a case told to him by Dubois, in which a medical friend

of the latter, who carried on a small lying-in hospital in the country,
infected two women with fatal puerperal fever, the reason of which was,
as he seemed to think established beyond all doubt, that he had pre-

viously made a post-mortem examination. Since that time Dubois

gets women from the town to come for the examination-practice by
paying them, so as to ensure that these examinations shall not be

nuide on women who are on the point of being confined.

(37) 'RoBOLOTTi (' Giornale della soc. italiaua d'igiene,' 1879, No. 6,

p. 700) gives a number of instances at various places in Lombardy, in

which puerperal fever was epidemic among the patients of one medical

practitioner or of one midwife; as at Cicognolo in 1870-73, Rivaz'olo in

1874, Scandolara in 1878, and Olmeneta in 1879.

(38) RiGLER (1. c, p. 240), referring to the cases of childbed fever

which he had himself seen in Constantinople, says: "There has never

been a contagion of the volatile kind observed; but we are Inclined to

think that contact of the pudenda of a woman in childbed by hands
not absolutely cleansed from the discharges of a septic patient may
have serious consequences."

(39) Paley
(,'
Med. Gax.,' Dec, 1839, '^'^^J- '> "• s., p. 397) writes as

follows from Halifax :

*'

During my attendance [in consultation] on the

first ca.se [gangrene of the scrotum] one morning, whilst the surgeon
was dressing the patient, the scrotum and penis being in a gangrenous
state, a messenger came to request him to go to a woman in labour,

who resided about half a mile from our patient; and he obeyed the

summons without loss of lime. Four or five days after this, on meeting
again, he said,

' You will recollect that I was sent for to a woman in

labour on such a day.' I replied,
' Yes ; what of that?' 'She is dead;

everything seemed to be going on well until yesterday, when she was
seized with violent pain in the region of the uterus, and she died before

1 had time to do anything to relieve her.' In the course of two or

three days, on meeting again, he said,
'

It is very odd, Dr. Paley, I have
lost another patient in the same unaccountable way as before ;' and the

next morning, at our meeting, he stated that he had another patient,
about two miles off, seized In the same manner, whom he requested me
to visit along with him. After seeing his

1 atient, I told him that she

was labouring under puerperal fever, and before we left the house he
was sent for to visit another woman whom he had attended In labour

.in the same village. I accompanied him, and found her also the subject
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of puerperal fever. I believe that lie had in all six cases of this disease.

. . . There is not the slightest doixht on my mind that the surgeon who
was in attendance was the means of communicating something (call it

what you please) from the patient labouring under the disease of the

scrotum to the lying-in women, which in tliem produced puerperal
fever. ... I pointed out these circumstances to the surgeon, and, at the

same time, advised him to go from home two or three weeks, and to

have his clothes washed and fumigated. He did so, and the plague

(for such it seemed) ceased."

(40) Warrington (' Transact, of the Coll. of Phys. of Philad.,''

1842) stated in the course of a discussion on the conveyance of puer-

peral f(wer by third parties, that he had confined three women in quick
succession after having made an examination of the body of a patient
dead of puerperal peritonitis, and they all took puerperal fever one after

the other. In like manner West said that, under the same circum-

stances, seven patients delivered by Dr. Jackson all took puei-peral

fever, and five of them died.

(41) Holmes ('New Engl. Pract. Journ. of Med.,' 1843, April,

p. 503) gives the following cases : A doctor examined the body of a'

man who had died of gangrene of the leg, and next day he attended a,

labour; this woman, and six others whom he delivered in the time

immediately following, took puerperal fever. Another doctor, who had

five cases of puerperal fever in quick succession, writes to Holmes that

he had occasion to treat a patient with malignant erysipelas just before

the first of these cases, and that he had probably been himself the-

medium of spreading the disease.

(42) Leasure ('Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1856, Jan., p. 45) says
that when malignant erysipelas was prevalent at Newcastle, Pennsyl-
vania, in 1852, all the cases of midwifery in his own practice and in

that of another doctor got puerperal fever ; and he expresses his con-

viction that they had themselves carried infection to the women in

labour. Many other observations of the same kind are recorded by
Holston, Galbraith, Minor, Ridley, and other American practitioners

for the period of the great erysipelas epidemic ; and to these I shall'

return later on.

(43) Perkins ('New Tork Journ. of Med.,' i8.fj2. May, p. 330), in his

account of the epidemic of 1850 at a New Tork lying-in hospital, says :

" As to the cause of the endemic, I have every reason to beJieve that a

post mortem examination of the body of Mary Murray, who was brought
into the hospital on the 25th November, and who died in an hour after

admission of a peritonitis, which had resulted in a purulent effusion,

was (through the necessities of the case) the prime cause of the endemie-

which, followed .... The first case which occurred was delivered by the

same hand which made the autopsy, on the afternoon of the day on

the evening of which the woman was delivered."

(44) Levergood ('North Amer. Med.-Chirurg. Rev.,' 1857) relates

that Dr. Lloyd, being then engaged in the surgical treatment of a case

of phlegmonous eiT^sipelas, delivered three women, who took puerperal
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fevov iuid (lied, :iltli<mi;li there was not the fiiintest trace of epidemical

inlluonce to be discovered, nor anythinj^ amiss in the hygienic sur-

roundings ;
at the same time the patients delivered by other prac-

titioners passed through childbed without mishap. Dr. Lloyd, who

was in much re(pu'st as an accoucheur, transferred his erysipelas case,

and had no misfortunes in his midwifery practice after that.

(45) Feris ('Arch, de med. nav.,' 1879, Oct., p. 253), in his account

of the disastrous prevalence of puerperal fever at Monte Video in 1^75,

states that the uuuiber of cases diminished consideral^ly after the mid-

wives in attendance on patients with childbed fever had been forbidden

to wait on other women in labour or lately confined.

(46) Hall (1. c), writing from Tasmania, says that if a practitioner

has had to treat a case of puerperal fever, he may expect, just as in the

Old World, soon to have other cases of the same disease in his practice.

All these observations, which I could easily have trebled,

are taken from the most diverse parts of the world, and they
all tell one way. The significance which they seem to mo

unquestionably to possess is in proving experimentally the

origin of puerperal fever by direct conveyance of a noxious

substance, without any need or even justifi^cation for assuming
that there had been influences of a general kind at work in

the pathogenesis. It is the great merit of Semmelweiss,

us I have already mentioned, to have solved the problem in

this sense by exact research ; and his merit will not be

lessened by the fact that, in forming his conclusions from

the data furnished l)y the lying-in hospital of Vienna, he

took up a one-sided point of view.

The statistics of confinements, and of deaths from childbed fever, in

the great Maternity Hospital of Vienna during a space of sixty-two

years (iSoo
—

1861), tend to show that the rate of mortality in that

time may be differentiated according to thi-ee well-marked periods :

Confinements.

First period (
1 800—1822) . 47,409

Second ,, (1823
—

1846) . 100,448

Third „ (1847
—

1861) , 113,710

But a study of tlie figures brings out another point. In 1833 the insti-

tution was divided into two sections, one of which, the First Clinique,
was for the instruction of students, and the other, the Second Clinique,
for the training of midwives. Although the two divisions were separated

by thin partitions only, and were perfectly alike in all other resjiects,

the death-rate among their respective inmates shov;cd the following
diffei'cnces :

Deaths from
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to the level of tbiit in the seeoud; and w(! discover the explanation in

the practice introduced Ly Semuielweiss, who was then an assistant in

the first division.
" Let ns assume it to he time," he says,

" that

cadaveric particles clinging to the hand can induce the disease. Then

by completely destroying these particles through chemical means, and

thereby providing that the generative organs of pregnant or puerperal
women shall be touched by the finger merely, and not by particles

adhering to it, we ought to be able to prevent the disease—in so far as

it iu due to dead-houise matterb introduced in the course of the ditrital

examination." Inspired by this idea, Scmmelweiss in 1847 procured
tho adoption of the rule that teachers and students should wash their

hands with chlorinated water before making an examination, or coming
in any way into contact with the sexual parts of women in labour or

in childbed ; and ever since that time the sick-rate and death-rate from

putsrperal fever in the Lying-in Hospital of Vienna have fallen so

materially, that one cannot well hesitate to ascribe the remarkable

decrease in the disease to these preventive measures, just as we ascribe

its former prevalence in great part to those noxious influences.

In this way Semraelweiss founrlod the doctrine of the

septic nature of puerperal fever. At tho same time he laid

emphasis on the local chai'acter of the infection, by proving'
that the infective matter was conveyed by the hand of the

pi'actitioner or midwife ; and thus he provided a basis for

the doctrine that child-bed fever is a traumatic septic process,
to which every puerpera is liable, because the mucosa on the

inner surface of the uterus is laid bare as if it were a

wounded surface ; while most puerperal women are further

predisposed on account of more or less considerable laceration

of tho cervix or of tho vagina or of the external parts,

caused either by unskilful handling or by the foetus in

transitu. The conclusion which Semmelweiss drew from

these facts was no doubt one-sided, inasmuch as he traced

the sepsis exclusively to transmission of the so-called

cadaveric poison. It is beyond question that the infecting
matter may come from putrefactive changes essentially

belonging to the puerperal process itself ;
and it stands to

reason that these will make themselves the more felt the

more abundantly they are produced in overcrowded wards,
or under whatever circumstances cleanliness and ventilation

are rendered most difficult. Moreover, as we mav rather

from many of the observations above quoted, the infecting
substance may come from the pus and ichor that ai-e gene-
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rated in various forms of disease. Again, transmission of

infection is by no means restricted to the hands of the

accoucheur or midwife
; experience teaches us that it may

take place by means of their clothes, or through instruments

(catheters, syringes, &c.), by sponges, bedding, bed-linen

and the like, or, lastly, by the air entering with the finger

or instrument introduced into the vagina or uterus,^ perhaps
even by means of air entering by aspiration. Furthermore,
the observations given above afford a most interesting

explanation of the disease spreading, as it is known to

spread, from lying-in hospitals to women confined at their

own homes ; as well as of the so-called
"
epidemics

''
of

puerperal fever outside lying-in hospitals, which are really a

series of infections from case to case, the active media

being one or more practitioners or midwives, and the "
epi-

demic "
being confined, as has been often noticed, to the

practice of one practitioner or one midwife.

§ 170. Eelation to Micko-organisms.

Up to this point in the discussion of the question I have

used the current phrase of '^

septic disease.'^ The term has

still a use and meaning, in so far as it denotes the relation-

ship that may be discovered between putrefactive micro-

organisms and the morbific cause which underlies the devel-

opment and propagation of these diseases. In the morbid

process itself there can be no thought of
"

sepsis ;'' the

demonstrated fact that organic bodies (micrococci) are

uniformly found in the "
septically

"
affected tissues warrants

us in concluding that the products of putrefaction are not in

themselves the excitants of disease, but that the micro-

organisms stand in some direct relation to the pathogenesis,

although for the pi'eseut we are ignorant of its intimate

nature. And that conclusion is all the more justified, since

proof has been given experimentally, by artificial infec-

tion of animals, that these organisms have a disease-producing
action. From the researches of Recklinghausen," Waldeyer,"'

1 See Spiegelberg,
' Bcrl. kliii. Wochenscli.,' 1880, No. 22.

^ ' Verhandl. der pliys.-med. Gesellscb. zu Wiiizburg,' 187 1, Sitzimgsber., xi.

3 * Archiv fiir Gynakologie,' 1872, iii, 293.

VOL. II. 30
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Heiberg,^ Bircli-Hirsclifeld/ Orth/ Ebertli,* Liindau/ and

others, that proposition holds good for childbed fever among
other diseases of the kind. We shonhl thus regard puer-

peral fever as being also a process of disease due to ixirasites,

although wo should not therefore be justified in speaking, as

many observers do, of a specific virus of puerperal fever,

just as we speak of the virus of smallpox or of scarlet fever.

The facts that have been adduced in detail in the preceding

pages serve to show that this virus inheres equally in the

products of cadaveric decomposition, and in those of sup-

purating or ichorous tissues in diseases of all kinds
;
while

the experience of lying-in hospitals teaches us that the same

virus can develop in the putrefying membranes and lochia

when brought into contact with the air, as well as in the

morbid products which arise in the course of childbed fever

itself. On the other hand, there are many observations to

prove that practitioners, midwives, nurses, infants, and

others, who have come into close contact with puerperal-fever

patients, may be infected by the latter, such infection leading

always to an attack of one or other of the so-called "septic"
diseases.

Accordingly, whether we regard puerperal fever from the

anatomical and clinical point of view, or from the etiological,

it ranges itself with the traumatic septic diseases; and it is

distinguished from other forms of disease belonging to the

same group merely by having a special stamp impressed upon
it from the peculiar physiological state of those who arc its

victims.

§ 1 71. Causal Connexion avitii Erysh-klas.

I have one mure point in the uatiiral hLsiory of fhildbed

fever to discuss, which has a peculiar interest for practice.

' In ' Virchow's Avcliiv,' 1872, hi, 407, :uul
' Die iiucrpoi:Uoii uud pjiUuiscbeii

Processe,' Leipz., 1873.
* ' Archiv dev Ileilkde,' 1873, xiv, 193.
•* 111 'Virchow's Archiv/ 1873, Iviii, 4;,7, uiid 'Arch, fiir expcriiu. I'alhuL,'

1873,5,81.
* ' Centralbl. fiir die med. Wissensch.,' 1873, Nr. 8.

" 'Archiv fiir Gyniikol.,' 1874, vi, 147.
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I mean the connexion between that disease and erysipelas.
Pouteau was the first, so far as I know, to describe puerjjeral
fever as "

erysipelatous inflammation of the peritoneum."
This is a view of the morbid process arising more out of the

nosological fashion of the time, than from any anatomical,

clinical, or etiological facts. Among the English accoucheurs

of th.e end of last century, such as Johnstone^ and Home,^
it found a ready acceptance, all the more so that the some-
what frequent coincidence of erysipelas

—or of what the

profession in England called erysipelas
—with puerperal fever

in epidemics gave support to the idea. At length it came
to pass that English practitioners hardly doubted the kin-

ship between childbed fever and erysipelas ; and Nunnelly^
went even so far as to say :

'' This much at least I am sure

of, that many questions in medicine, which by common con-

sent are regarded as settled, do not rest upon stronger evi-

dence, if so strong, as that which has been now adduced in

favour of the identity of erysipelas and puerperal fever.'"

The facts upon which the idea of an etiological connexion

between erysipelas and puerperal fever is based, are the

following :

(i) The coincidence in time and place of the two diseases in

epidemic form, hoth. in lying-in institutions and among the

population at large.

Data on this point are furnislied by tlie following writers : Clarke, iu

his account of the childbed fever of 1787-88 in the lying-in hospitals
of London ; Gordon, in his narrative of the disease in 1789-92 at the

lying-in hospital and in the New Town of A.berdeen
; Hey, from obser-

vations in Yorkshire, 1808-12; West for Abingdon, 18 13- 14; Douglas
for Dublin, 1819-20; Blackmore for Plymouth, 1831 ; Sidey for Edin-

burgh, 1825-26; Eikington and Inglebyfor Birmingham, 1833; Beatty
for Dublin, 1830-37, and M'Clintock for the same, 1845-46; Ackerley*
for London, 1838 ; and Fox,^ from the record of the lying-in charities of

London from 1833 to 1858. Similar experiences are recorded by Hodge
and Wilson for the lying-in hospital of Philadelphia, where numerous

cases of erysipelas had been noticed every time that puerperal fever

^ ' Ohservatlones de febre puerperal!,' Edinb., 1779.
2 'CUnical Experiments, Histories and Dissections,' Lond., 1780, 183.
* ' Treatise on the Nature . . of Erysipelas,' Lend., 1841, 89.
'' ' Lond. Med. Gaz.,' i8;i8, June, 463.
* ' Transact, of the Obstetr. Soc.,' 1862, iii, 368.
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occurred, and l)y nearly all tlio practitioners who A%Tote on the severe

epidemics of erysipelas in America in 1841 and following years.

From the reports by Sohiiffor and Jcspcrson on the childbed fever

of 1S44 in the Sanitary District of Aarhuus, it appears that malignant

erysipelas had been widely diffused at the very same time ; and that was

also found to bo the case, according to the official report, on the island

of Cornholm in 184S. From Germany we have accounts to the same

efloctfor the Vienna Lying-in Hospitalfroni 181 9 to 1861;' for Neuenhaus

1827-28; for the lying-in institution at Wiirzburg 1S35 and 1846; the

Stuttgart Maternity 1849; the Lying-in Hospital of Prague, 1861
;
and

the midwifery wards of the Berlin Cliarite, 1879.- In the Paris lying-in

hospitals many coincidences of the two diseases have been noticed, an

enumeration of which down to i S48 is given by Masson.^ The following

account, by Pihan-Dufeillny, of the epidemic of j)uci-peral fever in 1861

at the Hupital St. Louis has a special interest : About the end of

January or beginning of February an epidemic of puerperal fever broke

out among the patients in the lying-in wards. Notwithstanding the

excellent sanitary arrangements of the wards, it quickly assumed so

malignant a character that new admissions were stopped and the

patients (whether with puerperal fever or free from it) removed to other

wards. Into the wards thus emptied were transferred thirty-two women

suffering from chronic skin-diseases, among whom many cases of erysi-

IJelas soon appeared, some of them being of a very severe type, and one

(in a syphilitic subject) ending fatally as rose in the face. Among
more recent accounts of the two diseases occurring together in French

lying-in hospitals are those relating to the Maternite of Lyons^ in iS66,

the Hupital de la Pitic^ of Paris in 1S68, and the Hopital St. Antoine'' of

Paris in 1869.

(2) The familiar fact that women in lahour, attended by

doctors or midwives who icere suffering themselves from erysi-

2)elas or had come into contact tvith erysipelas patients, have

talcen puerperal fever.

A number of instances of this will be found in the series of cases

above given (7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1 , 13, 14, 44,), where doctors or midwives carried

' " As regards erysipelas," says Spiitli,
"

it is impossible to deny that it has

some intimate connexion witli puerperal fever ; although, during the cpidemie

of the former in Vienna and the vieinity in 1853, the state of health among the

patients of the lying-in liospital was good. . . . In 186 1, erysipelas had heen

seen from time to time in the Vienna Obstetrical Clinique for ^lidwives and

Praetitioners just before the epidemic of pncrpenil fever broke out in it."

^ Sec Kunge, 1. c.

^ ' De la coincidence des epidemics des ficvrcs pucrperales et des cpideuiies

d'urysipele, de I'analogie et de I'identite de ccs deux maladies,' Paris, 1849.
*

Fontcret, 1. c.

* Rcf. in
' Gaz. des hopit.,' 1S69, Nr. 33.

*
Lorain, 1. c. ; Quiuquaml, 1. c, 32.
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the infection. Many of the American authoi-itics, such as Hall, Dexter,

Holston, Corson, Leasure, Galbraith, and Minor, ai'e emphatic in saying
that cases of sickness among pncrpene during the great epidemics of

erysipelas occurred mostly in the practice of those Avho had erysipelas

patients and had gone direct from these to their patients in labour or

in childbed. The remarkable case recorded by Wegscheider has been

given already at p. 457. The slight epidemic of puerperal fever at

Reichenbach in 1872 arose in the same way, according to the account

by Kraus : the midwife of the place was attacked with erysipelas of the

face, and was still in the stage of scaling, when she delivered (Oct. 2) a
woman at Reichenbach, who fell ill in the course of two days and died

on the day following. Daring October and November tlais midwife
delivered nine other women, who all took puerperal fever, seven of them

dying of it. At that time erysipelas was epidemic in Reichenbach and

vicinity ; in Reichenbach itself there were eight persons suffering with
rose in the face, and in two of these cases the disease had a fatal issue.

The following case was communicated by Dr. Freer to Spencer Wells,
who quoted it in the discussion on puerperal fever at the Obstetrical

Society :'

" Two years since I was engaged to attend the wife of a clergyman in

her first confinement—a very fine healthy lady, aged 26. Upon entering
the bedroom, I found a nurse in attendance with an erysipelatous blush

and swelling upon the side of the face. Upon inquiry she told me that,

two days before, she had been in Liverpool Hospital to have a nasal

duct opened. My patient was seized with rigors at the end of thirty
hours and died of i)uerperal fever on the eighth day. The nurse died

of rapid erysipelas of the head and neck on the twelfth day."

(3) The converse fact to (2), that doctors^ midwives, nurses,
or other individuals loho come into close contact with jpuerperal-

fever ])atients, suffer from erysipelas remarkably often; also

that the newhorn infants of motliers ivlth inierperal fever die

of erysipelas in an unusually large ratio.

Of this also there is evidence in several of the observations already

given. Lee- mentions a case in which the doctor, the nurse and the

child, all took erysipelas from the puerperal fever of the mother. Sidey^

speaks of a case in which five persons in the family of a lady with

puerperal fever were attacked with erysipelas a few days after the death
of the latter. Kraus concludes his account of the Reichenbach epi-
demic of childbed fever with the remark that four of the newborn
children whose mothers were seriously ill, took erysipelas when a few

days old, the inflammation spreading over the whole body and ending
fatally in two cases. Squire^ gives the following case : Having come

^ '
Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1875, July, p. 105.

- 'Edinb. Moutbly Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1847, April, 793.
^ 'Edmb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1839, Jan., 92.
*

'Brit. Med. Journ.,' 1875, J^I^J'* 673.
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straight from visiting a patient with traumatic erysipelas, lie delivered

a woman who died on the sixth day; two days later the husband died.

Shortly after, another woman, who had come out of the house where
the erysipelas patient was, took puerperal fever and died ; and then
there occurred in rapid succession eight more cases of erysipelas (three
of them fatal) among persons who could be shown to have visited cither

the first erysipelas case or the second puerperal case, having themselves
some slisrht abrasions of the skin.'o'

(4) The fact vouclied for by many observers that cliildhed

fever itself has not unfrcrpiently an erysipelatous character, if I

may so speak ; or in other words, that the disease heyins to

develop from an erysipelas which 'mostly arises in the lacerated

vaginal mucous membrane.

I am aware that many of the above observations and

many more of the same kind (especially some of those from

English sources), which have been adduced to prove the

intimate or genetic connexion between childbed fever and

erysipelas, do not possess the value of evidence inasmuch as

they relate, not to erysipelas, but to diffuse phlegmon of the

connective tissues and such-like processes ; also that erysipelas
neonatorum is in many cases to be taken as not true erysi-

pelas, but as septic phlegmon of the connective tissue. But
there will always be a great many cases remaining in which
no such reserve is called for

; cases where there had un-

doubtedly been "
erysipele legitime

" which had given rise to

childbed fever just as the infection from a patient with

puerperal fever has given rise to the same. Volkmann,^ Avho

shares the scepticism above referred to, and who is certainly
not open to the charge of using the term "

erysipelas
"

in too

wide a sense, admits that " when simple erysipelas is abroad,
there is no doubt that there are sometimes influences at work
which generate puerperal fever, when women newly delivered

are exposed to them.'^ Of the nature of these influences

I am unable for the present to form an opinion. I leave it for

discussion whether Tillmanns" is right when he says (as other

observers also say) that "
it may be taken as proved that

many forms of so-called 'puerperal fever' arc true erysipelas
which had started in lacerations at the entrance of the genital

1 In I'itba iiud I5illroth's
' Haudbuch der Chirurgie,' Bd. i, Abtli. ii, a, p. 161.

^ L. c, p. 46.
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passages ;

" or whether Hugeuberger^ is more correct in his

view of the relationship of the two diseases, when he says that

puerperal fever and erysipelas have one and the same cause,

namely, ^^septic'^ infection, and are therefore to be regarded
as co-ordinate effects. Before we can decide whether this

theory can be reconciled with the latest discoveries of

Fehleisen," we shall require to have the researches in that

direction continued.

List op Writers on Puerperal Fever.^

Ablfekl, in Schmidt's Jalirb. der Med., 1S77, August. Armstrong, in

Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ., 18 14, Oct., 444; and Facts and Observ.

relating- to the Fever commonly called Puerperal. Lond., 1814 (2nd edit.),

1 819. Aubinais, Journ, de mcd. du Depart, de la Loire inferieure, 1850,

xxvi, 210.

Baart de la Faille, in Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Geneesk., 1854, Novbr.

Bang, Selecta Diarii Nosoc. reg. Friederic. Ilafn., 1789, ii, 240. Barker,

in New York Journ. of Med., 1858, May, 377. Bartholin, Act. med. Havn.

Ann. 1671-72. Hafn., 1673, 65. Bartsch, in Oester. med. Jahrbiicber.

Neueste Folge, x, 123. Bayrbofer, Bemerkungen iiber das epidemiscbe

Kindbettfieber. Frankf. a. M., 1S12. Beatty (I), in Dublin Journ. of Med.
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Phys. Journ., xxv, 193. Brenan, Thoughts on Puei-p. Fever, etc. Lond.,
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Journ, de Med. de Bordeaux, 1853, Avril. Burns, Principles of Midwifery,
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Campbell, Treatise on the Epidemic Puerp. Fever, etc. Edinb., 1822.

^ 'Archiv fiir Gyniikol.,' 1873, xiii, 387.
* See above, p. 414.
3 The list contains only such writings as have a special interest for epidemio-

logy or are referred to in the table of epidemics.
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CHAJ'TKIJ XLII.

HOSPITAL (iANlUlENE.

§ 172. Historical Outbreaks. Present GEOGRArniCAL

Range.

Tlic third membor of tlie series of tranmatic infective

diseases wliicli luis an interest for our particular subject is

hospital gangrene, a malady that connects in a general way
with the morbid conditions discussed in the tAvo preceding

chapters, inasmuch as it also has been prevalent in all ages
over the whole globe. In the medical writings of antic^uity

and the middle ages, such as the works of the Ilippocratic

Collection/ of Celsus," Galen,^ Aviccnna,^ the School of

Salerno, Guido de Canliaco^ and Do Vigo/ mention is made,
* See ' Dc locis in liorainc,' § 29 (ed. Littre, vi, 322), for an account of the

ulceration described under the name of "
Bi]piov."

^ Lib. V, cap. 28, § 3 (ed. Targa, i, 287), where this form of ulcer is described

as "Bripiwfia," and another form,
"
^ayfSni'a" (in other readings

"
ipirt]C

iffOiofiii'or," as in the edition by Almeloveen, Basil., 1748, 319), is mentioned as

follows: " vocaut Graeci hoe ulcus ^«yEO«u'ar, (juia coleriter serpendo, pene-

traudoque uscpie ossa, corpus vorat. Id ulcus inaoqualc est, cocno simile,

inestquc niultus humor glutinosus (might not this suggest the so-called diph-

theritic deposit?), odor intolerabilis, majorque quam pro inodo ulccris, inflam-

matio."
' In lib. iii,

' De tcmperamentis,' cap. iii (ed. Kiihn, i, 604), and ' Comment.

in Ilippocratis Aphorismos,' cap. xlv (e. c, xviii, a, 71), malignant destructive

ulcerations are spoken of as "
tpayiSaiva /cat 'dpirt)s di'afSiliipoeTKufxei'OQ ;' and in

lib. ii,
' De praesagitione ex pulsibus,' cap. i (e. c, ix, 273),

" ulcera depascentia
"

are mentioned, "ocr in'^iofjiirovQ 'InnoKpc'iri)^ (uj'6/iastv."
' IJcf. lo malignant progressive ulceration in 'Canon,' lib. iv, Ton. iv, Tr. iii,

cap. 1 11'. (ed. Vcnet., 1564, ii, 157).
^
'Chirurgie magna,' Tract, iv, Doctr. i, cap. iii (,Lugd., 1572,233:

" Dum
ulcus non habefc nisi sordem et saniem grossam et viscosam, dicitur sordidura ;

posttpiam autem augetur ipsius malitia, ita cjuod putrefacit et mortificat carnem

dimiltendo sarra, a (lua elevatur fumus foetidus, et cadaverosus, dicitur pr.triilum

fraudulentum. Et si ambulat ejus malitia, transit ad esthiouunum et ad hominis

mortem."
•*

'Cbirurgia,' lib. iv, Tract, vii, cap. i (Lugd., 1521, ful. evii).
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uudor vai'ious namcs^ of malignant gangrenous ulcerations,

progressing rapidly, causing wide-spread destruction of

tissue, and sometimes endangering life ; and these may be

identified, in part at least, with the disease which afterwards

received the name of hospital gangrene. More precise

references to this disease are met witli in the writings of

some of the sixteenth and seventeenth-century surgeons,
such as Tagault^ and Marcus Aurelius Severiuus^, but more

particularly in Paracelsus and Pare.

In the " Grosse Wundartzney
"
of Paracelsus^ tliere is the following

iutei'esting passage :

" Be it further said that in times of pestilence,

the pestilence has appeared in wounds, unless there were no ulceration

The onset was with chills and heats, and some died of it speedily, having
felt nothing else in all their body ;

for that which brought it on issued

from the wounds. Sometimes, too, it has been noticed that a common

croup (Brilune) has befallen the people in war, which also had all its

signs in the wounds, in suchwise that a thick skin came from them like

that which one peels from the tongue, the croup affecting them just as

if their wounds and their mouths were the same Of such

accidents there have been untold numbers." In his chapter on gun-
shot wounds, Pare^ says, by way of combating the views of those who
attribute to some combustion or poisoning the untoward course which

such wounds often take, that it is a matter of corruption or "
rotting

of wounds," under some i^estilential constitution of the air that induces

the state of rottenness in them. He specially recalls the observations

that he made at the siege of Rouen in 1562, when the air was so tainted

that the slightest and scarcely noticeable wounds often took on a

malignant character. Relating also to hospital gangrene are the

statements about malignant ulcerations which he makes in the section^

on "
neglected, untidy and filthy iilcerations ;

" he there speaks of a

thick tenacious exuvia, like the coating of the tongue in sick persons,
which forms upon the wound, while " a corruption and liquefaction of

the soft pai-ts
"
sets in underneath.

The first thorough study of hospital gangrene is met with

1 ' De ulcere sordido et i^utri
'

iu lustit. cliir., lib. ill, cap. xvi (' De cliirurg-.

script.,' Tiguri, 1555^ fob X03 b.

- ' De efficaci chirurgia,' lib. ii, cap. lii (Frankf. 0. M., 1646, 107), on "Ulcera

putresccntla ;" also in '

Pyrotcchnia cliirurg.,' lib. ii. Pars, i, cap. viii (e. c, 264),
" de gaugraenosis et putridis ulceribus," especially after gunshot-wouuds ; and lb.,

cap. X (e. e., 265),
" de ulceribus eacoethis et malignis."

*
Bucli, i, cap. vi, ed. Strassb., 1618, fob 7.

'' ' Livies de la Cliirurgie,' Bk. x, in Offenbach's German edition, Frankf. 0. M.,

1635. PP- 380-81.
^

lb., Bk. xii, chap, ix, 434.
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in tho works of Mauquest de la Motte,^ wlio wrote in tlie

middle of last century, and wlio gained Lis experience of

tho disease in the Hotel Dieu of Faris : and in the writincrs

of Poutcau" who himself came through an attack of the

disease at the Hotel Dieu of Lyons while he was a student,
and had mauy opportunities of observing it there suljso-

quently. Shortly afterAvards there appeared the monograph
on hospital gangrene by Dussaussoy/ Pouteau's successor

at the Hotel Dieu of Lyons ; and almost simultaneously the

observations by English surgeons, in particular by Gillespie*

and Trotter/ on the endemic and epidemic prevalence of the

disease on board English ships cruizing in tropical waters

or stationed in the tropics. The wars that involved almost

all Europe in the end of last century and beginning of the

present, afforded abundant opportunities for studying hospital

gangrene ; and from that period we have many valuable

memoirs on the disease, including those of Boggie,'' Henncn,'
Blackaddcr^ and Gerson^ for the Peninsula; Boyer^° and

Delpech^^ for France; Menzel,^^ Volpi^^ and Riberi^^for Italij ;

Thomson^"' for Bchjium ; Brugmans^^ for FloUand ; and

Busch^^ for Treves. Experiences collected under similar

1 * Abliaudl. von der chirurgie,' Germ. transL, Niirnbcrg, 1762,11!, 267.
' ' Oeuvres postliumcs,' Paris, 1783, iii, 246.
' ' Diss, sur le giiiij^'rune des hopltaux,' Geuevc, 1 786.
4 «Lond. Med. Jourii.,' 1785, vi, 373.
5 'Medicina nautica,' Lond., 1797, ii.

« 'Transact, of the Edinb. Med.-Chir. Soc.,' 1828, iii, i.

7 ' London Med. Repository ,' 18 15, iii, 177.
8 'Observations on tbe Phagedaena gangracnosa,' Edlub., 1818.

9 ' L''ebcr den Hospitalbrand, n. s. w.,' Hanib., 181 7.

'" 'Traite du malad. chirurg.,' Par., 1818, i, 22t.

11 ' Mem. sur la complication des plaies et des ulcercs, connuo sous le nom de

pourriture d'bupital,' Par., 1815. (Tr.ansl. into German, along with tbe work of

Brugnians, by Kieser, Jena, 1816,85.)
** In Hufcland's

' Journ. der Heilkundc,' 1799, viii, Heft 4, 144.
'2 '

Saggio di osservazioni e di esperienze med,-chir. fatte nello spcdule civieo

di Pavia, Milano, 1814.
'^ ' Sulla caiicrcna contagiosa o nosocomialc,' &c., Torino, 1S20. Also iu

'Report, med.-cbir. di Torino,' 1822, 214.
^^ '

Report of Observations made in the Military Hospitals of Eelgiuni,' Lond.,

1817.
"• 'Natuurk. Vcrbandel. van der Holland. Maatseh. der Weotcnsch to

Harlem,' 1814, Aug., vii, St. 2 ((lerin. Transl. by Kieser, Jeua, 1816).
" Iu Rust's '

Magaz. der Heilkundc,' 1820, vii, 3.
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circumstances were published by Surclun/ Lallour/ Tou-

rainne/ and Bourot* after the Crimean War in 1854-55;

by Goldsmith/ Pittinos/ Brinton/ Thomson/ Packard/

Kempster/*^ Jones^^ and Carpenter^' after the AVar of Seces-

sion in the Untied States; and after the late Austro-Prussian

and Franco-German Wars, by Lewandowzki^' for the military

ambulance o£ Weissenfels in 1866, by Ponfick^* for the

hospital of Heidelberg, by Konig^^ for the military hospitals

of Berlin in 1870-7 1_, by Moty^^ and by Leroy^'^ for the military

ambulances at Mauheuge and Amiens in 1870-71 ; after the

Austro-IIungarian and Austro-Italiau Wars, by Nagel^^ for

the hospitals at Temesvar, Festh and Presshurg, by Rostolli^^

for the ambulance at Alessandria in 1848, and by Demme"'^

for the military hospital at Milan in 1859; and after the

Indian Mutiny by Moore"^ for Sind.

Besides these memoirs, we have reports of epidemics of

hospital gangrene on board ship, which connect with those

already mentioned. They come chiefly from Indian, Chinese

and other tropical waters, the authorities being Curtis,^^ an

^ 'Revue tlierap. du Midi,' 1856, Avril.

^ ' De la pourriture d'liopital en general et de celle observee sur les blesses de

I'armee d'Orient,' &c., Par., 1856.
3 «Mem. de med. milit.,' 1861, iii, ser. v, 303.
* ' Sur la pourriture d'hopital,' &c., Strasb., 1858.
*
'Report ou Hospital Gangrene,' &c., Louisville, 1863.

^ ' Auier. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1863, July, 50.
'

lb., 279.
8

lb., 1864, April, 379.
5

lb., 1865, Jan., 114.
J»

lb., 1866, April, 351.
" 'New Orleans Journ. of Med.,' 1869, Jan., April.
12 'Transact, of tbe Pennsylvania State Med. Soc.,' 1877, 736; and 'Transact,

of the Amer. Med. Assoc.,' 1878, xxix, 237.
13 'De pathol. et therap. gangraenae nosocomialis,' Hal., 1866; also in

'Deutsche Klinik,' 1868, 14, 15.
" 'Deutsche Klinik,' 1867, Nr. 20 ff.

15 Li ' Virchow's Archiv,' 1871, Iii, 376; and ' Ueber Hospitalbrand,' Leipz.,

1872 ('
Volkmann's Samml. klin. Vortr.,' Nr. 40).

1^ ' Sur une epidemie de pourriture d'hopital,' Par., 1871.
1' ' Relat. d'uue epidemie de pourriture d'hopital observ. a Amiens en 1870-71,*

Par., 1872.
^8 ' Zeitschr. der Wien., Aertze,' 1852, viii, 116.

19 'Annal. univ. di med.,' 1849, Maggio, Glugno.
=*' ' Militiir-chir. Studien, u. s. w.,' Wiirzb., 1861.

»i 'Lond. Med. Gaz.,' 1846, ii, 1005 ; 1847, i, 1S7, 450.
^2 'Account of the Diseases of India,' Edinb., 1S07, 211.
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mionynious writer/ Ilutcliiiison/ Smart/ de Lajartre^ and

utliers.

Lastly, tlicro arc very numerous accounts of its occurrence

in liospitals in all parts of the world by the following among
others : Rust^ and Fischer® for the Charite at Berlin ;

iSchiillcr'' for Gveifsiuald, Fock^ for Magdeburg, Heine^ for

Ueidclbcrg, Alle^" and Pitba" for Prague, Groh^" for Brandeis,

Coote/^ Hawkins^ "^ and an anonymous writer^^ for hospitals

in London, Bobilier^" for Toulon, Chambolle^^ for Dunkirl-,

Faure^^ for Sjyiin, Rigler^''' for Constantinople, Pruncr° for

Egyi-)t, Baudens"^ for yl/y/fr*-, Adam"" for Aden, Curtis (1. c),

Dunbar/* Walker/^ Chevcrs"^ and Sutherland"'^ for various

parts of India, Friedel for"^ China, Wright'^ for Baltimore, Gil-

lespie (1. c.) for the West Indies, and Lallemant"^ for Brazil.

' ' Loud. Med. and Pliys. Journ.,' i8io, July 13.
* ' Pract. Observ. in Surgery,' Loud., 1826.

3
'Lancet,' 1S70, October, 462.

* ' Consider, sur I'etat sanitairc de la fregatte I'Audromaque pendant sa traversee

4e France en Chine,' Par., 1S66.

'" '

Magaz. der Ileillidc" 1833, xl, 539.
^ '

Charite-Annalen,' 1865, xiii. Heft i.

? 'Zeicscln-. fur Cliir.,' 1878, viii, 540.
s 'Deutsche Klinik,' 1856, Nr. 25, 26.

» 'Handb. der Chirurgie,' by Pltha and Billroth, Bd. i, Abth. ii, A. 221 Q'.

'" * Ocst. mcd. Jahrb.,' Nste. F. iii, 594.
Ji '

Prager Vicrt:eljahr.schr. fiir Heilkde.,' 1S51, ii, 28.

" ' Wien. mcd. Wochenschr.,' 1858, Nr. 35, 36.
1' ' Loud. Med. Gaz.,' 1847, '» 729-
'<

lb., 1028.
'^ 'St. George's Hosp. Reports,' 1866, i, 363.
'5 'Mem. de med. Milit.,' 1854, xiv, 60.

17
lb., 1843, liv, 247.

^' ' Souvenirs du Midi.'

'9 'Die Tiirkei und dereu Bevvohner, &c.,' ii, 85.
*" 'Die Krankhcitcn des Orients,' 158.
^^

'Cliniquc de ])laics d'armos a feu,' Par., 1S36.
"' 'Transact, of the Calcutta Med. Soc.,' 1837, iii, 132.
*3 'Ind. Journ. of Mcd. Sc.,' 1842, New Ser., 1,630.
*« ' Ind. Annals of Mcd. Sc.,' 1858, Jan., 83.
-*

lb., 1 860, Nov.
="

lb., 1S57, April. 471.
^ '

Bcitr. zur Kcnntn. des Klimas und der Krankheiten von Ostasicn,' Berl.,

1S63, 135.
-'^ ' Amcr. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1832, May, 47.
'^ In Casper's

' Wochenschr. fiir die ges. Ileilkdc.,' 1845, 481.
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The facts contained in tliese various writings afford evidence

tliat hospital gangrene has been a disease of all times and
of every -part of the hahitahle globe. It has been found both

in high latitudes and in low, on the coast and in the interior,

at elevated situations and at low-lying places^ and on dry
soil as much as on wet. Although no climate enjoys any
notable immunity from it, there is almost complete unanimity^

among such of the English and French naval and militar}^

surgeons as had been for some time in the tropical parts of

Asia, Africa and America, that those are the regions most

scourged by hospital gangrene. The '^foul sloughing ulcers^'

of the English surgeons in India, the Red Sea ports, the

West Coast of Africa, Guiana, &c., and the "
phagedenisme

tropical
"

of the French, observed as they have mostly been

in hospitals and prisons, take a prominent place among the

diseases of the tropics ; and in that group of diseases, of

which I shall have something more to say when I come to

speak of diseases of the skin, hospital gangrene plays the

principal part.

§ 173. Dependence on Climate and Weather.

It is impossible to decide with certainty to what extent

the relative frequency of hospital gangrene in the tropics is

dependent on certain factors in the hygiene, to what extent

it is to be explained by meteorological influences,
—by high

temperature and extreme moisture, or by the sudden changes
of weather which are so acutely felt in the tropics

—and how
these influences bear upon the production of the disease.

Even with the aid of comparative experiences on the same

matter in higher latitudes, we can arrive at no definite con-

clusion. It is an undoubted fact that hospital gangrene may
occur at any season of the year and in all weathers ; but that

^ Moinet (' De I'influence des climats cliauds siir le trauniatisme chez I'Euro-

peen,' Montp.,' 1866) is almost alone in his assertion that hospital gangrene is

much more rarely seen in the colonies than in Europe. He contradicts himself,

moreover, when he adds that the malady occurs there very often, and in severe

forms, when the hospitals are crowded, at a time of great epidemic sickness, or

when the hardships of living are felt in expeditious to distant places.

VOL. II. 31
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fact is far from warranting" Fisclier and others in poremptorily

(lenyinq- the influence of the weather on the oric^inatitni and

prevalence of the disease. The high or low level of the

thermometer is probably without significance in itself for

the development and diffusion of hospital gangrene ;
at least,

there are as many observers to speak to very low temperature
at the time of the outbreak, as there are to attest that the

weather was particularly hot.

On the other liand there is a certain auK unit of agreement
among the authorities as to the influence of extreme fluctua-

tions of temperature on the pathogenesis, and so far also

of a higher degree of atmospheric moisture dependent
thereon ; or, in other words, of that kind of weather which

is especially characteristic of the changes of season in the

tropics. This is the position taken up by many of the

Anglo-Indian physicians.

Thus Curtis points to the prevalence of the cUsonse in Madras in

October, 17S2, during the monsoon, and its extinction on tlie setting in of

dry and cool weather. Adam tells us that hospital gangrene broke out

at Hussingahad (Kandeish) among the ill-clad and unprotected sepoys
in October, iSiS, wlum a cohl and damp wind began to blow from the

north-east, although only a few cases occurred among the rest (jf the

troops. Chevers says that in Bengal and the N. W. Provinces the wet

season of the year is the proper season of hospital gangi-ene. The

epidemics observed l)y Moore and Dunbar happened in the rainy or

cold season. Dussaussoy had previously learned from his Lyons
obsei'vations that hospital gangrene was most frequent with high

temperature and a long prevalence of moist south winds; and a similar

conclusion was come to by Boyer, Boggie, Larr(>y' and Hennen from

their experiences in the Peninsular War. Groh lays most stress, with

reference to Hungary and Italy, on variations in the amount of atmos-

pheric moisture associated with extreme fluctuations of temi^erature.

Gerson and Bobilier, and the United States' sui-geons in the War of

Secession, found cold and damp weather to be favorable to the develop-
ment of the malady.

' ' ^loinoircs dc Clilrurgie militaire
'

(Gcini. cd., 1, 440).
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§ 174. Often associated with an Oveiicrowded and Un-

wholesome STATE OF THE HOSPITALS, BUT NOT ALWAYS SO.

Not less considerable tlian these differences of opinion
as to tlie influence of tlie weather, are those relating to the-

significance of unhygienic conditions, such as overcrowding
of the wounded within doors, deficient ventilation and

cleansing- of the crowded apartments, in short, the whole

of the noxious influences, chiefly met with in hospitals, which

it' is the practice to group together under the name of
"
hospitalism/' In the first place, it has to be said that the

disease has been by no means exclusively confined to hospitals,
as the name implies ;

nor is it to be designated a hospital
disease pre-eminently. There is a not inconsidei'able series

of observations serving to prove, not only that the disease

had been observed outside the hospitals at a time when it

was epidemic within them, but that it had even originated
outside the hospital's, the first cases in these having been

such as were brought in. That such might be the case had

been shown by Moreau and Burdin/ from their experiences
in the Napoleonic Wars ; and the same thing was observed

by Moore in the Sind war in 1845-46. In the epidemic
of 1831-32 at the hospital of Prague, the first case,

according to Alle, came from the town
;
and the same was

observed on a still larger scale, as Pitha tells us, in the epi-

demic of 1850. When hospital gangrene was epidemic in the

Berlin Charite in 1856, and again in 1864-65, there were

cases at the same time in the town, having no connexion

with those in the hosjoital (Fock, Fischer). The same cir-

cumstance was noted at Heidelberg,^ in 1866-68, at Balti-

more in 1830-32 (Wright), and in Loudon, where many
cases of hospital gangrene were admitted for treatment into

St. Bartholomew's and St. George's Hospitals in 1846

(Hawkins), and into St. George's again in i86g.^

Another argument against the influence of hospitalism in

' In Sedillot,
' Journ. de lued./ An. v, i, 353.

* Heme, 1. c, p. 267.
^
Leigh,

•

Lancet,' 1869, Oct. 16.
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causing the development and diirusiou of liospital yangrene
has been discovered in the fact that the disease lias not un-

frequeiitly appeared in newly-built, clean, airy, and far from
crowded wards ;

while filthy and ill-ventilated wards, closely

packed with surgical cases, have escaped. Boggie, confirming

Bell,^ pointed out that the malady had been prevalent during
the war in the Peninsula in thoroughly clean and well- .

ventilated hospitals. Cootc says that when the disease

appeared at St. J^artholomcw's Hospital in 1846, the wards

were well aired, well lighted, clean, and in no wise crowded ;

and in the epidemic of 1863-65 at St. George's Hospital,

hospital gangrene was most severe in one of the best wards,
while the surgical cases in two oi^ the most unwholesome

wards were free from it
; even the most thorough ventilation

of the wards was of no avail. In the military hospital at

Antwerp the disease made progress, notwithstanding venti-

lation and the most scrupulous cleanliness." Speaking of

the epidemic at Prague in 1831-32, Alle says:
'^ The

wards were neither overcrowded, nor were there many
patients with extensive and foul ulcerations. The keeping
of the air in the "wards pure and the bandages clean was

attended to, as it always was
;

in fact, after the hospital

gangrene showed itself, the upper casements of two windows

in each ward were left open day and night, even in the most

intense cold, a double quantity of I'ael being served out to-

make up for the heat lost." It Avas the same when the dis-

ease broke out again in that hospital in 1850; the number of

patients was absolutely small, particularly the number of

operation cases, being less than in the previous three years ;

while there was no difference as regards ventilation and

cleanliness.^ Wright informs us that when the disease

broke out in 1830 in the hospital at Baltimore, the wards

were emptied as far as possible and everything done to

ensure the utmotst cleanliness and adequate ventilation
;
but

the malady continued to progress. Heferring to the frightful

epidemics of hospital gangrene that occurred year after year

in the central prison at Agra, Walker says :

"
hygienic

1 '

l'riiici|)U's of Suri:^cry,' Hdlii., iSor, i, loS.

'
('louuiils,

' Wiuzb. mc'il. Zcitsclir./ 1863, iv, Ilcft v.

3
ritlKi, 1. c.

i
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.measures on a grand scale, resulting in tlie most scrupulous

-cleanliness, were found of no avail." Chevers quotes a

statement by Brougham that, during the siege of Delhi,

although the hospitals were crowded, not a single case of

hospital gangrene occurred in them. In the epidemic of

1 85 1 at Braudcis, the disease occurred in the airy and

sparsely occupied rooms of the Imperial Schloss which had

been converted into a hospital. Under equally favorable

conditions of place, Marmy saw hospital gangrene in a villa

on the Bosphorus belonging to the A^iceroy of Egypt. Fischer

says of the epidemic in 1864-65 at the Berlin Charite, that

it began in a room which had stood empty the whole summer,
and had then been thoroughly cleaned out and whitewashed

afresh. On the other hand, in two low-roofed wards on the

third floor, somewhat crowded and ill ventilated, not a single

case of hospital gangrene was seen. During the Secession

War in the United States, hospital gangrene was introduced

from Richmond into the hospital at Annapolis, although the

arrangements in the latter, as Pittinos tells us, were in every

respect excellent. Packard's experiences in the military

liospital of Philadelphia led him to the same opinion ; but he

is careful to add that overcro"\vding, filth, and other sanitary

defects were a material help to the disease spreading. In

the French military hospital at Maubeuge, according to

Moty, there was not a single case of hospital gangrene

during the autumn of 1870, despite overcrowding, want of

cleanliness, and lack of surgical aid; it was not until December
ihat the disease broke out, by which time the sanitary con-

dition of things had been very much improved.

Noteworthy as these and many other observations like

.them are, there is a not less considerable weight of evidence

on the other side, which does not permit us to ignore the

influence of the above-mentioned defects of hygiene on the

origination and diffusion of the malady. As early as the

end of the sixteenth century (1597) the surgeons of the

Hotel Dieu of Paris had occasion to notice that hospital

gangrene occurred almost uniformly in a ward set apart for

the reception of injured persons, which was known by the

name of "
Rang noir,'' and in which the beds were close

together and huug with curtains, so that there could be no
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proper ventilation.'^ The same tainting of the liospital

atmosphere is assigned by Dussaussoy as the most material

cause of the endemic prevalence of hospital gangrene in the

Hotel Dieu of Lyons. Bobilier found the reason of the

disease being endemic in the military hospital of Toulon to

be the situation of the edifice in a narrow and ill-ventilated

street with high houses all around, where the air was loaded

with putrid products of decomposition from the badly con-

structed latrines and from the graveyards, which were in

badly chosen situations. The endemic of hospital gangrene
in the hospital of Dunkirk could be traced, as Chamboll

tells us, to water standing in an adjoining hollow ; when

that was removed the endemic came to an end.
" So long,'^

says Eigler,
" as the medical institutions of Constantinople

fell short of the admitted requirements in point of situation,

airiness, internal arrangements, and administration, we saw

eases of hospital gangrene ;
but it disappeared when the

inconvenient, low, damp and dark buildings were abandoned

and replaced by hospitals better situated, dry, well-lighted

and well-aired.^' Under the same circumstances as Rigler

in Constantinople, Pruner saw the disease prevalent in the

hospitals of Alexandria, Abou-Zabol, and other places in

Egypt. It stands to reason that the corresponding observa-

tions in times of war should have been on a much larger

scale. Wenzel states from his experience of the Italian

military ambulances that crowding of buildings, want of

ventilation, filth in the wards, and the like, very materially

helped to generate the disease. Brugmans concluded from

his observations, collected in the military ambulances of the

Netherlands, that " the disease was first generated in low,

dull, damp and ill-ventilated apartments, and was more

difficult to combat in these than elsewhere.'' Hennen took

the same view in the case of the military hospitals in

Spain. Other evidence in this direction is given in the

account by EostoUi of the epidemic of hospital gangrene
from 1848 to 1849 in the overcrowded military hospital at

Alessandria, in that by Albespie relating to Genoa, as well

as by Bourot, Lallour, Marmy, and other French army

surgeons in the military hospitals in the Crimea and at

^
Fodere, 'Lemons sur Ics cpidcmies/ &c.. Par., 1S24, iii, 495.
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Constantinople during the campaign in the East
; which

latter experiences are summed up by Tourraine in these

words :

" L'encombrement des hopitaux est, sans contredit,

la cause la plus commune, la cause occasionelle de la pourriture

d'hopital."
In nowise different are the accounts given by several

United States' surgeons, such as Goldsmith, Thomson,
Packard, and Kempster, concerning the state of matters in

the military hospitals during the War of Secession. And not

loss telling are the observations on the endemic or epidemic

prevalence of hospital gangrene on board ships of war.

Keferring to the frightful havoc that the disease used to

make in the English navy,^ one of the authorities writes :

" In dirty ships (a comprehensive term, including the actual

impurities that may be suffered to accumulate in every

part, the want of ventilation, and inattention of the crew to

personal cleanliness) the disease was found most to prevail.^'

The French surgeons had the same experience during the

Crimean war on board transports crowded with the wounded ;

so also the United States' surgeons during the War of Seces-

sion. Of special interest in this respect is the report of

Brinton, who was sent on a visit of inspection to the hospitals
of the Confederate army in order to inquire into hospital

gangrene :

^ Hutcliinsou (' Pract. Observ. iu Surgery,' Lond., 1826) says that at the time

when ho first entered the naval service (beginning of this century) cases of

hospital gangrene were of the commonest occurrence in the fleet ; so much so

that not unfrequently the greater number of the ships of a squadron were obliged

to return to port on account of it. In a paper written about that time (' Lond.

Med. and Phys. Journ.,' 1810, July, p. 13) the following passage occurs : "For

some years a species of ulcer, called the ship-, or contagious malignant ulcer, had

afflicted the British navy to an extent that was extremely alarming .... Some

idea may be formed of the ravages occasioned by this malady when it is stated that

in 1804 six hundred and twenty-one patients labouring under it were admitted

into a single hospital at Plymouth. In 1805, Sir Edward Pellew, Commander-

in-chief in India, stated to the Admiralty that so destructive was the ship-ulcer>

and so intractable under every kind of medical and chirurgical treatment, that

an apprehension was entertained of some of his ships being depopulated. In

1804 and 1805 it had made destructive inroads iipon the health of the fleets off

Brest and Ferrolj but the greatest fatality occurred in 1806 on board the
" Salvador del Mundo," then a receiving ship at the port of Plymouth. When
Dr. Andrew Baird . . visited the fleet oS" Brest and the squadron at Ferrol, he

found iu many ships the progress of this disease truly awful."
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"The disease occurred almost always in patients who bad been

wounded at tbo buttle of MiniiVeesboro', and who had been retained in

orowdod hospitals for some time previous to their transportation to

Louisville. 1 am informed by Sur^'eou Thurston, U.S.A., Medical

Diireetor of the Nashville Hospitals, that no one upon whom the

ganq-rene had already appeared was ever sent from Nashville, and yet

many were so infected when admitted to the Louisville hospitals. The

development of the disease on the route seems to have been owing to

the fact that the transportation of the wounded was effected by means

i)f crowded and ill-ventilated boats, and the trip by the Cumberland

and Ohio rivers frequently occupied several days. During this time

these patients, who had already undergone much suffering, were

exposed to all the influences most apt to engender this disease. In

contrast with this fact it was found that as soon as the Louisville

and Nashville railroad was opened, so that the wounded could be

conveyed from city to city in one day, all importation of gangrenous

sores into Louisville ceased. The development of hospital gangrene

during the boat transportation is a noticeable fact, and is strikingly

analogous with the same phenomena observed among our paroled

wounded prisoners from Richmond, received into the Annapolis General

Hospital some months since."

It is just this preponderaut, if not absolute, association of

hospital gangrene with hospitals, prisons, ships, and such

like self-contained places, where every kind of sanitary

neglect has often been rampant, as well as the very notable

remission of the disease since those nuisances have been

abolished, or at any rate considerably lessened by the appli-

cation of rational i)rinciples of hygiene
—it is just these

things that serve, in my view, to prove incontcstably that

the development and diffusion of the disease arc, if not

absolutely dependent on such injurious iufluences, yet very

materially favoured by them. It would be completely

inverting the natural order if we were to pass by these

latter facts unnoticed, or to deny their importance, because

of a too close attention to those other observations which

tend to show that hospital gangrene may develop under

conditions that are the reverse of tliese, or that it does not

always develop in surgical wards although such insanitary

conditions are present. The mistake made by the observers

who take up this point of view in their estimate of the facts,

partly arises [roiu their hazy notions of the importance of

hygienic defects for the breeding of infective diseases in

general, and partly from llicii- anxiety to have hosjiital gan-
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greue cliaracteriscd as an "
epidemic coutagious disease/* as

if there were sucli a thing as the epidemic of a disease by

itself, or as if by this Avay of speaking they gained anything
better than a phrase with no moaning of its own. But,

moreover, that term must lose all meaning whatsoever when

we see how, in order to prove an "
epidemic

"
origin for

hospital gangrene, they have mixed it up with various other

infective diseases prevalent at the same time, such as cholera,

typhoid, typhus, and diphtheria, whereby the homogeneous
character of the disease is completely lost.

§ 175. A Communicable Disease due to a Morbid Poison.

There is no doubt that hospital gangrene is due to a

peculiar morbific cause, to a specific morbid ^poison, for the

action of which on the body it is necessary that there should

previously have been a wound (Konig), and which induces in

the first instance a local infection at the seat of injury, as in

erysipelas and puerperal fever. Whether the above-men-

tioned influences of weather and insanitary conditions are

favorable to the development or the reproduction of this

morbid poison, or whether they merely increase the predis-

position of the individual to take the sickness (possibly by

changing the character of the wound), can hardly be decided

at present, the less so that there is nothing certainly known
of the nature of the poison, although it is probably of the

organised or parasitic sort.^

The communicahility or contagiousness of the disease, which

has been called in question by AUe, Thompson, and the

writer on the epidemic at St. George's Hospital (London)
in 1863-65, has been demonstrated by means of experimental
transmission of the infection to animals (Fischer), and proved
still better by means of intentional (OUivier) or unintentional

infection of small abrasions in medical attendants and nurses.^

It has been shown that the virus of hospital gangrene can

1 Hiiter (' Centralbl. fiir die med. Wissensch.,' 1868, No. 12, and
'
Zeitschr. fiir

Cliirurgle,' 1872, i, 91), in cases of "
gangrena diphtheritica," has found spores

iind fungi (micrococci) iu the blood aud in the gangrenous tissues.

^ See the collection of facts on this point made by Heine, 1. c, j). 287.
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be transiuittod by bandages, instruments, or the surgeon's
or nurse's hands soiled by the gangrenous discharge, these

being the media of carrying it in a fixed state. It is still a

question whether it can be transmitted by currents of air.

§ 176. Relation to Erysipelas, PuERrKRAL Fever, and

DirnTUERiA.

As to the relation between hospital gangrene and the other

infective traumatic diseases of the same group, erysipelas and

puerperal fever, we can say no more with certainty than that

the production of them all alike is under the common influ-

ence of certain external factors, and that accordingly

they now and then coincide both in place and time. But I

should consider it altogether unjustifiable to conclude there-

from that the processes arc identical, or that the specific
cause underlying them all is the same. In fact Pitha's view

of the analogy between puerperal fever and hospital gangrene
being so close that "

it is not going too far to declare unre-

servedly for their identity
"

(an opinion which he bases on the

coincidence of the two diseases in time), has found very few

adherents as yet. In like manner as regards erysipelas and

hospital gangrene most observers, such as Goldsmith,

Brinton, Ribori, Ponfick, Fischer, Schiiller and Carpenter,
content themselves with making good the fact that the two
diseases sometimes occur epidemically side by side, without

venturing to regard them as identical morbid processes.^
A very lively controversy has arisen in recent times around

the question of the relation of hospital gangrene to diplitheria.

' 111 controverting Hiiter's theory of monads, Konig very justly asks,
" Wliat

is it that leads the monads at one time to attack wounds in pj)idcniic fashion,
and in them to spend their activity, causing a diphtheritis of wounds ; and
another time to leave the surfaces of wounds at peace, to ofler no interference

with their healing, but to wander into the skin and there cause erysipelas ; or, in a

third case,to choose the subcutaneous connective tissue as the sccncof their labours,

and there to set up diphtheritic phlegmon ? How is it that the contagion of gan-

grene is so transmitted as to produce only gangrene, and that of the rose so as to

set up merely the rose again in the person infected ? Why is it that wc can

discover no other relationship between rose and hospital gangrene than that rose

may supervene on a wound attacked by gangrene, but neither more readily nor

less readily than on wounds not infected at all ?
"
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One idea is that of an anatomical^ clinical, and etiological

community in the two diseases ; and that idea has at length
come to imply that "

hospital gangrene is nothing else than

diphtheria of wounds/' Indications of the so-called diph-
theritic character of the wounds in hospital gangrene occur

as far back as Paracelsus and Pare ;^ in later times this

view was developed by Ollivier/ Robert/ and Nagel, and

quite recently it has found its more important defenders in

Heine"^ and Carpenter.^ I reserve my more special discus-

sion of this question until the chapter on angina maligna

(diphtheria of the throat). I will only remark here that the

theory rests upon a vague notion of what is
"
diphtherial

"

(or, to use a barbarism^
"

diphtheritic ") ;
and that there is

not the slightest ground, from the geographical, historical,

or etiological point of view, as I shall show at the proper

place, for identifying the diseases. They have nothing more
in common than the anatomical condition up to a certain

point.

1 See p. 477.
* ' Traite experimental du typhus traumutique, gangrene ou pourriture des

liopitaux,' Paris, 1822. I have no knowledge of this work except from extracts.

It is impossible that the word "
diphtheritic

" could have been used by Ollivier, as

it was first introduced into medical terminology by Bretonneau in 1827.
^ 'Bull. gen. de therap./ 1847, Ju^i

'>

' ^^^- ''es hopit.,' 1847, No. 85.
* L. c, p. 207.
'
"Hospital gangrene and diphtheria are precisely similar" ('Transact, of

Amer. Med. Assoc.,' 1818, xxix, 245.



CHAPTER XIY.

CHLOROSIS AND AX.EMIA.

§ 177. Vague Statements on the Connexion of Anemia
WITH Civilisation.

"
Poverty of the blood, greeii sickness, and allied condi-

tions, as the prevailing physical charactei'istics of our age
"—

so runs the title of an address^ given by Politzcr in 1856,
at the thirty-second annual meeting of the Deutsche Natur-

forscher-Versammlung. In this address he expi'cssed with

much eloquence the old complaints of Hufeland and others

as to the "
physical degradation of the human race/' the

*'

degeneration of mankind to simulacra/' and so forth ; and
as the characteristic mark of the degeneration he named
the group of morbid conditions which I have placed at

the head of this chapter under the general term " ana3mia/'

Evidence that his complaint Avas in any degree well-founded,
the orator did not adduce; and if we follow the only

trustworthy road, that of statistics, there is no such

evidence to be had. After we have resolved that compre-
hensive term "

poverty of the blood "
into its elements, we

shall find infinite difficulties in the way of arriving at a safe

opinion whether any one of them has, as a matter of

fact, undergone so considerable an increase in the extent of

its prevalence in modern or recent times as to warrant us in

speaking of it as characteristic of the period.
It is not to be denied that progressive cultivation and the

refiuemcnts of civilised life have introduced, and are intro-

ducing every day many things into our mode of living which
have a deterioratiug iuthience upon the race, and are favor-

'

la'priiitnl ill the '

Zcitsilir. ilcr \Vieuer Acrzte,' 1857, Ueft li, 62.
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able to anasmia in particular ; and therein wo raay find an

a priori justification of the assertions made. On tlie other

hand^ it should not be forgotten that the progress of culture

and civilisation has obviated or overcome many sins of

omission or commission in the lives of former generations,
which were not less injurious to nutrition and blood-making
in man^s body. And thus the title of the address quoted at

the beginning" of this paragraph must remain a mere idea,

resting on altogether general and very vague impressions
—an

idea which has no more definite value than the maxim of

the melancholy philosopher, that " the world is always

growing worse."

Without entering upon this question, to which it seems

to me there can be no answer, I shall take as the subject
of a more modest inquiry two or three forms of anasmia,

which are of especial interest from the point of view of their

geographical distribution.

I. Chlorosis.

§ 178. References in Ancient and Mediaeval Wkitings.

To the practitioners of antiquity and the middle ages,

chlorosis, like chronic disorders of nutrition in general, was

quite unknown as a peculiar and individual form of morbid

process. There are, however, here and there in the writings

of the Greek physicians references to pallor [ayroolr])
or a

yellow tint {yrX^pa yr^pw/uiaTa)
of the skin as symptoms of

illness, which may be supposed, in some instances at least,

to point to chlorosis. But we find more definite evidence

that the disease was not infrequent in those times, in the

^
Hippocrates,

' Traenot. coac.,' sect, ii, § 53,3, eel. Littre, v, 656, and '

Prorrb.,*

lib. ii, § 31, e. c, ix, 64; also Galen, in 'Hipp. Prorrb.,' lib. i, comment, iii^

cap. ci, ed. Kiibn, xvi, 727; and in 'Hipp. libr. de alimento,' comment, iii.

cap. xvii, e. c, xv, 327, where we have a more precise indication of cblorosis and

anaemia ex metrovrbagia :
"

tjQ fisv ovv ttoXXcI tTriroii ffvfnrrwuaTa ratg tTrifr^ECfcrt

Ti]Q ijjinijvov KaSrapakiDQ, ovtw kuI c'lfisTpoiQ Ksi'ioaiffiv iTriyivirai rdSt dxpotaiKai

TTo^wv o'lcrffjia Kal oXov VTroiSov rb ffCiixa." The word "
xXuipwcrtg

" does not occur

in Hippocrates, or in any of tbe subsequent Greek writers on medicine.
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fact that Oribiisius^ Aelius, Jilia/es, Avicciina, llic Saleruians^

and others dwell very particularly upon
"
general weakness

of body, trouble in breathing-, and ])aleness of the skin"

as symptoms of a disorder of menstruation (suppressio men-

struorum) which did not depend on disease in the uterus.

In the sixteenth century the malady was well known under

various names which described its characters svell
; such as

"^ febris amatoria,""
'' foedus virginnm color/'' ^'morbus

virgineus/''^ and "febris ilava/" The term "chlorosis/'

in the sense in which it is now generally employed, I find

occurring first in Sennert,'' and in several of the dissertations'^

written at Basel in the beginning of the seventeenth century.
It forms one of the stock subjects in the compendiums of

medicine and treatises on diseases of women belonging to

that and subsequent periods, the first thorough handling
of the matter being in an essay by Friedrich Hoffmann,^
in which use is made of the term "Bleichsucht,'' still employed
in German colloquial speech. This essay was the source of

numerous Avritings on chlorosis throughout the eighteenth

century.

§ 179. Present Distribution: Remarkable Extension in

Sweden op late.

There can be no doubt, then, that chlorosis has been among
the subjects of medical observa.tion at all times. But the

frequency of the disease at various periods of the past history
as compared with its present frequency is a question that we

' Sco.
" De c<;ritu(linuin nirationc inict,.," in Do Renzi's '

Collocteii Siik'nii-

tana,' Napol., iS^,:;, ii, _^3i.
^ In LaniJ^c,

'

Epist. med.,' lib. i, v\nsl. 21.

•* In Hiillonius,
' De virgiiiuiii ct iiuiliei-uiii niorbls,' cap. vii, 0pp. Genev., 1762,

iv, 66.

'' In Rodericus n Castro,
' De luiiv. niulifnun nud.," lib. ii, cap. v.

^ In Mcrctido,
' De inorbis raulicruui,' lib. ii, cap. vi.

*
'Tract, nicd.,' lib. iv, tract, ii, sect, iii, cip. ii, Wittb?., 1760, p. 214. The

fipinion referred to in this passage, that the word x^iofjioai^ had been used by
Hii)pocrates, rest.s, as we have seen, on an error.

^
Flaclit,

'
Diss, de chlorosi, s. niorbo virginum,* Basil., 1621.

'^ 'De gcnniua chlorcsi.s indole, originc et curatioue/ Hal., 1731, in 0pp.
Genev., 1748, suppl. ii, pars, ii, 389.
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have no auswer for. Even in our inquny into its ^jresewi

(jeograpldcal distribution, it is impossible to arrive at a definite

idea of the relative amount of the sickness at various parts

of the world, owing to the data of authorities being frag-

mentary as well as extremely vague.
In Central and Southern Europe, including Great Britain

and Ireland, Holland, Belgium, Oermany, France, Italy^ and

Turkey," as well as in the countries of America within the

temperate zone, the malady appears to be common every-
where. From the northern regions of both hemispheres
we have accounts of its very considerable prevalence in

Miquelon [Neiufoundland]^ and in Iceland and the Faroe

Islands.*'

Sclileisner's* statement that the malady is very rarely seen in Iceland,

is contradicted by Hjaltelin" and Fiusen" in the most decided terms.

Hjaltelin found tliat 5 per cent, of all Lis patients there had chlorosis,

and I i"i per cent, of all the women patients. Fiusen treated 316 cases

of chlorosis in ten years in a district with 10,000 inhabitants, and he

accordingly rates the amount of the sickness very high.

In the annual health reports of Norioay^ there is mention

of the exceedingly frequent occurrence of chlorosis for every
district of the country, from Christiansand up to Tromsoe,
in the interior as well as on the coast; and in some districts

it is accorded one of the first places among chronic maladies.

Tliose data are fully borne out in the most recent account

of chlorosis in Norway by Axel Lund.° Of recent years the

disease has played a not less prominent, possibly a more

' See De Renzi ('Topogr. e. statist, nied. della citta di Napoli,' X:ip., 1845,

p. 321), on the commonness of chlorosis in Southern Italy.
*

lligler ('
Die Tiirkei und deren Bewohner,' ii, 412), ia like manner, speaks of

the very considerable amount of the sickness in Turkey and adjoining countries

of the Levant.
3 Gras ('Quelqnes mots sur Miquelon,' Montp., 1866, p. t,^) says: "La

chlorose domine toute la pathologic de la jeune miquelonnaise."
^
Martius, 'Revue med.,' 1844, Fevr. In Greenland, according to Lange

('Gronland's Sygdomsforhold,' Kjobenh., 1864, p. 28), chlorosis would appear to

he very uncommon.
^ ' Island uudersogt fra et laegevidensk synspunkt.,' Kj8henh., 1849, 4-

• ' SuudhedskoU. Forhandl. for aaret 1859,' 434*
''

'

Jagttagelser angaaende Sygdomsforholdeue i Island,' Kjobenh., 1874, 60.

^ '

Beretninger om Suudhedstilstanden i Norge.'
« 'Nord. med. Arklv,' 1875, vii, Nr. i.
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prominent part in tlic sickness of Sweden. " Within the

last twenty or twenty-five years/' says Huss/ writing in 1851,
" a form of disease that used to be rarely seen, has come to

bo more and more domesticated among grown-up people in

Sweden. I mean the green sickness. At an earlier period
the malady had occurred in this country among those classes

whose children, the girls in ]);irticnlar, had been more

delicately brought up, as well as among the poorer classes

in the toAvns ; but until thirty years ago or less, it was quite
unknown among the inhabitants of country districts.

The more general difTusiou of the sickness has not

been a sudden thing with us, but gradual ;
neither has it

been to the same extent in every region of the country,

being rather common in some, merely sporadic as yet in

others, while in still others it has not been observed at all

hitherto. Thus in Norbotten, chlorosis is still unknown as

a disease of the people, being rare even in the towns. The
most northern point where it can be definitely shown to have

become truly endemic is the parish of Skelloftea in the

province of Westerbottcn. In Angermanland, Medelpad
and Jemtland, it was first seen about ten years ago [written

in 1 851] ;
and since then it has become more general every

year. The same is true of Helsingland and Gestrikland,

where chlorosis was quite unknown twenty or thirty years

ago ; also of the southern parts of Dalarne and Westmanland,
whence we are told by Altin that preparations of iron were

dispensed by the chemist at Westeras from 1845-50 to the

amount of three hundred and seventy per cent, more than

in the five years preceding, and by Pallin, that old people
had often assured him that no one had ever heard of green
sickness in that part of the country twenty years ago. In

Upland, Sodermanland and Nerike the first appearance of

the disease dates from the fourth or fifth decade of the

century ;
and the importance that it lias now attained in

some districts of these provinces will appear from the state-

ment of Klintbcrg, that in his practice (in the province of

Nerike) only a few of the young women between fourteen

and twenty-one years of ago were free from chlorosis. On
the other hand, it is noteworthy that there is exemption

' 'Om Sverges endem. Sjukdomar,' Stockli., 1852, 96.
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from tlie disease in tlie inland districts of Wermland and

Dahlsland^ as well as in tlie coast district of Boliuslan. By
far the greatest extension of the malady, both in town and

country, appears to have taken place in Westergothland,

Ostergothland, Halland, Schonen and Blckinge ;
and in those

regions also it is within the last twenty or thirty years that

chlorosis has become common. But in Smaland it is less

general, and on Gottland it is seldom seen. All the medical

accounts [that have been used by Huss for this summary]
are agreed in saying that chlorosis is to be regarded as a

disease newly arisen among the rural population of Sweden,

having first appeared twenty years ago in some of the districts,

and in others fifteen, ten or eight years ago, and having for

the most pai't become general in a district soon after it had

showed itself at one point."
These statements as to the ever encroaching area and

the increasing number of cases of chlorosis in Sweden are

fully confirmed in the medico-topographical accounts of

Swedish practitioners, published in the official sanitary

reports for that country from 1852 to 1S71 -^ so that chlorosis

may be described as a truly endemic malady of Sweden.

I find only a few accounts of the occurrence of chlorosis

in tropical and subtropical countries, and these are partly

contradictory and therefore not altogether trustworthy. On
the coast of Mexico, according to Heinemann's" experiences

during a six years' residence in Vera Cruz, it is very com-

mon
;

so much so that it is spoken of as " one of the most

general diseases of the Vera Cruzan youth, especially those

of the female sex." In the West Indies^ it would appear to

be almost as common among women as it is in European
countries. According to Waddel'* there is a good deal of

it in Brazil ; but Wucherer^ says that it was rarely to be

seen in Bahia. For the West Coast of Africa Chassaniol^
' '

Sunilhedskollegii Berattelse.' Unfortunately in these reports since 187 1

the medico-topographical accounts have ceased.
* 'Virchow's Archiv,' 1873, Iviii, 178.
3 See Savaresy,

' De la fievre jaune,' &c., Napl., 1S09, 88, and Rufz, 'Arch.

de med. nav.,' 1849, Novbr., 346.
* In Castelnau,

'

Expedition,' II, 38 ; but it is doubtful whether there is not

some confusion here with other forms of ansmia.
^ 'Arch, fiir kiln. Mel,,' 1872, x, 379.
* ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1865, Mai, 508.

VOL. II. 32
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observes that it is less common among tlie negresscs than it

is among women in Europe ; and the opinion of Frank^ and

Prunoi-^ as regards I'Jgypt is the same. On the other hand,

according to French authorities, it is very common in Algiers

among women of Moorish descent. That it is a compara-

tively frequent malady in India we learn from Uuillet^s^

account for Poudicherry, and from Curran's'* for the southern

slopes of the Himalaya. In the East Indies the cases of

chlorosis that Heymann^ has seen have been almost entirely

in European young women. In the maladies of women in

Cochin China, according to Bcaufils/ chlorosis plays a promi-
nent part along with other forms of anaemia

;
and that it is

also true for China, according to Dudgeon^, and for Japan,

according to Wernich.^

§ 1 80. Independent of Climate, Soil, and Race.

Although our information on the history and geographical
distribution of chlorosis is fragmentary, there is enough of

it to warrant the conclusion that the malady has been

observed at all times, that its area of diffusion embraces a

large part, perhaps the larger part of the globe, and that no

kind of climate or soil precludes it. We ought not, perhaps, to

dismiss absolutely the idea that extremes of temperature, such

as are found in the highest and lowest latitudes, are espe-

cially likely to generate the disease. In favour of that idea is

the considerable amount of the sickness in the polar and the

temperate cold zones, and its relatively common occurrence

in the tropics. As regards the latter, to which attention has

specially been called by Sullivan,'"* there is certainly much
more of it than would appear from the foregoing notices, for

' ' Neues Journ. der auslilnd. med.-chir. Litteratur,' ix, Ilcft i.

^ ' Krauklieiten dos Orients,' 325.
3 ' Arch, do iiu'd. iiuv.,' 1868, Fovr., 82.
' ' Dubl. Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 187 1, Aug., p. loi.

•• '

Darstellung der Krankheiton in den Tropcnliindcrn,' &.C., Wiirz., 1S55, 186.
^ 'Arch, de mud. nav.,' 1882, Avril, 272.
^
'Glasgow Med. .Journ.,' 1877, July, 329.

* '

Geo<,'r.-med. Studicn,' Berl., 1878, p. 172.
^ 'Mod. Times and Gaz.,' 1875, Aug., p. 233.
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the reason that I have disregarded all those accounts from

the tropics which relate to the enormous prevalence of anae-

mia in general without mentioning chlorosis in particular,

although there is no doubt that in many of them it is

chlorosis that is particularly meant.

Goldschmidt's^ opinion is that in Oldenburg the malady
occurs mostly on a sandy soil, while in the marshes it is so

seldom seen that an experienced practitioner from the marsh-

country assured him that he had had no cases of chlorosis

among his patients ; but I am unable to decide from the

recorded facts whether that experience expresses the general

case, or how far a sjvamj)y soil gives immunity from the

disease. In Norway, according to Axel Lund's observation,

the malady is much rarer in the mountain valleys than on

the level country ; but the explanation of that, he thinks, is

not to be found in the soil, but in the manner of life of the

inhabitants. So far as I can judge from authentic observa-

tions, it is not at all probable that racial or national pecu-
liarities create either a predisposition to chlorosis or an

immunity from it.

§ 1 8 1. Mostly a Malady op Women leading an indoor

Life.

The morbid diathesis from which chlorosis develops, is

undoubtedly a congenital one in many cases, sometimes

associated with imperfect development of the vascular system

(Virchow^), sometimes perhaps traceable to a morbid habit

of body of the parents due to drinking, consumption, syphilis,

and the like (Lund). Bat there are other cases in which

the diathesis is acquired, having its basis in the individual's

manner of life. There is scarcely a single fault in the kind

of life that men, and more particularly women, lead both

socially and intellectually, that has not been regarded, either

by itself or in company with other things, as the cause of

the acquired chlorotic diathesis. That the social position of

the individual has, generally speaking, only an indirect in-

' ' Haser's Arch, fiir die gcs. Med.,' 1845, '^"> 3^5«
^ ' Ueber die Chlorose,' &c.. Berlin, 1872.
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fluencc at tlie most, may be inferred from the fact that

chlorosis is distributed somewhat uniformly among the poor
and the rich, among persons in all sorts of occupations, and

among the inhabitants of town and country. "It is not on

increasing poverty/' says Huss,
" that the general diffusion

of chlorosis in Sweden depends ; for, although there too the

number of the poor has increased, that applies more to

towns than to the country districts ; while it is in the latter

that the malady has appeared as something new, and more-

over has shown itself more often among the moneyed classes

than among the poorer class and the labourers."

The preponderance of chlorosis in the female sex indicates

that there must be some factor predisposing to that type of

disease, which is inherent in the female organisation ; and

that there are certain harmful things in their manner of life

which are calculated, where such predisposition exists, to

bring out those irregularities of blood-making which are the

fundamental thing in chlorosis. Many observers are agreed
that there is hardly any of these harmful influences whieh

plays so great a part as prolonged confinement indoors, or

want of exercise in the open air. With reference to the dis-

ease in Sweden, Huss says :

" One of the principal causes

is to be found in the completely changed mode of living

which has taken place among the women part of the popu-
lation in north country districts. Formerly the wife shared

with the husband almost all the labours of the field ; she

lived, accordingly, almost constantly in the open air, under-

took the most fatiguing kinds of work, and so became hardy
and strong of body. But within the last twenty or thirty

years, things have changed very much. The women now

occupy themselves, except in harvest time, with household

work almost exclusively ; and their children also they keep
for the most part shut up in their houses, where the cramped,
narrow and unwholesome rooms must of themselves

exert an unfavorable influence on the wellbeing of the

inmates. But the great importance of these circumstances

for the endemic existence of chlorosis is shown by the fact

that the malady is rare or altogether unknown in those

regions, such as Dalarne, Wermland, Dahlsland, and Smaland,

where the old customs continue to the present day ; while, on
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the other hand, it is most widely spread in the provinces,
such as Westergothland aud Halland, where the women are

occupied ahnost entirely with household work/' In like

manner Lund, for Norway, would find the most potent

although not the only cause o£ the ever-increasing chlorosis

there, in the want of open-air exercise ; and ho points out

that the difference in the amount of the sickness in the two
sexes is partly explained by the fact that the boys, after

their first childhood is over, are more in the open air than
the girls. The real cause of the chlorosis which is endemic
in the island of Miquelon, is stated by Gras to be "

la

claustration presque absolue, a laquelle les jeunes filles se

condemnent volontairement/-' Rigler found the disease in

Turkey to be especially common among those Oriental women
who led an inactive aud purely sensual life in the harems.
Pruner points out that chlorosis in Egypt occurs mostly in

women who lead an indolent life behind latticed windows,
such as the Jewesses in Cairo. In Algiers, also, according
to the French physicians, it is very common among the

Moorish women, who marry early and spend their lives in

damp, closed- in houses, never leaving them except to walk in

the gallery overlooking the dank and ill-smelling courtyard.

Savaresy, speaking of the Creole women in the West Indies,

assigns their inactive aud indolent mode of life, and the

nervous excitability dependent thereon, as the causes of the

chlorosis so common among them ; and a similar conclusion

is come to by Heiuemann for Mexico and by Dudgeon for

China.

In discussing the etiology of chlorosis, I must confine

myself to a consideration of this one factor. It would carry
me far beyond the limits that I have imposed on myself in

this work, if I were to enter on a criticism of the mauy aud
various opinions and conjectures that have been put forward.
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II. Anxmia Intertropica.

§ 182. The General An.emia op the Tropics.

All observers agree that anosmia is a characteristic morhid

phenomenon of tropical regions, and that as a symptom it is

found mostly among the white residents, although it maybe
observed to no small extent among the coloured races also.

As Sullivan says, anaemia constitutes
" the foundation of

nearly all diseases of tropical climates." There seems to be

hardly any question that tho peculiar influence of tropical

climate which is called
"
I'elaxing/' and which cannot be

otherwise defined in physiological terms, is, for white people

not habituated, a very material factor in the development of

this disorder of nutrition. But it is clear that malarial in-

fluences contribute not inconsiderably to it, and also nostalgia,

as Marchand^ makes out for the convicts transported to

Guiana from France. Experience shows, moreover, that the

aneemic habit of body in Avliite residents of the tropics com-

municates itself to their offspring ;
and therein lies the chief

obstacle to the acclimatisation of the white race in the

tropics.

Among the coloured races of the tropics
"
pure

" anasmia

is mostly the consequence of deficient food, or of a diet poor

in animal substances, as well as of other debilitating influ-

ences such as the excessive use of spirits, bad dwellings, and

the insufficient protection afforded by their clothing against

the peculiarly trying tropical changes of weather. In other

respects the accounts of the prevalence of ana?mia among
the coloured races of the tropics, particularly the negroes,

are to be received with caution, for the reason that many of

them relate, not to idiopathic poverty of blood, but to

ana)mia caused by Anchylostoma duodenale or the so-called

"
geophagia."
* ' Dcs causes et du traitemeut do ranemie cbez Ics transportes a la Guayane

francjaise/ Moutp., i86y.
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III. Anxmia montana [Mai des Montarjncs) .

§ 183, Symptoms op Mountain Sickness.

Under these and various colloqnial names^ there have been

described a group of symptoms apt to come on during the

ascent to more considerable elevations, or during any contin-

uous residence there by persons accustomed to live at lower

elevations or on the plains. They consist of a series of

phenomena, proceeding partly from disorders of the respira-

tory and circulatory functions, and partly from an affection

of the nervous system.

Usually the first thing noticed is a feeling of want of breath and of

pressure on the chest, the respiration becoming hurried and wheezy, and
there may even be a sensation of choking. It is clear that theec pheno-
naena are not to be attributed to the exertion of chmbing the mountain,
for they continue after the individual has arrived at perfect repose.
Associated with them are a quickened pulse, palpitation, attacks of

giddiness, pains in the head, sometimes even the feeling of going off in

a swoon, disturbed or lethargic sleep, sickness or even vomiting, and

usually a feehng of weakness or weariness which comes on in attempting
to walk or otherwise exert the bodily strength, and which sometimes
reaches so great a height that the slightest movement is torture. All

these symptoms quickly abate whenever the descent is made to lower

elevations ; but if the individual remain at his elevated station they will

persist, u.sually for a few days (two to four), but sometimes for several

weeks and even months, until he has been thoroughly acclimatised.

It is in the highest degree doubtful whether the seizure ever leads to

serious or fatal symptoms, or, as Jourdanet alleges, to a chronic state

of ill-health. Statements of that sort are probably based upon errors

of diagnosis, or, in other words, upon wrongly attributing the observed

morbid conditions to the effects of residence at a great height ; at all

events the severe forms of anaemia running a chronic course and with

permanent after-effects, which some observers have attributed to moun-
tain sickness, are due to quite other influences. MM. Gayraud and

Domec, writing from Quito, say :

" Nous avons vu arriver a Quito, et

venant de niveaux inferieurs, des enfants, des veil lards, des femmes, des

personnes de toute race, de toute complexion et de tout temperament ;

jamais il ne nous a ete donne de constater le moindre ctat morbide que
Ton pu mettre sur le compte d'une acclimatation plus ou moina

incomplete."

^ In Peru and Quito these are : mal de la Puna, soroche, veta, mareo {i.e. mal

de mer) de la Cordillera ; in the Himalaya, bies or bootie.
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It is only in cases of lienrt disease that the symptoms of mountain

sickness appear to be of a rather serious kind. According to Guilbert's

observations on the subject in Peru and Bolivia :

"
Quelques personnes

atteints d'aflfection organique du ccEur doja avancce, ont souffert beau-

coiip plus longtcinps et ont conserve pendant toute la durue de leur

sejour la gene de la respiration et de la circulation. Mais ce sont des

faits exceptionnels."

Lastly, it is a noteworthy fact that the phenomena of mountain
sickness have been observed also in hcat'ttt of burden (horses, asses, and

mules) which had come up from the plains to considerable elevations.

§ 184. Localities where Mountain Sickness has Occurred.

The malady does not occur except at elevations more than

2000 metres (6500 feet) above the sea, and it does not

manifest itself fully until a height of 3000 to 4000 metres

(10,000 to 13,000 feet) is reached. In this way we account

for the fact that the sickness has never been observed to

last for any lecgth of time except in tropical countries, as it

is only in these that a somewhat prolonged or continuous

stay at so great elevations is possible. Most of the obser-

vations on mountain sickness, accordingly, and these the

most thorough, come to us from the Cordilleras of the

Western Hemisphere : from the liocl-y Mountains^ the

Tahh-Iand of Meccico" {Analniac) ,
certain elevated points of

Central America, Ecuador^ {Quito), Bolivia
* and Peru.^ In

^ Fremont,
' Narrative of the Exploring Exiieditioii to the Rocky Mountains,'

Lend., 1846.
*
Gleunie,

'
Philos. Magazine,' 1828, June, 149; Wuillot, 'Presse med. beige,'

1866, Nr. 40; Jourdanet, be Mi'xi<iuo et rAuu'i'icme tropicale, &c.,' Par., 1864,

221 ; Coindc't, 'iSIt'ui. de mod. milit.,' 1866, Mai, 42.^.

3
Bouguer,

' Mem. de I'Acad. des so.,' Annee 1744, Par., 1748, 261 ; de la Con-

damine,
'

Voyage h. rEcjuateur,' Sec, Par., 1751, ,^4 ; Kemy,
' Annal. de voyages,'

Par., 1857, ulviii, 320; Gayraud et Douiec,
'

Montpellier medical,' 1878, Juin, 491.
* Wadell,

'

Voyage dans le Nord de la Bolivie, &c.,' Par., 1853; Burmeister,
' Reise durch die la Plata-Staaten, u. s. w.,' Berl., 1861, ii, 263; Guilbert,

' De

la phthisie ])ulnionaire . . . an I'eron et en Bolivie,' Par., 1862, 23.
' Jose d'Aeosta,

' Histor. natural y moral de las Indias.' French translation.

Par., 1600, 90 (the first description of the malady, in which we find it already

spoken of as "mal des montagnes"); Ulloa,
'

Physik. und histor. Nachrichten

vom siidl. Amerlka,' i, 73,256; Cunniiigliain, 'bond. Med. Gaz.,' 1834, May,

August; Poppig,
' Reise in Chile, Peru, n. .s. w.,' Leipzg., 1836, 84; Smith,

'
Ediiib. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1842, Ai>iil, 357 ; Tschudi,

'

Ocst. med. Wocheu-

schr.,' 1846, 601 ;

' Wicu. med. Wochenschr.,' 1S59, Nr. 0.
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the Eastern Hemisphere the malady has been often observed

in ascents of the Iligli Alps^ and of Arrarai^ (and Ellmrz) ;

still more often in ascents of the Himalayas,^ and on the

Neilgherriea'^ at elevations of no more than 2500 metres

(8000 feet).

§ 185. TilEOEIES OP THE CaUSE OP MOUNTAIN SiCKNESS.

Regarding the cause of mountain siclcness there was much

obscurity for a long time. Some thought that it was a kind

of narcotic effect produced by metallic or vegetable poisons.
Others sought for the reason of the phenomena in circulatory

disorders induced by the rarefied air in persons not habituated

to living in it
; as late a writer as Guilbert expressed the

opinion that the tension of the free gases of the blood was
increased under a lower weight of atmosphere, whereby

pressure was exercised on the walls of the vessels. The
most recent and generally received view is that the physio-

logical disturbances are a consequence of changes in the

composition of the blood due to the diminished quantity of

oxygen which it receives, corresponding to the rarefied state

of the air,
—" diminution de I'oxygene dans le sang par

defaub de pression," as Jourdanet says in explaining the

name "
anoxyhemie

^' which he has given to the disease,
—

and that the disorder of the functions is gradually overcome

by the respiration becoming deeper and more frequent. A
modification of this theory of what takes place in mountain

sickness has been adopted by Paul Bert.^ He has satisfied

himself, by experiments, that the co-efficient of absorption
' De Saussure, 'Voyage dans les Alpes; Forbes, 'Travels to the Alps of

Savoy,' Edinb., 1843, 223, and many other travellers ; see Meyer-Ahrens, 'Die

Bergkrankheit, u. s. \v.,' Leipzg., 1854, 40 ff.

^
Parrot,

' Reise zum Arrarat,' Berl., 1834, i, 133 ff.

3 Moorcroft,
' Asiat. Researches/ Lond., 1818, xii, 413; Eraser, 'Journey

through part of the Snowy Range of the Himalaya Mountains,' Lond., 1820;

Jacquemont, 'Voyage dans I'lude,' Par., 1841, ii, 260; Hofl'meister, 'Briefe aus

Indien,' Braunschw., 1847, 242; Drew,
' The Jummo and Kashmir- Territories,'

Loud., 1875.
^

Collius, 'Ind. Annals of Med. So.,' i860, Nov., 7 ; Mackay, 'Madras Quart.

Journ. of Med. So.,' 1861, July, 29.
5 '

Conipt. rend,,' 1882, tom. 94, No. 12, p. 805.
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of liasmoglubiu for oxygen does not exceed lo to 12 per cent,

iu animals living at the sea level, whereas in animals

domesticated to great elevations or under lower atmosphei'ic

pressure
—tlio animal's blood examined by liim came from

La Paz, in JJolivia, at a height of 3700 metres or 12000 feet—
it rises to between 17 and 21 per cent. Probably the case

is the same with men; and, iu Bert's opinion, the acclimati-

sation of men and animals removed from the plains to great
elevations depends upon an increasing capacity of the ha3mo-

globin for absorbing oxygen, so that disorders caused by the

diminished quantity of oxygen in the air are gradually
overcome.

Another point, specially emphasised by Gayraud and

Domec, is that the malady known by the name of mountain

sickness is slight or severe according to the iclLOsi/iicrasy of

the individual. In their own persons they observed no sym-

ptoms of it on coming to Quito ; and in the case of some other

strangers arriving in Quito they have either failed to observe

it altogether or have seen only very slight degrees of it.^

^ Sec also the earlier observations ou the same subject by Mcyer-Abrens, 1. c,

p. 128.



CHAPTER XV.

SCURVY.

§ 1 86. Neglect of Histoeical Reseaech on Scuevy.

((
It is a remarkable fact tliat^ with all the zeal wliicli

historical students of medicine have applied to the more

important and more widely distributed forms of national

sickness, there has not been in recent times a single thorough

inquiry into the history of scurvy. It has in most cases been

thought sufficient hitherto to engage in unprofitable discussions

as to whether scurvy was known to the ancient and media3val

practitioners of medicine ; whatever the medical writers of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had alleged of the

disease down to their own time has been allowed to pass
current without scrutiny as sterling coin ; and from those

materials a representation has been produced of the natural

history of survy, which has been copied and re-copied from

the one or two monographs on the subject into nearly all the

later compendiums of medicine. In the whole of the more

recent literature I know of only one author who has taken

the trouble to inquire into the history at first hand and to

subject an obscure heap of materials to the light of criticism.

I refer to Lind, whose admirable treatise^ still holds a fore-

most place among the writings on scurvy ; although all the

later authorities, with the exception of Sprengel/ have paid
no attention to the important indications concerning the

history of scurvy which the book contains. It seemed all

the more necessary, therefore, that I should make this

^ 'A Treatise on the Scurvy,' Ediii., 1752. An alphabetical list of authorities-

quoted in the text is given at the end of the chapter.
2 ' Geschichte der Arzneikunde,' iii, 93.
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matter the subject of a new and thorougli scrutiny, and

sliould exhibit it in a somewhat broader light ;
and this was not

the less incumbent on me because the results of my inquiry

proved to be in many respects a good deal at variance with

the view of the facts hitlierto accepted."
These are the words with which I began the chapter on

scurvy in the first edition of this work, by way of justifying

the detailed treatment of the subject from its historical side.

Since that was written several considerable works on scurvy
have appeared, in which the history of tho malady has

received attention ;
in these I find the results of my

researches reproduced, and no material exception taken or

contradiction given to them. I think myself warranted,

therefore, in using them as the basis of the historical survey
of the disease in this second edition, all the more so that tho

facts which have come to my knowledge in the interval have

only served to confirm me in my original opinions.

§ 187. Criticism of the supposed references to Scdrvy in

ancient writings.

The writings that have come down to us from antiquity

and the middle ages give no help towards deciding whether

scurvy occurred, or was known to medicine, in those times at

all
; or, if so, to what extent. In order to make out that

the Graeco-Roman and Arabian physicians were acquainted
with scurvy, special emphasis has been laid on a form of

disease described under tho name of "
lienes magni

"
by

Hippocrates,^ Celsus," Areta)us,^ Caslius Aurelianus,* Paulus

yEgineta," Aviceuna^ and others.
^'

'O/coffoi c£ a-TvXnva tyovai ^dyav," says the Ilippocratic

writer in one of the treatises,
"
oaoi

jiu'i'
flat ^oAwStfr, kuku-

Yjoooi T£ y^vovTai Kal hcuKiXKhg Km cvaiocttg tK tov aTof.iaTOQ

' Sec the
] asf^aires quoted in the text.

- Lib. ii, cai). vii, ed. Tar;^:i, i, 54.
•^ ' De eausis niorb.,' lib. i, cap. xiv, ed. Kiilm, no.
* ' Moib. chron.,' lib. iii, cap. iv, ed. Amman, Amstelod., i7S5> 448.
^ Lib. iii, cap. xlix, ed. Lugd, 1551, 222.
* '

Canon,' lib. iii. Fen. xv, Tract, i, cap. iv, ed. Veuet., 1564, i, 790.
' ' De aflVctionibus,' § 20, ed. Littre, vi, 228.
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Kai AETTTOt. Kill o cTTrAjji' (TA/jpo^, Kai aiH Tra^airAiiaiog to
/iieye^oQ.

Koi TO. aiTia ov
Sio;j^wpi'ft."

And in another passage/
" ovXa

o£ irovt^pa Kai aroinaTa cv(T(ooea oiat (TttXj/i'Ec fiiyaXoi. Okoooi

^e evovai airXr^vaQ /iuyaXovQ, i^Vts aifioppay'ini y'lvovTcti /LirjTe

GTOjia cvawmq, TOVTiUiV a\ Kinfjiiai tX/cfo Trovt]oa. 'cavovai Kai

ovXag fieXaivag.

There is, in my view, but little reason to take that group
of symptoms, characteristic of the '' lienes magni,'^ as point-

ing to scurvy ; firstly because swelling of the spleen, whicli

was undoubtedly a constant occurrence in that malady

according to the descriptions of observers," is by no means

one of tbe more commonly noted phenomena of scurvy ; and

secondly because the Hippocratic writers themselves^ refer

the origin of the malady in question to its true source—the

malarial cachexia. This view of mine is further supported

by the fact, to be afterwards adduced, that scurvy and

malarial cachexia have often been, confounded in later times.

Other authorities* have detected scurvy in the form of a

disease mentioned by several writers of antiquity under the

name of
" stomakake " and "

skelotyrbe,^' supporting their

contention by a reference to Pliny's^ account of a disease

which was prevalent in the Low Countries among the Roman

army under Germanicus, and to Strabo's^ narrative of an

outbreak in the Roman army under ^lius Gallus in Arabia.

" In Germania trans Rlienum castris a Germanico Caesare pro-

motis," says Pliny,
" maritimo tractu fons erat aqnae dulcis solus, qua

pota intra biennium denies deciderent, compagesque in genibus sol-

verentur. Stomacacen medici vocabant et sclerotyrben ea mala.

Reperta aiixilio est bei-ba, quae vocatur Britannica, non nervis modo
et oris malis salutaris, sed contra anginas quoque et contra serpentes . .

Frisii qua castra erant, nostris demonstravere illam ; mirorque nominis

^ '
Praediction.,' lib. ii, § .^6, ad. Littre, ix, 66.

* See the excellent description in Aretaeus.

' For example, in the genuine Hippocratic treatise,
' De aere, aquis et locis,'

§ 7, ed. Littre, ii, 26, where it is stated that the disease of ffTrXiivtg fttydXoi is

most frequent in damp and marshy situations, and that dropsy usually super-

venes on the general wasting. See also 'Lib. de affect, intern.,' §§ 30-34, ed.

Littre, vii, 245, seq.
* Such as Guyon in still recent times (' Compt. rend.,' 1846, Juin, 29 ;

' G&r..

med. de Paris,' 1846, No. 27, p. 533.
* Hist, nat.,' lib. xxv, cap. vi, ed. Franz, Lips., 1788, vii, 641.
* *

Geogr.,' lib. xvi, towards the end of the book.
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causam, nisi forte confines Oceano Britanniae, velut propinquae,
dicavore."

Some have gone still farther, and Lave deduced from this recom-

mendation of the herba Britannica as a remedy for " stomakake " and
"
skelotyrbc

" the conchision that a diseased state of the mouth, men-

tioned by Marcelhis' under the name of "
oscedo," was also scurvy, the

remark of Marcellus being,
" osccdinem herba Britanica viridis sumpta

in cibo, lactucae modo, sanat."

Of the nature of this
"
stomakake," tlicre is nothing to be

learned except from Pliny's account, which has a somewhat

romantic ring. It is not impossible that this affection of

the mouth was a symptom of scurvy ; but it is just as pro-
bable that the disease in the Roman army was the same that

has been seen in modern times and described under the

name of " stomatite ulcereuse," as an endemic or epidemic

malady among the troops of more than one European power,
and particularly often among the French troops.

As to the nature of the "
skclotyrbe

" and its connexion

with the affection of the mouth, I am unable to form any

opinion.

Galen- gives the following definition of it :
—"

Skelotyrbc species est

paralyseos, qua quis rccte ambulare non potest et latus alias in rectum,

quandoque sinistrum in dextrum, aut dextrum in sinistrum circumfert,

interdum qiioque pedem non attollit, sed attrahit velut iis, qui

magnum quid adscendunt."

In this desci'iption we are reminded somewhat of the gait of

tabetic patients. So far as relates to the recommendation of herba

Britannica, nothing can be inferred either regarding
"
stomakake,"

or regarding "oscedo" (which is mentioned by no other author),

for the reason that it is not known Avhat plant is meant. Euricius

Cordus^ conjectured that it is Bistorta which is intended, but he after-

wards gave up that opinion. Agricola* does not commit himself to an

opinion of his own, and merely states the view of Cordus.

The idea, started in modern times by Seidlitz,° and

adopted by Heckei', that the disease described by the

physicians of antiquity under the name of " morbus cardiacus

' 'De nKHlicamciitis,' cap. xi, in Stppliaui,
'

Collect.,' 291.
- '

Dcfinit. iiud.,' § 293, oil. Kiilin, xix, 427.
^ '

Uotanologicon,' Colon., 15,^4, 137.
• 'Med. Herliariae,' lih. ii, Basil., 15.59, ^(k
'' In lleckcr's '

Wisscnscliafll. Aunalon dcr lieilkde.,' 18.35, xx.xii, 129.
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s. coeliacus
"

corresponded to pericarditis scorbutica (found

mostly in Russian practice), has been completely ovortbrown

by Landsberg.^
After a close scrutiny of the ancient and medifeval

medical writings, I have found only one description of a

form of disease which so far coi'responds to the picture of

scurvy, that the identity of the two may bo hazarded. I

refer to the malady spoken of in the Hippocratic collection"

under the name of e'tXedc ai/^iariTyjg ; of which it is said :

" TaSs Se ev Tio vorrri/iiaTi TrpooytVerai' iK tov crro^iarog kukov

oCei, Kai airo tiov ocovtojv ra ouAo atpiaraTai, Kai utto tmv pivojv

oT^ta piii. YLvioTE ^k Kttl £/c Twu o-zceAewi' fX/cea eKc^XwcavH, Kai

Tu jLiev vymiverai, to. c£ aXXo TrpoayiveTai, Kai j/ vponj /neXaiva,

KUL
XETJ-roSf^^tOC" TT^pixpOlTlJV

Se Kttl ToXotTTW^EEll' OK TT^O^V/LlOq.

It is a priori highly probable that scurvy had been epi-

demic from time to time in antiquity under the same

circumstances that have given rise to it in the modern

period or in recent times. It certainly follows from the

account given by Jacques de Vitry^ of a disease called by
him the plague, which ravaged the army of the crusaders

before Damietta in 121 8, and from Joinville's* description

1
'Janus,' 1847, ii, 53-

* * De affect, intern.,' § 46, ed, Littre, vii, 280.

^ Liv. iii, § 351, 'Collect,' Guizot (quoted by Marchaud, 'Etude liistor. et

nosol. sur quelques epidemies ct endemies du moyen age,' Par., 1873, 17) :
" Un

grande nombre d'hommes do notre armee furent en outre saisis d'une certaine

pestc centre laquelle les medceins ue pouvaient trouver aucun remede dans leur

art. Uue douleur soudaine s'emparait des pieds et des jambes : aussitot apres

les gencives et les dents etatient attaquees d'une sorte de gangrene, et le malade

ne pouvait plus manger. Puis I'os de la janibe deveuait borrlblement noir et

ainsi apres avoir souffcrt de longues douleurs pendant lesquelles ils deployerent

une grande patience, un grand nombre de chretiens all^rent se reposer dans le

sein du Seigneur. Quelques-uns etant parvenus a gagner le priutemps se gueri-

rent alors par I'effet des chaleurs."
* ' Histoire de Saint-Loys,' Par., 161 7, 121. "Nousvint une grant persecu-

tion et maladie en I'ost ; qui estoit telle que la chair des jambes nous dessechait

jusqu'^ I'os, et le cuir nous devenoit tanno de noir et de terre h la resemblance

d'une vielle houze, qui a ete longtemp mucee derric^re les ooffres. En oultre, a

nous autres qui anions cette maladie, nous venoit une autre persecution de

maladie en la bouche, de ce que nous anions mengie de ces poissons, et nous

pourrissoit la chair d'entre les gencives, dont chacun estoit orriblement puant de

la bouche. Et a la fin guesres n'en enchappoient que tons ne mourussent. Et le

signe de mort que I'on y congnoissoit continuellement estoit quand en se prenoit
a saigner du neys, et tantoust on estoit bien asseure d'estre mort de brief."
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of tlio sickness tliat broke out in 1250 among tlic army of

Louis IX at the scigo of Cairo, that scurvy had existed

long before we have any medical recognition or descrijition

of it as a peculiar form of disease.

§ 188. nisTOiiicAL Epidemics. The ^SScorbutic Constitu-

tion
"

OF Former Times a Myth.

The history of scurvy as an epidemic malady well known
to the medical profession does not begin before the fifteenth

century, or the period of the Renascence—a movement
which touched every relation of life, and by exciting an in-

terest in foreign countries, gave occasion to sea voyages on

a scale never before known.

As early as the middle of the fifteenth century we find in

the history of maritime commerce accounts of expeditions to

remote regions which had only a 'partial success or even

proved total failures owing to scurvy breaking out among
the crews. One of these was the great expedition of Vasco

de Gama, on board whose ships the disease appeared off the

African coast in January, 1498, in so malignant a form that

he lost fifty-five of his fellow-adventurers in a short time.^

Other cxan>ples are Cartier's unfortunate expedition" in

1535, the expeditions to Canada under v. Monts, Pontgrave
and Poutrincourt^ towards the end of the sixteenth century,

the French naval expedition to India under DcUun,'^ Admiral

Anson's voyage round the world with an English fleet from

1740 to 1744 (during which the disease broke out at various

times in different latitudes^), the voyage of Ellis^ in 1746-47
to Hudson's Bay to discover the North-West Passage, the

expedition of the English fleet to the coast of Algiers' in 1 773,

the cruise of the Channel Fleet in 1 780^ under Admiral Geary,

'

Il;irau>^io,
'
Ilaccoltii dclle navigaz. e. viiis^gi,' i, i iq.

*
Hakluyt,

'

Principal Navigations, kc.,' Lond., 1598, iii, 225.
' ' Collection of Voyages,* iii, 808.
''

'Voyage aux Indes orient.,' quoted by Liiid, 557.
^ Walter and Robins,

'

Voyage round tlie World,' &c., Lonil., i 748.
^

Ellis, 'Voyage to the Hudson's Hay,' kc, Lond., 1748.
"

Aaskow,
' Diarium med. navale,' Loud., 1774.

*
Armstrong, 1. c, 4.
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when he was obliged to put back to Eaglaiid with two thousand

four hundred men down with scurvy, and the voyage of a con-

voy of English ships round the Cape of Good Hope in 1781.^

It was not until the end of last century that attempts
were made by the naval powers chiefly concerned, particularly

England, to carry out such rules in the fitting out of ships

for great naval enterprises, as experience had shown to be

best adapted to prevent the outbreak of the malady ; and, as

a matter of fact, scurvy on board ship, and especially in

ships of war, has been seen during the present century much

more rarely than in former times, although there have not

been wanting epidemics at sea even in the most recent

times, under circumstances to be afterwards mentioned.

Of somewhat later date are the first authentic accounts of

the epidemic occurrence of scurvy on land. The earliest

mention of the nosological term
'^ Scharbock "

is to be found

in Cordus,^ who, in speaking of the healing virtues of the

Chelidonium majus, refers to its efficacy in scurvy, the herb

being known among the " Saxones '^

(Low Saxons or in-

habitants of the North German plain)^ as " Scharbocks-

Kraut /' but it does not appear that he had ever seen the

disease itself. Shortly after there appeared the statements

of Olaus Magnus,^ concerning the often observed epidemic

prevalence of scurvy in the Scandinavian kingdoms, espe-

cially in times of famine ; and about the same time, or a little

later, the writings of Echthius, Ronsseus, Wier, Dodonaeus

and Brucaeus, which testify to the comparatively common
occurrence of the disease along the littoral of the North Sea

and the Baltic (as Brucaeus says :

" Morbus maris Baltici,

Finnici et Bothnici sinus accolis, iisque qui Germanico

Oceano adjacent, Saxonibus, Phrygiis, Batavis, totique

Scaniae sive Scandiuaviae, quae Danes, Norwegos, Suecos

•complectitur, familiaris ") .

These excellent descriptions of the malady, more especially

by Echthius, Bonsseus and Wier, leave no doubt as to its

nature. Also in the epidemics of 1556 and 1562 in the

'
Curtis, 1. C.J 9.

2 L, c, p. 94.
3 It is clear from tlie treatise of Brucaeus, quoted In the text below, that it is

the inhabitants of that tract of country who are meant.
* 'De gentium septentrional, condititionibus,' &c., Roma), 1555,11b. xvi, cap. 51.

VOL. II. 33
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Netherlands, whicli are mentioned by Dodonaeus, the disease

was certainly scurvy and not ergotism, as some have been

inclined to think from a remark of the chronicler as to the

injurious effects of damaged grain which had been imported
from Prussia. On the other hand, it remains a question
whether the disease at that time was an important one among
the national maladies of those countries ; the fact that so

experienced and widely consulted a physician as Foreest^

betrays only a slight acquaintance with scurvy, warrants us

in concluding that the epidemic outbreaks of it, at least, had

reached no very great extent.

These observations had hardly become known to the

medical profession at large before the dogmatism of the

schools laid hands upon them. A succession of medical

treatises came out, in every page of whicli one may discover

that their authors had in all probability never had an oppor-

tunity of seeing a single case of scurvy ; and thus there was

initiated in the course of a few years one of the most foolish

episodes in the whole history of medical science or practice.
'^

Scurvy
" became the Alpha and Omega of professional

routine, the catchword of the day,
" the asylum ignorantiae

of the practical man," as Baldinger excellently puts it.

And although a few of the more sensible observers, like

Willis, Sydenham, Hoffmann and Kramer sti'ove against that

misuse of the word and idea, yet it persisted long into the

eighteenth century ; until at length an impartial scrutiny and

correct estimation of the facts brought the empire of scurvy
within narrower and narrower limits. Then it happened, as

it has often happened in similar revolutionary movements

in the subject-matter of our science, that scepticism fell into

the opposite extreme. The reality of facts well authenticated

began to be doubted altogether, and it was a question

whether scurvy should not be struck out absolutely from the

list of specific forms of disease. Into this chaos the first

beams of light fell when Lind's classical work appeared.
In the end scurvy was secured its rightful place in the

nosology throiigh the extremely careful way in which the

observations on it had been made, especially in the Baltic Pi'o-

^ * Observ. et curat, lued.,' lib. .\x, obs. xi, Lugd. Batav., 1595, p. 347. lu this

passage he even speaks of scurvy as
" morbus ravus."
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vinces of Russia. But that old-world phantom of a Scorbutic

Constitution still continues to haunt the brains and books

of a good many practitioners. For the reason that the disease

has occurred comparatively seldom in recent times, they dis-

cover that scurvy is declining or gradually dying out, not

being aware that the decline is for the most part only an

apparent one, brought about in the way already adverted to.

A few references to the literature of the subject in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries will suffice to prove
that the view here taken is a correct one, although it is in

almost direct opposition to opinions hitherto current.

The earliest information of the prevalence of scurvy in other coun-

tries besides the coast regions above mentioned dates from the year

i486, when
"
Scharbock," according to several chroniclers, vrould appear

to have shown itself in some parts of Saxony, Thxiringia, and the adja-
cent country as a malady previously quite unknown there. It is not

difficult to follow up this assertion to its source ifwe compare among
themselves the various chronicles which record the fact. We find the

first indications of it in the 'Annales urbis Misnicae' of
. Fabricius,

who died at Meissen in 157 1 in the office of rector of the Filrsten-

schule ; the passage runs :
" Grassatus est hoc anno novus et inauditus

in his terris morbus, quern nautae Saxoniae vocant den Scharbock, qui
est inflammatio in membris partium carnoarsum, cui quo celerius

adhibetur medicina, eo citius malum restinguitur. Sin mora accedit

pauUo tardior, sequitur membri aflfecti mortificatio, quam siderationem

nostri, Graeci a-ipaiaXov dicunt, ultimum gangraenae malum. Nam caro

ab ossibus defluit et continua quoque a lue corrumpuntur."
In my view it is not so clear that the disease here is scurvy, and not

rather ergotismus gangraenosus ; for even in much later times we meet
with the same confounding of the two diseases. We shall readily
understand how Fabricius came to use that nomenclature when we
reflect that he, like the members of the medical profession itself in his

time, was still altogether unacquainted with the nature of ergotism ;

whereas the treatises on scurvy by Echthiug and Ronsseus^ had already

appeared, as well as Lange's historical researches.- Fabricius, there-

fore, was ready to identify by its name the pestilence of i486 with the

disease which had lately come to knowledge, all the more so that a remote

resemblance between certain of the phenomena of disease will satisfy the

lay mind even in a question of fact.

In 1589 Brunner- published a tractate on the scurvy which doeslittle

more than reproduce the statements of Wier. Whether he had ever

*
Antwerp., 1564.

2
Basel, 1554.

2 • De Scorbuto,' tract, ii, appended to Brucaeus, ed, cit.
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seen scurvy does not appear from anything in bis work ; still less is

there anything in it to justify the inference that scurvy had been en-

demic or ei^idemic in his own country of Saxony. A few years after

came the work of Albertus' who, in giving the distribution of scurvy,
enumerates the coast lands of the German Ocean and Baltic Sea, as

stated by Brucacus and others, and then adds that the malady had

begun to spread into the adjoining inland territories, "quibus hactenus

insolens fuit
"

(wherein he contradicts the assertion of Fabricius), and
that it had shown itself in particular in Silesia, Bohemia, and Saxony.
Whether he had himself ever seen cases of scurvy his book does not

make clear. If neither of the works already mentioned may Ije said to

possess any original value, they ai'e none the less good compilations.
But in the next book that came out, the treatise by Eugalenus," we are

introduced to a piece of make-believe which is, in two respects, without

a rival in the whole literature of medicine : firstly, in the ignorance of

its author, and secondly, in the results which the book achieved notwith-

standing. For more than a century it continued to be the canonical

book for the doctrine of scui-vy, even the best physicians of the time

being unable to keep themselves free from its tyrannical influence.

There can be only one explanation of this fact—that the disease was
on the whole rare, occui-ring only within small circles, and coming
under the notice of those practitioners least who wrote about it most.

Eugalenus took from the writings of his pi'cdecessors the name of the

disease, and from Wier he took a brief epitome of the clinical cha-

racters ; but beyond that he developed his notion of scurvy in the most

arbitrary manner out of his own head, and applied it so generally to

diseases that in the end the whole nosology was received therein. This

theory, founded on the crassest of dogmatism, he built up with an

arbitrariness of assertion and assumption beside which the fabrication

of the Galenic doctrine of the Qualities is mere child's-play.

The real phenomena of the disease—the affection of the gums, the

ecchymoses, ha3morrhages and the like—vanish for diagnostic purposes
before the truly pathognomonic symptoms which he discovered in

certain characters of the urine and of the pulse ; by these he recognised
the disease, altogether irrespective of the presence or absence of those

casual accompaniments, which are essentially the scorbutic symptoms.
One can understand how a production of that sort might exert much
influence at a time when science hadnot yet shaken olf its stiff chains of

dogmatism, and when the opportunities of observing the disease itself,

few at any rate, were for that reason but little turned to account in test-

ing the theory. Thus it is that we actually find the men who then led

the tone in the German medical world, such as HorsL-' and Sennert,^

1 ' Scorbuti histoiia,' Wilfcbf^., 1594. Priiitid in Scnncrt, Tract. 354.
' 'Do niorbo scorbuto libor,' ILigac-Com., 1658.
^ ' Observ. incd.,' lib. vii, 34; Opp. Norimb., 1660, ii, .564.
' 'Tract, tic Scorbuto,' Wittbg., 1624; also in 'Tract. Moil.,' lib. iii, part v,

sect, ii, Witlbg., 1648, 542.
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coming forward as faithful liencliinen of Engalenus :

" Tanta omnino
morborum et symptomatum fan-ago in hoc afFectu concurrit," cries

Sennert,
" nt vix alius sit tarn 7ro\vfiop(poQ et qui sub tot morborum

speciebus latitet, ac Medicos, etiam cum cavisse maxime videntur, saepc

decipiat et deludat."

Shortly after comes Drawitz* with a doleful book, in the preface to

which he declares that all mankind will soon be scorbutic, for most
children are conceived in scurvy and born with it. He breaks out

violently upon those of the more sensible of his contemporaries who had

pronounced
" Scharbock "

(as interpreted by himself and Eugalenus) to

be a nonentity ; while, among other paradoxes, he speaks of the scor-

butic gout (p. 3) and of the scorbutic " Kriebelkrankheit "
(p. j^). The

next is Moellenbroeck,^ who observes in the introduction to his treatise :

" Immo nullus fere jam morbus est, cui se non adjungat scorbutus, unde
nisi antiscorbutica interdum reliquis admisceat medicamenta, vix eos

curabit medicus."

After him comes Giildenklee,^ who cei'tainly had opportunities of

seeing scurvy somewhat frequently at Colberg, on the Baltic, where he
resided ;

but who betrays in many passages'* so complete mystification
as to what is implied in the notion of scurvy that one can place no
reliance on his statement :*

" Inter omnia, quibus corpus humanum
expositum est, morborum KoXoor/'/pia nullum scorbuto, oris hisce mari-

timis endemio, frequentius."
A later author, George Gottlieb Richter,'' is still found writing entirely

in the Eugalenian sense :

" Scorbutus non tarn morbus est, quam
morborum illas, certe ob symptomatum copiam et versatilem indolem
tarn multiplice facie apparet, ut eam inter lineamenta, periti etiam

manibus ductu, non nisi aegre agnoscas ;" and elsewhere as well he

follows Eugalenus closely. C. J. Lange^ makes the same profession of

faith :

" Faciem hujus affectus quod attinet, impossibile est illam accu-

rate depingere ;
tarn varias enim formas assumit, et nullus pene

affectus detur in tota praxi, sub cujus pallio non quandoque personam
suam agat."
The doctrine of scurvy fared hardly any better in the Netherlands,

where the views of a Eugalenus or a Sennert found favour more readily
than the unbiassed observations of an Echthius or a Wier. Barbette^

describes scurvy in terms which betray the influence of the German
school. Beverovici^ does not hesitate to declare that in his time (first

1 '
Unterriclit vom Schmerz-machenden Scharbock,' Leipz., 1647.

' ' De varis seu arthritide vaga scorbutica tract.,' Lips., 1672.
3
'0pp.,' Lips., 1 715.

^ '

Epist.,' lib. iii, quaest. xx, ed. cit., 569, epist. xxiii, p, 585, &c.
» ' Casuum medic.,' lib. iii, cas. 34, ed. cit., 143.
^ 'Diss, de Scorbuto,' Gutting., 1744; in '

Opuscul. med., Frankf., 1780, i,

160.

7 *Prax. med./ cap. vii, § 4; '0pp.,' Lips., 1704, ii, 38.
s 'Prax. med.,' iv, cap. 3 ;

'

0pp.,' Genev., 1688, ii, 153.
9
'0pp.,' 1,91.
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half of the seventeenth century) there were few persons free from scurvy.
In the same way was the sulyoct dealt with by Linden,' and by Bontekoe,^
who designates scurvy as " radicem ct causam omnium morborum ;"

and even Boerhaave by no means attained to an unprejudiced vie^v of

scurvy, although he admits that the malady in his day (beginning of

the eighteenth century) occurred more rarely in the Netherlands than

would seem to have been the case formerly.
In Scandinavian countries the state of matters was little different,

as we may learn from the report of the Academical Council of Health

piiblished in 1 645 ;
and I can only rt>gard it as the result of superficial

research that Ilmoni, speaking in his " Nordens Sjukdoms-Historia
"
of

the state of health in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries should

say :
" This much may safely be alleged, that scurvy during those two

centuries was the pi-edominant chronic national malady of the northern

countries, the fundamental dysci'asia which characterised that period in

Scandinavian lands, and imparted to every form of sickness there a uni-

form specific background of its own cohnir." As evidence of the extent to

which men could carry the idea of scurvy even in much later times, I

quote the following fact relating to the year 180S from Arnold, who was

at that time a surgeon in the English fleet which had joined the

Swedish fleet for a cruise in the Baltic. On information being sent

that scurvy was raging in a disastrous form on l)oai'd the Swedish

men-of-war, Arnold was transferred to them in order to accompany
them home. He soon satisfied himself, however, that there was not a

single trace of scurvy, but that the crews were suffering from well-

marked typhus.

Finally in England the doctrine of scurvy fared little better. We
find Lister, for example, holding strictly to the point of view of

Eugalenus, whose services to the State and to science he could not extol

highly enoiigh ;
and even in Bisset, who wrote about the middle of the

eighteenth century, we read :

" The diseases induced by more or less of

the scorbutic cacochymy in these different circumstances ai'e chiefly the

following : viz. an habitual land-scurvy or scorbutic affection of the first

class
; slow scorbutic or nervous little fevers of long duration which

are often attended with hypochondriac and hysteric symptoms; scor-

butic or erysipelatous defluxions; scorbutic rheumatisms; scorbutic

eruptions of various sorts ;
the gout ; the sciatica ; j^alsies ; hypochon-

driac and hysteric aft'ections
; cacliexy and dropsy ; or an atrophy."

The medicine of France and Italy from the sixteenth to the eighteenth

century concerned itself with scurvy on the whole very little
; the slight-

^ 'Medulla Med. Par.s. pathol.,' Franccker., 1 ('142, 35, 112.

*
'0pp.,' Amsterd., 1689, ii, 1.38.

2 In IJai-lliolhii,
'
Cist, nud.,' Ibii'ii, 494.

* '

Bidraj^ till Nordens Sjukdonis-llistoiia,' llclsingfors, 1853, iii, 4.
" ' Lond. Med. and Pliys. Journ.,' 1809, .\xi, p. 17.
® '

Tract, de morb. chron.,' 1696, p. 71.
7 'Medical Essays and Observations,' Newcastle, 1766, p. 197.
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ness of the knowledge of it in tliose countries may be inferred from the

pathological inquiries of Fracassini,' who designates scurvy as a variety

of hypochondria, a view that was taken of many things by the sohdist

school of pathology in those times.

There were bound to be, as we have said, a few sensible and observ-

ant men who saw through the abuses that were being practised in this

manner with names and notions. A reaction at length set in, which

went so far as to deny altogether that scurvy existed as a specific form

of disease. That much we may infer from the replies to their opponents

by those implicated in the scurvy mystification. The reactionary party is

but scantily represented in the literature of scurvy ; although there are

among them men whose word should have weighed heavily in the scale,

and whose testimony remains of special importance for the purposes of

the historian. Sydenham" says :

" Licet non dubitem, quin Scorbutus

in his plagis Borealibus revera inveniatur, tamen eum morbum non tam

frequentem, quam fert vulgi opinio, occui-rere persuasum mihi habeo ;

multos autem ex iis affectibus, ne pluribus dicam, quorum nomine

Scorbutum incusamus, vel morborum Fientium, nondum vere Factorum,

quique nullum adhuc certum induerunt typum, effecta esse, vel etiam

infelices reliquias morbi alicujus nondum penitus devicti, a quibus

sanguis ceterique humores contaminantur . . . Et sane nisi hoc

concedamus, Scorbuti nomen, uti hodie fit, in immensum crescet et

omnem fere morborum numerum absolvet,"—an apprehension which,

as we have seen, the sequel fully warranted. Hoffmann's^ language is

almost the same, and he adds a warning against the good being re-

jected with the bad and the existence of scurvy altogether denied.

Mead^ says :

" Scorbuti nomen apud auctores medicos morbum designat

tam multiplicem et facie diversum, ut non idem, sed alius atque alius

esse videatur."

Kramer,^ who has a very good description of scurvy from cases which

he himself saw, (although the disease, as he expressly tells us, was rare,)

observes :

" And accordingly it (scurvy) is so little known to these

persons, particularly the acidists, that they tui'n the word '

scorbutus,'

to a monstrous use, and include therein all kinds of ' sordes caco-

chymiae,' even the lues venerea, not knowing how to discriminate one

thing from another. In this way every Dutchman and Zeelander, every
Dane and Swede, and in fact all the Northmen, are bound to be all

alike scorbutic from their birth, or at least so constituted that in all

their diseases scurvy is ever an ingredient."

So far, tlien, as relates to tlie data of sixteenth, and seven-

teentli century writers concerning tlie prevalence of scurvy

* '

Opuscula pathol.,' part iii, cap. ii. Lips., 1758, 368.
' Observ. med.,' sect, vi, cap. v,

'

0pp.,' Genev., 1736, i, 172.

Med. ration, syst.,' torn, iv, part v, cap. i, § i, '0pp.,' Genev., 1748, iii, 369.
* 'Monita et praecepta med.,' Lond., 1751, p. 123.
' ' Medicina castrensis,' Niiruberg, 1735, p. 77.
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during tliat period, it seems to me to be quite obvious, accord-

ing to the foregoing account of the matter, that we have small

warrant to conclude from them that scurvy was universally

diffused. But in judging of this matter, we have another

and very notable circumstance, namely, that remarkably feu'

records of epidemics of scurvy have come down to us. If

we exclude all those data, in the chronicles or the epidemio-

logical writings of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

which are obviously errors of diagnosis, such as confounding

scurvy with ergotism^ and malarial sickness," there remains

only a small number of epidemics of scurvy for that period,

as the following table shows ; and this is all the more note-

worthy, that the period is far from poor in epidemiological
records in general. Without taking this fact as absolutely

conclusive, I think that it should at any rate confirm the

impression derived from the foregoing criticism, that scurvij

in former centuries had hij no means that im^wrtance as a

universal mahulij which is assigned to it hy contemporary
and later writers ;^ although, for reasons to be afterwards

given, it is probable that the malady Avas more common,

perhaps also more widely distributed, in former times than

during recent years.

1 Errors of tliat sort occur in Sennert's book (p. 60 1), where be speaks of

gangraena scorbutica; iu Boiiet's '

Sepulcbretuin
'

(ii, 338); and even in Hoffmann

(1. c, § 8).
^ In this second category are to be reckoned tbc notices by Sylvius (in the

'Tract.de affect, epid. anni, 1669,' § 471,' 0pp.,' Arastel., 1679, p. 842), by Fonesca

(' Consult. med.,' Frankf., 1625, i, cons, ii, p. 31), and by Morley (' De morb. epid.

observ.,' Lond., 1686). Morley describes, under tbe name of febris epidemicus

scorbuticus, an epidemic of malarial fever iu 1679, which was widely spread over

England and the Netherlands, From this O/.aniim (1. c, iv, 184) has made out

an epidemic of scurvy ; it is clear that he had read the book, but only in that

uncritical temper which makes his own work of so little use. Others also have

described it as such, faithfully following him. This laxity nuist appear all the

more incomprehensible, inasmuch as we have another and excellent account of

the same epidemic by Sydenham (GreenhiU's ed., pp. 275, ,icq.).

' Rutenbcck and Horn (1. c., p. 27), writing at the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, explicitly state that scnrvy occurred very rarely as an epidemic-

in Germany, France, and other P^uropean countries, apart from war times and

other circumstances leading to scarcity.
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[Chronological Tahle of Ejndemics of Scurvy.

Time.

1556]
15623

1625
1631

1632-33

1699
1703

1732

1733

>y

1735

1738

1739

1740]
1740
1742

jj

1749
1750

1751)
1752
1758

1760")

I761 j

1760

1762

1776
1783

1784

1785]
I786J

Summer

Winter—
Summer

»
Summer
Spring—
Summer
Summer
Winter—
Summer
Spring

—
Autumn

Winter—
Spring

Winter—
Summer

Autumn

Winter

Winter

Winter—
Autumn
Spring
Autumn

Winter—
Summer

Place.

Coast Provinces of the Netherlands

Breda (besieged fortress)
In the Swedish Army before Niirn-

berg
Augsburg after its occupation by
the Swedes

Paris, in the Hotel Dieu
Thorn (besieged by the Swedes)

> Cronstadt

Wiborg

Cronstadt

St. Petersburg, among troops from
the Ukraine

Temesvar, in the Imperial Army

Authority.

r Wier,
< Ronsseus,
(^ Dodonaeus
V. d. Mye.
Rotenbeck
and Horn.

Hochstetter.

Poupart.
Bachstrom.

Sinopeus.

Nitzsch.

Sinopeus.

Nitzsch.
Kramer.

!
Yoronej, among soldiers and sailors

( Stockholm, on board the men-of-

\ war
St. Petersburg
Finland

Riga, among the troops
Corregliano, and other places in

Yenetia

Riga, among the troops

In a few localities near Verona ....

Breslau, after occupation by the
Prussians

C Lower Silesia, in the Austrian

i Army
Canada, among the troops in the

Forts

Bremen, among the English troops

Evi'eux, in the prison
Copenhagen
7 Jemtland, Angermanland (Swe
3 den)
St. Petersburg, Cronstadt, among

soldiers and in the navy ;
after

wards general .

Cork.

> Linnaius.

Buddeus.
Nitzsch.
Cork.

Agostini,

Cork.

Targa.

Baldinger.

> Chmelsky,

Monro.
Monro.

Lepecq.
Bang.

Salberg.
_

!

Guthrie,
Bache-
racht.
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1786)
1787
1789
1793
1798

1799
1800
iSoi

1803

1806

1807
1808

1820

1822

1823

1824

1828-29
1830

I83I

1832

1833

1833-34

IS36

Spring
—

Summer

Spring

Summer
>>

Spring

Summer

Spring
—

Winter

Winter

Rainy season

Winter

Winter and

Spring
Autumn

Summer
«)

Spring

Spring
Autumn

Autumn-
Spring

Summer

Braila Oloff.

Finland, among the Russian troops Enneholm.
Braila,during tlie Russian occupationiOloff.
7 Copenliagen (to a moderate ex-

i -p
) tent \s

°'

(Bombay, among the English troopsiMcGregor, 1.

Alexandria, among the French troops

Hungary, in the Eastern Division of

Upper Hungary
Reggio (Modena), among the French

troops
Prussia, among the French troops...

SpaJato, among the French troops...

In Fort Council Bluffs (Iowa) among
U. S. troops

Moorshedabad (Calcutta), in the

Asylum for the Insane

Rutnagherry (Bombay), in the

prison
Southern Russia (Nicolajeff, Cher

son, &c.)
London (Millbank Penitentiary)

1837

Rangoon, among the English ti'oops

Turkey, among the Russian troops
London (slight outbreak)
Prague, in House of Correcti(m
St. Petersburg, in House of Refuge
Cannauore (Madras), among the

troops
India, throughout the west

Miisulipatam (Madras), among the

troops

Rutnagherry (Bombay), in the prison
Nusserabad (Bengal), among the

troops

Larrey,
Frank.

Schraud.

Lamothe.

Chailly.

rGale,
< Mower,
(. Forry.

Bui-t.

Bouchier.

Lee.
Latham.

Waddel,
Ref. I.

Seidlitz.

McMichacl.

Popper.
Doepp.

Henderson.
Panton.

Murray, I.

Bourchier.

Spring

Prague, in the House of Correction

Ross,
nab.

Cejka,

Popper
Copland

Mac-

England, in a number of poor-housesii
Iceland, in VVesterland iRef. II.

Adelaide (Cape Colony) among the \
^^\„J'

'

English troops [ Morgan.
England, in anumber of poor-houses Copland.
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1837

IS38

1839

1840

I84I

1842

1842-43

1843

1844

1845

1846
5>

))

1846-47

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring
Summer

Winter—
Summer
Spring

Spring and
Summer

Summer
5J

Winter

Iceland, in Westerland

England, as in i S37
Finnmark, very extensively
Cronstadt, in the navy
Aden, among the English troops
London (Milbank Penitentiary)
Clairvau x, in the x^rison

Russia, widely spread (Cronstadt,
Moscow, Orenburg, &c.) ,

Agra (N. W. Prov. of India), very
extensively

Algiers, in a number of localities . . .

Prague, in prison and gax-rison ...,

Sulajew (Gov. Yiatka)
Kurnaul (N. W. Prov, of India), in

Military Hospital
Leipzig, very extensively

Prague, general

Ohristiania, in the prison

Alessandria, in the military prison
Algiers, in several districts

Russia, in many governm
Ohristiania
Alessandria

Algiers
Perth (Scotland), in the prison
Oopenhagen (frequent cases)
Ohristiania
Algiers

Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other

places in Scotland, very cxten

sively

Exeter, Bath, Kent, Liverpool, York,
Oiimberland, and other places in

England

In Ireland, generally.

Ref . II.

Oopland.
Walter.

Kerewajew.
Malcolmsen.

Baly.
Ref. III.

r Samson, v.

3 Himmel-
1 stiern,I,II,

V. Schiitz.

") McGregor,
3 II.

Guyon.
Oejka,
Popper.

Jonin.

McGregor.
Radius, May.

Oejka,

Popper.
Boeck.

Novellis.

Maupin.
Lingen.

/ Same as in

j
1844.

Christison, I.

Ref. IV.

7 Same as in

) 1884.

fOhristison,
I II, Ritchie,

i Ref. IV,
Lonsdale,
Anderson.

f Shaptei-,

I
Laycock,

! Barret,

Sibbald,

Lonsdale,
Turnbull.

McOormack,
Popham,

Bellingham,
Curran,
Donovan.

L
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Time.

1854-56

18557
18565
1855-56
1856

1857

i860
1861

1862

186S-70
1869

1870-71

1871

Sp:
wards

Spring

Summer

Summer

Winter

Spring-

Spring

Winter and

Spring

1873
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§ i8g. Pkesent Area of Prevalence.

This cliroBological taljlo of all the epidemics of scnrvy
knoAvn to me will at the same time servo to show approxi-

mately the fjcogra2>Mcal (iistrihution of the disease, in recent

years and at the present date. Of the 143 epidemics in the

table, 35 belong to Russia alone, not counting the outbreaks

in the Crimean War ; and among these there were three, in

1840, 1845, ^^^ 1848-g, which extended over a great part of

the empire. It follows, accordingly, that Russia is one of the

chief seats of scurvy at the present date, although less

so than in former centuries ;
the malady is still endemic

in the Baltic provinces,^ and in St. Petersburg,'^ where 2680

cases of it have been treated within the last eighteen years
in the Obuchow Hospital alonc.^ It is endemic also in the

governments of Olonetz and of Novgorod (mostly in the

circles of Beloserki, KirilofF, Borovitsch and Tichvin*), along
the shores of the Arctic Ocean and other parts of the Siberian

littoral,^ such as the Amoor region (10*9 per 1000 of the

troops quartered there in 1875-78 having been attacked with

scurvy^), and in Kamtchatka.'^ We have other accounts of its

endemic prevalence in Asiatic Russia from the districts on

the Chinese frontier,^ and from Tomsk .^ Also, for Russia

in Europe, from the government of Kasan,^° but more espe-

cially from the southern provinces of the emi^ire
—Jekateri-

noslav,^^ the Steppes of Saratov,^^ the Ukraine and adjoining

districts of Western and Little Russia,^^ and the Crimea.^'*

Mention is made also of endemic scurvy in Kutais (Traus-

' Krcbel ; Lang, 1. c.

' Lielitcnstiidt, in ' Ilcclccr's wisscnscli. Annal. der Ileilkdo.,' 1834, xxx, 76;

Heine, 'Med.-topof^r. Skizze von St. Petersburg,' St. P., 1844, Amburger.
3 Hermann. ^

Bardowsky.
5 Scbrenk, Castrcu, 'Nordiscbc Reisc,' «tc., Petcrsb., 1854, 271; Solluud,

' Arcb. do nu'xl. nav.,' 1882, Jiiin, 4.^5.

^ Sceland.
"

Bogorodsky.
8 StnbeudoriT, 'Med. Zeitung Pvussl.,' 1846, 34.

' Rex, ib., 1859, 408.
1" Erdmann, '

Topogr. dos Gouvorncnicnts nnd dor Stadt Kasan,' Riga, 1822,

151, 251 ; Blosfeld, 'St. Petersb. Zeitsclir. fiir Natur- und Iloilk'.e.,' ISr. 4, 151.

» Sachs.
1'^ Eidinann,

' Reiscn im Innorn Russlanrls,' Leipz., 1825, ii, 2:4.
"

Boulgakof,
' Bull, dis sc. nied.,' xxiii, 205.

i>
Ileinrieh, 'Med. Ztg. Russl.,' 1845, 379.
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Caucasia^). The focus of scurvy in Soutliern Russia joins on,

as Felix tells us^ to tlie endemic of it in the adjoining dis-

tricts of Boumania.

The part played by scurvy in North-Western Europe is

very much less. In Iceland, it is true, the malady has several

times broken out as a sequel of famine (last in 1836 and

1837^) ; but for more recent times scurvy does not deserve

to be spoken of as endemic in that country f and the same
holds good for the Faroe^ and Shetland Islands} As regards

Sweden, Dalberg/ writing in 1777, says that scurvy was much
less common there than was generally supposed ; Huss, in

his medico-topographical account of the country, makes no
mention of it ; and Berg''^ speaks of it as being somewhat

frequent only about Umea, the district of Udowalla, and

Jemtlandslan. For the most recent period there is only one

notice of scurvy in Sweden known to me, that by Heyman,
referring to its prevalence in Swedish prisons ; according to

this there were, among 151,384 prisoners, from 1848 to 1877,

5188 cases of scurvy^, or 34*3 per 1000, the percentage dimin-

ishingfrom 52*5 in the period of 1848-57 to 32*9 in 1858-67 and
to i7'o in 1868-77. For Nortvay there is mention (by Walter)
of its somewhat frequent occurrence among the Finnish and

Lapp population of Finnmarken. In Denmarh, where it used

to be rather common, it is now met with almost exclusively
in prisons.^ The same applies to England, Scotland, and

Ireland,^ where scurvy during the present century has occurred

either in prisons, or in occasional epidemics, some of which

were no doubt very extensive. The case is the same, too,

with Molland^'^ and Belgium (193 cases officially reported from

'
Krebel, ib., 1858, 76.

-
Holland,

* Ediub. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 18 12, April, 202, Sclileisner,

'Island, &c.,' 48.
3 ' Finsen {' Jagttagelser angaaende Sygdomsforholdene i Island,' Kjobenli.,

1874, p. 56) saw only thirteen cases during a ten years' residence.

•* Manicus, 'Bibl. for Laeger,' 1824, Jan. 15.
®
Sexby, in ' Dobell's Reports,' 187 1, ii, 225.

s ' Tal om nagra det Svenska Climatats Formaner, &c.,' Stockb., 1777.
7

'Bidi-ag til Sveriges med. Topogr., &c.,' Stockb., 1853, 17, 22, 89.
s Otto,

* Transact, of the Prov. Med. Assoc.,' 1839, vii, 211; Salomoiisen,
'

Udsigt over Kjobenbavns Epideraier,' Kjob., 1854, 126.

3 Currau, 1. c, 109; Wylde, 'Ediub. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 18^5, July, 13.
^0

Guislaiu,
' Anual. de la Soc. de med. de Gand.,' i?42, Jan,
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1S53 to 1862^), witli Germany and Austria (accounts of occa-

sional epidemic outbreaks mostly of small extent), with

France^ and Ttah/ (somewhat common in fortresses and

prisons, especially in Veuetia and the Emilia along tho

valley of the Po), and with Turlcey^
From Asiatic countries we have accounts of endemic scurvy

on tho Yemen coast of Arabia,^ particularly in Adon ;^ also

from some parts of India,'' such as the North-West Provinces,

llajpootana and Malwa ;^ from Cochin China,^ tho northern

part of China, especially Pekin^'' (where it is the poor that

suffer, as is usual in other countries as well), and Japan,
where cases of a milder type (here, too, among the portionless

classes^^) are to bo seen remarkably often.^^

Tho GontinGnt of Australia is notorious for the severe

epidemics of scurvy which have broken out time after time

among the exploring pai'ties in the interior, Pechey^^ men-
tions the disease as occurring endemically, mostly among
the shepherds on tho Darling downs, in the north-west of

1

Mcynnc,
'

Topogr. ined. do la Eolgiqiie,' Bruxell., 1865, 204.
'
According to Le Gendre (' Etude stir la topogr. mcd. du Medoc,' Par., 1866,

p. 29) scurvj' is common along the hill-zone of Mcdoc. I have found no other
accounts of scurvy being endemic in France.

' Sormani,
'

Geogr. nosol. dell' Italia,' Roma, 1S81, p. 169. For the years
1874-76 the mortality from scurvy was 0-13 per 1000 among the civil population
of Italy, and 0-07 per 1000 among the military.

<
Oppeuheim,

' Ueher den Zustand der Ileilkundc . . in der Turkui,' Ilamb.,

»83.l, 77 ; Riglcr, 'Die Tiirkei,' &c., ii, 405.
5 Pruner,

' Die Krankheiten des Orients,' 3.^4.
« Malcolmseii ; Courhon,

' Observ. topogr. et nied., &c.,' Par., 1861, 159. In
another chapter I shall deal with the malignant ulcers which are known as

Yemen or Aden sores, and which occur in many other parts of the tropics as

well. Some of tliem, at least, are plainly of a scorbutic nature.
'

Particularly connnon in prisons (Porter,
' IMadras Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,'

1872, Ap., p. 25.3). In the East Indies, according to Van Lceut ('Arch, de med.
nav.,' 1867, Oct., p. 241 ; 1868, Sept., p. 163), scurvy is rare, being mostly found
in sailors admitted into the naval hospitals. >Morehead has scon it in Bombay
under the same circumstances ('Clin. Ros. on Diseases in India,' Loud., 1856,
ii, 680).

s
McGregor, 1. c. ; Moore,

'

L;\ncet,' 1882, June, p. 1048 ; Lucas, ib., Aug., p. 3^^.
' Blanchard.

1" Morache,
' Annal. d'lTyg.' 1870, Janv., p. 54.

"
Solland, 'Arch, de mod. nav.,' 1882, Juin, 4.35.

'=
Wernich,

'

Geogr. -med. Studien, Sec.,' Borl., 187S, 172.
'3 • Med. Tiuics and Gaz.,' 1S67, Nov., 509.

I
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New Soutli Wales. In Tasmania it is not met with as an

endemic.^ There are no acconnts of it from Oceania.

Among the native population of the Cape (Hottentots),

scurvy would appear to be quite unknown, according to

information by Murray (II), Morgan, and Minto dating from

1836. For Egijjjt^ and Algiers there are only a few refer-

ences to epidemics (see table), and no endemic cases have

been observed. In Abyssinia, according to Blanc,^ scurvy is

found almost exclusively among foreigners, or slaves from

the Shankalla country, the native population being free from

it despite the use of brackish water and the want of vege-
tables in their food. On the other hand, in the Eastern

Soudan as well as throughout the whole of the rainy zone

of Africa, it would appear to be very common (especially

during the overflow of the Nile) among natives and foreigners,

such as travellers, hunters, camel drivers, and soldiers.'*' On
the West Coast of Africa, also (Benguela, Gold Coast, &c.),

scurvy is mentioned as a common disease among the natives.^

In Senegambia it has decreased considerably of late owing to

the improved hygiene.*^

In the Western Hemisphere, the woi-st centres of scurvy
are in the most northern latitudes—in Greenland,"^ AlasJca,^

and among the lumbermen of the Ottawa district (Canada) -^

in these cases the disease is nearly always among the

strangers, the natives enjoying an almost complete immu-

nity.
^"^ In the United States of America scurvy to any

considerable extent has not been seen in recent times except
'
Hall,

' Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1865, ii, 85.
^ Primer, 1. c.

3 'Erit. Med. Journ.,' 1869, March, 278.
* Hartmann, 1. c.

°
Magyar,

' Reisen in Siid.-Afrika,' &c., from the Hnngarian, Pesth, 1859,

i, 450; Clarke, 'Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc./ i860, i, 107; Chnssaniol,

'Arch, de uied. nav.,' 1865, Mai, 508.
^

Borius, ib., 1882, Mai, 371.
' Lange,

' Bemaerkii. om Gronlands Sygdomsforhold,' Kjobcnh., 1864, 28.

s Blaschke,
'

Topogr. med. port. Novi-Archangelcensis,' Petropoli, 1842, 67.
^ Grant,

' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1863, Dec.

10 Lange writes in this sense as regards Greenland. Blaschke says that he did

not see a single case among the Kolosks and Aleutians during a residence of

several years at New Archangel. Gras says that it is quite unknown in the small

island of Miquelon, Newfoundland
(' Quelques mots sur Miquelon,' Montp., 1867,

P- .39)-

VOL. IT. 34
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among bodies of troops who had been exposed to great

privations during the war or quartered at outlying stations ;^

also at the time of the ^'

gold rush" in California" among
immigrants who suffered in much the same way. In the

IVcxt Indies it appears that on some of the islands it is very
rare. Lempriere/ after six years' observation of the diseases

of Jamaica (1792-97), gives it as seldom occurring there; in

Martinique, according to Rufz/ it is quite unknown. As

against these statements we have the assertion of Levacher^

that scurvy is prevalent in the Antilles to a great extent ;

but the silence of other observers in those regions makes it

impossible to decide how far that is true only for particular

localities.

From South America there arc no accounts relating to

scurvy that are at all trustworthy. Sigaud^ mentions it as

occurring in Brazil among newly imported negroes ;
but

from a later account it would appear that the malady had

been already developed among these unfortunates during the

passage.

§ 190. Odtbreaks at Sea.

Particularly interesting for the etiological inquiry con-

cerning scurvy are the observations of recent date on the

epidemic occurrence of the disease on hoard ships ; inasmuch as

they present an easily surveyed and obvious field of obser-

vation, and therein furnish valuable materials for judging of

the circumstances that determine the existence of the

malady, or at any rate are likely to favour it.

Scurvy at sea has become much rarer since the cud of

1 llammoiul (' Amcr. Jourii. of Med. Sc.,' i8-;3, Jan., 102), for the Mexican

war; Perin and Crawford (11. cc), for several forts in the west of Texas ; Madison

('
Statist. Reports on the Sickness and IMortality of the U. S. Army, 1855-60,'

Wash., 1861, 40), for Fort Randall (Dakota Terr.); .Johns (ib., 45), for Fort

Laramie (Nebraska Terr.); Bartholow ('
Amcr. Jouru. of Med. Sc.,' i860, April,

330), for Fort Bridger (Utah Terr.).
^
Logan, in ' Southern jMed. Reports,' ii, 468.

^ '
I'raet. Observ. on i\w. Diseases . . in Jamaica, &c.,' Loud., 17991 i 50.

•' ' Arch, dc med. nav.,' 1869, Nov., 349.
^ 'Guide med. dcs Antilles,' I'ar., 1840, 145.
^ ' Du climat et des mahid. du Bresil,' Far., 1844, 133

I

I
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last century, tlie period when the hygiene of ships under-

went great improvement, the provisioning of ships more par-

ticularly being looked after with all possible care as regards

adequacy and suitability, especially in the case of long

voyages. It is hardly ever met with now except where

unforeseen difficulties in suitably providing for a ship's

company arise through misadventure. In these reforms

England has set a brilliant example to other seafaring
countries. In 1795 there were introduced into the English

navy those admirable regulations for provisioning ships of

war which Blane drew up ;
and since that time scurvy has

been so rare with them that the number of cases over the

whole fleet during the years 1856-61 did not amount to

more than i'05 per 1000 men.^ It is on the Australian

Station and on the West Coast of Africa^ that the disease is

oftenest seen.

The following are tlie more considerable outbreaks of scurvy in ships

of the English navy that have been recorded during the last fifty years :

1838 in the Palinurus^ cruising on the North-East Coast of Africa;

1839 i^ ^^6 Alligator,* ordered from England to the North Coast of

Australia, the disease having broken out four months after sailing from

the home port; 1854 in the British fleet in the Black Sea* during the

Crimean War ; same year in a troopship" on the voyage to India ; and

1866, a severe epidemic among the soldiers on board a troopship"

returning from India, the vessel being overcrowded as well as short of

provisions.

Until not very long ago the state of matters was less

satisfactory in the ships of the British mercantile marine,

particularly in those sailing to or from ports east of the Cape
of Good Hope, which had to be long at sea, the first cases

of scurvy occurring when they were sixty to eighty days
out. During the period from 1852 to 1863, the cases of

sickness of all sorts in the English mercantile marine

reported to the authorities amounted to 25,486 ; and of

'
Frieclel, 'Die Kranklieiten in der Marino,' Berlin, 1866, 271.

-
Bryson,

'

Opbthalui. Hosp. Reports,' 1859, July.
^
Hardy, 'Transact, of the Bombay Med. See.,' 1839, i'« 256.

* See '
Statist. Report on the Health of the Navy, 1837-43,' Lond., 1853,

pt. ii, 21.

*
Rees,

' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1854, Sept., 233.
^
Morgan, ib., Dec, 586.

^ Wrench, ib., 1867, March, 317.
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these 1058 or 4*2 per cent, were cases of scurvy. Of 372
cases of the disease admitted from mercliant ships into the

Seamons' Hospital^ Grccnwicli, from 1863 to 1866, 316

belonged to vessels that had sailed from ports cast of the

Cape. One reason of this comparatively frequent occurrence

of scurvy in the mercantile marine is undoubtedly careless-

ness in the provisioning of the ships for the voyage, the

blame resting not unfrequently with the captain. Another

reason is the difficulty of procuring fresh provisions during
the voyage ;

in Avhich connexion attention has been called

to the state of matters at the port of Aden, where fresh

vegetables were particularly hard to gct.^

The cai*e with which the English Government has endea-

voured to cope with scurvy on shipboard since the beginning
of the century has been emulated by the other seafaring
countries of Europe and America ; and since that time the

malady in their ships also, and especially in their ships of

war, has been considerably lessened. In the Austrian navy
the cases of scurvy from 1863 to 1870 were i per cent, of the

ships' companies; in 1871 and 1872 they had fallen to 0*34

per ccnt.^ In the German navy from April 1875, to March
1 880, there were only sixteen cases of fully developed scurvy,
besides seventy-six cases of scorbutic affection of the gums -^

taking the cases of both kinds together, the sick-rate was

o'475 per cent. ;
and in only three ships did the malady

attain to slight epidemic diffusion.

I am acquainted with only a few casual notices of scurvy
on board ships of the Dutch,* Italian* and United States^

' See 'Brit. Med. Jouni.,' 1867, Jan., 8g, Feb., 147; 'Lancet,' 1867, April,

463; and Dickson, 'Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1867, ii, 440.
^ '

Statist. Saiiitiitsbericht der Kaiserl. cister. Krcigsinariue fiir das Jahr 1S72,'

Wien, 1874, 26.

' '
Stiitistische Sauitiltsbericlite dcr Kaiserl. dcutsclien JIarinc vom Ajiril,

1875, bis Miirz, 1880.'

* Lilieufeld (in
'

Casper's Woehenschr. i'itr Ilcilkde.,' 1851, Nr. 1-3) gives an

account of an outbreak in 1849 on board a Dutch man-of-war, ordered Ironi

Batavia to China and California, after licr arrival in the bay of San Francisco.

*
Report by Vieira (' Revist. med. fluniin.,' 1838, p. 318) on the scurvy on board

the Sardinian frigate Euridice in 1 S36 during a voyage from Paia to Rio de Janeiro.
''• See Coale (' Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1832, Jan.), ou the epidemic of scurvy

which broke out in a United States' frigate off the coast of China during a voyage
round the world; also Foltz (ib., 184S, Jan., p. 3S), on the epideuiic of 1846 iu

ihc llotilla iu llic Gulf of ^Mexico.
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navies. lu tlie French sliips-o£-war it has beeu epidemic

comparatively often.

Thus in 1S27-28, in the Mediterranean blockading squadron;^ 1S42, on

board the frigate Heroine'^ cruising on the coast ofNew Zealand ;
1 846-47,

in the Belle Poule^ cruising betweeeu Bourbon and Madagascar; 1854-

55, in the French squadron in the Black Sea during the Crimean War
(so severe that the strength of the ships' companies was quickly
reduced by scurvy to one half) ;* 1859, ^^ board a ship-of-war on the

passage from France to China, the disease appearing when they were

120 days out and invaliding 230 out of 716 persons on board f 1864, in

the frigate Andromaquc/' also from France to China ; same year, in a

corvette^ cruising in the Gulf of Mexico (Bay of Matamoras) ;
same

year, in the {rigate Nereide^ on a voyage round the world; 1867, in a

frigate" from Mexico to France ;
same year, in a ship-of-war^" on the

voyage back to France after a four months' cruise round Iceland.

There have also been very severe epidemics of scurvy on board ships of

the French navy employed in transporting convicts to New Caledonia :

namely, in the frigates SibylW^ and Iphigenie^^ in 1866-67, and in the

Ojiic^^ and Var^^ in 1873.

Lastly, particular attention is due to the very severe out-

breaks of scurvy that have been often observed on board

whalers which have had to endure the want of provisions,

especially fresh vegetables, owing to their being long beset

in the ice or kept back by contrary winds.^^ Under the

'
Levicaire,

' Gaz. med. tie Paris,' 1832, 735.
2 Dutroulau, lb., 1850, 627.
3

Id., ibid.

* Aniaud, 'Gaz. med. d'Orieut,' 1857, Juiu; Beuzelin (see Bibliogr.).
*
Lagarde, 1. c. (Bibliogr.).

•"'

Lajartre,
' Consider, sur I'etat sauitairo de la fregatte I'Andromaque, &c.,'

Pur., 1866.

7 Pirion, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1865, Nov., 415.
3 Bernes-Lasserre,

' Relat. med. de la campagnede la fregate laNereide,' Par.,

1866, 21. The reader will be astonished to find from this report that there were

cases of scurvy on board immediately after the ship left Brest.

'> Leon, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1868, Ayr., 290.
"

Galliot, ib., 1877, Mai, Juin.

^^ Normand (see Bibliogr.).
»2 Caurant (1. c).
'3

Ayine (1. c).
1'' Ledrain (1. c).
'5 Instances within recent times are given by Williamson ('Lend. Me,]. Gaz.,'

1836, April, xviii, 136) and Smith
('
Ediub. Med. Jouru.,' 1868, March, 859),

for Hudson's Bay. A French authority (' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Mai, p. 274)

speaks of the numerous cases of scurvy that have been admitted into the hospital

at St. Pierre (Newfoundland) iu Frenchmen engaged iu the whaling, or in
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same circumstances scurvy has become epidemic amoiif^ the

crews of ships engaged in Arctic discovery ; as in the

Investigator^ in 1852, the malady appearing after the vessel

had been two years and three months out; and in the Alert

and Discovery (under Nares) in 1876.^

This sketch of the history of scurvy and of its geo-

graphical distribution at the present time can lay no claim

to completeness ; on the one hand there are doubtless many
records that have escaped my notice

; and, on the other

hand, many persons who have observed epidemics of scurvy
have neglected to report them. But the most serious gaps
in our knowledge of the incidence of scurvy pertain to those

regions which are somewhat remote from ordinary traffic and
whose general health-conditions have been very deficiently
observed and recorded. So far as our information goes, we

may at least conclude that scurvy, although no longer so

common as in past centuries, can by no means be said to be

extinct ; on the contrary, that it still threatens to break out

among bodies of people the moment they begin to experience
those hardships and mishaps of living which I shall have to

deal with in the paragraphs following.

§ 191. Question op the Influence of Cold and Wet.

The records of scurvy both in former centuries and in

recent times teach us that the malady is not dependent for

its existence and extension on any particular climate, or on

the geographical position of the place or country ;
but that

it has been found all over the world, equally in temperate
latitudes and in the coldest and hottest. No doubt when
we compare the amount of scorbutic sickness in various parts

of the world, we shall find that there is a small excess for

working at the cod-liver oil manufacture. Under similar circumstances the

disease has often appeared, according to Lallemand (' Casper's Wochenschr. fiir

die ges. Heilkdc.,' 1848, pp. 25, 385), among the crews of guano ships, particu-

larly when exposed to extreme want after shipwreck on the Patagonian coast.

'

Armstrong, 1. c, 13, 36.
- Donnet and Fraser (Hibliogr.) ; see also Leach (' St. Barth. IIosp. Hep.,'

1878, xiii) J and Ilochefort (' Arch, de mod. miv.,' 1877, Juill, Aout, Septr.), fol-

lowing Dounct.
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regions witliin the cold zone ; and that fact, taken along with

a number of observations on the season of prevalence of the

malady, has given rise to the often expressed opinion that

states of tlie weather, particularly cold and wet weathei', are

a principal factor in the production of the disease, and that

its maximum falls, accordingly, in the seasons to which such

states of weather mostly coi'respond. The following analysis

should show how far this opinion is justified by the facts :

Of 73 epidemics of scurvy in cold and temperate latitudes,

of which the date is given with tolerable precision, 24
occurred (or reached their highest point) in winter, 34 in

spring, 13 in summer, and 2 in autumn. Of 10 epidemics
in tropical and sub-tropical regions, i falls in the cold

season, while 4 fall in the hot and 5 in the transition-

seasons corresponding to our spring and autumn. Accor-

dingly, for the cold and temperate zone, spring would bo the

proper season of scurvy, and next to it would come winter.

In agreement with StoU^ who says that " constatissima causa

(scorbuti) est mador atmosphaerae continuus, maxime fri-

gidus,'^ many who have observed^ these winter and spring

epidemics or endemics have laid special stress for the patho-

genesis upon the cold and wet weather which had been

prevalent at the same time as the disease. In like manner

the outbreaks of scurvy on board ship have been traced in

many quarters to the direct influence of the weather. Such

was the view that Lind very decidedly took
;
he pointed to

the kind of life led by the common sailors, to the frequent

drenchings of their clothes and their forecastle, and to the

dampness of their sleeping-bunks. He then contrasts the

exemption from scurvy that the officers in most cases en-

joyed, explaining it by their being less exposed to hardships
or better protected against them. A similar opinion was

held by Houppe,^ who dwelt upon the fact that scurvy usually

breaks out on board a ship as she passes from the tropics to

higher latitudes
-,
and by Macmichael, Pirion and others.

But, against these observations adduced in favour of the in-

1 ' Praelect. in divei'sos morbos clironlcos,' ed. Eyerel, i, 7.

2 Bacheracht, Nitzseh, Monro, Eadius and May, Currau, Routier, Opifc.i

Perrin, Jouin, Heinrichs.

3 ' De morbis navigantium,' Lngd. Batav., 1764, 118.
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flueiK'C of cold and wet, tliere is a not less extensive series

©f -well-autlienticated facts which afford evidence, both of a

negative and positive kind, that this factor plays only a

secondary part in the production of the disease, if indeed it

cotne into account at all. All the localised epidemics of

scurvy mentioned by Lavirotte in the penal institution at

Koaunc, by Dicenta and Cless in the prison of Ludwi<jsburg,
and by Popper and Kirchberger at Prague, occurred in

summer. Chrastina^ observes that, in the Charitable Insti-

tution at Alserbacli (Vienna), where there is scurvy every

year, a few cases occur as early as Februaiy and March, but

that the number increases in the months following, and
reaches the highest point In July. Of the 2680 cases of

scurvy observed at the Obuchoff Hospital of St. Petersburg

during eighteen years, the percentages in the several months
were as follows (according to Herrmann) :

January .
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higher latitudes. We have, besides, the evidence of nu-

merous authorities such as Leon, Lascade, Lejartre and

others, based upon the systematic observations made during

long voyages (from France to the East Indies or the Pacific),

that scurvy occurs on board ship altogether independently of

meteorological influences. The slight dependence of the

malady under given circumstances on the coldness of the

season, is further shown in the statistics published by
Duchek^ of the sick-rate from scurvy in the Austrian Navy,
the same having been 0*09 per cent, of the full strength in

winter, 0*13 in spring, 0*17 in summer, and o"o8 in autumn.

Again, the opinion sometimes expressed that the outbreaks

of scurvy, which used certainly to be common in former

times in ships making the voyage round Cape Horn, were to

be attributed to the prevailing bad weather, is sIioavu by an

interesting observation of Logan" to have little general

relevancy. In the worst season of the year they were

beating about for four months in a small schooner trying to

double Cape Horn ; during all that time the crew were never

out of their wet clothes, the ship with everything in it was

saturated with water, the cabins had to be kept shut and

were accordingly full of all kinds of emanations ;
and yet

not a single trace of scurvy showed itself on board.^ It is

not the fact of sailing in high or low latitudes, and not one

season more than other, but solely the length of the voyage
in relation to the store of suitable provisions, that really

gives rise to an outbreak of scurvy on board ship. And
this is the explanation, as we shall afterwards see, of the

material decrease of scurvy at sea in recent times, although

ships' crews are liable as much as ever to have the weather

both foul and fair.

In the etiology of scurvy, diet is the Alpha and Omega ;

but inasmuch as weather and season do come into play

directly or indirectly, we must think of these factors as

1 L. c, p. 279.
^ ' Southern Med. Reports,' ii, 474.
3
[In the voyage made classical by Dana in his ' Two Years before the Mast,'

the experience of Cape Horn weather was much the same, only less protracted.

The single case of scurvy which he mentions (noteworthy also for the almost

miraculously quick cure by the juice of raw potato) occurred when the ship was

in the warmer latitudes.]
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always able to exert a modifying" influence on the disease in

one direction or another. Moreover, it cannot be denied

that weather-influences which lower the resistance power of

the organism by disturbing the normal course of its func-

tions, may predispose it to an attack of scurvy ; but this

applies not only to cold and wet weather, but also to the

relaxing effects of a prolonged residence in a warm tempera-

ture, as Foltz and other observers have pointed out.

§ 192. The Kind op Soil op no Account.

Again the significance of the kind of soil for the occurrence

of the scurvy must be judged in this and no other way.
-The exceptionally frequent prevalence of the disease at sea

is itself an evidence that its production is altogether inde-

pendent of strictly telluric influences ; and any direct influ-

ence of the soil upon the pathogenesis is excluded not less

by the very narrow limitation of epidemics, especially in

recent times (often to a few rooms), as well as by the material

decrease of the malady under the blessings of rational hygiene,

and, above all, of sufiicient and wholesome food. A number
of observers have attached special importance to the morbific

effects of a wet soil in scurvy ; such as Oloff for the epidemics
in Wallachia, Monro for Bremen, Scoutetten for Givet,

Giinsburg for Breslau, Perrin for the Crimea, Novcllis for

Alessandria, Opitz for Rastatt, Doring for Ingolstadt, Blau-

chard for Cochin China, and Seeland for the Amoor region.

But the conclusion that they draw from the facts is valid only
in so far as relates to a possibly injurious effect of residence

on a damp soil, or to an increased personal predisposition to

scurvy thereby caused. It is the more necessary to be

cautious in judging of these circumstances in the causation,

for the reason that many other harmful things besides a wet

soil come into account in all such cases, most of all the food.

When Grimm alleges
" that territories traversed by great

rivers, or situated on the estuaries of rivers, or on the sea-

coast, have a visitation of scurvy every spring, whenever

there has been a cold and wet winter preceding," he commits

an inexcusable exaggeration and a gross error, inasmuch as
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scurvy has beon as oftcu upon dry ground as on wet, ou

elevated laud as on low levels, on rocky soil as on porous
and pex'vious. Lastly, wlien some observers (including See-

land among recent writers) speak of a scorbutic miasma

developing from the wet ground, and would class the malady
among infective and even comnumicable or contagious dis-

eases (a point to which I shall recur), I can see nothing
more in this than a misdirection of the etiological inquiiy,
of the same kind that has found abundant expression lately

in the speculative theorising and in the rage for parasites
which have taken possession of the medical world.

§ 193. Influence of Overcrowding and op Impure Aie.

There is one factor in the history of scurvy which has

been uppermost in every age and in all countries, namely,
the close association of tlie disease with defects of hygiene
and above all of diet; and that factor must in reason

become the point of departm-e in the inquiry into causes.

In the first place, we meet in this connexion with the

noteworthy fact that of the 144 epidemics on land in the

above table, only 42 Avere general, and of these 42 only 26

extended to more than one locality and very few to large
tracts of country. On the other hand, there were 55 observed

in besieged fortresses, or in the besieging armies,^ or in

garrisons ; and 47 in prisons^ poor-houses, and refuges, or

under such like circumstances. In all the cases where scurvy
has appeared outside these circumscribed ai'eas, it is only
the needy part of the population, wanting the barest neces-

saries of life, and in particular a sufficiency of proper food,

that have suffered
; the better off classes have been altogether

exempt or have been touched by the disease only in so far

as the same wants have made themselves felt among them also.

This applies to the incidence of the disease among bodies

of ti'oops both on shore and afloat ; for it is usually onl}' the

common soldiers or sailors and the petty officers that suffer,

while cases among the officers have been the exception and
' Glaus Miigfuus says of scurvy,

" Est morbus ciistrensis qui vexat obscssos ct

inclusos."
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liave occurred only under sucli exceptional circumstances,

(particularly in Arctic expeditions) Us made the privations

general.^

It stands to reason that in all these cases we are concerned

with an aggregate of influences injurious to health. The

question then arises whether the disease ensues as a conse-

quence of their combined effect, or proceeds from influences

of one particular category. In framing an answer to this

question we must above all bear in mind that the misery of

living, with its consequences, has at all times existed over the

whole world ;
whereas scurvy as an epidemic malady has

been a phenomenon of comparatively rare occurrence, and as

an endemic has played a very subordinate part, especially in

recent times ;
and accordingly that the noxious thing whicli

has arisen out of the hardships of living and has become the

proper cause of the malady, must have had something of a

specific character in it.

It has been thought probable that the tainted atmos'phere

caused hy overcrowding may have been a material factor in

the etiology, perhaps the one decisive thing ; some observers

have even gone so far as to allege that a specific scorbutic

miasma has developed under these circumstances. This con-

jecture support itself on the fact that there has not unfre-

quently been overcrowding at the time of an outbreak o£

scurvy in one of those self-contained institutions before men-
tioned

;
and that on board ship, especially in transports,

scurvy has attacked those of the crew, or of the troops or

convicts, who have passed the greater part of the time, or per-

haps in bad weather the whole of the time, in the overcrowded

and insufficiently ventilated ^tween decks or lower hold. One

cannot, ft priori, deny that close confinement in an atmo-

sphere of that kind, little suited as it is to the needs of

respiration, and the absence of exercise in the open air, are

' The following instances are recoi'ded : by Kramer, for the Imperial army in

Hungary 1734-35, wlien none but the common soldiers were affected; by Monro,
for the English troops in Bremen in 1762, when not merely the officers and staff

escaped, but also the sergeants ; by Forry, for the epidemic among the United

States' troops at Council Bluffs in 1820, when only one officer took scurvy; by
Coalc, for the U.S. frigate Columbia on a voyage round the world, only three

out of the twenty-eight officers being affected, and these the officers who h;id

shared in the diet of the scurvy-str!clien crew.
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not without their effect on the composition of the blood and

the nutrition of the body, and may accordingly become a

predisposing cause of an attack of scurvy.

The following remai-ks by Armstrong' on the influence of foul aii' upon
the condition of patients with scurvy, are selected from a large number
of observations to the same effect :

"
It is impossible to deny some degree

of influence to the effects of pure air in this disease. I have found,
where the ventilation was occasionally rendei-ed less perfect than usual

for a few days (from unavoidable causes), and the escape of impure air

was thereby interfered with, that those who were labouring under the

disease always experienced more or less aggravation of theirsymptoms. I

think that the existence of a vitiated atmosphere always tends to impart
a more aggravated character to scurvy. Hence, attention to ventilation

in this disease, as in every other, should always be an object of our

greatest care."

But we shall keep the importance of this noxious agent within due
limits when we reflect that the outbreak of scurvy in i^laces of confine-

ment, especially prisons, poor-houses, and the like, has never been more
than an occasional incident notwithstanding their incessant overcrowd-

ing ; and that in some instances, as, for example, the convict prison at

Ludwigsburg, the disease has been prevalent year after year altogether

in-espective of the greater or smaller number of inmates ; or that, in

one and the same place, there have been two ccnti'cs of disease (as in

1S54 at Breslau, in the House of Correction, and the deaf-and-dumb

institution) of which one had been overcrowded, and the other not only
not so but even admirably ventilated and a pattei'n of cleanliness. We
have to bear in mind, also, that epidemics of scurvy have broken out in

pi'isons where there could be no question whatsoever of overcrowding,
as at Roanne in 1856 (Lavirotte), Exeter in 1847 (Shapter), the Paris

House of Correction in 1871 (Delpech, Georgesco), as well as very often

on board ship ;
and that the malady has several times decimated the

exiDcditions sent out to explore the interior of Australia, breaking out,

that is to say, among pei'sons living constantly in the open air. It has

further to be said that most of the observers who are inclined to lay

special stress on ovei'ci-owding, cannot but admit that other hardships
of living, and most of all a deficient diet, are contributories in the

pathogenesis. It is clear then, that this factor, like the bad weather
and wet soil already mentioned, and like bodily fatigue, thwarted

feelings, such as home-sickness, and other things that some writers

have specially dwelt upon in the causation, has no other importance
than as a causa pi'adisponens.

'
li. c, p. 32.
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§ 194. Caused by want op Fresh Yegetaeles.

No single one of these tilings, nor the whole group of them

together, has ever yet given rise to an epidemic or endemic

of scurvy. There must always have been at the same time

in action one particular noxious influence, an influence which

has produced scurvy quite independently of these, and not

unfrequently under hygienic conditions that were in other

respects as good as can be conceived—I mean something

wanting in the food. It is in that then, that we must seek

for the most material if not the exclusive cause of scurvy.
There are few points of etiological doctrine about which

so much agreement has been expressed among observers of

every period and in all countries, as the power of an in-

adequate diet to determine an outbreak of scurvy ; although

opinions diifer as to whether it is want of food in general,
or the absence of certain elements of the food, chiefly of a

vegetable kind, or a monotonous diet limited to one kind of

nutriment, especially salt meat, or finally something positively

harmful or unsound in the food or drink, which furnishes

the real cause of the malady.

Against the notion of deficiency of food in general (irre-

spective of the quality) being of itself productive of scurvy,
there is first of all the fact—and to my thinking the un-

answerable fact—that the severest of famines, due to failure

of the crops or other elemental causes, or to the calamities

of war, have only in very rare instances been attended by
or followed by epidemics of scurvy ; that the great and

proper types of famine-sickness, as seen of late in Algiers,

India, and other parts of the world, have never been the

scorbutic, and that scurvy is as far as possible from bearing
the stamp of a disease of inanition. Conversely, and still

telling against the same notion or at least against the

general application of it, we have the fact that in very many
instances, both on sea and land and among people living in

the open air as well as those in confinement, scurvy has

broken out although there has been no absolute want of food

at the time. No doubt there have been some epidemics of

scurvy in consequence of bad harvests or famines from other
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causes: as in Sweden in 1784, at St. Petersburg, Cronstadt

and other places in Russia in 17S5, Braila in 1787 and

1793, Hungary in 1803, Southern Russia in 1823, 1845, and

1849-50, Iceland in 1836, Moscow in 1840, Prague and

Leipzig iu 1843, Great Britain and Ireland in 1846-47, and

Paris in 1871. But for most of these cases it can be proved,
as we shall sec in the sequel, that it was not the want of

nutritive articles absolutely, but of a certain kind of them,
that occasioned the sickness.

There is equally little justification for the idea that it is

the immoderate or almost exclusive use of salt meat which

creates the real occasion of the malady. Much of the evidence

that passes current in support of this rests upon a loose sort

of criticism ; inasmuch as it is always a question when scurvy
breaks out under these circumstances, whether the disease

is indeed the effect of that kind of diet, and not rather of

the want of other nutritive substances, namely, vegetables.

Further, there have been a number of outbreaks of scurvy

observed, in which the affected persons had certainly suffered

from uo lack of fresh meat : as in the Imperial army in.

Hungary in 1735; in Lord Anson's fleet in 1741, which

left the Mexican coast provisioned with fresh meat
; at

Millbank Penitentiary, London, in 1823 ; among the English

troops at the Cape in 1836; among the Austrian troops at

Rastatt in 1852; in Ireland in 1846 (Curran) ;
in Burke's ex-

pedition through the heart of Australia in 1861
;

in Paris

and among the French prisoners at IngoLstadt in 187 1.

Lastly, against any scorbutic effect due to a full diet of

salted meat or fish, there is the fact that many of the peoples
of the far north, such as the Finns, Lapps, Koriaks,

Tchoukchi, and Eskimo, will subsist often for months on

pickled flesh or salted fish without having any visitation of

scurvy, or at the most only one now and then.

Beckler, in his interesting account of the outbreak of

scurvy among tlie members of Burke's exploring party in

the interior of Australia, points out that the provisions which

the expedition took with them from Melbourne Avere unex-

ceptionable, and that scurvy appeared, none the less, when

they were obliged for want of fresh water, to drink the

standing water in the half-dried creeks, fouled by worins
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and weeds. Beckler is all tlie more disposed to regard that

as the true and only cause of the malady, for the reason

that the expedition which was sent out subsequently to

bring back the scurvy-stricken explorers from the interior to

the Darling river, and which took with them only such pro-
visions as remained over from the outfit of the original party,
continued free from the disease ; the reason being, as Beckler

observes, that they were so fortunate as to obtain pure water

from the rains that had meanwhile fallen in the interior.

Well founded as this conclusion of Beckler's may at first

sight appear, there are some very considerable objections
to it, as we shall see in the sequel. Furthermore, it can by
no means be denied that a monotonous and innutritions diet

(salted meats and fish being in the first rank of such) or

unsound food, may act on the organism just like absolute

want of food, so as to lower its powers of I'esistance and

thereby increase its predisposition towards the attack of

sickness.

The central point of interest in the problem of the real

cause of scurvy is undoubtedly how far the ivant of fresh

vegetable food, or rather of a particular kind of it, is of para-
mount importance in the pathogenesis. Even if this notion

were not supported by an overwhelming body of experience
as to the usual circumstances under which it has always

appeared in all parts of the world both ashore and afloat,

among those leading a free life as well as among those living
under some restraint, it would be sufficiently established by
the one fact that there is no more certain means of obviating
an outbreak of scurvy, and no more speedy means of sup-

pressing it, than a diet of fresh vegetables of the right kind,

or the medicinal use of their principles.

The importance of this matter, and the doubts about it

which are still raised here and there, will justify me in

giving briefly a few of the more remarkable among many
experiences that have been collected to illustrate the point.

The first to express an opinion as to the morbific influence of a want
of fresh vegetables was Bachstrom,' who thus summarises bis experience
in the matter during the epidemic of scurvy at Thorn in 1703 :

''Probe itaque pensitatis omnibus circumstantiis, quas superius in

^ 'Obscrv. circa scorbutum,' Lugd. Bat., 1734, p. 95.

VOL. II. 35
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historia et cura hujus morbi naiTavimus, imo pluribus aliis quas hie

ob brevitatem omittimus, concludendum nobis esse videtur: causam

veram et primariam scorbuti nullam aliam esse, quam abstinentiam

diutumiorem a quocumque genere recentiura vegetabilium, sive ilia

climatis indoli, sive coactioni et necessitati, sive neglectui sit tribuenda."

The epidemic of scui'vy in Hungary, in 1734, led Kramer^ to the

same conclusion; ho noticed tbat it was almost always the common
soldiers, and not the officers, who sickened ;

the reason being that " the

former had nothing but farinaceous substances and legumes to eat,

while the latter had often green esculent vegetables ; when some of the

officers neglected these, which did not happen often, they took scui-vy

also." Monro,- in his account of the scurvy in Canada, in 1760, and at

Bremen, in 1762, says that the disease is most frequent in those northern

countries where fi'esh vegetables are scarce, and the inhabitants obliged
to live much on salted provisions during the winter. That was the

reason why the malady was so common in Quebec during the first

winter of its occupation by the English, as well as in several other

forts in America which were captured so late in the season that the

troops had no time to lay in a store of vegetables and fresh meat, and

were obliged to live mostly on ships' stores. At Bremen the disease

was seen among the soldiers only, the reason being that they (although
not the officers, civilians and others) were unable to procure vegetables

or frait in the market. In reference to the epidemic of scurvy in

Hungary in 1803, Schraud lays most stress for the etiology upon the

want of food, and especially of fresh vegetables, during the winter.

Still more definite is Guthrie's opinion as to the cause of the epidemic
of 1785, among the naval and military forces at St. Petersburg and

Cronstadt. The cause was found to be the want of those vegetables

upon which the maintenance of health depends ; cabbage, carrots, beet

and turnips ran sbort, and the small supply sent the price up much too

high for the pockets of the troops. It was just among them that the

disease became prevalent; while the labouring class and the counti'y

people understood better how to provide for themselves. Lee, in his

account of the severe epidemic of 1S23 in Southern Russia, says, with

reference to the laying waste of the fields by swarms of locusts, "It was

precisely at this period that the disease commenced, and there can

be little doubt that it ought to be attributed to a want of the

usual supply of the sour crout and prepared cabbages and other vege-

tables for the winter . . . All green vegetables had attained an unusual

price at this period, and it was in the power of few to make the usual

provision. In all tlie hospitals the patients were supplied, as they

usually are, with fresh animal food, bread and grits for gruel, yet the

disease was not arrested."

Under the same circumstances of a scarcity of fresh vegetables, the

malady became prevalent in 1840, in Orenbui-g (Schiitz) and in Moscow

(Samson v. Himmelstiern, 2nd ref.); also in 1842 in Viatka, where the

' L. c, ]). 80. L. c, p. 204.
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real cause, as alleged by Jonin, was " tte absolute want of the kind of

vegetables that are indispensable for preserving the right composition
of the body's jiiices;" again, in 1S54 among the Turkish and French

troops in the Crimean War, while the English army suffered little,

having better provisions. Leidesdorf remarks, in his account of the

scurvy in the Turkish army, that those who suffered most were the

Tartar regular cavalry, whose food was often only a few handfuls of rice,

some rancid fat and mouldy biscuit, eked out, at the best, with damaged
beans or peas and salted mutton, while of fresh vegetables there were

absolutely none. Regarding the outbi'eak among the French troops

also, Perrin, Fauvel, E-ollin, and most of all Scrive,' lay stress chiefly

on the entire want of vegetables, of which there are never any in that

region during the winter, while all the esculent plants of the summer
season had been burned up around the camp before Sebastopol by the

excessive heat. The epidemic of scurvy at Prague in 1 843 is referred

by Oejka to the failure of the harvest the year before
; vegetable growth

of every kind was poor, but potatoes in particular were deficient both

in quantity and quality ; so that not merely the soldiers and the poor,
but even the residents in better circumstances, had to put up for a long
time with bread and coarse pastry.

There is absolute unanimity among the English, Irish, and Scotch

practitioners, that the epidemic of scurvy in the United Kingdom during

1846-47 was due to the bad harvest, and particularly to the failure of the

potato crop. Lonsdale's conclusions, from the observed facts during
the epidemic in the South of Scotland are :

" That scurvy originates

from an error of diet,
—the occupation, dwellings, &c., sometimes viewed

as collateral causes having little or no influence,—and that a deficiency

of potatoes constitutes the chief eiTor of diet, and is the main cause

of the present epidemic, whilst the absence of variety and deficient

quantity of food hastened the development of scui-vy."

Bellinsham summarises the results of obseiwations in Ireland as

follows :

" That this disease did not make its appearance until after the

people had been deprived of their accustomed diet for several months,

that the disease prevails only among that class of the population whose

diet consisted formerly, in a great measure, of the potato, and who, as

long as they had that vegetable in abundance, enjoyed a perfect

immunity from it ; the subjects of the preceding cases appear all to

have had a sufficiency of bread, others had meat in addition, with some-

times wine or porter ; none suffered from an absolute deficiency of food,

but all agreed in not having used fresh vegetables from the period of

the failure of the potato crop of last year." "In four fifths of the cases

(reported
to me," says Curran, for Dublin, "bread and tea or cofi"ee,

was what the patients had been living on when attacked ; the others

had been using grains of various kinds, or grains and flesh or fish, but

in no single instance could I discover that green vegetables or potatoes,

had formed a part of their regular dietary."
>

1 L. c, p. 42 7-
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Sibbald, wlio studied tlic eiiidemic in tlie Kent County Asylum, says
that as soon as potatoes were procured,

"
altliougb at an exorbitant

price," and tbe ailing and boaltby began to bave tbem at meals, tbe

former soon got well and no new cases occurred among tbe latter.

The same conclusion was come to by Ritchie, Sbapter, Andei-son,

Christison, and others. It is the opinion of nearly all tbe authorities'

on the epidemic of scurvy in Paris during tbe siege by the German

troops in 1870-71, that the cause of the malady was neither over-

crowding (in such places as prisons, barracks or military hospitals),

nor cold and wet, nor the use of salt meat ; neither was it scarcity of

food in general that was to blame ;
but it was when the supply of fresh

vegetables, and particularly of potatoes failed, that the disease broke

out.

In nearly all the epidemics of recent years among the British and

native troops in India—at Rangoon in 1824, Nusserabad in 1S34,

Cannanore in 1832, and during the siege of Lucknow in 1857
—the

cause of the sickness could be traced to the want of fresh vegetables,

either from failure of the crop or the diflBculty of introducing supplies.
" Little or no fruit has been procurable in Rangoon," we read in one

of the accounts,^
" and the only vegetable available to the troops has

been wild spinach or country greens, and that even in a very limited

quantity."
The real cause of the epidemic at Cannanore in 1832 is stated by

Henderson to have been "the scarcity and high price of good vege-

tables;" and of the epidemic in Lucknow, Greenhow says: "Con-

sidering the total want of vegetables and the absence also of lemon-

juice and vinegar, the wonder is that more persons did not suffer in this

way. Rice was sei'ved out latterly, of course, in veiy reduced quantity ;

but rice cannot be considered a good substitute for good vegetables,
a fact proved indeed by the experience of this siege. The best treatment

for the complaint, and an evidence too, if such were needed, of its real

origin, was the portating again of fresh vegetables. When the supply
«f these was opened up, scorbutic disease began to disappeai-."

Under the same circumstances scurvy appeared in 1S62 in the Army
of the Potomac in the American Civil Wai*. There also fresh vege-
tables failed altogether, and it was only with the greatest difficulty that

a small quantity of potatoes and cabbage could be procured, "the

beneficial effects of which were marvellous," as HeiT says in his report.

The same consequences of the want of fresh vegetables, and the same
curative eflFects of them in scurvy when they were procurable, had often

been experienced before by the surgeons of the United States Army
at remote posts in the Western States, and in Texas and New Mexico.

Thus Madison, speaking of the scurvy at Fort Randall, Dakota, in 1S57,

says: "During the last winter the whole command was more or less

atfected before we received the Irish potatoes, which had left St. Louis

'

Delpech, Georgcsco, Buequov, Charponticr, Luseguc, &.c.
- ' Madras Quart. Mcil. Jouni./ 1S.39, i, 209.
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iu tLe fall and had to be deposited one hundred miles below, and after-

wards hauled up, frozen, in waggons. They did not reach us before

the first week in January. As soon as a liberal issue was fairly com-

menced, and tlie men compelled to eat them raw as well as cooked,
their convalescence was most rapid and recovery complete. After the

potatoes gave out, the supply of which was not abundant, the disease

showed a strong disposition to return."

Johns,^ for Fort Laramie, Nebraska, and various other- authorities,
have come to the same conclusion. Again, Logan points out that

scurvy appeared among the gold-diggers in California when they were

entii-ely without fresh vegetables or the corresponding vegetable juices,

having to live on flour and half-putrid meat which had become hard
in the pickling and drying. The epidemics of scurvy that have been
observed time after time in Russia have been shown to depend on the

etiological factors of which we are speaking; and in the Crimeaj

according to Heinrich, in Jekatermoslav, according to Saclis,^ and in

other of the southern governments, the endemic prevalence of the

malady has been essentially connected with the want of fesh vegetables
in the winter and spring seasons. From Finmark we have it stated by
Walter that scui-vy is rai-ely seen among the Finnish and Lapp popula-
tion of the country, who collect large quantities of sauerkraut (Rumex
acetosa) during the autumn and eat it with milk in the winter; whereas
the malady is very common among the Quaens and Northmen who do
not follow the same practice.
In Sweden, says Dalberg (1. c), the disease used to be prevalent in

those districts where the inhabitants suffered fi-om the want of fresh

vegetables. Under those circumstances, also, it has occurred time after

time in Iceland, according to Holland,'' Schleisner'' and Hjaltelin, and,

according to Sexby," in the Shetland Islands, especially in seasons

when the potato crop was a failure.

The unusually frequent, and even endemic,'occurrence of scuiwy in

Rajpootana, Malwa, and other parts of north-western Hindostan, is

explained, as Moore and Lucas think, by the fact that these tracts of

country, which are very barren of every kind of growth, produce no
anti-scorbutic plants ;

but the malady breaks out all the sooner and

spreads the farther, the greater the want of vegetable food in general.
From information furnished by Pechey, scurvy is not uncommon among
the shepherds in the interior of Australia, who live mostly on bread

and salt meat. Whenever there is a fall of warm rain, many juicy

plants at once shoot up, which, although not agreeable to the taste,

^ '
Statist. Report on the Sickness aud Mortality in the Army of the U. S.,

1859-60,' Washington, i860, 45.
2 See Forry, for Council Bluffs (Iowa); Perin, for Fort Mcintosh (Texas):;

Bartholow, for Fort Bridger (Wyoming) ; McBride, for Camp Bull, 11. cc.

3 'Med. Ztg. Russl.,' 1848, 37.
* ' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 18 12, April, 202.
^ ' Island undersogt, &c.,' 48.
« In Dobell's

'

Reports.'
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arc nuti'itious ; and tlicy would appear, from the lan<,'uagc wliich the

writer uses, to have a j^ood effect as autiscorbutics. Unfurtuuately,
rain scldum falls in any quantity, and the supply of these plants is

never more than a scanty one.'

There are extremely plentiful materials for fonning an opinion on the

question before us, to bo found in the experience acquired in prisons
and on board ships as to the influence of a want of fresh vegetable food

on the producti(jn of scurvy. Classical instances of the first kind are

the epidemic of 1840 iu the prison of Clairvaux, where potatoes were

withheld from the jirisoners, and herrings supplied instead; also the

observations of 1823 and 1840 in MillVjank Penitentiary, where it was

only the prisoners sentenced by court martial, whose diet contained

hardly any vegetables, and in particular the very smallest allowance

of potatoes, that took scurvy, the other inmates of the prison, who had
a better diet, remaining well. Baly, who reports these facts, adds that

scui-vy had occurred time after time in many other English prisons,

where "
potatoes or green vegetables were given only occasionally on

Sundays, when the prison garden would furnish them." Scurvy broke

out also, under these or similar circumstances, in the military prison
of Alessandi'ia in 1840, and in the prison of Christiania in the yeai's

1844-47.

Regarding the occurrence of scurvy in Swedish prisons from 1848
to 1877, Heyman gives the following interesting details:—In the first

ten years (1848— 1857) the number of cases of scurvy was 52-5 per 1000

prisoners; in the second ten years (1858
—

1867) it was only 32*9; and
in the third i3eriod(i868

—
1S77) it fell to i7"o. From 1848 to 1877 there

had been two diets in force; the one (down to 1862) contained succulent

' This leads me to recur to the abovc-meutioned (p. 545) account of Beckler

on the outbreak of scurvy among the members of Burke's exploring party, an

outbreak, which was caused, according to liecklcr, by the drinking of bad water.

If we examine more closely the list of things provided for the expedition, we

find that besides twenty gallons of lime-juice, which, as we learn from Beckler,

was left behind before they came to the Darling river, the only antiscorbutic

food was preserved vegetables, as to which our authority himself writes: "Of
our preserved vegetables there is little good to be said. We had only a few

packages of dried assorted vegetables, the properties of which had been so pre-

served by the mode of preparation lliat we were justified in expecting them to

make up in a measure for the want of fresh vegetables. By far the most of our

sujiply consisted of unassorted vegetables of various kinds, dried and pressed,

whicli I am bound to say, without bias, that I consider to have been useless."

Taking this into consideration, along with the fact that the explorers had to

endure great fatigue, it becomes far from improbable that the bad water was

only a predisposing cause, although it may have been a potent one, iu the out-

break of the malady. There may be another explanatiou of the fact that the

relief-expedition wliich was sent out, and which took the same provisions with

them, escaped the disease ; they began their journey after the rains, and they
would not only find good water, Itut would also be able to use with their ft)od

those juicy plants mentioned by Pechey. However, there is nothing said on that

point iu Beckler's account.
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vegetables foi* each prisoner in tlie proportion per week of a pint and a

liaJf of potatoes, two pints and a half of carrots, &c., and a pint of

sauerkraut; the other (after 1862) contained three pints more of

potatoes. But those vegetables were supplied only in winter, the

equivalent diet in summer being bread, flour, bai-ley and peas. Now,
the remarkable thing is that nearly all the epidemics in the Swedish

prisons began in summer and died out towards the end of the year.

Further, since 1865, the prisoners have had leave to buy food with

the wages that they eanied; and during the summer months they
have made use of this permission chiefly to buy potatoes. Lastly, the

most efficient means of combating an epidemic has been found to be
the addition of potatoes to the rations

;
and of late years that has always

been done the moment any indications of scurvy showed themselves

According to Porter, epidemics of scurvy in Indian (Madras) gaols

mostly occur at the time of the monsoon (July to September), that is

to say, at the time of the year of all others,
" when the months preceding

are most likely to have had a scanty supply of fi'esh vegetables."
Of the production of scui^vy on board ships in consequence of a

deficient supply, or no supply at all, of fresh vegetables for the crew,
there were two striking instances as early as the first half of last

century, in Admiral Hosier's disastrous expedition^ with the English
fleet against Porto BeUo, in 1726, and in Lord Anson's expedition to

the Pacific in 174 1. In the latter part of that century we have the

hardly less instructive instance naiTuted by Curtis, of the outbreak on
board the fleet during a voyage from England to India in 1781J the
fresh vegetables taken on board at St. Jago (Cape Yerd Islands) having
been exhausted after a voyage of several months, the men refused to eat

the pickled cabbage that remained, and scurvy broke out among them ;

but it vanished a few days after, when the sick were landed on
Johanna Island (in the Mozambique Channel) and supplied with fruit

and vegetables. Hardy- says of the outbreak of scurvy in 1838 on
board the PaUnurus frigate cruising on the East Coast of Africa,
that '• none of the obvious causes of scurvy were present except the

want of fresh vegetables, for the ship's company had abundance of good
dry food, fresh meat and good water." The U. S. frigate Columbia

having been cruising for several mouths in tropical waters, had an out-

break of scui-vy on board after the meat went wi'ong and the fresh

vegetables ran short
;
but the sickness very soon ceased when the vessel

arrived at a Chinese port and the crew were supplied with fresh vege-
tables. Of twenty-eight officers, only three took scurvy, and these had
shared the diet of the crew.^

^
[" Sent in this foul clime to languish,

Think what thousands fell in vain,

Wasted with disease and anguish,

Not in glorious battle slain."

Ballad of Admiral Sosier's Ohost.']
"

' Transact, of the BomLay Med. Soc.,' 1839, ii, 256.
3

Coale, 'Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1842, Jan.

I
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A very interesting contribution to the matter under debate, is given

by Foltz in his account of the outbreak of scurvy in the U.S. blockading
flotilhi in the Gulf of Mexico, in 1846. To show the influence of a

deficient vegetable diet on the production of scurvy, he adduces the fact

that he had often seen the disease on board whalers ; and whenever he

had seen it, it had always been after the best antiscorbutic elements of

their food, namely, fresh potatoes, had been used up, while, on the other

hand, the malady never appeared so long as these held out. This is

confirmed by a statement in Morgan's' account of the scurvy on board

the troop-ship Lkmoync, on a voyage to India ; among the recruits

which she carried those only took the disease who did not eat their ration

of potatoes but exchanged it with their messmates for salt beef. Lilien-

feld's" experience of an outbreak of scurvy on board a Dutch man-of-war,

during a voyage round the world in 1849, leads him to the conclusion

that "the deprivation of frcsli vegetable food is the principal cause of

scurvy in ships."

Even in recent times the ships of the French navy have several times

suffered severely from scurvy owing to the want of fresh vegetables. Of

special interest is the account by Leon, of the epidemic on board the

transport Castiglione, which was one of the vessels employed in conveying
the French troops back from Mexico, in 1867. The first symptoms of

the epidemic appeared as early as the twentieth day out from Vera Cruz,

and in the course of the next ten days it had extended so much that, of

the whole crew i^who were the only class on board to suffer), one third

were more or less ill. Notwithstanding that fresh meat, acidulated

drinks, and lime-juice were served out, the epidemic did not come to an

end; and it became necessary to make for the Azores, where large

quantities of fresh vegetables, potatoes, cabbages, and the like were taken

in. From the day when these were served out to the healthy and the

sick, new cases ceased to occur among the former, and convalescence

proceeded so rapidly among the latter that, when the ship arrived at

Toulon a fortnight after, all the more considerable signs of illness had

disappeared. Leon points out that neither the weather nor the hard-

ships of the service, nor any depression of the feelings had occasioned

the epidemic, but solely the want of fresh vegetable food, Avhich was not

to be got at Vera Cruz. It is worthy of note, at the same time, that

cases occurred only among the crow, who had been already exposed in

part to the same deficient diet during the voyage out from France to

Vera Cruz ;
and that not a single case of scurvy occurred in any of the

other ships of war or transports, none of which sailed direct to France

from the Mexican coast, but touched at the West Indies, where they

received abundant supplies of fresh vegetables.

A train the disease has several times broken out under the same infiu-

cnces on board French ships of war carrying convicts from France to

New Caledonia, as, for example, in 1866 on board the iriga.tc Syhille,^

1S67 in the frigate IpliT^jcmc,-* and 'S73 in the transport Ornc.^ Ajme^
' L. c, p. 25.

- ' Mcil. Times ami Gaz.,' 1854, Dec, p. 586.
'^ Normaiul.

•* Cauiaut. ^
Aynic.

"' L. c, pp. 26, 31.
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says :

" La iDrivation d'alimcnts vcgetaux (frais), est la seule cause puis-
sante, decisive, que nous puissions invoquer pour explicer Fcpidemie de
rOrne . . . toutes les autros conditions restant les memes aj)rcs
notre relaclic a Melbourne, la presence de vivres et dc vegetaux frais

dans la ration de I'equipage et des deportes, a suffi pour arreter, d'unc
maniere brusque, les progres de la maladie."

Lastly, it should be stated that scurvy lias not Tinfrequently appeared
in vessels of tbe mercantile marine and in Avhalers, just as in stips
of war, wben tlieir crews have been without fresh vegetables for a con-

siderable time. Under the same circumstances, several of tlie Arctic

expeditions have suffered from scurvy ; for example, the crew of the

Invcstujator in the spring of 1S52, when the ship had been out, as Arm-

strong tells us, two years and a quarter and the rations of fresh vege-
tables, potatoes in particular, and of lime-juice had been reduced

considerably ; and, again, in 1S75 in the Alert and Discovery, the cause

of the outbreak in their case being assigned, upon evidence given by
experts at an official inquiry, to not using lime-juice as a substitute for

fresh vegetables.•^a^

In consideration of tliese and many otlier observations of

the same tenour, it is impossible witli any sbow of reason to

deny the importance of a scarcity or absolute want of fresh

vegetables in the diet as the real canse of scurvy ; and we
should perhaps not err if we were to find in that view of the

causation the explanation of a fact which^ it seems, is not to

be denied, namely, that scurvy was not only of more frequent
occurrence in former centuries than it has been of recent

years, but also more widely spread, especially in the higher
latitudes. Besides the enormous extension and multiplication

of the means of transit, which makes it much easier than

formerly to compensate for the failure of fresh vegetables in

regions remote from trafiic, there is, first and foremost, the

benefit that has accrued to the peoples of the Eastern Hemi-

sphere daring the last two centuries in the cultivation of the

potato, the most eifective anti-scorbutic in the dietary.

There is also the more systematic and more general cultiva-

tion of all kinds of vegetables, an industi-y which even in th&

sixteenth century was in so backward a state in Noi'thern

Eui'ope that Catharine of Arragon, queen of Henry VIII,

desiring to have a salad for the table, had to send her gardener
to the Low Countries to procure it.

GaiTod was led by the consideration that scurvy came to so great a

height in the United Kingdom during the potato famine of i S46 and 1847,
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to analyse the most usual articles ijf diet so iis to ascertain their propor-
tion of carbonate of potash, a substance in which potatoes are unusually
rich. He arrived at the results in the following table, which shows the
number of grains of carljonate of potash in an ounce of each substance :

Grains Grains
per ounce. per ounce.

Large potatoes (boiled) . 1875 Pease 0*529
Small „ (raw) . . 1-3 10 Beef (salted) 0*394
Lime-juice 0-852 Onions o"333
Lemon-juice 0846 Wheaten bread .... 0*258
Unripe oranges .... o-r;75 Cheese (Dutch) .... 0*230
Mutton (cooked) . . . .0673 Flour (best) 0*100
Beef (raw) 0*599 Oatmeal 0*054
Salt beef (slightly salted). 0572 Rice 0*010

It follows from this table that all those articles of diet which have
been especially apt to develop scurvy when used exclusively, contain car-
bonate of potash in smaller quantity, sometimes in much smaller quan-
tity, than those which are never followed by scurvy and have been
proved to be the best antiscorbutics (potatoes and lime-juice). Having
regard at the same time to the fact (not altogether certain, however)
that the blood in scurvy is characterised by a deficiency of potash salts,
Garrod draws the conclusion that the cause of the malady is to be
attributed to a diet poor in carbonate of potash.

§ 195. Scurvy under Exceptional Circumstances.

Highly as wc must always rate this etiological factor in

the production of scurvy, it is at the same time not to be
denied that the malady has developed now and again under
circumstances which make it at least improbable that the

cause had been an error iu diet, or more particularly the

want of fresh vegetables. It is true, indeed, that the ob-

servations adduced in proof of this are not all of equal value,
and wo shall have to reserve our opinions as to their trust-

wortliincss. On board French and English ships-of-war,
such as the frigate on the voyage from L'Orient to China
mentioned by Lagarde, and the ship of the English navy
bound for Calcutta quoted by Wrench,^ outbreaks of scurvy
have occurred although the crews were supplied with lime-

juice and preserved vegetables; and although these observers
draw the conclusion that the disease may originate indcpcn-

1 • Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1867, Marcli, p. 317.
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deutly of tlic want of fresh vegetables, yet it should be kept
in mind tliat lime-juice is perhaps not absolutely trustworthy
in its prophylactic action, that it is often adulterated/ that it

spoils easily, especially in the tropics, that it is not unfrequently
administered in too small doses, and that preserved vege-
tables are by no means a substitute for fresh vegetables.
Other instances which have been adduced to show that there

was no cause of scurvy discoverable in the dietary of those

who took it, such as the case of the lunatic asylum at

Moorshedabad (Bengal) mentioned by Burt, and Maupin's
cases in Algiers, want the force of conviction, inasmuch as

it does not appear from the evidence what these observers

understand by a "
suitable

'^
diet. In still other papers

written with the object of proving that scurvy has developed

apart from defects of diet, the want of clearness and of

critical acumen on the part of the observers is conspicuous.
Thus Le Vicaire traces the epidemic of scurvy among the

French blockading squadron in the Mediterranean in 1827-

2g to the amount of tobacco-smoking among the crews,

although he tells us besides, that they lived upon biscuit,

salt meat, and dried vegetables. In his account of the

scurvy in 1872 on board the steam transport Var carrying
convicts to New Caledonia, Ledrain lays the stress upon
the confinement of the convicts in damp, dark, and ill-ven-

tilated berths; but he adds, "quant aux vegetaux frais nous

ne pouvions en prendre qu'une faible quantite, la place

manquant pour les loger.^^ The cause of the epidemic of

scurvy in the garrison hospital of Givet in 1846 was attri-

buted by Scoutetten to the low and damp situation of the

building; but he mentions also that the food of the troops
was insufficient, they having been put on short allowance to

the extent of one-third or one-half.^ Seeland also, who is

inclined to see "miasma" in so many things, denies the influ-

ence of diet upon the production of scurvy in the regions of

the Amoor
; for, as he assures us, the store of greens usually

1 " The lime-juice of commerce," says Beckler (1. c, p. 239),
"

is one of those

articles adulterated in so many ways, that we can hardly depend upon it."

fi On Moreau asking the reason for this lowering of the rations, Scoutetten

stated that he was notable to speak out on the matter :
" Je serais oblige pour y

repondre," he adds,
" de produire des chiflBres qu'il ne m'appartient pas de faire

connaitre ici."
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holds out through the winter and spring
—he docs not say

what hai)pcns when it does not liold out—and it is only
now and then during the latter half of winter and during
the spring that the potatoes fail from going wrong in the

damp cellars.

There is one other point that I must call attention to,

which does not seem to me to have been estimated at its full

importance in considering the influence of diet, and vegetable
diet especially, in the problem of scurvy. I mean the pre-

disposition to, or immunity from the malady, howsoever

brought about, among some people as compared with others

living under the same circumstances. How do we explain
the fact that, cxteris jiarUms, one group becomes subject to

scurvy, while others remain free from it ? In the epidemic

among the British troops in Cape Colony at the time of the

Kaflfir War of 1836, there was only one regiment that really

suffered, although all the regiments were equally in want of

vegetable food. The explanation is, as Morgan has pointed

out, that that regiment had to undergo particularly great

fatigue in making long marches during very bad weather,
and it was the one, therefore, in which the deficient diet

made its effects most felt. In the slight epidemic of 1873

among the garrison of Prague, according to Kirchberger,
it was only the troops from Bohemia that suffered, the

Galizian regiments remaining exemj)t although they had the

same rations. The explanation may be found, as that writer

suggests, in the fact that the Bohemians are on the average
much better fed at home than when on service, whereas the

contrary is the case with the Galizians. We are not in-

formed, however, of the extent to which this lowering of the

rations relatively to the usual allowance of food, affected

the actual quantity of fresh vegetables in the diet. But this

factor of a predisposition to scurvy, or immunity from it,

.acquired by being habituated to a particular diet, appears to

me to come out very decidedly in the circumstances under

which the disease attacks people in high latitudes, as in

Kamschatka,^ Greenhind/ and Hudson's Bay Territory.'^

In these latitudes scurvy occurs solely among strangers,

whenever they suffer the want of the fresh vegetables to

'

Bogorodskv.
'

Laiiijrc.
' Smellie.
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"wliicli tliey have been accustomed ; wlille tlio natives, wlio

have been accustomed from their birth to live principally, if

not altogether on animal food, bread and the like, remain

quite free from the disease.

But besides these observations, which are still capable of

being interpi-eted in favour of the theory that the malady
is caused by the want of fresh vegetables, we have a series

of epidemics of scurvy, the origin of which, as credibly

alleged by those who observed them, cannot be referred to

want of fresh vegetables, or to erroneous or deficient diet

at all. Such are the outbreaks narrated by Dicenta and

Cless for the prison of Ludwigsburg from 1852 to 1858, by
Opitz among the Austrian garrison of Rastatt in the winter

of 1851-52, by Doring among the French prisoners of war

at Ingolstadt in 187 1, by Killin at the penitentiary of

Moringen (magistracy of Hildesheim) in the winter of 1875-

76, and several of the epidemics on board ships of the

English, French and German navies. Such instances, rare

though they be, serve to show that the disorder of nutrition

which underlies the scurvy, may as an exceptional thing

originate under the influence of other debilitating factors,

mostly associated with a life spent in prisons, barracks or

ships. But the rarity of these cases is, to my thinking,
a proof that all those commonplace injurious influences, such

as damp soil, cold and wet weather, bad air from overcrowd-

ing and want of ventilation, and bad drinking-water, which

are incessantly in operation without any epidemic of scurvy

breaking out, are not to bo reckoned as real factors in the

pathogenesis. In the rare instances referred to, we have

rather to assume some peculiar modification of hygienic
defects of that kind, or perhaps a certain ensemble of them,

concerning the nature of which the published records tell us

nothing ;
and that is an assumption which we might make

without going so far as to postulate a specific virus of scurvy.
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§ 196. Attempts to prove a Miasmatic, Infective or

Contagious Origin for Scurvy.

There has ccrtaiuly been no lack of hypotheses of a mias-

matic cause for scurvy. In the last century the doctrine

was maintained by Poissonicr-Desperrieres,^ and others, that

scurvy was allied in its causation to the malarial diseases ;

and in these days of the malaria-craze there have been many
attempts made to construct some such hypothesis as would

secure for scurvy a place among the infections, or even

among the communicable and contagious diseases. Besides

Scoutettcn and Deve, who are also in favour of the malarial

nature of the malady (Deve would have it that malaria occurs

on board ship), we have had within the last twenty years
such writers as Kriigkula, Villcmin, Kiihn, Pctronc, and

Seeland pronouncing in favour of the miasmatic or infective

character of scurvy. The noxious influences which have

hitherto passed current as the cause of the malady do not

fulfil, says Kriigkula, the requirements of real causes; scurvy
is chiefly found in localities which are known to be the

breeding-places of the acute infective diseases, and it fre-

quently shows itself in company with the latter; it has often

happened that scurvy has broken out as the immediate

effect of substances directly involved in the processes of

decomposition, such as stinking fish, foul water, and the

like
; and in the majority of cases its production can bo

explained much more naturally by infection than by any
of the hj^potheses hitherto cuT*rent. In its origin scurvy is

associated with typhus, and in respect of its being non-

contagious it connects with intermittent fever. (Dr. Kriig-

kula docs not appear to be familiar with the large body of

facts which furnish, I may almost say, a mathematical proof

of the origin of the disease from those errors of diet which

I have entef^d into in detail ;
and that is perhaps the reason,

why he finds his explanation of the disease to be a more natural

one than that of other inquirers, whose theory rests not

upon assertions but on observations, and who have accordingly
set up no mere hypothesis, as he has done.) \^illcniin also,

^ ' Traito de? maladies dcs gens de luer,' Par., 1767.
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with a veritable profusion of arbitrary and erroneous assump-

tions^ seeks to prove tliat scurvy is allied in its causation to

tbe typlious diseases, and^ in contrast to Kriigkula^ he claims

contagious properties for it as well. Like typhus, he says,

scurvy has primary foci on the shores of the German Ocean,
the Baltic, and the Black Sea; and from these it is carried

abroad by the shipping. With this prodigy of a theory, he

couples the statement that epidemics of scurvy very often

run their course parallel with epidemics of typhus, and that

the best way to obviate the spread of the disease is removal

to a distance from the morbific centre. This doctrine of

Villemin has met with a truly brilliant refutation at the

hands of Le Roy de Mericourt, whose ample experience and

sound literary training have enabled him to exhibit the

reasons advanced by Villemin as untenable, and whose un-

hesitating conclusion is that a deficient diet, and especially

the want of fresh vegetables, is the essential factor in the

causation of scurvy. Shortly after, it was pointed out by
Galliot also, that the epidemic of scurvy which sprang up on

board a French ship-of-war on the voyage back from Iceland

was not due to a " miasma scorbuticum," but to the want

of fresh vegetables, and that the disease ceased abruptly as

soon as fresh provisions were procured.
The hypothesis of the miasmatic nature of scurvy has been

expounded after another fashion by Kiihn, with greater skill

perhaps but, in my opinion, with just as little success. The
notion of

"
scurvy

"
is enlarged by him, so as to include the

macular disease of Werlhof, which is a totally different thing
from scurvy, as well as ''

stomacace,^' which has nothing else

in common with scurvy except that it is an affection of the

gums. Next, he distinguishes between a scurvy of inanition,

as he calls it (or one that is induced by errors of diet), and

an infective scurvy, which is nearly related to the former in

symptoms but is quite different in its etiology, being caused

by a miasma ; and to the latter he ascribes contagious pro-

perties, just as Yillemin does. If we examine more closely

his type of infective scurvy, filling in details from his clinical

histories, it is impossible to escape the impression that he

has widened the idea of
"
scurvy

'^
to an inordinate extent,

taking as signs of a scorbutic affection slight reddening or
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swelling of tlie gums, oven in persons with decayed teetli.

On that wide basis lie makes his diagnosis of scurvy ;
aud

then he creates a nnmber of forms of scurvy, such as scor-

butic peritonitis, bronchitis, angina, pneumonia, and rheu-

matism (reminding one of Sydenham's
"^^ febris dysenterica

sine dysenteria," or his
"

febris variolosa sine variolis "),

for which he assumes a miasmatic infection, probably by the

agency of putrefactive bacteria, inasmuch as he Avould connect

the origin of the malady with the fact of the patients living

in overcrowded and unventilated places. Finally, Seeland

has gone one step farther—he has seen the bacteria. Accord-

ing to him the cause of scurvy along the shores of the

Auioor is a fungus, which grows luxuriantly in the houses of

the better-off class of officials, owing to the dampness of the

soil ;
while the natives, whose huts are made of hard-baked

clay, arc exempt from the malady.
But the doctrine of the contagious nature of scurvy, asserted

by Echthius, Horst, Poupart, Trotter, and other writers of

the eighteenth century, aud lately revived by Villemin, Kiihn,

Murri, and Cantu, is quite untenable, inasmuch as it goes

against all historical aud clinical experience. A^illemin's

assertion that the disease is indigenous on the coasts of the

German Ocean, Baltic and Black Sea, whence it has spread

by maritime commerce after the manner of a contagious

disease, such as typhus, is so fanciful that it does not require
to be seriously met

;
and the other evidence which he brings

forward in support of his view, rests, as Le Roy de Mericourt

has shown, upon an erroneous reading and stating of the

facts. There is just as little reason to find any evidence of

the communicability of the disease in Kiihn's observations of

scurvy occurring in thoso who had come into close contact

with scoi'butic patients, the less so that the scurvy in the

cases in question was of the ambiguous kind. Inspired by
Kiihn's wa-itings, Murri made experiments on four rabbits to

produce infection by means of blood drawn from the vein of

a scorbutic patient. After subcutaneous injection of the

blood, small ha)morrhagic spots appeared on the ears of the

animals, febrile symptoms (rise of temperature) having some-

times pi'cccded them ; and the anatomical examination

revealed slight effusion of blood on the dura mater and

i
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pleura, and in one of tlie rabbits on the peritoneum also, and
in the liver and spleen. Murri does not go so far as to con-

clude that these phenomena have any significance in the way
of proving the communicability of scurvy. Cantii also, who
has repeated Murri's experiment on two rabbits, and with the

same result, is equally cautious, contenting himself with veri-

fying the facts. That these animals really acquired a

scorbutic disease follows neither from the account of the

symptoms nor from the conditions found post mortem.

Summing up briefly the facts and arguments of this chapter,
I am led to conclude, as regards the genesis of scurvy, that

the disease is most of all associated with want of fresh vege-

tables in the diet, perhaps with the insufficient supply of salts

of potash (combinations with the vegetable acids) ; that it

breaks out the more promptly and the more severely, the

greater the antecedent action of other debilitating things on

the organism, predisposing it to sickness ; that there are

certain other errors of hygiene, for the present not to be

more accurately particularised, which induce the disorders

of nutrition that underlie scurvy, although they do so much
more rarely than the first mentioned ; but that there is no

warrant to speak of a miasmatic or infective origin of the

disease, while a contagious property is to be denied of scurvy
in the most absolute terms.

The Fonos [or
"
Pain") of the Islands of Spezza and Hydra.

§ 197. Clinical Chaeacters and Morbid Anatomy of
" Pongs "—a Constitutional Disease op Inpancy.

In connexion with scurvy I have to speak of a peculiar
disease affecting young children only, which is endemic in

the Greek islands of Spezza and Hydra on the eastern side

of the Peloponese, off the coast of Argolis, It is only recently
that the attention of the profession in Greece has been drawn

to this malady, which is known by the hardly distinctive

name of Ponos or "
pain." It is undoubtedly to be viewed

VOL. II. 36
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as a constitutional affection deeply rooted in errors of nutri-

tion ;
but the clinical and pathological studies hitherto made

of it have not yielded any definite information as to its

nature.^

Clinical history.
—The onset and course of the disease are always with

fever, which has an intermittent or irregular type and exhibits mauy
fluctuations from first to last, assuming the character of hectic when the

issue is unfavorable, as it usually is. The commencement of the malady
is indicated by some change in the child's strength and spirits ; it loses

its sprightliness, betrays feebleness in its gait, becomes sad, and dis-

inclined to play. The skin acquires a pale or straw-coloured tint
;
and

progressive emaciation becomes noticeable, although the appetite keeps

up for the most part, not unfrequently indeed becoming ravenous, with

a peculiar craving for highly seasoned dishes and for spirituovis drinks.

Meanwhile the belly enlarges owing to the gradual swelling of the spleen,

which often attains so enormous a size as to reach the middle line of the

abdomen. In many cases the spleen is painful or tender to the touch,

whence the name given to the disease ; but it oftener happens that the

tenderness is wanting, notwithstanding that the organ is much enlarged.
As an exceptional thing, there may be slight enlargement of the liver ;

and swelling of the lymphatic glands in the neck has been noticed iu

a few rare cases. The digestion is always out of order, and it is not

uncommon for vomiting to come on after food. At the outset of the

disease there is usually constipation, but later on the dejecta assume

the character of diarrhaal or dysenteric. A very characteristic sign is

the penetrating odour of the urine, vsrhich becomes noticeable from the

very beginning of the illness and continues all through it ; usually there

is a sediment in it (possibly urates), but rarely or never albumen. One
of the most frequent symptoms throughout the disease is bronchial

catarrh.

At a later stage a variety of exudative phenomena occur—the profuse
intestinal discharges already mentioned, dropsy (cedema at first and then

ascites), and colliquative sweating ; thei'cafter, haimorrhages iu the form

of petechise or extensive ecchymoses of the skin, bleeding from the nose

and from the bowel, and above all bleeding from the gums. The latter

at length show the signs of a scorbutic alFection ;
an ichorous discharge

comes from them, the tei'th become loose and drop out in the end, and

in some cases even necrosis of the jaws has been observed. These are

the incidents, along with general marasmus, that usher in the fatal

result, if it have not been now and then anticipated by intercurrent

local disease, such as broncho-pneumonia, meningitis, or peritonitis.

1 The account that follows in tlic text is bnscd upon the papers of Karamitsas

(' Gaz. dcs hopit.,' 1880, No. ig, ]). 147), and Stephanos (' Gaz. hob. de nied.,'

1881, Nos. 47 anil 51, yy. 750, 81.^). Those papers make roforoncc to the notices

of the malady which have aj)pearcd since 1835 in the medical journal,
'

VaXijvoi^,

published at Athens.
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The illness Las usually a fatal termination ; it is only in exceptional

cases, when a suitable diet and tonic remedies (quinine, iron, and iodide

of iron) are employed that a cure results, and then only if the disease

have been treated in its early stages. In the case of very young children

the best hope, although that is not much, lies in the choice of a good
nurse. There are many remissions and exacerbations in the course of

the malady, which usually lasts from one to two years. Sometimes it

runs its course under very intense symptoms, and ends fatally in two or

three months.

Morbid anatomy.
—Only one post-mortem examination has been made

hitherto, of which an account is given by Stephanos. There were no
traces of leuktemic or pseudo-leuka3mic, or of tubercular or malarial

lesions. The capsule of the spleen was very firm, and the trabeculse a good
deal thickened ; the substance of the organ was swollen, but there was no
actual pigmentation and no excess of colourless corpuscles. In the right

lung there was an abscess reaching to the pleural covering; there was
also commencing cirrhosis of the liver (the child had i-eceived alcoholic

drinks during its illness) ; the kidneys were congested, and the bronchial

and mesenteric glands normal, although some of them were slightly

enlarged.
This disease occurs, as we have said, only during the first years of

childhood, usually covering the period between the first and second

dentition ;
in most cases it begins to develop as early as the eruption of

the ,first incisors. Only in very rare instances are children attacked at

the age of four or upwards. It is said (by Stephanos) to be rather more
common in boys than in girls.

§ 198. History of " Ponos."

Our information about the "
ponos

"
goes no farther back

than 1835, in which year Reiser directed attention, in an

address before the Medical Society of Athens, to enlarge-

ments of the spleen in young children on the island of

Spezza, the cause of which he traced to the use of water

from cisterns. Reference was afterwards made to it by
Pallas,^ who pointed out the hajmorrhagic phenomena and

their resemblance to those of scurvy. It was not until 1871

that this malady received general recognition at the hands

of the profession in Greece.

The disease, as we learn from the most recent inquiries,

is endemic nowhere but in the islands of Si^ezza and Hydra j

in other parts of Greece it Kas never been seen hitherto.

^ ' Aunali iiuiv. di mud.,' 1842, c. ii, 6j«
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It used to be commoner formerly than it is now ; even at tlie

date of Pallas's article, there were feAV families in Spezza
but had lost one child at least by it. There have, indeed,

been considerable fluctuations in the number of cases from

time to time : according to the latest accounts, there were

twenty to twenty-five children with '^

ponos
'^

in Spezza out

of a population of 7500, and ten to fifteen in Hydra out of a

population of 7300.

§ 199. ClECUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH " PoNOS "
OCCURS.

Climate and season have no influence on the production
of the disease. Neither has the kind of soil ; for it occurs

equally on high and low ground, on rocky and damp soil, on

the chalk soil of Hydra and on the volcanic (gompholithic)
formation of Spezza. Social rank also would appear to be

of no real significance ; the cases of it are uniformly dis-

tributed through all classes from the rich downwards, and
in all kinds of dwellings, from the larger sort of well-kept
and well-aired residences to the hovels of the poor. Neither

is there any real causative clement to bo discovered in the

food, which differs in no respect from that used in other

parts of Greece where the disease is unknown. It follows

also that the much-blamed use of rain-water is not the cause,

for the malady has been found in families who take their

water-supply from deep wells. The view adopted by

Jeanakopulos, that it arises from malarial infection, is quite
untenable

;
for on neither of the islands is there any malaria

at all, and the disease is one that affects a time of life when
malaria is least apt to be felt. Moreover, it is limited to

certain families.

It is this last-mentioned fact, together with the fact that

the parents of children Avith
''

ponos
" had suffered from

serious diseases, especially pulmonary consumption, that so

far bears out the opinion generally current among the inhabi-

tants of Spezza, that the question is one of hereditary condi-

tions or of a congenital predisposition. We are completely
in the dark as to the actual disease-producing agent ; and

Stephanos, in vit;w of the fact that the malady cannot be
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brought into causal connexion with any of the influences

before mentioned, throws out the suggestion whether in-

fection or jparasitism may not be at the bottom of it ! Lastly,
it should be said that the opinion held by Karamitsas of the

disease being a kind of splenic leukaimia, does not find the

smallest support either in phenomena observed during life,

or in the post-mortem appearances, or in the examination of

the blood (that author himself found the coloured corpuscles

considerably fewer and only some traces of leucocytes left) ;

and therefore Stephanos thinks himself warranted in decidedly

rejecting the idea of an affinity between the disease and

leuksemia or pseudo-leukaemia.
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CHAPTER XVI.

BERIBERI.

§ 200, Clinical Charactees. The Paralytic and the

, Dropsical Form.

The malady known under the name of
" beriberi

''
or

other colloquial designation/ which is endemic in many-

tropical and sub-tropical parts of Eastern Asia, was till not

very long ago a riddle in its pathology and causation. And

although the latest observations of English, German, Dutch,
and Brazilian practitioners have thrown much light upon it,

we are still far from being able to assign to it a de'finite and

undisputed place in the nosological system, to characterise

its nature with precision, and least of all to come to any

positive conclusion as to its genesis or the causes that under-

' The etymology of the word " beriberi
"

has not been explained. Its origin

is certainly not Ai'abic, but Hindustani or Malay. In the Malay language
"biribi" means an "abrupt and tripping gait" (Platteenu,

' Gencesk. Tijdsclir.

voor Nederl. Indie/ x, 665). According to Eontius, who was familiar with the

disease in Java, the word is derived from "
bharyec," meaning

"
sheep." Marshall,

on the other hand, derives it from the Cingalese word "
bhargce," or " feeble

gait," and Herklots from the Hindustani word "bharbari," meaning "swelling,"

i.e. cedematous swelling. In Eanka the disease is called
" binas

"
or "

apooi," as

well as "
pantjakit niloe

"
or "

siloe j" in Java "
loempoe j" on the coast of New

Guinea "pantjakit papoea." In Japan it is known under the name of "kak-ke,"

a term of Chinese origin, derived from the words "
kiakn," meaning "leg," and

" ka " or "
ki," meaning "disease," and equivalent therefore to " disease of the

legs" (Scheube). In the French Antilles it is called "maladie des sucreriesj" in

Cuba, "hinchazon" (dropsy) "de los uegros ;" in the Brazilian province of Matto

Grosso, "perneiras" (disease of the feet); and in Minas Gcracs " inchacao
"

(cedema). The term "barbiers" is undoubtedly a French corriiption of "beri-

beri." Vinson (I) however, who was born in Reunion, and became familiar with

the disease, says that it is another disease which is denoted by "barbiers;" but it

would appear from the description of that other malady, that it is itself the

acute pernicious form of beriberi.
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lie it. The recently published works of Wernicli^ and

Scheubo on the disease in Japan, where it is known as

'Mcak-ke " have made the profession in Germany more

intimately acquainted with it ; and as I am able to refer the

reader to the very comprehensive and thorough writings of

those authors for the morbid anatomy and pathology of the

disease, I shall limit myself here to an epitome and survey
of certain aspects of the pathology of beriberi which have a

special bearing on the etiological questions that will arise

in the course of this chapter.

Clinical history.
—The disease,^ as we find it, is a complex of a number

of symptoms pointing to atfections of the periplieral nerves and vessels,

which present themselves in the form of disorders of movement and sensi-

bility, particularly in the extremities, of dyspnoea, of scanty secretion of

urine, and finally of dropsical eft'usions. These efi"usions, however, are not

constant; in many cases there are only faint indications of them ; some-

times they appear at the very outset of the illness, at other times they
are a late addition to the group of symptoms ; and thus it is possible
to distinguish a paralytic form, a diopsical form, and a mixed form,

according as di'opsy is wanting altogether or as it comes on late or

eai'ly. The progress of beriberi is usually chronic ; it is rai'e for it to

run an acute course, and when it does so, it is mostly of a pernicious

type.

The onset of the first characteristic symptoms is usually preceded for

a considerable period (weeks or months) by a well-marked stage of

persistent weakness, low spirits, listlessncss and unfitness for work.

When the outbreak is to take.the paralytic form, the onset is shown by
a difficulty in moving the lower limbs, which gradually increases to

paresis and paralysis; in many cases the upper extremities ai'e attacked

with the same weakness, becoming pai'alysed in the end, and the patient
is then placed in a very melancholy situation, being unable to make
the slightest movement and requiring even to be helped to his food and
drink. At the same time there will have been disoi'ders of sensibility,

in many cases commencing as perverted sensations (tickling or creeping

feeling, and the like), or as hypenesthesias (Ijurniug, particularly in the

feet and legs, the "burning of the feet" of English writers), or as

muscular tenderness on pressure (especially in the muscles of the calf).

* The authorities quoted throughout the chapter are givou in nlphabotical

order at the cud.
- On comparing tlie accounts given of its symptoms and course by observers

in India, the East Indies, Japan, Brazil, and other countries, we lind so perfect
an agreement in the morbid pbonoinoua that wo may rcg.ird the process as a

whole to have liad everywhere the same character ; at all events there are uo

fundamentiil diflerences in the type of the disease at the vaiious points of its

distribution-area.
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Later on tbe sensory disorder takes the form of anasstliesia, and is

specially distinguished by loss of the sense of j)ressure, and of heat and

cold; these symptoms also are noted earliest and most uniformly in

the lower limbs, extending afterwards in a smaller proportion of cases

to the upper exti'emities.

Besides these nervous phenomena, there are obsei"ved disorders in the

blood-making and in the circulation. The patients have the look of

ana3mia, complaining of palpitation which is not unfrequently very

troublesome, and of dyspnoea. Auscultation of the heart discovers

blowing murmurs at the apex and over the semilunar valves ; percussion

shows the area of dulness increased (either from dropsy of the pericar-

dium or dilatation of the heart) ; the pulse is small, very compressible,

slow, or sometimes quickened. The urine is always diminished (in con-

secjuence of lowered pressure in the aortic system), but it never contains

albumen.

To the phenomena above mentioned, which are characteristic of the

so-called paralytic or dry form of beriberi, dropsy is often added in the

further course of the malady. In another class of cases dropsy is

among the earlier symptoms, and the disease then assumes the so-called

dropsical type. Usually the oedema shows itself first in the ankles and

legs, extending gradually until it at length becomes general anasarca ;

then follow dropsical effusions into the serous cavities—always into the

pericardium, more occasionally into the pleura or peritoneum, and

rarely, as would seem, into the cerebral and spinal arachnoid.

The acute form of beriberi develops either out of the above-described

chronic illness ; or the disease is acute from the first, with a violent

onset of the symptoms, such as has been already mentioned, and with

vomiting often added, which, according to some, is specially charac-

teristic and of evil omen. In the worst cases of this variety, the

dyspnoea reaches an extreme degree, the patient becomes cyanotic,

and dies a few days from the first appearance of the symptoms in a

state of asphyxia and with paroxysms of choking. In the chronic form,

the issue is not unfrequently towards recovery, the malady often dragging
on for months and, with remissions and exacerbations, even for years.

Even when the characteristic symptoms are all gone, there are not

rarely emaciation and feebleness of the lower limbs remaining over for

a long time or even for good. The fatal issue of the chronic form is

either by gradual aggravation of the symptoms, particularly the dropsical

effusions, accompanied by wasting and general marasmus; or suddenly
from asphyxia and pai'oxysms of choking, as in the distinctive manner
of the acute form.

Morbid anatomy.
—The anatomical examinations of persons who have

died of beriberi have been few hitherto, and they have afforded no

certain clue to the nature of disease; or, in other words, they have

disclosed nothing uniform in the morbid anatomy.

Among the conditions most commonly found are the following :

Remarkably dark colour and extreme fluidity of the blood; sei'ous

infiltration of the subcutaneous connective tissue; moi'e or less con-
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siderable dropsical effusion into the pleura and peritoneum, but most
of all into the pericardium, and now and then into the membranes of

the brain and the cord; congestion and often fedema of the lungs; the

heart often in a state of " excentric hypertrophy
"
or simple dilatation,

and in many cases soft, pale and fattily degenerated ; the inner coat of

the aorta and coronary arteries thickened at certain points from fatty

degeneration (Lodewijks and Weiss) ; the brain and spinal cord mostly
normal (the softened spots sometimes found in the central organs of

the nervous system should perhaps be regarded as post-mm-tem phe-

nomena). In four bodies which they examined, Baelz and Scheubc
found inflammatory changes in the peripheral nerves, going on to

induration and cirrhosis, and similar changes in the muscles—a sub-

acute neuritis and myositis reminding us of the cases of multiple
neuritis with inflammatory atrophy of muscles, lately described by
Eisenlohr, Geoffroy and Leyden, and in which, according to the

observers above named, the disease really consists and has its origin.

§ 20 1. Historical References.

The Jiistory of beriberi may be folloAvcd, so far as the

present state of researcli enables ns to decide, as far back as

the second century of the pre-Christian era. Inquiries made
at the instigation of Dr. Scheube by a number of scholars

conversant with the ancient medical writings of China and

Japan, with a view to discover whether the malady had existed

in those countries, have succeeded in proving that the word
" kak-ke " occurs in a Chinese work dating from about 200

B.C., and that there is an unambiguous description of the

disease in another work of some one hundred and thirty years
later date. Other references to beriberi in China occur in

writings of the third, seventh and eighth centuries of the

present era ;
and in a medicine book belonging to the end of

the tenth century, there is already a distinction drawn between
a "

dry
" or pai'alytic kak-ke and a " wet "

or dropsical.

Of the disease in Japan the earliest record is in a medical

treatise of the ninth century of our era
;
but in that, as well

as in subsequent Japanese medicine books, the malady is often

confounded with other morbid conditions (heart disease, rheu-

matisiu, dropsy^).
' Even in recent times there has been a good deal of eonfusiou between beriberi

and the mahirial cachexia on the one hand, and the caehexie aqueusc (the anchy-

lostoma-discase) on the other.
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For the East Indies the first notice of it occurs in the

medico-topographical treatise of Bontius, who. was acquainted
with the disease there in the seventeenth century under its

colloquial name " beriberi/' Belonging to the same period
is a note upon it by the Dutch physician Tulpius, who liad

an opportunity of observing the malady in a person returned

from India (Coromandel coast). Then follow, in order of

time, the accounts by Paxmann, Lind and Fontana, for the

Malabar coast, and for the East Coast of the Indian penin-
sula the important and in some respects fundamental work

on beriberi by Malcolmson, Of mucb more recent date

is the appearance of beriberi at various parts of the New
World. At what time it first showed itself in the West
Indies I have not been able to make out from the accounts

before me. In Brazil it was not observed, at least in its

more general or epidemic diffusion, until after the year 1 860
;

and its first appearance in Guiana would appear to fall about

the same time.

§ 202. Peesent Area op Distribution.

The geograioliical distribution of beriberi extends over a

large part of the tropical and subtropical zones of the Eastern

and Western Hemispheres ;
but the more important foci of

the disease are within comparatively narrow limits. One of

its chief seats is the Empire of Japan,^ in which the malady
is prevalent from Nagasaki (in the Kiushiu island) to Hako-
dade (in tbe Yezo island). Confined until some forty or fifty

years ago to the trading ports, it has appeared more recently in

the interior as well—in the central provinces of Kodzuke and

Oshiu, and even in the mountainous province of Sliinano ; and

it not only affects the larger towns as formerly but the smaller

villages also," The want of statistical returns of disease in

Japan prevents us from forming an opinion as to the amount
of beriberi in that country ;

but we have an approximate
estimate in the number of cases of it returned by physicians
in Kioto, which were 2273 from 1875 to 1879 in a population

'

Friedcl, Pompe van Mctdervort, Eef. (V), M;igct, Wcrnicb, Anderson, Godet,

Simmons, SoUaud, Schcube, Baelz.
^
Baelz, 1. c, 7.
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of some 229,000, and of which 1093 occurred in tlic single

year 1878. In the army the number of case« in 1877 was

2687 among a total strength of 19,600 men, or 14 per cent. ;

the year after it was 13,629 in a force of 36,100, or 38 per
cent.^ In Ghina, where the disease would appear, from the

historical data above mentioned, to have been formerly one of

the prevalent diseases of the pco])le,it now occurs very seldom."

In addition to the account^ of an epidemic of beriberi in an

English regiment in 1852, there is a notice of an epidemic
outbreak of it in 1870 in the Cocos Islands (in 12° S. in the

Indian Ocean), which came to an end when the patients

were sent to the adjoining Keeling Island."^ For Loiuer

India we have information of its being endemic in Burmah,
where it docs not appear to have been domesticated until

after the outbreak among the British troo])s in 1824/ also

at Singapore,'' and in the islands of Pulo-Condo (Calabash

Islands) lying off the coast of Cambodia.'^ On the mainland

of Saigon it is very rare, to say the least.^ On many islands

of the Malay ArcJdpelago^ it is as widely spread, in endemic

or epidemic form, as in the Japanese Empire ; thus, in

Sumatra^^ the Dutch troops suffered from it severely during
the war in Acheen,^^ and there are more particular accounts

of its endemic prevalence among the natives of the Lampong
States.^^ It is found also in Banka}^ especially in the

mining districts ; and in Borneo, not only in the maritime

regions^* and in the English island of Labuan^^ off the north-

western coast, but also in the interior.^'' Also in Gelehes^'^

particularly in the Government of Macassar,^^ and in several

islands of the Molucca group, such as Saparua ;^^ but in

1 Scheubc (II), 8.
* Weruicli (I), 293.

' Kef. (II).

•• Leudesdorf. '' Mouat, Kfarney, Arokciim.

^ Ref. I; Ward and (irant. According to Russell, 1174 cases of beriberi

occurred in the Singapore gaol from May, 1875, to May, 1880.

7 IJeaufils.

^
Kicliard,

'

Introd.,' vii. In llie nicdico-toiiograpliical writings of French prac-

titioners in Cochin China nothing is said of the disease excepting in the note by

lieanfils already (juotod.
'>

Schneider, Oudenhovcn, Ovcrbuck di! Mcijer, Swaving, \an Lccnt (I).

10 van Lcent (VII).
"

Gelpke.
'"-

Eisinger.
'-

Lindnian, van Ivuppen, van Leent (V).
-^

Ilcymann, Schneider, Rupert.
"> Roe, 13;irry.

'» v;^ i,ce,jt (III, IV).
" SchmidtumUcr, do Meijer.

•* Uauer. '^
Heymann, Kohinow.
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Ambonia, which used to be very much affected by beriberi/
it is now rarely seen.^ It exists also on the west coast of

New Guinea. In Java it would appear to be rare on

the whole -^ but we have accounts of its endemic prevalence
in the Eesidency of Banjuwangi/ in the extreme east of the

island, and in the prisons of Batavia -^ also, notices of a

severe epidemic in the Eesidency of Passuruan in 1841, the

number of the sick being returned at 8000/ and of epidemics
in 1864 and 1S65 at the Protestant Orphanage of Samarang.^

In India the principal seat of the malady is the strip of

coast, belonging to the Madras Presidency ,
from Gandjam to

Masulipatam, known as the Circars ;® from the coast this

disease-focus extends with diminishing intensity for about a

hundred miles inland.^ It is met with very much less

frequently on the Coromandel coast,^'' in the plain of the

Carnatic,^^ and on the Malabar coast.
^^ In Lower Bengal

beriberi became epidemic for the first time in 1877—80 at

Calcutta and at various places in the provinces of Dacca and

Assam. ^^ There is not a single reference to its endemic or

epidemic occurrence on the western littoral within the Bombay
Presidency, or in the greater part of the Deccan, or in the

No7'th-West Provinces, or in any part of the Plain of the

Ganges, excepting the above-mentioned epidemic at Calcutta.

In Ceylon there is a good deal of it, more at some points

(Trincomalee, Kandy) than at others (Colombo)^^ and of a

more malignant type ;
but the most recent information that I

have of it in that colony dates from 1849, ^^^ ^ ^™ unable

^ Lesson. ^ van Hattem, van Leent (II).
^
Heymann.

*
Clapham.

5 Re£. (VI); Swaving. From January, 1857, to July, 1870, there were 2069

patients witli beriberi in Batavia and on Onrust, wbo were provided for at tlie cost

of the Government, most of them being in the prisons.
®
Brockmeijer.

' van Dissel.

s Marshall (II), Hamilton, Malcolmson, Thomson, Hutchinson, Balfour,

Waring, Evezard.
'-• Kearney informs us that the disease exists in Sumbulpore, Kampti, &c.

'0 For the city of Madras and its vicinity there is not a single reference to

beriberi. Huillet says that in Pondicherry he had seen only a Cew imported

cases.

i> Dick.
12

Wright. Accordinc^ to Day, beriberi is very rare in the Cochin district.

13
Fayrer, from information supplie I by MacLecd.

'' Hunter, Rogers, Davy, Marshall (I, II), Ridley, Fridh im.
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to say what may be the state of matters at present. It is

altogether doubtful, owing to the absohite silence of the

authorities on the point, whether the malady occurs in other

parts of the continent of Asia or in the adjacent islands.

There is, indeed, a statement by Moore, that beriberi has

been seen in sailors at Bassadur (on the island of Kishin,

Persian Gulf), but it is most probable that these cases do

not imply the prevalence of the sickness on shore but on

board vessels frequenting the Gulf. Of which more anon.

In African territury, so far as I can learn, the disease has

been found hitherto at three points
—Mauritius, where it

was epidemic in 1813 among the British troops ;^ in Reunion,

where it has broken out epidemically in 1805, 1821, 1838,

and 1847 j" ^^^ on the small island of Nossi-Be, situated

north-west of Madagascar, where it occurs from time to

time.^

In the Western Hemisphere, as we have seen, beriberi

has not been observed until recent times. In the French

Antilles, according to a report of Dumont published by Larrey,
there ai'c occasional cases of it among negroes and Chinese,

which are known as " maladie des sucreries,^' and there are

epidemics of it now and then. It was prevalent on

Guadeloupe in 1859 among negroes imported from the Congo
Coast. It has been observed also in Cuba,^ particularly in

1873, when it raged with great virulence among the negroes
on two plantations near Palmira, causing a mortality of from

60 to 75 per cent, of those attacked.^ In Oa?/emie it showed

it showed itself for the first time in 1865 among imported
coolies ;*"

but it does not appear to have recuri-ed^ there until

1 Kef. (III). The epidemic of "acute anroinic dropsy," which occurred iu

Mauritius iu 1878-79, according to Davidsou ('
Ediu. Med. Journ.,' 1881, Aug.,

p. 118), and rdleran ('Arch, de mod. nav.,' 18S1, Avril, p. 298), and which was

probably imported from India, is not one that I can regard as beriberi, judging

by tlie syin])t(inis.
- Vinson (1).
* Guiol. Fayrcr's opinion, tliat the disease on the West Coast of Africa

known as "
negro lethargy

"
corresponds to beriberi, rests upon some misconcep-

tion which I ciuiiiot explain.
* Hava. '

Minteguiaga.
*•

Hcmcury, Duraud.
^ The epidemic among the workmen iu the gold mines of Sinnarnary, described

by Dorvan (These, Montp., 1876), was probably an affair of auchylostoma disease

(cache.\ie atpieusc). At all events it was not beriberi.
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October, 1877, ^l^en several coolies suffering- from beriberi

were admitted into tlie hospital of Cayenne from neighbour-

ing settlements.^ One of the most considerable centres of

the disease has been established of recent years in Brazil^
where its general outbreak belongs to the same period as

the first cases of it seen in Guiana. Some Brazilian prac-
titioners are of opinion that there had been occasional epi-
demics before; as at Ceara in 1825 and at Marianna

(province of Minas Geraes) in 1858 and 1861. But it was
not until 1866 that the general attention of the profession
was drawn to it_, particularly at Bahia, where there had been

sporadic cases a few years before, about the diagnosis of

which opinions differed. Tlie point from which beriberi

started to overrun the greater part of Brazil was the Bahia

province ; shortly after, it broke out on the banks of the

Rio Anajas in Para; in 1869 it was in Santa Catharina

(according to Rey) ; at Pernambuco in 1871 (according to

Beringer) ;
in the Maranhao pi'ovince in 1872, Ceara in 1873,

San Paolo and Rio Grande do Sul (according to Betoldi) in

1874; as well as in the provinces of Alagoes, Sergipe and

Espirito Santo,—thus extending* over the whole Brazilian

seaboard. It has shown itself also in the interior in other

provinces besides Para, such as Matto Grosso and Minas
Geraes ; and at many places it has assumed the character of

an endemic disease. From the statements of Brazilian

army surgeons who had made the campaign against Paraguay,
it appears that beriberi had been epidemic in that country
at the time of the war, at Humaita, Passo da Patria and

other places. Lastly, it has to be mentioned that a few cases

have lately occurred at San Francisco, but under what cir-

cumstances, or among what nationality, does not appear from

the very brief notice^ of the fact.

The epidemic outhreahs on hoard
sliij^ form episodes in

the history of beriberi that are full of interest in several

respects. It has been observed oftenest under those circum-

stances in Dutch men-of-war, transports, and coasting vessels

frequenting those parts of the Indian Ocean which encircle the

^
Hemeuiy, Frarxjois.

'
Compare the extremely exhaustive work of Feris (I).

^ Kef. (V).

VOL. II. 37
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Malay Archipelago,' aud next to these iu British men-of-war

and transports in the Bay of Bengal and elsewhere in the

Indian Ocean." There are also a few notices of its occur-

rence among the crews of ships in the Sea of Japan,'^ the

Persian Gulf,* and the Red Sea.^ In the Atlantic, naval

surgeons'' have seen cases of it among the crews of Brazilian

raen-of-war during the war with Paraguay. Guy witnessed

an epidemic of it on board a French vessel carrying coolies

from Madras to Guadeloupe, the disease having appeared
when they were between the Cape and the West Indies and

some four weeks previous to their arrival at Guadeloupe.

On board another French ship carrying time-expired coolies

back from the West Indies to India, beriberi broke out

among the coolies when they had got as far through the

Indian Ocean as gi*^ E. and 14° N.'^ Among other

instances of epidemics on board coolie ships from India to

the French Antilles, or returning, are those of the Nicolas

Poussin in 1864 and the Marie Laure in 1878. One of

the worst cases is that of the Parmentier in 1861-62;

she was carrying 401 coolies back from Martinique to

Pondicherry, and after a voyage of five months she lauded

only 281 coolies alive. In ships navigating the Southei'u

Ocean or Australian waters/ beriberi has never occurred, so

far as I know.

§ 203. Influence op Climate and Season.

As regards the manner of its occurrence, beriberi has at

some places within its distribution area the character of an

' See the accounts of Scliiieider (1. c, 14), Heymann (II), Pop, van Lccnt (L

III, IV), Stuendjk, Zuur, Schuttc, Westlioff, llupert.
2 Hunter, Carter, Morehcad (I).

^ Anderson.
* Moore. ^ Wollstoad, Pruuer, Carter.

'' Ilibeira de Almeida,
' Estudo sobrc as condi(,'oes liygieiiions das navios cneon-

racjados.' Rio de Janeiro, 1871 ; Saraiva, 'Quaes os melliorcs meios de combatcr

beriberi ?' Bahia, 1871. (Quoted by Feris.)
^ Richaud.
^ The outbreak of an "epidemical dropsy," described as having occurred in

i8:;6 on board H.M.S. J«»o, while cruizing off the Australian coast ('Statist.

Rep. of the Health of the Navy Cor the year 1856,' p. 161), is, in my opinion,

referred to beriberi on iusuHicient grounds.
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endemic malady, as in many islands of the Malay Archipelago
in the northern division of the Madras Presidency (Circars),

in Ceylon^ at Singapore, in the Japanese Empire, and in

many parts of Brazil
;
whereas at other places it shows itself

only in epide^nics separated from one another by more or

less considerable intervals of time. To the latter class its

outbreaks on board ship belong very characteristically.

The influence of climate does not account for these differ-

ences, any more than it accounts for the existence of the

disease at all. No doubt the area of beriberi is almost ex-

clusively within tropical and subtropical regions ;
but the

endemicity of the disease at Hakodade (Yezo), with a climate

nearly corresponding to that of the temperate zone of Europe
and America, and the outbreaks on board ships in somewhat

high latitudes, are evidence that the malady may develop or

persist, even as an endemic, beyond those regions. That the

tropical or subtropical climate does not of itself determine

the endemic or epidemic existence of the disease, follows

from the fact that the several centres of beriberi are often

narrowly circumscribed within its distribution area, while

the regions nearly adjoining them and subject to the same

climatic influences escape the disease ; as well as from the

fact that it is quite unknown in Arabia, on the East and

West Coasts of Africa, and in other regions with a pro-
nounced tropical climate ; and that in Guiana and Brazil, it

is only recently that it has, I will not say occurred, but at

all events become general, although we cannot account for

that by anything in the climatic conditions.

But we must none the less admit that the development of

the disease into an epidemic stands in very definite relation

to the influence of season, or of the corresponding weather

conditions. Observers in all parts of the world where beri-

beri has been observed hitherto are unanimous in saying
that the largest number of cases, or the epidemic outbreaks,
fall in the season which is meteorologically characterised,

first of all by the high degree of atmospheric moisture, and

next by great vicissitudes of temperature. This is the

opinion expressed by Bontius, v. Oudeuhoven, Heymann,
Schneider, v. Dissel, Rupert and others for the East Indies ;

by Hamilton, Malcolmson, Waring, Kearney, and others for
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the Circars ; by Dick for the Carnatic ; by Lind, Fontana,

Wright and Day for the Malabar coast
; by Marshall for

Ceylon ; by the authority for Singapore ; by AVernich,

Simmons, Scheube and Baelz for Japan ; and by da Silva

Lima, Pacifico Pereira and others for Brazil. Proof of this

is afforded by the statistics of sickness given by some of the

observers.

The following table shows the distribntion according to season of 572
cases of beriberi, admitted into the military hospitals from among the

native troops in the northern division of the Madras Presidency during
a period of three years.'

Table of Admissions far Beriberi in the several Seasons.

Hot Season
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§ 204. Intimate Association with the Sea Coast.

Whether the occurrence of beriberi, and its diffusion, are

independent of particular kinds of soil cannot be decided

with any approach to certainty. One noteworthy fact is,

that the malady has been mostly prevalent on the sea-coast,

the shores of great rivers, and the plains adjoining ;
while

it has shown itself seldomer in the interior, and has for the

most part avoided high tablelands and mountainous country.

Hamilton, Marshall, and others among the earlier observers,

were of opinion that a distance of forty to sixty miles from

the coast was sufficient to give immunity from beriberi; and

several of the more recent authorities have expressed the

same opinion. Malcolmson found this idea confirmed by his

experience in the Circai's; but he thought it advisable to add

that "
this law will, I have no doubt, require to be greatly

modified as our information is extended "—a wise reserve

which has been justified by subsequent experience. As early
as Balfour's report on the cases of beriberi among the troops
in the Madras Presidency from 1829 to 1838, we find con-

siderable exceptions to the rule in question. The cases to

the number of iii 6 were distributed as follows :

Stations on tlie coast .... 394
Stations on tlie plain, between eigHt and forty miles from

the coast ..... 537
Stations on the plain, between forty and one hundi'ed

miles from the coast . . . • ^3

Stations on the high ground, more than 1300 feet above

the sea . . . . . -53

2

It should be kept in mind, also, that there were only two

stations of the last kind, viz. Secunderabad and Kampti ;

and that the troops quartered in them were a comparatively
small force.

But we find still better evidence that the area of the

disease is by no means absolutely associated with the condi-

tions obtaining on coast-lands, in the latest experiences from

those same districts of India (Kearney), from Assam (Fayrer),
and from Burmah (Kearney), where beriberi has occurred

hundreds of miles up country ; also in the observations on
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its extension in Japan, from the coast into the interior; and,

most of all, in tlie fact that it has been found to be epi-

demically prevalent in one of the western provinces of Brazil.

Therefore, although the preponderance of beriberi on the

coast is still unmistakable, the explanation of the fact lies

perhaps more in the meteorological conditions than in any

peculiarities of soil.

With reference partly to the preponderance of beriberi

on sea-coasts and river banks, some^ have laid special

emphasis in the etiology upon the wetness or swampiness of
the ground, and have deduced therefrom the conclusion that

the disease partakes of a malarial character. I shall after-

wards show that beriberi has not the very smallest point in

common with malarial diseases. For the present, I shall

merely meet the theory of an influence derived from wet or

swampy soil by directing attention to the fact, that the

principal seat of the malady is that very region of India

which is comparatively well off as regards the moderate

saturation of the soil ; whereas, the regions that are most

damp and most abounding in swamps, such as Orissa, the

plain of Lower Bengal, and the plain of Cambodia are almost

exempt from beriberi. Further, that the disease has risen

to a more or less important place within the last thirty or

forty years at various points, both in the Eastern and Westei*n

Hemispheres, where it used to be either rare or altogether

unknown, while there have been no concomitant changes in

the soil ; that beriberi is met with much more commonly in

towns than in country disti'icts
;
and last, but not least, that

it can spring up and become epidemic on board ship, where

there can be no question of an influence of soil in the

ordinary meaning' of the term.

§ 205. Occurs mostly in Adult Males, Native and

Acclimatised, and in those of Good Physique.

Inquiring into the influence upon the production of beri-

beri exerted by things prejudicial in the mode of living, we

1 For example, tSwaving, Bary, and Kupert for the East Indies; Anderson and

Simmons for Japan ; IJetoldi, Key, and I'ureira for Brazil.
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have in the first instance to consider as factors in the etiology
a number of personal things^ such as age^ sex, nationality
and constitution.

As regards the amount of the sickness at various ages,

there is absolute unanimity among the authorities that cases

of beriberi are the exception in children or young persons
under the age of fifteen, no such cases being met with in

many of the epidemics ; that old age is also exempt for the

most part; and that most of the cases are in people in the

prime of life. On board the ship Vlndien the emigrants
numbered 575, among them 54 children up to fifteen years
of age; there were 118 cases of beriberi, but only one of

these was in a child (Guy). On board the Jacfpies Goe.ur,

the whole of the 55 children of the coolies escaped the disease,

while of the 332 adults, 44 took it (Richaud). In the epi-

demic of 1869-70 in Labuan, the age of childhood was found

to be quite protected (Barry). Of 35 fatal cases in the

hospital of Tokio, only one was in a person under fifteen ;

of 581 beriberi patients treated by Scheube at Kioto, only

35 were children; of 933 patients at Tokio, 15 were between

ten and fifteen years of age, 753, or 80 per cent., were

between sixteen and thirty years, and the remaining 165
cases were over thirty years, 89 of them being between thirty

and forty. That the rule is not without exceptions, is

proved by the epidemics occasionally observed in orphanages
and training institutions. Thus in the Protestant Orphanage
at Samarang in 1864 and 1865, there were 98 cases among
235 children, and 9 of these fatal ; and in the Missionary
Schools at Toukiji in Japan, a large number of girls between

the ages of ten and sixteen were attacked with beriberi, of

whom one died.

A difference in the liability to beriberi, not so pronounced

perhaps as that which distinguishes childhood from the prime
of life, but still a considerable difference, exists hetwecn the

female sex and the male. In Ceylon, Christie did not see a

single case in a woman, and Kupert says the same for Borneo,

According to Heymann and others for the East Indies,

Wernich and Simmons for Japan, Pereira, Betoldi, Rey and

others for Brazil, and Larrey for the West Indies, the cases

of beriberi in the female sex are rare. On board the
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emigrant ship VIndhn, there were 1 1 1 cases among 385

men, or 29 per cent., (of whom 40, or 10*4 per cent, died),

while there wei'e only 6 cases among 118 women, or 5*5 per

cent., of whom 2 died (Guy). But on board the coolie ship

Jacques Coeur, the proportion of cases among men and

women was as 12 to 7. Among 584 patients with beriberi,

Scheube gives only 50 females
;
and among 2224 cases treated

in the hospital o£ Tokio from 1879 to 1881, there were,

according to Baelz, only 68 women, or i to 31 '7 men.

Agreeing with Simmons, Baelz is of opinion that pregnancy
and childbed make the liability considerably greater.

A third personal factor in the pathogenesis consists in the

naiionaUiij of the individual. At every endemic or epidemic
seat of beriberi where there is a mixed population, it is mostly
the natives or immigrants belonging to the dark races who
are attacked, the Europeans and Americans enjoying, par-

ticularly in the first period of their residence, an immunity
which, if not absolute, is still a very pronounced one. In the

East Indies and on board the ships of war on the Dutch East

Indian Station, according to the unanimous opinion of v.

Oudenhoven, van Leeut, Praeger, Rupert and others, the

malady occurs principally among natives. Only in exceptional

instances has it been seen to any considerable extent among
Europeans, as in Amboina among very poor people, according
to van Hattem, and on board a Dutch man-of-war, where

the epidemic, according to Heymann, was strictly limited to

the Europeans of the ship's company. The extent to which

the malady is prevalent among the Malay crews of the Dutch

East Indian squadron, is shown in van Leent's statistics^ for

the years 1870-77, according to which the proportion of cases

in Malays and Europeans was as 60 to i. In the earliest

accounts of beriberi in India, those by Fontana and Lind,
mention is no doubt made of somewhat frequent cases in

Europeans ;
Ijut all the more recent authorities are agreed

that the latter suffer very much less than the natives (and

than Mohammedans, in particular, according to Malcolmson),
From 1829 to 1838 there were only two cases of beriberi

among the European troops in the Madras Presidency

(Balfour) ; AVaring estimates the proportion of native cases

' '
Cicuoesk. Tijdsclir. voor Nederl. ludic,' 1880, ix, 297.
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and European as 6 to i
; during the epidemic of 1878-80^ in

Calcutta and its suburbs, tliere was not a single case in a

European (Fayrer). In Ceylon, Marsball has seen beriberi

only in the blacks
;
and Ridley, for the same colony, says

that Europeans are certainly subject to the disease, but much
less commonly than the natives. In Japan, the Europeans
and Americans enjoy an almost absolute immunity; among
two thousand foreigners in Yokohama, Simmons could learn

of only one well-authenticated case in a European ; in the

foreign colony at Tokio, Wernich saw only two cases, one in

an Italian and the other in an American woman ; according
to Anderson, not a single case of beriberi had occurred among
the British and French troops formerly stationed at Yoko-

hama; in his own experience Scheube knows of only two

authentic cases in Europeans; and Baelz says that Europeans
in Japan hardly ever take beriberi. In the West Indies,

according to Larrey and Minteguiaga, the malady has been

seen hitherto only in negroes and Chinese ; in Guiana,

according to Fran9ois and Hemeury, only among imported

coolies, with the exception of a case which the latter saw in

a European sailor. In Brazil, also, the accounts given by
practitioners show that the natives suiier much more than the

foreign immigrants.
It is a noteworthy fact, already adverted to, that the pre-

disposition to an attack of beriberi increases with the length
of time spent at the focus of disease, or with the degree of

acclimatisation. Calhoun^ was the first to point this out when

he wrote as regards Ceylon :

" It would appear that a stay

for some months on the station is almost essential for the

production of the disease, and that the greatest predisposition

to it exists when troops have been about eight or twelve

months in the settlement.

Hamilton and Malcolmson afterwards took the same view,

from their experience in the Circars (Madras). Subsequently
the fact was confirmed by observations made in Japan.
Simmons' statement is that among the Japanese who have

come from the interior to the coast (the proper seat of the

malady) , it never appeared until after they had resided some

time ; but that then the cases became more frequent among
'
Quoted by Huntei-, 1. c, p. 96.
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them tlian among natives of the coast (in which opinion Baelz

agrees) ;
and that therein Hes the explanation ol" the large

number of cases among sailors, soldiers, policemen, students

and others, who had come to the seaports from the interior.

The period required for acclimatisation, or, in other words,
for becoming predisposed to the sickness, is estimated by
Baelz at from a few months to a year ; and the same period
is fixed by practitioners in Brazil, where strangers are exempt
from attacks of beriberi for six or twelve months after they
have come to reside at one of the indigenous centres of the

disease. One attack makes a greater liability to others ; so

that those who have suifered from beriberi once may have
attacks recurring at regular intervals for years after, as

Hamilton had shown to be the case in India, and Wernich,
Scheube and Baelz in later times have proved for Japan.

The last consideration in the question of individual pre-

disposition, is that in the experience of the East Indies, Japan
and Brazil, people of strotig physique take beriberi much
oftener than the weakly.

" Evidence that it is not the

weakest who take the disease soonest and most severely,'^

says van Overbeck de Meijer,
''

is furnished by the experience
of the new State Prison of Batavia, dui'ing the epidemic of

beriberi; for it was just the strong people who took the

disease and died.'^ The same fact has been established by
Lindmaun for Banka, by Mohnicke for Amboiua, and by
E-upert for Sumatra. " So far as relates to constitution,"

says Rupert, ''the fact was brought out that there were no

doubt a few weakly individuals among the patients, but that

the great majority were strong persons between the ages
of twenty and thirty, and that it was often actually the

strongest and best nourished who were attacked." To the

same eifect are the accounts from Japan by Simmons and
Baelz : among 626 out-patients treated by the latter for beri-

beri at the hospital of Tokio in 1881, there were 593 of

robust constitution, 27 of moderate strength and 6 weakly

persons. Such is the view, also, of many of the authorities

in Brazil -^ among others of Cairo, who says that all the cases

of beriberi which he had to treat at the Sailor's Hospital of

Bio, were in strong, athletic individuals. It is only the
'

Feris, 'Arch, ilc med. n.av.,' 1882, .Tiiin, p. 476.
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previous attacks of exbausting- diseases, such as dysentery
and protracted agues, that appear to increase the predispo-

sition to beriberi; and that is perhaps what van Leent (I)

refers to when he says that invalids arc particularly liable to it.

§ 206. Sedentary Occupations predispose to it.

With a special exception in favour of the very numerous
outbreaks of beriberi among bodies of troops and on ship-

board, particularly in men-of-war and transports, the various

classes and callings of the population would appear to be

subject to it somewhat uniformly; at all events no class

enjoys immunity by virtue of its wealth or its social position.

Feris in his summary of the Brazilian writings on the

subject says :

" On voit quelquefois I'aifection attaquer les

personnes qui sent dans une position elevee ; on pent dire que,

jusqu^a present, aucune position sociale n'a ete respectee."
The accounts are the same from Japan, where, as Baelz says,

people in comfortable circumstances are attacked actually
oftener than the working classes and the proletariat. Scheube

is of the same opinion, and he adds that even the upper and

very highest ranks of Japanese society are not exempt from

beriberi ; according to his observations, the great bulk of the

patients is made up of scholars, priests, teachers, pupils,

merchants, artists and handicraftsmen. Of 333 male patients

treated by him in 1877 ^^'^ 1878, there were 261, or 78 per

cent., belonging to those callings; and of these again, 168,

or 46 per cent., were scholars, priests, teachers, pupils or

writers, while 106, or 41 per cent., were in business, and 37,

or 13 per cent., were artists or artificers. The conclusion

which Scheube draws is, that those occupations predispose

specially to the disease which involve a sedentary life ;^ and

that is also the conclusion which the Brazilian practitioners

have come to, according to Feris, when he says :

"
Signalons

' This fact disposes of the sui^gestiou thrown out by v. Leeut
(' Geneesk.

Tidjschr. voor Nederl. ludie,' 18S0, ix, 306), that the comparative freedom of

the female sex from beriberi may Ijo ilue to their having less physical exertion

to undergo than men.
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la vio sedcutaire commo uue cause secondaire do la raaladie
;

c'ost pour cela, sans doutc, (|ii'c'11g se developpe si faciloment

chez les individus qui apparticnuent ;\ la classo lottroc."

§ 207. Influence of Ovekcuowuing and Want of Venti-

lation.

It seems to me to be extremely doubtful whether the want
of physical exercise is in itself a factor in the etiology, inas-

much as soldiers and sailors, avIio are particularly often

attacked by beriberi, have certaiuly.no lack of exercise. A
much more likely suggestion is that long confinement in more

or less croivded and hadly vcutilated 2}laces, so oiten associated

with the mode of life of those classes, plays a leading part
in the production of the disease

;
and that is the opinion

held by many of the authorities. Noteworthy iu this con-

nexion is the exceedingly frequent occurrence of beriberi in

the gaols of British India and the Dutch East Indies, as well

as in schools and boarding institutions, the defective ventila-

tion of which has been specially dwelt upon by van Dissel in

treating of the epidemics of tSamarang ;
and his observations

are all the more deserving of attention for the reason that they
relate to young girls who are not often subject to beriberi under

other circumstances. The same is true of the outbreaks of

the disease on board transports and coolie-ships ;
for Hunter,

Guy, Richaud and others are agreed in saying that the one

obvious cause of the outbreaks has been the insufficient

ventilation of the 'tween decks occupied by the troops or

emigrants, the want of fresh air becoming all the more press-

ing when the hatches had to be kept closed for a length of

time in consequence of bad weather. Swaving, also, with

whom many observers in India agree, lays special stress in

the etiology of beriberi, upon prolonged and frequently

recurring confinement in small, overcrowded and ill-ventilated

places, more particularly if they be used also for sleeping in
;

and he shows, from facts observed, that the degi'eo to which
the disease develops is in ])roportion to the seriousness of the

nuisance in ([uestion and to the duration of it. In like

manner Rupert is of opinion that "fouling of the air by
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noxious matters^ sucli as investigation cannot discover with

precision,^' is one of the more intimate causal factors ; and
Scheube conchidcs from the facts before him that ''

persons
who live togothor in large numbers in small rooms are quite

peculiarly liable." In this we may find a partial explan-
ation of the frequent occurrence of beriberi among the crews

of men-of-war, and among troops in garrison.

§ 208. Evidence op a Dietetic Causation.

The point most keenly debated in the etiology of beriberi

is the question of the influence of deficient or iiwproiier food
and drink on the pathogenesis. As in all such cases of

obscure causation^ there has been no lack of assertion that

the true and proper cause of the malady is to be looked for

in the use of tainted or hracldsh drinking water. This doc-

trine, which was put forward first by Wright and afterwards

brought into currency by Evezard, has been contradicted

by the experience of other observers (Malcolmson, Richaud

and others) ; and, according to the most recent facts from

Japan and Brazil, it has now lost all importance.
It is otherwise with the question of an influence exerted

by an insujfficient diet or a diet not corresponding to the meta-

holisms and hloodmaking, or to the needs of the body ; such

would be the exclusive or preponderant use of rice, which

is especially poor in nutritive matters, and of dried fish

(deficient in albuminous substances and fat) ; and these are

in many parts of Eastern Asia the principal articles of food

not only among the lowest of the population but also in the

middle classes. The Anglo-Indian physicians had at an

early period pointed to this harmful influence as a cause of

the malady ;
and by many of the recent observers in the

Dutch East Indies and in Japan it has been assigned the

first place in the etiology.
" Whenever beriberi appears

among a ship's company," says Overbeck de Meijer,
"

it is

always in consequence of their having to live exclusively on

salt meat owing to circumstances beyond our control
; and

whenever the troops employed in military expeditions in

certain parts of the Dutch East Indies are obliged to live
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exclusively upon tlie ordinary food of the country, they are

almost always attacked by beriberi ;

" and Pop had pre-

viously spoken in the same way of the disease as it occurs on

board Dutch ships-of-war on the East Indian station. Van

Kappcn draws attention to the fact that those of the Chinese

cniplu3'ed in the mines of Banka who live well, are exempt
from beriberi, and that the persons attacked by the malady
are those who become anaomic in consequence of insuflBcient

food. Stendijk's opinion was that beriberi appeared on

board ship whenever the food ran short or became spoiled.

A similar view is taken by Westhof, who complains of the

bad provisions (rice and dried fish) supplied by the river-

passenger companies to their vessels in the Dutch East

Indian service ;
and by Schutte, who says that he had seen

the disease in the gaol of Paramaribo under the same cir-

cumstances (diet of rice, salt fish, and boiled green bananas) .

Not less decidedly has van Leent adhered to that opinion on

every occasion when he has had to advert to the occurrence

of beriberi in the Dutch East Indies, and at greatest length,
in his latest article on the subject.^

" The dietetic error,"

he says, to translate literally,
" which I regard as the one

and only cause of the morbid composition of the blood in

beriberi, consists in the too small proportion of albuminous

substances and fat." In proof of this he gives the experi-
ences of the disease in the Dutch East Indian fleet from

1870 to 1878, particularly during the war in Achcen, both

among the native and European members of the crews.

Until 1873 there existed, in consequence of the extremely

inadequate rations of the natives, that mai'ked difference

between the number of cases in them and in Europeans
which has been already referred to (p. 584), a difference that

was represented in 1873 by the ratio of 60*37 ^^ o'88.

From 1874 onwards the Japanese sailors got the same rations

as the Europeans, whereupon the proportion of sickness from

beriberi among the two races became as 7*06 to 0*07. ''I

can say positively," he adds,
" that there was not the

slightest alteration in any of the circumstances, apart from

the radical change in tlie rations supplied to llio native part
of the crews." This experience confirms van Leent in the

' 'Geneesk. Tijilsclir. voor Ncderl. Iiulic,* 1880, ix, 295.
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conclusion that lie had come to from former observations, a

conclusion formulated by him in these words •}
" Le beriberi

reconnait comme cause principale une alimentation trop uni-

forme, insuffisante et de mauvaise qualite ; ^organisation,

privee des elements indispensables <i I'enti-etien de la com-

position normale du saug et par suite a la nutrition, s'appauvrit

pen k peu."
The same view of the influence of improper diet in pro-

ducing beriberi has been taken up by Maget and Wernich,
two of those who have studied the disease in Japan.

" The

kak-ke,^' says Wernich,"
"

is a chronic constitutional disorder

of blood-makiug and of the vascular system. E,ice as the

exclusive food of the people is answerable for it in a quite

especial way. Not, however, as some have thought, because

it is used in a decomposed state, but because it is used in

such quantities that the power of assimilation is gradually
lost for other kinds of food ; and even the large quantity of

rice is unable to render the nutrition and blood-making

adequate. Although the Japanese diet contains albuminous

elements in the form of fish and bean cheese,^ these are not

sufficient. Fat in an easily digestible form, as the Northern

Chinese have it in considei'able abundance in their fat pork,
mutton and duck, and the Southern Chinese and Malays in

palm-oil, is almost wanting in the diet of the Japanese."
To this reading of the importance of certain deficiencies

or errors in the diet for the development of the malady,
considerable objection has been taken; and, in so far as

these objections are directed against the exclusiveness of

the doctrine, I think them entirely justified. Malcolmson,

criticising the earlier views on the influence of diet held by

Anglo-Indian physicians, wrote as follows :

" Much has been

said of the effects of various kinds of food, and Dr. Herklots

enumerates a number of articles, whose use he considers

injurious ; but when we reflect that these are standard ali-

ments all over India, we cannot carry our deference to his

experience so far as to admit that they can produce, in these

districts only, so singular a train of symptoms. What effect

^ 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, 1. c.
" '

Geographisch-medicinisclie Studien,' p. 193.
•* The Japanese

"
tofu," a kind of porridge made from old and dried beans,

and consisting mostly of the legumin. (See Wei'uich, 1. c, p. 85.)
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the extensive use of fish may liavo, in combination with other

influences^ I ;im not prepared to say ;
hut the comparative

cheapness of all kinds of grain in the Circars, and the easy
circumstances of many of the native soldiers who suffered,

are fatal to any supposition of the disease depending on defi-

cient and unhealthy diet/'

The slight intluence of deficient diet ou the production of

the malady is further shown in the fact stated by Waring,
that durinsr the friofhtful famine which visited the South of

India in 1833 and 1834, not a single case of beriberi was

observed in those gaols of the Madras Presidency which had

been free from the disease before, although it was epidemic

during that period in the gaols of Bellary and Cuddapah.
In the account of the epidemic of 1878-80 at Calcutta,

drawn up by Fayrer, it is stated that the disease was

prevalent mostly among the poorer classes of Hindus and

Mohammedans, but that Eurasians and well-to-do natives

were by no means exempt from it, and that dearness of pro-

visions or improper diet could by no means be made out to

be causes of it, inasmuch as well-fed persons and flesh-eating

Mohammedans suffered along with the poor.

The observations of Eupert in Borneo form a specially

interesting contribution to the discussion of this matter.

When beriberi was epidemic among the troops and the crews

of men-of-war, these had twice a Aveek fresh beef, poultry,

eggs and coffee in their rations besides fish, salt meat, potatoes

and rice
;
at the same time the labourers of the country,

whose food for long periods was nothing but rice and a piece

of dried fish, were entirely free from the disease. Rupert's

opinion is very much that of Malcolmsou. " If the notion

were correct," he says,
" that an improper diet, or a prepon-

derance of amylaceous and vegetable food and deficiency of

animal, plays the chief part in the production of beriberi, the

disease would have to be a very general one, inasmuch as

rice is the staple diet of the people of India and the East

Indies, remarkably little animal food being used by the

natives excepting in the case of a few luuiting tribes in the

interior of Borneo and Sumatra. But the fact is that it is

restricted in the Dutch East Indies to certain regions and

spots, mostly on the coast or in immediate proximity to it."
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(Simmons, wlio admits that rice is an inadequate kind of food,

ill suited to anyone suffering from beriberi, expresses a doubt

whether the excessive use of it is to be held as the cause

of the malady in Japan. Schcube and Baelz enter the

lists very decidedly against that doctrine ; the former point-

ing to the existence of the disease among the hunters and

fishermen of the Ainos (in Yezo), whose diet is far superior to

that of the Japanese in albumen and fat ; and the latter

pointing out, as Rupert had done for the East Indies, that in

Japan the disease is commonest where there is most animal

food in the diet, that is to say, at the sea- side.

Finally, Brazilian authorities are most decided, and almost

unanimous, in disputing all connexion in the pathogenesis
Avith deficient or improper diet, for the reason that beriberi

is common among the proprietary classes of that country,
surrounded by all the comforts of living.

" Comment so

fait-il," asks Feris, in his summary of the facts about beri-

beri in Brazil,
"
que les individus les plus atteintes soient

ceux de la classe elevee plutot que ceux de la classe inferieure

qui, luttant avec la misere, s'alimentent mal ou insuffisament,

et pourtant sent precisement ceux qui payent le moindre

tribut a I'epidemie ?"

In the Brazilian fleet it was epidemic on one occasion,

when there was actually a superabundance of provisions.

Guy and Richaud also state that there could be no question
of short rations or bad provisions in those instances of beri-

beri outbreaks which came under their own notice on board

French transports. One more proof that beriberi, in its

endemics or epidemics, is altogether independent of this

etiological factor, I find in the circumstance that there has

been no general diffusion of it in Brazil until recent times,

w^hile there has been no such change in the staple food of

the people as would render its phenomenal outburst in-

telligible.

§ 2og. Vaeious Theories op the Nature op Beriberi.

Impartially summing up the results of the foregoing

inquiry into the connexion between beriberi and certain con-

VOL. II. 38
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ditions of climate, weather, soil, constitution, mode of living,

and of diet, we find nothing which supplies an answer to the

question. Where are we to look for the true and jpfoper cause

of the disease ? What we do learn is that it must ho some-

thing over and beyond those influences. The difficulties which

we encounter in trying to solve this question are considerably
increased by the obscurity that surrounds the nature of the

disease itself, an obscurity which the most recent observations

and researches have not dispelled. At the present day, just

as in the earlier part of the century, the most various opinions
obtain as to the nature of the disease, and as to the disease-

producing factor ;
so that we can very aptly express the

present standpoint of our knowledge in the phrase,
" autant

d'auteurs, autant d'opinions diverses." It would be beyond
the limits of my task to go at all deeply into the disputed
nature of heriheri ; I must therefore content myself with

touching upon it only in so far as it affects our critical

estimate of the opinions held by various authorities in regard
to the causation.

One of the oldest theories starts from the point of view

that beriberi is a rheumatic process; or, to put it more

generally, a chill-disease brought about by hot and damp
weather with groat fluctuations of the temperature. To this

doctrine Feris^ has lately given his adhesion ; he denies,

indeed, the rheumatic character of the disease (in the ordinary

meaning of the term) as well as its specificity {" entite

morbide '^) ;
but ho takes the "cause detcrmiuantc "

to be
"

I'influence des phenomenes metcrologiques, a savoir: chaleur

humido et transitions brusques de temperature," and the

"cause predisposante
''

to be "
alTuiblissement des vaso-

moteurs et du grand sympathique." This theory of the

origin of beriberi, like every other theory which would refer

the disease to a cause in general operation, without taking
into account the fact that the malady is confined within small

and definite areas, is, in my o])inion, to be set aside as

erroneous on the face of it. Kven if wo admit, in considera-

tion of the facts above given, that states of the weather are

not without an influence on the development of the disease,

and more particularly that the frequent occurrence of bcri-

' '
Arcli. de med. nav.,' 1882, Aoilt, 1, c.
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beri on board ship and among troops is connected therewitb ;

we should still be unable to understand how it is that a

harmful influence of so common a kind as that sort of weatlier_,

distinctive as it is of the climate of many tropical and sub-

tropical regions^ sliould give rise to outbreaks of disease of a

most definite and peculiar type at only a few points on tbe

globe, and these far apart ; wliy in India^ for example, wbere

the meteorological conditions in question make themselves

felt with equal force over a great part of tbe country, the

spots of beriberi should be so few, and confined within so

short a radius. Furthermore, the existence of "
affaiblisse-

ment du grand sympathique
^'

is an assumption for which

there is not the smallest warrant in the previous histories of

the patients, the larger number of whom were of strong

physique and otherwise in good health.

The view entertained by Christie, Morehead, Carter, van

Overbeck de Meijer, Praeger and others, that beriberi is a

disease closely allied to scurvy, is based on the fact that the

two diseases have sometimes been prevalent together, and on

the assumption that the morbific causes of both belong to the

same group, namely, defects or errors of diet. Against this

doctrine it has to be said that a coincidence in time observed

now and then between two diseases, does not warrant a con-

clusion as to their general identity; that a comparison of the

aggregate symptoms peculiar to each disease does not bring-

out the smallest resemblance between them
;
and that the

food-factor in the genesis of beriberi plays, as we have seen,

by no means so conspicuous a part as to warrant us in

explaining the production of the malady by reference to it

alone.

The same objection has to be taken to the theory first put
forward by Evezard and Lodewijks, afterwards stated more

precisely by Wernich and adopted in its later form by
Schutte, the theory, namely, that beriberi is a Idnd ofperni-
cious anaemia, or, as Pacifico Pereira puts it, that it is a
"
dystrophic

"
depending upon insufiicient oxidation of the

blood, induced by a variety of debilitating influences, and

having its real cause in errors of diet. It seems to me to

be beyond question that a state of aneemia brought on by
disordered nutrition is an essential part of the morbid
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phenomena ;
but it is still a doubtful point whether this ab-

normal nutrition constitutes the primary factor, the starting

point of the malady,^ ov wliether as Simmons thinks, it is a

secondary development in the course of the tliscase. Cer-

tainly beriberi occurs both ondcmically and epidemically,
where no error of diet can be discovered as the morbific

cause
;
and on the other hand, poor diet in every possible

form and with all its consequences has been common in all

ages and in all parts of the world without any epidemic or

endemic of beriberi developing from it. Those who would

cling to the idea that this etiological factor is the true cause

of the malady, will have to find evidence that tlio bad food

acts in some such peculiar and specific way as would account

for the specific character of the disease ; but this has not

been done as yet in a satisfactory manner.

Lastly, beriberi has not escaped the fate of being counted

among the malarial diseases, in the opinion of many observers

such as Heymann, van Hattcm, Swaving, Clapham, Roe,

Barry, Russell and others in India, Ceylon and the East

Indies, of Simmons in Japan, and of many of the authorities

in Brazil.^ The evidence for this consists partly in the

prevalence of both diseases together in endemics or epidemics,
and in the fact that persons who had suffered from malarial

fever sometimes take beriberi
;
and it is partly derived from

the occurrence of beriberi on wet or marshy soil. Apart
from the consideration that there are scarcely two other dis-

eases which show so great differences in their type and

evolution as beriberi and malarial disease (the enlargement of

the spleen, which is characteristic of the latter, being never

found in beriberi), and that tlie ccnncidence of two diseases

in time or place, (far from constant, moreover, in the present

instance,) is not of itself enough to show their identity,

there is the objection to be taken above all others to this

theory that the most intense foci of malaria in India, although

they immediately adjoin the beriberi districts—I have

specially in mind Orissa and the delta of the Ganges—are

' V. Lccnt, who hoUls this o))inion (' Geuccsk. voor Nodcrl. Indie,' 1. c, p.

307), exincsscs liimself very decidedly agaiust identifying the anaemia of beriberi

with the so-called "
pernicious antemia."

- Sec Fcris, 'Arch, dc nied. nav.,' 1882, Aout, p. 83
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absolutely free from the latter disease, that tlio coast of

China, wliicli is oue of tbe chief seats of malaria, is but

slightly affected with beriberi, that Davy, although ho in-

clines to the view of beriberi being a form of malarial sick-

ness, did not meet with a single case of it in Ceylon during
four years medical service there, and that beriberi has never

been seen in the great malarious countries of tropical Africa.

It is a hardly less telling fact against the malarial theory
that beriberi is endemic in many regions where malarial

disease is rare, as at Singapore and at a number of moun-

tainous places in the East Indies ; and still more decisive

facts are that epidemics of beriberi may develop on board

ship, that women enjoy an exemption, and that the non-

acclimatised are spared, although they are the very subjects
to suffer most from the influence of malaria wherever it is

endemic.

§ 210. The Cause of it a Specific one.

That beriberi is a specific morbid process, a disease sui

generis, is proved, not only by the ensemble of symptoms and

the whole type of the malady, which presents no clear analogy
to any other disease known to us, but also by its history in

place and time, by its epidemic outbreaks, and by its esta-

blishment as an endemic. From these facts we must con-

clude that there is a peculiar and specific cause ; and inasmuch

as the specific cause is not discoverable, according to the

present state of our knowledge, either in conditions of climate,

weather and soil, or in the general manner of living and

dieting among the inhabitants of the affected parts of the

globe, it must reside, as we have already indicated, in some

pathogenetic infiuence over and above these latter, which cannot

themselves be made out to be of importance for the development
of the disease except only in so far as predisposing or afford-

ing an opportunity. But although that assumption appears
to be justified, no one has succeeded as yet in coming to any
definite conclusion on the nature of the " morbid poison."

The conjecture that the morbid poison is some specifically

noxious thing in the food, brought about by the local condi-
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tions, is a probaLle one, and there has been no lack of hypo-
thesis in that sense. At an early period the question was

propounded, whether it might not be some j)oisonous j^rujjcrty

of {dccomposctl) rice that represented the cause of the malady ;

and that doctrine has recently found a defender in Kearney,
who, like Malcolmson at an earlier date, points to the

resemblance in particular symptoms between beriberi and

ergotism, although he brings forward no other positive evi-

dence to support his opinion.
Other observers think that the disease is of '))arasitic

origin. Tliis hypothesis, worked out by (relpke, makes a

very odd impression, and I give it in the author's own words :

" It is only a living poison, sucli as can lie long latent in tlie body,
and, perhaps, undergo sexual development tliercin, that can generate
beriberi; and in this sense I may compare beriberi with trichinosis.

Let no one misunderstand me, however. I claim for this beriberi-trichina

neither the size nor the sexual natural history of Trichina spiralis. But
the host of the parasite, at all events, is the dried fish upon which

prisoners are fed. These fish do not live in the waters of the Malay
Archipelago .... and I have ascertained as a matter of fact,

throiigh my inquiries on the subject, that the fish is imported from
China The diifusion of the disease extends to every place
where the fish is caught and eaten

; it breaks out in epidemics wherever

the fish comes in its migrations .... or wherever its poisoned
flesh is introduced by commerce."

The evidence that Gelpkc brings forwai'd to support his

theory is little likely to create confidence in it. The same

remark applies to the writings of Erni, who believes that

he has discovered the cause of the malady in an affection of

the intestinal mucous membrane duo to the presence of

Trichocephalus dispar. Having had his attention drawn to

blood in the dejecta in the course of an attack of beriberi

(a phenomenon which has not been seen by other observers

except on the very rarest occasions),^ he found on post-

mortem examination of the congested mucous membrane of

the lower end of the ileum and of the ca3Cum, small defects

' Among a very large number of patients with bei-il)cri, Soheube has found it

in only two cases, both of tlicm the rapid anil malignant form of the disease.

Simmons has found it only as a dysenteric complication. Other observers do

not mention it at all.
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of substance/ and in the intestinal canal large numbers of

Triclioceplialus dispar, some of which, he thought, had bored
into the mucous membrane and caused those breaches of the

surface. Besides that parasite he found a species of small

round worm about 4 mm. long, his description of wliich is

very obscure. Erni is of opinion that the nervous symptoms
in the course of the malady are reflex phenomena, due to

irritation of the intestinal mucous membrane, and that the

complications of aujomia and dropsy are to be explained by
the loss of blood caused by the parasites (as in the cachexia

aquosa of Anchylostoma duodenale). Having these state-

ments in view, Stammeshaus paid particular attention to the

condition of the intestine in the cases of beriberi which came
under his notice in the deadhouse. With a single exception
he found Anchylostoma duodenale in the small intestine in

all the cases (forty-eight in number), but mostly in very
small numbers and far apart ; but he found these parasites
also in a fatal case of tropical dysentery, and in a case of

cancer of the uterus. On the other hand, he never found

Trichocephalus dispar. He concludes from his observations

that Anchylostoma duodenale is very widely diffused in the

Dutch East Indies ; that that parasite is not the proper cause

of beriberi
; although it is not to be denied that it may have

some influence in producing the characteristic aneemia.

Wucherer and da Silva Lima have also found in the intestine,
*' small worms resembling Anchylostoma duodenale "

in the

bodies of several persons who had died of beriberi in Brazil.

1 Wernich, who obtained only one post-mortem examination, found " extreme

hyperjemia in the ileum, and at the lower end of it dark spots like haemorrhages,
which also occurrnd in the cajcum ; in the colon the vessels were a good deal

injected, but nothing else remarkable." Anderson, who had likewise only one

post-mortem examination, found submucous ecchymoses at a few places in the

upper part of the small intestine. Scheube, who examined three cases after

death, found in one of them " a cluster of punctiform hajmorrhages in the ileum

just above the valve, of various sizes up to 3 cm. long ; the mucous membrane of

the small intestine more or less injected at various points, and here and there

swollen or cedematous ;" in the second case,
" the intestinal mucosa more or less

injected over most of its extent, punctiform haemorrhages at a few spots." The
third case was complicated with typhoid, so that no conclusion could be drawn
from the changes in the intestine, which might have belonged in part to the one

disease and in part to the other.
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§ 211. Leading Indications for the Etiology—No Evi-

dence OF COMMUNICABILITY.

It must be obvious that none of tbuse hypotheses and

observations, although I have thoug-ht it necessary to repro-
duce them here as fully as possible, have dispelled the

obscurity in which the nature of the morbific cause is shrouded,,
or have brought us any nearer to a solution of the problem ;

and it is a task reserved for the future to continue the search

after the specific element of the disease in one or other of

the directions indicated. In this inquiry there are, it seems
to me, four things to be specially kept in mind and attended
to : firstly, the comparatively rare occurrence of the disease

in childhood, in the female sex, and among the European
part of the population ; secondly, the unusual frequency of

cases among the crews of ships, or in bodies of troops quar-
tered in localities where there is little or nothing of beriberi

among the ordinary population ; thirdly, the rapid recovery
of the patient on leaving the focus of disease, or on changing
his mode of living ; and fourthly, the epidemics on board

ship. That the true cause in these last cases, and others

like them of which particulars have been given above (p. 588),
is not merely an affair of "

mephitism
"

developed from the

crowding together of a number of persons in a small and ill-

ventilated space, is shown by the fact that the same hard-

ships occur every day on board transports and ships-of-war
without beriberi developing, as well as by innumerable other
instances of the same kind in all parts of the world.

If there should be any desire to speak of the unknown
morbific agent under the name of "

miasma," there can be no

objection so long as nothing more is implied in the term
than an unknown factor, and no prejudice entertained in

favour of its telluric origin. At the same time it appears,
to me to be doubtful at the present date of writing (that is

to say, in view of the observations published since i860),
whether the disease is to be reckoned among the infective

diseases properly so called
; and I hold it to be still less

justifiable, in regard to the etiology, to give way precipitately
to the modern craze for bacteria in this particular field of

inquiry, or to seek to establish the cummunicahiliiij of the
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disease on the ground of casual and ambiguous facts. Prom
India and tlie Malay Arcliipelago we have not a single fact

affording certain proof that the disease is transmissible ; while

against the idea, there is the fact that beriberi continues to

be endemically prevalent in India at the present day within

the same narrow limits to which it Avas confined at the

beginning of the century. When it has broken out on board

ship among Indian coolies^ it has never spread to the atten-

dants of the sickj the sailoi's and others ; and the observations

of practitioners in Brazil are just as decidedly opposed to

the importation or transmission of it by means of individuals

or by goods.
^
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CHAPTER XVir.

SCROFULA.

§ 212. Historical References to Scrofula.

The word " scrofula
"

or "
scropliula

'^

denoting an in-

flammatory kind of tumour, more particularly in the neck
but also in other superficial parts of the body Avhere there

arc many lymph-glands, such as the armpits and groins, is

first met with in the medical writings of the school of

Salerno.^

' Scrofula or scropliula is derived from scrofa or scroplia, a pig. It may seem
to correspond etymologically to the word ^oipaf, as derived from xoIqoq, a suck-

ing pig; at all events Leonides says (in Actios, lib. xv, c:ip. v, ed. Basil., 1535,

iii, 72):
" Chocrades nomine a snihus nmtuato apellaiitur : circa siium enim

maudibulas adenosi quidam globuli invcniuntur, ijuibus struma' (choerades) assi-

milautur ; sunt qui a copioso animalis partu nomeu sumpsisse putent, quoniam et

copiosa eorum propago est." Whether this derivation of the word xoipuc is the

right one, or whether it should not rather be taken in a figurative sense (xoipaf

meaning primarily "a stone"), appears to me to be open to question. Leonides

is no trustworthy guide, inasmuch as he lived 600 or 700 years after the Hippo-
cratic period, when the word first became a technical term. The latter explanation
is certainly more promising than the former; and it may be supported by state-

ments made in several passages of the writings of Galen (' Lib. de tumoribus

praeter naturam,' cap. xv, ed. Kiihn, vii, 729, and 'Method, med.,' lib. xiii, cap. v,.

ed. cit., X, 881) to the efl'ect that the inflamed glands are named xoipaciQ when

they assume a scirrhous hardness {(TKippuOivTuiv ovofin). In constructing the

term "scrofula" the school oF Salcrni) I'lillowed the intcri)retation of Leonides;.

the first of them to use the word was Constantiuus Africanus, who employs it in

several passages of his writings ('
De morbis cognose. et curand.,' lib. vii, cap.

xxiii, 0pp. Basil., 15,36, where the expression is "scrophulae sunt dura apos-

tcmata in molli carnc nascentia," and ' Lib. de chirurg.,' cap. xv, ed. cit., p. ^."i^)-

After him we find the term used by Petrocelli,
'

Practica,' lib. ii (in De Kenzi's

'Collect. Salernitana,' iv, 287); then in the ' Tractatus de aegritudinum cura-

tione
'

(ib. ii, 461) ; and by Bolando,
'

Chirnrgia,' lib. ii, cap. xii (in Abulcasim's

edition, Basil., 1541, p. 269), and in the ' Glossula; quatuor magistrorum super

chirurgiam Kogcrii et Bolaudi,' lib. ii, cap. v (in De Kenzi's Coll., ii, 593), where

the explanation is:
" unde dicit scropliula a scrofa, quoniam sicut scrofa parit
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It corresponds in meaning to tlie yxiipaq of tlic Greeks,
and to tlio

'^ struma "
of the Latin writers of antiquity, and,

with some restrictions to our notion of scrofulous glandular
tumours. As early as the Hippocratic collection there are

indications pointing to the particularly common occurrence

of these tumours in children, from which it may be inferred

that the disease of
yr^oipaq

was for the most part the same as

that which we have here to consider. The references are

still clearer in the writings of the later Greek physicians,
who associate the tumours with the glands in the neck, axilla

and groin, characterising them as inflammatory swellings of

the latter and dwelling upon the sluggish nature and pro-
tracted course of the inflammation.

In one ijassage of tlie Hippocratic writings^ we read :

"
Trpt cr/Svrtpoto-t

^t ytvofiivoiai {i.e. in the somewhat older class of children) xo'pdSiQ Kai

rdXXa (pvfjiara jidXicrTa Si rd Trpoiiprjixiva." and in another'^ :

"
Trspi Sk

?)\tKiaiv, (pvnara fxtv t/xirva Kat rci -^oipwSia, ravra TrXflora Ta TraiSia 'iaxovcri

Kai fj^crra t? avrtwv diraWdcrcrii.' txhcti Se yipairkpotai ts tuiv TraiSluiv Kal

vtrjviaKOKji (jwtrai jiii' tXa'crcrw, ;;^a\£7rwr£pov di t^ avr'nttv aTraWda-crovcn."

In the post-Hippocratic treatise 'De glandulis,' it is stated in regard
to the inflammation of the cervical glands :^

"
Kat j; fXiy/xovi], crrdcnfiov

ibv vyphv, xoipdSsQ tyyh'ovTai." Galen in several passages^ says that, if

the inflamed glands {I3ov(iiovcc) take on a scirrhous character, or become
hard, they are then known by the name of xoipdSee {o-KippMGf.vrwv livona),

and that these are not prone to suppurate {ilg ifiiriTjcnv) inasmuch as

they ijrocced, not vn6 Ofpnijg 55Xj/e (ex caUda materia), but from " a
mucous and cold dyscrasia."* Leonides*"' writes to the same effect:

iiiultiplices fetus, ita biijusmodi passio geuerat semper multas scropliulas." lu
the medical writers of the latter part of the middle a£;es, such as Gordon

(' Lilium

medicum.' De apostematibus frigidis., Practic. i, ruhr. 2, Lugd., 1574, p. 90),
John of Gaddesden ('Eosa Auglica,' Aug. Vindel., 1595, p. 981), Guido ('Chirurg.

Tract.,' ii, cap. iv, Lugd., 1572, p. 77), and Valescus de Tharanta (' Philonium,'
lib. vii, cap. 29-30, Lugd., 1490, fol. 337 J), we continue to meet with the term
"
scrophula." It is not until the sixteenth century that it begins to give place more

and more to "
struma," which now got to be used by medical writers indiscrimi-

nately for scrofula and goitre, and continued to have this double significance until

the eighteenth century, when scrofulous disease was thoroughly investigated, and
the old name was revived to distinguish it from goitre. It is only in England
that the adjective

" strumous "
is still applied to cases of scrofula. The term

"
scrofulosis," to signify the process underlying the disease, is of recent date.
' '

Aphorism.,' sect, iii, § 26, ed. Littre, iv, 498.
- '

Pra3dictor.,' lib. ii, § 1 1, ed. cit., ix, 30.
^

§ 2 and 7, cd. c. viii, 556, 562.
•* LI. cc. and ' De locis afFectis,' lib. i, cap. iii, ed. c. viii, 31.
* ' Comment, in Hipp. Aphor.,' cap. x.Kxvi, ed. c. xvii, B. 637.

® L. c.
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" Sunt autem strumas (i.e. xo'P«^*c) canics sn})oandida' auctn facilos,

intra membranam contentic, utque summatim dicam glandula; indurata?,

ande et in coUo, axillis, inguinibus fere generantur, ubi glaudultc vasis

8ubstrata3 collocantiu-."

The same conception and description of the form of dis-

ease is met with in the works of such of the later Greek and
Roman^ writers on medicine as treat of the subject at all,

including Paulus iEgineta" and Theophanes Nonnus -^ also

in those of the Arabian school/ the school of Salerno/ and
in other physicians of the middle ages/' And although the

diagnosis of the tumours in question in all these authorities

is by no means a very precise ono^ although they have

plainly confounded Avith them various other forms of tumour

(particularly syphilitic glandular swellings) not only in the

naming but also iu fact ; it is none the less certain from
their accounts that glandular swellings played the chief part

among those
y^oiou^ic,

"
scrofula)

" and " strumse " ; and wc

may find evidence that even the specific character of the

disease was to some extent correctly recognised, in the refer-

ences to its especial frequency in childhood, to the '' cold and
mucous nature

"
of the tumours, and to the special features

in the course of the malady dependent thereon, whereby it

was distinguished from ''

phlegmonous
''

inflammations.

This acquaintance with the scrofulous disease of external

lymph-glands, and discrimination of them from other glandu-
lar tumours, came out still more definitely in the medical

writings of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But
it was not until the close of the seventeenth century that

the intimate connexion between the glandular aifection and

1 Celsus, lib. v, cap. xxviii, § 7, cd. Alinelovcen. B.isel, 1748, 323 :

"
Struiuii

est tumor, in quo subter conercta quaedam ex pure ot sanguine quasi glandulae
oriuntur."

*
liil). vi, cap. XXXV, Lupd., 1551, 385.

^
Epitome, cap. cxxiv, ed. IJeruiird, GotLa, 1794, i, 378.

"• Sec Kliazes,
' De re nicdica,' lib. vii, cap. viii, and '

Divisiunum,' lili. i, cap.

cxxix, in Opuscula, Basil., 1544, 167, 427; also Abulcasim,
' De Chirnrgia,' lib. i,

cap. xii, and lib. ii, cap. xlii, ed. Channing, (\\on., 1778, 51, 223, ed. Leclerc,

Par., 1861, 29, 118; and Avicenna, 'Canon,' lil). iv, len. iii, Tract, ii, cap. ix, ed.

Venet., 1564, ii, 123.
* See the autlioi's quoted in note i.

^ Conf. ibid. :\nd Actiiarius,
' Method, mcd.,' lib. ii, ca]'. xii, in Slepliani,

'

Collect.,' 190.
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other local lesions^ cither coexistent or subsequent^ began
to be kept more directly in view ; and thus there arose the

notion of " scrofulous disease "
as the outcome of constitu-

tional errors of nutrition depending on a morbid diathesis.

Next to the works of Wiseman,^ Cullen,^ and other British

authorities, the writings that contributed most to instruct

the great medical public on this subject were the articles^ by
Faure, Bordeu, Charmetton, Majault and Goursaud, which

were sent in as prize essays to the Academic de Chirurgie
of Paris and were published by it

; also the writings of Hufe-

land^ and Wcber^ connecting with these; but most of all the

excellent work of Kortum.^' However, it was not long before

writers began to indulge in vague speculations on the nature

of the disease, resorting for an explanation of its pathogenesis
to the idea of a " scrofulous acrimony." At the same time

the scrofulous disease became the Alpha and Omega of

practice in children's diseases ;
and for that period of life it

very soon came to take the place that the '' htemorrhoidal

disease,^' inaugurated by the Stahlian doctrine of the golden

vessel, had won for itself in the ill health of later life. As
Henle'^ says, scrofula was a bugbear that was made, with

no obvious or sufficient reason, to carry everything of a

morbid kind that befel a child under fourteen years of age.

Pathological anatomy put an end to that unreal state of

things ;
but it conducted to an opposite extreme. It taught

that there was nothing specific in the whole series of morbid

changes in scrofula, that it was a matter of chronic inflamma-

tory processes in various tissues,
—

lymph-glands, mucous

membranes, the skin and the bones,—such as were found in

many other diseases ; and it looked, to quote Henle again, as

if the ancient family of scrofula were about to perish through
their own excesses. In this movement, indeed, the good was

got rid of with the bad. Those who looked at things from

1 '

Eight cliirurgical treatises.' Lond., 1696, Nr. iv : 'Of the King's evil.'

^ 'First Lines in the Practice of Physic,' Ger. ed., Leipz., 1785, iv, 190.
^ ' Recueil des pieces qvii out concouru pour le prix de I'Acad. roy. de Chirur-

gie,' Paris, 1759, iii, 21—351.
* ' Ueher die Natur . . . der Scrofelkrankheit,' Berh, 1785.
» ' Von den Scropheln u. s. w.' (einz.) Theil, Salzburg, 1793.
6 ' Commentarius de vitio scrofuloso,' ii tomi, Lemgo, 1789, 90.

7 ' Haudbuth der rationellen Pathologic,' Braunschweig, 1847, ii, 376.
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the gross anatomical point of view, took no account of

clinical facts ; they made the mistake of thinking that

the peculiarities of a disease were really to be sought in the

gi'ouping of the local lesions, that the anatomical analysis of

all diseases whatsoever conducts us to a comparatively small

number of elementary pathological processes, and that it is

the way in which these are grouped together that determines

those peculiarities of each concrete disease which we judge
of from the clinical point of view. That was another one-

sided doctrine which has been overthrown in its turn, and

that too without any falling back into the old error; so that

at the present day it is not seriously disputed that the

scrofulous morbid process, comprising the various local lesions

of which it is made up, is marked by a unity and specificity

such as secure for it, as scrofulosis, a place among the con-

stitutional disorders of nutrition. Or, if the conclusion that

has been drawn from Koch's discovery of so-called tubercle

bacilli in scrofulous glands,
—that the parasite is the specific

excitant of the disease,—be a genuine one, its place would

be among the parasitic diseases.

Although this brief summary of the development of the

doctrine of scrofula does not, strictly speaking, belong to

my proper subject ; yet it seemed to me desirable to insert

it in order to show what difficulties are encountered in the

history of scmfidosis, difficulties in answering the questions

as to the changes in the amount of the disease in the

course of centuries and as to any differences noticeable

within the several periods, and whether scrofula, as often

asserted, has undergone any considerable increase of late.

These difficulties arise from the circumstance above men-

tioned that the notion of ''
scrofula

" was until not very

long ago an altogether indefinite one
; that until the six-

teenth century, and even later, various forms of glandular

swellings and other sorts of tumours about the neck, even

goitre itself, were received in the group of
yroiou^ic,

^^ scrofuho
'^

or ''strumjB,'' while wo arc at this distance

of time unable to judge from the descriptions of observers

how much belonged to one thing and how much to another
;

and that, in (lie last century and early part of the present,
after the j^^'O^css of scrofula had become familiar in
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its various pathological expressions^ every conceivable form

of children's disease which men did not know what else to

make of was brought under scrofula, so that scrofulosis

dominated the whole of paediatrics.

Regarding the liistor}^ of scrofula, all that one can say
with safety is that the malady has been prevalent at all

times. On the other hand, it is a question whether any con-

siderable increase in its amount has taken place in recent

times, or whether the increase is not rather an appai'ent one,

depending on an erroneous extension of the meaning of the

term.^ But it is a quite unproven assumption, and I am
convinced that it is an altogether erroneous one also, that

scrofula did not attain its present wide diffusion in Europe
until the inoculation with the small-pox and vaccination were

introduced, and until the potato became a general article of

diet. This is a clear instance of the clumsy fallacy ; two

events coincide in time, namely, the introduction of those

beneficent innovations, and the retrograde enlargement of

the idea of
"

scrofula,'' and these have been brought into

connexion ; or, in other words, there has been first of all a

mystification as to terms, and on the top of that the fallacy
of loost hoc ergo proj^ter hoc. At the same time it is not to

be denied that the malady has undergone ups and downs in

the course of centuries at various parts of the world, accord-

ing as the etiological factors favouring its production have

been to the fore or not ; and, as we shall see in the sequel,

it is only within the very latest times that the disease has

become at all general in some countries.

' On tlie other hand, Phillips (' Scrofula : its Nature, Causes, &c.,' Lond.,

1846, p. 92), deduces from the mortality statistics the conclusion that the disease

in London had declined considerably between 1700 to 1831. While the mor-

tality from scrofula in 1 700 was in the proportion of i to 9*80, it amounted in

1831 only to I in i3S'89. It is clear that this statistical result possesses no

value; in the first place it is derived from a small number of cases (in 1700 there

were 73 deaths returned from scrofula in a population of 665,000, and in 1831

there were 9 deaths in 1,233,000) ; and in tlie second place the materials on

which the statistics are based do not deserve to be trusted in the slightest degree.

VOL. II. 39
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§ 213. Present Geograi'iiical Distribution.

Scrofula has very decidedly the character of an ubiquitous
disease ; its geograpJncal area extends over the whole of the

habitable globe. In some regions and in particular tracts

of country it is seen more frequently than in others ; although
we are not warranted in saying that it is anywhere properly
endemic. No definite or numerically expressed measure of the

number of cases in the several regions is attainable ; for the

statistics are either wanting, or, in the case of the statistics

of hospitals and the mortality returns, they are for obvious

reasons unsuited to such a purpose. The most useful tables

in this respect are the recruiting lists, giving the number of

recruits rejected as unfit for service on account of scrofula;

although even these have a limited value, as affecting only a

somewhat mature age and only the male sex. Accordingly
in the account that follows of the frequency of the malady,
I must content myself with repeating the general terms in

which the authorities speak of the number of cases, such

terms as "
very common,'^

"
common,'*

"
rare," and the

like.

Europe is truly classic ground for scrofula ;
for there is

scarcely a single considerable tract of country in it that is

not affected more or less. In the Iberian Peninsula,^ the

head quarters of the malady are the large towns, both those

on the elevated table-land of the interior and those on the

plains and the sea coast: and even places with a specially

good climate, such as Valencia and Cadiz, are not free from

it. In Lisbon scrofula is so prevalent that in 1842, accord-

ing to the returns of Rozas,^ the orphanage of that city

designed for children from four to sixteen years of age, con-

tained 279 among its 800 inmates (or 35 per cent.), who
showed the most undoubted signs of scrofula. The diffusion

of the disease in Italy may be gathered from the figures

^
Fiiure, 'Souvenirs du midi, etc.;' Lugol,

'

Untersucliiingeu und Beobacli-

tungen iiber die Ursachcn der scrophuloseii Krankheiten,' From tbe Freucli.

Leipz., 1845, 214; Phillips, 1. c, 87; Trogher,
' Briefe wiihrcnd eiaer Rcise

durcli Istrien u. s. w.,' Triest, 1855, 137, 157, 161.
'

Phillips, 319.
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extracted by Sormani^ from the conscription lists of 1863-

1876. According* to these returns, the number of persons
of the age of twenty who were rejected for scrofula amounted

to 3"5 per 1000 of those examined. Accofding to provinces
and circondarias they were distributed as follows :

Valsesia (Piedmont)
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Liguria, tlic circrmdarias of Geuoa, and Porto Maurizio;^ in

Tuscany, the districts of Pisa, Pistoja, Massa and Siena;' in

Roman territory, Civita Veccliia;'' in the yEuiilia, tlie towns

of Ferrara and Bologna;* in the Marches, Ancona;^ in

Campania, the circondarias of Naples and Terra di Lavoro ;^

in Apulia, Foggia;^ and in Sicily, Palermo. It is common
also in Sardinia,^ hut in Corsica it would appear to be sur-

prisingly raro.^

For France also there are statistical returns^° of the

amount of scrofula in the recruiting lists from 1831 to 1853.

According to these the malady occurred at the rate of 10 per
1000 of those examined, or three times as often as in Italy,"

This average sick-rate was distributed among the several

departments as follows

In I Dpt. (Pas de Calais) . . .12 per looo

,, 3 Dpts. (Pyren. orient., Gironde, Vendee) . 40— 5"0 „

„ 6 „ (Basses-Alpes, Gers, Indre, Charente,

Eure, Movbihan) . • 5"2
— 60 „

„ II „ (Heranlt, Indre-Loire, Haute-Garonne,

Hautes-Pyren., Somme, Haute-

Vienne, Yauchise, Tarn-Garonne,

Seine-Marno, Meurthe, Doubs) . 62— 70 „

,,12 ,, (Ille-Villaine, Gard, Lot-Garonne,

Seine-Oise, Aude, Haute-Marne,

Ardennes, Correze, Seine infer.,

Calvados, Haute-Saone, Bouches-

du-Rbone) . . . 7'i
— S*o „

'

Speranza, 1. c;
' Descri/ionc di Gcnova,' &c., 1846.

'
Speranza, 1. c; Dauesi,

'
Rel;iz. topogr. . . . della citt^ di Siena/ &c., Siena,

1842.
'
Jacqnot,

' Gaz. ined. de Paris,' 1853, 532.
*

Parola, 1. c.

'
Briard,

' Travaux de la Soc. de mod. de Dijon,' Ann., 1834—37, 122.

* de Kcnzi,
'

Topogr. statistica-mcdica della citta di Napoli,' &c., Nap., 184.5 r

Parola, 1. c.

7 lb.

^ Moris in dc la Marmora,
'

Voyage en Sardaigne.'
9 Vanucci,

' Bull, de I'Acad. de med.,' 1838, Mai.
1°

According to Boudin, 'Traite dc geographie et statist, mod.,' Par., 1857, ii,

"
According to Chervier's figures (' Annal. de demographic,' 1880), taken from

the conscription lists of the French army for the years 1850-69, the mean rate of

sickness from scrofula was i7'04 per 1000. The enormous ditrercncc in the

amount of the disease between the male populations of Italy and of France is no

doubt explicable in great part by the fact that the Frencli military surgeons took

a much wider view of the term " scrofula
" than the Italian ; but it may be

explained in part also by the greater prevalence of the disease in France.
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In 15 Dpts. (Sartlie, Jura, Cher, Loire infer., Cotes-

du-Nord, Mayenne, Meuse, Ardcche,
Cbarente infer., Marne, Cote-d'Or,

Tarn, Maine-Loire, Ain, Finistere) . 8'i— 9*0 per 1000

„ 16 ,, (Tonne, Eure-Loir, Lot, Vienne,

Drome, Var, Loire-Cher, Basses-

Pyren., Manche, Arricge, Allier,

Isere, Creuse, Bas-Rhin, Dordogne,

Saone-Loire) . . . 9"i
— io"o „

„ 8 „ (Moselle, Seine, Puy-de-D6nie, Aisne,

Orne,Aube, Aveyron, Hautes-Alpes) ii'o— i2'o „

„ 8 „ (Loiret, Yosges, Haut-Rhin, Rhone,

Landes, Deus-Sevres, Loire, Oise) . 130— iS'o „

„ 5 „ (Haute-Loire, Lozere, Cantal, Nord,

Nievre) . . . 20*0—30'0 „

These facts, taken along with more special information,

teach us that in France there are a few great centres of

scrofula which do not owe their pre-eminence, we may
remark at the outset, to its prevalence in large towns such as

Havi'e, Lille, Nantes, Paris, Elieims, Strasburg, Toulouse,

and Marseilles, or at all events not to the urban element

alone. One of the greatest of these centres includes the

south-eastern departments of Hautes-Alpes, Isere, Rhone,

Loire, Haute-Loire, Lozere, Cantal and Aveyron (comprising
a large part of Dauphiue,^ Lyonnais^ and Languedoc) ; and

in that region the average sick-rate from scrofula is 15 to 20

per 1000. Joining on to that is another area, including the

departments of Saone-Loire, Allier, Puy-de-Dome, Oreuze,

Nievre and Loiret, and extending from Auvergne through
Bourbonnais and Nivernais ;

^
also a focus in the Jura

(Franche Comte),* another in Alsace (Haut-Rhin, Bas-Rhin

and Vosges),,' and a third in the north of the country, par-

^ See Grange, 'Aunal. de Chimie et de Pbys.,' xxiv, 364; Lepelletier, 'Traite

,i;oraplct sur la maladie scrofuleuse,' Paris, 1830.
-
Maring et Quesnois (' Topogr. et stat. med. du Dpt. du Rhone,' Lyon, 1866),

estimate from the conscription lists from 1854 to 1863 that the number of

persons rejected as unfit for military service on account of scrofula in the Depart-

.ment of the Rhone was i3'8 per 1000, and that iu some cantons the figures rose

to 22'5, and even to 30 per 1000.

^ See Brieude,
' Hist, et meai. de la soc. roy. de mod.,' v, Mem., 306 (referring

io Upper Auvergne).
*
Germain,

' Annal. d'hyg.,' 1850, Juli, 123.
*

Didelot, 'Hist, et mem. de la soc. roy. de med.,' ii. Hist. 135 ; Cuynat,
• Travaux de la soc. de med. de Dijon,' 1832, 22; Georgeou,

' Consider, gen. sur
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ticularl}' in the Department dii Nord^ wliero tho colliery

districts, as well as tlic city of Lille, furnish a very consider-

able contingent of the cases.'

In Switzerland scrofula is prevalent in the large towns,

and, after them, more especially in the deejo-cleft valleys on

the slopes of the Jura and the Alps ; most of all in the

Rhone valley from Vallais to St. IMaurice, next in the

Canton of Bern and in the valleys running towards Lake

Lucerne, and to a less extent among the High Alps and on

tho plains."

In Ih'Jijium, as all tho authorities agree, it is only since

tho first quarter of this century that scrofula has come to be

so generally diffused
^

as avc now find it, particularly iu East''

and West^ Flanders and in Antwerp." Holland, on tho

other hand, has been from the first and is still one of the

chief seats of scrofula.'

Next we come upon a very extensive region of scrofula

in Germany and Aiistria. Besides the large towns such as

Munich,* Vienna, Stuttgart,'"^ Dresdeu,^*^ Leipzig,^^ Berlin,'"

Stettin,''^ Hamburg, Danzig and Breslau,"^ there are many

I'hygionc duns les ciirapagucs dc la parlio montagneuse dt-s Vosges,' Strasb., iS6.?,

27.
^
Bouisson, 'fitude med. sur I'ouvrier bouillier,' Par., 1866.

^ See Lebert,
' Lcbrbucb der Seropbel- und TuberkLlkraukbciten.' From Uie

Frencb. IStuttg., 1851, 46; and Lombard, ' Traite de climatol. ined.'

3
Meynne,

'

Topogr. med. de la Belgique,' Brux., 1S65, 116.

*
Overloop,

' Annal. de la Soc. do med. de Gaud,' 1842, Oct.; Waldack, ib.,

1845, .Jan., 69.
^ Wocts,

' Annal de la Soc. de med. de Bruges,' i, 17.
'
Tbys, 'Annal. de la Soc. de med. d'Anvers,' 1845, .37; Luyks,

• Arcb de la

med. beige,' 1845, Juiu, 78 ; Pcutcrmans, ib., Aug., 181.

'

Tbyssen,
' Gcscbiedk. bcscbmiw der ziektcu in ile Nederlanden,' Amstcrd.,

1824; Dolleman, 'Disquis. bist. dc plerisque apud Belgas septentr. cndcmiis

morbis,' Amstel., 1824, 65 ; Guislain, 'Annal. de la Soc. de med. de Gand,' 184-!,

Jan.
^
According to information obtained by Pbillips, two tbirds of all tbe cbildreu

received into tbe Municli orphanage suffer from scrofula.

'-'

Plieninger,
'

Bescbreibung vou Stuttgart n. ?. \v.,' Stuttg, 1834.
1"

Meyer,
' Versucb eiuer med. Topograpbie . . . von Dresden,' Stolberg, 1840,

253-
"

Krug, 'Acta policlinica,' Ijips., 1841, Co.

'• Tbe scrofulous cbildreu among tbe inmates of tbe Friedrich Orphanage at

Berlin are 53 per cent, of tbe whole.
'^ Miiller in ' Ilnfebmd's .lourn. der Arzeneikdo,' 184.3, .Tnni, 90.
"

Gractzer,
'

Beitr. zur med. Statistik der Stadt Breslau,' Brcsl., 1834.
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otlier foci of it o£ greater or less extent^ such as the Ditt-

marschen/ the Harz^ country, the Saxon Metal Mountains/

Upper Silesia,* the valleys of the Giant Mountains/ many
parts of Westphalia/ Thuringia/ Odenwald/ certain moun-
tainous circles of Bohemia/ several parts of Upper Austria/"

Salzburg/^ Styria/^ and the Austrian Military Frontier.^^

In Great Britain the populous centres of trade and manu-
facture have always been the principal seats of scrofula.^*

Phillips estimates from an enumeration of sick persons (which

is, however, a very untrustworthy one) that an average of

24*5 per cent of the population in England are affected with

scrofula, the rate falling in some parts of the country to 1 1

per cent, and in others rising to the (extremely questionable)

figure of 72 per cent. In Ireland also, according to Wylde's^^

researches, the malady has been prevalent in widest diffusion

from the earliest times. In the Shetland Islands scrofula

is said to be indigenous in almost every family .^^

1 Dobrn in ' Pfaff's Mittheilungen,' Neue Folge i, Heft 6, 32.
*
Klinge iu ' Hufeland's Journ. der Arzeueikde./ 1798, vi, 902; Wendelstadt,

ib., 1801 ; xii, Heft 2, 125 ; Fuchs,
' Hannov. Annal. der Heilkde/ 1840, v, 73.

3
Petrenz,

' Wochentl. Beitr. zur Klinik, 1833, i, 245 ; Ettmiiller, ib., 1834, ^>

611.
*
Lorinser,

' Pr. med. Vereins-Ztg., 1833, ^o. 12.

*
Preiss,

' Die klimatischen Verhaltnisse des Warmbrunner Thales u. s. w.,'

Bresl., 1843.
* Nicolai in ' Rust's Magazin,' xxxix, 97 ;

' Sauitatsberichte aus Westfalen,'

1845.45-
'^ Fuchs,

'

Topogr. des Kreises Scbmalkalden,' Marb., 18485 Liibben, 'Corre-

spondenzbl. des arztl. Vereins von Tbiiringen/ 1880, Nr. 4, 112. According to

the reports of Tburingian practitioners for 1874 and 1875, scrofula (and rickets)

were found most seldom in the valley of the Werra, next to that in the moun-
tainous districts, and most commonly in the Tburingian basin at elevations of

150 to 300 metres (500 to 1000 feet).
® Ebel iu

' Hufeland's Journ. der Arzeneikde.,' 1840, Juni, io6.
^ ' Oest. med. Jabrbb.,' 1840, Nste. Folge, xxiv, 608, 1843, i'. 354> 1845, iv,

234-
^0

lb., 1 83 1, Nste. Folge, i. Heft 4, 46, 1834, vii, 359, 1840, xxiv, 265.
"

lb., 1836, xi, 391, 1844, iv, 360; Maffei,
' Der Crctinismus u. s. w.,' 175,

'2
Pilz,

' Oest. med. Jahrbb., 1848, i, 357, iii, 80; Macher,
'

Med.-statist. Topo-
graphic des Herzogthums Steyermark,' Graz, i860.

'^
Miiller, 'Oest. med. Jabrbb,' 1842, i, 227, 340, 1843, i^> 343-

'* See Autenrieth,
' Uebersicht der Volkskrankbeiten in Grossbritanien,'

Tubing, 1823, 93; Forbes,
' Transact of the Prov. Med. Assoc.,' iv, 189 ; Alison,

'Lancet,' 1841-42, i, 800.
^^ ' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1845, ^^^J ii> 12, 16.

16
Sexby, in 'Dobell's Reports,' 1871, 522.
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Accounts tlic same as these of the common, or, as it Is

called, eudemic occurrence of scrofula, come to us from

DenmarTx^ Norway and Sweden. In Sweden (as in Belgium)
it is only since the beginning of the century, according to

Huss," that the malady has appeared in some districts, such

as Angermanland, and in others attained its present general
. diffusion. The worst districts are Malmohus, Halland,

Caluiar, Jonkopiug, Skaraborg, Bohus, Nykoping, Upsala,
Stockholm and Fahlu."^ The assertion of Schleisner* that

scrofula is rare in Iceland is contradicted by Finsen.' But

Manicus** and Panum^ agree that it is rare in the Faroe

Islands, being seen, according to the latter authority, only
in the children of Danish families.

There are many accounts of the occurrence of scrofula

throughout the enormous extent of the Russian Empire ; and

these, casual though they be, enable us to conclude that the

cases are numerous and widely distributed. This applies
most to I'oland,^ St. Petersburg,'"* and the Baltic Provinces j^°

but there are corresponding accounts from Kovno,^^ Mohilev,^^

Jaroslav/^ Novgorod,^*^ Kursk,^^ Kasan,^'' Viatka,^^ Kishniev,^**

'
Otto, in ' Rust's Magaz. fur Ileilkde,' liv, 2o.^

- ' Om Sverges endemiska Sjukdumtir,' Stockh., 1852, 9.

3
IIuss, 1. c, 18, 20, 54, 67, 87 ; and Berg,

'

Bidrag till Sveriges med. Topografi

och Statistik,' Stockh., 1853, a. v. 0.
* ' Island uiidersogt, &c.,' 3.

^ '

Jagttagelscr angaaeudo Sygdomsforholdeiic i Island,' KjiJbeub., 1874, 57.
'' 'Bibl. for Laeger,' 1824, i, 15.

7 lb., 1S47, i, 277,310.
8
Tbeiner,

'

Magazin fur Heilkde. in I'olen,' 182S, 224.
5 Attenhofer,

' Med. Topogr. der Hauptstadt St. Petersburg,' Ziiricb, 181 7, 230;

Hciue, in 'Schmidt's Jahrbb.,' 1838, xvii, 224 j Licbteustadt, in ' Ilecker's

•vvisscuscb. Annal. der Heilkde.,' 1834, xxx, 76 ; Doepp,
' Venn. Abbaudl. deutscher

Aerzte in Petersburg,' 1835, v, 310. According to Phillips (1. c, 88) there were

343 (diildreii with scrofula among the 840 inmates of the Foundling Hospital.
^"

Moritz, 'Specimen topogr. med. Dorp:itensis,' Dorp., 1823.
"

Weljamowitsch,
' Mud. Ztg. Russl.,' 1848, 134.

'^
Kleineuberg, ib., 1847, 4'°-

'^
Scbolvin, ib., 1848, 331.

"
Hai'dowski, ib., 1 850, 171.

'^
Guttccitj ib., 1851, 244.

'"
Erdmanii,

' Med. Topogr. des Gouverncm. Kasan,' &c., Riga, 1822, 159, 252;

Blosfeld,
'

Potersb. .Jouru. fur Natur- uud Heilkde.,' Nr. 4, 151.
'7 Joniu,

' Med. Ztg. Russl.,' 1849, 45.
^^

Heine, ib., 1845, 80.
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Odessa,^ Astrakhan/ and Orenburg.^ In the Crimea (Sc-

bastopol) it would seem to be rare/ and to be altogether
unknown among the Kirghiz hordes.^ In the mountainous

parts of Transcaucasia, such as Grusia, scrofula appears to

be rare/ but in other parts of that country it is often met
withJ From various parts of Siboria also, such as Tomsk/
the region of Lake Baikal (among the Buriats)/ and

Vladivostock/° we have accounts of the frequent occurrence

of scrofula. In Hungari/^ it would appear to be not less

widely spread than in Russia. In Roumania}^ and Monte-

negro^^ it takes a foremost place among the chronic diseases
;

and the same is true of Turkey^"^ where it is met with in the

larger communities not less frequently than in Paris and
other European cities.^^ The opinion of Wibmer^" that

scrofula is rarer in Greece than in Western Europe is opposed

by tbe statements of Kay^'^ and Pallas/^ who are agreed as

to its great frequency ;
and to the same effect are the

accounts of Hennen/^ Horner/° Ferrara,^^ and others for the

Ionian Islands.

In Asiatic territory scrofula is prevalent to the same
^

Andrejewsky, in ' Graefe und Waltber's Journal,' xx, 277.
2
Herrmann,

' Med. Ztg. Russl.,' 1845, 187.
^
Maydell,

* Nonuulla topogr. med. Orenburg, spect. Dorpat,' 1849.
•*

Heinrich,
' Med. Ztg. Kussl.,' 1845, 380.

*
Maydell, 1. c.

* Ref. in ' Hecker's wissensehaftl. Annal.,' 1835, xxxi, 331.
^
Hirtzius,

' Russ. Saniml. fiir Natur- uud Heilkde.,' i, 561.
8
Rex,

' Med. Ztg. Russl.,' 1859, 40S.
"
Haupt, ib., 1845, 376'

'" SoUaud,
' Arcb. do rued, nav., 1882, Sptbr., 196.

^^ See Jaukovicb,
' Pestb uud Ofen mit ibren Bewobuern u. s. w,,' Ofeu, 1838,

304 J Bartscb,
'

Uugar. Zeitscbr. fiir Natur- und Heilkde.,' iii. No. 30.
1-

Cbanipouillon,
' Meui. de med. milit.,' 1868, Mars, 191; Leconte,

' Consider.

sur la patbol. des provinces du Bas-Danubc,' Montp., 1869, 42.
1^

Boulogne, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1868, Dcbr., 486.
^*

Oppenbeim,
' Ueber den Zustand der Heilkde. ... in der Tiirkei,' Hamburg,

i^^?» 63 ; Rigler,
' Die Tiirkei u. s. w.,' ii, 416; Tbirk,

' Oest. med. Woebenschr.,

1846 781.
'^

Beyran, 'Gaz. med. de Paris,' 1854, 342.
15 In Scboepff,

' Jabresber. zur pract. Med,,' 1841.
" In Pbillips, 90.
'8 « Annali univ. di med.,' 1842, Aprile.
>» '

Sketcbes,' &c.
"" ' Med. and topogr. observations upon tbe Mediterranean,' Pbilad., 1839.
'^' '

Topogr. med. de I'ile de Leucade,' &c., 1827.
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extent as in the countries of Europe just mentioned. It

occurs on tho coasts and in inland districts of Si/ria,^ Mcso-

poiainia" and Arahia^ (particularly in the soutliern liiglilands

of Ncjd). For other parts of Nearer Asia, such as Persia

and Turhestan, I do not know of any accounts relating to

scrofula. From India, on the other hand, wo have numerous

reports which go entirely against the assertions of Scott,*

Morchead,"' and others that scrofula is rare in that country,
or of Ewart/ that it is a good deal less common than in

Europe. Gordon's observations in Bengal lead him to say
that " scrofulous affections of the cervical as well as the

mesenteric glands were the most frequent ailments among
children of both sexes, and the mortality from the latter cause

exceedingly great j"^ and the considerable frequency of the

malady is in like manner asserted by Shortt,^ Huillet,^ Eyre,^*^

and Day,^^ for various parts of the Madras Presidency ; by

Anneslcy^" for Mysore, Kinnis^^ for the Bombay Presidency,
Gibson^* for Gujerat, Hindcr^^ for Umritsur (Lahore), and

McClelland^''' for Kumaon.

An illustration of the commonness of the malady in India is afforded

by the results of an enumeration of scrofulous children in the schools

of Calcutta and other cities, which was made at the instigation of

1 Pruner,
' Die Krank. ties Orients,' Erlang., 1846, 321; Toblcr,

' Beitr. zur

mcd. Topogr. von Jerusalfni,' Bei-1., 1855, 56; Harret, 'Arcli. dc med. nav.,'

1878, Aout, 87 ; Robertson (' Ediub. ]VIed. and Surg. Journ.,' 1843, April, 247),

observes tbat scrofula is rare in the uiouutainous districts of iSyria.
'
Floyd, 'Lancet,' 1843, Nr. 4.

^ Pruner, 1. e. ; Palgravc, 'TUniou nicd.,' 1866, 308.
^ ' Journ. of Sc. and Arts.,' i, Nr. 2.

* * Clinical llcsearcbes,' &c.
6
'Lancet,' 1881, May, 784.

^ 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1855, Dcbr., 538.
8 'Madras Quart, .lourn. of Med. Sc.,' 1866, July.
9 « Arcb. de nied. nav.,' 1868, Fcvr., 82.

'" 'Madras Quart. Journ. ol" Med. Sc.,' i860, Octbr., 340. In Hellary, 1851-5.V

564 cases of scrofula were admitted, or 7 per cent, of tbe whole number of

patients.
*'

lb., 1862, Jan., ^^.
'^ '

llcsearcbes into the More Prevalent Diseases of India,' Lond., 1841, loy.
'^ ' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1851, April, 310, 316.
" 'Transact, of tbe Bombay Med. Soc.,' 1837, i, Oy.
'* ' Med. Times and Ciaz.,' 1855, Dcbr., 538.
""' ' Dublin .lourn. of Mcd. Sc.,' .\i, 338.
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Phillips. Of loo children born in India and under ten years of age,
who were examined by Jackson, the most indubitable signs of scrofula

could be detected in the larger number ; among 715 children examined

by Spry there were 75 of mixed blood who were all scrofulous, 136 of

English parentage who were all healthy, and 504 Hindu children of

whom 300 were scrofulous.

In the absence of fuller information from Further hidia,
I am unable to say how far Breton's^ statement that scrofula

is rare among the Anamese, may apply generally. But for

the Malay Archiioela.go Heymann^ says :

" Of all the dyscra-
sias the scrofulous comes to the front most. It is a malady
of childhood particularly, so much so that the well-known

torpid habit of scrofula may be seen in the Javanese youth
wherever we go •/' and this account is entirely confirmed in

the writings of v. Leent."" As to the enormous frequency of

scrofula in China (Tientsin, Fukiang, Chee-foo, Canton,

Shanghai, Pekin) there is complete unanimity among obser-

vers ;* and the authorities for Jajjan^ give the same account

of it there.

On the continent of Australia and in the islands of the

Pacific scrofula would appear not to have been general until

recent times,^ or since the natives came in contact with

Europeans and in consequence underwent a radical change in

their manner of life. In some localities the malady is

prevalent to a very great extent, and it has exerted a most

injurious influence on the working power of the native popu-
lation. The regions most affected are the Hawaiian Islands,'^

1 '

Quelques consider, sur la guerison des plaies chirurgicales . . . chez les

Annamites,' Par., 1876.
* '

Darstellung der Krankheiten in den Tropenlandern,' 1 7'/.
•' 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1867, Octbr., 246, 1870, Janv., 14, 1877, Fevr., 100.

^
Hose, 'Pacific Med. Journ.,' 1862, Octbr.; Wilson, 'Med. Notes on China,'

Lend., 1846, ig ; Friedel, 'Beitrage,' 62, 69, 126; Morache, 'Annal. d'hyg.,'

1870, Janv., 54; Henderson, 'Edinb. Med. Journ.,' 1876, Novbr., 405 j Dudgeon,

'Glasgow Med. Journ.,' 1877, July, 330; Wornich,
'

Geogr.-med. Studien,'

3erl., 1878, 293.
»

Friedell, 1. c, 32 ; Pompe van Meerdervort ; Wernich, 1. c, 161.
* Scott (' Transact, of the Prov. Med. Assoc.,' 1835, "'> -^PP- ^'0 ™6t with

only occasional cases of scrofula in Hobart Town from 182 1 to 1831. Down
to a later date Tasmania continued to enjoy a comparative immunity from the

malady (Hall,
' Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' 1865, ii, 85).

^
Chapin,

' Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1837, ^^'"^y J Gulick,
' New York Journ.

of Med.,' 1855, March; Ref. in 'Arch. nav. de med.,' 1864, Dcbr., 486.
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Tahiti^ and Netv Zealand,' iu wliicli last scrofula has wrought

frightful devastation among the Maoris. The disease is also

met with very frequently in the Navigator's Isla7i(h,^ the

Tonga^ and Figi^ groups^ the (Jamhicr Islands,^ New Cale-

donia'^ and the Neiv Hebrides.^

The existence of scrofula on African soil is attested by
definite information for only a few localities. Mcllitchie'

has seen it often among the iiiliahitants of St. Helena ; and

Guiol^° has observed it among the Malagasys iu Nossi-Be

(north of Madagascar). According to Livingstone's state-

ment (which is to be taken with reserve), scrofula is unknown
iu those parts of Central Africa tliat lie between the 15th.

and 25tli parallels of southern latitude. Among the Hotten-

tots and Kaffirs of Caj^e Colony it is mdely prevalent,^^ and it

is of common occurrence also among the Dutch colonists.^'

Other principal seats of it are iu Abyssinia, particularly the

Bed Sea coast ai'ound Massowah and the less elevated plains ;^^

and in Egypt}"^ where the Georgian and Circassian slaves, the

children of the fellahs, and the Turkish children living in the

harems, are the greatest sufferers. Also in the adjoining

• Wilson,
' Ediub. Med. and Surg. Jouru.,' 1806, July, 285 ; Rcf. iu

' Arch, de

uiud. nav.,' 1865, Octbr., 290.
*
Swainsou,

' On the Climate of New Zealand,' Loud., 1840, 58 ; Dieffoubach,

'Travels iu New Zealand,' Loud., 1S43, i, 14, ii, 21
; Thomson,

' Hrit. aud For.

Med.-Chir. Rev.,' 1855, April; Tuke, 'Ediub. Med. Journ.,' 1863, Octbr.,

221.

2
Turucr,

' Niuetecu Years iu Polynesia,' Loud., 1S61 ; Ref. iu 'Arch, do med.

iiav.,' 1866, Janv., 32.

Ref., ib., 28.

lb., 32.

Le Rorgne, 'Geogr. med. dc I'archipel des iles Gauibier,' Par., 1872.
' Vinson,

'

Topogr. mod. de la Nouvelle-Caledonie,' tic. Par., 1858 ; de Rochas,

'Topog-r. med. de la N.-C.,' Par., i860, 31 ; Charlopiu,
' Notes rcc. en Caledonie,'

Moutp., 1868, 21 ; Boyet, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1878, Sptbr., 228.
8

Royct, 1. c.

'•• ' Transaet. of the Calcutta I^Iod. Soc.,' 1S36, viii, App. xxix.
'" ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1882, Novbr., 330.
•'

Black, 'Ediub. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1853, Apr., 256 ; Scbcrzer,
*
Zeitschr.

dcr Wiener Aerzte,' 1858, 152; .Schwarz, ib., 651).
'^

Schwarz, ib., 630; Kretzschmar,
' yiidafrikauische Skizzcn,' Leipz.; 1853.

'^
Bruce, 'Travels,' Ger. ed., iii, 32; Petit, iu Lefebure's 'Voyage;' Pruuer,

' Kraukheiten des Orients,' 321; Courbon,
' Observ. topogr. et med.,' &c.. Par.,

1861, 37 ; Blanc,
* Gaz. hebdom. de mod.,' 1874, 349, Feuill.

"
Pruuer, 1. c. ; Ref. iu 'Arch, de mod. uav., 1869, Mai, 326.
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neg7'o countries, as well as in Tiinis^ and Algiers,^ scrofula

takes one of the first places among the chronic disorders of

nutrition. I am not acquainted with any trustworthy inform-

ation as to its occurrence in Senegamhia -^ but it is said by
Ballay* to be a very general malady in the Ogowai country
(region of the Gaboon, on the western side of the continent

one degree south of the equator) ; and it would appear from
Clarke's" way of speaking to be anything but rare on the

Gold Coast.

The information before us from the Western Hemisphere \b

also insufficient to furnish a tolerably complete outline of the

distribution of scrofula there. From the most northern

latitudes we have Blaschke's" account of its great frequency
among the native children in New Archangel (Alaska) ; and
Gras'^ tells us that in Miquelon [Nevjfonndland) , the home of

cod-liver oil, scrofula contributes not a little to the mortality

among children. In Greenland, on the other hand, we have
it on the authority not only of Lange's^ own experience but

also of the observations of several of his predecessors in office,

that scrofula is extremely rare or even unknown. In the United

States it must now be as prevalent as in Europe. There is a

noteworthy remark of Hildreth's,^ dating from the year 1830,,

to the effect that the diffusion of the malady had kept pace
with advancing civilisation, proceeding from east to west ;

^
Ferrini,

'

Saggio sul clima . , . di Tiinisi,' &e., Milano, i860, 2i6j Rebatcl

and Tirand, 'Lyon medical,' 1874, Nr. 13, 249.
^
Cambay, 'Mem. de med. milit.,' 1842, Ivii, i; Bertherand,

' Med. et hyg.
des Arabes,' Par., 1855; Armand, 'Med. et hyg. des pays chauds,' &c., 417;

Challan,
' Gaz. med. de I'Algerie,' 1868, 116; Creissel, 'Mem. de med. milit./

1873, 369 J Claudot, ib., 1877, 194. The statements of Bertrand (ib., 1867,

Mars., 199) and Bazille (' Gaz. med. de I'Algerie,' 1868, 30) as to the rarity of

scrofula among the Arab children, particularly as regards Kabylia, have been

entirely overthrown by the observers above quoted (see the chapter, in the next

volume, on " Maladie du sommeil ").
3 Chassauiol ('Arch, de med. nav.,' 1865, Mai, 507) says that be did not see it

often ;
but Corre (ib., 1877, Mai, 330) says that scrofula is exceedingly common

among the natives on the coast of Senegambia.
^ "L'Ogooue" (' Afrique equatoriale occideutale '), Par., 1880, 39.
5 'Transact, of the Epidemiol. Soc.,' i860, i, 104.
^
'Topogr. med. portus Novi-Archangelcensis,' Petrop., 1842, 62.

^ '

Quelques mots sur Miquelon,' Montpell., 1867.
8 '

Bemaerkninger om Gronlands Sygdomsforhold,' Kjobenh, 1864, 27.
9 ' Amer. Jouru. of Med, Sc.,' 1830, Febr., 329.
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" scrofulous affections are more frequent/' he says, referring
to Oliio,

"
tlian they were formerly ; and will probably

continue to increase as the country becomes moi-e highly
cultivated and people more luxurious in their habits."

Along with this wo may take the fact which is vouched for

equally by Moses^ and by Glisan," that scrofula did not exist

among the Indians of Oregon Territory until they began to

be more and more confined iu their hunting grounds, to settle

at particular spots, to adopt the customs and vices of the

white man, and to degenerate under the influence of an

entirely altered manner of living. In California also, where

Praslow"" met with little of it at the time of the first outflush

of prosperity in the State, it is now very prevalent (according
to Lantoin'*), so far at least as relates to San Francisco. At

Monterey, which is a long way from the gold fields and

escaped the rush of adventurers, the disease was but little

prevalent even in 1853 ;
but there is no later intelligence of

it from that part of California.

In Vera Ci'uz, on the Mexican coast, Heinemann^ has often

seen scrofula among the children of mixed parentage and of

the white race ; but on the table-land of Mexico (Anahuac)
it is rare.'' From Central America I know of only one

notice^ of scrofula, to the effect that it is often observed in

Ckiatemala. For the TTcst Indies we have the older accounts

of scrofula in Jamaica by Armstrong^ and Lempriere,^ the

former testifying to its common occurrence among negro
children, and the latter stating that it was much rarer than

in England and of a very mild type. Among recent autho-

rities, Ilufz^° says for Martinique what Lempriere had said

for Jamaica ; whereas Goes^^ for St. Bartholomew, Ilamon-
'

lb., 1855, Jan., 32.
*

lb., 1865, Jan., 79.
2 L. c, p. 56.
•' 'Arch, de mod. nav.,' 1872, Mars.
^ In ' Virchow's Archiv,' 1873, Iviii, 178.
*
Jourdanct, 'La Mc.vique,' &c., Par., 1864, 4:25 Coindet, 'Mem. dc lucd.

milit.,' 1869, Avril, 273.
'
Durant, 'Arch, de la mcd. beige,* 1846, Mai.

® In Duncan,
' Aunals of Mod.,' 1802, vi, 370.

^ ' Observations on the Diseases ... in Jamaica,' Loud., 1 799, i, 45.
10 i Arcli. de mod. nav.,' 1869, Novbr., 349,
"

'Ilygica,' 1868, OcLbr., 460.
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Dufougeray^ for St. Mai'tin^ and Jackson^ for Barbadoes
are of one opinion that tlio malady is prevalent generally

tlirougliout tliese islands. It is not to be denied that these

discrepancies in the statements of authorities in the West
Indies may perhaps depend on the scantiness of the observa-

tions
; but it is possible, also, that they may be due to real

differences in the several localities. It may be the same with

the discrepant accounts of the prevalence of scrofula in

Brazil. Sigaud's^ opinion is that ''
les scrophules sont

remarquables par leur rarete/' while Eendu'* assures us that
"

les scrofulos .... sont des affections tres frequentes au

Bresil ;

" and Tschudi^ speaks of its endemic prevalence in

the northern provinces, Avhile Plagge^ asserts the same for

the province of Maranhao, and Rey^ mentions the frequent
occurrence of the disease in Santa Catharina, particularly
in the up-country districts. In the River Plate's States

(Argentine Republic), particularly in the large towns (Monte
Video, Buenos Ayres), scrofula is rarely seen among the

whites but more commonly among negroes and mestizzos,

according to Mantegazza^ and Rey, who are corroborated by
Saurel. In Paraguay also it is rare.® But in Chili^° and
Peru^^ it has attained to a very considerable diffusion, and, as

Tschudi tells us, not only along the coast, but also in the

highest mountain towns ; even in Cerro de Pasco, at a height
of 13,500 feet, he found many scrofulous persons. In

Ecuador (Guayaquil) scrofula holds a prominent place among
chronic diseases.^^

1 ' Arch, de med. nav.,' 1883, Jan., 57.
- ' Boston Med. and Surg. Journ,/ 1867, July, 448.
3 ' Du climat et des maladies du Bresil,' Par., 1844, 424.
* ' Etudes topogr. et med. sur les Bresil,' Par., 1848, 81.
^ 'Oest. med. Wochenscbr., 1846, 472.
« 'Monatsbl. fur med. Statist,,' 1857, ^r. 10.

' 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1877, Janv., 27.
* ' Letters mediche sulla America meridionale,' Milano, i860, i, 14, ig.
3
Mantegazza, ib., i, 285.

'" Brandiu,
' De la influencia de los diferentes climas del universe sobre el

hombre,' &c., Lima, 1826; Gillis, in 'Deutsche Klinik,' 1856, Nr. 24; Fischer,

'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1864, Juill, 21 ; Duplouy, ib., Aout, 108; Ullersperger, in

'Virchow's Archiv,' 1869, xlviii, 501.
"

Tschudi, 1. c. ; Duplouy, 1. c, Sptbr., 189.
'2

Duplouy, ib.j'^Octbr., 282.
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§ 214. Influence of Climate and Change of Eesidence.

Altliongli onr knowledge of tlio geographical distribution

of scrofula remains incomplete, and althougli for tlie present
wc are not in a position to find a numerical expression for

the frequency of the disease in the various parts of the world,^
which would give us the only safe means of making a com-

parison ; yet there can be no doubt at all that the malady is,

as we said at the outset, a decidedly ubiquitous one, and

that the conditions of climate proper to the various latitudes

of the globe exert no decisive influence either on its existence

or on its amount. The prominent place that scrofula takes

among the national maladies of India, the East Indies, the

southern coasts of China, and the tropical provinces of Brazil

and Peru affords evidence that the disease spares the equa-
torial regions just as little as the temperate and high lati-

tudes ; while its comparatively rare occurrence in the States

of the River Plate, in Greenland, in the Faroe Islands and

elsewhere, teaches us that its prevalence stands in no

necessary association with a temperate or cold climate. The

slight influence of the climate of a locality upon the amount

of scrofula is further shown by the very unequal distribution

of the disease at the several points within large districts

which present no material differences in regard to their

climate; as well as by the fact that at other points, where

there are such climatic differences, as on the central plateau
of Spain compared with the Mediterranean coast, scrofula is

uniformly common
;
and lastly by the observations above

mentioned, that in some considerable territories the malady
did not appear, or did not spread much until modern or quite

recent times, such territories having previously enjoyed a

marked exemption from it.

There is one resjiect in which the influence of climate does

' The tables of mortality do not afford materials suited to that purpose. Not

to mention the unavoidable errors of diagnosis, doubtless even of a gross kind,

whieh run through thmi, there is, in regard to serofula in particular, the fact

that in many of these lists rickets is mixed uj) with it, while cases ending

fatally in scrofulous affections of the bones are placed under diseases of the

osseous system.
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appear to have an important significance for the development
of the disease. It is shown in the fact that an unnsually

large number of persons who had come from lower latitudes,

the tropics especially, into colder regions, are attacked by
scrofula, all the more speedily and the more severely the

greater the difference between the climate of their new and

their old home.

"I Lave observed," says Lugol,' "that the residents fioni countries

within the tropics exhibit the sadd<^st traces of the effect of our tempe-
rate climate upon them ; sci'ofulous disease develops in them with

unusual rapidity." Prichard^ met with many facts confirming that

observation among persons born in Brazil or the Southern States of the

Union, who came to Paris.

Cooper, writing of England, says :^
"
People from the East or West

Indies, who come over to this country, not unfrequently fall a prey to

scrofulous disease. Many children born in the East and West Indies

are sent to this counti-y to be educated, and therefore we have an oppor-

tunity of seeing the effect of climate on their Constitutions ; and I can

assure you, that it frequently requires the greatest possible care to save

them from the danger of scrofulous disease of the joints and absorbent

glands, and very often, with all your care and attention, they will die of

scrofulous disease. Those of the West Indies less fi'equently die of

scrofula than persons from the East Indies ;
but I have seen some from

the South -Sea Islands, and most of them have died from scrofulous

<;omplaints."

Pearson,* who had medical charge of an institution for pei'sons

brought from the West Coast of Africa to England, says :

"
It is

remarkable that boys brought from tropical climates, from the age of

eight to twelve, almost uniformly become scrofulous. They bear the

first winter tolerably well, but di'oop during the second, and the third

generally proves fatal to them."

It cannot well be denied, as a general truth, that weather

influences which are absolutely bad, or (as in these cases)

relatively so, and which make themselves felt most at the age
of childhood, may lower the body's power of resisting noxious

influences in general, and so create a predisposition for the

development of scrofula. But in considering the frequency
of attacks among persons ai'rived from foreign parts, we
have to keep in mind also, that in changing their climate

' L. c, p. 231.
- Art. "

Scrophule," in the ' Dictionnaire de Medeclne.'
3 'Lancet,' 1824, iv, 65.
* 'Annual Aled. Kev.,' ii^ 130.

VOL. II. 40
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they at the aame time make material changes in their mode

of living ;
and these changes must not only weigh in the

scale in our estimate of the pathogenesis, but they are doubt-

less a factor of especial importance therein.

§ 215. Question of the influence op a Wet Soil.

In support of the idea that the altitude has a direct

influence on the occurrence and diffusion of scrofula, there

is not a single piece of evidence from any side. The rarity

of the disease on the Anahuac (table-land of Mexico), and at

some elevated points in the Swiss and Italian Alps and in the

Vosges, is accounted for not by their altitude itself, but by
other causes ;

for at many other equally elevated and even

more elevated points scrofula is met with in as general dif-

fusion as on. the plains and in not less numerous cases.

We find examples of tbis in the prevalence of the malady at some

places in the Saxon and Bohemian Metal-mountains, in Upper Austi-ia,

and in the Alps and the Jura of Canton Yaud, where, as Lebert tells us,'

the number of the scrofulous never failed to strike him in his numerous

excursions to the mountains. Other instances are the prevalence of the

disease on the elevated table-land of Mysore, in the highest passes of the

Himalaya in Kumaon (Mc Clelland), and in the Peruvian Andes at

elevations of 3000 to 4000 metres (10,000 to 13,000 feet).

There is just as faint a connexion to be discovered

between the existence or amount of scrofula and particular

geological conditions. Escherich," who reasons on the basis

of a few facts and whose premises (e. g. the genetic con-

nexion of scrofula with goitre and cretinism) are erroneous,

has adopted the opinion that the disease occurs as one proper

to the locality, and not as an acquired habit, on the older rocks

only (including the primary, the transition, and the mesozoic

formations up to the chalk), while it exists in mere sporadic

cases on the tertiary and recent deposits. This idea is over-

thrown by the wide diifusion of scrofula on the alluvial and

diluvial soils of Holland, Belgium, North Germany and other

countries. A geological map which I have used to elucidate

' L. c, p. 48.
^ '

Allgcm. Zcitsdir. fiir Cliirurgic uiid Ilcilkde.,' 1843, Xo. 30.
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the question at issue, serves to show that more or less con-

siderable centres of scrofula can be made out on almost every

geological formation, and that no formation has a preference
either way over any other.

The views of observers diverge as to the influence of a

wet or swampy soil on the production of scrofula ; and it is

this very difference of opinion, with the arguments adduced on

either side, that provide us, to my thinking, with the correct

means of estimating the etiological importance of the factor

in question. The accounts of the general diffusion of scrofula

in some districts of Sweden,^ in the damp low-grounds of

Oldenburg" and Holland,^ in the wet or swampy valleys of

Upper Austria* and Styria, and in the plain of Lombardy,^

lay quite special sti'ess upon that factor in the pathogenesis ;

whereas other observers tell us that the disease within the

limits of their own practice is actually more common on dry
soil than in damp localities in the vicinity.® Some Belgian

authorities, such as Waldeck, would assign the draining of the

ground as one of the determining causes of the occurrence of

scrofula, and would discover a causal connexion between such

changes in the soil and the notable increase of the malady
which was observed in many parts of Belgium about the

period from 1830 to 1840. The fallacy of this conclusion has

been aptly exposed by Meynne,'^ in adducing proof that the

increasing misery of living among the poor of the country in

that very period was the real cause of the phenomenon ;

"
depuis cette epoque les salaires out diminue, une grande

misere est survenue parmi les tisserands, fort nombreux dans

ce canton (Ecloo) ;
I'alimentation s'en est ressentie, elle est

^
Huss, 1. c, p. 69.

^ Goldschmidt, in
' Haser's Arch, fiir die ges. Med.,' 1845, vii, 308.

2 See Biichner,
'

Bijdrag tot de geneesk. Topogr. van Gouda,' Gouda, 1842.
*

Streinz,
* Oest. med. Jahrb.,' 183 1, Neueste Folge, i, 4, Heft 46.

5
lb., 1. c.

^ In some wet and (here or there) swampy districts of the western and southern

coasts of France, and in some swampy localities in the department of the Somme,

scrofula is rarer than in Eheims and Orleans, which are built upon a dry bottom, or

in Moutpellier, which is situated on hilly ground. Beaconsfield (Bucks), according

to Rumsey ('
Transact, of the Prov. Med. and Surg. Assoc./ 1844, June), although

it lies low and is damp, has not nearly so much scrofula as some adjoining dis-

tricts where the soil is dry.
7 L. c, p. 157.
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<Jevenue insuffisante pour bcaucoup d'ouvriers, suflGsanto mais

grossiere et exclusivemeut vegetalc pour la gencralite."

Lugol, guided by ample observations made in France, pro-

nounces vei-y decidedly, and it nppcars to me with perfect

justice, against the doctrine that the amount of scrofula

stands in any definite relation to the wetness or dryness of

the soil.

"
Brittany," he says,'

"
is a damp vogi"U, but scrofula is not endemic

fn it
;
and if it does present itself in that character at a few places within

the province, these are not the dampest localities. In no locality is the

disease so common and of so severe a type as in the diy country

of Champagne In the Pyrenees, we find particularly striking

contrasts in the nature of localities where scrofula is endemic. Let us

take as an example a village on the banks of the Adour. The water in

that stream runs at a level with the huts built on the bank
;
consider-

able quantities of it flow around the dwellings and into the gardens, in

which the prevailing colour is the green of a landscape. The dwellers

in this spot arc scrofulous a fact which may seem at the first

glance to confirm the notion that dampness is the cause of endemic

scrofula, all the more so that the huts which stand a little way back

from the bank and are a few metres above the water-level are occupied

by a far finer set of people in every respect. The higher we go, the

better the type of inhabitants. But at a point still higher above the

stream, in a dry and pure region, we come suddenly upon an unexpected

thing—the residents at the top of the mountain are scrofulous. Thus

wc find scrofula to be endemic at places which are entirely different

from those on the river or situated at corresponding elevations. These

contrasts, which may be often seen in the Pyrenees within a short radius

a!> well as in other countries where scrofula is endemic, are against tlie

idea that dampness or any other condition of locality is the cause thfCt

produces an endemic of scrofula."

However, in discussing this question, we ought not to

overlook the consideration that dampness of the ground has

a definite effect on the social condition of tlio people as well

,18 on the conditions of cJimate, and may accordingly exert

in the last resort an influence, if only a remote one, on the

tKJCurrence of scrofula.

' L. c, p. 216.
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§ 2 1 6. Evidence that it is due to Dietetic and Hygienic

Errors.

In tlie opinion of neai'ly all observers, the real cause of the

scrofulous disease is to be looked for in some error of nutri-

tion and manner of living ; although as yet no agreement has

been arrived at among them whether it is a matter of some

noxious influence of a definite kind, or whether various

injurious things, rooted in a defective hygiene and acting

singly or in combination, may not furnish the pathogenetic
factor. Another open question is how far the attack of

illness depends upon individual predisposition or congenital

morbid diathesis.

The social positions of various classes of the population as

fixed by a certain measure of comfort or by the possession of

the bare necessaries of life, do not reveal on the large scale

any real differences in the amount of scrofula. Even if the

disease is, under certain conditions to be given in the sequel;

rather more common in towns than among the country

population, yet it is no stranger to the latter ; and whoever

has had occasion, like the writer of these lines, to study the

state of health among the inhabitants of country districts,

cannot but confirm the Opinion of Lebert, Phillips and others,

that scrofula takes, under those conditions as well as under

their opposite, one of the foremost places among the prevalent
maladies of childhood and youth. Unfortunately the sta-

tistics do not afford the means of proving this mathematically,

for reasons that have been several times stated. Still less

do they help us to estimate the number of cases among
the ivell-to-do and the indigent respectively. But in that

matter also the daily experience of practitioners discovers

no important differences
;
and it is only when there is a con-

centration of the influences favorable to the origin of the

disease pressing uniformly upon one considerable section

of the population that the predominance of scrofula is seen

to be dependent on circumstances of living, as will appear in

the sequel.

The cause of the disease must be sought, accordingly, in

such influences as are universal in their nature, are generally
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diffused over the globe, and make themselves felt equally

among all classes. Among these a principal factor^, according

to experience, is the more or less unsatisfactory %vay offeeding

infants and very young cluldren. This doctrine, which has

been firmly held by the practitioners of all times, finds very
decided expression in all the accounts before me from the

most various parts of the world. From no quarter has it

met with opposition ; neither is it weakened by the consider-

ation that scrofula, as we have seen, is a disease not of the

proletariat only, but just as much of the children of the better

situated and well-to-do classes.

'' The fi-equency of scrofula amongst the classes of society

who live in wealth or comfort," says Phillips^
" has been

supposed to militate against any view of the disease which

assigned to insufficient food or improper feeding a large share

in the production of the disease. But diseased nutrition may
co-exist with sufficiency of food and even with seemingly

judicious feeding, and is, perhaps, as frequently found in

the pampered child of luxury as in the cottage of the

peasant,"
A second factor in the pathogenesis, which many observers

would rate as of specially high importance, is the want of

exercise for children in tite open air, or the constant keeping

of them indoors, especially where the ventilation is had and the

aftnosphere charged toith organic e^^uvia. In some quarters

this noxious influence is even made out to be the true cause

of the disease. Thus Alison," from his experience of the

Edinburgh Dispensary, says :

''
I am thoroughly convinced,

from the amount of it (scrofula) that I have seen in families

not suffering under any material privations, that it depends
much more on want of pure air and exercise, than on deficient

nourishment."

To the same effect are the opinions of Cooper,^ Eager,*

Byford'' and others ;
while Baudeloc(iuo,'' from his experience

' L. c, p. 242.
» ' Transact, of the Edin. Med.-Chir. Soc.,' 1824, i. 397.

^ L. c, 72.
• ' Dublin Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 18.^4, July, 347 : "I have abundant reasons to

think that the absence of direct solar rays and a long sojourn in a confined atmo-

sphere contribute more than any other towards tbe development of scrofula."

* 'Transact of the Amer. Med. Assoc.,' 1855, viii.

*" ' Ilevue meJ.,' 18,^2, Jan., p. 10; and ' Etudes sur les causes . . . de la

nialadie scrophuleuse,' Par., i8.^.
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of the Hopital des Enfants in Paris, lays particular stress on

this factor as ^' cause principale de la maladie scrofuleuse,

une cause qui domine toutes les autres, et sans laquelle peut-
etre la maladie ne se developperait jamais, ou au moins serait

tres-rare.'^

Even Lugol/ who refers the spread of scrofula exclusively
to heredity, assigns to the injurious influence in question a

prominent place among the contributory causes.

But against the somewhat exclusive pre-eminence that

Baudelocque has given to this etiological factor, we have to

place the circumstance that scrofula is far from rare, as we
have seen, among the population of many country districts,

notwithstanding that the children pass the time in running
about in the open air. In many such localities, indeed, it is

very widely spread, as in the mountainous parts of the

Canton Yaud, according to Lebert's observations. On the

other hand there is a large number of facts which put it

beyond doubt that want of fresh air and exercise has an

importance for the development of the malady that is not to

be underrated. We have first of all the predominance of

scrofula among the children of the poor and of the working
class in the great centres of industry and trade, especially in

the large manufacturing towns ; on which point there is but

one opinion among the authorities.^

Next there is its prevalence in the mountain villages of

Bohemia, Saxony and the Harz, inhabited by spinners, weavers
and stocking-workers, who are put to these occupations at a

very early age and who ply their industry in small and dull

rooms.^ Again we find the malady extremely common in

J ' Gaz. des h6pit.,' No. 71 ; and '

Recherches, &c.,' p. 240 (Germ. ed.).
2 See the ' Sanitatsbericht des Medicinal-Collegiums von Westfalen,' 1845, P-

45, with reference to the diffusion of the disease in the manufacturing towns of

Westphalia ; and the account given by Meynne (I. c, p. 487), for Belgium.
^ See Cartellieri's statements ('Oest. med. Jahrb.,' i843,ii,354) with reference to

the Circle of Leitmeritz, in Bohemia ; and Klinge's for Andreasberg, in the Harz
where even the little girls are employed in making bone-lace. Black

(' Transact,

of the Prov. Med. and Surg. Assoc.,' 1832, v, 179) remarks of the state of health

among the young persons employed in the spinning-mills of Bolton :
"
They are

more peculiarly liable than other classes of the operatives to the different kinds
of scrofula affecting girls and boys in the joints and glands." The same view
is taken by Hinder (' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1854, Feb., p. 54) of the causes of

the enormous amount of scrofula among the children of the shawl-weaving popu-
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the coal districts of England, Scotland/ and tlio North of

France. Under all these circumstances there is an ensemble

of harmful iufhiences to ho allowed for
; and it remains a

question, accordingly, huAv much importance is to be assigned
to anyone of them. But apart from such cases, the import-
ance of the particular factor that now concerns us can be
shown in a very con^'incing manner ia cases where the

disease either breaks out generally among all groups of the

population, other noxious influences, such as of diet, being
excluded ; or, where the conditions are in other respects the

same, but the malady falls mostly on that one section which
is principally or exclusively subject to the injurious influence

in question. Of that sort is the evidence furnished by the

state of health among children or young persons in foundling

hospitals and orphanages, in workhouses, homes of industry
and such, like institutions. Out of a large number of observa-

tions of that kind I give here a few of the most interesting
and most convincing.

In the Educational Institute of St. Petersburg, according to Doepp,
there were, from 1830 to 1833, among pupils of ten to twenty-three years
of age, four times as many cases of scrofula in girls as in youths. The
reason of this could not be either the food, which was the same for alb

or the lodging, which was even better for the girls than for the boys and

young men ; it could only be that the female pupils, yielding to their

incorrigible propensity for a sedentary life, would stay constantly
in their small rooms in the Institute, and could not be induced, whether

by exhortation or by discipline, to resort to the large recreation-rooms

or to spend part of their time in the garden of the institution. Blatiu

states that, in the Training College of Billodes near Locle (Neuchatel),
where the pupils are kept shut up in rooms almost constantly, they are,

without exception, scrofulous. Glover- adduces the fact published by
Tyler Smith,^ that in a workhouse in Kent the whole of the seventy-

eight boys and all but three of the ninety-four girls, were found to be

suffering from scrofula, although only a few of them had shown signs

hitioii of Umritsur, in Cushmprc. He points out tli;\t while tlic adults are

omployt'd in sortinc; imd spinning; tlic wool, childrtMi of eight years and upwards
are busy the whole day over the Inoni in buildings that are overcrowded altliough

open, and that wlu'ii work is over they spend their time in dull, filthy and

unventiluted rooms.
'

Alison, 'Lancet,* 1842, i, 800.
' 'On the Pathology and Treatment of Scrofula,' Lond., 1846, Germ. Transl.,

Berlin, 1847, P- >.^4-
^
'Scrofula, its nature, iic.,' Loud., 1S44.
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of the disease before they were admitted into the institution. Glover

inquired also into the number of cases of scrofula in three workhouses,

among whose inmates there were altogether 164 persons below the age
of fifteen : the first, in a large manufactui-ing town, had 53 children
with scrofula out of 112, or 47 per cent.; the second, in a seaport, had

9 cases of scrofula out of 35, or 26 per cent., this being the proportion
for those who lived continuously in the house, whereas among 20 who
only came to school there was not a single case ; in the third, a country
workhouse, there were 7 children out of 18, or 39 per cent., who were
more or less scrofulous. Fourcault' mentions the following fact with
reference to children in the workhouse attached to the General Hospital
of Lille, of whom a large number of both sexes, foundlings and
orphans, had been brought up previously in the country, and were taken
in as soon as they were able to work : the girls occupy large and well-

ventilated rooms, where they busy themselves with female handiwork ;.

the boys take service with artificers in the town. The latter keep in good
health, but large numbers of the girls develop a general feebleness of

habit, chlorosis, and the like, and many of them die of scrofula. HalL
observes that scrofula is, generally speaking, rare in Tasmania, but that
it is seen very often in the children who are inmates of the overcrowded
and badly-maintained orphanages in the colony.

" In the Department
of Lozere," says Alibert,"

" a third part of the population is occupied in

the manufacture of a woollen stuff known as 'serge de Mende.' That
is the one industry of the country, and the chief source of livelihood of

the inhabitants. The wool is worked without oil ; and to facilitate the

working of it, the industry is carried on in low, vaulted rooms, very
damp and hot. It is this class of work-people that supplies the largest

contingent of scrofulous persons in the Department." Bredow^ gives -

the following observations on the development of scrofula among the

juvenile hands (eleven to twenty-two years old) in the woollen-spinning
division of the Imperial Alexandrowski Factory, and in a private silk-

mill. In the Imperial Factory there were 666 hands between the ages
mentioned; of these 360 lived at the works, and 32 of them, or 9 per
cent., acquired scrofula after entering ;

21 7 lived outside the factory, and

29 of them, or 13 per cent., became sci-ofulous subsequent to joinings
and of the remaining 89, who lived in villages several versts distant

from the factory, only 2 had the disease, or less than 2 per cent. Of
162 persons of the same ages in the private silk factory, 6^, or 40 per
cent., became scrofulous dui-ing the time they were employed in it.

We have to bear in mind here that in both factories there was nothing
wanting in cleanliness, good clothing, and proper food; but that (i) the

young hands in the Imperial Factory spent the leisure time allowed
them in running about and playing in the open air, while the boys in-

' 'Causes generales des maladies chroniques,' Paris, 1844.
'^ 'Precis theorique et pratique sur les maladies de la peau,' Paris, 1818, ii,.

364-
^
'Preuss. med. Vereins-Ztg.,' 1845, ^o- 45-
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the private factory spent most of the corresponding intervals in their

dull sleeping places or in lolling lazily upon their beds
; (2) those of the

hands whu had to go several versts every day to and from the factory

enjoyed the best health ; and (3) the worst cases were those who, after

being used to the open air. hardly ever left the gloomy purUeus of the

factory, except to go to their dormitories.

Lastly, I shall refer to Dr. Baly's report (as given by Phillips^' on

the occuiTence of scrofula among the prisoners confined in Millbank

Penitentiary; although, as Baly himself regi-ets, it affords no perfectly
clear view of the circumstances in question, for the reason that

scrofula, in the table of sickness, is entered under the same heading
with pulmonary consumption, and it is possible only within limits to

separate out the cases belonging to the latter disease. According to

the figures there were, in 1S40, 14 per 1000 attacked with scrofula

among 1052 prisoners, and, in 1844, 135 per 1000 among 3249 prisoners.

(It has to be observed that for those who were received into the

prison with the first signs of scrofula upon them, the origin of the

malady might be referred to former imprisonments.) Among the

prisoners received in 1840 were 510 female convicts under sentence of

transportation who remained on an average three months at Millbank,
and only two cases of scrofula developed among these ; whereas among
520 others admitted the same year, who remained in the pi'ison from
two to three years, no fewer than 78 were affected with scrofula and

pulmonary consumption before the end of their term of imprisonment.
It is noteworthy that the number of cases rises in proportion to the

duration of the'imprisonmeut ; so that in looopi-isoners, 6*9 either died

or were released on account of the disease in their first year, 31*32 in

their second, 49*9 in their third, 52"38 in their fourth, and 63-83 in their

fifth. Baly expressly says that there was no reason to look for the

cause of these attacks in the kind of diet, inasmuch as the diet of

Millbank Penitentiary, since the unfortunate experience of 1824 (see

P- 550) > left nothing to desire ; and that the cause was more probably to

be assigned exclusively to the want of exercise in the open air, or, in

other words, to living in an atmosphere rendered impure by organic
effluvia.

An iiu])artial surv^ey of all the f:ict.s here given, which are

corroborated by the obsei'vations above referred to on the

causes of the outbreak and spread of scrofula among the

natives of New Zealand, Oregon and other countries, should

hiad us, in my view, to the conviction that both etiological
factors (diet and close confinement) play a prominent part in

the pathogenesis. It is all the more difficult to say which of

them is the more important, for the reason that they often

act side by side as causes of disease.

' L. c, p. .^62.
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The liistory aud geograpliical distribution of scrofula teacli

us, further, that uo race or nationality enjoys an absolute or

even relative immunity from it, that the malady becomes pre-

valent among all communities and families whenever the etio-

logical factors favorable to its development make themselves

felt. Some observers, such as Marpurgo, Vauvray and others,

assure us that the disease is rare among the nomade Arabs ;

but the explanation of that is not their nationality, inasmuch

as their own stock are by no means exempt from scrofula in

towns and settlements in Algiers. Again, if the malady is

not often seen among the nomade Kirghiz,^ the reason of that

is that weakly children are regarded by them as a punishment
from heaven, and perish from want of tending before scrofula

has time to develop.

§ 217. To A GREAT EXTENT INHERITED, BUT NOT NECESSARILY

FROM Scrofula in the Parents.

One of the most intricate points in the etiology of scrofula

is the question of the hereditaiy transmission of the disease.

It is altogether denied or very much doubted by some

(Phillips, Rilliet and Barthez, and others), who are supported

by few observations, or by very faulty statistics, or by
erroneous assumptions ;

but by far the larger number of

observers at all times have pronounced decidedly for hereditary

transmission. Among others Cooper says :

" That scrofula

is a hereditary disease appears as clear to me as can be ;
and

they who deny it, deny the evidence of their senses." A
few, such as Lugol and Guiet, have even gone so far as to

make the inherited disposition a conditio sine qua non for the

development of the malady.
^' Pour nous," says Guiet,"

" un enfant nait scrofuleux, mais les circonstances qui viennent

se grouper autour de lui apres sa naissance peuvent hater ou

retarder ou meme quelquefois arreter le principe qui lui a ete

1 This statement of Maydell for the Kirghiz Steppe is one that I cannot con-

firm from my own observations made (to a very limited extent however) in the

Government of Astrakhan. In the kibitkas of the Kirghiz, loaded with filth,

I have seen several children with typical scrofula.

» ' Revue med.,' 1884, April, p. 533.
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transmis par I'lieredito : ce n'est done quo d'unc nianiere

socoudaire (jue nous compreuons le mode d'action des causes

enoncees plus haut.'*

At tlie present day there is really no doubt that scrofula

may develop quite independently of hereditary conditions,

and uudcr the noxious influences above mentioned ; but

heredity forms an especially prominent factor in its evolution.

The only differences of opinion arc Avhether the inherited

diathesis of "the children is always to be referred to scrofula

of the parents, or whether it may not be sometimes the con-

sequence either of other diseases in the progenitors, such as

syphilis,^ or cancerous disease, or of conditions of ill-health

due to immaturity or advanced age, or of drunkenness, or of

the marriage of near kin. As to the nature of the diathesis,

also, there is for the present much obscurity, some discovering
it in irregularities of the blood and lymph, from the humoral

point of view, while others, from the side of solidism, find it

in an abnormal state of the lymphatic glandular system, and

still others in the transmission of an organic (parasitic) germ.
When the disposition is highly developed, opportunities which

are slight in themselves may serve to bring out the disease ;

and this is how we explain the frequent occuri'euce of scrofula

in v/ell- to-do families, in which there seem to be present all

the conditions necessary for the healthy development of the

young, but in which the disease passes by inheritance from

generation to generation.

§ 218. No EviDEN'CE THAT IT IS InOCDLABLE ALONG WITH

Vaccinia or otherwise.

Against the interpretation of scrofula that we have given

u]) to this point, as a disease, namely, that depends upon
^ An opinion specially lielil by Otto for Denmark, Briard for Ancona, Mori»

for Sardinia, K'lwj; (' Med. Gaz.,' v, 805) for England, Courbon for Abyssinia,

and a nnniher of antlioritios for tbt; soutliern United States and for the islands

of tbe Pacific that bave bad jiarticnlarly severe visitations of late. There

are fallacies or errors of diagnosis nndL'rlyin<j; tbc- doctrine formerly held by

Astruc, Hufcland, Alibert and others, and lately revived by Eabatcl for Tunis

(altbongb long ago overthrown by Kortum), that congenital syphilis under some

circumstances takes the form of scrofula, or that, as Rabatel says, there is

" transformation par I'licri'ditc' d'nno antvi' diathcsc, do la syphilis."
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chronic errors of nutrition, there was a theory developed in

the first scientific treatises on the malady to the effect that

it owed its origin to a miasma, or that it was to be counted

among the infective diseases, spreading by way of contagion.

Borden^ was the first to formulate definitely the doctrine of

the miasmatic-contagious chai'acter of scrofula :

"
II existe

done dans la nature une sorte de miasme scrofuleux/^ he says,
'^

qui est sans doute forme quelquefois par les revolutions qui
arrivent aux differentes humeurs, et qui pent fort bien, en

passant d'un sujet a I'autre, aller, comme le levain dans la

pate, gater des humeurs saines
;

raais il faut qu^il trouve une

disposition particuliere dans le sujet pour y agir ;
il a besoin

d^y etre mis en action par un certain jeu des organes, et par
I'etat particulier des liqueurs/'

Contemporary and later writers, such as Charmetton,

Pujol,^ Baumes'^ and others, held fast to the belief in a con-

tagious transmission of the malady, tacitly accepting the

assumption of a " scrofulous virus ;" and latterly there has

been no lack of hypotheses of transmission by the milk of

scrofulous nurses, by the milk and flesh of tuberculous cows,

by vaccination, and so forth
;

nor of speculative attempts
to prove the parasitic nature of the hypothetical virus, which

latter may appear to have found positive support in the dis-

covery by Koch of the so-called bacillus of tubercle. From

the clinical point of view, or following the statistics of

practical expei'ience, the notion of a specific morbid poison
of scrofula, communicable by contact or per distans, has no

wari'ant whatsoever. The number of cases where the disease

has developed in persons who had, before their illness, been

brought into more or less intimate and prolonged contact

with scrofulous subjects (assuming that the facts may be

taken to justify the conclusion post hoc ergo propter hoc), is

so insignificant in proportion to the enormous number of the

scrofulous who are continually in the closest intercourse with

their whole circle, and that sometimes a very large circle—I

am thinking of scrofulous children at school—without in the

' L. c, 74. In ' Oeuvres completes,' Par., 1818, i, 442.
^ 'Oeuvres diverses de med. prat.,' Castres, 1802, iii, i.

^ ' Tralte sur le vice scropliuleux, &c.,' Par., 1805.
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least imperilling their associates/ that no impartial observci''

can seriously entertain the idea of conclmling for the spread
of the disease by contagion. But even these isolated cases,

when closely looked into, lose all the value assigned to them

as evidence of that doctrine. They are mostly cases of ill-

ness among children of the same family, who do not fall ill all

together, but one after the other as they reach a certain age ;

and they are not by any means all the children of the family,

but only some of them, the other brothers and sisters remain-

ing in good health. Foundling hospitals, orphanages, training

institutions and the like, where there is ample means of

observing how the disease spreads, do not furnish a single

report in which it is even hinted at that the disease had been

propagated among the juvenile inmates by way of contagion.

On the other hand some of the authorities, such as Baude-

locque for the Hopital des Enfants, and Pinel and Richcrand

for the Hopital St. Louis, explicitly deny this mode of diffu-

sion. Baumes says that scrofulous nurses may give the

disease to their sucklings, but he is in our debt for a proof
that they have ever done so. The assertion that the milk

of tuberculous cows induces scrofula rests upon mere hypo-
thesis ;

^ not a single well-authenticated case of that kind has

occurred, whereas it can be shown that the whole population
of villages have eaten the meat of tuberculous cattle for

years together (and doubtless drunk the milk of tuberculous

cows) without any increase in the amount of scrofula having
been remarked among them.*

It cannot be denied that children fall into scrofula from

time to time after vaccination ; but there is no evidence

1
"Qiiotidic occurrunt exempla," says Kortum (1. c, 216),

" ubi s;ini iiifantea

cum Rcrofulosis arcto et ipsius lecti consortio frmiiitiir, iiec tanicn ipsis morbus

communicatur."
* I do not express my own conviction merely, but the conclusion deduced from

the experience of many busy and observant practitioners with whom I have con-

versed on the cpiestion.
3 It is well known that the pearl-disease of cattle has been idcutified with

tubercle (and scrofula) of the human subject [but only in the ultimate micro-

scopic analysis].
* See the interesting paper by Schottclius, in

' Virchow's Archiv,' 1883, xci,

136. The fact stated in the text I have on the authority of a thoroughly trust-

worthy medical officer ; and other observations of the same kind have been made

on an extensive scale.
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that such illnesses are the consequence of inoculation of a

scrofulous virus.
^

Moreover^ a transmission of scrofula by
vaccination from arm to arm is so much the less likely, that

the vaccinifers are mostly in their first year, or at a time

of life when the disease is not yet developed, or, if the phrase

be preferred, is still latent.^ I have already mentioned (p. 609)

how this doctrine of inoculating with sci'ofula arose; in recent

times it has been inflated to the most absurd extent by the

anti-vaccinationists and turned to very good account for their

purposes.
As regards clinical experience, then, there is nothing to

warrant the opinion that scrofula is a contagious disease; and

in that sense Begin^ long ago wrote, in somewhat incisive

words :

'' Une ignorance et une credulite stupides inventent

la doctrine de la contagion des ecrouelles ; une faculty

de medecine* donne sa sanction a cette opinion ; trois ou

quatre observateurs inhabiles croient avoir, dans les faits

qu'ils ont recueillis, la confirmation de son exactitude ; et

bientot la foule, copiste servile des opinions des autres, com-

mente, amplifie et proclame enfin comme loi de la nature, ce

que la plus simple observation infirme chaque jour."

Even if we take the other line of research, namely, the

experimental, there has been, in my opinion, no evidence

obtained in favour of the contagious character of scrofula.

Kortum's indefensible experiments to infect children with

the matter from scrofulous abscesses had no effect f nor had

'

Lepelletier tells us that one of his colleagues had the hardihood to introduce

a quantity of scrofulous pus into punctures made upon children on account of

vaccination ; the vaccine developed excellently, but of scrofulous illness there

was not a trace (the incident is quoted by Phillips, 1. c, p. 146).

^ The prohlbitiou in the vaccination law of Germany against taking vaccine

lymph from the arm of a scrofulous child is in any case right ; for, apart from

the question here at issue, ailing persons in general are not suited to take vaccine

matter from,
3 'Diet, des Sc. me'd.,' Paris, 1820, vol. 1, p. 293.
^ The reference is here to the declaration of the Paris faculty in 1 758.

s "
Quippe materiem ex talibus (scrofulosis) ulceribus desumtam," says Kor-

turn (p. 218), "puello sano ad latus colli Integra cute infricavi, alio vero puero

cuticula exiguo Mulnusculo, velut in variolarum insitione fieri solet, disrupta,

itidem in superiori colli regione, nempe infra et pone processum mastoideum

applicavi,
— et ne ullam quidem inde observare potui niorbi communicationem."

In justification of his experiment he adds :

" Nemo dicat audacula haecce tenta-

mina, cum firmissimis iudubitatisque rationibus essem persuasus, nullum inde
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those of Lopelletier, first upon guinea-pigs/ and afterwards

upon liiuiself. Scarcely had the parasitic doctrine raised

its head, when Moretto" hazarded the conjecture that scrofula

might be duo to a vegetable or animal parasite, the grounds
of his surmise being that " tuberculous growths

" on animals

und plants were caused by parasites, and that the heredity
of scrofula presupposed a definite germ of disease. Subse-

(juently Hiiter^ developed the theory that the plasmatic
vessels in childhood undergo dilatation owing to the large
amount of the nutritive juices ;

and inasmuch as they extend

to the surface layers of skin and mucous membrane, these

latter lose that firmness which protects them from the

invasion of inflammation-breeding organisms suspended in

the air, so that the parasites enter and set up scrofulous

inflammation, first in the skin and mucous membrane, and

afterwards in the lymph-glands, which they reach by the

lymphatic vessels. More recently Koch has adduced evi-

dence that the tubercle-bacilli discovered by him are found

also in scrofulous glands, and that the inoculation of the

parasite (bred pure by cultivation) upon animals is followed

by tuberculosis in them. I refrain for the present from

going more particularly into the question of the causal rela-

tion of this parasite to the scrofulous process. When I

come to speak of the connexion Avhich subsists from the

historical and etiological point of view betvjeen imlmonary
consumption and ficwfula, I shall have an opportunity of

discussing that question. In the meantime 1 give it as my

damnum pueris snbnasci posse. ImiLeutur Lcctores, si placet, cxperimentula,

cundemque eventum fore poUiceor."
' lie first shut up the animals in a small dark place, sucli as seemed to be

particularly conducive to the development of scrofula; next he mixed their food

with pus from typical cases of scrofula, in such quantities that each of them
consumed half a teaspoonful daily. Also ho injected eight to ten drops of the

pus into the crural vein, and rubbed the matter into a wound made in the region
of the inguinal lymphatic glands and into a smooth-dipped spot on the neck.

The animals were killed a few months after, but in none of them was there any
trace of scrofula. Lepelletier and his colleague Goodlad several times inoculated

themselves with scrofulous pus, but no signs of scrofula ever followed (quoted in

I'hillips, p. 146).
- ' Annali univ. di mcdiciiia,' 1859, Setteinbrc, j). 520.
' 'Die scrophulosc und ihre lokale Hehmdlung,' Leipz., 1872 (' Velkn^ann's

Sammlung klin. Vortr.,' No. 49).
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opinion that the results arrived at hitherto by means of

experimental research upon animals have not shaken the

conviction of clinical experience that scrofula is non-con-

tagious.

VOL. 11. 41



CHAPTER XVIIl.

DIABETES.

§ 219. Defective Historical Record.

The proved importance of the historical and geographical
lines of pathological inquiiy for the working out of the

etiology of disease^ or for elucidating the causal connexion

of climatic, seasonal, telluric and social influences with

the existence or spreading of maladies, is brought home
to us with double force by the omissions and imperfections
in our historial and topographical information about those

diseases which stand most in need of some such etiological

elucidation. For diabetes this holds good to the fullest

extent as regards both the historical evidence and the topo-

graphical. The very manifest want of tolerably safe and

exhaustive topographical details about that disease is explained

by the fact that it is seldom seen at all
;

it has accordingly

escaped the notice of all observers who were not specially

on the outlook for it, most of all in those parts of the world

where practitioners have had no opportunities of ascertaining

the state of health of the population except within a very
narroAV circle

;
and in other countries the desideratum has

been very inadequately supplied by the statistics of mortality,

which are not only wanting in absolute trustworthiness so far

as they go, but have assigned in only a trifling proportion of

instances a special place to diabetes among .the causes of

death, ranging it in most cases under the general head of
" chronic disorders of nutrition

"
or '^ diseases of the uro-

poietic system,^' and mixing it up with Bright's disease,

gout, gravel and the like. It is obvious that hospital

statistics cannot be depended upon in such an inqury ;
for
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diabetes is well known to be commonest among those classes

who least resort to hospitals in their sickness. I have thought
it well to premise this much as an apology for the sketchy

character of what follows. It gives' me the opportunity also

of expressing the wish that subsequent investigators and

statisticians may endeavour as far as possible to fill up this

very perceptible lacuna.

§ 220. Earliest Keferences to Diabetes.

The history of diabetes goes back to the most remote

antiquity. The earliest accounts come from India ; in the

Ayur Veda of Susruta^ we read :

'' Mellita urina laborantem

quem medicus indicat, ille etiam incurabilis dictus est

. Omnes urinales affectiones tempore incurabiles fiunt ;

ad mellitum urinae statum perveniunt et tunc insanabiles

fiunt."

In another passage^ of that work, where the same disease

is treated of circumstantially, the phrase occurs,
"
dulcis fit

urina, sudor et phlegma;" and there can be no doubt that

diabetes is the malady referred to.^ The occurrence of the

disease in various parts of Europe and Asia during the later

period of antiquity, and throughout the middle ages, is indi-

cated in various ways in the writings of the Grseco-Roman/
Arabian and Arabistic schools; but from none of these does

1 '

Nidanasthana,' cap. vi, in Hessler's Latin translation, Erlangen, 1844, J> '84.
^ '

Chikitsitastliana/ cap. x'u, xiii, in the Latin transl., ii, 103.
3 Christie ('

Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 181 1, July, p. 285) gives an account

of a Cingalese medical treatise of the fifteenth century of our era, translated from

the Sanscrit, in which the disease is also referred to under the name of " madu

mehe," or "
honey-urine." It is a probable guess that the work in question may

have been a translation of the treatise of Susruta.
•* There is nothing in the Hippocratic Collection whicli points to diabetes. The

first mention of the disease is in Celsus (" Urina super potionnm modum etiam

sine dolore profluens, maciem et periculum facit," lib. iv, cap. xx, § 2). The first

to use the name of ^ta/3»;r>je was Aretaeus
('
De causis diuturn. morb.,' lib. ii,

cap. ii, and ' De morbor. diuturn curatione,' lib. ii, cap. ii) ; he speaks of the

malady as a mysterious one {Qwvjxa TrdOog) and of rare occurrence (ou Kapra

^vvridiQ dv9pujTToi(Ti), wherein the flesli and frame melt into urine ((japKwv Kai

^iXiwv It; ovpov ^vvrrj^iQ). Galen also mentions the disease in several passages
of his writings ('De symptom. difPerentiis,' lib. i, cap. vi, Kiihn's ed., vii, 81 ;

De crisibus,' lib. i, cap. xii, Kiihn's ed., ix, 597); but he states in another
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it appear that their authors had been acquainted with the

sweet taste of the urine, and the same is true of the medical

observers of the sixteenth century. Willis in his ' Pharma-
ceutice rationalis/^ published in 1674, calls attention to that

property of the urine in diabetes
;
but it was not until a

hundred years after that Dobson" showed that the taste of the

urine depended on a sugary substance contained in it, which

he detected by means of a fermentation experiment, and that

the serum of the blood also in cases of diabetes had a sweet

taste. Twenty years later, there was published the well-known

essay on diabetes by Eollo,^ who was the first to discuss the

subject thoroughly and who laid the foundation of all subse-

quent writings upon it.

§ 221. Area op Prevalence mostly within the Temperatf

Zone.

From the references of Indian, Graeco-Roman and Arabian

writers we obtain evidence that the geographical area of

diabetes even in those remote times extended over a large

part of Southern Europe, Nearer Asia and India. These data

were afterwards supplemented by notices of the malady from

almost every country of Central and Northern Europe; and

towards the end of last century there came information of

cases of diabetes among the European population of North

America. In all those countries within recent times the

passage ('
De locis affectis,' lib. vi, cap. iii, Kiilin's ed., viii, 394) that lie had scea

only two eases of it. Short notices of it occur subsequently in the compendiums
of all the later Greek physicians, as well as in Rhazes (' De re medica ad Alman-

sorem/ lib. ix, cap. 78), and in Avicenna ('Canon,' lib. iii. Fen. ig, Tract, ii, cap.

17), and Avenzoar (' Alteisir.,' lib. ii, Tract. ii,cap. vi, Venet., 1490, fol. 25); also in

the Salernians, particularly Constantinus Africanus (' De luorbis cognosc. et

curand.,' lib. v, cap. 18, and 'Liber aureus,' cap. 39, § 2, Basil., 1536, 118, 182),.

and Platearius (' Practica,'
" De aegritud. rcnura," cap. i, Lugd., 1525, fol. 219 b,

or in de Renzi's ' Collectio Salernitana,'
" De egritudinuni curatione," Napoli,

1853, ii, 310), and in nearly all the writers of medical handbooks in the latter

part of the nnddle ages.
' Sect, iv, cap. iii, 0pp. Amstelod., 1682, p. 64.
' ' Med. Observ. and Inquiries by a See. of Phys.,' Lend., 1776, v, 298.
3 'Account of two Cases of the Diabetes mellitus, &c.,' Lend., 1797 ('Notes of

Diabetic Case,' Dcptf'ord, i 796).
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disease has been seen in greater or less frequency ; but

whether it is more common in some of them than in others,
it is impossible for the present to settle with any degree of

pi'obability except for a few places. In the following table

I have put together the results of statistical returns for

certain countries or cities
;
but I would attach no further

importance to them than as proving that the disease, esti-

mated by the mortality that it causes, is one of the rarest..

It remains doubtful on what the considerable differences in

t^ie frequency of diabetes at vainous places depend ;
and

whether such difference really exist, or are merely so brought
out by the defectiveness of the returns.

Table of the death-rate from diabetes in various countries.

Locality.

England*
Ireland^

Schleswig-Holstein
'

Berlin^
Chemnitz*
Erankfoi't-on-Main ^

Wiirzburg
''

Brussels^

Philadelphia
9

Period.

1852-69
1841

1871-79
1877-79
1871-74
1865-80
1852-55
1864-80
1872-77

Mean
annual

death-rate

from
diabetes

550-0
ix8-o

14-3

300
2-5

3'4
10
3'3

15-7

Mortality from
diabetes

per 1000
in-

habitants.

per 1000
deaths.

0'027
00 1 4

0014
0029
0035
0035
0*040

0"02I

125
074
0-65

094
I 00
I '60

r2o
o"6o

0-88

In St. Petersburg diabetes would appear to be very rare

*
'Thirty-second Annual Report of the Registrar- General, &c.,' Loud., 187 1,

230.
2
Wylde,

' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1845, J«^y 8.

^
Bockendahl,

• Jahresbericht der offentl. Gesundheitsverh. der Provinz

Schleswig-Holstein.'
* ' Statistisches Jahrb. der Stadt Berlin.'
5

Flinzer,
' Mlttheil. des statist. Bureaus der Stadt Chemnitz.'

* ' Jahresberichte iiber die Verwaltung des Medicinalwesens der Stadt Frank-

furt a. M.'
' Virchow, in 'Verhandl. der Wiirzb. phys.-med. Gesellschaft,' x.

^
Janssens, 'Bull, de I'Acad. de med. de Belgique,' Ann. 1865— 1881.

9 'Transact, of the Pennsylvania State Med. Soc.,' 1873— 1878.
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according to the corroborative statements of Attenhofer and

Lefevre/ the former remarking that not a single case had

occurred in his own practice or in that of a number of his

colleagues during a period of six years. Otto^ gives the

same account for Copenhagen, where there was no case of

diabetes entered in the table of deaths from 1835 to 1838.

There are references to diabetes in Tnr'key by Kigler/ and

in Egypt by Pruner^ and Griesinger / in Morocco also the

malady is seen from time to time/ Among the natives of

Senegamhia, on the other hand, Chassaniol^ tells us that he

had not seen a single case ; neither is there any mention

of it in the records of English and French practitioners on

the Guinea Goast. It is strikingly common in Ceylon, and

at some points of India, particularly, as would seem, on the

Coromandel' Coast^° and in Bengal,^^ being much rarer in the

Bombay Presidency.^' From China, Japan, Australia and

the islands of the Pacific there are no accounts of diabetes ;

neither is it mentioned at all by the authorities for Central

America and the West Indies, while Blair^^ explicitly says

that in Guiana it is absolutely unknown. In Vera Cruz

(Mexico), Hcinemann has seen it comparatively often.
^*

Jordao's statement^^ that it is not unfrequently met with in

Brazil is directly contradicted by Jobim, who says that he

' 'Med. Topogr. der Hauptstadt St. Petersburg,' Zurich, 1817, 235.
- ' Lond. Med. Gaz.,' 1834, Novbr.
^ 'Transact, of the Prov. Med. and Surg. Assoc.,' 1839, ^'''' 237.
* 'Die Tiirkei und deren Bewohner,' ii, 323.
* 'Die Krankhciten des Orients,' 267.

• * 'Archiv fiir physiol. Heilkde.,' 1859, .'!•

"
Ref. in

' Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1875, July, 96.
8 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1865, Mai, 508.
5

Christie, 1. c. ; Davj-, 'Account of the Interior of Ceylon,' Lond., 1821.

1" Sec Eyre, 'Madras Quart. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' i860, Octbr., 341 ; Cornish,

ib., 1861, July, 8g; Ref. in
' Madras Monthl. Journ.,' 1870, Ma}-, 373; also the

accounts by von Ruhde (' Bibl. for Laeger,' 1831,1, 281) for Traniiuebar ; Huillet

('Arch, dc nicd. nav.,' 1S69, Fevr., 83) for Pondicherry ; and Auboeuf ('Contri-

butions a I'etudc de I'hyg. et des malad. dans I'lndc,' Par., 1882, 53) for Karikal,

»
Eyre, 1. c.

^2 Morehead,
'
Clinical Researches on Disease in India,' Lond., 1856,11,297;

Eyre, 1. c.

" 'Account of the last Yellow Fever Epidemic/ Lond., 1852, 20.

» In ' Virchow's Archiv,' 1873, Ivlii, 178.
'» 'Considt3r. sur un cas de diabcVc,' Par., 1857.
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did not observe a single case of it during a practice of many-

years at Rio
; and we may jBnd a confirmation of this in the

silence about the malady maintained by Sigaud, Eendu and

other authorities on the diseases of that country. In Feru

also, it would appear from Smith^ and Tschudi,^ to be

extremely rare ; the latter^ indeed^ tells us that the Peruvian

practitioners are quite unacquainted with it.

§ 222. Etiological Questions.

It is obvious that, from these scanty details of diabetes

throughout the world, we can draw no just conclusion as to

the influence of climate and the like on its geographical dis-

tribution. But the assertion often made, that a damp and

cold climate disposes especially^ to the disease, is entirely

upset by the facts adduced. The prevalence of the disease

in Ceylon and some parts of India, particularly among high-
caste Hindus Avhoso diet is exclusivehj vegetable (Cornish),

appears to favour the doctrine of Rhude, Davy and others,

that its commonness has something to do with a diet that is

mostly if not altogether non-nitrogenous. But the question

would remain, why it is that diabetes is seldom or perhaps
never seen in many other tropical countries of the Eastern

and Western Hemispheres, in which the diet of the native

population is the same.

1 'Edinb. Med. aud Surg. Journ.,' 1841, Octbr., 400.
^ 'Oest. med. Wochenschr.,' 1846, 473.



.
CHAPTER XIX.

GOUT.

^222' Copious references to Gout in Ancient Literature.

If our inquiry into the position of diabetes in place and
time leads to no very satisfactory result^ in consequence
of the want of information about it in medico-topographical

writings ;
the study of gout from the geographical and his-

torical points of view meets with hardly less serious obstacles

in the documents relating thereto, from the fact that the

gouty process has often been confused with chronic rheu-

matism and with arthritis nodosa (" rheumatic gout ") not

only by the observers and authorities of former times but

also by those of the modern period and of the latest date.

The available writings upon gout possess, therefore, only a

limited utility for the scientific handling of the malady in

the particular directions of this work j more especially they
are unserviceable in that much ventilated question whether
the fluctuations in the number of cases, which would seem
to have occurred from time to time according to contemporary
data, had occurred really, and in particular whether the

disease has undergone a considerable diminution of recent

years as compared with last century ;
or whether such fluctu-

ations are to be explained rather by the changing ideas of

the day as to what was "
gout

"—
by the varying connotation

and scope of the term at various periods.
We are able with certainty to follow gout back as far as

the time of Hippocrates, that is to say, the fifth century
B.C.

; there are many unambiguous references to iroSaypa in

the Hippocratic Collection, which show that the malady was
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well known to the practitioners of that age.^ It follows,

moreover, from the quotations in the chapter on gout^ in

Caelius Aurelianus (that is to say, Soranus)/ that special
attention had been given to gout by the post-Hippocratic
Stoics (Diodes and Praxagoras) and by the Alexandrians

(Herophilus and Erasistratus), whose writings have not come
down to us, and that Erasistratus even wrote a monograph
on the subject.* In the Eoman Empire of the West, gout

appears to have been of frequent occurrence as early as the

last years of the Republic ;

^ but all the writers on medicine

of the time, as well as the poets and philosophers, are agreed
in saying that it grew to be remarkably prevalent amidst

the increasing luxury and sensuality under the early emperors.
Neither does that prevalence of the disease appear to have

been limited to Italy ; for, according to the statement of

Caelius Aurelianus,^ gout was reckoned among the maladies

of common occurrence in Caria (south-western division of

Asia Minor) and in Alexandria.

As early as the time of Pliny (first century of our era), a

considerable increase in the number of cases had been

remarked :

"
Podagrae morbus,^' says that writer/

" rarior

solebat esse non modo patrum avorumque memoria, verum
etiam nostra, peregrinus et ipse. Nam si Italiae fuisset

antiquitus, latinum nomen invenisset.^' Seneca, the con-

temporary of Pliny, who, as a Stoic, missed no opportunity

1 See 'Praenot. Coacae,' Sect, v, § 502, ed. Littre, v, 700; 'Aphorism.,' lib. v,

§ 25, and vi, § 28—30, 55; 'Epidem./ lib. ii, sect, iii, § 12, e. c. v, 114;
' De

affectionibus,' § 31, e. c. vi, 242 ;

'

Prorrhet.,' lib. ii, § 8, e. c. ix, 26. In the last

mentioned treatise, which is probably later than Aristotle, the subject is treated

with particular fulness.

' " De morbis acutis et chronicis,"
' Morb. Chron.,' lib. v, cap. ii, Amstelod.,

»7SS. P- 566.
•* It is well known that the treatise of Caelius Aurelianus is a translation, and

in all probability a literal translation, of the work on medicine by the great
methodist Soranus, who lived in Rome in the second century of our era.

* It appears from a reference in Caelius Aurelianus that the King Ptolemy

(probably Soter) was a sufferer from gout, and that Erasistratus treated him for it.

' In evidence of this there are the exhaustive memoirs on the disease by

Asclepiades and Themison, mentioned by Caelius Aurelianus. Cicero also

mentions patients with the gout in many passages of his writings (e.^.'Epistol.,'

vii, 4, ad M. Mar., and ' De finibus,' v, 3).
6 L. c, p. 558.
'' ' Hist, nat.,' lib. xxvi, cap. Ixlv, ed. Franzius, Lips., 1788, vii, 851.
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in his writings of animadverting on the dissolute and riotous

life of Home and on the after-consequences to the health of

the community, dwells upon the fact that podagra Avas com-

mon even among the women ; and he adds the remark that

it was not surprising, for their sex emulated the excesses

of the men in every respect.^
" In the time of Hippocrates,"

says Galen,"
" there were only a few who suffered from

podagra, such was the moderation in living (Sta to tov

/3toii KocT/tiioj') ; but in our own times, when sensuality has

touched the highest conceivable point, the number of patients

with the gout has grown to an extent that cannot be esti-

mated [aTTitpov Ti TO TT\i}Oog Tioi>7rodayr)LwvTU)v).'
The same

enormous prevalence of the malady afforded a subject to the

satirist Lucian for his little comedy of
"
Tpaycnro^aypa," in

which he introduces Podagra as a goddess and represents
lier in a witty fashion as exercising absolute sway over

mankind.^ The most prominent physicians of the time took

occasion also to write on the subject at great length, the

chief treatises that have come down to us being those of

Aretaeus
* and Caelius Aurelianus (that is to say, Soraniis).

The word dpOpiTig, used by Galen, is applied by bim ;ind the later

Greek and Roman writers on medicine to express
" intiammation of tbe

joints
"
in general; Avhile of special forms of it, good descriptions are

given of iaxiug or intiammation of tbe bip-joint, of TroSdypa and xttpdypa

(distinguisbed as vocn'iixara Oeppd koi <pvxpd according to a bumoral

principle founded on tbe morbid phenomena), and lastly of gouty

' '

Epistol.,' 95, 0pp., ed. Haase Lips., 1853, iii, 302 :
" Non mutata feminarum

natura, sed vita est; uum cum virorura liccntiam aequaverint, corpovum quoque
virilium incommoda aecjuaruut. Xoii minus purvigilaut, uon luiuus potaut, et

olco et luero viros provocant ; aeque iuvitis ingesta viscaribus per os reddunt et

vinuiu omne vouiitu reinetiuntur." Seneca mentions and treats of gout in

many other passages of liis writings {e.g.
'

Epist.,' 53, 67, 78, ed. cit., iii, pp. 1 1 1,

152, 197); and in his
' Lud. do niorte Ciaudii Caesaris

'

(§ 13, ed. cit., i, 273), he

remarks that the Emperor Claudius was a sufl'erer from it.

* 'Comment, in Hipp, stphorism.,' cap. xxviii, ed. Kiihn, xviii, A. 42. Otlicr

references to gout in the writings of Galen will be found in the following: 'Do

sanitate tuenda,' lib. vi, cap. vii, e. c. vi, 415; 'Method, med.,' lib. vii, cap. xi

e. c. X, 513;
' De compositione medic, secund. locos,' lib. x, cap. ii, e. c. xiii, 331 ;

'Dc remed. parabil.,' lib. i, cap. xvi, c. c. xiv, 383;
' De theriaca lib. ad Pisoncm,

cap. XV, e. c. xiv, 274.
' The little comedy of Qkvttovq appended to this drama, and dealing with the

same subject, is apochryphal.
• ' De causis et siguis diuturnor. morbor.,' lib. ii, cap, xii.
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nodules under tlie name of nupoi, or swellings of stony hardness.' We
find mention already of the metastases of gout also, Galen speaking
of gout flying to the stomach (/utrfor); a'c r>]v yao-i-£pa),^andto the lungs,^

and Aretaeus of gouty asthma.'' It can hardly be doubted that chronic

articular rheumatism, and particularly arthritis nodosa, had entered

into their conception of "
podagra."

Wlietlier any diminution o£ the number of cases occurred

in the time of the later Empire and in the middle ages is not

ascertainable from the medical writings of those periods ; the

less so that "arthritis'^ (or as the mediasval writers, and, so far

as I know, Constantinus Africanus first, name it
"
arthetis ")

would appear to have been more widely prevalcTit than for-

merly, while the term "
podagra

" occurs less often (the

disease being now and then called
"
gutta

"
or "

drop "^), and

in the end becomes merged almost entirely with other dis-

eases of the joints under the general name of
"

arthritis/'

The very prolix dissertations on gout in the compendiums
of Aetius,^ Paulus Mgineta,'^ and Alexander of Tralles^ (who

occupies himself almost entirely, and at enormous length, with

directions for treatment), as well as in the writings of the

Arabians, particularly Serapion the elder,^ Ehazes,^^ Abul-

casim,^^ Avicenna,^" and Avenzoar^^ (whose work is one of the

best), merely reproduce the data of the earlier Greek prac-

titioners, and give us no means of forming a conclusion as to

the frequency of the disease. The same is true of the works

of mediaeval physicians of the West, of Constantinus Africa-

' The word niopoi is also used to designate bony callus.

- ' Method, nied.,' 1. c.

3 ' De theriaca lib. ad Pisonem,' 1. c.

^ L. c, ed. Kiihn, p. 174.
•

•

^ The first use of the term "
gutta

"
that I can find is in Valescus de Tharanta,

who defined it :
" Est passio in ligamentis et nervis juuctuarum ex humore vel

ventositate ad eos decurreutibus a membris superioribus vel circumvicinis." It

is here used, therefore, in the same sense as "gutta in oculis" applied to cataract.

It is clear that the French "goutte" and the English "gout" are derived from

"gutta."
8 '

Sermo,' xii, cap. vi—xlviii.

^ Lib. iii, cap. 78.
^ Lib. xii.

3 'Practica Tract.,' iv, cap. 23
—

30, Lugd., 1525, fol. 44, seq.

'0 ' De re medica,' lib. ix, cap. 90, and ' Lib. de afiect. juncturarum.'
" ' Method, med.,' lib. i, cap. 45.
1^ 'Canon,' lib. iii. Fen. 22, tract. 2, cap. 55, seq.
'^

'Theisir.,' lib. ii, tract, vii, cap. 30, Venet., 1490, fol. ^3.
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nus/ and of the Salernians Platcarius/ Valescus de Tharanta,'
Arnaldus Villanovanus/ Savonarola/ and Guainerio f as

'well as of the monograph on the disease by Demetrius

Pepagomenos/ a physician of the thirteenth century practising
at the Byzantine court, which is for the most part based

upon the works of Paulus and Alexander.

The literature of gout in the sixteenth century opens with

the writings of Paracelsus" on podagra (of very doubtful

genuineness, however), which have no historical interest

except that they are the first to introduce the German name
of "

Zipperley," applied to the disease, and that the discus-

sion of the subject in them is elaborate enough to prove to

us that gout must have played a very prominent part among
the diseases of the time. The same conclusion is justified
also by the numerous treatises on podagra in the medical

literature of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth cen-

turies ; although we are still prevented, by the confounding
of true gout with chronic rheumatism and arthritis nodosa,
from coming to any definite opinion as to the amount of the

disease. According to these writings, however, it was spread
over the whole of Europe.
A new source of error arose after Sydenham's classical des-

cription^ of the malady as he observed it in his own person,
and after Hoffmann's^" and van Swieten's^^ excellent works on

• 'De raorb. cognosc. efc curand./ lib. vi, cap, xix, Basil., 1536, 137; and 'Lib.

aureus,' cap. xlv, e. c. 185.
' '

Practica,' 184 b, aud iu de Renzi, 'Collect. Salernit.,' ii, 349—356.
^ '

Philonium,' lib. vi, cap. 23, Lugd., 1490, fol. 295 b.

•* ' Parabolae medicationis,' 0pp., Basil., 1585, 985, and '

Breviar.,' Lib. ii,

cap. 45, e. c. 129 h.
* ' Practica tract.,' vi, cap. xxii, Rubr. x, Vcnet., 1497, fol. 272 a.

® ' Commeiitar. de aegritud. juiictur.,' cap. i, seq., in
'

Practica,' Lugd., 1534,
fol. 171b (contains a few observations by the author himself).

^ ' De podagra libellus,' Ilomae, 15 17 (reprint iu Stephan's collection, Parist

"567. P- 837).
^ ' Buch von den tartariscben Krankheiten,' cap. 19, 0pp. Strassb., 1603, 313 ;

' Vom Podagra,' e c. 539 ;

' Liber de pod;igricis
'

(iu German), e. c. 563.
' ' Tract, de podagra,' 0pp., Genev., 1736, i, 300.
'" ' Med. ration, system.,' Tom. iv, Sect, ii, cap. xi, 0pp., Genev., 1753, ii, 390;

'
Diss, de genuino dolor, podagr. rcmed.,' Hal., 1697, Opp- Supp., ii. Pars, ii, 173;

•Diss.de podagra retrocedeute in corpus,' Hal., i 700, 0pp., ib., 187; 'Diss.de

cura doloris podagr.,' Hal., » 738, Opp., ib., 180.
" 'Comment, iu Boerhaave aphorismos,' § 1254— 1282, Lugd. Batav., 1764,

iv, 287—393.
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the subject, whicli drew the line sharply between gout and

rheumatism. Coincidently with the more precise determina-

tion of the existence of a govity diathesis, or, in other words,

with the proof of a constitutional character for the disease,

the province of
''

gouty ailments " underwent an extension

beyond all bounds ;
so that all the advantage on the one side

by the sharper separation of gouty affection of the joints from

other degenerative articular changes (rheumatism in particu-

lar), was lost on the other side by overstraining the doctrine

of " internal gout," which was resorted to, along with the
*' hasmorrhoidal disease," whenever there was a difficulty

about the diagnosis. It is only within recent times, and

mostly since morbid anatomy began to be cultivated, that

sobriety of view has entered into the doctrine of gout ; and

accordingly the large place that the disease held in former

centuries has been a good deal restricted, although it may
still happen to us at the present day to hear and read of

rheumatic arthritis and arthritic rheumatism.

Care is needed, therefore, in estimating and weighing the

data as to gout, so as to arrive at its history in the past and

its prevalence in the present ;
and we may take it as certain

that its comparative rarity in recent times beside former

centuries depends not a little upon the more precise diagnosis

of the malady, or upon the disentanglement of what is included

under '^

gout
" from among other forms of disease resembling

it. At the same time it cannot be doubted, after the trust-

worthy observations^ that have been made in Spain, Italy,

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, and even on the classical

soil of England, that gout in recent times has undergone a

real and very considerable abatement compared with previous

centuries, just as in the early period of the Roman Empire
it underwent a considerable increase as compared with the

earlier age of antiquity. So far as we may conclude from

the medico-topographical records before us, there are very
few parts of the world where it counts at the present day

among the more common constitutional disorders of nutrition,

and there are none w^here it has the character of a truly

endemic malady.
^ See in particular the admirable research of Corradi,

' Delia odierna diminuzione

della podagra e delle sue cause/ Bologna, i860; also the writings of DoUeman
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§ 224. Present Geographical Distribdtion : IIake

IN THE Tropics.

The gcocjraphlcaJ area of gout at the present time includes

a very large part of the temperate zone
;
but within that

area there are very considerable differences obtaining in the

amount of the disease at the various points of observation,

for which there is no arithmetical expression to be had. In

Spain, according to somewhat antiquated information,' it

would appear to be particularly common in Asturias. In

ftiihj the regions most affected were the Alpine valleys of

Piedmont," Naples^ (among the well-to-do) and Sardinia.*

For France, Lorraine and Normandy^ are given as the chief

seats; in the large towns of the Department of the Rhone, also,

it is far from rare even among the less comfortable classes of

the populace, one of the authorities'^ i-emarking that "
il suffit

(I'avoir exerce dans une grande ville, pour savoir que dans

les classes inferieures on rencontre un assez grand nombre de

goutteux.^'

For Switzerland we hear from Lebert' that gout has grown
rarer among the upper classes " since manufactures and

railways have begun to claim many of their energies formerly
unused." In Belgium, where the disease has become a good
deal less common,^ it is now met with mostly in Flanders

and in the AValloon provinces.^ In Holland also it is now
seen on the whole rarely .^° For Germany we have accounts

for Holland, Coley for Belgium, Lebert for Switzerland, and Owen, Fuller, Budd,
and others (see p. 655) for England.

^

Tliiery, 'Observ. de physique et de medecine faites en . . Espagne,' Par.,

I 791. ii, 108.
'^

'Brunner,
' Verhaudl. der Schweiz. iirztl. Gesellsch.,' 1829, i, 151.

•' de Renzi,
'

Topogr. e statist, nied. della citta di Napoli, &c.,' Nap., 1845, .326.
* Moiis in de la Marmora's 'Voyage.'
^ Simonin,

' Kech. topogr. et med. sur Nancy,' Nancy, 1854, 250; Charcot,

'Med. Times and Gaz.,' 1867, March, 245.
* Marmy et Quesnois,

'

Topogr. stat. et med. du Depart, du Khono, &c.,' Lyon,

1866, 548.
^ ' Handbuch der pract. Med.,' 1859, ii, 898.
*
Coley,

' Remarks on the Climate and the Diseases occurring in Belgium,'

Brass., 1852, 163.
*
Meynne, 'Topogr. med. de la Belgique,' Brux., 1863, 211.

'°
Dolleman,

'

Disquis. de plerisque apud Belgas septentrionales endemiis

morbis,' Amstelod., 1824, 55.
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of its comparatively frequent occurrence in Hamburg,^ Meck-

lenburg,'^ the Harz/ Bremen/ Gottingen/ Dresden/ Wies-

baden/ Ludvvigsburg/ Passau/ and Upper Austria /° in

Berlin it came under Traube's notice extremely seldom. ^^

England still remains one of its principal seats, altbougli
there too, as we learn from Fuller, Budd/" Watson,^^ Forbes/*
and others, there has been a considerable decrease noticeable.

Forbes writes :

" Two of the oldest practitioners in the dis-

trict (the Land's End), each resident in a small country
town, assured me that in their earlier practice, that is, forty
or fifty years before, gout was much more frequent than at

present
—in the proportion, they said, as a hundred to one."

It is very remarkable, on the other hand, that Scotland and
Ireland have always enjoyed a notable immunity from gout.^^
From Benmarli I know of only one account, by Otto,^'' who

says that the malady is relatively common, especially in

Copenhagen. For Sweden and Norway there is no recent

information about it. In Lapland (according to Linnaeus),
and in Iceland and the Faroe Islands^'^ it is quite unknown.
In Russia, if we may still depend upon accounts dating from
the earlier years of the century, gout is of frequent occur-

rence in the Baltic provinces^^ and in St. Petersburg ;

^^
it is

'

'Hamburg in naturhistor. und med. Beziehung.,' Hamb., 1830, 89.
-
Ebstein, 'Die Natur und Beliandl. der Gicht,' Wiesbad., 1882, 138.

3 Id.

*
Heineken, 'Die freie Hansestadt Bremen, &c./ Brem., 1837, ii,

^
Ebstein, i. c.

^
Mayer,

' Versuch einer med. Topogr. von Dresden', Stollberg, 1840, 288.
7

Miiller, 'Med. Topogr. der Stadt Wiesbaden', Wiesb., 1846.
•
Horing,

' Wiirttemb. med. Correspondenzbl.,' 1839, i^» 275.
^

Friedrich, 'Bayr. arztl. Intelligenzbl.,' 1855, 353.
"*

Gugger, 'Oest. med. Wochenschr.,' 1843, 785.
^' 'Berl. klin. Wochenschr.,' 1865, 474.
'^ In Tvveedie's '

Library of Medicine,' v, 208.
'^

'Lancet,' 1842, Nov.
" 'Transact, of the Provincial Med. and Surg. Assoc.,' 1839, i^. 203.
"• Scudamore,

' Treatise on the Gout,' Germ, ed., Halle, 18 19, 54. In Glasgow

gout is very rare, even among the rich classes.

'^ 'Transact, of the Prov. Med. and Surg. Assoc.,' I.e.

'" Manicus, 'Bibl. for Laeger,' 1824, i, 15.
'^ Bluhm,

'

Beschreibung der in Reval herrscheuden Krankheiten,' Marb., 1 790,

141 ; Moritz,
'

Spec, topogr.-med. Dorpat.,' Dorp., 1823.
'^

Attenhofer, 1. c, 231.
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also reported from Odessa.^ On the other hand it is exceed-

ingly rare to meet with it in the governments of Samara^ and

Kasan/^ and in Transcaucasia it would appear to be quite
unknown.* In Turkey, also, cases of gout are rarely seen.^

In the tropical and subtropical regions of Asia gout either

does not occur at all or only in exceptional cases. This holds

good for Syria, Persia, and Arabia,^ although in those coun-

tries, to judge by the writings of Arabian and Syrian physi-
cians of the middle ages, gout was by no means a rarity

formerly. With reference to gout in India, Ainslie, who
had thirty years' experience, says :

'^
I do not think that I

ever knew but one Hindoo who had a well-marked gout ;

the Mahometans are not so fortunate in this respect. Those

Europeans who are subject to the attacks of it have, for the

most part, long intervals betwixt the fits, and when they do
come they are generally slight."

On the Himalayan slope it would appear that the disease

is not altogether rare^ (whether among natives or Europeans
is not mentioned) ; and in the East Indies it is given as a

not uncommon malady even among the natives.^ On the

other hand it is quite unknown in Ceylo)i,^ or among the

natives oiAssam}^ For China there is only one notice before

me, relating to Amoy,^^ where the disease has been seen rather

often among the indigenous population. In the medico-

topographical records of the Australian continent and the

islands of the Pacific there is not a word said of the occurrence

of gout. According to the account of Thomson,^" dating from

'

AndiTJewsky in
' Griife and Waltlicv'K Joiirnal,' iS,:!3, xx, 277.

^
Ucke,

' I)us Klima und die Kraiiklieiteii der Stadt Saniani,' Horl., 1863, 211.
' Erdmann,

' Med. Topogr. des Gouv. Kasau,' Riga, 1822, 154.
'' Kef. in Ilcckei's ' Annal fiir wissonsch. Heilkde.,' 1833, xxxi, 331.
^
Oppeiiheim,

' Uebcr den Zustand der Hcilknnde . . in dcr Turkei/lILinib.,

1833, 76; Rigler,
' Die Tiirkei und dereu IJewohuer, &c.,' ii, 365.

*
Marshall,

'

Ediiib. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1832, Oct., 347 ; Tobler,
' Beitr.

zur med. Topogr. von Jerusalem,' lierl., 1855, 41.
'

Fanjubar,
' Indian Annals of Med. Se.,' 1863, April, 464.

"
Ilej'niann,

' Krankh. der TiopenLlndi r,' iSi ; van Leent, 'Arch, do med.

nav.,' 1867, Oct., 246.
»
Davy,

' Account of the Interior of Ceylon.'
'"

IJeaufils, 'Arch, de uied. nav.,' 1882, April, 266.
"

Friedel,
'

Beitviige, &c.,' 109; Ref. in 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1866, Sptbr., 166
" 'Brit, and For. Med.-Chir. Rev.,' 1855, ^M'"!-
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1837^ *^^ disease had never been seen in New Zealand ;
nor in

tlie Hawaiian Islands accoi'ding to Chapin^ (1855).

Tlie African continent, also, witli the islands adjoining it,

enjoys an almost complete immunity from gout. That is

tlie expressed opinion of all the authorities for Egypt^ the

countries of the Niger,
^

Algiers,^ Senegamhia,^ the West

Goast,^ and MadeiraJ The only exceptions to this are

found in Vinson's notice* (somewhat untrustworthy) of its

common occurrence among the Hovas occupying the plateau

of Madagascar, and Id the statement of Ferrini^ (also question-

able) that it is not unfrequently seen in Tunis.

In the Western Hemisphere, so far as one may judge from

the information about gout that comes to us thence, the malady
is for the most part confined to countries within the temperate
latitudes. In Greenland it is extremely rare/'^ and there is

no mention of it at all for Canada and other territories in the

far north. In the large and populous towns of the United

States, supplied with the luxuries of Europe, gout would

appear to be as common as it is under the same circum-

stances in the Old World/^ although our information on the

subject is scanty. According to a notice of the year 1830

by Hildreth,'^ for Washington, gout was quite unknown

among the indigenous inhabitants of that region. In Vera

Cruz, Heinemann^^ saw only two cases of it during six years.

There is no mention of it in the medical accounts from Central

America. In the West Indies, as we learn from both early

and recent authorities,^^ it is seen in rare cases only. The
1 ' Amer. Journ. of Med. Sc.,' 1837, May, 93.
•^

Pioser,
' Uober cinige Krankheitea des Orients,' Angsb., 1837, 73 5 Clot-Bey,

'

Aper9u gen. sur I'Egypte,' ii, 319, u. a.

^
Brocchi,

'

Giornale,' v, 559.
* Bertherand, 'Med. et hyg. des Arabes,' Par., 1855.
''

Chassaniol, 'Arch, de med. nav.,' 1865, Mai, 507.
®
Copland,

'

Dictionary,' iv.

? Kampfer,
' Hamb. Zeitschr. fiir Med.,' 1847, xxxiv, 159.

8 'Gaz. hebd. de med.,' 1866, Nr. 49, Feuill.

^ '

Saggio sul cliiua c sulle precipue malattie della citta di Tunisi, &c.,' Milano,

1 860, 238.
^'1 ' Beraacvkii. om Gronlands Sygdomsforliold,' Kjobenh., 1S64, 30.
'^ See Hosack,

'

Essays,' New York, 1824, ii, 233.
12 ' Amer. Jonrn. of Med. Sc.,' 1830, Febr., 330.
'3 In ' Vircbow's Arch.,' 1873, Iviii, 161.

"
Dancer, 'History of the late Expedition against Fort St. Juan, &c.,' Lond.,

VOL. II. » 42
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same is true for Guiana -^ and still more so for Brazil where

gout is almost unknown, according to the unanimous opinion.^

It applies also to Peru, where Smith'^ saw only one case during

a residence of more than ten years ;
but it would appear

to be more common among the Creoles of the Sierra, and in

Chili also it occurs not uufrequcntly.^

§ 225. High Degree of Heeedity.

It may be said to be a doctrine generally admitted at the

present day, and beyond all questioning, that the process of

gout depends upon a constitutional disorder of nutrition,

that a morbid diathesis—the uric-acid diathesis—underlies

it, and that the diathesis is sometimes inherited and some-

times acquired. The task of historical and geographical

research, accordingly, is to inquire what are those factors,

involved in circumstances of climate, manner of life, and of

nationality, and associated with the distribution and degree
of prevalence of the malady in place and time, which may be

brought into causal connexion with the pathogenesis ; or,

otherwise expressed, it is to explain the influences upon
which the development of the gouty diathesis depends, or

which seem calculated to further the evolution of the disease

itself where the diathesis had been either inherited or acquired.

The heredity of gout (or of the gouty diathesis) was a

subject about which the physicians of antiquity and the

middle ages were perfectly agreed. Galen lays special

1781; Leinprierc,
' Pract. Observ. on Diseases . . in Jamaica,' Lond., 1799,1,

50; Forstrom,
' Svensk. Liik. Sjillsk. Ilandl.,' 1817, iv, 231; Chassaniol,

' Arch,

de med. nav.,' 1865, Mai, 507; Rufz (ib., 1869, Novbr., 350) saw twcnty-eiglit

cases of pout in Martinique during a long series of years.
' Rodscbied,

'

Bcmerkungen u. s. w.,' 172. The statement of Bhiir (' Account

of the last Yellow Fever Epidemic, &c.), that gout is of common occurrence in

British Guiana, along with rheumatism, is most probably based on a laxity of

diagnosis.
^
Martius,

' Das Naturell uiid die Krankheiten der Urbewohuer Brasiliens,'

Miinch., 89; Dundas, 'Sketches of Brasil,' Lond., 1852, 37; Sigaud does not

mention it at all.

3 ' Edinl). :\Icd. and Surg. Journ.,' 1841, Oct., 399.
< Tschudi, 'Oest. med. Wochenschr.,' 1846, p. 731.
* Ref. in 'Arch, do uied. nav.,' 1864, Aout, p. 107.
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stress on that factor in liis explanation of the steadily-

increasing spread of the disease in the Roman Empire ;^

Aetius says, in fact, that the development of the malady is

in most cases to be referred to hereditary transmission ;^

while, in modern times, Cullen,^ Hamilton,^ and others, go
so far as to take the inheritance of the diathesis as the sole

determining cause of the disease. Although the last of

these opinions is decidedly an exaggeration, yet heredity is

a factor in the etiology that is to be rated very highly.

Scudamore^ was able to trace heredity in 34 cases out of

77, Patissier^ in 34 cases out of 80, Gairdner^ in 140 cases

out of 156. Of 65 cases of gout that came under his treat-

ment at a mineral spa, Braun^ could not find one in which

there was not some evidence of a disposition inherited from

the parents or grandparents. Garrod^ found that the half of

all his hospital cases of gout could be referred to heredity ;

while his experience in private practice leads him to estimate

the cases of inherited gout at 75 per cent, of the whole.

An interesting case given by him is that of a gouty patient,

fifty years of age, who stated that the disease had been

handed down in his family from father to son for 400 years.

But, however highly we may rate this factor in the etiology,

we learn from the history of the disease, from the fluctua-

tions in its amount from period to period, and above all from

the very considerable abatement of the malady in recent

times (a fact which cannot be doubted), that even the here-

1 In ' Comment, in Hipp. Aphor.,' I. c, where his words are :
"
irpoaiXrikvQi Sk

raiQ iiprjfitvaig aiTiaie,Si aff vvv iroSaypiiixn iro\\oi,Kal to iraTtpMV tovq wXiiarove

yiyovkvai Kai TraTTTZiiiv yStj TTodaypiKwv, t(p'
(j)V SijXovoti to ffirtpfia jioxQripoTfpov

VV."
^ L. c, cap. vii, e. c. 309 :

" Ut plurimum vero aptitudines a parentibns in

filios ac posteros transferuutur."
^ ' First Lines in the Practice of Physic,' Germ, ed., i, 12, Leipz., 1778, i, 289.
* ' Letters on the Cause and Treatment of the Gout, &c.,' Lynn (Norfolk),

1809.
5 L. c, 40. This is the statement in the translation which I have used.

Garrod quotes Scudamore as giving 523 cases, of which 309 were proved to be

hereditary. I suppose these are the figures in the 4th edition of Scudamore's

treatise (1822), which I have not the means of referring to.

^ '

Report of the Paris Academy.'
"

' On Gout,' Germ, transl. by Braun, Wiesb., 1858.
5^ '

Beitrage zu einer Monogr. der Gicht.,' Wiesb., i860, 53.

3 ' Treatise on Gout and Eheumatic Gout,' Lond., 1876, 200.
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ditiiry iliutliesis stands in a certain dependence on extei'ior

inflncnces, that it becomes aggravated or weakened under

those influences, and that in some circumstances it may even

he altogether abrogated.

§ 226. Connexion with Luxurious Living ; exceptions both

Positive and Negative.

Among such exterior influences, apparently capable not

only of heightening the disposition towards the disease and

of furthering its actual development, but even of evoking
the gouty diathesis itself and so of inducing gout apart from

heredity, the individual's manner of dieting and of living

takes the fii'st place. All medical observers, who have gone
at all closely into the causes of gout, are agreed that the

malady is commonest by far among the rich or better-off

classes of society, being met with to a much smaller extent

among the working classes and the poor ;
and that a volup-

tuous or luxurious table, implying the unstinted use of

spirituous liquors and animal food, especially when asso-

ciated with want of exercise, if perhaps not absolutely a

conditio sine qua non in the pathogenesis, is at any rate the

chief occasion of the gouty diathesis being established, or,

where it had existed previously, of its being aggravated to

the point of the evolution of the actual disease.

As early a writer as Galen, who agrees in this with bis non-profes-
sional contemporaries, had said: "Kara fiiv rove "iTrTrovparovc xpo''"''?

oXiyoi iravTciirauiv iTro?ay()'ni}V, Sut to tov (Siov Korrfiiov, t'ii'Ki]fJ.iVT](;
St rTjc rpo<pi}^

ilg TOTcivrov fj' to7q Ka9' I'lixaQ xpovoiQ, wQ av fii]S' ittivoiiv laTi irpocr^iiicrjv avry,

diTiipov Tt Tu nXij^oij Tiiiv TToSaypidiiTwi' icfTtv."

Among the principal causes of gout Aetius reckons "
cbrietates," and

*' consuctoriim exercitiorum intcrmissiones;" and the opinions of all

subsequent Greek and Arabian writers on medicine are to the same
effect.

" Plurinnnn innascitur baec passio," says Constantinus,
" sua-

vitcr et quicte viventibus, et excrcitia negligentibus et purgationes et

corporis mundificationes nolentibus, maxime cum multum comodant

atque biV)ant." Arnaldus has a similar explanation, and be adds these

words :

" Fiunt autem in praelatis et in bis qui fuerunt pauperes et

posted ad divitias et prosperitates ascenderunt."

' 'Commcut. in Hipp. ;\plior.,' 1. c.
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We shall hardly err if^ following the unanimous testimony
of contemporary writers, we connect the increase in the

number of cases of gout and the enormous diffusion that it

reached in the early period of the Roman Empire with the

luxuriousness of the Roman life, which rose at that time to the

most riotous excesses ; and pointing in the same direction is

the decline in the number of cases in modern and recent

times under the influence of rational dieting. It is also

worthy of all attention in our inquiry into the importance of

that factor, that in the tro^jics, where gout is rare in general,

only those circles of society are affected by it who cultivate

the pleasui'es of the table in contrast to the sober-living
natives. Thus we learn from Rufz that the few cases of

gout which he had in Martinique were exclusively among
rich people. It is observed by Chassaniol that cases of gout
occur from time to time in negroes in the West Indies, but

only among the moneyed class of them. In India, as we
have seen, it is met with only among Europeans and Moham-

medans, and never among the temperate-living Hindus. In

Egypt also it is not found except in Europeans and Turks

who give themselves up to a life of luxury.
This factor, we repeat, is a most important one in the pro-

duction of the gouty diathesis or of an actual attack of gout ;

but we cannot forget, on the other hand, that there are not

unfrequently attacks of gout quite independently of inherited

diathesis, in persons who had been in no wise subject to

those harmful influences, but, on the contrary, had kept
a very simple and even meagre table. Thus Friedrich, in

Passau and its vicinity, found cases of gout among people

living in a very moderate way ;
Dickson tells us that gout

is unusually common among the Custom-House officers in

London, but that it occurs in them altogether irrespective
of their manner of life

; and Marmy speaks of the compara-

tively numerous cases of gout among the poorer classes in

Lyons. On the other hand, daily experience teaches us that

large numbers of people who are given to the immoderate use

of alcohol (wine or beer), whose diet is mostly animal food,

and who lead the most kixurious kind of life, continue quite
free from gout. This fact confronts us on the greatest scale

in the tropics, whei'e the well-to-do classes are extremely
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seldom affected with gout, notwithstanding errors in their

diet of every kind. On this point Dundas is very decided,

on the strength of his observations in Bi'azil.' Curiously

enough his observations have received little attention in the

writings upon gout, even in the works by his own countrymen.

The exemption, he says, which the natives of Brazil, and almost

equally the foreign residents, enjoy from gout is all the more remark-

able that the prevailing usages and practices in the higher classes

of native society, as well as among the well-to-do foreigners, would

rather lead us to expect gout to he of necessity a very frequent
occuri'ence. The life led by the rich classes of society is almost without

exception an inactive and indolent one. There is no exercise for their

mental and bodily powers, and for that I'eason gross sensuality is all

the more indulged in; and although the Brazilians are not exactly given
to excesses in wine-drinking, they are fond of frequent and plentiful

meals of animal food and of having their dishes highly flavoured. Here,

accordingly, we have in unusual perfection all those conditions which

are looked upon in Europe as the most material causal factors in the

development of the gouty diathesis. But gout does not occur in

Brazil; or, if it do occur at all, it is extremely rare. . . . The

immunity from gout enjoyed by the residents in this hot climate is a

thoroughly well-established fact ; but it will follow conclusively from

the sketch just given of the manner of life of the Brazilians that there

is no ground whatsoever for explaining that exemption by any sober

mode of living which they pi-actise, or by a diet that is poor in nitrogenous
elements in compai'ison with the diet of higher latitudes. And the same

may be px-oved for the inhabitants of other tropical regions, and par-

ticularly for those of other countries in South America. We should

thus have to seek an explanation of the phenomenon among circum-

stances of a different kind.

I shall not go farther into the theory which Dundas works

out in connexion with the above. I merely draw from his

observations, taken along with facts already adduced, the

following conclusions : that the development of the gouty
diathesis (irrespective of heredity) is undoubtedly under the

influence of an erroneous manner of living and feeding;
that it is not an effect, however, due to the sum of all those

harmful things previously enumerated,—to excesses, or to an

intemperate and luxurious manner of life in general ; but

that in the manner of life, there must be some definite, and
in a measure specifically active factor to constitute the true

' '

Sketches of Brazil, including New Views of Tropical and European Fever^
T/ontl., 18.:; 2.
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cause of the malady, a factor -which may make itself felt

irrespective of gross errors of diet, or in those who lead a

temperate life
;
and that this factor is one which may be

overpowered and rendered harmless to the organism when
other influences are brought into play or some particular
state of body is induced. Of the nature of that specific

cause of the gout, neither anatomy, nor clinical observation,
nor etiology has told us anything as yet.

§ 227. Influence op Season and Climate.

In the course of this chapter it has been several times

mentioned, and it will be apparent also from the sketch of the

geographical distribution, that gout is of rare occurrence in

low latitudes. Hereupon arises the question whether this

relative immunity of the tropics depends on the climate ; or,

in other words, what influence upon the occurrence and dif-

fusion of the disease the hind of weather can be shown to

exert.

In the very earliest writings on gout, such as those of

Hippocrates, Galen, and Caelius Aurelianus, as well as in

those of nearly all the later observers, such as Sydenham,
van Swieten, Scudamore, Dickson, Garrod and others, spring
and autumn are given as the proper seasons of gout. The

general view is that damp and cold weather are specially

apt to bring on paroxysms of the malady ; and Garrod in

particular says that even in chronic cases of gout the patients
are usually much better during the summer than in other

seasons of the year. The temperature and moisture of the

air accordingly exert an undoubted influence on the course

of the malady ;
and it is reasQnable to suppose that weather-

conditions of a favorable kind, such as the rather high and

steady temperature peculiar to the tropics, would not be

without significance even for the existence or non-existence

of the disease in itself, and that the rare occurrence of gout
in low latitudes is partly at least due to the influence of the

climate. The opinion that has been several times put for-

ward, to the effect that the immunity from gout enjoyed by
residents in the tropics is referable solely to their temperate
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and abstemious manner of life, can really npply to only a

part of the native population ;
for the Europeans and the

well-to-do classes of the other nationalities, it is by no

means relevant, as Dundas has shown for Brazil, and as one

might prove in like manner for India. We shall have to

withhold our explanation of why the tropical climate is

adverse to the development of the disease or conducive to a

mild typo, until such time as we have obtained a better insight
into the real nature of the goiity diathesis, and the etiologi-

cal factor underlying it.^

§ 228. Doubtful Influence of Eace.

Whether circumstances of race and nationality may deter-

mine^the occurrence of gout, cannot be decided with certainty,
for the reason that, in a mixed population such as we always
have to consider in the question before us, there are at the

same time material differences in the manner of life of the

several racial groups ;
so that it is impossible to be sure what

factor has to be credited with the disposition of one race to

take the disease, or to what the immunity of another race is

to be ascribed. It appears from the statements of Quarrier"

and Chassaniol,^ that gout has been seen among the negroes ;

and if the authorities are not in error it occurs also among
Malays in the East Indies, and in China, and among the

Hovas in Madagascar. On the other hand we find no refer-

ences to cases of gout among the Hindus or among the

native Indians of North and South America ;* but the ques-

'
I may mention, as a curiosity, that even gout lias not escaped the fate of

being classed among the communicable (contagious) diseases. Boerhaave was the

first to express an opinion to that effect ; and such was the great influence of

that excellent jjhysician on his contemporaries, that he found many to believe

him. Van Swieten, in his commentaries on the 'Aphorisms' (§ 1255, iv, 299),

does not altogether deny the contagiousness of the malady, and he adduces in

evidence of it the fact that wives who had tended their gouty husbands day and

night were ultimately attacked by the disease. But he does not appear to take

the matter altogether seriously; at all events he is careful to add: " Licet et

multa; alia), quiu codcm oilicio sti-enue perfungebantur, immunes manscrint."
^ 'Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ.,' 1808, Oct., p. 459.
^ '

Arch, dc mcd. nav.,' ]. c.

* Schwar/
(' Zeitschr. der Wieuer Aerzte,' 1858, p. 579) mentions his haviug
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tion that arises Lore is whetlier tlie reason of that exemp-
tion is not to be looked for in the mode of life much rather

than in the physiological type of the race.

I shall have an opportunity of discussing the relations

between gout and gravel as regards local distribution, when I

come to speak of the latter morbid condition.

been assured by Dr. Candido, who bad travelled tbrougb Brazil, that he had not

met with a single case of gout among the Indians of the country.
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diphtheria and erysipelas 490

Africa, East Coast of, syphilis 76,

anchylostoma ^1^, filaria 334, rarity

of erysipelas 393

Africa, South, leprosy 13, syphilis 77,

89, distoma 296

Africa, West Coast of, leprosy 12,

syphilis 19, yaws 105, tapeworm 282,

anchylostoma 315, filaria 328,

guinea-ioorm 339, itch 362, sand-

fiea 364, scurvy 529, scrofula 621

Agra, epidemics of hospital gangrene,
484

Aisne (Y>^t.), goitre 129

Alaska, syphilis 80, erysipelas 393,

scurvy 529, scrofula 621

Algiers, leprosy 12, syphilis 78, tape-
worm 282, itch 362, chlorosis 498,
501

Alicante, leprosy 30
Altai Mountains, goitre 145

Altitude, alleged influence of, in

syphilis 87 ; so-called limits of, in

goitre 164; limit of, in pinta 383;
in mountain sickness 504

Amboina, syphilis 74, beriberi now rare

575, 584

America, leprosy introduced 10, 27 ;

syphilis introduced 67, 80; yaws
said to have been introduced 106 ;

guinea-ivorm introduced 343 ; beri-
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heri has lately become endemic in

5/(>

Anioor, si/p/iili.i 73, scurvy 526, 560

A\nn\,Jil(triii 320, (/o;/^ 656

An.*;.mia, due to auchylosloma duode-

nale 317, 319 ; vague statements as

to increase of 492 ; general, of the

tropics 502 ; tlie same inherited by
the children 502

aniemia montana, sco mountain
Sickness

An^stiiksia in leprosy 58, m pellagra
218, in acrodynia 248; in beriberi 571

Ancuylostoma duodenale the cause
of " cachexie aqueuso" of negroes
in West Indies, &c. 313 ; its geo-

graphical distribution mostly tropical
314 ; cases in Lombardy and else-

where in Europe 316; discovery of,

as cause of "cachexie aqueuse"
318; how introduced into man's

body 319; list of writers on 321;
found in cases of beriberi 599

Andaman Islands, syphilis 74
Angpillula steecokalis, association

of, with tlie endemic diarrhoea of

Cochin China 323 ; view that it is

not the cause but the consequence
324

Animals subject to go ifre 163, to

mounlain sickness 504

Antiquity of leprosy 2, syphilis 59,

goitre 121, ergotism 203, guinea-
worm 337, erysipelas 3y0, puer2)eral

fever 417, hospital gangrene 476,
chlorosis 493, scurvy 511, beriberi

572, scrofula 604, diabetes 643,

gout 648

AwiM, goitre 123, 126

Arabia, leprosy 14, guinea-worm 341,
itch 361, "foul slougfiing ulcer

"

481, scurvy 528, scrofula 618

Argentine Republic, leprosy 30, syphi-
lis 83, goitre 152, tajieworm 285,
"
myiasis

" 369

AuMiES, sec Teoovs
AscAEis LUMBBicoiDES, enormously

couniion in tlie tropics 299; question
of its mode of access to the body
30 1

; favouretl by lieat and mois-

ture 302
Asia Minor, leprosy 11, goitre 145,

erysipelas 393

Asturias, pellagra 220, gout 654
Atlas Mountains, goitre 148

Australia, leprosy (among Chinese) 19,

hydatids 293, 295, scurvy 528, 544,
549 (and note 550)

Austria, goitre 133, scrofula 615
Azores, leprosy 12, goitre 148

B

Baden, goitre 137

Bahia, leprosy 10, filaria 327, 329,

guinea-worm 341, beriberi 577
Balti, goitre 145
Baltic (shores of), endemics of syphilis

93; scurvy 513, 559

Banka, beriberi 574, 590

Batavia, leprosy 48, beriberi, 575, 586
Bavaria, goitre 135

Bcerbhoom, leprosy 16 (table)

Belgium, goitre 142, ergotism 213,

acrodynia 250, scrofula 614, 627

Bellary, beriberi 592

Belluno, syphilis 95, pellagra 231

Bengal, leprosy 15, syphilis 72, goitre
146, (free from) guinea-worm 342,

spotted skin 388, hospital gangrene
482, 484, scurvy 525 (table), beriberi

575, scrofula 618

Bergamo, pellagra 231

Bergen, leprosy 26, 50 ; puerperalfever
433

Beeibeei, etymology ofname 569(Mo/e);
clinical history of the two forms

(dropsical and paralytic) 570; acute

and chronic 571 ; morbid anatomy
571 ; an aricient disease in China and

Japan 572 ; earliest references to, in

the East Indies 573; recent appear-
ance in Brazil 573; chief seats—
Japan 573, China 574, East Indies

571, JIadras Circars 575, Mauritius,
&c. 576, West Indies 576, Brazil 577;
outbreaks on board shij) in the tropics

577; mostly tropical 579; endemic
at circuniscrilunl sjjots 579; heat,

moisture, and sudden changes favor-

able to it 579; tables of ailmissions

according to season (Madras Pres.

and Tokio) 580; connexion with the

coast— statistics for Madras 581;
does not go with malarious soil 582;
children little liable 583, except in

schools 583 ; women much less liable

than men 583; Europeans almost

exempt 584; new arrivals protected
initil acclimatised 585 ; strong men
in tiic j)rime of life most liable 586;

sedentary occupations (professions)
are most favorable to it 587 ; close

confinement on shore or on board

shij) blips it 588; suspected influence

of rice diet—evidence from the East

Indies 590, Japan 591 ; objections to

the diet-theory 591 ; theory of its

rheumatic nature 594 ; alleged affinity

to scurvy 595, to pernicious anaemia

595, to malarial disease 596; due to
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a specific cause 597, of a toxic nature

598; alleged parasitic origin 598;
ancliylostoma often present in intes-

tine 599 ; sununary of its peculiari-
ties 600 ; not a communicable disease

600; list of writers on 601

Berlin, puerperalfever 457
Bhootan, goitre 145

Bidschow, syphilis 97

"B'wm'iwgh-Mn, 2}uerperal fever 452, 454
Black tongue, syn. for malignant ery-

sipelas in the United States, 399, 404

Bokhara, guinea-ioorm 341

Bolivia, goitre 152

Bombay Pres., leprosy \Q, ^'i, guinea-
worm 345 ; free from heriberi 575

Borneo, leprosy 18, beriberi 574

Boraou, yaws 105, goitre 148

BOTHiiiocEPHALUS LATUS, limited area

of 288 ; in Swinlcn, Finland, &e. 289 ;

in Switzerland 289, 290; in other

countries 289; goes with a fish-diet

291 ; has an intermediate host 291

BOTS in the human subject, in South
America 370; in Shetland and Nor-

way 371

Brazil, leprosy 29, 4G, syphilis 82, yaivs
106, goitre 152, anchylostoma 314,

filaria 327, 333, guinea-worm 343,

sand-Jlea 365, hots 370, spotted skin

387, berheri 577, 593, scrofula 623,

free from gout 662

Breno, syphilis 96

Brescia, pellagra 231

Brest, anguillula 325
British Columbia, syphilis 80
Brussels, acrodynia 251, 252

BUBAS, Spanish name for yaws 104

Burdwan, leprosy 16 (table)

Burmali, leprosy 17, goitre 147, beri-

beri 574
" BiTKNiNG OF THE Feet "

in pellagra
217, in acrodynia 248, a symptom
oi beriberi 570

Button Scurvy, an Irish disease re-

sembling yaws, written about from
1823 to 1851, 112; clinical characters

112 ; used to be endemic at a few

spots in the South of Ireland 113; a

contagious malady 113

C

Cachexia Africana 1 See Anchy-
Cachexie aqueuse j lostoma
Calabash Islands, beriberi 574

Cidcutta, filaria 327, beriberi 575,

scrofula 618

California, syphilis 81, goitre 150,

scurvy 537

Canada, syphilis 81, goitre 149, scum/
529

Canary Islands, leprosy 12, itch 362

Cape Colony, leprosy 13, syphilis 77,

distoma 295, scurry b56,scrofula 620

Capistrello, syphilis 97

Carinthia, goitre 133

Carnatic, guinea-worm 342, 346

Carpathians, goitre 134, 135

Cascadoe, form of ringworm in the

East Indies 377

Caucasus, leprosy 24

Cayenne, leprosy 29, lead colic 270,

sand-Jlea 367, bots 370, beriberi 576

Celebes, beriberi 574
Cerro de Pasco, verruga 117, goitre

152

Ceylon, leprosy 17, S^,yaws 105, goitre

147, beriberi 575, 585, diabetes 646,

647

Chavanne, syphilis 97
Children most liable to yaws 104, to

ergotism 215 ; peculiar form of

scurvy in 561 ; not much liable to

beriberi 583

Chili, syphilis 83, goitre 152, sand-Jlea

365, gout 658

China, leprosy 4, 18, syphilis 66, goitre

147, filaria 328, itch 361, beriberi

(antiquity of) 572, now rare in 574,

597, scrofula 619

Chiselborough, cretinism 143

Chlorosis, ancient and mediaeval

references to 493 ; general sketch of

its distribution 494; common in

Norway 495 ; great increase of, in

Sweden 496; in Mexico and the

West Indies 497 ; in Algiers, India

and China 498 ; afi'ects all races

498; congenital, inherited and ac-

quired 499 ; chiefly in young women

leading an indoor life 500 ; evidence

of this from Sweden 500, from Mi-

quelon and other places 501

Chota Nagpore, goitre 146

Circars, beriberi 575, 580, 581

Climate, see Heat, Rainfall, Sea-

son, Tropics

Coblenz, goitre 139

Cochin, anchylostoma 315

Cochin China, leprosy 17, syphilis 73,

goitre 147, anguillula 323, ring-
loorm 374, chlorosis 498, scurvy 528

Cocos Island, epidemic of beriberi 574

Colombia, leprosy 29, pelade 253

Comacchio, leprosy 21

Comoro Islands, yaws 105, anchylos-
toma 315
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Confinement indoors as factor in

chlorosis 499, in sciin^i/ 541, in beri-

beri 587, 588, in scrofula G30

Congo, sand-Jlea 364
Contagiousness of leprosy (ques-

tioned) 44, of yaios 108, of button

scurry 113, of verruga (doubtful)
119, of pinta 386, of erysipelas 414,
n{ hospital ganc/rene 4:89; theory of,

in scurvy 559 ; absent in beriberi

600, and in scrofula 637 ; alleged

by Boerhaave in go%U 664 (note)
Corfu, leprosy 23, pellagra 226, 236

Corsica, scrofula rare in 612
Costa Ilica, leprosy 28, yaivs 106, goitre

150, sand-flea 365

Coiirland, syphilis 95

Crete, leprosy 23, 33

Cketinism, relation of to goitre first

shown by Paracelsus 122; in Italy
126, in France 129, especially in

Savoy 129, in Switzerland 130,

Tyrol, &c. 132, Huugary, Galizia,
&c. 135, Franconia 136, Baden 137,
Siberia 144, India 146, Madagascar
148, United States 150, New Gran-
ada 151, Salta (Argentine Iiep\iblic)

152; general immunity of South
America from 150—153 ; geological
table showing where it is and is not

associated with goitre 168 ; both
sexes equally liable 185 ; traced to a

virus 197; its connexion with goitre

199; tables showing the goitrous

l)arentage of cretins 200, 201 ; al-

ways congenital 201 ; a non-goitrous
mother migrating to a goitrous

locality may bear a cretinous child

202; runs in families 202
Cbimean War, acrodynia 250, hos-

pital gangrene 479, scurvy 536, 547

Croatia, syphilis 95

Ceusades, alleged diffusion of leprosy

by 7

Cuba, beriberi 576

Cura9ao, guinea-worm 343

Cyprus, leprosy 14

D

Dalraatia, syphilis 95

Dcpcan, guinea-worm 342
Decrease of leprosy 8, goitre 153,

ergotism 213, lead colic 277, puer-
peral fever 463, scurvy 520, 553,
beriberi in Amboina 575, gout 653

Demerara, leprosy 20, fllaria 329

Denmark, endemic syphilis 94, puer-
peralfever 459

Detroit, ^oe7re 149
Devonshire, lead colic 266
Diabetes, few statistical data of 642 ;

references to, in Sanscrit and other
ancient writings 643 ; observations
of Willis, Dob'^on and Ptollo 644;
mostly found in the temperate zone
641; table of death-rate from, in
various countries 645 ; common in

Ceylon and in some parts of India
646, and probably due there to the

exclusively vegetable diet 647
DiARRiioiA, endemic, of Cochin China
323

Diet (putrid fish) as cause of leprosy
36, (damaged maize) of pellagra
230, (rice) of beriberi 589, (wanting
vegetables) of scurvy 545, (purely
vegetable) as cause of diabetes in the
East 647; a factor in gout 660.

Diphtheria, relation of, to erysipela-
tous sorethroat 397, 398 {note) ; to

hospital gangrene 490
Disappearance of button scurvy 113
DiSTOMA H-EMATOBiuii indigenous to

Egypt and the Cape 296; its fre-

quency in these countries 296;
causes hmmaturia and calculus 297;
question how it invades the body
297 ; affects the young mostly, and
boys much more than girls 298 ;

summer season favorable to it 299
Dittmarschen, endemic syphilis 94
Dominica, yaws 106
Doncaster, puerperalfever 453
Dorpat, syphilis 95

Dracontiasis, see Guinea-worm;
Dropsy in anchylostoma disease 313,

in beriberi oil

E

East Indies, leprosy 18, 47, syphilis
74, 87, yaws 105, guinea-worm 34:3,
itch 361, ringworm 374, beriberi

574, 584, 588, 590, scrofula 619, gout
656

EcHiNococcrs. see Hydatids
Ecuador, leprosy 29, goitre 152

Edinburgh, puerperalfever 452, 455

Egypt, leprosy 2, 1 1, syphilis 78, tape-
worm 281, disfoma 296, anchylo-
stoma 315, fllaria 328, guinea-worm
340, ringworm 374, hospital gan-
grene 486. chlorosis 501, scurvy 529,

scrofula 620
Elephantiasis associated with fllaria
328

Endemic Colic, see Lead Colic
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Endemic Hematuria, see Distoma
Endemic, spots of leprosy, 32, 41,

st/pMlis 92, verruga 117, goitre 162,

iSi, pellagra 227, 231, "trembles"

256, distoma 296, guinea-worm 347,

sand-flea 366, ringworm 376, pinta
382, erysipelas 394, "ponos" 563,
beriberi 581, 594, scrofula 627

England, leprosy 6, syphilis 64, goitre
142, ergotism 206 (table), ?eac? co/?c

266, trichinosis 303, 308, erysipelas
395, puerperal fever 423 (table),

450, scMD'^ 518, 520 (note), 531,

547, 550, scrofula 615, diabetes 645,

^^'ozt^ 655
Epidemics of syphilis 63, 92, 98,

verruga 114, 117, 120, goitre 156,

161, ergotism 204, pellagra 237,

acrodynia 249, milk-sickness 260,
Ze«£? coZ/c 265, trichinosis 306,

guinea-worin 346, i7cA 360, er^-

sipelas 394, seq., puerperal fever
421, seq., hospital gangrene 4'77, seq.,
beriberi 577

Eegotism, historical references to,

under the name of "
ignis sacer

"

203 ; the gangrenous and the con-

vulsive form 204 ; chronological
table of epidemics of both forms

204 ; the countries most affected by
each kind of ergotism 210; mostly
confined to Fi-ance, Germany, Russia

and Sweden 212 ; outbreaks else-

where 213; wet season favorable to

214 ; specially affects the children

of the rural poor 215 ; question why
sometimes gangrenous and some-

times convulsive 216

Eetsipelas, history of the word 389 ;

its connotation still doubtful 391 ;

definition of 392 ; commonest in the

temperate zone 392 ; instances of, in

warm and tropical countries 393;
endemics of, in hospitals 394 ; epi-
demics of, in hospitals 395 ; other

epidemics 395 ; epidemics with
throat complication {erysipelas ma-

lignum) 396 ; the great epidemics in

the United States, their clinical

characters 398, and morbid anatomy
400 ; chronological table of ditto

401 ; summary of ditto 404 ; favoured

by higher latitude 406; favoured by
cold season 406, and by variable

weather 407 ; alleged effect of wet
soil on 407; all races alike liable

409; appearance of, on a dark skin

409 ; causes of, in hospitals 410 ;

exceptional outbreaks in ditto 411 ;

epidemics in country towns and vil-

lages 412; the virus a micrococcus

413; question of communicability
413; history of the doctrine (note)
413 ; laws of propagation unknown
414 ; question whether there is al.

ways a bi'each of surface 414; no
real distinction between simple and

malignant 415

Europe, leprosy 4, tapeworm 284,

puerperal fever 419, diabetes 644,

gout 652
Europeans may contract leprosy

abroad 56; escape yaws 109, but
are peculiarly liable to verruga 120 ;

very rarely take beriberi 584
Experiments to communicate leprosy

45, yatos 108, goitre 195, pellagra
239,

" milk-sickness
"
261, erysipelas

414, hospital gangrene 489, scurvy
560, scrofula 640 (note)

Falmouth, Ky., milk-sickness 260
Faluh, goitre 144
Faroe Islands, leprosy 9 (immunity

from) syphilis 7\,itch 360, erysipelas
392, chlorosis 495, scrofula rare 616

Favus, common among Jews and Mo-
hammedans in Eastern Europe and
the Levant 372; unequal distribution

372

Fiji, yaws 105, ringworm 377
FiLARIA MEDINENSIS, SCO GtTINEA-
WORM

Fii.ARiA SANGxriNis HOMiNis, SO named
by Lewis 326 ; inquiries of Wucherer
in Brazil, and of Lewis at Calcutta
327 ; evidence that haemato-chyluria
and elephantiasis are caused by it

328; observations ofManson in China
328 ; discovery of the mature worm
by Bancroft and others 329; the

mosquito the intermediate host—
conjectured by Bancroft, discovered

by Manson 330; observations on the
nocturnal and diurnal periodicity of

the larva; 331 ; Mackenzie's case 332;
the probable habitat of the parasite
in the body 332; not all cases of

chyluria due to filaria 333 ; its geo-
graphical distribution, chiefly in

Brazil 333, China 335, and India
335 ; list of writers on 335

Finland, tapeworm 289
Fish diet as cause of leprosy 36, of

bothriocephalus 291, of beriberi 589
Fluorine as cause o? goitre 195
Feambcesia synon. for yaws 101
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France, lepro.si/, 7, 0, st/p7iilis 64, goitre

127, 156, crr/othm 20i, 212, pellagra
225, arrofli/nia 248, /ead co^/f 265,

scrofula 612

Frauconia, _(/0i7<'t' 177

G

Gaboon, sand-flea 364, scrofula 621

Gallc, ^o//re 147

Gaebisons, syphilis 70, epidemic goitre
156, acrodynia 252, trichinosis 306,

scurvy 540, beriberi 581, 588

Gascony, 2}ellagra 225

Germany, leprosy 9, syphilis 64, goitre
135, erqotism 212, trichinosis 306,

312, hospital gangrene 480, scurry
513, scrofula 614,gout 655

Gilbert Islands, ringworm 375
Gironde, jjellagra 225

Goitre, ancient references to 121 ; first

good account of (for Salzburg), by
Paracelsus 122 ; later authorities

122 ; Malacarne's observations in the

Aosta valley 123 ; present distribu-

tion— Italy {table of conscripts ex-

empted owing to) 124, France (similar

table) 127, Spanish centres (Pyre-
nees, &c.) 130, Switzerland 132,

Tyrol 132, Styria, Carinthia and
other Austrian provinces 132, South

Germany 135, North Germany 140,
other European centres 142, Siberia

144, Himalaya 145,Terai 1 46, Central

Provinces of India 146, East Indies

147, Abyssinia 148, Niger basin 148,
Hudson's Ray Territory 149, United
States 149, Mexico 150, Guatemala,
&c. 150, New Granada 151, Vene-
zuela 151, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia,

Chili, Argentine Republic, Brazil

152 ; recent decrease in Piedmont,
Switzerland, &.c. 153 ; increase in

Siberia and in New (Jranada 155 ;

epidemic outbreaks iu garrisons,

schools, &c., chiefly French 156, but
also in Silesia, at Stuttgart, at

Kokaun, and in Brazil 159; found
in the most various climates 160 ;

so-called "
goitre estival

"
161 ; nar-

row limits of goitrous spots 162;
animals alTectcd by the endemic in-

fluence 163 ; new arrivals become

goitr(nis 163 ; elevations at which it

occ\irsl6i; doctrineof narrow valleys
165, ISO; geology and mineralogy
of goitrous soils 166, table 168;
occurs both on wet soil and on dry
171 ; drainage of the ground has

good cfTect 173; special connexion
with magncsian limestone 174—
iMcClelland's observations in India

175, Billiet's in Savoy 175, Grange's
in the Alps, Pyrenees, &c. 176, Vir-

chow's in Franconia 177; exceptions
to the magnesian-limestone rule 177 ;

liability of dilferent races 178 ; miser-
able living only predisposes or helps
ISO; theory of vascular pressure in

the neck-region 182, illustrations of

183; women most liable to 185 ; evi-

dence in favour of a drinking-water
causation 186, "goitre-wells" 186;
evidence against ditto 188; objec-
tions to ditto answered 189 ; theory
of glacier-water 189; theory of ex-

cess of lime and magnesia 190; ex-

ceptions to the rule as regards lime

190, and as regards magnesia 192;

theory of deficiency of chlorides 194;
theory of excess of metals (irou and

copper) 194 ; theory of fluorine 195 ;

theory of deficiency of iodine in air

and water 196; due to a morbid

poison 197 ; relation to cretinism

199, 200, 201 {tables)

(JouT, references to, in the Hippocratic
writings 648; enormously prevalent
under the Empire 649 ; increase of,

duo to increasing luxury of the

Empire 619; Lucian's comedy on
(iSO ; references to, by Galen 650 ;

afterwards merged with arthritis

651; extension of the meaning of,

subsequent to Sydenham 652 ; de-

crease of, in recent times 653; pre-
sent distribution of, in Europe 654;
rare iu tropical and subtro))ical
countries 656; found in northern
Hindostan and in the East Indies

656 : the heredity of 658 ; con-

nexion of, with luxurious living 660;
cases of, not due to luxury 661 ; in-

stances of luxurious living unat-

tended by 662 ; Diuidas on the

remarkable immunity from, in

Brazil 662 ; a specific factor in 662;

spring and autumn the proper
seasons of 663 ; the immunity of

the tropics from 663; differences of

liability according to race 664;

alleged contagiousness of 664 {note)

Greece, tfproxy 22, syphilis 07,"ponos,"
or children's sc\irvy 563

Greenland, free from syphilis 88; ery-

sijields 392, scurvy 529; free from

scrofula 621

Grenada, guinea-tcorm 349

Guatemala, goitre 150, sand-flea 365
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Guiana, hprost/ 10, 29, 46, i/aii<s 106,
lead colic 269, anchi/lostoma 314,

Jilaria 331, guinea-icorm 343, sand-

flea 365, spotled skin 387, beriberi

577
Guinea Coast, leprosy 12, syphilis 79,

guinea-worm 339, scrofula 621

Guinea-worm, references to, in anti-

quity 337; its distril)utioii—West
Coast of Africa 339, North Africa,

Nubia, &c. 340, India 341, Curasao
343, Bahia 344; its proper season

344; influence of rainfall 345; epi-
demics of 346; prefers certain soils

346, but no soil precludes it 317; no

racial, social, or otlier immunity
from 348; the htrval forms of 349;
question of how it enters the body
351 ; its favourite seats in the body
351 ; theory that it enters through
the skin 351 ; alle<red frequency in

water-carriers in India 353 ; evidence
that it enters with the drinking-
water 353 ; localised outbreaks 354;
Pedschenko's discovery that the Cy-

clops is its intermediate host 355;
has followed the African negro 356 ;

question of original habitat 356; list

of writers on 357

Gujerat, guinea-worm 342

H

H^MATOCHYLTJBiJ, associated with
filaria 326, seq.

HEMATURIA, endemic, of Egypt and
the Cape, due to Distoma hcema-
toliiim 295

Halifax, puerperal fever, 460
Halle, puerperal fei^er 456
Harz Mountains, 5'o«Y;'e 141
Hawaiian Islands, leprosy 19, 46,

syphilis 74, itch 362, scrofula 619
Heat favorable to pellagra 218, fo

lead colic 278, to asearis 320, to

guinea-worm 344, to beriberi 579
Heredity in leprosy 51, in yarvs 109,

in goitre 202, in pellagra 244, in

ancemia infertropica 502 ; (erroneous
doctrine of) in scurvy 517 ; in scro-

fula 635, in gout 658
Herpes tonsurans, see Ringworm
Hesse, goitre 139, 140

HiNCHAZON, Cuban name for beriberi

568 {note)

Holland, lead colic 266, scrofula 614
Honduras, sand-flea 365
Hospital Gangrene, references to, by

ancient writers 476 ; accounts of, by

VOL. IT.

Paracelsus and by Pare 477 ; modern
history of, in military hospitals 478,

ship-epidemics in the tropics 479, in

civil hospitals 480 ; worst in the

tropics; includes "foul sloughing
ulcers

" and "
phagedenisme tro-

pical ;" why most common in the

tropics 482 ; not always primarily
a disease of hospitals 483 ; has often
occurred in clean hospitals 484, but

mostly associated with unwholesome
wards, &c. 485, dirty ships 487, and
bad transport 488; a specific disease

having a virus 489; communicable
489 ; relation to other traumatic
diseases 490 ; alleged identity with

diphtheria 491

Hospitals, erysipelas in 394, 410 ;

puerperal fever 422, seq. ; hospital
gangrene 478, 483

Hudson's Bay Territory, goitre 149

Hungary, goitre 134

Hydatids, commonest in Iceland 292,
and in Victoria (Australia) 293 ;

instances of in other countries 293 ;

relation to the tapeworm of the dog
{Tcenia echinococcus) 294

Hydra, endemic of "
ponos

"
or chil-

dren's scurvy 561

Iceland, leprosy 26; immunity from
syphilis 71, 88; hydatids 292,294,
itch 360, chlorosis 495, scurvy 527,

scrofula 616
Immunity from syphilis of Malagasys

76, 89, negroes in Central Africa 77,
89, Greenlanders 80, 89, Icelanders

88, Miquelouuais 88 ; from second
attack of yaws 109 ; of the goitrous
regions of South America from cre-

tinism 150—153; of Hindus, Malays,
&c., from Tcenia mediocanellata ;

of Iceland, Greenland, &c., from
tapetvorms generally ; of women
from distoma ; of the tropics

(relative) from erysipelas 392 ; of
uncivilised countries from jiuerperal
fever 419; (relative) of women and
children, Europeans, and new ar-

rivals, i'rom beriberi 583 ; of Brazil
from gout 658, 662

Importation, alleged of, leprosy (by
negroes) to America 10, 46, to the
Hawaiian Islands 19 ; to New Bruns-
wick 27; of syphilis to the Western
Hemisphere 67, 81, to the Pacific 74 ;

(alleged) of yaws to America by
43
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African r.cgroes 106; (iiUeijpil) of

Trichina spiralis by Cliiiicse swine

312, or by tlie brown rut 312; of

anijuiUula from Cochin China to

Toulon 323, to ]?rest 325 ; of

guinea-ioorm to the Western Hemi-

sphere Viy African negroes 313, 35G ;

of sand-Jlea flom Brazil to the West
Coast of Africa 364, and in single
instances into Europe 365; of ring-
^oorm to islands in the Pacific 376

Increase of goitre 155, of pellagra
224, of chlorosis in Sweden 106,

(alleged) of scrofula 609
India, leprosy 4, 15, 33, 39, syphilis

6G, 72, goitre 145, tapeworm 283,

287, Jilaria 335, guinea-worm 341,
larvcB in nose 369, ringworm 374,

puerperal fever 421, 443, hospital

gangrene 482, scurvy 528, 537, 548,
beriberi 575, scrofula 618, diabetes

643, 646, 647, gout 656

Indiana, trembles 255, 257

Inuiaxs, AmericAy, syphilis 81, creti-

nism 150, scrofula 622, 634

Infectiveness, see Vikus.

Iodine, deficiency of, as cause of goitre
196

Ionian Islands, leprosy 23, pellagra
226, 236

Ireland, leprosy 6, button-scurvy 112,

scurvy 527, 547, scrofula 615

Irkutsk, goitre 144
Ieon in the water as cause of goitre

194

Italy, leprosy 8, 21, syphilis 64, 71,

goitre 124, ergotism 213, pellagra
221, seq., anchylostoma 316, 321,

scrofula 611

Itch, general facts of its distribution

360; colloquial names 362; special
varieties ("Malabar itch," &c.) 363

Jamaica, leprosy (among Jews) 56,

malignant erysipelas 405

Japan, leprosy 18, syphilis 66, itch 361,

scurvy 528, beriberi (" Kak-ke ")

573, 587, 591, scrofula 619

Java, leprosy 17, syphilis 74, _ya(y5

105, goitre 147, beriberi 575, sero-

/«/a 619

Jutland, syphilis 94

K

Kabylia, leprosy 12, syphilis 78, goitre

148, !<cA 362, scrofula 621 (note)

Kae-kg, Japanese name of beriberi

569, 572

Kamschatka, leprosy 19, syphilis 73,
?7cA 361, .srHwy 526

Kenton, Ohio, wZ/A: sickness 260

Kioto, beriberi 573, 583

Kirghiz Steppe, leprosy 24, syphilis
70, guinea-ivorm 341, scrofula rare

or unknown 617, 635

Kokaun, epidem. goitre 159

Kremnitz, anchylostoma 317
Kumaon, leprosy 15, goitre 145, 175,

scrofula 618

Labuan, beriberi 574
Ladak, _$ro?<re 145

Ladoga (Lake), _9'o?Yre 144
Landes, pellagra 225
Laos, syphilis 72, 73

Lapland, scurvy 527
Laevje of flies in the nuse 368;

mostly occur in the tropics 369 ;

alleged connexion with ozaeua 369
Lead Coj.ic, early references to 265 ;

first cases due to lead in the wine in

Burgundy, &c. 265 ; in Holland 266.
Devonshire 266, Madrid 266, United
States 267; Benjamin Franklin on

267; same as the "
dry belly-ache

"

of the Wcsl, Indies 268, Guiana 269,

Senegambin, &c. 270; no endemic
colic other than lead colic 271 ;

prevalence on board steamships 272,

especially French men-of-war 273 ;

explanation of their liability 275;
oftenest in tropical waters 276;
Lofevre's explanation of the peculiar

liability to, on board French meu-of-
wai' 277 ; why commouest in the

tropics 278
Lena, goitre 144, 155

Leprosy, old generic use of the name
1 ; ancient references to, in the

East 2 ; first appearance in Europe
5; general outbreak in Europe 6;
alleged imjiorlation by crusaders 7 ;

confusion with syphilis 8 ; extinction

of the European endemic 8 ; first

appearance in America 10 ; present
distribution—Egypt 11, East Africa

and islands 11, Algiers 12, Western
Islands 12, West Africa 12, Persia,

Syria, &c. 14, India 15, East Indies

17. China and Japan 18, Hawaiian
Islands 19, Spain and Portugal 20,

Comacchio 21, Riviera 21, Provence

21, Sicily 22, Greece and islands 22,
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Crete 23, Southern Russia 23, Sweden
24, Norway 25, Iceland 26, Tracadie

(New Brunswick) 27, Mexico and
Central America 28, West Indies 28,
Ecuador 29, Guiana 29, Brazil and

Argentine Republic 30; inadequate
liypotbeses ot'its cause 31 ; prevalent
in very viirious climates 32 ; asso-

ciation with sea coasts or rivers not
invariable 3±; malarious influences

excluded 36 ; hypothesis of a staple
diet of putrid fish 36 ; evidence

against ditto 37; influence of other
food (rice, maize, pork) 40 ; mostly
a disease of the poor 40, but not
unknown among the well-to-do both
now and formerly 41 ; due to a

specific cause 42 ; the "
bacilli of

leprosy
" 43 ; not now contagious

44; alleged importation to America

by the negro 46, and by Chinese to

the Hawaiian Islands 46 ; summary
of evidence against contagiousness
47 ; "predisposition to it inherited 51 ;

Norwegian leprous families in the

United States 54; special liability
of negroes 55, and of Jews in the
West Indies 56; often acquired by
Europeans resident in leprous cen-

tres 56; anaesthetic form commonest
58

Liguria, pellagra 2,'22i

Lithuania, syphilis 95

'Lom^MwAy , ijellagra 221, anehylostoma
316

London, erysipelas 394, 411, puerperal
fever, 422 (table), 454, hospital
gangrene 483, 484

Louisiana, leprosy 27

LYMPH-scEOTUMassociatedwith'^iari'a
328

Lyons, hospital gangrene 478; 486,

gout 654, 661

M

Macassar, yaios 105

Madagascar, leprosy 11, syphilis 76, 89,

yaivs 105, goitre 148, filaria 334,

gout 657

Madeii'a, leprosy 12
Madras Pres., guin^a-ivorm 357, heri-

heri bio, 580, 581, 592
Madrid, lead colic 266
Magnesian water as cause of goitre

178, 186

Maize, diet of damaged, cause of pel-

lagra 230, seq. ; ergot-parasite on,

cause of 2}elade 253

Malabar Coast, guinea-worm 342, itch

363, beriberi (rare) 575

Malacca, leprosy 17, ringtoorm 377
Malta, milk sickness 2()2

Manchester, puerperalfever 451

Maoris, leprosy among 19, syphilis 75,

scrofula G20

Maraquita, goitre 151, pelade 253

Martinique, anguillula 325

Matucana, verruga 118

Mauritius, leprosy 11, syphilis 76,
round-ioorm 300,filaria 334, beriberi

576

Mesopotamia, leprosy 10
Metal Mountains, _5roi'^re 141

Mewar, guinea-worm 345, 355

Mexico, leprosy 28, 40, syphilis 81,

goitre 150, sandjiea 364, 366, pinta
381, chlorosis 497, mountain sickness

504, scrofula 622
Miasma, doctrine of, in verruga 119,

in the trembles 258, in puerperal
fever 438, in scurvy 541, 558, in beri-

beri 596, 600
"MiLK-siCKNESs" occurs where " the

trembles "
of cattle is prevalent 259 ;

symptoms of 259; morbid anatomy
of 259; epidemics of 260; evidence
that it is due to poisonous milk or

meat 260; GrafE's inquiries 261;
occurs oftenest in adults

;
selects its

victims 262; a similar outbreak at

Malta traced to toxic milk 262

Miquelon, free from syphilis 88 ; much
chlorosis in 495 ; scrofula 621

Moisture, see Rainfall
Moluccas, syphilis 74, yatos 105, ring-

tvorm ^T7, beriberi 574
Monte Video, puerperalfever 421

Morocco, leprosy 12, syphilis 78, goitre
148

Mountain Sickness, local names of

{note) 503; symptoms and clinical

history 503 ; afl'ects beasts of burden
504 ; occurs only at great elevations—Cordillera, High Alps, Himalaya,
&c. 504; various theories of 505;
observations and conclusion of Paul
Bert 505 ; acclimatisation to 506 ;

idiosyncrasy for 506

Mozambique, leprosy 11, yaws 105,
itch 362

Myiasis, South American name for

larv£B in the nose 369

N

Natal, distoma 290
Negroes peculiarly liable to leprosy
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55 ; protected from syphilis in Mada-

gascar, kc, and iu iiitorior of Atrioa

77, 89 ; in East Indies protected
from yaii's IGt?, but elsewhere very
liable \0'3 : "ciicliexie aqueuse" of, in

West Indies 313; imported ^«i«ea-
worm to Egypt 340, and to America

343, 35f) ; not exempt from erysi-

pelas 409; liable to beriberi lu the

West Indies 569 {note), 576

Nepanl, goitre 145

Nertchinsk, goitre 145
Neevous piiKNOXiKNA in leprosy 58,

in ergotism 210, mpellagra 218-220,
in acrodynia 248, in trembles 254,
in milk-siekness 259, in beriberi 570

New Brunswick, leprosy 27, 47
New Caledonia, yaws 105
New Granada, goitre 151, 155, 160,

sand-flea 365, bots 370, pinta 382
New Guinea, beriberi 575
New Hampshire, goitre 149
New York, ergotism 211, puerperal
fever 43 !

New Zealand, leprosy 19, syphilis 75,

scrofula 620

}iicAra.gua., goitre 150

Niger basin, goitre 148
Nile basin, leprosy 11, syphilis 78,
worms 280, guinea-worm 340, scurvy
529

North- VVest Provinces of India, /e/jros^

16, goitre 145, guinea-worm 341

Norway, leprosy 25, 38, syphilis 93,
Jo)!* 371, chlorosis 495, scurvy 527

Nossi-Bo, ringivorm 374, beriberi 576

Nubia, syphilis 78

O

Oceania, leprosy 19, syphilis 74, ri'w^^-

wor>» 375

OiiOANlsils, minute parasitic, in leprosy
43, syphilis 84, goitre 199, erysipelas
412, puerperalfever 465

Uhphanages, beriberi 583, scrofula
632, 638

Ottawa, syphilis 81, scurvy 529
OxYUEis VEKMicuLAHis, general facts

of its distribution 302

Paraguay, leprosy 10, 30, goitre 152,

sand-flea 365, beriberi 577
Paualytic symptoms in pellagra 218,

in beriberi bib
Pakanqi, name of yaws in Ceylon 101

Parasitic Fcnoi in skin diseases 372
Parasitism, restricted application of

the term in this volume 279; doc-
trine of, in specific infectious 279;
mostly prevalent in the tropics 280 ;

doctrine of, in leprosy 43, iu beriberi

598, in scrofula 640

Paris, acrodynia 249, puerperal fever
447, hospital gangrene 478, 485

Pelade, a toxic disease found in Co-
lombia 253; hair coming out is the
chiff symptom 253; due to ergot
j)arasit(; on maize 253 ; effects of

ergot of maize on cows with calf 253

Pellagra, clinical history of 217 ;

morbid anatomy of 219 ; distribution

in Spain 220, in Italy 221 ; table for

the various Italian provinces 223; in

France (Gascony) 225 ; alleged oc-

currence in Hungary, Egypt, Algiers
225 {note); in Roumania 226, in

Corfu 226 ; a modern disease of the

peasantry in a few localities 227;
miserable living in general does not

account for it 220; evidence that it

is due to living on damaged maize
230 ; occurs most where maize-

polenta is the staple food 231 ; un-

known in Europe until maize intro-

duced 232 ; symptoms may abate

when maize-food stopped 233 ; not

owing to low nutritive value of maize

234; due to maize grown on unsuit-

able soil, gathered unripe, and badly
stored 235; Wallacks in Transyl-
vania free from it, but in Kouniania
liable to it, differences in their hus-

bandry of maize 236; the circum-

stanci's in Corfu 236 ; epidemics of,

follow bad seasons 237; goes with

poor soil 238; inquiries of Balar-

dini on the virus, 238; of Lombroso
on ditto 239; objections to Lom-
broso's conclusion 240; resemblance

to ergotism 242
; why no pellagra

in other maize-eating countries 242;

sporadic pellagra 242; not a con-

tagious disease 244; evidence of

heredity 241 ; literature of 245

Persia, leprosy 10, 14, itch 361

Peru, syphilis 83, verruga ll-i, goitre

152, anchylostoma 314, itch 362,

sand-Jlea 365, mountain sickness 504,

scrofula 623, gout 658
PlAN, synon. for yatvs 101

¥\Q&\nont, goitre lb3, pellagra 222, 238

Pig, liable to trichinosis 311, host of

tcenia solium 287

PlNTOS, MAL DE LOS, list of writers on

{note) 379; clinical characters and
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varieties of 380; its history in

Mexico uncertain 381 ; present dis-

tribution— Mexico 382, Venezuela
and New Granada 382 ; warmtli and
moisture favour it 383 ; miserable

living predisposes to it 383 ; earlier

views of its patliolog:y 384; discovery
of a fungus in, by Gastambide 385 ;

question of tlie cause of various tints

385 ; its communicabllity 386 ; other

tropical discolorations of skin allied

to it 386
PiTTEIASIS VERSICOLOR 372

Plymouth, puerperalfever 455

Pondicherry, yaios 105
" PoNOS," a malady of young children

in two Greek islands, allied to scurvy

561; clinical history 562; morbid

anatomy 563 ; confined to Spezza
and Hydra 563 ; present frequency
564 ; factors in the etiology 564 ; a

congenital constitutional malady 564

Portugal, leprosy 20, 32, scrofula 610

Poverty as a factor in leprosy 40, in

yaws 108, in verruga 118, in goitre

180, in ergotism 215, in pellagra

229, in anchylostoma 320, in mal de

lospintos 383, in beriberi 589

Prague, hospital gangrene 484

Prisons, hospital gangrene 484, aero-

dynia 251, 252, scurvy 527, 536, 540,

550, beriberi 588, scrofula 634
Puerperal Fever, modern doctrine

of, originated by Semmelweiss 416 ;

references to, in ancient and medi-

seval writiuirs 418; first understood

by Willis 418; commonest in civilised

countries 419 ; table of deaths from

419 ; survey of its present distribu-

tion 420 ; chronological table of epi-

demics of 422 ; epidemics commonest
in cold and wet weather 432 ; tables

showing this for St. Petersburg and
Vienna and Bergen 433, and for

New York 434 ; cold acts indirectly

by discouraging free ventilation 435 ;

specially a disease of lying-in hos-

pitals 436 ; comparison of death-rate

after delivery in hospitals and in

private houses 437 ; why a hospital
disease 438 ; influence of overcrowd-

ing 439, at Stockholm 440, Dublin

440, Halle, &c. 441 ; in India 443 ;

exceptional outbreaks 444 ; the mias-

matic-contagious hypothesis 445 ;

objections to ditto 446 ; tables of

the cases in various hospitals of

Paris, St. Petersburg, and Vienna

417 ; no pandemic influence 449 ;

cases showing how the virus

originated and was transmitted

450—462 ; remarkable experiences
at Vienna in connexion with the

teaching of morbid anatomy 462 ;

reforms of Semmelweiss 464 ; media
of carrying the virus 465 ; micro-

organisms 465 ; may coincide with

erysipelas in a place (instances) 467

may originate from erysipelas 468

may be the source of erysipelas 469
is itself sometimes erysipelatous 470
list of writers on 171

Punta Arenas, yaws 106

Pyrenees, ^0 //re 129, IW, pellagra 225,

scrofula 628

Q

Queensland, ^/arja 329

Quito, mountain sickness 503

R

IlADEsyGE, endemic syphilis of Nor-

way and Sweden 93

Rainfall, influence of, m guinea-worm
344, in beriberi 580

Rajpootana, guinea-worm 342, scurvy
549

Rat, host of trichina parasite, 311

Vve\Q\\Qx\h?Lch, j)uerperalfever 469

Reunion, leprosy 11, syphilis 76, spotted
skin 388, beriberi 576

Rice diet as cause of leprosy 40, of

beriberi 589

Ringworm, general facts of its dis-

tribution 374 ; mostly in warm coun-

tries 374, and among the dark-skinned

races 375; special forms in the

Pacific—"
gune

"
375, Tokelau ring-

worm 376, Cascadoe 377; relation

of these varieties to herpes tonsurans

378

Riviera, leprosy 21

Roumania, syphilis 96, pellagra 226,
236

Round-worm:, see Ascaeis

Russia, leprosy 23, syphilis 70, goitre
144, ergotism 212, tapeworm 286,
trichinosis 309, scurvy 526, scrofula
616, gout 655

Saigon, syphilis 73, anguillula 324

Salzburg, yoJiJre 122, 199

Samarang, beriberi 575, 583
Samoa, yaws 105, 107, ringworm 376

Sand-flea, confined to certain parts of
Central and South America and thg
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West Coast of Africa 364 ; cases of

importation to Europe 365 : fre-

quents filthy huts and pi^'peries 366;
enters hou-es in tlie rainy season

367; natives on tl)oir pjuard !i<;ninst

it 367 ; mostly found about the toes

368
San Dominijo, i/aws lOl

San Francisco, beriberi 577
Siiu Kemo, leprosy 21

San Salvador, goitre 150, sand-flea
365

Saskatchewan, goitre 149

^Avoy, goitre 129, 169, 175

Schmalkalden, goitre 140

Schools, beriberi in 583 ; scrofula in

632, 638

Scotland, leprosy 6, 9; syphilis 64, 92

(jsibhens) ; goitre 143
; faous 373 ;

scurvy 547

Scrofula, etymology of name 601

(note) ; clear references to, in ancient

writers 605 ; dcvelojnncnt of the

doctrine of scrofulosis 606 ; applied

indiscriminately to children's diseases

in 18th cent. 607; present doctrine

based on morbid anatomy and clini-

cal history 008; historical estimate

of amount oT scrofula difficult owinp
to vagueness of term 608; no evi-

dence of increase since vaccination

609; present area— Europe 610,
table for Italy 611, France 612, Swit-

zerland, Belirium, Hnllund, Germany
614, Britain 615, Scandinavia 616,
Russia 616, other parts of Eastern

Europe 617, India 618, East Indies,

China, f^c. 619, Hawaiian Islands

619, Tahiti, New Zealand, kc. (>20,

Cape Colony 620, Abyssinia, Egypt,
&c. 620, Alkska 621,"Mi(iuelon 621,

(rare in) Greenland621, United Stati s

621, West Indies 622, Brazil, &c.

623, Chili, &c. 623; common both

in tropical and temperate latitudes

624; young persons coming from

the tropics to Europe jjcculiarly

liable to it 625 ; not limited to low

and damp soils 626 ; recent increase

in parts of Belgium 627 ; occurs at

high and low points in the Pyrenees
628; affects the children of the rich

and poor alike 629 ; a malady of

nutrition 630 ; efPects of close con-

finement 630, in children put early
to work 631, in orphanages and

workhouses, &c. 632, in factories

633, in Millbank Prison 634 ; alleged

immunity of nomadic peoples 635 ;

may be inherited or congenital 635,

or acquired 636; the doctrine ol a

scrofulous virus 637 ; no evidence of

commuuicability 638 ; alleged con-

veyance by vaccination 639 ; i).ira-

sitic doctrine of 640

SCUEVY, Lind's services to historical

study of 507 ; the " lienes magni
"

of an(!ient writers not scorbutic but

malarial 508 ; doubtful if
" stoma-

kakc " and "
skelotyrbe

" were scor-

butic 509; genuine Ilippocratic
reference to 511; mediajval refer-

ences 511; historical outbreaks at

sea 512 ; early accounts of land

scurvy 513; rise of the doctrine of

a scmhutic constitution 514; his-

torical sketch of ditto 515 ; the dog-
matism of Eugalenus 516; reason-

able views of Sydenhan), Hoffmann,
Mead and Kramer 519 ; not especi-

ally common in former times 520;
table of epidemics 521 ; countries

most liable to land scurvy— Russia,

526, Iceland, &c. 527, Arabia, Japan,
Australia 528, Soudan, West Coast

of Africa 529, Greenland, Alaska,

Ottawa 529; services of Blanc for

the navy 531 ;
modern instances in

English navy 531 ; in mercantile

marine 531 ; in other navies 532 ; in

French ships of war 533; in arctic

ships 533 ; spring and winter its

proper seasons 535; cold and wet

only predispose to 535 ;
outbreaks in

warm and dry weather 536 ; not

dependent on cold and wet at sea

537 ; damp soil only predisposes 539 ;

no "scorbutic miasma" 540; over-

crowding and im])ure air have a

determining influence 540; remarks

of Armstrong on ditto 542 ; not

caused by absolute want of food 543,

or by want of fresh meat 544, but

by want of fresh vegetables 545 ;

instances in proof of this—European
wars 546, Irish famine 547, India

548, United States 548, Australian

exploration 549, prisons 550, on

board ship 551 ; causes of recent

decrease 553 ;
Garrod's table of

amount of carbonate of potash in

articles of diet 551; outbreaks in

spite of lime-juice 554; predisposi-
tion caused by previous hardships
556 ; anomalous outbi-eaks 557 ; the

miasmatic and infective doctrine—
Kriigkula 558, Villemin 559, Kiihu

559 ; experiments to infect animals

with 560 ; summary of the etiology

561 J list of writers on 565
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Sea-coast, leprosy 34, scurvy 559,
beriberi 581

Season of erqotism 214, of pellagra
217, 237, of lead colic 276, of dis-

toma 299, of guinea-worm 345, of

sand-flea 367, of ringworm 374, of

pinta 383, of erysipelas 406, ofpuer-
peralfever 432, 434, 443, of hospital

gangrene 482, of scurvy 535, of 6c?')'-

fier?: 579, of ^o«i! 663

Segu-Sicorro, goitre 148

Senaar, goitre 148

Senegambia, leprosy 12, syphilis 79,

tapeioorm 282, larrcB in nose 369

Servia, endemic syjihilis 96

Sex, female, most liable to goitre 185 ;

male, most linble to distoma 298,
to beriberi 583

Shetland Islands, leprosy 9, io^s 371,

scrofula 615

Ships, erysipelas in, 395, hospital gan-
grene in 479, 487, scurvy in 530,

551, beriberi in 577

Siam, Uprosy 17

Siberia, syjihilis 73, goitre 144, ?YcA 361

SiBBENS, endemic syphilis in Scotland

92

Sicily, leprosy 22, 34

Singapore, leprosy 17, beriberi 574,
597

Skelotyebe, a disease of antiquity

supposed by some to have been

scurvy 509

Skeeljevo, endemic syphilis of Dal-

matia 95

Skin, Discoloeation of, in the tropics

386, in Brazil 387, in Guiana and
West Indies 387 ; doubtful instances

in Africa, «&;c. 388
Soil as a factor in goitre 166, l7l, 174,

in pellagra 238, in the trembles 257,
in anchylostoma 320, in guinea-worm
346, in erysipelas 407, in beriberi

581, in scrofula 626

Soudan, Eastern, scurvy 529, see also

Nile basin

Soudan, Greater, yazvs 105, goitre 148,

tapeicorm 282

Spain, leprosy 20, syphilis 63, goitre

150, pellagra 220, scrofula 610

Spezza, endemic of "ponos" or chil-

dren's scurvy, 561
Spoeadic cases of leprosy 23, 30, 67,

of pellagra 2U, 242
St. Domingo, yaws 104

St. Etienne, anchylostoma 317, 319
St. Helena, leprosy 11

St. Marie, leprosy 11, syphilis 77, 89
St. Petersburg, puerperal fever 433,

448, scurvy 536, gout 655

Stockholm, puerperalfever 440, 458
Stomakake, a disease of antiquity

supposed by some to have been

scurvy 509

Steuma, old name for scrofula 605

{note)

Styria, goitre 133

SucEEEiES, maladie des. West Indian
name for beriberi 569 {note)

Sudetic Mountains, goitre 141

Sumatra, yatvs 105, goitre 147, beri-

beri 574

Surinam, leprosy 10, see also Guiana
Sweden, leprosy 24, 37, syphilis 93,

tapeworm 289, chlorosis 496, 500,

scurvy 527, scrofula 616
Switzerland, cretinism IZO, goitre 132,

ergotism 213, bothriocephahis 289,
291, scrofula 614

Syphilis, inclusive sense in which the
term is used 69 {note) ; summary of
evidence that both the constitutional
and the local forms existed in anti-

quity 59 ; used to be kept secret from
the profession 60 ; afterwards mixed
uj) with leprosy 62 j a case at Valencia

63; the great European epidemic,
beginning 1488 64 ; virulence of

type of ditto 65 ; ancient evidence
of the constitutional forms in the
East 66 ; brought to the New World
by Europeans 67; present distribu-
tion—Europe 69, European armies

(table) 70, Asia 71, India 72, Saigon
73, Kamschatka 73, China and
Mongolia 73, East Indies 74, Ha-
waiian Islands and Tahiti 74 ; enor-
mous prevalence of, in Zanzibar, Mo-
zambique, Madagascar, &c. 76, in the
last confined to the Hovas, exempt-
ing the Malagasys 77 ; Livingstone
on immunity from, in interior cf
Africa 77 ; enormous prevalence of, in

Abyssinia, Nubia and Egypt 78,
Tunis and Algiers 78, Senegambia
79, Guinea Coast 79; immunity of
Greenland and Miquelon (N. F.) 80 ;

prevalence in Alaska, Vancouver's
Island and British Columbia 80,
Canada 81, California 81 ; Mexico
its primary focus in the New World
82 ; enormous prevalence of, in Brazil
and Argentine Republic 83 ; admis-
sions into hospital at Valparaiso 83 ;

original habitats uncertain 84; search
for the virus in the form of a fungus
84 ; type may be as virulent in

tropical as in temperate latitudes

86; said to be intensified by alti-

tude 87; remarkable instances of im-
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iminity
— Icelnnders, Miquelonnais,

Greeulaiiders, Central ACr'K'aiis, Ma-

lagasys 88 ; said to be worse wlicii

pot from persons of anotlier race 90;

pood effects of police snrveillance 90;
bad effects of war and movements of

troops 91 ; remarkable endemics—
the sibbens of Scotland 92, tbe rade-

si/ge of Norway and Sweden 93, the

Jutland sj/pkiloid 9i, the Dithniar-

sian disease 94', the si/philoid.t of

Lithuania andCourland 95, i\wfalca-
dina of Hellnno 95, the skerljevo of

Dalmatia 95, tlie frenga of Servia,
boiild of Koumania and linlfjaria,
and spirokolon of Greece 96, the
endemic of L'liavanne (Haute-Saone)
97, of liidschow (Bohemia) 97, and
of Capistrello (Abruzzi) 97 ; the

preat fifteenth century e])ideniii;

illustrated by these modern in-

stances, both in its rise and decline

98

Syria, leprosi/ 10, 14, fapeworm 282,
trichina 'i\0, guinea-worm 341

T

T5!XIA ECHINOCOCCUS 294
T.?:nia mediocanellata chiefly met

with in Abyssinia 281 ; also in other

African countries 282 ; and in India

283, China, Japan &c. 284; in-

stances of, in Europe, in South
America 285 ; due to eatinp un-

cooked beef 281—281, 288
T*;nia solium, etymology of name 285

{note); mostly European in its dis-

tribution 28(j, but met with also in

Newfoundland and JNlexico 280;

goes with eating' pork 28G, 287

Tahiti, leprosi/ 19, syjihilis 7o, goitre

147, lead colic 271, xcroftda G20

Tartary, goitre 147

Terai, goitre 146

'iV'rnate, U'pro\i/ 54

Thibet, .70/7 /-p i46

Thuringia, goitre 140

Timbuctoo, yaws 105
Tinea imbricata, form of ringwonu

in the East Indies 377
Tokelau Islands, ringworm 376
Tokio, heriheri 580, 583, 580

Toulon, anguillula 323, sand-Jlea 366,

hoxpital gangrene 486
Toxic effects of the food in leprosy

36, in ergotism 214, m pellagra 230,
in acrodynia 251, in the trembles 25 1,

and in milk-sickness 259; of the

food or drink in lead colic 265, seq. ;

of tlie food in beriberi 589
Tracadie, leprosy 27

Transports, hospital gangrene 487,
488, scurry 531, 533, 541, 552, beri-

beri :)1'7, 588

Transylvania, /70j7re \2i,ergotiim 213
Trembles, a disease of cattle in Prairie

States of America 254 ; symptoms of

254; distribution in the United States
of America 255; early notices of

255; associated with tl>e jiasturage
of certain spots 256 ; mostly on poor
or fallow land 257 ; due to a toxic
substance in the jiasture 257 ; not

malarial, nor owing to a mineral

poison in the water 258; milk of
animals suffering from, causes a

peculiar disease in man 259
Teicuina spiralis, ] first discovery of

Trichinosis, j the parasite 303;
first case observed during life 305 ;

Zenker's case 305 ; earlier cases and
outbreaks not diagnosed at the time

305; cases and oiitbro;iks since

Zenker's 307 ; mostly in North

Germany 308; instances in other
countries 308 ; in tlie United States
310 ; question of the intermediate
host of the p'^rnsitc

—
piix or rat 311 ;

unequal distribution of 312
TRiCHoCEPHALrs DISPAR, general facts

of its distribution 302

Troops, syphilis 70, 72, 91 ; verruga
114; epidemic goitre lb6; acrodytiia
215 ; guinea-worm 345, 3 J8. 355 ;

27c// 360 (note) ; sand flea 366; tnal

de los pintos 382 ; hospital gangrene
477, seq.. 183, 487; scurry 511, 521

(table), 536, 546, seq., 556; beriberi

574, 580-1, 590
Tropics, leprosy 32, syphilis 87, yatcs

107, verruga il8, lead colic 268, 276,

parasites 280, ascaris 299, filaria

sa7iguinis 333, guinea-worm 339, mat
de los pintos 382, 386, hospital gan-
grene 479, 481, beriberi 579, ancemia

502, immunity from gout 663

Tunis, syphilis 78, spotted skin 388,

scrofula 621

Turkestan, leprosy 14, guitiea-toorm
341

Turkey, leprosy 22, erysipelas 393

Tuscany, pellagra 222

Tyrol, syphilis 95, goitre 132

U

Union Islands, ringworm 376
United States, leprosy (among Norwe-
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gians) 54, goilre 149, fremhies 254,
lead colic 207, trichinosis 310,

anchylostoma 315, epidemic ery-

sipelas 398, hospital gangrene 487,

scrofula 621, ^om/ 657

Uruguay, leprosy 10

Uta, the Peruviau uame of a disease

caused by larva' of flies deposited
iiuder the skin 370

Vaccination, alleged influence of, in

producing scrofula, 609, 638
Vallais, cretinism 131

Valleys, narrow, always the seats of

verruga 117, often the seats oi goitre
165

Valparaiso, syphilis 83
Vancouver's Island, syphilis 80

Venetia, pellagra 221

Venezuela, goitre 151, 170, pinta 382

Vermont, goitre 149
Vebritga Peeuviana, disastrous out-

break of, in Pizarro's army in six-

teenth century 114; found in 1842
to be endemic in a small area of

Peru 114 J clinical characters—
bleeding warts of skin and mucous

1
inembranes 115 ; course of the dis-

ease 116; histology of the wart 116;
localities where lound 117 ; natural

features of ditto 117 ; a specific

disease easily caught by new comers

118; the drinking-water suspected
119; doubtfully contagious 119;

fatality among Englishmen making
the Trans-Andean Railway 120 ;

rate of mortality 120

Victoria, hydatids 293

Vienna, puerperalfever 416, 433, 448,
462

ViEUS, doctrine of specific, in leprosy
42, in yaws 108, in verruga 118, in

goitre and cretinism 197, in pellagra
238, in erysipelas 413 ; questioned
iov puerperalfever 466; in hospital

gangrene 489 ; denied for scurvy 558;
in beriberi 595, in scrofula 637

Vosges, goitre 138

W

Wakleck, goitre 141
Waes followed by endemics of syphilis

91, 92, seq., 99 ; by hospital gan-
grene 478, see also Teoops

Waet (Peruvian), see Verritga
Water (drinking) as cause of goitre

186, of verruga 119; as medium of

distoma 297, of anchylostoma 320,
oi filaria sanguinis 221, oi guinea-
worm 350; as cause of scurvy 545,
oi'

"
ponos

" 564
West Indies, leprosy 10, 28, syphilis

67, 82, yaws 106, lead colic 268,

anchylostoma 314, filaria 334,

guinea-worm 343, sand-flea 365,
beriberi 576, scrofula 622

Wiirtemberg, ^otVi-e 135, 170, 190

Yaws, synonyms of 101 (and note) ;

clinical history of 101 ; morbid ana-

tomy of 103 ; a specific infective

disease quite distinct from syphilis

103; historical references to in St.

Domingo, Brazil, East and West
Indies 104 ; present area — West
Coast of Africa its chief seat 105,
found in Madagascar,&c. 105, common
in East Indies, found in Ceylon, New
Caledonia, Fiji and Samoa 105, com-
mon in West Indies 106 ; doctrine of

importation by the African negro
106 ; endemic in Samoa 107 ; a dis-

tinctly tropical disease 107 ; helped,
but not directly caused by poor
living 108 ; highly contagious 108 ;

negroes almost exclusively liable

109 ; mostly attacks young children

109; one attack gives a degree of

immunity 110; literature 110

Z

Zanzibar, leprosy 11, syphilis 76, an-

chylostoma 315, filaria 334
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